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This  collection  includes  the  major  writings  of
General    Giap,   who,   on   the   evidence   of   his
record  as  well  as  his theoretical  work,  has  long
been  recognized  as one  of  the military geniuses
of modern times, and, along with  Mao Tse-tung,
the greatest modern practitioner and theorist of
the  art  of  people's  warfare.  It  includes writings
from  the  1940's to the end  of the  1960's, and
thus constitutes the most complete selection yet
published.   Most   of   the   material   included   has
never   before   been   available   in   English.   It   is

presented    here    with    a    valuable    historical
introduction by  Pussell  Stetler.

Mr.  Stetler writes:  "Vo  Nguyen  Giap  is,  by
all   accounts,   a   modest   man.   In  any  case,  we
have    no     interest    in    exaggerating    his
accomplishments.  We  have  collected  his  essays,
interviews,  speeches,  and  articles  here  because
they   represent   the   most   complete   body   of
analytical  writings  on the two  lndochinese wars
written  from  the  point of view of the insurgent
forces.   They   span   the   entire   history   of  the
Vietnamese  revolutionary  armed  struggle,  from
the    early    days   of    the    armed    propaganda
brigades  in  their  skirmishes  with  the  Japanese
to  the  current  period,  in which war-making and

peace   negotiations  go  on  simultaneously  with
the   Americans.   They   show   the  evolution   of
Vietnamese  practice and  thought  in  the course
of    nearly    three    decades    of   fighting.    They
incorporate   much  from  the  tradition  of  Marx
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Introduction

ln  ir;ll  life,"  Mao  Tse-tung  once  remarked  wryly,  "we  cannot  ask
liii   +vcr   victorious'  generals." I   This  characteristic  realism   derives

lnmi   ilccadcs  Of  hard  struggle,  in  which  progress  is  measured  not
`    " iling to customary battle  statistics  or  in  terrain gained and held
I.iH    in   the   persistence   of   the   revolutionary   forces,   in   their   sheer

I  iiuiily  to  survive  over  time.  As  in  China,  so,  too,  in  Vietnam:  the

wulnlitMiary   forces   have   emerged   the   victors   by   showing   their
il nlil y  I()  cndurc  protracted  conflict.  Vietnam  has  cxperienccd  nearly

ninnmllpted war since the mid-1940's, and  the  insurgents  have  had
"   i`v(.I.   widening  impact.  Set  in  deeper  perspective,  Vietnam  has
l"+.,lw  for  its  independence  for  two  thousand  years.  Her  statesmen
ln.iiuri`tly  refer  to  this  long  history  of  resistance  warfare,  and  they
il.i   w   l'(ir   more   than   rhetorical   effect.   Out   of  this   long  history  a

•ll`l`l`i_'live  military  science  has  evolved,  with  direct  rclevancc  to  the

iur`(.lllsituation.
In  iill their wars, the Vietnamese have confronted a more powerful

i iii`iny,  whether  numerically,  as  in  the  case  of  the  ancient  Chinese,

"   lr( lH`ologically,  as  in  the  case  of  their  contemporary  opponents.

A   wl'{itcgy  of  passive  defense,  in  which  one  relies  on  fortresses  and
lil.,il`  material resources and  terrain  as ends in themselves, has  never

wi u hrtl. The Vietnamese suffered their own Dien  Bicn Phu five and
I  lI,ill' centuries before the French, when  the impregnable stronghold
•tl   I )ti  liang  in  the  interior  of  Thanh  Hoa  fell  under  siege  by  the
I  I.i iii.ic`. The common  features of the successful resistance wars stand

• il.I  ` lcurly. All relied on  tactical, and often  strategic, flexibility.  (This

I " rittion  was  elaborated  in  the  first Vietnamese  handbook  of  the
mililm y   profession-in   the   thirteenth  century!)   All  have  utilized
ilii`   ii:`tural   advantages   of   terrain   and   environment   to   permit   a
i.inliilc.   defense.  All  have   utilized  the  expanse  of  time  to   the  ad-

ll
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T2    Introduetiori

vantage of the resistance, building  up strong forces  in  a war of long
duration  so  as  to  be  in  a  decisive  position  at  the  critical  time.  All
have had  a popular character, based  on  the  support of the peasantry
through  a general mobilization.  (A  system  of  conscription  affecting
every  village has existed in  Vietnam  from  the  tenth  century.)  Every
victorious  leader  understood  politics  as  the  key  to  success.2

The   inventiveness   of   the   Vietnamese   is   well   known.   Wc   are
f amiliar  with  the  use  of  thousands  of  bicycles  to  carry  ammunition
and  supplies  to  Dien  Bien  Phu  and  with  the  tunnel  warfare  of  the
National  Liberation  Front.  All  this  has  a  precedent  in  the  Vict-
namese  past.  In  the  1780's,  Quang Trung  surprised  an  army  of  two
hundred  thousand  Chinese by  raising  a  massive  army  and  bringing
it  five  hundred  miles  in  a  month  and  ten  days.  He  grouped  his
men  in  threes:  in  the  long,  swift  march,  two  men  carried  the  third
between  them  in  hammocks.  Few  in  the West have  comprehended
the  significance  of  this  tradition.  From  a  sociological  and  historical

point of view, the Vietnamese  are  uniquely  equipped  to  understand
military  dynamics  and  to  fight the  present  war.

The  contrast  with  American  strategists  and  popular  thinking  is
stunning.  As   secretary   of  defense   in   1962,  Robert  S.  MCNamara
stated :  "Every  quantitative  mcasurcment  we  have  shows  we're  win-
ming  this  war." 3  It  is  fruitless  to  speculate  on  the  extent  to  which
successive  administrations  fell  victim  to  their  own  propaganda :  the
Pentagon  appears  to be  incapable  of  understanding  the  dynamics  o£

pcople's  war.  It  is   not  so  much   that  MCNamara's   statistics   were
exaggerated   or   even   false.   His   military   algebra   is   itself   barren.
America has been unable to endure the Vietnam war;  yet this moral
inca|)acity  has  never  shown  on  the  IBM  punchcards.  It  was  well
understood   in  Hanoi   long  before  the  first  GI's  mutinied  at  Da
Nang,  for  the  Vietnamese  understanding  of  war  goes  deeper  than
balance  sheets  and  kill  ratios.  More  than  this,  their  senior  strategist
apErhoea,ihf:s;I,nvroea*:lj;'e;h:::;t'utsako:na:seav:hvol,Get,o:;:::e:er:e::lr.kaL,e

energy and determination. Although he is less  than sixty years old at

lniroduetion   ts

IIii`  lime  of  writing,  he  has  helped  to  shape  the  decisive  events  of
liiH  ii{ition's  history  in  the  twentieth  century.  Giap  was  born  in  1912

iii  ^n  Xa village of Quang Binh province, one of the country's  poor-
It`i    r('gions   in   the   days   of   French   rule.   His   peasant   family   was

`lwi`#ly  nationalistic.  Giap's  father  was  respected  among  the  peas-

llil'`  I`ot  only  for  his  learning  but  also  for  his  participation  in  the

I it.I   i'(`sistancc  to  French  dominion  in  the  late  l880's.  He  remained
ili   ;i`.live   nationalist   and   sent   young   Giap,   in   1924,  to   the   Quoc

I liii',  ()r  Lyc€e  National,  at  Hue.  With  its  emphasis  on  integrating

li,I(Illi()nal    (Vietnamese)    and    modern    (Western)    learning,    the
li lllt(il  was  to  serve  as  the  training  ground  for  nearly  all  the  impor-

lm   fitJurcs  in  national  politics  after  independence,  including  Ho
(  `lii  Minh and Ngo Dinh  Diem. At school, Giap became  acquainted

willi  diverse  currents  of  nationalist  opinion.  Records  left  behind  by

lllt.   l'`rench   Sur€t€  indicate   that  even  as  a  schoolboy   his  idealism

win iioted as subversive. His dynamism was cciually  impressive from
„  I.:lrly age.4

^i  a   teem-ager,  Giap  was   dismissed  from  school  because  of  his
inlt.  il`  the  growing  student  movement.  His  involvement  with  the
unil(`rground    nationalist   organization,   Tan   Viet    (Revolutionary
l',ii'ly  for  a  Great  Vietnam),  drew  the  attention  of  the  police  soon
tlii`i(o{`ftcr.   In   1930,   the   entire   lndochinese   colony   was   shaken   by

"  t.ruption  of  nationalist  revolts.  These  events  stirred  young  Giap,
wlitt   had   been   recalled   to   Hue   by   the  Tan   Viet.   The   Vietnam
(.)ulic.   Dan   Dang   (VNQDD),  a  nationalist  party   styled   after  the
I.l`ii`esc   Kuomintang,   began   an   abortive   revolt   with  an   uprising

il   ll`c  Vietnamese  garrison  at  Yen  Bai,  along  the  Chinese  border,
I.ii  l'`cbruary  9.  It  was  crushed  ruthlessly,  and  the  VNQDD  virtually

I i':lh{.(I  to  exist  for  the  next  fifteen  years.  The  fledgling  Communist

l'iii'ly   attempted   to  maintain   the   revolutionary   mood.   When   rail-

w,lyiiien   struck   at   Vinh   and   other   workers   followed   suit   in   the
l`{.i`   Thuy   match   factories,   the   communists   organized   solidarity

it tittl`s  among  the  peasants  in  the  provinces  of  Ha  Tinh  and  Nghe

^n   in  Annam,  who  had  themselves  felt  acutely  the  effects  of  the
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point of view, the Vietnamese  are  uniquely  equipped  to  understand
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pcople's  war.  It  is   not  so  much   that  MCNamara's   statistics   were
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apErhoea,ihf:s;I,nvroea*:lj;'e;h:::;t'utsako:na:seav:hvol,Get,o:;:::e:er:e::lr.kaL,e

energy and determination. Although he is less  than sixty years old at
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IIii`  lime  of  writing,  he  has  helped  to  shape  the  decisive  events  of
liiH  ii{ition's  history  in  the  twentieth  century.  Giap  was  born  in  1912

iii  ^n  Xa village of Quang Binh province, one of the country's  poor-
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`lwi`#ly  nationalistic.  Giap's  father  was  respected  among  the  peas-

llil'`  I`ot  only  for  his  learning  but  also  for  his  participation  in  the

I it.I   i'(`sistancc  to  French  dominion  in  the  late  l880's.  He  remained
ili   ;i`.live   nationalist   and   sent   young   Giap,   in   1924,  to   the   Quoc

I liii',  ()r  Lyc€e  National,  at  Hue.  With  its  emphasis  on  integrating

li,I(Illi()nal    (Vietnamese)    and    modern    (Western)    learning,    the
li lllt(il  was  to  serve  as  the  training  ground  for  nearly  all  the  impor-

lm   fitJurcs  in  national  politics  after  independence,  including  Ho
(  `lii  Minh and Ngo Dinh  Diem. At school, Giap became  acquainted

willi  diverse  currents  of  nationalist  opinion.  Records  left  behind  by

lllt.   l'`rench   Sur€t€  indicate   that  even  as  a  schoolboy   his  idealism

win iioted as subversive. His dynamism was cciually  impressive from
„  I.:lrly age.4

^i  a   teem-ager,  Giap  was   dismissed  from  school  because  of  his
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"  t.ruption  of  nationalist  revolts.  These  events  stirred  young  Giap,
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(.)ulic.   Dan   Dang   (VNQDD),  a  nationalist  party   styled   after  the
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il   ll`c  Vietnamese  garrison  at  Yen  Bai,  along  the  Chinese  border,
I.ii  l'`cbruary  9.  It  was  crushed  ruthlessly,  and  the  VNQDD  virtually

I i':lh{.(I  to  exist  for  the  next  fifteen  years.  The  fledgling  Communist

l'iii'ly   attempted   to  maintain   the   revolutionary   mood.   When   rail-

w,lyiiien   struck   at   Vinh   and   other   workers   followed   suit   in   the
l`{.i`   Thuy   match   factories,   the   communists   organized   solidarity

it tittl`s  among  the  peasants  in  the  provinces  of  Ha  Tinh  and  Nghe

^n   in  Annam,  who  had  themselves  felt  acutely  the  effects  of  the
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worldwide  depression  on  Vietnamese  agriculture.  Facing  the  swift
French  repression,  peasant  groups  cstablishcd  rudimentary  "soviets"
to  sustain  the  revolt.  As  six  thousand  peasants  marched  in  Nghe
An, young Giap in turn organized  and led a student demonstration
Of solidarity  in  Hue,  for  which  he  was  arrested  by  the  French  au-
thorities  for  the  first  time.  He  was  sentenced  to  three  years'  im-

prisonment, but  as  the  revolutionary  mood  scemcd  to  wane,  hc  was
released after serving a few months.5

The  Communist  Party's  first  years  were  difficult.  It  was  founded
officially  in  Canton  in  1930,  with  a  membership  o£  211,  as  a  result
of   Ho   Chi   Minh's   negotiations   with   various   communist   groups
which  had  come  into  existence  from  1925  onward.  Ho's  time  was
soon given over to other activities, and in the period which  followed,
the  Party  was  directed  by  Tram Phu  and  Le  Hong Phong,  both  of
whom  had  been  trained  by  the  Comintern.  Throughout  the  first
decade  of  the  Party's  existence,  the  influence  of  the  Comintern  (es-

pecially  through  the  intermediary  of  the  French  Communist  Party)
was  preponderant.  In  the  mid-1930's,  the  Party  created  a  legal  or-

ganization  known  as  the  Indochinese  Democratic  Front.  Giap  was
active  in  the  Front  and  probably  joined  the  Party  as  a  result  of  this
association.6

In 1936 the situation was eased by the establishment of the Popular
Front  in  France.  Important  cadres,  such  as  Pham  Van  Dong  and
Tran  Van  Giau,  were  liberated  from  prison,  and  numerous  restric-
tions   on   political   activity   were   removed.   The   Communist   Party
functioned  semilegally  for  the  first  time.  By   this   time,  Giap  had
reached  Hanoi,  after  passing  the  exacting  b¢cc¢/¢&r€4£  in  Hue.  He
studied  for  one  year  at  the  Lyc6c  Albert  Sarraut  before  enrolling  as
an  undergraduate  in  law  at  the  university.  For  a  time  he  boarded
at  the  home  of  a  distinguished  Vietnamese  writer,  Professor  Dang
Thai  Mai,  whose  daughter  he  was  later  to  marry.  He  received  his
law  degree  in   1937  and  pursued  postgraduate  studies   in   political
economy   the   following   year.   Financial  hardships  obliged  him   to
work  as  a  history  teacher  during  this  period,  and  he  also  devoted
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Mi   increasing  portion  of  his  time  to  political  journalism.  Writing
lil  Victnamcse  for  T£.#  T%c  (The  News)  and  TAoj.  TAG  (Current
.`il`ii`lion)   and   in  French  for  1€   Tr¢"oj./  and  IVocrc   Voj.r,  Giap
iiilin   emerged   as   a   leading   Party   intellectual.7   He   completed   his

ln`(   major  work  at  this  time,  a  two-volume  analysis  entitled   TAG
/.ri/.ffi#! Pro4/con,  on  which  Truong  Chinh  collaborated.  This  work
`vH`  signed under the pseudonyms  Van  Dinh  and  Qua  Ninh. When
IIil`   Popular  Front   government   fell,   an   order   was   issued   to   con-
ll`t`i`te  and  burn  all  copies  of  the  book.  Those  which  were  preserved

H.iv.;   the   guidelines   for   subsequent   communist   policy   in   peasant
rHi"ns.8

( )n  September  26,  1939,  the  Communist  parties  were  banned  in
l'`r!`Iice  and  in  the  colonies.  In  the  repression  which  followed,  more
lIIiln   a   thousand  Party  members   were  arrested  in   Vietnam  alone.

M,ii}y,  including  the  secretary  general,  Tran  Phu,  were  summarily
`Iiiil.  Giap  and  his  young  bride,  Nguyen  Thi  Minh  Giang,  were  in

iru|)ardy.  She  and  her  sister,  Minh  Khai,  were  also  Party  members;
Mii`h   Khai  had,  in  fact,  studied  in  the  Soviet  Union  and  was  a
in{`mber  of  the  Central  Committee.  The  sisters  fled  to  Vinh  with
( ;I;`|)'s  small  infant.  In  May  1941  they  were  captured  by  the  French

uitl   taken  to  Hanoi  for  trial  by  court  martial.  Both  were  found

t`njlty   on   conspiracy   charges.   Minh   Khai   was   guillotined.   Minh
( ;miig  was  sentenced  to  fifteen  years  at  forced  labor  in  the  Maison

{;(`iitralc.   Her   infant   died,   and   she   herself   perished   in   prison   in

I(,43.0

(;iap  himself was  more  fortunate, escaping  to  China  in  May  1940.

I`l`c   difficulty   and   danger   of   the   escape,   however,   should   not   be

iii`derestimated.  The  Japanese  had  penetrated  deeply  into  southern
{ :liina  in  November  1939,  capturing Nanning,  a  city  only  147  miles

I I tiin  the Vietnamese  border.  Only  internal  political  developments  in
'l.ukyo   inhibited   the   Japanese   from   moving   toward   Indochina   at

ll```t  time.  A  Japanese  strike  in  the  six  months  from  November  to

M.'`y  might  have  sealed  the  border  or  at  least  increased  the  difficulty
tir  exit.  As  it  was,  the  train  on  which  Giap  and  Pham  Van  Dong
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traveled  to  Kunming]°  was  searched  several  times  by  the  French

police.
Giap  was  scon  to  meet  the  legendary  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc,  alias  Ho

Chi Minh.  Ho had been teaching political  courses  in  a  Kuomintang
military training school  during the uneasy truce between the Chinese
Communists and Chiang Kai-shek. He assembled a formidable group
of €migr€s  in  Kunming,  and  they  were  to  be  particularly  Important
in the organization of the Vietminh's first  military  units. They  lived
for  much  of  the  time  in  the  Sino-Vietnamese  border  regions,  in-
habited  by  the  same  ethnic  minorities  on  both  sides  of  the  arbitrary
demarcation.  When   the   alliance  between  Mao   and   Chiang  foun-
dered, the Vietnamese communists were harassed by the Kuomintang
and  often  crossed  back  into  Indochina-nly  to  return  when  the
French  conducted  a  sweep  on  their  side  of  the  border."

The bulk of the Central  Committee exposed  itself  to great  danger
by remaining in Vietnam throughout World War 11. Truong Chinh,
who  replaced  the  executed  Tran  Phu  as  secretary  general,  risked
his  life  daily  by  staying  on  in  the  vicinity  o£  Hanoi.  France  fell  in
Europe   in   1940,   and   the   Vichy   government   soon   capitulated   to

Japanese demands on the strategically  important Indochinese colony.
When  the  French  garrison  at  Lang  Son  was  relieved  by  the  Japa-
nese,  the  local  "o#j4g„¢rcJr  of  Bac  Son  revolted  spontaneously  in
September  1940.12  Other  nationalist  uprisings of a  spontaneous char-
acter  followed  in  Do  Luong  and  My  Tho.  In  October,  a  high-level
meeting  was  held  in  Kweilin  to  discuss  the  new  situation  in  Viet-
nan,  indicated  by  the  arrival  of  some  thirty-five  thousand  Japanese
troops  and  by   the  nationalist  reaction.   Across   the  border   in  Bac
Ninh,  the  Seventh  Meeting  of  the  Central  Committee  agreed  that
the  Party  should  support  the  Bac  Son  maquis.  Tram  Dang  Ninh,
who  later  organized  logistics  at  Dien  Bien  Phu,  was  sent  there  for
this  purpose.  The   Kuomintang,  moreover,  were  vaguely   contem-

plating some intervention in Indochina. Under  the leadership of two
Kuomintang officers, Truong Boi Gong and Ho Ngoc Lam, a small
Vietnamese  military  force  was  already  being  organized  in  the  town

\\
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wl'  Tsingsi,  twenty  miles  from  the  Vietnamese  border.  The  Viet-
ii;linc``e  communists  in  China  made  contact  with  this  group,  which
iln.:idy   included   newer   communist   refugccs   in   its   ranks.   Giap,
I'Il;lm  Van  Dong,  and  other  top-level  cadres  organized  a  course  for
\iiil`c`  forty  of the  new  arrivals  who  were working with  Truong  Boi
I `ullLr,  in  anticipation  of  the  imminent  need  to  return  to  Vietnam.

I'u  cfrcct  closer  coordination  between  the  exiles  and  their  comrades
iii  Vietnam,  Ho  returned  to  Vietnam  for  the  first  time  in  decades
ln   |trcside  at  the  Eighth  Enlarged  Meeting  of  the  Central  Com-
lilillec,  held  in  Pac  Bo in  May  1941.13

'I`his   meeting  marked   the  re-emergence  of  Ho  Chi  Minh's   in-

llii(`iicc  in  the Party and of national liberation  as  the  dominant theme

ui   lJnrty   policy.14   It  was   agreed  that  the  Party  should  organize  a

liiii{l(I   patriotic   front,   called   the   League   for   the   Independence   of

Vit`limm   (or   Vie[minh),   whose   purpose   would   be   to   unite   "all

iwlii(tts,  without  distinction  of  weal'th,  age,  sex,  religion  or  political
nllllttok,  so  that  they  may  work  together  for  the  liberation  of  our

iw.upli.  and  the  salvation  of our  nation." ]5  The  Party  then  decisively
iH()vi`d  toward  armed  struggle.  Since  its  formation,  it  had  accepted
.u ii`cd  struggle  as  the  necessary  means of  liberation.  This  perspective

win  outlined  as  early  as  May   1930  in  the  Party's   first  constitutive
ilniJ`]ments,  but  the  first  military  activities  awaited  the  decisions  of

l'/.tl.  Phung  Chi  Kien,  a  veteran  cadre  who  had  been  trained  in
llit`  Whampoa  military  academy  and  who  served  as  head  of  a  unit
t.I   the  Chinese  Red  Army  in  Kwangsi  from  1927  to  1934,  was  as-
tii}{licd  the  task  of  reorganizing  the  guerrillas  of  Bac  Son   into  an

f\i'iny of National Salvation. Half of this group was soon decimated;
Ill..  remainder  held  on  for  some  eight  months  before  being  obliged
I,i   tlisperse.16   A   more   successful   start   was   made   in   Cao   Bang,   a

iii()`intainous  province  along  the  border,  where  the  armed  bands  of

11`{.  ethnic  minorities  traditionally  defended  local  rights  and  auton-

iiiiiy. The head of an important Nung band, Chu Van Tan, traveled
ln  K.wangsi in 1942 for discussion with the Vietminh representatives.

I lt.  agreed  to collaborate with  the Vietminh,  and  Giap  worked with
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him  in  Cao  Bang.  Both  were  barely  thirty,  but  were  men  of  excep-
tional  ability.  They   worked  painstakingly  and  with  great  success
across a large area of northern Tonkin.17

As the Vietminh moved cautiously toward insurrection in Tonkin,
many  forces  were  at  work  abroad  which  would  shape  Vietnam's
destiny  for more than  two  dccadcs.  America  was  already  arrogating
to  herself  the  prerogative  of  determining  Vietnam's  future.  Beside
her  stood  lesser  powers  who  were  also  concerned  to  safeguard  their
intel.ests  in  Indochina. Thus, political developments  relating  to Viet-
nan  during  the  middle  years  of  World  War  11  were  extremely
complex.  Allied policy-makers  all  attached  importance  to Indochina,
at least  in  a  negative sense.  They  saw the  value  of its  raw  materials
and  regarded  its  location  as  strategic, but  their  primary  objective  in
the  early  stages  Of  the  war  was  to  Jc#y  the  Japanese  access  to  these
bases  and  resources  rather  than  to  attempt  to  seize  them  for  Allied

purposes.  This  was  accomplished  by  the  successes  of  the  U.S.  Navy
in the Pacific.18

Political  objectives  were  necessarily  more  intricate.  Roosevelt  was

angry  at  the  Vichy  French  for  yielding  Indochina  to  the  Axis  and
at  the  time  was  unsympathetic  toward  de  Gaulle.  American  policy
in  Asia  clashed  with  that  of  the  British,  and  de  Gaulle's  close  as-
sociation  with  England  caused  United  States  policy-makers   often
to regard him as  little more than an instrument of long-term  British
objectives  in  the  Far  East.  Roosevelt  voiced  his  now  well-known
declarations  on  the  desirability  of  ending  French  rule  in  Indochina
in  this  context.19  Reports  of  such  declarations  certainly  reached  the
Vietminh  during  the  war,  and  they  were  often  transmitted  by  un-
sophisticated   Western   sympathizers  of  the  Vietminh  who  embel-
lished   them   or   placed   their   own   optimistic   interpretations   upon
ambiguous  phrases.  Giap,  Ho,   and  others   in  the  leadership  who
understood  something  of  the  ambivalent  heritage  of  the  Westcm
democracies,  in  which  the  ideals  of  liberty  coexisted  with  racism
and  social  injustice,  studied  these  developments  with  great  interest,
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rSpecially  in  the  light  of  the  collaboration  of  the  Anglo-American

|M)wcrs and the Soviets.20
The cornerstone of America's  Asian policy  was Nationalist  China.

Washington policy-makers vainly hoped to establish Chiang's  China
in  a  great  and  entirely  loyal  Pacific  power  after  the  war.  Hence,
l`ot')sevelt's  first  concrete  move  in  regard  to  Indochina  was  his  pro-

iwisnl  at  the Teheran  Conference  that  Chiang  Kai-shck  should  look
4il'ler it following the war. Only aftcr the generalissimo had declined
wi`.h  responsibility  did  Roosevelt  put  forward  the  idea  of  a  trustee-
Hlii[),   leading  to   independence   in   thirty   years,  which   received   the

i`ii`lorsement  of  Chiang  and  Stalin.2r  Throughout  the  war  Chiang
I iilltinued  to  have  his  own,  slightly  different,  policy.  Ironically,  it

`v.Is  characterized  by  a  higher  degree  of  realism  than  Roosevelt's.
While  he  paid  lip-service  to  all  the  American  proposals,  he  pursued
liiN  own  interests  and  objectives  without  hesitation.  In  1942,  he  or-
ilri'ed  the  arrest  of  Ho  Chi  Minh,  whose  final  release  in  late  1944
in  I;.encrally  attributed  to  Allied  pressure.  Some  have  argued  that
( :l`i€`ng's arrest of Ho resulted from his  resentment of the Vietminh-
I )```ts   collaboration  in  the  recovery  o£  American  pilots   downed   in

lull:H`ese-held  areas.  But  the  political  motivation  was  surely  deeper.
I :liiang knew  of the Vietminh's  potential  and  was seeking to  revive

.I   Vietnamese  nationalist  party  styled  after  his  own.  In  fact,  Ho's
I (`lt`£ise was made conditional on  his  undertaking  to  collaborate with

ll`t.  new  nationalist group.  All this  intrigue  had  little  effect on Viet-
nHi`i's  internal  development  in  the  middle  years  of  the  war.  It  was
iiiil  until  1945-1946  that  the  Chinese  intervention  was  of  substantial

i."l'()rtance.22

The  intrigues  worried  the  French,  however.  The  Gaullists  were
inlurally  alarmed  at  their  exclusion  from  Big  Power  discussions  on
tlit.  rate of their  lucrative colony. From  the autumn of  1944  onward,
llN.y   responded   with   a   rash   of   propaganda   in   Forc!.g#   j4#¢!.rj23

nitl   in   other   scholarly   journals   widely   read   in   State   Department
i iitles. There  were two essential messages. The first  was  a catalogue
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of  [hc  benefits  French  colonialism  had  brought  to  the  natives  of
Vietnam, in  the manner of classic racist apologetics. The  second was
to  show  that  Gaullist  intentions  for  the  colony's  future  conformed
to  America's  now  explicit   interests   and  inclinations.   The  French
were  undertaking,  in  these  unofficial  policy  indicators,  to  open  the
territory to broader economic penetration and to guarantee independ-
ence after a suitable period of adjustment. Unhappily  for the French,
a   third   message   was   often   gratuitously   inserted.   Sensitive   to   the
accusation that the French apparatus had willingly collaborated with
the  Axis,  the  Gaullists  began  to  claim  that  this  collaboration  was

purely tactical, dictated by the futility of resistance without American
and  British  support  in  1940.  They  argued  that  the  French  co/o#f
were  in  their  hearts  disposed  to  the  Allied  cause  `and  would  rise
up against the Japanese at a more opportune moment in the progress
of the war. If the Americans were largely  unmoved by the two main

points  of the  argument,  the  Japanese  were  profoundly  impressed  by
the   last.  In   consequence,   they   staged   a   lightning   coup   d'€tat  on
March  9,  1945,  and  incarcerated  the  main  elements  of  the  French
apparatus in Vietnam.

The Japanese putsch was of singular importance:  it was to provide
the  JAog. co,  or  critical  moment,  of  the  Vietnamese  revolution.  Viet-
namese  strategists  have  always  attached great  importance  to  timing,
stressing  the  need  both  to  develop  a  long-term  perspective  and  to
recognize   the   crucial   moment   when   decisive   action   is   required.
Giap's  work  in  the  border  regions  had  developed  steadily,  and  by
the  summer  of  1944  the  Party  was  moving  toward  a  decision  to
launch   a   general   insurrection.   The   Central   Committee   met   in
December   1944  and  outlined   such  a  perspective.  On  Ho's   return
from  China  immediately  thereafter,  he  insisted  on  a  more  cautious
approach,  mainly  in  terms  of  timing.  He  ordered  the  creation  of
Tzfyc#   jr"yc"   Gg.¢z.  pAo7zg  q#¢#   (Armed  Propaganda  and  Libera-

tion  Detachments)  under  Giap's  command.  These  detachments  lay
somewhere  between  military  and  political  organizations.  Their  ob-

jectives  were  Of  both  kinds:  to  make  known  the  objectives  of  thc\
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Vietminh  and  to  establish  a  secure  line  of communication  between
ll`e  highlands  and  the  delta.  The  first  official  military  unit  dates
littm  December  22,1944.  This  platoon, in  the  Dinh  Ca  Valley, con-
^i8tcd  of  only  thirty-four  men,  but  it  succecdcd  in  liquidating  two
li`rcnch  garrisons  along  the  Chinese  border  two  days  later.  Ho  con-
I ` Iiued to stress that the general insurrection must await that moment
wht.n  conditions  are  ripe  both  nationally  and  intematiomlly.  The
I:l|}nnese  putsch  produced  such  a  conjuncture.24

rl.he  entire  lndochincsc  situation  was  transformed  overnight.  The

|n|)uncsc  set out to dismantle the French administration and security
ili`llcture  and  to  establish  a  more  reliable  replacement  for  the  dura-
liiiii   of  the  war.  Psychologically,  the  Japanese  crumbled  the  myth
•il.   French   omnipotence   and   invulnerability.   At   a   more   practical
li.vcl,  the  Japanese  were  obliged  to encourage  Vietnamese  participa-

liun   on   every   level   of  administration   and   even   to   establish   local
iiiilitia  forces.  Japanese  propaganda  (under  the general  rubric  "Asia
tilr  the  Asians")   openly  encouraged  nationalism,  and  the  unprcce-
•lt.i`ted   responsibilities   delegated   to   the  Vietnamese  gave  the  local

I it``ii)1e confidence in  their own capabilities.  At the same  time,  Japan's
lHilure  to  accord  a  full  measure  of  independence  to  the  colony  only

Hlrc`ngthened  the  position  of  the  political  forces  whicli  had  opposed
llli.  Axis  from  the  start:  the  Vietminh.26

Outside  the  cities,  the  impact  of  the  Japanese  coup  came  in  the
"itid   disintegration   of   the   French   intelligence   network   and   the
iini)risonment  of  their  security  forces.  These  forces  had  been  built
Hit over  many  decades,  and  their  efficiency  in  crushing  insurrections
lin``  already  been  noted.  When  they  were  removed  from  the  scene,
llit`  )apanese  had  no  comparable  network  to  replace  them.  The  re-
t,illt  was   an   altogether  new  opportunity  for  political   and   military
niLr.1nizing  and  recruitment  among  the  Vietnamese  peasantry.  Vo
NLriiyen  Giap  and  his  comrades  took  full  advantage  of  this  oppor-
lui`ity:  they  were  able  to  build  an  army  of  ten  thousand  men  by
llie  middle  of  1945.  The  Japanese  could  not  afford  to  send  troops  to

`iu:ick  Giap's base areas in Tonkin. By May  1945 the seven northern-
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`iu:ick  Giap's base areas in Tonkin. By May  1945 the seven northern-
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most provinces-Cao  Bang, Lang Son,  Ha  Giang,  Bac Can, Tuyen
Quang,  Thai  Nguyen,  and  Bac  Giang-had been  liberated.26

Throughout   the   spring   and   summer,   the   guerrilla   campaign
against  the  Japanese  mounted.  In  carly  summer,  a  military  confer-
erice  was  held  at  Hiep  Hoa.  As  a  result  of  the  deliberations  at  this
conference,  the  Armed  Propaganda  Detachments  merged  with  the
National  Salvation  troops   (born  in  the  Bac  Son  guerrilla  area)   to
form the Liberation Army. The units at its disposal were substantial.
On  July  17,  for  example,  they  were  able  to  deploy  a  force  of  five
hundred  men  against  the  Japanese  garrison  in  the  mountain  resort
of   Tan   Dao.   Politically,   the   Vietminh   consolidated   its   position
throughout the country. Japanese-sponsored organizations,  including
militias  and  youth  brigades,  were  heavily  infiltrated.  The Vietminh
anticipated  another  jAo£.  co  at  the  moment  of  Japan's  surrender  to
the  Allies  and  moved  to  be  in  a  position  to  receive  the  Japanese
surrender   and   fill   the   power   vacuum.   Revolutionary   committees
were  set  up  everywhere  to  provide  a  dc  facto  provisional  govern-
ment.27

In  August  the  revolution  was  unleashed.  On  the  fifteenth,  Gen-
eral  Giap  and  his  troops  marched  into  Hanoi,  greeted  by  massive
demonstrations.  Between  August  19  and  August  25,  the  Vietminh
moved  to  power  from  the  Red  River  to  the  Mekong.  On  August
26,  Bao  Dai,  descendant  of  the  ancient  emperors,  head  of  the  Japa-
nese-approved government in  Hue,  abdicated in  favor Of  the  revolu-
tionary  government.  At  this  point,  the  complicated  positions  of  the
Allied  powers  came to bear  on  Vietnam. No  one  felt  the conflicting

pressures so acutely as Giap. At the head of a people's army, he knew
the dynamism of the revolutionary forces. As minister of the interior
in  the  provisional  government,  he  had  daily  contact  with  Western
diplomats  and officials of every stripe, ready  to impose by force what
the  Vietnamese  would  refuse  to  negotiate.  In  these  crucial  months,
Giap's  political  understanding  matured  swiftly.28

0n August 27, the French made their awkward return to Tonkin :
the  new  French  commissioner,  Jean  Saintcny,  arrived  hastily   in\
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IIanoi by parachute. Giap led the delegation of the Liberation Com-
mittee  which  went  to  meet  him.  Significantly  perhaps,  the  head  of
the American OSS mission, Maj. Archimedes Patti, presented Saint-
eiiy  to  Giap.  Major  Patti  was  regarded  as  sympathetic  to  the  Viet-
minh,  and  Sainteny  appears  to  have  resented  Patti's  matchmaking
efforts.  In  this  chaotic  situation,   the  Vietminh  declared  their  na-
lion's  independence  on  September  2.  Ho  Chi  Minh's  famous  dec-
h`ration began with a long quotation from the American Declaration
itf  Independence  and  carried  on  with  references  to  the  ideals  of  the
French  Revolution  of  1789.  As  a  whole,  it  was  calculated  to  appeal
1{) the victorious Allies.29

When   Ho   finished,   Giap   spoke.   Even   more   than   Ho,   in  his
Ni)ecch  Giap  took  account  of  all  the  conflicting  forces  at  work  and
l`oted   the   latent   dangers   in   the   immediate   situation.   He   spoke

it:issionately  of  the  felt  desire  for  independence,  but  his  words  were
lic`ivy with  admonitions.  Giap knew  that the  revolution  had  arrived
Nwiftly  and that its  organizational strength had  not been  adequately
`c``ted.  He  understood  the  divisions,  both  political  and  social,  which
might  reach  the  surface  and  render  the  struggle  more  difficult  in
the coming period. Hence, his  speech stressed unity  again and again.
I Ie also emphasized the need to curtail excesses in order to foster the

Ill ogress  of peaceful  bargaining.  Turning  to  international  questions,
lle stated :

As   regards   foreign   relations,   our   public   opinion   pays   very   much
attention   to   the   Allied   missions   .  .   .  at   Hanoi,   because  cvcryone   is
.inxious  to  know  the  result  of  the  foreign  negotiations  of  the  govern-
ment.

I Ie  gave  no  evidence  of hope  concerning  the  French.  His  meetings
with  Sainteny  must  have  only  confirmed  his  expectations  regarding
I i.rench intentions. His speech continued :

They   [the  Frcnch]   are  making  preparations  to  land  their  forces  in
Indochina.  In  a  word,  and  according  to  latest  intelligence,  France  is

I)reparing   herself   to   reconqucr   our   country ....  The   Vietnamese
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people will  fight for  independence, liberty and equality  of status.  If our
negotiations are unsuccessful, we shall resort to arms.3°

The position  of the United  States government was  less  ambiguous
than  the  unofficial  conversations  of the  Americans  in  Hanoi  at  that
time.  The  senior  United  States  official  in  Tonkin,  Brig.  Gen.  Philip
Gallaghcr,  informed  Washington  on  September  20  that  Ho  Chi
Minh  "is  an  old  revolutionist  .  .  .  a  product  of  Moscow,  a  com-
munist." 31  The  Allies  never  had  the  intention  of  permitting  the
Vietminh  to  take  the  Japanese  surrender  and  receive  their  arms.  As
early  as  the  Potsdam  Conference,  it  was  agreed  that  Kuomintang
troops  would  enter  the  northern  half  of  the  country  and   British
forces  from  the  Burmese  theater  would  supervise  the  surrender  in
the South. This arbitrary Allied  demarcation at the sixteenth parallel
served  to  reinforce  the  tendencies  of  power  concentration  already
established  by  the  Vietminh  in  the  last  months  of  )apanese  rule.32

The most  secure Vietminh  strongholds  in  northern  Tonkin  were
scarcely   affected.   At   an   official  level,   the   Kuomintang   had  been
effectively  neutralized  in  Ho's  ongoing  negotiations  with  the  Viet-
namese  nationalists  who  enjoyed  their  backing.  The  Vietminh  had
respected  the  commitments  entered  into  by  Ho  at  the  time  of  his
release  from  prison  and  had  allotted  the  VNQDD's  representatives
more  posts  in  the  new  government  than  their  strength  within  the
country would have commanded. At the practical level, the Kuomin-
tang  were  in   no  position   to   intervene  significantly  with  effective
troops.  (Although  some  three hundred  Chinese  divisions  existed  on

paper at the end of the war, Gen.  Albert  Wedemcyer  estimated  that
only  five  were  militarily  effective  units-and  three  of  these  were  in
India under American command !)  Some 185,000 Kuomintang troops
are  reported  to  have  reached  Vietnam,  but  many  merely  paused  at
the  border  to  sell  their  arms  to  the  Vietminh.  Large  numbers  of
those  who  entered  Vietnam  were  actively  engaged  in  looting;  they
were  certainly  not  concerned  about  restoring  the  French  presence.
Those disciplined units on hand  carried out their official  instructions\

/
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literally  and  saw  to  the  rapid  repatriation  of  the  Japanese  troops.33

In   the  South,   the  situation  was   radically   different.  The  British
h.1d  long  been  on  record  as  supporting  the  French  return  to  lndo-
`.hina. Their command  in southern  Vietnam  saw  this  as  their major
li```k  and  even  resorted  to  the  use  of  Japanese  troops  forcibly  to  de-

|)use  the  provisional  Vietminh  government.  To  be  sure,  there  was
i'(`sistance  to   the  French   restoration  in   the   South,  and  there  was
vlL7orous   fighting.   But   the   rapid   re{stablishment   of   the   French
it.curity  network  and  the  early  landing  of  French  troops  made  the
(ivcr-all   tasks   of   military   organizing   difficult.   Giap   continued   to
ltuild  his  army  in  the  North.  The  resulting  situation  prefigured  the

it{ilitical  division  of  the  country  which  was  to  persist  two  decades
IHlcr.  French  power  was  restored  in  Cochin  China  in  a  short  time,

.Ilid   the   Vietminh   were   left   to   wage   a   political   struggle,   against
impossible  odds,  to  avert  a  quick  reconquest  of  the  entire  colony.34

While  serving  as  interior  minister,  Giap  carried  on  informal  dis-
i iissions  throughout  the  autumn  of  1945  with  the  French  commis-
hittner  in  Tonkin.  Although  Chu  Van  Tan  held  the  post of  defense
iiiinister,  Giap  retained  effective  control  of  the  army,  and  his  heavy
ltiirden   of   responsibility   in   this   tense   atmosphere   can   hardly   bc
i`xnggerated.  Simultaneously,  he  had  to  build  an  army  and  to  keep

tt`c peace, to prepare his peciple for an  inevitable war, and  to  restrain
ll`c`ir  hatred  as  an  earnest  of  the  new  government's  capacity  to  gov-

i.ri`.  In  January  1946  nationwide  elections  were  organized,  in  which
lhc   Vietminh   candidates   fared   well.   Ho   emerged   as   undisputcd
h'{`der  of  the  new  nation.  Only  he  received  a  higher  percentage  of
lllc  votes  than  Giap,  who  took  97  percent  of  the  count  in  his  home

i`r(jvince of Nghe An. Diplomacy continued  within the government,
.ih   the   Vietminh   maintained   lingering   hopes   Of   convincing   the
Wcstcrn  powers  and  the  coalition  government  in  France  of  their
` ,`r>acity  to  govern  responsibly  and  with  moderation.35

Giap  was  removed as  minister of the interior and was  replaced by
^   i`oncommunist.36  He  understood  the  acute  crisis  which  was  de-
v..loping. On February 27,  1946, Jean Lacouture interviewed him for
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P¢rz.fs¢j.go~,  and  he  commented  thus  on  the  progress  of  the  talks
between the Vietminh and the French :

If the  conditions  on  which  we  do  not  compromise  and  which  can  be
summarized  in  these  two  words,  independence  and  alliance,  are  not
accepted,  if  France  is  so  shortsightcd  as  to  unleash  a  conflict,  let  it  be
known that  we  shall  struggle  until  death, without permitting  ourselves
to stop for any consideration of persons, or any destruction.37

0n  March  2,  he  was  named  head  of  the  Committee  o£  National
Resistance, in consideration of the increasing  danger of the outbreak
of war.38

The negotiations were difficult. The Vietminh were in an unfavor-
able position. The dikes in the Red River delta had been  in disrepair
for  some  months,  and  floods  brought  famine  to  Tonkin.  United
States  bombing  of  the  Japanese  had  disrupted  communications  be-
tween  North  and  South,  making  it  difficult  to  transport  needed  rice
to Tonkin;  over a million people were to die as a result. The famine
could  not  be  relieved  without  a  restoration  of  normal  relations  be-
tween  North  and  South,  since  Cochin  China  traditionally  supplied
its  rice  surplus  to  Tonkin.  The  Chinese  were  by  then  using  lndo-
china as a pawn in  a larger chess  game, yielding to French  demands
there  in  return  for  important  concessions  with  respect  to  their  own
territory. The Americans and the United Nations had turned a deaf
ear  toward  Vietminh  appeals  for  assistance  and  support.  The  Com-
munists'  political  opponents  of  both  Left  and  Right  accused  the
Vietminh  of treason  for consenting  to  talks  with  the  French.  Racial
incidents erupted in  Hanoi and  Haiphong, the legacy of a century of
racial  oppression;  and  bitter  fighting  continued  in  the  South.30

Agreement was finally reached on March 6. In a dramatic meeting
in  Hanoi  the  following  afternoon,  Ho  and  the  other  leaders  came
forward  to  explain  why  they  had  signed  the  accord.  A  hundred
thousand  people  assembled.  Giap  spoke  first,  and  his  speech  distills
all  the  tensions  then  confronting  Vietnam.  It  is  remarkable  for  its
candor : /
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First  of all,  thcrc  is  the  disorder  of  the  international  situation,  charac-
tcrized  by  the  struggle  of  two  world  forces.  One  force  has  pushed  us
toward  stopping  the  hostilities.  Whether  we  waflt  to  or  not,  we  must
move  toward  the  cessation  of  hostilities.  The  United  States  has  taken
the part of France,  the  same  as  England.  But  because  we  have  resisted
valiantly,  everywhere  and  implacably,  wc  have  been  able  to  conclude
this preliminary agreement.

In   this   agreement,   there   are   arrangements   which   satisfy   us   and
others  which  don't  satisfy  us.  What  satisfies  us,  without  making  us
ovcr]oyed,  is  that  France  has  recognized  the  Democratic  Republic  of
Vietnam  as  a  free  country.  Freedom  is  not  autonomy.  It  is  niore  than
autonomy,  but  it  is  not  yet  indepcndcnce.  Once  freedom  is  attained,
wc shall go on until independence, until complete independence.

Free   Vietnam   has   a   govcrnmcnt,   a   Parliament,   finances-which
amounts   to   saying   that   all   the   interior   powers   are   entirely   in   our
hands.   Moreover,   we   have   troops   under   us,   which   means   that   wc

preserve our forces and can augment them.
On  the  question  of  the  unification  of  the  three  Ky,  the  discussions

between  the  government  and  the  representatives  of  France  have  been
heated  enough.  France  wants  to  retain  Cochin  China,  but  the  govern-
ment  has  firmly  declared:  if  Cochin  China,  Annam  and  Tonkin  are
separated,  wc  are  resolved  to  resist  to  the  end.  In  the  final  reckcining,
the  representatives  of  France  had  to  yield  to  rccognize  the  unification
of  the  three  Ky  after  a  referendum  of  all  the  people  of  Vietnam.  The
result  of  this  referendum  wc  know   in  advance.  Is  there  anyone  in
Vietnam  who  doesn't  want  Annam,  Cochin  China  and  Tonkin  to  be
a single country ?

We now turn to the arrangements which do not satisfy us. First, the
return of the French troops. We had to accept this provision,  although
it  was  against  our  hearts.  We  have  done  it  nevertheless,  knowing  that
we  bore  responsibility  for  it  before  our  country.  Why  has  the  Govern-
ment  permitted  the  French  troops  to  come?  Above  all,  because  if  wc
hadn't  signed  it  they  would  have  come  anyway.  China  has  signed  a
treaty  with  France  permitting  French  troops  to  come  to  replace  the
Chinese  troops.  Moreover,  France  has  already  made  numerous  con-
cessiohs  to  us.  That  is  why  we  have  accepted  the  advent  o£  French
troops. If not, there would have been no accord.  .  .
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P¢rz.fs¢j.go~,  and  he  commented  thus  on  the  progress  of  the  talks
between the Vietminh and the French :

If the  conditions  on  which  we  do  not  compromise  and  which  can  be
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accepted,  if  France  is  so  shortsightcd  as  to  unleash  a  conflict,  let  it  be
known that  we  shall  struggle  until  death, without permitting  ourselves
to stop for any consideration of persons, or any destruction.37

0n  March  2,  he  was  named  head  of  the  Committee  o£  National
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troops. If not, there would have been no accord.  .  .
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The  people  who  are  not  satisfied  understand  independence  only  as
a catch-word, a slogan, on paper or on onc's lips. They do not see that
the  country's  independence  results  from  objective  conditions  and  that
in our struggle, to obtain it, there arc moments when we must bc  firm
and others when we must be mellow.

In  the  present  circumstances,  there  were  three  solutions:  resistance
of long duration; resistance, but not of long duration;  and negotiation,
when the time has come to negotiate.

We  have  not  chosen  resistance  of  long  duration  because  the  inter-
national  situation  is  not  favorable  to  us.  France  has  signed  a  treaty
with  China,  America  has  joined  the  French  clan.  England  has  been
with  France  for  many  months.  Therefore,  wc  are  nearly  isolated.  If
we had resisted, wc would have had all the powers against us.

Then,  in  some  places  where  the  revolutiomry  movement  has  not

penetrated  deeply,  many  people  have  not  takcri  it  seriously,  and  if  we
had   prolonged   the   resistance,   there   would   have   been   a   collapse   o£
certain   sectors   or   even   loss   of   combative   spirit.   By   continuing   the
military  struggle we  would  have lost our  forces  and,  little  by  little,  our
soil.  We  would  have  been  able  to  hold  only  some  regions.  To  resist  in
this  fashion  would  have  been  very  heroic,  but  our  people  would  have
endured  terrible  sufferings,  for  which  we  cannot  forcsce  whether  they
would be recompensed.

From  the  economic  point  of view,  from  the  fact  that  a  resistance  of
long  duration  is  accompanied  by  scorched-earth  tactics,  wherever  we
would   have   drawn   back,   it   would   have  been   necessary   to   destroy
everything.  Provisions  and  houses  would  have  been  tuned  into  ashes.
The  whole  population  would  have  to  be  evacuated.  Life  would  have
become  impossible.  As  we  don't  yet  have  solid  economic  bases,  a  re-

sistance   of   long   duration   would   present   economic   dangers   which
would   grow   a   little   graver   every   day.   So  the   Government   has   not
chosen this way, so that the people may avoid grievous sacrifices.

If  we  had  wished  to  make  a  resistance  of  some  months,  we  would
equally  have  succumbed,   for  France   has   every   modem  arm   at  her
disposal ....  So  wc  have  chosen  the  third  way,  that  of  negotiations.

We  have  elected  to  negotiate  in  order  to  create  favorable  conditions

for  the  struggle  for  complete  independence,  to  be  able  to  await  the
occasion of total independence.
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.  Negotiations  have  already  led  to  the  cessation of  hostilities  and  have
avoided  a  bloodbath.  But  wc  have  above  all  negotiated  to  protect  and
reinforce  our  political,  military   and   economic  position.   Our  country
is  a  free  country,  and  all  our  frcedoms  are  in  our  hands.  We  have  all
the  power  and  all  the  time  (we  need)   to  organize  our  interior  ad-
ministration,  to  reinforce  our  military  means,  to  dcvclop  our  economy
and  to  raise  the  standard  of  living  of  our  people.  Soon  the  three  Ky
will  be  reunited.  The  rice  of  Cochin  China  will  be  able  to  come  up  to
Tonkin, the specter of famine will disappear.

When  we  consider  world  history,  we  see  that  numerous  peoples  in
a bad  position  have  been  able  to  surmount  difficulties  by  knowing how
to  wait  for  an  occasion  more  favorable  to  their  progress.  Russia,  for
example,  signed   Brest-Litovsk   in   1918  to  stop  the  German   invasion,

in  order  to  be  able,  by  means  of  the  truce,  to  strengthen  its  army  and
its  political  power.   Hasn't  Russia  become  very  strong  thanks  to  this

treaty?

The  guiding  idea,  the goal  of government  is  peace  for  progress.  The
way  opened  by  the  agreement  is  that  of  indcpendcncc,  near  at  hand
and  total,  and  it  remains  our  goal.40

The  French  strategy   is   clear  in   retrospect.  First  they  sought  to
hold  on  to  Cochin  China,  where  most  of  their  investments  in  Indor
china  were  concentrated  in  rice  plantations,  rubber  estates,  and  the
vast   commercial  network.   Their  promise  of  a  referendum  to  de-
termine  the  f uture  status  of  this  region  was  patently  unenforceable.
Likewise,  the  undertaking  given  in  the  military  annex  signed  by
Giap,  Sainteny,  and  Gen.  Raoul  Salan  to  withdraw  French  troops
within  five  years  rested  solely  on   the  honor  of  the  French.  The
crucial  point  is  that  the  French  were  permitted  to  introduce  troops
into  Tonkin.  The Vietminh  had  promised  to  maintain  order  as  this
occurred;   that   is,   to   insure   that   popular   resentment   against   the
French  would  be  restrained.  On  the  over-all  question  of  military
forces,  the  agreement  specified:  "The  whole  of  these  forces  will  be

placed   under   superior   French   command,   assisted   by   Vietnamese
delegates." 41

The  French  commander  treated  the  delegated  Vietnamese  with
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contempt. When  Giap  lef t  the  first  delegation  to  meet  with  I.eclerc
in  Haiphong  on  March  6,  the  French  general  saw  them  for  only
five  minutes  and  explained  simply,  "I  would  have  come  with  or
without  your  assent."   When   Giap   returned   to   meet   Leclerc   the
following day,  he  was  more  than  diplomatic.  He  introduced  himself
as the "first partisan of Vietnam" and called Leclerc the "first partisan
of  France."  He  went  on  to  speak  o£  Paris  as  a  capital  of  culture
and  liberty  and  stressed  the  impact  of  its  liberation  on  his  forces  in
Tonkin.  Leclerc  was  unmoved.  He  emphasized  that  he  was  happy
to  have  the  cooperation  of  the  Vietminh,  that  they   should  think
of  him  as  a  friend  but  one  who  regarded  himself  as  French  before
all else.  When  Giap  left  Leclerc and  headed back  to  Hanoi by  road,
he  was  stunned by  the  sight  of  the  tanks  and  armored  cars  pouring
out  of  the  LST's  onto  the  beaches  surrounding  Haiphong.42

In  the  days  that  followed  Giap  struggled  with  determination  to
exact as much as possible from the guarantees of the March 6  accord
and  its  Military  Annex.  He  asserted  his  right  to  be  consulted  about
all  French troop  movements.  But  the  Victminh  could  do  little  more
than  stall  for  time.  The  French  took  over  the  functions ot the  Kuo-
mintang  forces  in  Tonkin.  All  the  Frenchmen  imprisoned  by  the

Japanese  were  liberated  and  rearmed.  The  Vietminh  worked  hard
to  prevent  provocative  incidents  which  would  be  exploited  by  the
French.  At  the  same  time,  they  prepared  for  the  inevitable  flight
back  to  the  old  guerrilla  bases  in  the  hills.43

At  a  rally  on  March  22,  Leclerc  and  Giap  lay  wreaths  on  the

graves  of  French  and  Vietnamese  dead  and  reviewed  their  troops
together.  Diplomacy  and  negotiation  had  not  yet  ended.  On  April
3, Giap and Salan  signed  the  Co#z/c#/z.o#  d'Ef4£-Ma/.or,  dealing  with

the  application  of the Military  Annex  of the  March 6  accord.  Points
won  and  lost in  these  agreements  were  to  matter  little  in  the future.
The  political  future  of  South  Vietnam  remained  the  crux  of  the
issue,  as  it  has  ever  since.  The  penultimate  attempt  at  a  negotiated
settlement   came   at   Da   Lat,   where   Giap   emerged   as   a   brilliant

politician.44
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The  conference opened  on  April  17.  The  French  delegation  was
unimpressive  and  asserted  immediately  that  it  had  no  authority  to
discuss  the  question  of  the  South.  When  the  French  denied  that
hostilities continued in Cochin  China  (claiming that there were only
occasional  "police  operations"),  Giap  intervened  forcefully :

To say that there are no longer hostilities in Cochin China is a defiance
of  truth.  In  fact,  attacks  continue  cverywherc  in  Nambo.  It  can  ccr-
tainly  be  said  that  they  were  launched  against  lawbreakers  and  that
distinctions are difficult to make.

Thus,  our  elements  would  be  assimilated  into  bands  of  lawbreakers
for  the   sole  rcason  that  they  fight  in  the  "4q#!.f,  that  they  possess
fearless  souls  and  shoelcss  feet.  On  this  score,  your  FFI  would  also  be
irregulars.  Radio Saigon speaks only  of Vietrninh  troops.  Our  elements
are  Victnamesc  soldiers  of  the  Victnamcse  Army ....  We  shall  never

give  up  our  arms ....  We  want  peace,  yes,  but  peace  in  liberty  and
fairness,  a  peace  which  conforms  to  the  spirit  of  the  March  6  convcn-
tion, and not peace in resignation, dishonor and servitude ....

Our position  is  clear.  A  month  and  a  half after the  March  6  conven-
tion,  we  demand  that  hostilities  ccasc  against  our  troops  in  Nambo,
with  preservation  on  both  sides  of  their  respcctivc  positions.  We  de-
mand  that  an  armistice  commission  be  established  in  Saigon,  for  this
tragic ignominy must cease.   .  .

The  talks  soon  deadlocked  on  the  precise  nature  of  the  federal  as-
sembly  to  be  established  for  the  new  lndochinese  Federation.  On
the  key  question  of  the  future  of  Cochin  China,  the  French  would
()nly  equivocate.  Giap  argued  tirelessly,  and  on  June  25  1£  Mo"de
described him as "a political man in every sense of the word." When
the  conference  ended,  Giap  wept. He  knew  that there would be  no

I)eace.45
In late  May, President  Ho  departed  for  Fontainebleau  for  further

talks  with  the  French.  These  negotiations  dragged  on  through  the
summer,  and  the  stratum  from  which  the  French  delegation  was
drawn  made  clear  that  they  attached  little  importance  to  the  con-
fcrence. In Vietnam, Giap was a de  facto head of state. As  chairman
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Japanese  were  liberated  and  rearmed.  The  Vietminh  worked  hard
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graves  of  French  and  Vietnamese  dead  and  reviewed  their  troops
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the  application  of the Military  Annex  of the  March 6  accord.  Points
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politician.44
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The  conference opened  on  April  17.  The  French  delegation  was
unimpressive  and  asserted  immediately  that  it  had  no  authority  to
discuss  the  question  of  the  South.  When  the  French  denied  that
hostilities continued in Cochin  China  (claiming that there were only
occasional  "police  operations"),  Giap  intervened  forcefully :

To say that there are no longer hostilities in Cochin China is a defiance
of  truth.  In  fact,  attacks  continue  cverywherc  in  Nambo.  It  can  ccr-
tainly  be  said  that  they  were  launched  against  lawbreakers  and  that
distinctions are difficult to make.

Thus,  our  elements  would  be  assimilated  into  bands  of  lawbreakers
for  the   sole  rcason  that  they  fight  in  the  "4q#!.f,  that  they  possess
fearless  souls  and  shoelcss  feet.  On  this  score,  your  FFI  would  also  be
irregulars.  Radio Saigon speaks only  of Vietrninh  troops.  Our  elements
are  Victnamesc  soldiers  of  the  Victnamcse  Army ....  We  shall  never

give  up  our  arms ....  We  want  peace,  yes,  but  peace  in  liberty  and
fairness,  a  peace  which  conforms  to  the  spirit  of  the  March  6  convcn-
tion, and not peace in resignation, dishonor and servitude ....

Our position  is  clear.  A  month  and  a  half after the  March  6  conven-
tion,  we  demand  that  hostilities  ccasc  against  our  troops  in  Nambo,
with  preservation  on  both  sides  of  their  respcctivc  positions.  We  de-
mand  that  an  armistice  commission  be  established  in  Saigon,  for  this
tragic ignominy must cease.   .  .

The  talks  soon  deadlocked  on  the  precise  nature  of  the  federal  as-
sembly  to  be  established  for  the  new  lndochinese  Federation.  On
the  key  question  of  the  future  of  Cochin  China,  the  French  would
()nly  equivocate.  Giap  argued  tirelessly,  and  on  June  25  1£  Mo"de
described him as "a political man in every sense of the word." When
the  conference  ended,  Giap  wept. He  knew  that there would be  no

I)eace.45
In late  May, President  Ho  departed  for  Fontainebleau  for  further

talks  with  the  French.  These  negotiations  dragged  on  through  the
summer,  and  the  stratum  from  which  the  French  delegation  was
drawn  made  clear  that  they  attached  little  importance  to  the  con-
fcrence. In Vietnam, Giap was a de  facto head of state. As  chairman
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of   the   Supreme   Council   for   National   Defense,   he   worked   to
strengthen and consolidate  the Victminh position.  A  modus  vivendi
was  reached  at  Fontainebleau  in  September,  but  by  then  no  one
seriously  regarded  it  as  functional.  It  was  only  a  matter  of  weeks
before  the  first lndochinesc  war  had  officially  begun.46

Henceforth, Vo  Nguyen  Giap was  to be  known to  the world  not
as  a  diplomat,  but  as  commander  in  chief  of  the  Vietnam  People's
Army.  As  such,  his  day-to-day  life  is  much  less  a  matter  of  public
record.  Few foreign  journalists  have had  an  opportunity  to  see  him,
and  there  are   few  personal  accounts   of  the   historic  moments   in
which  he  has  participated  directly.  Even  the  history  of  the  Indo-
chinese war has  not been recorded  in  detail from the Vietminh  side.
The early period is especially obscure. These were the difficult months
in which  the Vietminh had  to build  its bases  in  Tonkin  and  begin
to send organized units southward. Giap's own work was not merely

practical;  building  an  army also  entailed  developing  an  understand-
ing  of  the  war  and  an  analysis  of  the  struggle  to  be  waged.  In  1947
hc   published,   in   a   limited   Vietnamese   edition,   a   work   entitled
Lj.Zlcr¢jz.o#   .4r"y,   which   was   to   serve   as   a   key   text   for   military
cadres.47  The  People's  Army  built  up  regular  units  gradually.  Its
structure  was  a  pyramid.  The  base  was  the  peasant  masses,  who
created  their  own   local  defense  forces.  From  these,  guerrilla  and
mobile forces could be organized. The process of selection carried on
to the  point of recruitment of regular forces from the  most seasoned
units.  An  army  structured  in  this  way  could  not  be  destroyed.  The
regular  units  were  constantly  replenished  f rom  below  with  combat
veterans.  In  1950  the  Vietminh  had  built  up  its  forces  to  the  point
of organizing its  first  regular  divisions.  By  1951-in  two  years-the
People's  Army  had  increased  the  strength  of  its  regular  forces  four-
fold.48

The  broad  contours  of  the  war  are  indicated  by  General  Giap  in
the  writings  that  follow.  These  articles,   interviews,   and   speeches
represent  the  most  complete  body  of  analytical  writings  on  the  two
lndochinesc  wars  written  from  the  point  of  view  of  the  insurgent
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forces. The  lessons of failed  negotiations and broken promises  which
we  have  narrated  in  this  introduction  are  reflected  in  the  principles
expounded  in  these  writings.  When  the  Vietnamese  entered  their
second  round  of  negotiations  with  the  French  in  1954,  they  did  so
from  a position of incomparably greater strength,  dramatically  high-
lighted by the Dien Bien Phu victory. Yet in many ways, the Geneva
settlement  was  flawed  in  similar  ways  to  the  1946  accords.  The  con-

cessions made by the West were again unenforccable. As commander
of the  People's  Army,  General  Giap  was  to  appeal  repeatedly  to  the
International  Control  Commission established  at  Geneva  to  demand
the enforcement of the agreement's provisions and  to protest at viola-
tions  of  the  agreement  by  the  Diem  regime.  When  conditions  grew
worse  in  the  South  and  the  revolt  against  Diem  brought  into  ex-
istcnce  a  new  organ  of  struggle~the  National  Liberation  Front,  in
December   1960 -.... the  task  fell  to   Giap  to  explain  the  new  circum-

stances  to  the  ICC.  In  a  historic  letter  of  January  26,  1961,  to  Am-
bassador  M.  Gopala  Menon,  chairman  of  the  ICC,  Giap  wrote  that
"violence  and  oppression  have  led  them  [the  southern  people]  into

a  situation  wherein  they  have  no  way  out  other  than  to  take  in  to
their   own   hands   the   defense   of   their   lives,   property   and   living
Ccinditions." 49

The  second  lndochinese  war  was  set  in  a  new  global  context,  in
the  wake  of  successful  revolutions  in  Cuba  and  Algeria  and  at  a
time  of  ferment  throughout  the  Third  World.  Giap's  later  writings
take  full account of these developments  and  are  imbued  with  a  deep
internationalism.  Eighteen  months  before  Che  Guevara  called  for
"many  Vietnams,"  Giap  considered  how  "many  San[o  Domingos"

would  sharpen  the  contradictions  in  which  imperialism  is  fixed.5°
But  internationalism  has  never  blurred  Giap's  respect  for  the  sover-
eignty  and  independence  of  nations  in  the  struggle  for  socialism.B]

His determination is strong, and he knows that his country cannot be
independent  until  the  last  foreign  soldier  is  gone.  We  hope  that  the
writings  presented  here  will  help  the  reader  understand  this  deter-
mination  and  gain  some   insight   into  the   strategy   which  has   led
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Vietnam  to  its  victory  over  the  United  States.  We  also  hope  that
these  writings  will  constitute  the  final  chapter  in  Vie[nam's  two-
thousand-year saga of war and injustice, and  we  trust that  the  1970's
will  begin  a  new  period  of  liberation.
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Origins of the People's Army

The  Second  World  War  broke  out.  The  revolutionary  movement
in  Vietnam  was  mercilessly  repressed;   all  legal  and  semilegal  or-

ganizations  of  the  Party  had  withdrawn  into  1:he  underground.  In
1938, at the time of the Indochinesc Democratic Front there emerged
in  Vietnam  a  big  mass  movement  such  as  was  never  seen  before,
while in France  the Daladier  government surrendered  to the fascists
and  itself  became  fascist.  In  Indochina,  the  Japanese  fascists  were
waiting  for  a  favorable  opportunity  to  invade  this  country.  In  1940,
they  attacked  Lang  Son.*  The  French  colonialists  on  the  one  hand
kowtowed  to  the  Japanese  fascists  and  on  the  other  sought  to  deal
most  violently  with  the  popular  movement.  Arrests  and  terror  in-
creased  in  ferocity.  In  the  face  of  such  a  situation,  the  Party  had  to
carry  on  underground  revolutionary  activities.

On  a  Party  decision,  Pham  Van  Dong  and  I  would  cross  the
border  and  go  to  China.  We  were  then  in  very  difficult  conditions.
Pham  Van  Dong  was  ill,  and  I  was  teaching  at  the  Thang  Long

private  school;   every  movement  of  mine  was  closely  watched  by
secret   agents   just  as   they   had   done   previously   when   we   openly

Tl`is  memoir   appeared  under   the   title   "President   Ho   Chi   Minh,  Father   of
lhi.  Vietnam  Revolutiomry  Army"  in  the  collection  D¢yf  ovj.jA  Ho  CA!.  Mi.~A

(Hanoi:   Foreign  Languages  Publishing  House,  rev.  ed.,   1962),  pp.   179-228.
1[   was   not,   in   the   strict   sense,   written   by   Giap,   but   his   oral   account   was
rt`corded  and  edited  by  those  compiling  the  original  volume.

- Despite  the  fact  that  Admiral  Decoux,   the  French  governor  general   in

lli{Iochina,  had  yielded  to  their  ultimatum  and  signed  an  agreement  granting

J{i[).in  the  right  to  establish  three  air  bases  and  garrison  six  thousand  troops
ii`  Vietnam,  the  Japanese  launched  an  attack  on  the  same  day,  Scptcmber  22,
un   tl`c  cities  Of  L<ing  Son   and   Dong  Dang  in   northern   Tonkin.   Lang  Son
iiurrendered  on  September  24,  and  the  following  day  all  French  resistance  to
I lic Japancsc crumbled.
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40    TJ.c  M.lilary  Art  of  Pcople's  War

carried out journalistic  activities for the Party in  Hanoi.  But,  despite
all  the  difficulties,  careful  preparations  for  our  departure  could  be
made in complete secrecy.

Before  we  went, I  was  able  to  meet  Hoang Van  Thu  once  more
for the last time in my life. The meeting took  place  at Quang Thien
cemetery  on  the  Hanoi-Ha  Dong  road.  I  entered  the  cemetery  in
the  dusk  of  twilight.  A  man  clad  in  a  long  black  robe  walked  in
my  direction:  it  was  Thu  who  was  waiting  for  me.

Thu  said,  "We  should  make  preparations  to  start  guerrilla  war-
fare.  At  present the  Japanese  fascists  are  about  to occupy  Indochina,
hence there is every possibility  that Allied  troops will  land here. Our

revolutionary  movement  must  have  armed  forces.  We  must  prepare
ourselves   in  every   way,  so  as   to  be   able  to  start  guerrilla  war   in
time.„

Before we parted, Thu  said, "When you go abroad, you may  meet
Nguyen  Ai  Quoc.  Try  to  get  information  on  the  activities  of  the
League of Oppressed Peoples of East Asia."

That  week,  I  taught  on  Friday  in  order  to  have  Saturday  and
Sunday  free.  Then,  on  Monday  moming  when  it  was  realized  that
I  was  missing,  I  would  already be  far  from  Hanoi. On  May  3,  1940,

at  5:00  p.M.,  after  school  hours,  I  went  directly  to  the  Great  Lake,

just  as  if  going  for  a  walk  or  for  normal  activity.  Comrade  Thai,
with  little  Hong Anh  in  her  arms,*  was  waiting  for  me  on  the  Co
Ngu  road.  In  parting  we  expressed  the  hope  to  meet  each  other
again  in  undergrouiid  work  when  she  was  able  to commit  her  child
to  someone's  care.  We  had  no  idea  that  we  were  meeting  for  the
last time.  I  called  a  rickshaw which  was  moving  slowly  in  my  direc-
tion.  That  rickshaw  pulled  by  Comrade  Minh  took  me  to  Chcm  ill

the  city  suburbs  as  had  been  previously  arranged.
The following  day, Pham Van  Dong and I  took  the  train  to  Lao

Cat  at  the  End-of-the-Bridge  Station.  During  the  journey  we  had  to

get down twice when the train was searched. It was the rainy season.

* Giap's  wife  and  infant,  both  of  whom  were  to  die  during  World  War  11.

Origins  Of  lhc  Pcople's  Army    41

Rivers  were  swollen.  At  Lao  Cai,  we  crossed  the  Nan  Ti  River  on
a bamboo raft to the  Chinese territory. From  there Pham Van Dong
and I took the train for Kunring. This leg Of our journey was more
difficult  still.  As  soon  as  we  caught  sight  of  railway  employees  and

policemen boarding the  train to search at the far end of the tram, we
surreptitiously  moved  behind  them.  We  finally  reached  Kunming.

At Kunming,  we  were  able to  contact Phung Chi  Kien*  and  Vu
Anht  who  were  doing  revolutiomry  work  there.  Wc  were  told  that
we had  to  wait  for  Vuong  before  any  decision  could  be  made.

At  that  time,  our  comrades  in  Kunming  maintained  secret  con-
tacts  with  the  local branch  of the  Chinese  Communist Party.  Owing
to  our  Chinese  comrades'  help,  we  could  set  up  our  quarters,  have
books  and papers  at our disposal, and organize communication  links
as  well, etc.  Of course  we  had  to  act  very  secretly  to  avoid  the  watch-
ful  eyes  of  the  Kuomintang  clique  lest  they  should  assassinate  us.

Life in our ciuarters was very  hard. We had  to do the  marketing and
cooking.  When  my  turn  came,  I  cooked  so  badly  that  from  that
day  on  I  was  only  entrusted  with  cleaning  the  dishes.  We  learned
Chinese eagerly while waiting for Vuong.

I  did  not  ask  who  Vuong  was.  Inwardly  I  vaguely  imagined  the
man  as  I  recalled  Thu's  words  telling  me  in  Hanoi  that  I  might
meet Nguyen Ai Quoc.

At  that  time,  for  those  youths  of  our  age,  Nguycn  Ai  Quoc  had
become  our  ideal,  the  ob)ect  of  our  dreams.  In  the  years  1926-1927,

while the student movement in  Hue was developing due to the great
impact  of  the  Russian  and  Chinese  revolutions,  we  often  called  on
l'han  Boi  Chau±  in  Hue  where  he  had  been  brought  from  Hanoi

#  A  meml)er  of  the  Central  Committee,  killed  in  July  1941   in  a  clash  with

llic  French.
-I-A  veteran  cadre  and  soldier;  now  an  officer  in  the  Vietnam  People's  Army.

I Leader  of  the  Dong  Du   (Go  East)   movement  and  of  many  other  move-
i`icnts   against   the   French    from    1904   to    1925,   when    he   was   arrested    in

``1H`nghai.   He   lived   under   house   arrest   in   Hue   subsequently   and   died   on
( )ctobcr  29,1941.
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a bamboo raft to the  Chinese territory. From  there Pham Van Dong
and I took the train for Kunring. This leg Of our journey was more
difficult  still.  As  soon  as  we  caught  sight  of  railway  employees  and

policemen boarding the  train to search at the far end of the tram, we
surreptitiously  moved  behind  them.  We  finally  reached  Kunming.

At Kunming,  we  were  able to  contact Phung Chi  Kien*  and  Vu
Anht  who  were  doing  revolutiomry  work  there.  Wc  were  told  that
we had  to  wait  for  Vuong  before  any  decision  could  be  made.

At  that  time,  our  comrades  in  Kunming  maintained  secret  con-
tacts  with  the  local branch  of the  Chinese  Communist Party.  Owing
to  our  Chinese  comrades'  help,  we  could  set  up  our  quarters,  have
books  and papers  at our disposal, and organize communication  links
as  well, etc.  Of course  we  had  to  act  very  secretly  to  avoid  the  watch-
ful  eyes  of  the  Kuomintang  clique  lest  they  should  assassinate  us.

Life in our ciuarters was very  hard. We had  to do the  marketing and
cooking.  When  my  turn  came,  I  cooked  so  badly  that  from  that
day  on  I  was  only  entrusted  with  cleaning  the  dishes.  We  learned
Chinese eagerly while waiting for Vuong.

I  did  not  ask  who  Vuong  was.  Inwardly  I  vaguely  imagined  the
man  as  I  recalled  Thu's  words  telling  me  in  Hanoi  that  I  might
meet Nguyen Ai Quoc.

At  that  time,  for  those  youths  of  our  age,  Nguycn  Ai  Quoc  had
become  our  ideal,  the  ob)ect  of  our  dreams.  In  the  years  1926-1927,

while the student movement in  Hue was developing due to the great
impact  of  the  Russian  and  Chinese  revolutions,  we  often  called  on
l'han  Boi  Chau±  in  Hue  where  he  had  been  brought  from  Hanoi

#  A  meml)er  of  the  Central  Committee,  killed  in  July  1941   in  a  clash  with

llic  French.
-I-A  veteran  cadre  and  soldier;  now  an  officer  in  the  Vietnam  People's  Army.

I Leader  of  the  Dong  Du   (Go  East)   movement  and  of  many  other  move-
i`icnts   against   the   French    from    1904   to    1925,   when    he   was   arrested    in

``1H`nghai.   He   lived   under   house   arrest   in   Hue   subsequently   and   died   on
( )ctobcr  29,1941.
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and   kept   under   forced   residence.  Often   he   told  us   about  world
events.  On  the  walls  of  his  house  were  portraits  of  Sun  Yat-sen,
Lenin,  and  Sakyamuni.  We  were  of  those  youths  so  eagerly  search-
ing  for  truth. But  what  made  us  most excited  were  the  stories  whis-

pered  among  students  about  the  revolutionary  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc.
One   day   Nguyen   Khoa  Van   got   from  I   don't   know   where,   a

pamphlet entitled  CoJo#!¢Jj.jor  o#  T~j.a/ written by Nguycn Ai Quoc.
We  passed  it  from  hand  to  hand.  The  pamphlet  cover  was  also

printed  with  Arabic  script.  To  read  for  the  first  time  a  book  dc-
nouncing colonialism  inspired  us  with  so much  hatred,  and  thrilled
us.  Later,   there   came   to   my   ears   many   interesting  stories   about
Nguyen Ai  Quoc.  Some of my  I fiends  told them with a§  much ex-
citement  and enthusiasm  as  if  they  themselves  had  seen Nguyen  Ai

Quoc  publish  Le  P¢r!.4  in  Paris,  or  traveling  throughout  the  world.
Nguyen Khoa Van even showed us a blurred photograph of Nguyen
Ai  Quoc  wearing  a  fur  hat.  But,  with  our  active  imagination  and
our  veneration  for  the  man,  it  was  for  us  the  clear-cut  image  of  a
devoted  and  noble-minded  revolutionary  youth.

Following  the  quit-school  movement  staged  by  the  students  in
Hue in 1927, I was dismissed from school and had to go to my native
village. At that time, the  student movement  in  Hue also  maintained
contacts  with  revolutionary  organizations  abroad.  Many,  including
myself,  had  made  up  our  minds  to  get  out  of  the  country,  but  di£-
faculties  prevented  us.  However,  we  continued  to  hope  and  waited
for  a  favorable  occasion.  Meanwhile,  I  went  to  my  native  village.
One day, Nguyen Chi Dieu, a very intimate friend of mine in Hue,
came  to my house, talked about the political  situation,  and  admitted
me  to  membership  of  the  Tan  Viet  Party  whose  aim  was  to  carry
out  "first  a  national  revolution  and  then  a  world  revolution."  Dieu
handed  me  a  book  written  in  French  dealing  with  communism,  a

pamphlet  printed  in  Brussels  by  the  World  League  Of  Oppressed
Peoples, and  documents  on the  Canton  meeting including  a  speech
delivered  by  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc.  I   went  to  the   fields  with  these
documents, climbed  up a tree, and read them. It might be said  that     \\̀\
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through  the  pages  of  the  book  internationalist  ideas  became  clearer
and clearer  to mc  and  were gradually  instilled  in mc, and each page
of  the  book  was  a  very  powerful  inspiring  force.  Some  time  later
I  returned  to  Hue,  not  to  resume  study  but  to  carry  out  under-

ground  activities  as  a  member  of  the  Tan  Viet  Party.  Here  Phan
Dang Luu,*  who had just  come from  Canton,  told  us  many  stories
about  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc.

But  it  was  not  only  in  those  early  days  of  my  revolutionary  life
that  Uncle's  name  was  to  be  familiar  to  me.  Later,  a[  the  time  of
the  democratic  movement  in  Hanoi,  when  I  wrote  for  IVocrc  Voj.#

(Our   Voice),   the   Party's  official   organ   published   in   French,   the
editorial  board  often  received  articles  signed  "P.  C.  Lin"  sent  from
abroad  as  contributions  to  the  paper.  These  typed  articles  were  read
carefully   again   and   again,   for   we   knew   they   were   written   by
Comrade  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc.  In  them,  Uncle  expressed  his  opinions
about  a  broad-based  democratic  front,  or  his  opinions  on  the  inter-
national   situation,   and   the   experiences   provided   by   the   Chinese
Revolution.   Each   of   these   articles   began   with   sentences   which
cleverly   drew   the   attention   of   the   readers,   such   as   "If   I   were   a
Vietnamese revolutionary  I   .  .  ." or, "If the Yenan experience of  the
Chinese  Communist  Party  is  to  be  introduced,  even  a  thick  book
would  not  be  enough  to  expound  it  all,  here  I  would  like  to  give
only  a  summary  .  .  ."

All  these  images,  ideas,  all  the  tasks  I  performed  at  that  time,  are
still  fresh  in  my  memory.  And  till  the  day  when  I  was  to  meet
Vuong, I  hoped  and  I  felt  sure that he was  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc  him-
self,  especially  when  I  recalled  Thu's  words  as  I  was  leaving  the
country.  All  that  made  me  impatient.

It  was  already  June,  midsummer  in  Kunming.  One  day,  Phung
Chi  Kien  asked  me  to  accompany  him  to  Tsuy  Hu  where  Vuong
was  waiting for us. We walked leisurely on the Tsuy  Hu bank  and

* A   member   of   the   Central   Committee   of   the   lndochinese   Communist

P,irty, executed by the French May 24,1941.
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faculties  prevented  us.  However,  we  continued  to  hope  and  waited
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One day, Nguyen Chi Dieu, a very intimate friend of mine in Hue,
came  to my house, talked about the political  situation,  and  admitted
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of  the  book  was  a  very  powerful  inspiring  force.  Some  time  later
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about  a  broad-based  democratic  front,  or  his  opinions  on  the  inter-
national   situation,   and   the   experiences   provided   by   the   Chinese
Revolution.   Each   of   these   articles   began   with   sentences   which
cleverly   drew   the   attention   of   the   readers,   such   as   "If   I   were   a
Vietnamese revolutionary  I   .  .  ." or, "If the Yenan experience of  the
Chinese  Communist  Party  is  to  be  introduced,  even  a  thick  book
would  not  be  enough  to  expound  it  all,  here  I  would  like  to  give
only  a  summary  .  .  ."

All  these  images,  ideas,  all  the  tasks  I  performed  at  that  time,  are
still  fresh  in  my  memory.  And  till  the  day  when  I  was  to  meet
Vuong, I  hoped  and  I  felt  sure that he was  Nguyen  Ai  Quoc  him-
self,  especially  when  I  recalled  Thu's  words  as  I  was  leaving  the
country.  All  that  made  me  impatient.
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* A   member   of   the   Central   Committee   of   the   lndochinese   Communist

P,irty, executed by the French May 24,1941.
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came  across  a  thin middle-aged  man  wearing  a  European-style  suit
and a gray fur hat. Kien introduced him to me as "Comrade Vuong."
I  immediately  recognized  the man  as Nguyen  Ai Quoc.  Compared
with  the  photograph  I  had  seen,  he  was  much  more  active,  more
alert.  And compared  with  what he  was  twenty  years previously,  he
was  as  thin  as  before,  the  only  difference  was  that  at  that  time  he
was young and had had no beard. I still remember that, when I met
him,  I  had  no  particular  feeling  as  I  had  expected  I  would,  except
that  I   found   in  him   that  simplicity   of  manner,   that  lucidity   of
character  which  later  when   I  worked  by  his  side,  had  the  same
impact on  me. Right  at  that first  meeting I  found him  very  close  to
me as if we were old  acquaintances.  I thought that a  great  man  like
him  was  always  simple,  so  simple  that  nothing  particular  could  be
found  in  him.  One  thing  which  nevertheless  struck  me  was  that  he
used many  words peculiar  to central  Vietnam. I  never expected  that
a man who had been  so long abroad would  still speak dialects of his
native  place  with  their  particular  accents.

Vuong,  Kien,  and  I  talked  while  walking  slowly  along  the  Tsuy
Hu  bank  like  the  many  fresh-air  seekers  around  us.  He  inquired
about  our  journey,  the  difficulties  we  had  to  face.  He  asked  about
the  Democratic  Front  and  the  movement  at  home  in  recent  times.
About revolutionary work he said, "It is a good  thing that you have
come;  you  are  badly  needed  here."  I  did  not  forget  to  ask  him,  as
Thu had suggested, about the League of Oppressed Peoples. He said,
"An  important  question  indeed,  but  conditions  are  not  ripe  enough

for  its  organization."
Then  we  parted. After  that,  I  met him  quite  often  together  with

Phung  Chi Kien,  Vu  Anh, and  Pham  Van  Dong.  He  often talked
about the  world situation,  analyzed minutely  the  situation  in  China,
and the Chinese resistance war against the Japanese. He laid particu-
lar stress on the double-faced attitude of the Kuomintang, apparently
cooperating  with  the  Chinese  Communist  Party  in  the  fight  against
the  Japanese  but  in  reality  striving  to  destroy  it.  The  great  task  of
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the  Chinese  Communist  Party  was  to  unite  all  the  anti-Japanese
forces  of the  nation.  As  regards  the Kuomintang,  it  must  also  unite
with  it,  striving  to  win  over  the  relatively  progressive  elements  in
its  rank  for  the  common  struggle  against  the  Japanese.  But  unity
must go together with the fight against their wrong ideas and more

particularly  with  vigilance  against  rightist  tendencies  among  them,
vigilance  against  the pro-Japanese group  and  those  inclined  to make
concessions  and  to  stop  fighting.

As  regards  our  work,  he  said,  "You  will  go  to  Yenan.  There

you'll enter the Party school to study politics. Strive to study military
technique  as  well."

At  subsequent  meetings  before  we  went  to  Yenan,  Uncle  asked
us  again  and  again  also  to  study  military  technique.

Thus,  three  of us,  Pham Van  Dong,  Cao  Hong Lanh,  and  I  left
Kunming  for  Kweiyang.  The  journey  took  three  days  in  the  hot
sun.  At  Kweiyang  we  had  to  wait  for  a  bus  for  Yenan.

At  Kweiyang,  we stayed at  the  office  of  the  Eighth  Route Army.*
Since  my  coming  to  China,  I  had  realized  all  the  more  clearly  to
what  extent  the  Chinese  and  Vietnamese  revolutions  were  closely
related  to each other.  I  was especially aware  of the  heartfelt  care  the
Chinese  Communist  Party  showed  the  Vietnamese  revolution.  Our
Chinese  comrades  were  very  helpful.  Wherever  we  went  we  were
treated  like  blood  brothers.  At  the  Kweiyang  office  of  the  Eighth
Route  Army,  I  had  the  opportunity  to  read  for  the  first  time  the

paper I,jGcr¢fz.o#  and  to  learn about the  situation in Yenan. Another
thing  to  which  our  attention  was  drawn  was  the  high  esteem  our
Chinese  comrades showed  Uncle.  Wc  didn't  know how  many  times
he  had  come  to  Kweiyang,  but  there  everybody,  from  the  man  in
charge  of  the  office  to  those  who  did  the  cooking,  knew  Ho  Quang
very well.  (Ho Quang was Uncle's pseudonym.)  Each of them talked

a Following  the  agreement  reached  at  Nanking  by  the  Chinese  Communists

.`nd  the  Kuomintang  on  September  22,  1937,  the  Red  Army  in  the  Ycnan  area
was renamed the Eighth Route Army.
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for  its  organization."
Then  we  parted. After  that,  I  met him  quite  often  together  with

Phung  Chi Kien,  Vu  Anh, and  Pham  Van  Dong.  He  often talked
about the  world situation,  analyzed minutely  the  situation  in  China,
and the Chinese resistance war against the Japanese. He laid particu-
lar stress on the double-faced attitude of the Kuomintang, apparently
cooperating  with  the  Chinese  Communist  Party  in  the  fight  against
the  Japanese  but  in  reality  striving  to  destroy  it.  The  great  task  of
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the  Chinese  Communist  Party  was  to  unite  all  the  anti-Japanese
forces  of the  nation.  As  regards  the Kuomintang,  it  must  also  unite
with  it,  striving  to  win  over  the  relatively  progressive  elements  in
its  rank  for  the  common  struggle  against  the  Japanese.  But  unity
must go together with the fight against their wrong ideas and more

particularly  with  vigilance  against  rightist  tendencies  among  them,
vigilance  against  the pro-Japanese group  and  those  inclined  to make
concessions  and  to  stop  fighting.

As  regards  our  work,  he  said,  "You  will  go  to  Yenan.  There

you'll enter the Party school to study politics. Strive to study military
technique  as  well."

At  subsequent  meetings  before  we  went  to  Yenan,  Uncle  asked
us  again  and  again  also  to  study  military  technique.

Thus,  three  of us,  Pham Van  Dong,  Cao  Hong Lanh,  and  I  left
Kunming  for  Kweiyang.  The  journey  took  three  days  in  the  hot
sun.  At  Kweiyang  we  had  to  wait  for  a  bus  for  Yenan.

At  Kweiyang,  we stayed at  the  office  of  the  Eighth  Route Army.*
Since  my  coming  to  China,  I  had  realized  all  the  more  clearly  to
what  extent  the  Chinese  and  Vietnamese  revolutions  were  closely
related  to each other.  I  was especially aware  of the  heartfelt  care  the
Chinese  Communist  Party  showed  the  Vietnamese  revolution.  Our
Chinese  comrades  were  very  helpful.  Wherever  we  went  we  were
treated  like  blood  brothers.  At  the  Kweiyang  office  of  the  Eighth
Route  Army,  I  had  the  opportunity  to  read  for  the  first  time  the

paper I,jGcr¢fz.o#  and  to  learn about the  situation in Yenan. Another
thing  to  which  our  attention  was  drawn  was  the  high  esteem  our
Chinese  comrades showed  Uncle.  Wc  didn't  know how  many  times
he  had  come  to  Kweiyang,  but  there  everybody,  from  the  man  in
charge  of  the  office  to  those  who  did  the  cooking,  knew  Ho  Quang
very well.  (Ho Quang was Uncle's pseudonym.)  Each of them talked

a Following  the  agreement  reached  at  Nanking  by  the  Chinese  Communists

.`nd  the  Kuomintang  on  September  22,  1937,  the  Red  Army  in  the  Ycnan  area
was renamed the Eighth Route Army.
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about Ho Quang in a  different way but all loved  him. Many wished
that  Ho  Quang  wc)uld come  often  to  their  office  to work  and  teach
them  Russian  and  English.

As   food   supplies   in  a   region   situated   deep   in   the   country   like
Kweiyang  were  very  difficult  to  find  and  the  Party's  finances  were
limited,  we  had  to  grow  our  own  vegetables.  Meat  was  very  scarce.
But the question of transportation was the greatest of our difficulties.
We  had  to  wait  quite  a  long  time  for  a  bus.

Just  when   we   were   about   to   leave   for   Yenan,   we   received   a
message from  Ho  Quang  telling  us  to  wait  for  him  instead.  At  that
time  Paris  fell,  the  German  fascists  had   already   occupied  France;
we  thought  that,  because  of  this  new  development,  there  had  been
a  new  decision. Some  days  later, Phung  Chi  Kien and Vu  Anh  also
arrived at Kweiyang. They said that in the face of the new  situation,
they  had  come on  Uncle's  instructions  to go  with  us  to  Kweilin  and
from  there  to  try  to  return  to  Vietnam.  As France  had  surrendered,
they  added,  there  must  be  new  developments   in  the  situation  in
Indochina.

Thus,  we  didn't  go  to  Yenan,  but  to  Kweilin  instead.
In  Kwcilin,  we  contacted  the  office  of  the  Eighth  Route  Army.

As  in  Kweiyang,  our  Chinese  comrades  there  did  a  great  deal  to
help  us.  They  often  organized  meetings  with  pressmen  to  whom
we  were  to  give  information  on  the  situation  in  Vietnam  and  the
Vietnam   revolutionary  movement.  As  Vietnamese  revolutionaries,
we  made  contact  with  Gen.  Ly  Tji-shcn,  director  o£  Chiang  Kai-
shek's  Southwest  Headquarters.  During  the  talk,  Ly  Tji-shen  put
forward  the  question  of  Allied  troops  entering  Indochina  and  re-

quested  our  help  in  elaborating  plans  for  the  coming  of  Chinese
troops  to  Vietnam.

When  Uncle  came  to  Kweilin,  and  after  we  had  told  him  of  this
request,  he  said,  "We  must  have  a  clear-cut  understanding  regard-
ing  this  question.  Only  the  Soviet  Red  Army  and  the  Chinese  Red
Army  arc  fraternal  to  us,  are  really  our  allies.  We  really  welcome
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them.  As   to  Chiang   Kai-shek   troops,   though   they   are   also   anti-

Japanese  to  some  extent,  their  nature  is  reactionary.  In  the  Nation-
alist-Communist  collaboration  they  talked  of  fighting  the  Japanese
but actually sought every possible  means  to  destroy the  Communists.
We   must  realize   their  reactionary   character;   otherwise   it   will   be

dangerous."
At  that  moment  if  all  of  us  stayed  in  Kweilin  for  a  long  time,

we  would  bc  discovered  by  the  Kuomintang  authorities.  Moreover,
"the  Kiangnan   incident"   occurred   when  Chiang   Kai-shek   troops

launched  a  sudden  attack  against  a  unit  of  the  New  Fourth  Army
led by  Seng Yang  right in Kweilin city. They  arrogantly  confiscated
and   banned   all   books   and   papers   in   the   local   libraries.   Terror
reigned. The situation  was tense. We  were in a  predicament.  At any
moment arrest could befall  us  should  the  Kuomintang happen  to be
on  our  trail.

Uncle  suggested  that we  should  move close  to the Vietnam border
and  continue  our  revolutionary  work  there.  We  could  thus  get  out
of difficulty. But the main  reason justifying the decision was that the
situation  at  home  required  us  to  do  so.

Chiang  Kai-shek's  general,  Chiang  Fa-kwei,  had  already  set  up  a
Frontier  Work   Group  placed  under  the  direction  o£  Truong  Boi
Gong,  who  had  been  entrusted  with  the  task  of  paving  the  way  for
the   penetration   of   Kuomintang   troops   into   Vietnam   on   Allied

powers'  orders.  We  knew  that  clique  perfectly  well  and  were  also
fully  aware  that  they  were  capable  of  no  good.  Nevertheless,  we
availed  ourselves  of our  acquaintances  to  ask  for  transport  means  to
reach  the  Vietnam  border  easily.  Arriving  in  Tsingsi,  we  set  up  an
office  of  the  Vietnam  Liberation  League  and  maintained  contacts
with  the  Kuomintang.  Later  when  Nguyen  Hai  Than,*  who  also

* An  old  nationalist  who  had  lived  in  China  since  before  World  War  I.  The

Kuomin(ang   placed   him   at   the   head   of   the   moderate   nationalist   coalition
organized  under  their  auspices  during  World  War  11  (known  as  the  Vietnam
Cach Menh Dong Minh Hoi) .
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came  to  Tsingsi,  informed  the  Kuomintang  that  wc  were  commu-
nists,  Kuomintang  men  in  Tsingsi  immediately  changed  their  atti-
tude toward  us.

When  we  were  in  Kweilin,  Uncle  came  and  discussed  with  us

preparations  for  the  task  ahead  when  we  returned  to  the  country.
Our  meetings  with  him  usually  took  place  in  the  Kweilin  out-

skirts.  Hc  used  to  stay  every  time  he  came  in  a  house  Of  the  local
branch  of  the  Chinese  Communist  Party.  Disguising  ourselves  as
leisurely  strollers,  we  would  sit around on  the  grass,  in  the  shade of
a  tree.  Uncle  listened  to  our  report  on  the  work  done  and  gave  his
opinions  and  suggestions.  Once,  when  I  met  him  together  with
Phung Chi Kicn and Vu Anh, he said, "In face of the new situation,
national  unity  becomes  all  the  more  important,  we  must  think  of
organizing  a  broad   national  united   front,  with   appropriate  form
and   name.   Should   it   be  called   Vietnam   Liberation   League?   or
Vietnam    Anti-Imperialist    League?     or    Vietnam    Independence
League?  I think we had better call it Vietnam Independence League.
But  it is  too  long  for  a  name,  so we  will  shorten  it  and  call  it Vict-
minh.  People  will  easily  keep  it  in  memory."

That  exchange  of  views  was  later  discussed  at  the  Eighth  Session
of the Party Central Committee held in Pac Bo where it was decided
to  found the Vietnam  Independence  League,  or  Vietminh for  short.

Some  days  after  our  arrival  at  Kweilin,  papers  were  full  of  news

on  the  Nam  Ky  insurrection  in  Vietnam.  Having  no  contact  with
our  country  as  yet,  we  felt  very  impatient.

Just  then,  Uncle  came,  assembled  us,  and  told  us  his  views  on  the
event  as  follows:  "The  general  situation  in  the  world  and  in  lndo-
china  has become more  and  more  f avorable  for  us, but  the  time  has
not come yet, the  uprising should not have broken out.  But as it has,
the  retreat  should  bc  made  in  a  clever  way  so  that  the  movement
can  be  maintained."  He  wrote  a  message  accordingly,  but  un for-
tunately  our  efforts  to  get  it  sent  home  failed.

Stirred  by  the  news  of  the  movement  which  was  taking  place  in
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our  country,  we  tried  every  possible  means  to  get  into  contact  with
the  Central  Committee  at  home.

Meanwhile,   news   reached   us   that   the   French   imperialists   had
terrorized  revolutionary organizations in Cao  Bang. Many  youths of
various  nationalities  in  Cao  Bang  had  crossed  the  border  for  safety
and had come to Truong Boi Cong's quarters. Uncle said, "Wc  shall
organize a training course for them. When they return to  Cao  Bang,
they  will  consolidate  and  develop  the  movement  further  and  organ-
ize  communication  links   with  abroad."   His   suggestion   regarding
Cao  Bang as a revolutionary base opened up bright  prospects  for  the
Vietnamese  revolution,  inasmuch  as  Cao  Bang  had  long  since  had
its  steady  revolutionary  movement,*  and  was  situated  close  to  the
border and therefore favorable for maintaining relations with foreign
countries.  But  it  was  also  necessary  to  expand  the  movement  from
there  to  Thai  Nguyen  and  still  farther  south  in  order  to  establish
connections  with  the  movement  throughout  the country.  Only  after
achieving this could we start armed struggle and launch the offensive
when  conditions  were  favorable,  and  hold out in case of the reverse.

These  suggestions,  made  prior  to  our  entering  Cao  Bang,  under-
lined  most  strikingly  the  important  character  of  what  was  later  to
be  the  Viet  Bac  liberated  area.

We  succeeded  in  bringing  all  those comrades  from  Cao  Bang  out
of  Truong  Boi  Cong's  control.  They  were  originally  Party  cadres
and  partisans  who  had  been  at  a  loss  after  they  had  crossed  the
border  and  had  had  temporarily  to  rely  on  Truong  Boi  Gong  on

*The   revolutionary   traditions   of   Cao   Bang   go   back   to   1929,   when   the

Young  Comrades  Association   had  many  adherents  in  this  region.  When  the
Communist  Party  was  founded   the  following  year,  a   number  of  cells  were
organized  in  Cao  Bang,  and  many  were  preserved  during  the  most  difficult

years  of  the  1930's.  In  the  Popular  Front  period,  niimerous  meetings  were  held
there  in  support  of  the  All  Indochina  Party  Congress.  In  the  repression  which
followed,   the   cadres   were   forced   underground,   but   they   maintained   their

political  strength.
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being  told  about his  Frontier  Work  Group.  We  gathered  them  to-

gether,  forty  in all, among  whom were Le Quang  Ba,  Hoang Sam,
Bang  Giang,*  and  others,  and   together  with   them  we   shifted  to
Tsingsi.  Plans  were  made  tc>  set  up  a  training  course  in  a  region  of
Nung  nationalityt  which  had  been  under  the  influence  of  the  Chi-
nese  Red  Army.  The  Longchow  region  had  once  been  occupied  by
Chinese  Communist  troops,  and  the  local  inhabitants  of  Nung  na-
tionality  had  shown  much  sympathy  toward  the  Vietnamese  rev-
olution.  We  stayed  there,  scattered  in  two  villages.

The setting up of a training course brought up two important and
difficult  problems-food  supply  and  training  program-which  had
to   be   sctlved   first   and   foremost.   In   those   border   villages,   thinly

populated  and  poor,  to  provide  food   for  fifty  at  a   time  and  for
fifteen  days  was  by  no means  easy,  in  spite  of the  fact  that  the  local
inhabitants had both revolutionary spirit and sympathy toward  revo-
lutionaries.  Comrade  Cap  was  given  the  job,  and every  morning  we
all  would  carry  rice  and  maize  to  the  quarters,  husk  rice,  grind
maize,  and  gather  firewood.  Uncle  was  also  very  active.  He  did  a

great  deal  of  firewood  splitting.
Phung  Chi  Kien,  Vu  Anh,  Pham  Van  Dong,  and  I  worked  out

the  training  program  under  Uncle's  guidance.  Each  of  us  had   to
elaborate a prcigram : propaganda, organization,  training, or struggle.

*Le   Quang   Ba   is   now   commander   of   the   air   force   of   the   Democratic

Republic  Of  Vietnam.  Hoang  Sam  is  now  a  general  in  the  Vietnam  Peoplc's
Army.  Bang Giang is  now a  general  in  the Vietnam  P€ople's  Army,  rcsponsiblc
for  the  conduct of military affairs in  the Viet Bac  zone.

tThc  Nung,  Tho,  and  Man  minorities   (see  below)   are  ethnic  groupings
who   live   traditionally   in   the   mountainous   Sino-Vietnamese   border   regions.
These   tribes   were   usually   hostile   to   the   ethnic  Vietnamese;   autonomous   in

their  cultural, economic,  and political  life;  and  neglected by  the central  authori-

ties.   Often   these   tribesmen    (and   especially   the   women)   did   not   speak   the
Vietnamese  language,  and  Vietminh  organizers,  including  Giap,  were  obliged
to   learn   local   dialects   and   resort   to   crude   drawings   in   order   to  propagate
their  ideas.  Dcspitc  these  difficulties,  the  tribes  were  to  play  an  important  role
in  the carly days of the Vietminh.
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After  tracing  out  the  main  points,  we  met  together  to  adopt  the

plan  and  then  began  to  write.  When  we  finished  writing,  we  met
again for checking. Uncle worked  with much patience and care.  Hc

paid great attention to the political content as  well as  to  the lucidity,
conciseness,  and  intelligibility of the  material.  As  regards  any work,
any   writing  of  ours,  he  asked  questions  and  cross-questions,   and

paid  particular attention  to  practical  work.  "Only  through being  in-
tegrated  with  practical  work  could  the  training  become  effective,"
he  said.  Each  item  ended  with  the  question:  "After  study  what  will

you  do  in  your  locality.)"  or  "After  this  first  step  what  should  you
do  next.i" If that  second  step  was  not clearly  defined,  it would  have
to  be  written  out  or  discussed   once  again.  Since   the  first  tine  I
worked  with  him,  I  was  deeply impressed  by  his  methods:  concrete
and  cautious  to  the  end.  This  style  of  work  in  that  small  training
course had  a great effect on  me and guided me in  my  military  work
all through the resistance war. It also brought home to mc from that
training  course   that  only   with   easily  understandable   words,   only
through  being  in  line  with  the  aspirations  of  the  masses,  could  we
rouse  the  latter's  spirit.  It  was  due  to  that  spirit,  to  the  experience
I  got  from  my  work  at  that  first  training  course  intended  for  those
forty  comrades-and  for myself as  well-that  I  later could  win suc-
ccss  in  my  practical  work  in  the  liberated  area.

When  the  training  course  was  over,  all  the  forty  comrades  felt
highly  enthusiastic.  It  was  with  much  emotion  that  on  the  closing
day,  all  of  us  pressed  around  Uncle  and  with  great  aiiimation  pro-
ceeded  with  the  ceremony  of  hoisting  our  flag.

Immediately  after  that,  all  the  forty  comrades  returned   to  Cao
Bang,  to  their  former base.  As  for  us,  we  stayed  to  enjoy  the  Lunar
New  Year  Festival  and  to  make  further  preparations  for  the  work
to come. According  to  the Nung custom, each  of  us  paid  New Year
visits  to  a  number  of  families  in  the  village.  As  they  had  already
sympathy  for  the  Vietnamese  revolution,  and  we  correctly  observed
the  rule  governing  relations  with  the  masses,  they  esteemed  us  all
the  more  when  we  lived  close  to  them.
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being  told  about his  Frontier  Work  Group.  We  gathered  them  to-
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to   be   sctlved   first   and   foremost.   In   those   border   villages,   thinly

populated  and  poor,  to  provide  food   for  fifty  at  a   time  and  for
fifteen  days  was  by  no means  easy,  in  spite  of the  fact  that  the  local
inhabitants had both revolutionary spirit and sympathy toward  revo-
lutionaries.  Comrade  Cap  was  given  the  job,  and every  morning  we
all  would  carry  rice  and  maize  to  the  quarters,  husk  rice,  grind
maize,  and  gather  firewood.  Uncle  was  also  very  active.  He  did  a

great  deal  of  firewood  splitting.
Phung  Chi  Kien,  Vu  Anh,  Pham  Van  Dong,  and  I  worked  out

the  training  program  under  Uncle's  guidance.  Each  of  us  had   to
elaborate a prcigram : propaganda, organization,  training, or struggle.

*Le   Quang   Ba   is   now   commander   of   the   air   force   of   the   Democratic

Republic  Of  Vietnam.  Hoang  Sam  is  now  a  general  in  the  Vietnam  Peoplc's
Army.  Bang Giang is  now a  general  in  the Vietnam  P€ople's  Army,  rcsponsiblc
for  the  conduct of military affairs in  the Viet Bac  zone.

tThc  Nung,  Tho,  and  Man  minorities   (see  below)   are  ethnic  groupings
who   live   traditionally   in   the   mountainous   Sino-Vietnamese   border   regions.
These   tribes   were   usually   hostile   to   the   ethnic  Vietnamese;   autonomous   in

their  cultural, economic,  and political  life;  and  neglected by  the central  authori-

ties.   Often   these   tribesmen    (and   especially   the   women)   did   not   speak   the
Vietnamese  language,  and  Vietminh  organizers,  including  Giap,  were  obliged
to   learn   local   dialects   and   resort   to   crude   drawings   in   order   to  propagate
their  ideas.  Dcspitc  these  difficulties,  the  tribes  were  to  play  an  important  role
in  the carly days of the Vietminh.
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After  tracing  out  the  main  points,  we  met  together  to  adopt  the

plan  and  then  began  to  write.  When  we  finished  writing,  we  met
again for checking. Uncle worked  with much patience and care.  Hc

paid great attention to the political content as  well as  to  the lucidity,
conciseness,  and  intelligibility of the  material.  As  regards  any work,
any   writing  of  ours,  he  asked  questions  and  cross-questions,   and

paid  particular attention  to  practical  work.  "Only  through being  in-
tegrated  with  practical  work  could  the  training  become  effective,"
he  said.  Each  item  ended  with  the  question:  "After  study  what  will

you  do  in  your  locality.)"  or  "After  this  first  step  what  should  you
do  next.i" If that  second  step  was  not clearly  defined,  it would  have
to  be  written  out  or  discussed   once  again.  Since   the  first  tine  I
worked  with  him,  I  was  deeply impressed  by  his  methods:  concrete
and  cautious  to  the  end.  This  style  of  work  in  that  small  training
course had  a great effect on  me and guided me in  my  military  work
all through the resistance war. It also brought home to mc from that
training  course   that  only   with   easily  understandable   words,   only
through  being  in  line  with  the  aspirations  of  the  masses,  could  we
rouse  the  latter's  spirit.  It  was  due  to  that  spirit,  to  the  experience
I  got  from  my  work  at  that  first  training  course  intended  for  those
forty  comrades-and  for myself as  well-that  I  later could  win suc-
ccss  in  my  practical  work  in  the  liberated  area.

When  the  training  course  was  over,  all  the  forty  comrades  felt
highly  enthusiastic.  It  was  with  much  emotion  that  on  the  closing
day,  all  of  us  pressed  around  Uncle  and  with  great  aiiimation  pro-
ceeded  with  the  ceremony  of  hoisting  our  flag.

Immediately  after  that,  all  the  forty  comrades  returned   to  Cao
Bang,  to  their  former base.  As  for  us,  we  stayed  to  enjoy  the  Lunar
New  Year  Festival  and  to  make  further  preparations  for  the  work
to come. According  to  the Nung custom, each  of  us  paid  New Year
visits  to  a  number  of  families  in  the  village.  As  they  had  already
sympathy  for  the  Vietnamese  revolution,  and  we  correctly  observed
the  rule  governing  relations  with  the  masses,  they  esteemed  us  all
the  more  when  we  lived  close  to  them.
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Also  according  to  custom,  New  Year's  Day  visitors  had  to  share
large  meals with  the families  they  visited.  Uncle  was also  one of  the
New  Year's  Day  visitors,  moving  along  briskly,  stick  in  hand,  clad
simply  in  a blue suit of the  Nung people with  his  trousers  rolled  up
to  the  knees.  I  recalled  the  day  when  he  was  in  Kunming,  wearing
European  clothes,  with  a   stiff  collar,  a  felt  hat  on  his  head,  and
realized  that he easily  adapted  himself to  the  local ways  Of living  in

a  most  natural  way.  At  each  house  he  visited  he  was  invited  to  a
meal, and he ciffered a red  paper bearing the traditional "Best wishes
for  New  Year"  written  by  himself .

The  festival  over,  we  divided  into  two  groups.  The  first  group,
comprising Phung Chi Kien and Vu Anh with Le Quang Ba guid-
ing the way, went to Cao Bang with the mission of contacting revolu-
tionary organizations there and setting up the Party's quarters. Uncle
would join them afterward. That was in Pac Bo  region,*  Ha Quang
district.   The   second   group,   which   comprised   Pham   Van   Dong,
Hoang  Van  Hoan,t  and  I,  remained  in  Tsingsi  to  work.

Uncle came to Pac Bo. The Pac Bo region with its  high peaks  was
not  only  the  starting  point  of  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  revolutionary  base
but  also  the  meeting  place  of  the  Eighth  Enlarged  Session  of  the
Central  Committee  of  the  Indochinese  Communist  Party.  Held  in
May  1941  under  Uncle's  chairmanship,  the  plenum  decided  on  May
19,  1941,  on  the  foundation  of  the  Front  called  Vietnam  lndepcnd-
ence League and mapped out new Party policies. It was also decided
that  national  liberation  was  to  be  the  central  and  immediate  task
facing  the  people  as  a  whole  and  that  preparations  for  an  armed
uprising  should  bc  made.

The  Central  Committee  decided  also  at  that  session  that  the  Bac
Son  and  Vu  Nhai  guerrilla  bases   should  be  maintained  and  ex-

panded  together  with  the  consolidation  and  expansion  of  the  Cao
* Less than a mile from  the Chinese border.

t A  veteran cadre, now  a  member  of the  Political  Bureau  and  deputy  chair-
man of the National Assembly of the D.R.V.
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Bang base,  and  that  these  two  bases  should  be  built  into  centers  for

preparation  Of  the  armed  uprising  in  Viet  Bac.

From  China  we headed  for  the  Vietnam border  and came  across
a  stone  landmark  after  crossing  a  long  stretch  of  maize  and  going
down   a   slope.   This   is   the   Vietnam-China   border,   a   man-made
border,  for  the  people  on  either  side  are  of  the  same  Nung  nation-
ality. Immediately after crossing the border, we set foo[ in Ha Quang
district,  Cao  Bang  province.  Pac  Bo  region  bristles  with  mountains
and  hills  and  is  thinly  inhabited  by  the  Nung  people.  They  were

good-natured  people,  who  had  for  long  sympathized  with  the  revo-
lution  and  been  maintaining  relations  with  revolutionaries.  That  is
why  we  could  contact  them  immediately  after  we  arrived  in  the
region. Though Pac  Bo  was so remotely situated, it was  visited  quite
oftcn  by  the  French  and  their  troops  coming  from  their  posts  in
Soc Giang village to arrest bootleggers and search for revolutionaries.

We lived in a  cave on a  mountain.  There  were a  great many such
caves  on  these  rocky  mountains,  the  air  therein  being  very  cold.
These  caves  were  not  easily  discovered.  From  the  one  in  which  wc
lived,  we  could  see  here  and  there  sheets  of  limpid  water  and  a
stream  meandering  around  the  mountain  base.  Uncle  called  it  the
Lenin  stream.

Every  day  he  woke  very  early  and  stirred  up  all  of  us.  After

physical  exercises,  he  usually  bathed  in  the  stream,  notwithstanding
the  cold  weather,  and  then  set  to  work.  (This  habit  of  his  has  not
changed a bit, even at present when he is  in Hanoi.)  He was always
very   active,  always  doing  something,  going  to  work  or  holding
meetings,  studying,  gathering  firewood,  or  visiting  the  old  folks  as
well  as  his  little  nephews  in  the  village  in  the  valley.  Sometimes  he
organized  a  political  training  course  for  the  old  or  taught  the  chil-
dren  to  read  and  write.  If  he  did  not  get  out,  he  worked  all  day
long  at  his  desk,  a  flat  rock  near  the  stream,  and  would  stop  only
for  meals.  At  night  everybody  slept  on  a  bed  made  of branches  put
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Also  according  to  custom,  New  Year's  Day  visitors  had  to  share
large  meals with  the families  they  visited.  Uncle  was also  one of  the
New  Year's  Day  visitors,  moving  along  briskly,  stick  in  hand,  clad
simply  in  a blue suit of the  Nung people with  his  trousers  rolled  up
to  the  knees.  I  recalled  the  day  when  he  was  in  Kunming,  wearing
European  clothes,  with  a   stiff  collar,  a  felt  hat  on  his  head,  and
realized  that he easily  adapted  himself to  the  local ways  Of living  in

a  most  natural  way.  At  each  house  he  visited  he  was  invited  to  a
meal, and he ciffered a red  paper bearing the traditional "Best wishes
for  New  Year"  written  by  himself .

The  festival  over,  we  divided  into  two  groups.  The  first  group,
comprising Phung Chi Kien and Vu Anh with Le Quang Ba guid-
ing the way, went to Cao Bang with the mission of contacting revolu-
tionary organizations there and setting up the Party's quarters. Uncle
would join them afterward. That was in Pac Bo  region,*  Ha Quang
district.   The   second   group,   which   comprised   Pham   Van   Dong,
Hoang  Van  Hoan,t  and  I,  remained  in  Tsingsi  to  work.

Uncle came to Pac Bo. The Pac Bo region with its  high peaks  was
not  only  the  starting  point  of  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  revolutionary  base
but  also  the  meeting  place  of  the  Eighth  Enlarged  Session  of  the
Central  Committee  of  the  Indochinese  Communist  Party.  Held  in
May  1941  under  Uncle's  chairmanship,  the  plenum  decided  on  May
19,  1941,  on  the  foundation  of  the  Front  called  Vietnam  lndepcnd-
ence League and mapped out new Party policies. It was also decided
that  national  liberation  was  to  be  the  central  and  immediate  task
facing  the  people  as  a  whole  and  that  preparations  for  an  armed
uprising  should  bc  made.

The  Central  Committee  decided  also  at  that  session  that  the  Bac
Son  and  Vu  Nhai  guerrilla  bases   should  be  maintained  and  ex-

panded  together  with  the  consolidation  and  expansion  of  the  Cao
* Less than a mile from  the Chinese border.

t A  veteran cadre, now  a  member  of the  Political  Bureau  and  deputy  chair-
man of the National Assembly of the D.R.V.
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Bang base,  and  that  these  two  bases  should  be  built  into  centers  for

preparation  Of  the  armed  uprising  in  Viet  Bac.

From  China  we headed  for  the  Vietnam border  and came  across
a  stone  landmark  after  crossing  a  long  stretch  of  maize  and  going
down   a   slope.   This   is   the   Vietnam-China   border,   a   man-made
border,  for  the  people  on  either  side  are  of  the  same  Nung  nation-
ality. Immediately after crossing the border, we set foo[ in Ha Quang
district,  Cao  Bang  province.  Pac  Bo  region  bristles  with  mountains
and  hills  and  is  thinly  inhabited  by  the  Nung  people.  They  were

good-natured  people,  who  had  for  long  sympathized  with  the  revo-
lution  and  been  maintaining  relations  with  revolutionaries.  That  is
why  we  could  contact  them  immediately  after  we  arrived  in  the
region. Though Pac  Bo  was so remotely situated, it was  visited  quite
oftcn  by  the  French  and  their  troops  coming  from  their  posts  in
Soc Giang village to arrest bootleggers and search for revolutionaries.

We lived in a  cave on a  mountain.  There  were a  great many such
caves  on  these  rocky  mountains,  the  air  therein  being  very  cold.
These  caves  were  not  easily  discovered.  From  the  one  in  which  wc
lived,  we  could  see  here  and  there  sheets  of  limpid  water  and  a
stream  meandering  around  the  mountain  base.  Uncle  called  it  the
Lenin  stream.

Every  day  he  woke  very  early  and  stirred  up  all  of  us.  After

physical  exercises,  he  usually  bathed  in  the  stream,  notwithstanding
the  cold  weather,  and  then  set  to  work.  (This  habit  of  his  has  not
changed a bit, even at present when he is  in Hanoi.)  He was always
very   active,  always  doing  something,  going  to  work  or  holding
meetings,  studying,  gathering  firewood,  or  visiting  the  old  folks  as
well  as  his  little  nephews  in  the  village  in  the  valley.  Sometimes  he
organized  a  political  training  course  for  the  old  or  taught  the  chil-
dren  to  read  and  write.  If  he  did  not  get  out,  he  worked  all  day
long  at  his  desk,  a  flat  rock  near  the  stream,  and  would  stop  only
for  meals.  At  night  everybody  slept  on  a  bed  made  of branches  put
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together  in  a  most  simple  way,  a  bed  which  of  course  was  neither
soft  nor  warm!  It  was  very  cold  by  night.  We  had  to  make  a  fire
and  sit  around  it  to  warm  ourselves  until  daybreak.  During  these
hours,  uncle  would  tell  us  the  history  of  the  world's  peoples  who
since  their  inception  had  lived  through  many  wars  and  revolutions.
He  foretold  that  within  four  or  five  years,  the  war  in  our  country
would  enter  its  decisive  phase,  and  that  would  b€  a  very  favorable
time  for  our  revolution.  This  he  told  us  again  and  again,  like  folk
tales  while  we  sat  around  the  fire  in  our  cave  by  night.

The border areas were often searched by imperialist troops. When-
ever  we  found  ourselves  no   longer  secure,  we  shifted  to  another

place, sometimes even to a  place situated  in  the  middle of a waterfall
to  which  access  was  very  difficult.  We  had  to  ford  the  stream  and
climb  rocks  and  finally  reach  the  top  of  a  steep  rock  by  means  of  a
rope  ladder.  There  our  quarters  were  set  up.  They  were  dark  and
humid,  hidden  under  a  canopy  of broad-leaved  rattan  plants.  Some-
times  feeling  that  the  enemy  was  on  our  trail  and  as  our  lodgings
were  not  yet  laid  out,  we  had  to  work  and  live  separately  in  differ-

ent  caves.  Once  I  returned  there  from  work  in  another  region,  and
as  rain  had  b€cn  pouring  heavily,  I  saw  snakes  and  insects  creeping

into our cave. Uncle seemed to bother  little about all  this and carried
on   as   if   nothing   had   happened.   He   used   to   say,   "The   struggle
between   the   enemy   and   us   is   one   of   life   and   death;   we   must
courageously  endure  all  hardships,  overcome  all  difficulties  and  carry
on  the  fight  to  the  end."

However  difficult  the  situation  might  be,  his  simple  way  of  life
never  changed.  His  meals  were  frugal;  he  ate  rice  with  a  slice  o£

salted  meat  or  a  fish  that  had  just  been  caught  in  the  stream.  For
him,  revolutionary  work  must  be  above  everything  else.  He  never
cared  a  bit  about  where  he  had  to  live  or  the  meals  he  was  served
with.

After  his  arrival  in  Cao  Bang,  what  he  did  first and  foremost  was

to publish the paper  Vz.cj L¢p, the abbreviated form of  I/!.cj~¢7#  Doc
Lop   (Independent  Vietnam),  a   task  of  prime  importance   closely
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connected  with  that of  consolidating  Cao  Bang  as  a  base.  Just  a  flat

piece  of  stone,  a  bottle  of  ink,  and  some  paper  constituted  all  the
printing  materials.  Though  it  was  of  small  size,  its  effect  was  very
great.  The   Vgcf  Lap   was  like   a   cadre  who  most  effectively   and
rapidly carried out propaganda and organizational work, who fought
for,  and  enhanced  the  revolution's  influence.  After  I  had  been  back
from  Tsingsi  and  during  the  time  I  stayed  at  the  office,  I  was  en-
trusted  with  writing  news  for  the  paper  or  treatises  on  self-defensc

work,  women's  work,  or  writing  on  the  crimes  committed  by  the
French  and  Japanese.  Uncle  gave  me  the  limit  for  each  of  these
articles:  fifty  words,  a  hundred  words,  and  no  more.  Of  course,  it

was  not easy  to  achieve  this.  More  than  once  I  was  at a  loss.  During
the time we were in Tsingsi, we also published a  lithographed paper.
The  print  was  small  but  the  paper  was  large.  When  I  returned  to
Cao  Bang  fcir  work,  he  smiled  and  said,  "We  have  received  your
articles  but  I  didn't  read  them,  nor  did  the  other  comrades.  Usually
they  were  long  and  unintelligible.  The  V!'c!  Lap,  though  written  in
simple   terms,   was   legible   and   could   bc   understood   easily."   Later
when  I  came  to  various  localities  for  work  I  saw  myself  that  the
V..c/ L¢p was welcomed  by the broad  masses. Uncle decided that the

paper should be  sold  instead  of being distributed free. "He who pays
for  it  will  love  it,"  he  said.  Gradually,  the  V!.c';  I/zp  became  a  very

effective  propagandist,  agitator,  and  organizer.  It  was  regularly  read
in  every  village,  in  every  national  salvation  group.

The growth of  the  Vjcj L¢p  meant also  the growth  of the  revolu-
tion.  The Vietminh  movement  had  already  spread  to  many  districts
in the mountain region as well as the  delta.  Associations  for  national
salvation   sprang   up   in   every   village.   Party   cells   were   organized

where  the movement developed. There existed whole  villages, whole
cantons,   and   whole   districts   in   the   mountain   region   where  every

person  was  a  member  of  an  organization  for  national  salvation.  A
duality  of  power  came  into  being  in  nearly  all  the  localities  where
the Party had  Its branches. Village authorities  sided  with  the  revolu-

tion,  became  members  of  organizations  for  national  salvation  and
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together  in  a  most  simple  way,  a  bed  which  of  course  was  neither
soft  nor  warm!  It  was  very  cold  by  night.  We  had  to  make  a  fire
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to publish the paper  Vz.cj L¢p, the abbreviated form of  I/!.cj~¢7#  Doc
Lop   (Independent  Vietnam),  a   task  of  prime  importance   closely
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in  whatever  they  did,  Vietminh  committees  were  consulted  before-
hand.  In  reality  our  own  administration  already  dealt  with  nearly
all  the  people's  affairs.   The  inhabitants  came  to  us   for  marriage
registration,  for  settling  their  land  disputes.  Orders  were  given  by
French  provincial  and  district  military  authorities  to  set  up  guard

posts   in   every   village   as   defense   measures   against   revolutionary
activities.   But   unfortunately   for   them,   there   existed   right   in  the
village  revolutionaries  for  whom  both  militiamen  and  villagers  had
sympathy. As a result, the majority of these guard posts did not yield
their authors the expected results. In many localities they were turned
into  our  own  communication  links  or  guard  posts.

Together   with   the  expansion   of  our   organization   for   national
salvation,  we  organized  self-defense  units,  and  sought  to  give  them
arms. At the end  of 1941, within  little more  than  half  a  year follow-
ing the Eighth Session of the Central Committee, and the setting up
of the Vietminh Front, there were in Cao Bang province many bases
for  self-defense  armed  units.  The  first  one  set  up  in  Cao  Bang  was
of  the  size  of  a  section.

Many pamphlets such as G#crri.JJ¢  T¢c}!.cf, Erpcri.c#cc i.#  G%crrl./J4
Warfare in  Russia, Expericncc in  Guerrilla Warfare in  China viere
written  by  Uncle  and   lithographed   with   the   aim  of  propagating
military knowledge among the people. They were much appreciated
and avidly read by members of self-defense units and associations for
national  salvation.

The movement spread. Our headquarters gradually shifted toward
the  delta  together  with  the  southward  expansion  of  the  movement,
according to the  decision Of the  Eighth  Session  of the  Central  Com-
mittcc.

We  moved  to Lam  Son.
Lam  Son  is  a  region  covered  by  latcrite  mountains.  It  was  in  this

red-blockhouse  region,  as  we  called  it,  that  our   first  Party  Inter-
Provincial Committee  set up  its  headquarters. The provinces of  Cao
Bang,  Lang  Son,  and  Bac  Can  had  had  their  leading  organ  for
which we became  an  advisory committee  appointed  by  the  Central
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Committee with the task  Of helping the Party  Inter-Provincial  Com-
mittee.  Wc were located  in  a  dense forest on the border  between  the
Hoa  An  and  Nguyen  Binh  districts.  Uncle  was  also  with  us.  We
first stayed  in a  house built on  poles  on  a  mountain  slope.  This was
for  us  an  improvement,  much  better  than  Pac  Bo.

But   the   more   the   movement  grew,   the   more   the   imperialists
stepped  up  their  terror,  especially  when  we  had  come  close  to  their
top provincial organ. Their patrols  came  quite  close  to our  place and
arrested  many  people.  Many  times,  we  had  to  shift  to  the  region  of
the  Man  Trang  people,  in  a  vast  and  thick  forest  until  then  un-
trodden  by  man,  where  now  and  then  centuries-old  trees  fell  from
old  age  and  decay.  We  drank  water  from  the  streams.  Food  supply
was  very  difficult.  We  ate  maize  or  maize  gruel.  Once  we  could
spare  some  rice  and  decided  to  give  it  to  Uncle,  but  he  refused.  He
never thought that he was old and  weak and gladly shared hardship
with  us.  Sometimes  maize  and  wild  banana  trunks  were  our  only
food  for  a  whole  month.

The  more  the  enemy  intensified  their  terror,  the  more Uncle  paid
minute  attention  to  the  movement.  Thi.s  could  be  seen  not  only  in
every  idea  of  his  on  revolutionary  work  but  also  in  the  special  care
hc gave it.  When the cadres came  from  various  regions,  he  inquired
in  detail   about  their  work,   their   living  conditions,   the   difficulties
they  had  to  face  and  together  with  them  discussed  ways  of  solving
tiiem,  be  they  more  or  less  important.

When the movement surged  up,  all of us were  happy, sharing  the

pcople's enthusiasm.  He also was gay,  but he  remained calm, as  was
his  habit,  and  often  at  such  times,  he  foresaw  the  difficulties  lying
ahead.

He  constantly  reminded  us:  a  revolutionary  must  always  be  pa-
tient,  calm,  and  vigilant.

I  recall once when we were  in Kwangsi, we  had  an  appointment
in Tsingsi with a liaison man from the Central Committee at home.
The  mccting  took  place  at Lu  Sung  market,  on  a  market  day.  Wc
were  dressed  like  the  Nung  people.  Uncle  was  100  percent  like  an
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old  Nung  with  his  blue  clothes,  his  trousers  rolled  up  above  the
knees,  and  a  stick  in  his  hand.  Hardly  had  the  liaison  man  seen
Uncle than he hurriedly announced, "Comrade T. has been arrested."
But Uncle calmly took us  to an  inn nearby for a little rest just as the
local  people  usually  did.  After  taking  vermicelli  soup  wc  leisurely
drank  tea;  then  he  said,  "Now,  tell  us  all  that  happened  at  home.
Don't  be  in  a  hurry."

On  another  occasion,  when  we  had  returned  to  Cao  Bang,  after
the Eighth  Session of the  Central Committee, Phung Chi Kien  and
a  number of other comrades  were sent by  the  Central  Committee to
Bac  Son  to  help  consolidate  and expand  the guerrilla  base  there.  He
set  up  a  military  training  course  which  had  just  ended  when  the
imperialists  launched  a  fierce  mopping-up  operation  in  the  locality.
Part  of the  Bac  Son  platoon  of  the  National  Salvation Army,  while
fighting  their  retreat  to  Cao  Bang,  was  attacked  by  the  enemy  at
Bac  Can,  and  Phung  Chi  Kien  fcll  in  an  enemy  ambush  in  Lung
Sao, Ngan Son  district. The heartrending news of his death  came  to
us  when  we  were  on  our  way  to  a  conference.  Uncle  stopped  sud-
denly, and  tears  streamed  down  his cheeks. Only after a  while could
he  resume  his  way.

Every  time we  returned  to our headquarters  and  saw  him,  we  felt
as  if  we  returned  to  our  own  home,  a  home  where  revolutionaries
lived  together  like  brothers  of  a  family,  keeping  in  mind  that  they
must  endure  hardships  and  that  revolutionary  work  must  be  long.
He  often  said,  "In  everything  we  must  be  prompted  by  the  Party's
interests. The Party is like our own family." We  leaned a great deal
from   his   patience,   his   calmness.  The   warm   feeling   of   solidarity
when  we  were  together  gave  us  confidence  in  the  outcome  of  the
revolution  and  permeated  all  our  thinking,  our  words,  our  deeds.

We  came  to  Lam  Son  just  when  the  popular  movement  was  de-
veloping  strongly.  Each  monthly  military  training  course  organized
by  the  Inter-Provincial  Committee  drew  in  from  fifty  to  sixty  per-
sons.  The  third  course,  held  first  in  Kin  Ma  district,  had  to  be
shifted  to  another  place  before  it  was  destroyed  by  the  enemy.  The
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latter,  when  coming  to  the  place, could  not conceal  their surprise on
seeing  that,  though  deep  in  the  forest,  there  was  everything:  lectur-
ing   hall,   dining   rooms,   dormitory,   and   a   training  ground   large
enough  for  hundreds  of  persons.

As  the  movement  was  mounting,  its  consolidation  was  a  task  of

prime  importance.  First,  we  organized  training  courses  only  at  the
district  or  provincial  headquarters,  grouping  students  from  various
localities.  Later,  Uncle deemed  it necessary  to  organize  mobile  train-
ing groups  moving  from  one  locality  to  another,  short-term  training
courses  of  a  few  days  for  even  two  or  three  persons.  These  were
regrouped  for  the  purpose  or  could   come  in   between   their   daily
work.  In  this  way,  members  of  national  salvation  organizations  and
village  self-defense  units  could,  one  after  another, be  trained.  As  we

came  from  other  parts  of  the  country,  Uncle  always  insisted  on  our

paying  particular  attention  to  the  question  of  national  unity.  Such
a  great  question  was  described  by  him  under  the  form  of  concrete,
effective,  and  easy  tasks.  Fc)r  instance  he  said,  "Bc  practical  in  work,
be  in  harmony  with  the  masses  in  your  way  of  living  and  social
contacts."  As  for  myself,  I  strove  to  learn  the  Tho,  the  Man  Trang,
and  the  Man  Tien  languages  during  the  training  courses  from  the
students  themselves  and  could  speak  a   little  of  each  of  these   lan-

guages.  Thus, under Uncle's direct  leadership,  the cadres and  masses
of  various  nationalities  of  Cao  Bang  province  upheld  the  spirit  of
unity  in  the  struggle.

When  the  movement  was  expanding,  he  paid  particular  attention
to  organization  work  and  closely  followed  the  activists  and  cadres.
"The  movement  is  like  the  rising  tide,"  he  often  said,  "the  activists

are  like  piles  driven  into  the  earth,  only  with  these  piles  can  silt  be

retained  when  the  tide  ebbs."  As  a  rule,  almost every  time  he  heard
a  report  on  the  movement,  he  asked,  "How  many  cadres  have  been
trained?   How  many  activists  have  come  to  the  fore?   How  many

people  have  been  selected   for  admission   to   the  Party?"  Then  he
reminded  us  to  keep  secrecy,  and  the  way  to  do  it.  This  enabled  us
to realize the important role played by  the  activists  of the Party cells.
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latter,  when  coming  to  the  place, could  not conceal  their surprise on
seeing  that,  though  deep  in  the  forest,  there  was  everything:  lectur-
ing   hall,   dining   rooms,   dormitory,   and   a   training  ground   large
enough  for  hundreds  of  persons.

As  the  movement  was  mounting,  its  consolidation  was  a  task  of

prime  importance.  First,  we  organized  training  courses  only  at  the
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came  from  other  parts  of  the  country,  Uncle  always  insisted  on  our

paying  particular  attention  to  the  question  of  national  unity.  Such
a  great  question  was  described  by  him  under  the  form  of  concrete,
effective,  and  easy  tasks.  Fc)r  instance  he  said,  "Bc  practical  in  work,
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guages.  Thus, under Uncle's direct  leadership,  the cadres and  masses
of  various  nationalities  of  Cao  Bang  province  upheld  the  spirit  of
unity  in  the  struggle.

When  the  movement  was  expanding,  he  paid  particular  attention
to  organization  work  and  closely  followed  the  activists  and  cadres.
"The  movement  is  like  the  rising  tide,"  he  often  said,  "the  activists

are  like  piles  driven  into  the  earth,  only  with  these  piles  can  silt  be

retained  when  the  tide  ebbs."  As  a  rule,  almost every  time  he  heard
a  report  on  the  movement,  he  asked,  "How  many  cadres  have  been
trained?   How  many  activists  have  come  to  the  fore?   How  many

people  have  been  selected   for  admission   to   the  Party?"  Then  he
reminded  us  to  keep  secrecy,  and  the  way  to  do  it.  This  enabled  us
to realize the important role played by  the  activists  of the Party cells.
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Every  query  or  piece  of  advice  of  his  brought  new  tasks  with  new
solutions,  for  he  did  not  abide  by  the  old  routine  and  took  into
consideration  the  new  situation.

All  the  tasks  set by  the  Eighth  Session  of  the  Central  Committee
were  carried  out  one  after  another  along  with  the  development  of
the  movement.  The  question  of  the  Southward  March  was  put  in
the   forefront.   Besides   maintaining   contacts   through   usual   secret
liaison  links,  we  deemed  it  urgent  to  organize  southward  liaison
from  Cao  Bang through the broad  masses.

Wc  set  out  to  work.  Uncle  went  abroad.  Time  passed  rapidly  as
we  threw  all  our  energies  into  our  work.

One day, when we had fought our way to Ngan  Son  district and
were  organizing  a  training  course  for  local  cadres,  we  received  an
urgent letter from Pham Van Dong asking us to return immediately
to  Cao  Bang.  Upon  arrival we  learned  that Uncle  had been  arrested
in   China   by   Chiang   Kai-shek   troops   and   had   died   in   prison.   I
fainted. We suffered greatly and were at a loss. We decided to report
the  news  to  the  Central  Committee  and  planned  to  hold  memorial
services  for  him.  Pham  Van  Dong  was  entrusted  with  writing  the
funeral  oration.  We  opened  his  rattan  portmanteau  to  see  what  he
had  left  which  could  bc  kept  as  a  remembrance.  Nevertheless,  we
wanted  to  send  someone  to  China  to  get confirmation  of  the  news
and  also  to  know  the  place  of his  tomb.  All  this  is  still  fresh  in  my
memory.  After  days  of  worry,  I  went  again  to  Ngan  Son  district,
accompanied  by   a  comrade  of  the  Southward  March  group.  We
walked   at   night   along   the   flanks   of   deserted   tiger-grass-covered
mountains,  through  biting  cold  under  a  serene  sky.  Sadness  seized
me. Tears crept down my cheeks. Some time later, we received most
unexpectedly  a  paper  from  China.  On  its  cover  were  written  these
words which we  recognized immediately as written by Uncle, "Wish
all  brothers  at  home  good  health.  Hope  you  are  striving  in  work.
I  am  quite  well."  There  followed  a  poem  by  him:

The clouds embrace the peaks, the peaks embrace the clouds,
The river below shines like a mirror, spotless and clean.
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0n the crest of the Western Mountains, my heart stirs  as I wander
Looking toward the Southern sky and dreaming of old friends.

We  were  overjoyed,  but  extremely  astonished.  We  looked  at  one
another and asked, "Why is that?  What does it mean ?" We gathered
around  Cap, the man  who had brought  us the news o£ Uncle's death
in  China,  and  asked  him  for  explanations.  Cap  said,  "I  don't  know
myself  what  happened.  It  was  a  Kuomintang  officer  who  told  me
that-"

We asked  him  to repeat exactly  what  the  Kuomintang  officer  had
said.  He  did. Perhaps, we  thought,  he  had  mistaken  the  word  fG£ /o,
J#  /a,  which  means  "yes,  yes,"  for  Jz(  /4,  jG¢  /4!,  which  means  "already

dead."  As  a  result,  we  had  been  tormented  for  months  by  pain  and
S0rrow.

Our  Southward  March  was  steadily  progressing.  It  drew  in  ever

greater  numbers  of  cadres  and  enjoyed  an  ever  mightier  response
from  the  youth.  Hundreds  of  boys  and  girls  in  Cao  Bang  province
left  their  families  and  took  part  in  various  armed  shock®perative

groups.  The  road  had  by  then  been  fought  through  from  the  Phia
Biooc   Mountain   southward   to   the   limits   of   Cho   Chu.   We   had
arrived  at  Nghia  Ta  village,  Cho  Don  district.  From  Nghia  Ta  we
went  straight  to  the  foot  of  the  hill  named  Lang  Coc  and  entered
a  burned-out  clearing  deep  in  the  forest  where  we  met  Chu  Van
Tan  and  a  number  of combatants  of  the  National  Salvation  Army
from  Bac  Son.  Thus,  two  roads  had  been  opened,  all  along  which
local  organizations  had  been  set  up,  and  armed  forces  organized.
We  finally  met  together,  linking  up  a  road  surrounding  the  prov-
inces of Cao Bang, Bac Can, and Lang Son, which had been decided
upon  at  the  Central  Committee  Plenum,  namely,  to  open  the  way
for  southward  expansion,  and  for  communicating  with  the  Central
Committee  and  the  nationwide  movement. At that historic  junction
we  had  a  meeting  with  the  Bac  Son  cadres  working  in  the  region
and  those  of  the  Southward  March  group  to  exchange  experiences.
After the meeting, a small festival was held. We sang for joy. Nghia
Ta  was  thus  dubbed  "Victory  village."
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Later on  I  returned  to  Cao  Bang.  It  was  Lunar  New  Year's  Day.
Cadres  belonging  to  some  twenty  Southward  March  groups  who
had opened up their way southward also came  to enjoy  their success.
The  Central  Committee  of  the  Vietminh  Front  and  the  Cao-Bac-
Lang Party branch presented them with a flag on which was written
"Successful  shock  work."

While  the  movement  developed  steadily  and  enthusiastically,  the
enemy  began  their  terrorist  raids.

After  we  had  parted  with  the  combatants  for  national  salvation
and  as  we  passed  by  Ra  market,  the  news  came  that  Duc  Xuan,
head  of  a  Southward  March  of  the  locality  had  just  been  killed  in
an  ambush   near  Phu   Thong.  At  Cao   Bang,   the  Inter-Provincial
Committee  headquarters  was  besieged.  Once  the  printing  shop  of
the  V;c£ Lap  was  shelled.

In all  localities, proclamations  and admonitions  were issued by  the
imperialists warning the population not to sympathize with the Viet-
minh, to continue to carry on  their daily work. Those families whose
members  had  gone  with  the  Vietminh  must  call  them  back.  But
there was  no response  to  this  appeal. The  imperialists'  scheme  failed
woefully.

Then  came  terror.  Cadres  were  arrested,  whole  families  whose
members   had   secretly   joined   the   movemerit   were   arrested,   their
houses burned, their property confiscated. Many villages and hamlets
were  razed  to  the  ground.  Those  arrested  who  had  revolutionary

papers on  them, were Immediately  shot, beheaded,  or had  their arms
cut  off  and  exhibited  at  market  places.  Thousands  of  piasters  and
tons  of  salt were  promised  as  rewards  to  those  who  could bring in  a
revolutionary  cadre's  head.  Then  just  as  they  had  done  in  Vu  Nhai
and  Bac  Son,  the  imperialists  proceeded  to  concentrate  the  popula-
tion  into  camps  to  make  their  control  easier.

Under   such   circumstances,   Anti-Terror   Volunteer   Committees
were set up. The people's fighting spirit against terror ran,high. Secret

groups maintained close contact with  them, carrying  on  propaganda
and  organizational  work,  exhorting,  consolidating,  and  strengthen-
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ing  their  spirit,  enabling  professional  cadres  and  youths  to  join  the
bases  in  safety. Owing  to  that,  revolutionary  bases  in  certain  regions
became  smaller  but consolidated.  In  many  localities  which  had been
subjected  to  the  enemy's  terrorist  operation,  the  movement  surged
up  again  and  armed  struggle  began.

Members of secret groups which were the  nuclei of the  revolution-
ary  movement   in  every   locality   took   more   feverishly   to   training
themselves   militarily   and   to  raising   their   political   understanding.
Regular armed  sections,  some of platoon  size, were  organized  in the
districts.  These  local  armed  platoons  carried  out  propaganda  work,
annihilated   the   most   reactionary   elements,   or   ambushed   enemy

patrols.  The  Southward  March  group,  for  their  part,  re-established
the  mass  road  links  interrupted  by  the  enemy  terrorist  operations.
Thus  the  large-scale  terrorist campaign  launched  by  the  imperialists,
though  creating  difficulties  for  us,  steeled  further  the  fighting  spirit
of  both  cadres  and  people,  once  we  had  stood  the  test.  That  spirit
was  the  essential  condition  for  our  advance   toward   armed  insur-
rection.

In  June  1944  the  terrorist  campaign  still  raged.
But  the  general  situation  became  more  and  more  unfavorable  for

the  fascists.  In  Europe,  the  German  fascists  suffered  telling  blows
at   Stalingrad.  The  Red   Army   launched   repeated   offensives.  The
second  front was opened. In  the  Pacific  area, a  number of important
naval  bases  around  the  Japanese  territorial  waters  changed  hands.
In  July  1944,  the  French  reactionary  government  under  P€tain  col-
lapsed.  General  de   Gaulle   returned   to   France  at  the   heels  of  the
United  States and  British troops  and  set up  a  new government. This
situation  sharpened  the  contradictions  between  the  Japanese  fascists

and  the  French  colonialists  in  Indochina.  The  Party  foresaw  an  in-
evitable  coup  d'€tat  staged  by  the  Japanese  fascists  in  order  to  de-
stroy  the  French  power.  Throughout  the  country  the  revolutionary
movement  was  spreading,  and  Vietminh  organizations  sprang  up.

Under   these   circumstances,   the   Cao-Bac-Lang   Inter-Provincial
Committee convened a conference  at the end of July  1944, to  discuss
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the  question  of  armed  insurrection.  Many  district  groups  attended
the conference and  at the same time carried  out guard  duty.  Bound-
less  was  our  joy,  of  all  of  us,  to  meet  together  to  discuss  a  subject
which we had  so much longed  for, after  months of arduous  struggle
against the terrorist campaign. The political  report to the conference
concluded  as  follows:  "On  the  basis  of  the  situation  in  the  world
and  in  the  country  and  the  revolutionary  movement  in  Cao-Bac-
Lang  provinces,  it  can  be  said  that  conditions  are  ripe  for  starting

guerrilla  warfarc  in  these  provinces."  Seething  debate  at  the  con-
fcrence  led  directly  to the  decision  that  the  insurrection  be  launched
to  keep  pace  with  the  general  situation  which  was  favorably   de-
veloping. That explained why the debate was most animated  though
the  solution  could  not  yet  be  found  for  many  important  and  con-
crete  tasks  such  as  how  to  defend  those  liberated  areas  against  the
enemy`s  counterattack. What  measures  should be  adopted,  and tasks
done,  to  carry  out  a  drawn-out  fight?  Nevertheless,  the  cadres  were
most  enthusiastic,  all  burning  with  the  desire  to  bring  back   this
important  decision  to  their  respective  localities  as  soon  as  possible.

The  Cao-Bac-Lang  Inter-Provincial  Committee  planned  to  hold
another  conference  together  with  us  with  a  view  to  finding  a  solu-
tion to these pending questions  and to  decide when to  start guerrilla
warfare.

In  the  meantime,  we  learned  that  Uncle  had  just  returned  to  the
country.

I  was  sent to Pac  Bo  together with Vu  Anh  and  some  other  com-
rades to report to him on the situation and to ask for his instructions.

As  usual,  he  let  us  know  his  opinion  immediately  after  we  had
finished  our  report.  He  criticized  our  decision  saying  that  to  start

guerrilla  warfare  in  Cao-Bac-Lang  provinces  was  only  to act  on  the
basis  of  the  local  situation  and  not  on  the  concrete  situation  of  the
whole country.

Under  present  conditions,  he  said,  if  guerrilla  warfare  is  to  be
waged  at  once  throughout  the  country  on  the  scale  and  scope  men-
tioned  in  the  decision,  great  and  numerous  will  be  the  difficulties
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we  will  have  to  face.  They  will  bc  greater  still  than  those  we  had
already   undergone   during   the   last   terror   campaign.   For   not   a
single  locality  outside  Cao-Bac-Lang  is  yet  sufficiently  prepared  for
armed  struggle  to be able  to  rise  up  in  response  to the decision even
though  the  movement  is  mounting  throughout  the  country.  The
imperialists  will  rapidly  concentrate  their  forces  to  cope  with  the
situation.  As  for  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  area  itself,  we  could  not  yet,  as
far  as  the  military  viewpoint  was  concerned,  concentrate  our  forces,
while  our  cadres  and  arms  were  still  scattered,  and  we  still  lacked
the nucleus forces.

His analysis was as follows :  "Now, the period of peaceful develop-
ment  of  the  revolution  is  over,  but  that  of  nationwide  uprising  has
not  yet  begun.  To  limit  ourselves  now  solely  to  carrying  out  our
work  under  political  form  is  not  sufficient  to  speed  `up  the  move-
ment.  But  if  we  start  armed  insurrection  right  now,  our  forces  will
be  destroyed  by  the  enemy.  The  present  struggle  must  necessarily

proceed  from  the  political  form  to  the  military  form.  But  for  the
time being more importance must still be given to the political form.
We  must,  therefore,  adopt  a   more   appropriate  form   in  order  to
bring the movement forward."

Also  at  that  meeting,  Uncle  put  forth  the  qucs[ion  of  organizing
the National Liberation Army. Turning to me, he said in conclusion,
"This  you  should  carry  out.  Can  you  do  that?  We  are  still  weak,

the  enemy  is  strong.  But  we  must  not  let  them  annihilate  us,  must
we?„

I answered, "Yes,1'11 do it."

Thus the Vietnam Liberation Unit came into being. Uncle thought
it  over  and  the  next  day  proposed  to  add  the  word  "propaganda"
to   its   name   in   view   of  its   present  task.   The  Vietnam  Liberation
Unit  then  became  the  Vietnam  Propaganda  and  Liberatic)n  Unit.
It  had  the  task  of  using  armed  struggle  to  mobilize  and  arouse  the

population,  but  our  guiding  principle  was   to  consist   in   attaching
more  importance  to political  activities,  to propaganda  than  to  armed

attack.  From  the  depth  of  the  forest,  he  wrote  instructions  for  the
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the  question  of  armed  insurrection.  Many  district  groups  attended
the conference and  at the same time carried  out guard  duty.  Bound-
less  was  our  joy,  of  all  of  us,  to  meet  together  to  discuss  a  subject
which we had  so much longed  for, after  months of arduous  struggle
against the terrorist campaign. The political  report to the conference
concluded  as  follows:  "On  the  basis  of  the  situation  in  the  world
and  in  the  country  and  the  revolutionary  movement  in  Cao-Bac-
Lang  provinces,  it  can  be  said  that  conditions  are  ripe  for  starting

guerrilla  warfarc  in  these  provinces."  Seething  debate  at  the  con-
fcrence  led  directly  to the  decision  that  the  insurrection  be  launched
to  keep  pace  with  the  general  situation  which  was  favorably   de-
veloping. That explained why the debate was most animated  though
the  solution  could  not  yet  be  found  for  many  important  and  con-
crete  tasks  such  as  how  to  defend  those  liberated  areas  against  the
enemy`s  counterattack. What  measures  should be  adopted,  and tasks
done,  to  carry  out  a  drawn-out  fight?  Nevertheless,  the  cadres  were
most  enthusiastic,  all  burning  with  the  desire  to  bring  back   this
important  decision  to  their  respective  localities  as  soon  as  possible.

The  Cao-Bac-Lang  Inter-Provincial  Committee  planned  to  hold
another  conference  together  with  us  with  a  view  to  finding  a  solu-
tion to these pending questions  and to  decide when to  start guerrilla
warfare.

In  the  meantime,  we  learned  that  Uncle  had  just  returned  to  the
country.

I  was  sent to Pac  Bo  together with Vu  Anh  and  some  other  com-
rades to report to him on the situation and to ask for his instructions.

As  usual,  he  let  us  know  his  opinion  immediately  after  we  had
finished  our  report.  He  criticized  our  decision  saying  that  to  start

guerrilla  warfare  in  Cao-Bac-Lang  provinces  was  only  to act  on  the
basis  of  the  local  situation  and  not  on  the  concrete  situation  of  the
whole country.

Under  present  conditions,  he  said,  if  guerrilla  warfare  is  to  be
waged  at  once  throughout  the  country  on  the  scale  and  scope  men-
tioned  in  the  decision,  great  and  numerous  will  be  the  difficulties
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we  will  have  to  face.  They  will  bc  greater  still  than  those  we  had
already   undergone   during   the   last   terror   campaign.   For   not   a
single  locality  outside  Cao-Bac-Lang  is  yet  sufficiently  prepared  for
armed  struggle  to be able  to  rise  up  in  response  to the decision even
though  the  movement  is  mounting  throughout  the  country.  The
imperialists  will  rapidly  concentrate  their  forces  to  cope  with  the
situation.  As  for  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  area  itself,  we  could  not  yet,  as
far  as  the  military  viewpoint  was  concerned,  concentrate  our  forces,
while  our  cadres  and  arms  were  still  scattered,  and  we  still  lacked
the nucleus forces.

His analysis was as follows :  "Now, the period of peaceful develop-
ment  of  the  revolution  is  over,  but  that  of  nationwide  uprising  has
not  yet  begun.  To  limit  ourselves  now  solely  to  carrying  out  our
work  under  political  form  is  not  sufficient  to  speed  `up  the  move-
ment.  But  if  we  start  armed  insurrection  right  now,  our  forces  will
be  destroyed  by  the  enemy.  The  present  struggle  must  necessarily

proceed  from  the  political  form  to  the  military  form.  But  for  the
time being more importance must still be given to the political form.
We  must,  therefore,  adopt  a   more   appropriate  form   in  order  to
bring the movement forward."

Also  at  that  meeting,  Uncle  put  forth  the  qucs[ion  of  organizing
the National Liberation Army. Turning to me, he said in conclusion,
"This  you  should  carry  out.  Can  you  do  that?  We  are  still  weak,

the  enemy  is  strong.  But  we  must  not  let  them  annihilate  us,  must
we?„

I answered, "Yes,1'11 do it."

Thus the Vietnam Liberation Unit came into being. Uncle thought
it  over  and  the  next  day  proposed  to  add  the  word  "propaganda"
to   its   name   in   view   of  its   present  task.   The  Vietnam  Liberation
Unit  then  became  the  Vietnam  Propaganda  and  Liberatic)n  Unit.
It  had  the  task  of  using  armed  struggle  to  mobilize  and  arouse  the

population,  but  our  guiding  principle  was   to  consist   in   attaching
more  importance  to political  activities,  to propaganda  than  to  armed

attack.  From  the  depth  of  the  forest,  he  wrote  instructions  for  the
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formation of regular units, the backbone of the military forces. These
instructions  became  the  main  line  of  our  army  not only  during that

period  but  also  during  the  hard  and  protracted  war  of  resistance
waged by our army and people.

We  stayed  on  another  day  to  assess  the  situation  and  draw  up
an all-sided  plan for the formation of the future army. We  reviewed
the  situation  of  the  enemy,  our  own  situation,  the  strength  of  our
cadres, the problem of food supply, the regions in which our guerrilla
bases  were  to be  expanded  first,  and  so on. In  the  cold  and  lightlcss
hut,  we  rested  our  heads  on  wooden  pillows  and  talked  until  far
into the night. After  listening to Uncle  we  impatiently  looked to  the
forthcoming   activities   of   the   units.   He   insisted   again   and   again,
"There  must  be  military   activity  within  a  month,  the  unit  must

launch  a  sudden  attack  and  the  first battle  must  be  successful.  This
first  military  success  will  provide  us  with  the  best  content  for  our

propaganda work."
The  next  day,  just  before  we  left,  he  again  said,  "Be  secret,  rapid,

active, now in  the  East now  in  the  West,  arriving  unexpectedly  and
leaving  unnoticed."  On  my  way  back,  I  thought  out  and  wrote  the
ten-clause oath for the Propaganda Unit.

When  we  came  to  the  Cao-Bac,Lang  Inter-Provincial  Committee
to report Unclc's  decision, all  were overjoyed.  The Propaganda Unit
immediately   came   into  being.   Cadres   and   arms  were   called   for.
The   thirty-four   comrades   who  originally  composed  the   first  unit
were   chosen   from   section   leaders,   platoon   commanders,   or   from
outstanding  members of local armed  groups. In addition,  there were
also  a  number  of cadres  who  had  just  returned  to  the  country  after
their  military  training  in  China.  Thus,  in  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  area,
there  took  shape  three  kinds  of  armed  groups:  the  Vietnam  Propa-

ganda  and  Liberation  Unit  which  was  the  main  armed  force,  the
district  armed  groups,  and  the  village  self-defense  semiarmed  units.

These  three  forces  closely  coordinated  their  activities.  I  had  asked
Uncle previously, "Now that the Propaganda Unit operates according
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to  the  plan  of  the  Inter-Provincial  Committee,  what  will  be  its  ob-
ligations and rights as regards the local armed groups in the localities
where it will be carrying out its activities?" His  answer was,  "There
must be unified command." This  was put into execution right away.
During the hard  and  drawn-out war of resistance  carried out by our

people  as  a  whole,  this  combat  watchword  was  thoroughly  applied
and its effect remained extremely powerful.

By  mid-December  1944,  on  the  eve  of  the  founding  of  the  Propa-

ganda and Liberation Unit, I received Uncle's instructions written on
a  small  piece  of  paper  inserted  into  a  packet  of  cigarettes.  The  in-

structions   read   as   follows:   "The   Vietnam   Propaganda   Unit   for
National  Liberation  is  the  first  one  born.  I  hope  many  others  will
soon  come  into  being.  Its  size  is  small,  but  its  prospects  are  brilliant.

It  is  the  embryo  of  the  Liberation  Army,  and  may  have  to  move
throughout  the  country  from  north  to  south."

Two  days  after  the  founding  of the  unit,  we  started  our  activities
and won the rirst victories at Phai Khat and Na Ngan.

These  two  sudden  attacks  against  the  Phai  Khat  and  Na  Ngan

posts,   which   resulted   in   their   being   annihilated,   were   swift   and
victorious  operations. As  they  took  place in a border  region between
Cao  Bang,  Bac  Can,  and  Lang  Son  provinces,  the  news  of  victory
spread rapidly and stirred the three provinces.

After  the  victory,  we  went  to  the  Thien  Thuat  base  to  expand
the  unit  into  a  company.  Reinforcements  came  from  various  locali-
ties.  To  see  our  new  company  standing  in  neat  rows  and  armed
with  new  rifles  and  shining  bayonets  filled  us  with  jubilance  and
confidence.  After  our  first  victories  at Phai  Khat  and  Na  Ngan,  we
had seized a large amount of ammunition. At that time, ammunition
was much more valued than guns.

Later   we   marched   northward   to   Bao  Lac   district   close  to   the
Vietnam-Chin  border.  Our  troops  went  through  the  villages  situ-
ated high on the mountains and inhabited by the Man people. Every,
where we  went,  we  were welcomed  and cheered by  the local people,
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formation of regular units, the backbone of the military forces. These
instructions  became  the  main  line  of  our  army  not only  during that

period  but  also  during  the  hard  and  protracted  war  of  resistance
waged by our army and people.

We  stayed  on  another  day  to  assess  the  situation  and  draw  up
an all-sided  plan for the formation of the future army. We  reviewed
the  situation  of  the  enemy,  our  own  situation,  the  strength  of  our
cadres, the problem of food supply, the regions in which our guerrilla
bases  were  to be  expanded  first,  and  so on. In  the  cold  and  lightlcss
hut,  we  rested  our  heads  on  wooden  pillows  and  talked  until  far
into the night. After  listening to Uncle  we  impatiently  looked to  the
forthcoming   activities   of   the   units.   He   insisted   again   and   again,
"There  must  be  military   activity  within  a  month,  the  unit  must

launch  a  sudden  attack  and  the  first battle  must  be  successful.  This
first  military  success  will  provide  us  with  the  best  content  for  our

propaganda work."
The  next  day,  just  before  we  left,  he  again  said,  "Be  secret,  rapid,

active, now in  the  East now  in  the  West,  arriving  unexpectedly  and
leaving  unnoticed."  On  my  way  back,  I  thought  out  and  wrote  the
ten-clause oath for the Propaganda Unit.

When  we  came  to  the  Cao-Bac,Lang  Inter-Provincial  Committee
to report Unclc's  decision, all  were overjoyed.  The Propaganda Unit
immediately   came   into  being.   Cadres   and   arms  were   called   for.
The   thirty-four   comrades   who  originally  composed  the   first  unit
were   chosen   from   section   leaders,   platoon   commanders,   or   from
outstanding  members of local armed  groups. In addition,  there were
also  a  number  of cadres  who  had  just  returned  to  the  country  after
their  military  training  in  China.  Thus,  in  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  area,
there  took  shape  three  kinds  of  armed  groups:  the  Vietnam  Propa-

ganda  and  Liberation  Unit  which  was  the  main  armed  force,  the
district  armed  groups,  and  the  village  self-defense  semiarmed  units.

These  three  forces  closely  coordinated  their  activities.  I  had  asked
Uncle previously, "Now that the Propaganda Unit operates according
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to  the  plan  of  the  Inter-Provincial  Committee,  what  will  be  its  ob-
ligations and rights as regards the local armed groups in the localities
where it will be carrying out its activities?" His  answer was,  "There
must be unified command." This  was put into execution right away.
During the hard  and  drawn-out war of resistance  carried out by our

people  as  a  whole,  this  combat  watchword  was  thoroughly  applied
and its effect remained extremely powerful.

By  mid-December  1944,  on  the  eve  of  the  founding  of  the  Propa-

ganda and Liberation Unit, I received Uncle's instructions written on
a  small  piece  of  paper  inserted  into  a  packet  of  cigarettes.  The  in-

structions   read   as   follows:   "The   Vietnam   Propaganda   Unit   for
National  Liberation  is  the  first  one  born.  I  hope  many  others  will
soon  come  into  being.  Its  size  is  small,  but  its  prospects  are  brilliant.

It  is  the  embryo  of  the  Liberation  Army,  and  may  have  to  move
throughout  the  country  from  north  to  south."

Two  days  after  the  founding  of the  unit,  we  started  our  activities
and won the rirst victories at Phai Khat and Na Ngan.

These  two  sudden  attacks  against  the  Phai  Khat  and  Na  Ngan

posts,   which   resulted   in   their   being   annihilated,   were   swift   and
victorious  operations. As  they  took  place in a border  region between
Cao  Bang,  Bac  Can,  and  Lang  Son  provinces,  the  news  of  victory
spread rapidly and stirred the three provinces.

After  the  victory,  we  went  to  the  Thien  Thuat  base  to  expand
the  unit  into  a  company.  Reinforcements  came  from  various  locali-
ties.  To  see  our  new  company  standing  in  neat  rows  and  armed
with  new  rifles  and  shining  bayonets  filled  us  with  jubilance  and
confidence.  After  our  first  victories  at Phai  Khat  and  Na  Ngan,  we
had seized a large amount of ammunition. At that time, ammunition
was much more valued than guns.

Later   we   marched   northward   to   Bao  Lac   district   close  to   the
Vietnam-Chin  border.  Our  troops  went  through  the  villages  situ-
ated high on the mountains and inhabited by the Man people. Every,
where we  went,  we  were welcomed  and cheered by  the local people,
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especially  by  Man  mothers  who  showed  high esteem  for  the  revolu-
tionary  troops,  greeting  us  most  affectionately  and  feasting  us.  At
Bao  Lac,  we  launched  a  sudden  attack  against  the  Dong  Mu  post.
Our  troops  sang joyfully  while  fighting. I  was injured  in  the  leg.

With  our  presence  at  Bao  Lac,  the  imperialists  might  think  that
all  of  us  were  there.  To  put  them  off  the  scent,  we  moved  rapidly
and  most  secretly  back  to  Hoang  Hoa  Than  district,  on  the  eve
of the Lunar New Year's Day.  In Hoang  Hoa  Than forest, houses
had  been  built  and  supplies  stored  for  us  by  the  local  people,  many
of  whom,  old  as  they  were,  left  their  families  to  enjoy  the  New
Year's Day festival with us in the forest.

Vu Anh, Pham Van Dong, and others of the Cao-Bac-Lang Inter-
Provincial Committee also came to visit our troops. We discussed the
continuation  of  the  Southward  March.  Immediately  after  their  de-

parture,  we  learned  that  the  Japanese  coup  d'€tat  had  just  taken
place on March 9, 1945.

The  Vietnam  Propaganda  and  Liberation  Unit  moved  out  from
the  jungle  to  the  Kim  Ma  Plain  in  broad  daylight,  unfurling  their

golden-starred  red  flag.  The  population  was  overjoyed.
We  marched  southward,  toward  the  delta.  In  every  locality  we

passed through, we set up revolutionary power, disarmed the enemy,
and  called  on  the  French  remnant  troops  to  cooperate  with  us  in
fighting  the  Japanese.  New  units  of  the  revolutionary  army  were
organized.  The  Cao-Bac-Lang  Inter-Provincial  Committee  ordered
tTh>setting:up of people's  power and  launched  a vast guerrilla  move-
ment   against   the   Japanese.   Companies   of   the   Liberation   Army
were  formed  in   the  districts   o£  Soc   Giang,  Cao   Bang,   Bao  Lac,
Nguyen  Binh,  That  Khe.  Soc  Giang  and  a  number  of  other  district
towns  were  attacked  by  local  armed  units.  At  Nuoc  Hai,  during  a
drive to enroll  the  youth  into  the Liberation Army, more  than  three
thousand volunteered.

This was an unprecedented, historic scene.
Continuing our march southward, we reached Cho Chu and then

Tan Trao.
\
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At  Tan  Trao,  we  were  heartened  to  find  that  the  Bac  Son bases
had  already  been  expanded  to  there.  Guerrilla  warfare  had  already
been  started  and  revolutionary  power  established  in  all  the  districts
of  Thai  Nguyen  province.  The  Tan  Trao  region  was  under  Song
Hao's  guidance.  The  Liberation  forces  and  the  National  Salvation
forces had thus joined.

This  time  we  met  each  other  in  a  situation  different  from  that
of  earlier  days.  The  revolution  had  taken  a  step  forward.  The  do-
or-die  battle  against  the  Japanese  had been  waged.  In  their  attempts
to  destroy  the  revolution,  the  Japanese  from  Thai  Nguyen  and  Bac
Giang  cities  launched  attack  after  attack  against  the  liberated  area
but  in  vain.  The  movement  in  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  area  was  not  as  it
had   been   when   the   French   imperialists   unleashed    their   terror
campaign. The population  in  the  liberated area  now  had  revolution-
ary  power  and  the  people  throughout  the  country  had  heroically
risen against the Japanese.

The   Southward   March   reached   Tan   Trao,   thus   enabling   the
Cao  Bang  and  Bac  Son  centers  to  link  up,  and  the  door  was  wide
open for us to advance toward the delta.

On  April  15,  1945,  the  Central  Committee  convened  the  Revolu-
tionary Military Conference of North Vietnam at Hiep Hoa district,
Bac  Giang  province.  On  our  way  back  to  Cho  Chu  after  the  con-
ference,  we  stopped  to  attend  a  meeting  on  May  Day.  At  that  time
the German fascists had already surrendered to the Allies in Europe.
It  was  also  reported  that  Uncle  had  crossed  the  border  from  Chim
iind  was  coming  to  us,  by  the  road  he  had  himself  planned  for  the
Propaganda Unit.

We  hurriedly  set  out  to  meet  him,  our  horses  galloping,  and  not
lhinking  of  taking  a  rest.  We  reached  Dco  Re,  passed  Nghia  Ta,
iind  met him  at  Ha  Kien  where  he had  just arrived.

This  was  the  first  time  I  had  met  him  since  the  day  he  entrusted
mc  with  organizing  the  Propaganda  Unit.  How  many  hardships
we  had  undergone,  how  many  successes  won  since  thcn!  I  hastened
ltt  report  to  him,  "The  liberated  area  has  been  expanded .... "  I
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especially  by  Man  mothers  who  showed  high esteem  for  the  revolu-
tionary  troops,  greeting  us  most  affectionately  and  feasting  us.  At
Bao  Lac,  we  launched  a  sudden  attack  against  the  Dong  Mu  post.
Our  troops  sang joyfully  while  fighting. I  was injured  in  the  leg.

With  our  presence  at  Bao  Lac,  the  imperialists  might  think  that
all  of  us  were  there.  To  put  them  off  the  scent,  we  moved  rapidly
and  most  secretly  back  to  Hoang  Hoa  Than  district,  on  the  eve
of the Lunar New Year's Day.  In Hoang  Hoa  Than forest, houses
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Tan Trao.
\
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At  Tan  Trao,  we  were  heartened  to  find  that  the  Bac  Son bases
had  already  been  expanded  to  there.  Guerrilla  warfare  had  already
been  started  and  revolutionary  power  established  in  all  the  districts
of  Thai  Nguyen  province.  The  Tan  Trao  region  was  under  Song
Hao's  guidance.  The  Liberation  forces  and  the  National  Salvation
forces had thus joined.
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Giang  cities  launched  attack  after  attack  against  the  liberated  area
but  in  vain.  The  movement  in  the  Cao-Bac-Lang  area  was  not  as  it
had   been   when   the   French   imperialists   unleashed    their   terror
campaign. The population  in  the  liberated area  now  had  revolution-
ary  power  and  the  people  throughout  the  country  had  heroically
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Bac  Giang  province.  On  our  way  back  to  Cho  Chu  after  the  con-
ference,  we  stopped  to  attend  a  meeting  on  May  Day.  At  that  time
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It  was  also  reported  that  Uncle  had  crossed  the  border  from  Chim
iind  was  coming  to  us,  by  the  road  he  had  himself  planned  for  the
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We  hurriedly  set  out  to  meet  him,  our  horses  galloping,  and  not
lhinking  of  taking  a  rest.  We  reached  Dco  Re,  passed  Nghia  Ta,
iind  met him  at  Ha  Kien  where  he had  just arrived.

This  was  the  first  time  I  had  met  him  since  the  day  he  entrusted
mc  with  organizing  the  Propaganda  Unit.  How  many  hardships
we  had  undergone,  how  many  successes  won  since  thcn!  I  hastened
ltt  report  to  him,  "The  liberated  area  has  been  expanded .... "  I
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told  him  what  had  been  going  on  since  he  ordered  the  founding
of  the  Vietnam  Propaganda  and  Liberation  Unit,  about  the  steady
development of the  popular  movement in the  regions  we had  passed
through.  He  listened  attentively  and  calmly,  his  face  beaming  with

joy.
He said  that  the world  situation was  also  favorable  to us. Further-

more, we had to choose  in  the Cao-Bac-Lang or Tuyen Quang-Thai
Nguyen   areas  a   place   where   the   population  was   reliable,   a   place
dotted  with  strong  revolutionary  organizatlons   and   favorable  geo-

graphical  conditions;  in  short,  a  place  that could be  used as  a  center
for promoting  relations with  the outside  world on  the one hand and
with  other  parts  of  the  country  on  the  other.  That  should  be  done
immediately. Many urgent tasks demanded it.

I  returned  to  Kin  Quan  Thuong  and  conferred  with  Song  Hao.
We  suggested  Tan  Trao,  a  region  with  steep  mountains  and  deep
forests  situated between  Tuyen  Quang  and  Thai Nguyen  provinces,
far   from   the  highway.  There   in  Tan   Trao,   revolutionary   power
had  been   set  up,   and   the   people   were  enthusiastically   supporting
the   revolution.  Learning  that  revolutionary  bodies  would  come  to
stay  in  their  locality,  members  c)I  various  people's  organizations  for

national salvation  came  in great  numbers,  helping  us  in many  ways,
building houses for  the  leading organs,  for  the  anti-Japanese  military

and political school, and  so on.

Uncle  arrived  at  Tan  Trao.  The  period  I rom  1941  to  1945  were

years  of  hardship  in  fighting  our  way  from  Pac  Bo  to  Tan  Trao
during  which  the  population  of  Cao  Bang,   Bac  Can,  Lang   Son,
Tuyen  Quang,  and  Thtii  Nguyen  provinces,  especially  in  Bac  Son
and  Vu  Nhai  districts,  fought  heroically  and  made  of  the  Viet  Bac
zone  a  nucleus  of  the  national  anti-Japanese  movement.

After   listening   to   a   detailed   report   on   the   situation,  Uncle   re-

viewed  the  decision  of  the  North  Vietnam  Revolutionary  Military
Conference  held  in  April.  He  said,  "The  division  of  provinces  into

so  many   military   zones   is   too   cumbersome   and   unfavorable   for
achieving  a common command." Now,  as  the  liberated  area covered
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many provinces-Cao  Bang,  Bac Can, Lang Son, Ha  Giang, Tuyen

Quang,  and  Thai  Nguyen-it  would  be  better  to  include  them  in
one  base  named  the  "Liberated  Area";  our  troops  would  then  be
called "Liberation Army." On  June 4,  1945, he suggested that a  draft
amendment  be   made  with   regard   to   the   decision  of   the   North
Vietnam   Military   Conference   on   the   founding   of   the   Liberated
Area  and  that  a  conference  of  all  cadres  in  the  area  be  convened  to
discuss  the  formation  of  a  unified  command.  But  the  war  zones  in
the  Liberated  Area  were  practically  in  a  state  of emergency;  no  one
could afford to come. I  was the only  man to assume permanent  duty
at  the  Provisional  Command  Committee  of  the  Liberated  Area  set
up  in  Tan  Trao,  maintaining,  on  the  one  hand,  contact  with  Cao
13ang,  Bac  Son,  and  abroad,  and  on  the  other,  with  the  zones  where
Le  Thanh  Nghi  and  Tram  Dang  Ninh  were  working,  with  the
Central  Committee  and  the  other  parts  of  the  country.  Every  day,
I  came  to  Uncle's  office  to  report  on  the  situation  and  to  discuss  with
him   the  work   to  be   done.   Only   after   a   telephone   set   had   been
i..iptured   in   an   attack   against   Tan   Dao   post   by   the   Liberation
troops,  could  we  have  a  three-hundred-yard  telephone  line  between

his office and mine.

For   more   than   two   months,   events   occurred   rapidly.   In   Tan
rl-rao,  in  view  of  the  new  situation  and  of  our  new  tasks,  we  pub-

li``hed  the  paper   Vz.cf#con  A4oj   (New  Vietnam).

According  to  the  Central  Committee  decision,  active  preparations

Sl`tjuld be made  for the  convening  of the  Party  National  Conference

:uit]   the   Congress   of   People's   Representatives.   Uncle   urged   that

I)reparations   should  be   made   for   these   two   meetings   to   begin   in
|uly.  He  said  that  as  the  situation  was  very  pressing,  the  meetings
`l`tjuld  be  held,  even  if  certain  delegates  would  not  be  able  to  come.
( )rherwise  we  could  not  keep  pace  with  the  general  situation  which

\v``` fast developing. Only in mid-August could the  meetings be held
tlt``pite  the  urgent  preparations  because  delegates  of  the  Party  and
iir tjthcr  democratic  organizations  within  the  Vietminh  Front  could
i`ttt reach Tan Trao before that time.
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Though  very  busy,  Uncle  kept  on   working  most   industriously,

paying  special  care  to  concrete  details.  He  himself  wrote  and  typed
letters and  documents, giving each item a  serial  number. Messengers
and letters kept on streaming to all parts of the country and assumed
a more and more pressing character.

Right  in  the  midst  of  such  pressure  of  work,  Uncle  fell  ill.  For
days,  he  had  felt  tired  and  had  fever,  but  he  continued  to  work.
Every  time  I  came  to  discuss  work  with  him  and  inquired  about
his  health  he  simply  said  that  I  should  come  as  usual  as  he  was

quite  well.  But  I  saw  that  his  health  had  declined  seriously,  and  hc
looked very haggard. One day when  I  came, he was in bed with an
attack  of fever  accompanied by  delirium.  We  only  had  some  tablets
of aspirin and quinine, which had no curative effect on him. Usually
he  lay  down  only  during  rest  hours,  but  now  he  had  to  keep  to  his
bed.  Of his  closest collaborators, I  was  then  the  only  one  to  be  with
him  at  Tan Trao.  One  day,  seeing  that  he  was  seriously  ill,  I  asked

permission  to  stay  the  night  with  him.  Only  after  I  had  insisted,
saying that I  was  not very busy  that  night,  did he open  his  eyes  and
nod  lightly.  That  night,  in  his  hut on  the  flank  of a  mountain  deep
in  the  jungle, every  time the coma passed, he talked  about the  situa-
tion:  "Now,  the  favorable  moment  has  come,  whatcvcr  sacrifice  we
have to make, whatever obligation we have to meet, even  if we have
to  fight  a  battle  scorching  the  whole  of  Truong  Son  range  we  will
fight it until independence is won." Each time he recalled something,
he  wanted  us  to  keep  it  in  mind.  We  dared  not  think  that  these
were his last words. But  later  wc  realized that, feeling himself worn
out, he really  wanted to remind  us  about work, and only work. He
said  that  to  consolidate  the  movement  it  was  necessary  always  to
foster  the  activists  and  local  cadres.  He  said,  "In  guerrilla  warfare
we  must  strive  to  develop  the  movement  when  it  is  at  high  tide.
Meanwhile we must do  our  utmost to  consolidate  our bases,  which
would be our foothold in case of reverse."

Throughout that  night,  at close  intervals,  he  fell  into  a  coma.  On
the  morrow,  I  wrote  an  urgent  letter  to  the  Central  Committee.  I
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also  tried  to  find  some  medicines  from  among  the  local  inhabitants.
On  being  told  that  there  was  nearby  an  eastern  physician  of  the
Tho  minority  who  was  very  skillful  in  curing  fever,  I  immediately
sent  for  him.  He  felt  Uncle's  pulse  and  forehead,  and  gave  him  a
medicine  which  was  a  tubercle  hc  had  dug  out  in  the  forest.  The
tubcrcle  was  tci  be  burned  and  taken  with  light  rice  gruel.  After
some  days  of this  treatment  his  fever  gradually  abated,  and  soon  hc
could  resume  his   daily  work.  On  the  day  he  attended  the  Party
National  Conference  held  in  early  August,  he  still  looked  very  pale
:,nd gaunt.

The  situation  at  home  and  abroad  and  the  development  of  the
rcvoluticinary  movement  were  very  pressing.

The   Party   National   Conference   and   the   Congress   o£   People's
Representatives  wound  up.  From  Tan  Trao  the  order  for  general
insurrection  was  dispatched  throughout  the  country.  I  received  the
()rder  from  the  Central  Committee  to  prepare  for  the  combat.  On
August  16,  with  the  Liberation  Army  I  left  Tan  Trao  to  attack  the

J:ii)anese at Thai Nguyen, which was  the first town to be freed  from
llie enemy's hands on our march to Hancti.

The  situation  was  fast  developing.  While  besieging  the  Japanese
in  Thai  Nguyen, we received  news that the insurrection had  already
I:il{cn   place   in   many   localities.   People's   power   had   already   been
(.S[[`blishcd  in   Hanoi.  According  to  a   new  decision,  a  part  of  the

I,il)cration   Army   continued   its   operations   against   Thai   Nguyen,
while  the  rest,  among  which  I  was,  went  straight  to  Hanoi.

All  through  that  night  we  marched  from  Thai  Nguyen  to  Lu
V:`n,  passing  through  immense   rice fields,   now   and  again  looking
;11   the  starlit  sky  that  stretched  over  the  interminable  row  of  tele-

i:H`ph  poles  which  flanked  our  road.  There  was  a  forest  of  golden-
'il.Irred  red  flags  everywhere.  How  moving  and enthusiastic was  the

\iLtl`t   of   the   fatherland   recovering   indepcndence!   This   was   the
i,(`itind  time  I  had  such  unaccustomed  feelings  since  the  day  when
11`{.   Japanese  coup  d'€tat  had  overthrown  the  French.  Our  Propa-

ii,:H`tla  and  Liberation  Unit  left  the  Hoang  Hoa  Than  forest  and
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marched   in  broad   daylight  across   the  Kin  Ma  Plain,  with   the

golden-starred red flag fluttering over our heads.

The  August  revolution  triumphed.  The  whole  country  was  seeth-
ing  with jubilation  at  the  turning  point of our  national  history.  But
in  these  very   first  days  of  the  revolution  all   sorts  of  complicated

problems  emerged.  Uncle  returned  to  Hanoi.  He  had  not  yet  re-
covered  from  the  illness  he  suffered  previously  in  Tan  Trao. Never-
theless,  he  had  to  attend  conferences,  receive  all  sorts  of  visitors  and

deal with so many  affairs.  Each  day,  he  was busy  until  noon  or  1 :00
p.M.  When  he  took  meals  (the  same  as  those  served  to  office  work-
ers)   they  were  usually  cold.  After  meals  he  would  sit  at  his  desk,

leaning  against  the  back  of  his  chair,  have  a  nap,  then  resume  his
day's  work   (exchanging  views  with   the  Standing   Bureau   of   the
Central  Committee  and  so  on)  until  late into  the  night.  But  he  was
always   lively   and   clear-sighted   in   dealing   with   everything.   Only

on seeing  his  forehead  covered  with  sweat while  he  dozed  off, could
one realize that he was utterly exhausted.

Just as he had said years previously, our Vietnam Liberation Army
would  have  to  go  from  north  to  south.  After  the  triumph  of  the
revolution,   liberation  troops  emerged  in   every   locality   and   in   the

first  days  of  the  revolution,  when  the  French  colonialists  coming  at
the  heels  of  the  British  troops  started  war  in  South  vietnam,  many
units of the Vietnam Liberation  Army  got  ready  to  go  south. These
were  not  merely  platoons  of  some  dozens  as  before  but  thousands
of  young  patriots  from  every  locality  who,  responding  to  the  appeal
of   the   revolution,   resolutely   went   south   to   fight   the   aggressors.
Throughout  the  country,  every  day  witnessed  moving,  encouraging
scenes of these youths  piling into  long  trains which took  them  to  the
southern  part  of  their  fathcrland  to  fight  together  with  their  com-

patriots  there  for  natioml independence.  The  soil  in  South Vietnam
was  thus  soaked  with  the  blood  of  the  combatants  of  the  vietnam
Liberation Army.

Then  came  the  national  resistance.  All  through  that  protracted
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and hard war,  the Vietnam army enjoyed  uncle's solicitude just as it
did  at  its  inception  when  it  was  only  a  small  armed  unit  in  the
liberated  area.  It  may  be  rightly  said  that  our  army,  which  stems
from  the  people,  has  been  brought  up  according  to  the  ideas  and
way  of  life  of  the  Party  and  o£  Uncle.

He was used to prompt and timely decisions. In the winter of 1947,
French troops parachutcd  into many  localities  of Viet  Bac  (northern
Vietnam)  with the aim of striking deep in our base. When  the battle
was  raging,  a  report  on  the  military  situation  was  presented  to  the
Standing  Bureau  of  the  Central  Committee  and  to  him,  with  the

proposal  to  set  up  "independent  companies" *  in  order  to  step  up
guerrilla  warfare  in  accordance  with  the  situation  at  the battlcfront.
The proposal was immediately approved.

When  the  Central  Committee  decided  on  the  launching  of  the
Cao-Lang border  campaign  in  1950,  Uncle gave  orders  to  the  troops
"only  to  win";  then  he  went  straight  to  the  front,  visited  nearly  all

the  army  units,  and  stayed  at  the  front during  the  whole  campaign.
His  living  quarters,  which  shifted  according  to  the  movcmcnt  of
the battle, was a canvas tent set up in the open.

Again,   when   the   northwest   campaign   started,   Uncle   gave   in-
struedLor\s  to  issue  the  Eight-Point  Order  of  lhc  Goucrunent  of  tl.c
Dcacocr¢jj.c   RcPc/4/j.c   a/   V!.c/"czon    to   the   troops   entrusted   with

liberating   the   western   area.   Many   cadres   who   took   part   in   that
campaign   still   keep   fresh   in   their   memory   his   presence   at   the

conference  which  was  to  decide  on  the  launching  of  the  campaign.
That  was  an  unforgettable  event.  It  rained  heavily  for  days  prior
to  the  holding of  the  conference.  Streams  swelled,  cutting  the  roads.

Hc  had  to  ford  swollen  and  fast-running  streams  to  come  to  the
t.ttnference.  He  told  us  all  that  had  happened  and  how  resolute  he
was  to  get  across  the  streams.  Many  local  people  who  had  come  to

*  Jn  autumn-winter   1947,  the  Central  Committee  dccidcd  to  launch  wide-

`itread  guerrilla  warfcire  in  all  French-occupied  areas.  One  part  of  the  regular

.irmy  was   scattered   in  independent   companies,  whose   task   was  to  penetrate
tlecp  into  the enemy rear  to carry out propaganda  and armed  activities.
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the  place before  him  and  did  not  know  what  to  do  followed  his  ex-
ample, and all succeeded in reaching the opposite bank. Knowing that
fording  swollen  streams  in  rainy  days  was  not  an  easy  thing,  and
seeing that  he came to the  conference  in  time,  all  of us  were  moved
by  the solicitude he  showed  to  the  army. Moreover,  we  considered  it
a most valuable  lesson  for us before we went to the battlefront. That
lesson  was,  as  he  often  said,  "Determination,  determination;   with
determination one can do everything successfully."

He is  the incarnation of a great energy, an energy which  possesses
a  great  mobilizing  force  and  of  which  nothing  can   stand  in  the
way.  On  that  very  first  day when  I  met  him  in  Kunming  I  got an
impression  which  I  failed  to  distinguish,  the  impression  of  standing
before  a  man  endowed  with  a  simple,  lucid,  resolute,  and  steady
mind. And today, he is still that kind of man.

Several  years  ago,  at  the  setting-up  of  the  Vietnam  Propaganda
and  Liberation  Unit,  he  again  and  again  advised  us  to  be  active,

quick  in taking  initiative,  to  act secretly  during the  combat,  to  come
unseen and to go  unnoticed,  and  to go throughout the country  from
north  to  south.  More  than  nine  years  later,  when  the  revolutionary
army  had  become  a  full-flcdged  and  powerful  fighting  force,  just
when our troops had triumphed at Dien Bien Phu and enemy troops
had capitulated, we received his message saying, among other things,
"Though  great  is  the  victory  it  is  only  the  beginning."

Every  piece  of  advice  of  his  at  a  given  time  has  its  particular
meaning.  But  there  is  one  cctmmon  thing  we  have  found  in  his
teachings,  several  years  ago  or  at  the  time  of  the  Dien  Bien  Phu
victory, and that is the spirit inherent in  them : consistency, calmness,

firmness,   simplicity,   steadfastness,   perseverance   in   the   fight   until
victory,   upholding   the   great   spirit  of  the   Party,  of  the  working
class, and of our people as a whole.

The War of Liberation,  1945-1954

I.  A  Fetu  Historical  and  Gcographical  Corisidcrations

Vietnam  is  one  of  the  oldest  countries  in  Southeast  Asia.
Stretching  like  an  immense  S  along  the  edge  of  the  Pacific,  it

Includes  Bac  Bo,  or  North  Vietnam,  which,  with  the  Red  River
delta,   is   a   region   rich   in   agricultural   and   industrial   possibilities;
Nan  Bo,  or  South  Vietnam,  a  vast  alluvial  plain  furrowed  by  the
:`rms  of  the  Mekong  and  especially  favorable  to  agriculture;   and
Trung  Bo,  or  Central  Vietnam,  a  long  narrow  belt  of  land  joining
them.  To  describe  the  shape  of  their  country,  the  Vietnamese  like
to  recall an image familiar  to them: that of a  shoulder  pole  carrying
{i basket of paddy at each cnd.

Vietnam  extends  over  nearly  thirty   thousand  square  miles  and
has a population of approximately thirty  million inhabitants. During
its  thousands  of years  of history,  the  Vietnamese  have  always  main-
t{`ined a heroic tradition of struggle against  foreign  aggression.  Dur-
ing  the  thirteenth century  in particular,  they  succeeded  in  thwarting
:`ttempts at invasion by the Mongols who had cxtendcd their domina-
tion over the whole of feudal China.

From the middle of the nineteenth century, the French imperialists
I)cgan  the conquest  of  the  country. Despite  resistance  lasting  dozens
itf   years,   Vietnam   was   progressively   reduced   to   colonial   status,
lhereafter  to  be  integrated  in  "French  Indochina"  with  Cambodia
:ind  Laos.  But  from  the  first  day  of French  aggression,  the  national
liberation  movement  of  the  Vietnamese  people  developed   unceas-

I.his  is  an  edited  condcnsa(ion  of  the  essay  entitled  "The  Vietnamcsc  People's

Wiir  of  Liberation  Against  the  French  Imperialists  and  the  American  lntcr-
vcntionists"   and   included   in   the   collection,   Pcap/c'r   7¢':ar,   Pcop/c'j   .4rony

(Hanoi,  Foreign  Languages  Publishing  House,1961),  pp.11-37.
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ingly.  The  repression  used  to  stifle  this  movement  only  increased
it  the  more;  so  much  so,  that  after  the  First  World  War,  it  began
to  take  on a  powerful  mass character.  It had  already won over  wide
circles of the intellectual and petty bourgeois levels, while penetrating
deeply   into   the  peasant   masses   and   the   newly   forming   working
class.  The  year  1930  saw  another  step  forward  with  the  founding
of  the  Indochinese  Communist  Party,  now  the  Vietnam  Workers
Party,   which   took   up   the   leadership   of   the   national   democratic
revolution  of the Vietnamese  people  against the  imperialists  and  the
feudal landlord class.

Just  after  the  start  of  the  Second  World   War   in  1939,  France
was  occupied  by  the  Nazis,  while  Vietnam  was  progressively  be-
coming  a  colony  of  the  Japanese  fascists.  The  Party  appreciated  in

good time the situation created by this new development. Estimating
that  a  new  cycle  of  war  and  revolution  had  begun,  it  set  the  task
for  the  whole  nation  to  widen  the  anti-imperialist  National  United
Front,  the  preparation  of  armed  insurrection,  and  the  overthrow  of
the French  and  Japanese  imperialists  in order  to  reconquer  national
independence. The Vietnam  Doc  Lap  Dong  Minh  (League  for  the
Independence  of  Vietnam,  abbreviated  to  Vietminh)   was  founded
and  drew  in  all  patriotic  classes  and  social  strata.  Guerrilla  warfare
was  launched  in  the  high  region  of  Bac  Bo,  and  a  free  zone  was
formed.

In   August   1945,  the   capitulation  of  the   Japanese   forces   before
the  Soviet  army  and  the  Allied  forces  put  an  end  to  the  world  war.
The  defeat  of  the  German  and  Japanese  fascists  was  the  beginning
of a great weakening in  the capitalist  system.  After  the great  victory
of the Soviet Union, many  people's  democracies  came  into  existence.
The  socialist  system  was  no  longer  confined  within  the  frontiers  of
a  single  country.  A  new  historic  era  was  beginning  throughout  the
world.

In view of these changes, in  Vietnam the lndochinese  Communist
Party   and   the  Vietminh   called   the   whole   Vietnamese   nation   to

general  insurrection.  Everywhere  the  people  rose  up  together.  Den-
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onstrations  and  shows  of  force  followed  each  other  uninterruptedly.

In   August,  the   revolution  broke  out,   neutralizing  the  bewildered

Japanese  troops,  overthrowing  the  pro-Japanese  feudal  authorities,
and  installing  people's  power  in  Hanoi  and  throughout  the  coun-
try;  in  the  towns  as  well  as  in  the  countryside,  in  Bac  Bo  as  well  as

in  Nan  Bo.  In  Hanoi,  the  capital,  on  September  2,  the  provisional

government  was  formed  around  President  Ho  Chi  Minh;   it  pre-
sented itself to the  nation, proclaimed  the  independence  of Vietnam,

find called on the nation to unite, to hold itself in readiness to defend

the   country,   and   to  oppose   all   attempts   at  imperialist   aggression.

The  Democratic  Republic  o£  Vietnam  was  born,  the  first  people's
(lemocracy in Southeast Asia.

But  the  imperialists  intended  to  extinguish  the  republican  regime

{`t  its  first  breath  and  once  again  transform  Vietnam  into  a  colony.
Three  weeks  had  hardly  passed  when,  on  September  23,  1945,  the
French   Expeditionary   Corps   opened   fire   in   Saigon.   The   whole
Vietnamese  nation  then  rose  to  resist  foreign  aggression.  From  that
(lay  began  a  war  of  national  liberation  which  was  to  be  carried  on
f()r  nine  years  at  the  cost  of  unprecedented  heroism  and  amidst  un-

imaginable  difficulties,  to end  with  the  shining victory  of our  people
;ii`d  the  crushing  defeat  of  the  aggressive  imperialists  at  Dicn  Bien

I'hu.

But  while  the Vietnamese  people  were  closing  their  ranks  around
lhc  provisional  government  in  the  amazing  enthusiasm  aroused  by
lhc  August  revolution,  a  new  factor  intervened  which  was  to  make
the  political  situation  more  difficult  and  more  complex.  According
I()  the  terms  of an  agreement  between  the  Allies,  in  order  to  receive
llic   Japanese   surrender,   the   Chinese   Kuomintang   forces   entered
Victnam  north  of  the  sixteenth  parallel  en  masse,  while  the  British
I.tirces  landed  in  the  South.  The  Chiang  Kai-shek  troops  took  ad-
v;`ntage  of  the  opportunity  to  pillage  the  population  and  sack  the
t tiuntry,  while  using  every  means  to  help  the  most  reactionary  ele-

i`icnts  among  the  Vietnamese  bourgeois  and  landlords-the  mem-
licrs  of  the  Vietnam  Quoc  Dan  Dang   (the  Vietnamese  Kuomin-
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ingly.  The  repression  used  to  stifle  this  movement  only  increased
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tang)  and  the  pro-Japanese  Phuc  Quoc  (Vietnamese  National  Res-
toration  Party)-to  stir  up  trouble  throughout  the  country.  After
occupying  the  five  frontier  provinces,  they  provoked  incidents  even
in  the  capital  and  feverishly  prepared  to  overthrow  people's  power.
In  the  South,  the  British  actively  exerted  themselves  to  hasten  the
return  Of  the  French  imperialists.  Never  before  had  there  been  so
many   foreign   troops   on   the   soil   o£   Vietnam.   But   never   before
either  had  the  Vietnamese  people  been  so  determined  to  rise  up  in
combat to defend their country.

11.  Sunma;ny  of  the  Progress  of  il.e  War
of  National  hibcration

At  the  outset  of  the  war,  the  French  imperialists'  scheme  was  to
rely  upon  the  British  troops  to  reconquer  Nan  Bo  and  afterward
to  use  it  as  a  springboard  for  preparing  their  return  to  the  North.
They  had  shamefully  capitulated  before  the  Japanese  fascists,  but
after  the  end  of  the  world  war,  they  considered  the  resumption  of
their  place  at  the  head  of  their  former  colony  as  an  indisputable
right.  They  refused  to  admit that  in the meantime the  situation  had
changed radically.

In  September  1945,  French  colonial  troops  armed  by  the  British
and soon strengthened by the French Expeditionary  Corps  under the
command  of General  Leclerc,*  launched  their  aggression  in  Saigon,
with the direct support of the  British army. The  population of Nam
Bo  immediately  rose  up  to  fight.  In  view  of  the  extreme  weakness
of  its  forces  at  the  beginning,  people's  power  had  to  withdraw  to
the  countryside  after  waging  heroic  street  fights  in  Saigon  and  in
the  large  towns.  Almost  all  the  towns  and  important  lines  of  com-

" Appointed  commander  of  French  forces  in  the  Far  East  at  the  conclusion

of  World  War  11,  Marshal  Philippe  dc  Hautccloque  "Lcclerc"  served  as  com-
mander  in  chief  in  Indochina  from   1945  to   1947.   Hc  began   the  French  rc-
conquest of  Indochim  on  October  25,  1945,  predicting  that  hc  would  conclude
his "mopping-up operations" in a month.
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munication  in  Nam  Bo  and  the  south  of  Trung  Bo  gradually  fell
iiito the hands of the adversary.

The  colonialists  thought  they  were  on  the  point  of  achieving  the
reconquest of Nan Bo, and General Lcclerc declared that occupation
{Ind  pacification  would  bc  completed  in  ten  weeks.  But  cvcnts  took
(iuite  a  different  turn.  Confident  of  the  support  of  the  whole  coun-
l ry, the southern population continued the fight. In all the campaigns
(if Nam  Bo the guerrilla forces  went from  strength  to  strength,  their
I){lses   were   being   consolidated   and   extended,   and   people's   power
w{is   maintained   and   strengthened   during   the   nine   years   of   the
I-csjstance,  until  the  re-establishment  of  peace.

Knowing   that   the   invasion   of  Nan   Bo   was   only   the   prelude
I(i  a  plan of aggression by  the  French  imperialists,  our  Party  guided
l[`e  whole  nation  toward  preparing  a  long-term  resistance.  In  order
lti   assemble   all   the   forces   against   French   imperialism,   the   Party

"tlvocated  uniting all the elements  that could be  united,  neutralizing
{111   those   that   could   be   neutralized,   and   widening   the   National
lJI`ited  Front by  the formation  of the Lien  Viet*  (Vietnam Pcople's
l'`r()nt).  It  urgently  organized  general  elections  with  universal  suf-

f wge  in  order  to  form  the  first  National  Assembly  of  the  Demo-
('r:`tic  Republic  of  Vietnam,  which  was  responsible  for  passing  the
( :tinstitution  and  forming  a  widely  representative  resistance  govern-
incnt  grouping  the  most  diverse  elements,  including  even  those  Of
ll`c  Vietnam  Quoc  Dan  Dang  (the  Vietnamese  Kuomintang).  At
lli`it   time,   we   avoided   all   incidents   with   the   Chiang   Kai-shek
',.,,Ops.

The  problem  then  before  the  French  Expeditionary  Corps  was
hi  know  whether  it  would  be  easy  for  them  to  return  to  North
Vii'[nam  by  force.  It  was  certainly  not  so,  because  our  force§  were

•  ln  The  Sliuggle  for  Indochina,1940-1955,  f±l\en  Harr\me[  states  thai  the

I.Itm   Viet   was  formed   in   Hanoi   in   May   1946   and   included   rcpresentativcs
littiu     many    important    political     groups,     including    the    pro-Kuomintang
VNQDD.  (See  Hammer,  pp.175-]76.)  The  Victminh  gradually  mcrgcd  with
I 1'(.  Lien  Viet.
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after  the  end  of  the  world  war,  they  considered  the  resumption  of
their  place  at  the  head  of  their  former  colony  as  an  indisputable
right.  They  refused  to  admit that  in the meantime the  situation  had
changed radically.

In  September  1945,  French  colonial  troops  armed  by  the  British
and soon strengthened by the French Expeditionary  Corps  under the
command  of General  Leclerc,*  launched  their  aggression  in  Saigon,
with the direct support of the  British army. The  population of Nam
Bo  immediately  rose  up  to  fight.  In  view  of  the  extreme  weakness
of  its  forces  at  the  beginning,  people's  power  had  to  withdraw  to
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more powerful there than in the South. For its part, our government
intended  doing  everything  in  its  power  to  preserve  peace  so  as  to
enable  the  newly  created  people's  power  to  consctlidate  itself  and  to
rebuild  the  country  devastated  by  long  years  of  war.  It  was  thus
that   negotiations   which   ended   in   the   preliminary   agreement   of
March  6,  1946,*  took  place  between  the  French  colonialists  and  our

government.   According   to   the   terms   of   this   convention,   limited
contingents  of  French  troops  were  allowed  to  station  in  a  certain
number  of  localities  in  North  Vietnam  in  order  to  cooperate  with
the  Vietnamese  troops  in  taking  over  from  the  repatriated  Chiang
Kai-shek  forces.  In  exchange,  the  French  government  recognized
Vietnam  as  a  free  state,  having  its  own  government,  its  own  na-
tional  assembly,  its  own  army  and  finances,  and  promised  to  with-
draw  its  troops  from  Vietnam  within  the  space  of  five  years.  The

political  status  of Nam  Bo was  to be  decided  by  a  referendum.
Relations   between   the   Democratic   Republic   of   Vietnam   and

France  were  then  at  a  crossroads.  Would  there  be  a  move  toward
consolidation of peace or  a resumption  of hostilities ?  The  colonialists

considered   the   preliminary   agreement   as   a   provisional   expedient
enabling  them  to  introduce  part  of  their  troops  into  the  North  o£
Vietnam,  a  delaying  stratagem  for  preparing  the  war  they  intended
to  continue.  Therefore,  the  talks  at  the  Dalat  Conferencet  led  to
no result,  and  those  at  the  Fontainebleau  Conference±  resulted  only

# Two  agrecmcnts  were  signed.  The  first  was  agreed  between  )can  Sainteny,

French commissioner in northern  Indochina, and  Ho Chi  Minh  and Vu  Hong
Khanh    (of   the   VNQDD).   The   second   was   a   military   annex,   signed   by
Sainteny and General  Raoul  Salan  and Giap.

t The  first  Dalat  Conference,  in  which  Giap  participated  actively,  began  on
April  18,1946.  Its  purpose  was  to  move  beyond  the  gencralitics  of  the  March  6

accord  in  determining  the  future  stcitus  of  Indochina.  A  second  Dalat  Confer-
ence   was   called   on   August   I,   to   which   the   French   invited   representatives

from  Laos  and  Cambodia,  as  well  as  their  South  Vietnamese  placemen.  Little
that was constructive was accomplished  at either meeting.

SThe  Fontainebleau  Confcrcncc  began  on  )uly  6,1946,  and  continued  into
August,   when   the   negotiations   broke   down   completely.   The   Vietnamese
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in  the  signing  of  an  unstable  modus  vivendi.  During  the  whole  of
this   time,   the   colonialist   partisans   of  war   were   steadily   pursuing
their  tactics  of  local  encroachments.  Instead  of  observing  the  armi-
stice,  they  continued  their  mopping-up  operations  in  Nam  Bo  and
ict  up  a  local  puppet government*  there;  in  Bac  Bo  they  increased

I)rovocations  and  attacked  a  certain  number  of  provinces,  pillaging
.ind  massacring  the  population  of  [hc  Hon  Gai  mining  area,  and
cvcrywhere  creating an  atmosphere  of tension preparatory  to  attacks
I,y  force.

Loyal  to  its  policy  of  peace  and  independence,  our  government
v:iinly   endeavored   to   settle   conflicts   in   a   friendly   manner,   many
llmcs  appealing  to  the  French  government  then  presided  over  by
the  SFIO  (Socialist  Party)  to  change  their  policy  in  order  to  avoid

:I  war  detrimental  to  both  sides.  At  the  same  time,  we  busied  our-
*clves   with   strengthening  our   rear  with  a   view  to   resistance.   We
()btained   good   results   in   intensifying   production.   Wc   paid   much

:iltcntion  to  strengthening  national  defense.  The  liquidating  of  the
l'l`:`ctiomries  of  the  Vietnam  Quoc  Dan  Dang  was  crowned  with
s`iccess,  and  we  were  able  to  liberate  all  the  areas  which  had  fallen

ii`t(> their  hands.

In   November   1946   the   situation   worsened.   The   colonialists   in

I  I:`iphong  seized  the  town  by  a  coc/p  dc  /orc`c.  After  engaging  in

*lreet  fights,  our  troops  withdrew  to  the  suburbs.  In  December  the

t.()I()nialists   provoked   tension   in   Hanoi,   massacred   civilians,   seized

tl{.lcgi`[ion   was   led   by  Ho  and  Pham   Van   Dong  and   included   several   other

t ;`l)uiet   ministers.   When   the   delegation   returned   to  Vietnam,   Ho   stayed   on,
lHi|)ing  to  salv,ige  something  out  of  the  talks.  The  only  result  was  the  ill-f.ited

in()(lus   vivendi   which   he   signed   with   the   French   on   September   14.   It   was

tttii`iiied    to   cultural   and    economic   questions   and   immediate   problems   Of

ii`ihlic  order.
•  France  recognized  <i  "free republic"  of  Cochin  China  on  June  I,1946,  with

N*uyen  Van  Xuan,  a  colonel  in  the  French  Army,  as  vice  president  and  Dr.
NLTuyen  Van   Thinh,  a   French   citizen,  as  presldent.   This  action   violated   the

l'`icnch   plcdgc   o£  March  6  to   adhere   to   the   results  of  a   refcrcndum   on   the
i,I;I(us  of  southern  Vietnam.
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a  number  of  public  offices,  sent  an  ultimatum  demanding  the  dis-
arming  of  our  self-defense  groups  and  the  right  to  ensure  order  in
the   town,   and   finally   provoked   armed   conflict.   Obstinately,   the
colonialists  chose  war  which  led  to  their  ruin.

On  December   19,  resistance  broke  out  throughout  the  country.
The next  day,  in the  name of the Party and  the government, Presi-
dent  Ho   Chi  Minh  called  on  the  whole  people  to  rise  up  to  ex-
terminate  the  enemy  and  save  the  country,  to  fight  to  the  last  drop
of  blood,  and  whatever  the  cost,  to  refuse  re{nslavement.

At  the  time  when  hostilities  became  generalized  throughout  the
country,  what  was  the  balance  of  forces?  From  the  point  of  view
of  materi€l,  the  enemy  was  stronger  than  us.  Our  troops  were  thus
ordered  to  fight  the  enemy  wherever  they  were  garrisoned  so  as  to
weaken   them   and   prevent   them   spreading   out   too   rapidly,   and
thereafter,  when  conditions  became  unfavorable  to  us,  to  make  the
bulk  of  our  forces  fall  back  toward  our  rear  in  order  to  keep  our
forces intact with a view to a  long-term resistance. The most glorious

and  most  remark.ible  battles  took  place  in  Hanoi,  where  our  troops
succeeded  in  firmly  holding  a  huge  sector  for  two  months  before
withdrawing from the capital unhurt.

The  whole  Vietnamese   people   remained   indissolubly   united  in
a  fight  to  the  death  in  those  days  when  the  country  was  in  danger.
Replying  to  the  appeal  by  the  Party,  they  resolutely  chose  the  path
of   freedom   and   independence.   The   central   government,   having
withdrawn  to  bases  in  the  mountainous  region  of  Viet  Bac,  formed
military  zones,  soon   united  in  interzones,  and  the  power  of  local

authorities  was  strengthened  for  mobilizing  the  whole  people  and
organizing  the  resistance.  Our  government  continued  appealing  to
the  French  government  not  to  persist  in  their  error  and  to  reopen

peaceful  negotiations.  But  the  latter,  under  the  pretext  of  negotia-
tion,   demanded   the   disarming   of  our   troops.   Wc   replied   to   the
colonialists' obstinacy  by intensifying the resistance.

In  fact,  the  French  High  Command  began  regrouping  forces  to

The  War  of  hibera}tion,1:945-1954    fy]

I)reparc  a  fairly  big  lightning  offensive  in  the  hope  of  ending  the
war.  In  October  1947,  they  launched  a  big  campaign  against  our

I)rincipal  base,  Viet  Bac,  in  order  to  annihilate  the  nerve  center  of
the   resistance   and   destroy   our   regular  forces.   But   this   large-scale
{)peration  ended  in  a  crushing  defeat.  The  forces  of the  Expcdition-
``ry Corps suffered heavy losses without succeeding in causing anxiety
I(t  our  leading  organizations  or  impairing  our  regular  units.  It  was
`i  blow  to  the  enemy's  strategy  of  a  lightning  war  and  a  rapid  solu-
lion.  Our  people  were  all  the  more  determined  to  persevere  along
I he path of a long-term resistance.

From  1948, realizing that the war was being prolonged, the enemy
`'h:inged  their  strategy.  They  used  the  main  part  of  their  forces  for
"i.acification"  and  for  consolidating  the  already  occupied  areas,  in

N,im  Bo  especially,  applying  the  principle:  fight  Vietnamese  with
Vietnamese,  feed  war  with  war.  They  set  up  a  puppet  central  gov-
(`f liment, actively  organized supplementary local  units, and  indulged
in  economic  pillage.  They gradually  extended  their  zone  of  occupa-
li(in  in  the  North  and  placed  under  their  control  the  major  part  of
ll`c  Red  River  delta.  During  all  these  years,  the  French  Expedition-
;"y  Corps  followed  a  praccdure  of great  dispersion,  scattering  their
I/)I.ces  in  thousands  of military  posts  to  occupy  territory  and  control
li)calitics.  But ever  growing military  and  financial  difficulties  gradu-

!illy  induced  the French imperialists  to  let the American  imperialists
ii`lerfere in the conflict.

The enemy altered  their  strategy, and  wc  then advocated  the  wide
llcvelopment  of  guerrilla  warfare,   transforming  the  formcr's  rear
iiil(t  our  front  line.  Our  units  operated  in  small  pockets,  with  inde-

iit.i`dent  companies   penetrating   deeply   into   the   enemy-controlled
;tti`e  to  launch  guerrilla  warfare,  establish  bases,  and  protect  local

iu.ttple's  power.  It  was  an  extremely  hard  war  generalized  in  all
tlt>mains:   military,   economic,   and   political.   The   enemy   mopped

I ii);  we  fought  against mopping-up.  They  organized  supplementary
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local  Vietnamese  troops  and  installed  puppet  authorities;  we  firmly
upheld  local  people's  power,  overthrew  straw  men,  climinatcd  trai-
tors,  and  carried  out  active  propaganda  to  bring  about  the  disin-
tegration   of   the   supplementary   forces.   Wc   gradually   formed   a
network   of  guerrilla   bases.  On  the   map   showing   the   theater  of
operations,   besides   the   free   zone,   "red   zones,"   which   ceaselessly
spread  and  multiplied,  began  to  appear  right  in  the  heart  of  the
occupied  areas.  The  soil  of  the  fatherland  was  being  freed  inch  by
inch  right  in  the  enemy's  rear  lines.  There  was  no  clearly  defined
front  in  this  war.  It  was  wherever  the  enemy  was.  The  front  was
nowhere,  it  was  everywhere.  Our  new  strategy  created  serious  dif-
ficulties  for  the  enemy's  plan  to  feed  war  with  war  and  to  fight
Vietnamese with Vietnamese  and  finally  brought about  their  defeat.

The  center  of  gravity  of  the  front  was  gradually  moving  toward
the  enemy's  rear.  During  this  time,  the  free  zone  was  continually
being  consolidated.  Our  army  was  growing  in  the  struggle.   The
more  our  guerrillas  developed  and  the  more  our  local  units  grew,
the  more  we  found  ourselves  able  to  regroup  our  forces.  At  the  end
of  1948  and  the  beginning  o£  1949,  for  the  first  time  we  launched

small campaigns which inflicted considerable lasses on our adversary.
The   imperialists  were  beginning   to  feel  great  anxiety.  The  com-
mission  of  inquiry  presided  over  by  General  Revers*  made  a  fairly

pessimistic report, concluding that it was necessary to ask  the United
States  for  more   aid.  The   year   1949  saw  the  brilliant  triumph  of
the  Chinese  Revolution  and  the  birth  of  the  People's  Republic  of
China.  This  great  historic  event,  which  altered  events  in  Asia  and
throughout  the  world,  exerted  a  considerable  influence  on  the  war
of  liberation  of  the  Vietnamese  people.  Vietnam  was  no  longer  in
the  grip  of  enemy  encirclement,  and  was  henceforth  geographically
linked to the socialist bloc.

* General   Georges  Revers,  chief  of  staff  of  the  French  Army,  was  sent  to

investigate  the  military  situation  in  Indochina  in   1949.  His  critical  assessment
not  only  prompted  requests  for  United  States  aid  but  also  rccommcndcd  the
use of the Bao Dai  "altcrnativc"  then being urged by Washington.

The  War  of  Liberation,  1945-1954    8!D

At  the  beginning  of  1950,  the  Democratic  Republic  o£  Vietnam
was   officially   recognized   by   the   People's   Republic  of   China,   the
L`oviet  Union,  and  by  fraternal  countries.  The  following  year,  the
``ccond  Congress  of  the  lndochinese  Communist  Party  decided  to
{ilter   the  name  of  the   Party   and   founded   the  Vietnam   Workers
l'{`rty.  The  Vietminh and the Lien  Viet were amalgamated. In  1953,
Ihe  Party  and  the  government  decided  to  carry  out  agrarian  reform
il`  order  to  liberate  productive  forces  and  give  a  more  vigorous  im-

i)ulse  to  the  resistance.  All  these  facts  contributed  to  shaping  to  our
.Itlvantage the course of our struggle.

In  effect,  1950  marked  the  opening  of  a  new  phase  in  the  evolu-
Ilt)n  of  our  long  resistance.  During  the  winter,  in  the  frontier  cam-

i};iign,  for  the  first  time,  we  opened  a  relatively  big  counterattack
wl`ich  resulted  in  the  liberation  of the  provinces  of  Cao  Bang, Lang

`1iil`,   and   Lao   Cai.   Immediately   afterward,   we   began   a   series   of
iilTc`nsive   operations   on   the   delta   front.   The   enemy,   routed,   sent

I ;ci`eral   de   Lattre   de   Tassigny*   to   Indochina.   The   military   aid

}.,i`intcd   by   the   United   States   following   an   agreement   signed   in
1')50  was  on  the  Increase.  The  aggressive  war  waged  by  the  French
` I)I(inialists  gradually  became  a  war  carried  out  with  "United  States
ilitll.1rs"  and  "French  blood."  It  was  really  a  "dirty  war."

I)c  Lattre's  plan,  approved  by  Washington,  provided  for  a  strong
IIllc  of  bunkers  in   the  Red   River  delta  to  stop  our  progress,   and

li)i'  :I   regrouping  of  forces  in  order  to  launch  violent  mopping-up

•}|)cr.`tions  so  as  at  all  costs  to  "pacify"  the  rear  and  create  the  right

i'iiii(]itions  for  an  offensive  which  would  enable   the   French   forces

lii  recapture  the  initiative  while  attacking  our  free  zone.  In  October

lt/5l,  the  enemy  occupied   Hoa   Binh.   We  replied  by  immediately

I"mching  the  Hoa  Binh  campaign.  On  the  one  hand,  we  contained
.nitl   overwhelmed   the   adversary's   forces   on   the   "opposite"   front;

•  A  war  hero  of  the  Free  French  in  World  War  11,  Marshal  Jean  dc  Lattrc

lt.  .I.:issigny  served  as  commander  in  chief  in  Indochina  from  December   1950

ln  J,inuary  1952   (when  he  died  of  cancer  shortly  after  leaving  the  field).  He
I.I.I vc(l   concurrently   as   high   commissioner.
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on  the  other  hand,  we  took  advantage  of  their  exposed  disposition
of  troops  to  get  our  divisions  to  strike  direct  blows  at  their  rear  in
the  Red  River  delta.  Our  large  guerrilla  bases  were  extending  fur-
ther   still,   freeing   nearly   two  million  inhabitants.  Hoa   Binh  was
released. De Lattrc's plan was checked.

In  1952,  we  launched  a  campaign  in  the  northwestern  zone  and
freed  vast  territories  as  far  as  Dien  Bien  Phu.  At  the  beginning  o£
1953,  units  of  Vietnamese  volunteers  cooperating  with  the  Pathet
Lao   liberation   army,   began   the   campaign   in   upper   Laos   which
brought about the liberation of Samneu.

In   short,   the   face   of   the   various   theaters   of  operations   was   as
follows :

The  main  front  was  that  of  North  Vietnam  where  most  of  the
big  battles  were  taking  place.  At  the  beginning  of  1953,  almost  the
whole  of  the  mountainous  region,  say,  more  than  two-thirds  of  the
territory  of  North  Vietnam,  had  been   liberated.  The  enemy   still
occupied   Hanoi   and   the   Red   River   delta,   but   outside   the   large
towns   and   the   important   lines   of   communication,   our   enlarged

guerrilla  bases-our  free  zone-already  embraced  nearly  two-thirds
of  the  villages  and  localities  situated  in  the  enemy  rear.  In  Central
and  South  Vietnam,  we  still  firmly  held  vast  free  zones  while  con-
tinuing  powerfully  to  develop  our  guerrilla  bases  in  the  occupied
Zone.

The  face  of  the  theaters  of  operations  had  greatly   altered:  the
zone   of  enemy   occupation   had  been   gradually   reduced,   whereas
the  main base of  the  resistance-the  f ree  zone  o£ North Vietnam-
had  gone  on  extending  and  being  consolidated  day  by  day.  Our
forces constantly maintained  the  initiative  in  operations.  The enemy
found  themselves  driven  into  a  very  dangerous  impasse.

The  French   imperialists  were  getting  more   and  more  bogged
down in their unjust war of aggression. American aid, which covered
15  percent  of  the  expenditure  on  this  war  in  1950  and  1951,  rose  to

35  percent  in  1952,  45  percent  in  1953,  soon  to  reach  80  percent  in
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1954.*   But   the   situation   of   the   French   Expeditionary   Corps   rc-
mained  without  much  hope.  In  autumn  1953,  taking  advantage  of
the  armistice  in  Korea,  the  American  and  French  imperialists  plot-
ted  to  increase  their  armed  forces  in  Indochina  in  the  hope  of  pro-
longing  and  extending  hostilities.

They  decided  on  the  Navarre  plan  which  proposed  to  crush  the
main  part  of  our  forces,  to  occupy  the  whole  of  Vietnam,  to  trans-
form  it  into  a  colony  and  a  Franco-American  military  base,  and  to
end  the  war victoriously  within  eightcen  months. It was,  in  fact,  the

plan  of  the  "war-to-the-end"  men,  Lanielt  and  Dulles.  In  order  to
realize  the  first  phase  of  this  plan,  General  Navarret  assembled  in

the   North  more   than  half ` the  entire  mobile   forces   of  the   Indo-
chinese theater, including reinforcements  newly arrived from France,
launched  attacks  against  our  free  zone,  and  parachut€d  troops  into

Dien  Bicn Phu to  turn  it into the springboard  for  a  future  offensive.

The   enemy   wanted   to   concentrate   their   forces.   We  compelled
them  to  disperse.  By  successively  launching  strong  offensives  on  the

points they had left relatively unprotected, we obliged them to scatter
their  troops  all  over  the  place  in  order  to  ward  off  our  blows,  and
thus  created  favorable  conditions  for  the  attack  at  Dien  Bien  Phu,
the   most  powerful  entrenched   camp   in   Indochina,   considered   in-
vulnerable by the Franco-American general staff. We decided  to take
the  enemy  by  the  throat  at  Dien  Bien  Phu.  The  major  part  of  our
forces  were concentrated  there.  We  mobilized  the entire potential  of
the population  of the free zone  in order  to guarantee  victory  for our
front  line.  After  fifty-five  days  and  fifty-five  nights  of  fighting,  the

* See Hilmme[, The Struggle for Indochina, pp. 313-314`

t Joseph  Laniel  was  elected  premier  Of  France  as  a  conservative  Independent
in   late  June   1953.  His  government  fell  a  year  later,  during  the  negotiations
at Geneva.

i General  Henri-Eugene  Navarre  replaced  Salan  as  commander  in  chief  in
Indochina in  the spring of  1953.
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Vietnam  People's  Army  accomplished  the  greatest  feat  of  arms  of
the  whole  war  of  liberation:  the  entire  garrison  at  Dien  Bien  Phu
was  annihilated.  This  great  campaign,  which  altered  the  course  of
the  war,  contributed  decisively   to  the  success  of  the  Geneva  Con-
ference.

In  July  1954,  the  signing  of  the  Geneva  agreements  re-established

peace  in  Indochina  on  the  basis  of  respect  for  the  sovereignty,  inde-
pendence, unity, and territorial integrity o£ Vietnam, Cambodia, and
Laos.  It  is  following  these  agreements  that  North  Vietnam,  with  a

population  of sixteen million  inhabitants, is  today entirely  free.  This
success  crowned  nearly  a  century  of  struggle  for  national  liberation,
and especially  the  nine  long and  hard  years of resistance  war  waged
by  the  Vietnamese  people.  It  was  a  crushing  defeat  for  the  French
and American imperialists as well as for their lackeys. But at present,

half  of  our  country  is  still  living  under  the  yoke  of  the  American
imperialists and the Ngo Dinh  Diem authorities. Our  people's strug-

gle  for   national   liberation  is   not   yet  finished;   it  is  continuing  by

peaceful  means.

Ill.  The  Fundamental  Problems  of  Ottr  War  of  Lil)eration

The  Vietnamese  people's war  of liberation  was  a just  war,  aiming
to  win  back  the  independence  and  unity  of  the  country,  to  bring
land  to  our  peasants  and  guarantee  them  the  right  to  it,  and  to
defend  the  achievements  of  the  August  revolution.  That  is  why  it
was first and foremc>st a pcop/c'r ov¢f. To educate, mobilize, organize,
and  arm  the  whole  people  in  order  that they  might take  part  in  the
resistance  was  a  crucial  question.

The enemy  of the Vietnamese  nation  was  aggressive  imperialism,

which had to be overthrown.  But the  latter,  having long since joined
up   with   the   feudal   landlords,   the   anti-imperialist   struggle   could
definitely   not   be   separated   from   antifeudal   action.   On   the   other
hand,   in   a   backward   colonial   country   such   as   ours   where   the
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peasants  make  up  the  majority  of  the  population,  a  pec>plc's  war  is
esseinia+ly  a  peasants'  tuar  c4ndcr  lhc  lcadcrship  Of  the  work:ng class.
Owing  to  this  fact,  a  general  mobilization  of  the  whole  people  is
neither more nor  less  than  the mobilization of the rural masses.  The

problem   of   land   is   of   decisive   importance.   From   an   exhaustive
analysis,  the  Vietnamese  people's  war  of  liberation  was  essentially

a  people's  national  democratic  revolution  carried  out  under  armed
force  and  had  a  twofold  fundamental   task:   the  overthrowing   of
imperialism  and  the   defeat  of  the  feudal   landlord  class,  the   anti-
imperialist  struggle  being  the  primary  task.

A  backward  colonial  country  which  had just  risen  up  to  proclaim
its  independence  and  install  pcople's  power,  Vietnam  only  recently

possessed  armed  forces;  these  forces  were  equipped  with  very  medi-
ocre  arms  and  had  no  combat  experience.  Her  enemy,  on  the  other
hand,   was  an  imperialist  power   which  had   retained  a  fairly   con-
siderable  economic  and  military  potentiality  despite  the  recent  Ger-
man occupation and  benefitcd,  furthermore,  from  the  active  support
of the United  States.  The balance of forces decidedly  showed  up  our
weaknesses against the enemy's power. The Vietnamese people's war
of  liberation  had,  therefore,  to  be  a  hard  and  long-lasting  war  in
order  to  succeed  in  creating  conditions  for  victory.  All  the  concep-

tions   born  of  impatience   and   aimed   at  obtaining   speedy   victory
could   only   be   gross   errors.   It   was   necessary   to  grasp   firmly   the
strategy  of  a  long-term  resistance,  and  to  exalt  the  will  to  be  self-

supporting  in  order  to  maintain  and  gradually  augment  our  forces
while  nibbling  at  and  progressively  destroying  those  of  the  enemy;
it  was  necessary  to  accumulate  thousands  of  small  victories  to  turn

them   into   a  great  success,   thus   gradually   altering   the   balance   of
forces,  in  transforming  our  weakness  into  power  and  carrying  off
final  victory.

At  an early  stage, our  Party  was  able  to  discern the  characteristics
of  this  war:  a  people's  war  and  a  long-lasting  war,  and  it  was  by

proceeding  from  these  premises  that,  during  the  whole  of  hostilities
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and in particularly  difficult conditions,  the Party  solved all  the  prob-

lems  of  the  resistance.  This  judicious  leadership by  the  Party  led  us
to  victory.

Our strategy was, as we have stressed, to wage a long-lasting battle.
A  war  of  this  nature  in  general  entails  several  phases;  in  principle,
starting  from  a  stage  of  contention,  it  goes   through  a   period  of
equilibrium  before  arriving  at  a  general  counteroffensive.  In  effect,
the  way  in  which  it  is  carried  on  can  be  more  subtle  and  more
complex,  depending  on  the  particular  conditions  obtaining  on  both
sides  during  the  course  of  operations.  Only  a  long-term  war  could
enable  us  to  utilize  to  the  maximum  our  political  trump  cards,  to
overcome  our  material  handicap,  and  to  transform  our  weakness
into  strength. To maintain  and  increase  our  forces  was the  principle
to   which   we   adhered,   contenting  ourselves   with   attacking   when
success  was  certain,  refusing  to  give  battle  likely  to  incur  losses  to

us  or  to  engage  in  hazardous  actions.  We  had  to  apply  the  slogan:
to  build  up  our  strength  during  the  actual  course  of  fighting.

The  forms  of  fighting  had  to  be  completely  adapted,  that  is,  to
raise the fighting  spirit  to the  maximum  and  rely  on  heroism  of our
troops  to  overcome  the  enemy's  material  superiority.  In  the  main,
especially   at   the   outset  of   the   war,   wc   had   recourse   to   guerrilla

fighting.   In   the   Vietnamese   theater   of   operations,   this   method
carried  off great victories:  it could be  used  in  the  mountains  as  well

as  in  the  delta,  it  could  be  waged  with  good  or  mediocre  material
and  even  without  arms,  and  was  to  emble  us  eventually  to  equip
ourselves   at   the   cost   of   the   enemy.   Wherever   the   Expeditionary
Corps  came,  the  entire  population  took  part  in  the  fighting;  every

commune   had   its   fortified   village,   every   district   had   its   regional
troops   fighting   under   the   command   of  the   local  branches   of   the
Party  and  the  people's  administration,  in  liaison  with  regular  forces

in  order  to  wear  down  and  annihilate  the  enemy  forces.
Thereafter,  with  the  development  of  our  forces,  guerrilla  warfare

changed   into   a   mobile   warfare-a   form   of   mobile   warfare   still
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strongly  marked  by  guerrilla  warfare-which  would  afterward  be-
come  the  essential  form  of  operations  on  the  main  front,  the  north-
ern  front. In this process of development of guerrilla warfare and  of
accentuation  of  the  mobile  warfare,  our  people's   army  constantly

grew  and  passed  from  the  stage  of  combats  involving  a  section  or
company, to fairly large-scale campaigns bringing into action  several
divisions.  Gradually,  its  equipment improved,  mainly  by  the  seizure
of arms from the enemy~thc mat€riel of  the French  and American
imperialists.

From  the  military  point  of  view,  fAc  V!.cj#4onac  Pcop/c'j  ov4r  o/
lil)cration  proucd  that  an  inst4fficiently  equipped  pcopW s  arany , but
an  army  fighting for a jt4St cousc, can, tuSth appropriate  strategy  and
lactic§,  comhinc  the  coridition5  ncedcd  to  conquer  a  modern  army
of  aggre5siuc  imperialism.

Concerning the  management of a  war economy  within  the frame-
work  of  an  agriculturally  backward  country  undertaking  a   long-
term  resistance  as  was  the  case  in  Vietnam,  the  problem  of  the  rear
lines  arose  under  the  form  of  building  resistance  bases  in  the  coun-
tryside. The  raising and  defense of production, and  the development
of agriculture,  were problems  of great  importance  for  supplying  the
front  as  well  as   for  the  progressive   improvement  of  the  people's
living  conditions.  The  question  of manufacturing  arms  was  not  one
which  could  be  set  aside.

In  the  building  of  rural  bases  and  the  reinforcement  of  the  rear
lines  for  giving  an  impulse  to  the  resistance,  the  agrarian  policy  of
the Party  played  a  determining role. Therein  lay  the  antifeudal  task
of  the  revolution.  In  a  colony  where  the  national  question  is  essen-

tially  the  peasant  question,  the  consolidation  of  the  resistance  forces
was  possible  only  by  a  solution  to  the  agrarian  problem.

The  August  revolution  overthrew  the  feudal  state.  The  reduction
of land rents and rates of interest decreed by people's power bestowed
on  the  peasants  their  first  material  advantages.  Land  monopolized
by  the  imperialists  and  the  traitors  was  confiscated  and  shared  out.
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and in particularly  difficult conditions,  the Party  solved all  the  prob-
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Corps  came,  the  entire  population  took  part  in  the  fighting;  every

commune   had   its   fortified   village,   every   district   had   its   regional
troops   fighting   under   the   command   of  the   local  branches   of   the
Party  and  the  people's  administration,  in  liaison  with  regular  forces

in  order  to  wear  down  and  annihilate  the  enemy  forces.
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Communal   land   and   ricefields   were   more   equitably   distributed.
From  1953,  deeming  it  necessary  to  promote  the  accomplishment  of
antifeudal  tasks,  the  Party  decided  to  achieve  agrarian  reform  even
during  the  course  of  the  resistance  war.  Despite  the  errors  which
blemished  its  accomplishment,  it  was  a  correct  line  crowned  with
success;  it  resulted  in  real  material  advantages  for  the  peasants  and
brought  to  the  army  and  the  people  a  new breath  of  enthusiasm  in
the  war  of  resistance.

Thanks  to  this  just  agrarian  policy,  the  life  of  the  people,  in  the
hardest  conditions  of  the  resistance  war,  in  general  improved,  not
only  in  the  vast  free  zones  of  the  North,  but  even  in  the  guerrilla
bases in South Vietnam.

T13c  Vielnanesc  pcoplc's  war  of  liberation  brottghi  out  the  im-

Pclrtancc   of   17ulldtng   resistance   bases   in   ihc   counlry§ldc   and   the
close and indi5Sohablc r€lattonships betueen the anti-impcrialisl rcuo-
lution  and  the  antifct4dal revolution.

From  the  political  point  of  view,  the  question  of  unity  among
the  people  and  the  mobilization  of  all  energies  in  the  war  of  re-
sistance  were  of  paramount  importance.  It  was  at  the  same  time  a

question  of  the  National  United  Front  against  the  imperialists  and
their lackeys, the Vietnamese traitors.

In  Vietnam,  our  Party  carried  off  a  great  success  in  its  policy  of

establishing  a   Front.  As  early   as   during   the   difficult  days  of  the
Second  World  War,  it  formed  the  League  for  the  Independence  of
Vietnam.  At  the  time  of  and  during  the  early  years  of  the  war  of
resistance,  it  postponed   the  application   of  its   watchwords  on  the
agrarian  revolution,  limiting  its  program  to  the  reduction  of  land
rents  and  interest  rates,  which  enabled  us  to  neutralize  part  of  the
landlord  class  and  to  rally  around  us  the  most  patriotic  of  them.

From  the early  days  of  the August  revolution,  the  policy  of broad
front adopted by the Party neutralized the wavering elements among
the  landlord  class  and  limited  the  acts  of  sabotage  by  the  partisans
of the Vietnam Quoc Dan Dang.
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Thereafter,  in  the  course  of  development  of  the  resistance  war,
when  agrarian  reform  had  become  an  urgent  necessity,  our  Party
applied  itself  to  making  a  differentiation  within  the  heart  of  the
landlord  class  by   providing  in  its  political  line  for  different  [rcat-

ment   for   each   type  of   landlord   according   to   the   latter's   political
attitude  on  the  principle  of  liquidation  of  the  regime  of  feudal  ap-

propriation of land.
The  policy  of  unity  among  nationalities  adopted  by  the  National

United Front also achieved great successes, and the program c)f unity
with  the  various  religious  circles  attained  good  results.

The  National  United  Front  was  to  be  a  vast  assembly  of  all  the
forces capable of being  united,  neutralizing  all  those which could be
neutralized,  dividing  all  those  it  was  possible  to  divide  in  order  to
direct  the  spearhead  at  the  chief  enemy  of  the  revolution,  Invading
imperialism.  It  was  to  be  established  on  the  basis  of  an  alliance  be-
tween  workers  and  peasants  and  placed  under  the  leadership  of  the
working   class.   In   Vietnam,   the   question   of  an   alliance   between
workers  and  peasants  was  backed  by  a  dazzling  history  and  firm
traditions,   the   party   of   the   working   class   having  been   the   only

political  party   to  fight  resolutely  in  all  circumstances   for  national
Independence,  and  the  first  to  put  forward  the  watchword  "land  to
the tillers" and to struggle determinedly for its realization. However,
in  the  early  years  of  the  resistance  a  certain  underestimation  of  the
importance  of  the  peasant  question  hindered  us  from  giving  all  the
necessary  attention  to   the  worker-peasant  alliance.  This  error  was
subsequently  put  right,  especially  from  the  moment  when  the  Party
decided,  by  means  of  accomplishing  agrarian  reform,  to  make  the

peasants  the  real  masters  of  the  countryside.  At  present,  after  the
victory  of the  resistance  and  of agrarian  reform,  when  the Party  has
restored   independence   to   half   the   country   and   brought   land   to
the  peasants,  the  bases  of  the  worker-peasant  alliance  will  daily  go
from strength to strength.

The  tuar of liberation of  the Viclnam€se  pcoplc prouc§ tl.at, in tl.c
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sistance  were  of  paramount  importance.  It  was  at  the  same  time  a

question  of  the  National  United  Front  against  the  imperialists  and
their lackeys, the Vietnamese traitors.

In  Vietnam,  our  Party  carried  off  a  great  success  in  its  policy  of

establishing  a   Front.  As  early   as   during   the   difficult  days  of  the
Second  World  War,  it  formed  the  League  for  the  Independence  of
Vietnam.  At  the  time  of  and  during  the  early  years  of  the  war  of
resistance,  it  postponed   the  application   of  its   watchwords  on  the
agrarian  revolution,  limiting  its  program  to  the  reduction  of  land
rents  and  interest  rates,  which  enabled  us  to  neutralize  part  of  the
landlord  class  and  to  rally  around  us  the  most  patriotic  of  them.
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subsequently  put  right,  especially  from  the  moment  when  the  Party
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face  of  an  enemy  as  pou/crfttl  as  he  is  cruel, Victory  i§  possible  only
by  unitirig  the  whole  people  tuithin  the  bosom  of  a frm  and  tuidc
national ttnitcd front based on the u)orRfr-peasant alitancc.

IV .  Tl.c  Factors  of  Sueccss

The  Vietnamese   p€ople's   war  of  liberation   has   won  great  vic-
tories.  In  North  Vietnam,  entirely  freed,  the  imperialist  enemy  has
been  overthrown,  the  landlords have  been  eliminated  as  a  class,  and
the  population  is  advancing  with  a  firm  tread  on  the  path  of  build-
ing  socialism  to  make  of  the  North  a  firm  base  of  action  for  the
reunification of the country.

The Vietnamese  people's  war  of  liberation  was  victorious because

it  was  a  just  war,  waged  for  independence  and  the  reunification  of
the  country,  in  the  lcgitimatc  interests  of  the  nation  and  the  people
and  which  by  this  fact  succeeded  in  leading  the  whole  people  to

participate  enthusiastically  in  the  resistance  and  to  consent  to  make
every sacrifice for its victory.

The  Vietnamese  people's  war  of  liberation  won  this  great  victory
because we had a revolutionary armed force of the people, the  heroic
Vj.c;#4on  Pcop/c'j  4rony.  Built  in  accordance  with  the  political  line
of  the  Party,  this  army  was  animated  by  an  unflinching  combative
spirit,  and  accustomed   to  a  style  of  persevering  political   work.  It
adopted the tactics and strategy of  a people's  war.  It  developed  from
nothing  by  combining  the  best  elements  among  the  workers,  peas-
ants,  and  revolutionary  students  and  intellectuals,  stemming  from
the  patriotic  organizations  of  the  popular  masses.  Born  of  the  peo-

plc,  it  fought  for  the  people.  It  is  an  army  led  by  the  Party  of  the
working class.

The  Vietnamese  people's  war  of  liberation  was  victorious  because

we  had  a  wide  and  firm  IV¢£go„¢/  U~j.jcc7  Fro#!,  comprising  all  the
revolutionary  classes,  all  the  nationalities  living  on  Vietnamese  soil,
all the patriots. This Front was based on  the alliance between  work-
ers  and  peasants,  under  the  leadership  of  the  Party.
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The   vietnamese   people's   war   of   liberation   ended   in   victory
because  of  the  existence  of  pcop/c'f  power  established  during  the
August    revolution    and    thereafter   constantly    consolidated.   This

power  was  the  government  of  alliance  between  classes,  the  govern-
ment  of  the  revolutionary  classes,  and  above  all  of  the  workers  and

peasants.  It  was  the  dictatorship  of  people's  democracy,  the  dictator-
ship  of  the  workers  and  peasants,  in  fact,  under  the  leadership  of
the  Party.  It  devoted  Its  efforts   to  mobilizing  and  organizing   the
whole  people  for  the  resistance;  it  brought  the  people  material  ad-
vantages  not  only  in  the  free  zones  but  also  in  the  guerrilla  bases
behind the enemy's back.

The   Vietnamese   people's   war   of   liberation   attained   this   great
victory  for  the  reasons  we  have  just  enumerated,  but  above  all  be-

causeir was orgamzcd and led  by the Party of  lhc  tuork}ng class:  the
lndochine§e  Communtsl Party, now  lhc Vietnam `Workfr5 Party.1n
the  light  of  the  principles  of  Marxism-Leninism,  it  was  this  Party
which  proceeded  to  make  an  amlysis  of  the  social  situation  and  of
the  balance  of  forces  between  the  enemy  and  ourselves  in  order  to
determine the  fundamental  tasks  of  the  people's  national  democratic
revolution,  to  establish  the  plan  for  the  armed  struggle  and  decide
on  the  guiding  principle;   long-term  resistance  and   self-reliance.  It

was  the  Party  which  found  a  correct  solu[ion  to  the  problems  aris-
ing  out  of the  setting-up  and  leadership  of  a  people's  army,  people's

power, and a national united front. It also inspired  in the  people  and
the  army  a  completely  revolutionary  spirit  which  instilled  into  the
whole  people  the  will  to  overcome  all  difficulties,  to  endure  all  pri-

vations,  the  spirit  of  a  long  resistance,  of  resistance  to  the  end.  Our
P,irty,  under the leadership of President Ho Chi Minh,  is the  worthy
Party  of  the  working  class  and  the  nation.  President  Ho  Chi  Minh,
leader of the Party and  the  nation,  is  the  symbol of this  gigantic  up-

rising of the Vietnamese people.

If  the  Vietnamese  pcople's  war  of  liberation  ended  in  a  glorious
victory,  it  is  because  we  did  not  fight alone,  but  with  the j#pporj o/

progrc§siue  pcoplcs  the  world  oucr,  and  more  c§Pccially  the  peoples
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Of  lhe  fraternal  countries,  tuith  the  Soviet  Union  al  the   I.Cad. The
victory  of  the  Vietnamese  people  cannot  be  divided  from  this  sup-

port;   it  cannot  be  disassociated  from  the  brilliant  successes  of  the
socialist  countries  and  the  movement  of  national  liberation;  neither
can it be detached from the victories of the  Soviet Red  Army  during
the  second  World  War,  nor  from  those  of  the  Chinese  people  dur-
ing  the  last  few  years.  It  cannot  be  isolated  from  the  sympathy  and
support  of  progressive  peoples  throughout  the  world,  among  whom
are   the  French  people   under  the   leadership   of  their   Communist
Party, and the peoples of Asia and Africa.

The  victory of the  Vietnamese  people  is  that of a  small  and  weak
nation,  one  possessing  no  regular  army,  which  rose  up  to  engage  in
an  armed  struggle  against  the  aggression  of  an  imperialist  country
with a  modern army and benefiting  from  the  support of  the  Ameri-
can   imperialists.   This   colonial   country   has   established   and   main-
tained  a  regime  of  people's  democracy,  which  will  open  up  to  it
the  path  to  socialism.  That  is  one  of  the  great  historic  events  in  the
national  liberation  movement  and  in  the  proletarian  revolutiomry
movement,  in  the   new   international  position  born  of  the  Second
World War, in the period  of  transition from  capitalism  to  socialism,
in  the  time  of  the  disintegration  of  imperialism.  The  Vietnamese

people's  war  of  liberation  has  contributed  to  making  obvious  this
new   historic   truth:   in   the   present  international   situation,   a   weak

people  which  rises  up  resolutely  to  fight  for  its  freedom  is  sure  to
triumph over all enemies and to achieve victory.

This  great  truth  enlightens  and  encourages  the  Vietnamese  peo-

plc on the path of struggle  for peace, socialism, and  the  reunification
of the country. This path will certainly lead it to new victories.

Pcople's War, People's Army

Even  to  this  day,  bourgeois  strategists  have  not  yet  overcome  their
surprise  at  the  outcome  of  the  war  in  Indochina.  How  could  the
Vietnamese   nation   have   defeated   an   imperialist   power   such   as
France which was backed by  the United  States.)  They try  to explain
this  extraordinary  fact  by  the  correctness  of  strategy  and  tactics,  by
the forms of combat and the heroism of the Vietnam People's  Army.
Of  course  all  these  factors  contributed  to  the  happy  outcome  of  the
resistance.  But  if  the  question  is  put:  "Why  were  the  Vietnamese

people  able  to  win?"  the  most  precise  and   most  complete  answer
must  be:  "The  Vietnamese  people  won  because  their  war  of  libera-
tion was a people's war."

When  the  resistance  war  spread  to  the  whole  country,  the  Indo-
chinese  Communist  Party  cmphasized  in  its  instructions  that  our
resistance  war  must  be  the  work  of  the  entire  people.  Therein  lies
the key to  victory.

Our  resistance  war  was  a  people's  war,  because  its  political  aims

were  to  smash  the imperialist yoke  in  order  to win back  national in-
(lependence,  to  overthrow  the  feudal  landlord  class in  order  to  bring
lfli`d  to  the  peasants;  in  other  words,  to  radically  solve  the  two  fun-

tl.imental contradictions of Vietnamese society-the4=ontradiction be-
tween  the  nation  and  imperialism  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  contra-
(liction  between  the  people,  especially  between  the  peasants  and  the

r{`udal landlord class, on the other-and  to  pave the socialist path for

t he Vietnamese revolution.

l'his   is  an   edited   condensation   of  the  famous  essay,   "Pcople's   War,   Peoplc's

^rmy,"  published  in  the  collection  of  the  same  name   (Hanoi,  Foreign  Lan-

Hii```gcs  Publishing  House,1961 ),  pp.  4la-64.  The  article  was  written  in  Decem-
lter  1959;  it  was  origimlly  published  on  the  occasion  of  the  fifteenth  anniver-

`{`ry of the founding of the Vietnam People's Army.
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Holding  firmly  to  the  strategy  and  tactics  of  the  national  demo-
cratic revolution, the Party  pointed out  to  the people  the aims  of the
struggle :  independence and democracy. It was, however, not enough
to  have  objectives  entirely  in  conformity  with  the  fundamental  as-

pirations of the people. 1[ was also necessary  to bring everything  Into
play  to  enlighten  the  masses  of  the  people,  educate  and  encourage
them,  organize  them  in  fighting  for  national  salvation.  The  Party
devoted  itself  entirely  to  this  work,  to  the  regrouping  of  all  the  na-
tional  forccs,  and  to the broadening and  strengthening  of a  national
united  front,  the  Vietminh,  and  later  the  Licn  Vict  which  was  a
magnificent model of the  unity of the  various  strata of  the  people  in
the  anti-imperialist  struggle  in  a  colonial  country.  In  fact,  this Front

united  the  patriotic  forces  of  all  classes  and  social  strata,  even  pro-

gressive  landlords;  all  nationalities  in  the  country,  majority  as  well
as  minority;   patriotic  believers  of  each  and  every  religion.  "Unity,
the  great  unity,  for  victory,  the  great  victory";  this  slogan  launched
by  President  Ho  Chi  Minh  became  a  reality,  a  great  reality  during
the long and hard resistance.

We  waged  a  people's  war,  and  that  in  the  framework  of  a  long-
since  colonized  country.  Therefore,  the  national  factor  was  of  pri-
mary  importance.  We  had  to  rally  all  the  forces  likely  to  overthrow
the  imperialists  and  their  lackeys.  On  the  other  hand,  this  war  pro-
ceeded  in  a backward  agricultural country  where  the  peasants,  mak-
ing up  the great majority  of the population,  constituted  the  essential
force  of  the  revolution  and  of  the  resistance  war.  Consequently,  the
relation between the  national question  and the  peasant  question  had
to  be  clearly  defined,  with  the  gradual  settlement  of  the  agrarian

problem,  so  as  to  mobilize  the  broad  peasant  masses,  one  of  the  es-
sential  and  decisive  factors  for  victory.  Always  solicitous  about  the

interests  of  the  peasantry,  the  Party  began  by  advocating  reduction
of  land  rent  and  interest.  Later  on,  as  soon  as  the  stabilization  of
the situation allowed it, the Party carried out with great firmness the
mobilization of the masses  for  land  reform  in order  to bring  land  to
the tillers, thereby to maintain and strengthen the resistance.

Pcople's  War,  Pcople's  Army    lfJB

During  the  years  of  war,  various  erroneous  tendencies  appeared.
Either we devoted our attention only to the organization and growth
of the armed forces while  neglecting  the mobilization and  organiza-
tion of large strata of the people;  or we mobilized  the people for  the
war  without  heeding  seriously  their  immediate  everyday  interests;
or  we  thought  of  satisfying  the  immediate  interests  of  the  people  as
a  whole,  without  giving  due  attention  to  those  of  the  peasants.  The
Party  resolutely fought all these  tendencies. To  lead  the  resistance  to

victory,  we  had  to  look  after  the  strengthening  of  the  army,  while

giving  thought  to  mobilizing  and  educating  the  people,  broadening
and  consolidating  the  National  United  Front.  We  had  to  mobilize
the  masses  for  the  resistance  while  trying  to  satisfy  their  immediate
Interest  in  Improving  their  living  conditions,  essentially  those  of  the

peasantry.  A  very  broad  national  united  front was  indispensable,  on
the  basis  of  the  worker-peasant  alliance  and  under  the  leadership  of
the Party.

The   imperatives   of  the  people's   war  in  Vietnam   required   the
adoption  of  appropriate  strategy  and  tactics  on  the  basis  of  the  ene-
my's characteristics and of our own, of the concrete conditions of the
battlefields  and  balance  of forces  facing  each  other:  in  other  words,
the  strategy  and  tactics  of  a  people's  war,  in  an  economically  back-
ward, colonial country.

First of all,  this  strategy  must  be  the  5Cr4jcgy  a/ ¢  /o~g-:cr"  over.
It  does  not mean  that all revolutionary  wars,  all  people's  wars,  must
riecessarily  be  long-term  wars.  If  from  the  outset  the  conditions  are
fi`vorable to the people and  the balance of forces turn  in  favor of the
revolution, the revolutionary war can end victoriously in a short time.
I}ut  the  war  of  liberation  of  the  Vietnamese  people  Started  in  ciuite
tlifferent conditions : we had  to  deal with  a much stronger enemy.  It
w.is obvious that this balance of forces took away from us the possibil-
ity  of giving  decisive  battles  from  the  opening  of  the  hostilities  and
ttf  checking  the  aggression  from  the  first  landing  operations  on  our
`t)il.  In a  word, it was impossible for  us  to defeat  the  enemy  swiftly.

It  was  only  by  a  long  hard  resistance  that  we  could  wear  out  the
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enemy  forces  little  by  little  while  strengthening  ours,  progressively
turn  the  balance  of  forces  in  our  favor,  and  finally  win  victory.  We
did not have any other way.

This strategy and  slogan of long-term  rcsistance  was decided  upon
by  the  lndochinese  Communist Party  from  the  first  days  of the  war
of  liberation.  It  was  in  this  spirit  that  the  Vietnam  Pcople's  Army,
after fierce street battles  in the big  cities, beat  strategic  retreats  to the

countryside  on  its  own  initiative  in  order  to  maintain  its  bases  and

preserve its forces.
The  long-term   revolutionary   war  must   include  several   different

stages:  stage  of contention,  stage  of  equilibrium,  and  stage  of  coun-
teroffensive.   Practical   fighting   was,   of   course,   more   complicated.

There  had  to  be  many  years  of  more  and  more  intense  and  gener-
alized  guerrilla  fighting  to  realize  the  equilibrium  of  forces  and  de-
velop our war potentiality. When the conjunctures of events at home
and  abroad  allowed  it,  wc  went  over  to  counteroffensive  first  by  a
series of local operations,  then by others on a larger scale which were

to  lead  to  the  decisive  victory  of  Dien  Bien  Phu.
The  application  of  this  strategy  of  long-term  re`sistance  required  a

whole  system  of  education,  a  whole  ideological  struggle  among  the

people and  Party  members,  a  gigantic  effort  of  organization  in  both
military  and  economic   fields,  extraordinary   sacrifices  and   heroism

from  the  army  as  well  as  from  the  people,  at  the  front  as  well  as  in
the  rear.  Sometimes  erroneous  tendencies  appeared,  trying  either  to
bypass the stages to end the war earlier, or to throw  important forces
into   military   adventures.   The   Party   rectified   them  by   a   stubborn
struggle and  persevered  in  the  line  it had  fixed.  In  the difficult  hours,

certain   hesitations   revealed   themselves,   and   the  Party   faced   them
with  vigor and  with  determination  in  the  struggle  and  faith  in  final

victory.

The  long-term people's war in Vietnam also called  for appropriate
forms of fighting :  appropriate to the  revolutionary  nature of the war
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as  well  as  to  the  balance  of  forces  which  revealed  at  that  time  an
overwhelming  superiority  of  the enemy  over the  still very weak ma-
terial  and  technical  bases  of  the  People's  Army.  TAG  4dopfc'd  /or"
a/ fgA/z'„g ov¢J gzzc7„.//¢ I"¢r/¢rc.  It can be said that the war of liber-
ation  of  the  Vietnamese  people  was  a  long  and  vast  guerrilla  war

proceeding  from  simple  to  complex  then  to  mobile  war  in  the  last
years of the resistance.

Guerrilla  war  is  the  war  of  the  broad  masses  of  an  economically
backward  country  standing  up  against  a  powerfully  equipped  and
well-trained  army  of  aggression.  Is  the  enemy  strong?   One  avoids
him.  Is  he  weak?  One  attacks  him.  To  his  modern  armament,  one
opposes  a  boundless  heroism  to  vanquish  either  by  harassing  or  by

combining  military  operation.s  with  political  and  economic  action;
there  is  no  fixed  line  of  demarcation,  the  front  being  wherever  the
enemy is found.

Concentration   of  troops   to   realize  an   overwhelming   superiority
over  the  enemy  where  he  is  sufficiently  exposed  in  order  to  destroy
his  manpower ;  initiative,  flexibility,  rapidity,  surprise,  suddenness  in

attack   and   retreat.   As   lc)ng   as   the   strategic   balance   of  forces   re-

mains  disadvantageous,  resolutely  to  muster  troops  to  obtain  abso-

lute  superiority  in combat  in  a  given  place,  and  at  a  given  time.  To
exhaust  the  enemy  forces  little  by  little  by  small  victories  and  at  the

same time to maintain and increase ours. In these concrete conditions
it  proves  absolutely  necessary  not  to  lose  sight  of  the  main  objective

(if   the   fighting,   that   is,   the   destruction   of   the  enemy   manpower.
Therefore,  losses  must  be  avoided  even  at  the  cost of  losing  ground.
And  that  for  the  purpose  of  recovering,  later  on,  the  occupied  terri-
tories and completely liberating the country.

In  the  war  of  liberation  in  Vietnam,  guerrilla  activities  spread  to
.`11  the  regions  temporarily  occupied  by  the  enemy.  Each  inhabitant

was  a  soldier,  each  village  a  fortress,  each  Party  cell  and  each  village

administrative committee a staff.
The  people  as  a  whole  took  part  in  the  armed  struggle,  fighting
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the  rear.  Sometimes  erroneous  tendencies  appeared,  trying  either  to
bypass the stages to end the war earlier, or to throw  important forces
into   military   adventures.   The   Party   rectified   them  by   a   stubborn
struggle and  persevered  in  the  line  it had  fixed.  In  the difficult  hours,

certain   hesitations   revealed   themselves,   and   the  Party   faced   them
with  vigor and  with  determination  in  the  struggle  and  faith  in  final
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according to the principles  of guerrilla warfare, in small  packets, but
always in pursuance of the one and  same  line,  and the same instruc-
tions,  those  of  the  Central  Committee  of  the  Party  and  the  govern-
ment.

At  variance  with  numerous  other  countries  which  waged  revolu-
tionary  wars, Vietnam,  in  the  first  years  of its  struggle,  did  not  and
could  not  engage   in   pitched  battles.   It  had  to  rest  content  with

guerrilla  warfare.  At  the  cost  of  thousands  of  difficulties  and  count-
less  sacrifices,  this guerrilla  war  developed  progressively  into  a  form
of  mobile  war  that  daily  increased  in  scale.  While  retaining  certain
characteristics  of  guerrilla  war,  it  involved  regular  campaigns  with

greater  attacks  on  fortified  positions.  Starting  from  small  operations
with the strength of a platoon or a company to annihilate a few men
or a group of enemy soldiers, our  army went over,  later,  to  more  im-

portant  combats  with  a  battalion  or  regiment  to  cut  one  or  several
enemy  companies   to   pieces,   finally   coming   to   greater  campaigns
bringing  into  play  many  regiments,  then  many  divisions,  to  end  at
Dien  Bien  Phu  where  the  French  Expeditionary  Corps  lost  sixteen
thousand  men  of  its  crack  units.  It  was  this  process  of  development
that enabled  our  army  to  move  forward  s[cadily  on  the  road  to  vic-
tory.

Pcople's  war,  long-term  war, guerrilla  warfare  developing  step  by
step  into  mobile  warfare,  such  are  the  most  valuable  lessons  of  the
war of  liberation  in Vietnam.  It  was  by  following  that  line  that  the
Party led the resistance to victory. After three thousand days of fight-
ing,  difficulties  and  sacrifices,  our  people  defeated  the  French  im-

perialists  and  American interventionists.  At present,  in  the  liberated
half of our  country,  sixteen  million  of our  compatriots, by  their  cre-
ative  labor,  are  healing  the  horrible  wounds  of  war,  reconstructing
the country and building socialism.  In  the  meantime,  the  struggle  is

going  on  to  achieve  the  democratic  national  revolution  throughout
the  country   and  to  rcunify   the   fatherland  on   the  basis   of  inde-

pendence and democracy.

Peoplc'§  War,  Pcople's  Army    Lor

Af tcr this account of the main  lines of the war of liberation waged
by  the  Vietnamese  people  against  the  French  and  American  im-

perialists, I shall speak of the Vietnam People's Army.
Being the armed forces of the Vietnamese people,  it  was born and

grew  up  in  the  flames  of  the  war  of  national  liberation.  Its  embryo
was  the  self-defense  units  created  by   the  Nghe  An  soviets,  which
managed  to  hold  power  for  a  few  months  in  the  period  of  revolu-
tionary upsurge in  the  years  1930-1931. But the creation of revolution-

ary   armed   forces   was   positively   considered   only   at   the   outset   o£

World War 11 when  the preparation  for an  armed  insurrection came

to  the  forefront  of our  attention.  Our  military  and  paramilitary  for-

mations  appeared  at  the  Bac  Son  uprising  and  in  the  revolutionary

bases  in Cao  Bang  region.  Following  the  setting-up  of  the  first  pla-

toon  of  National  Salvation,  on  December  22,  1944,  another  platoon-

strong  unit was created :  the Propaganda Unit of the Vietnam Liber-
ation  Army.  Our  war  bases  organized  during  our  illegality  were  at

the  time limited  to a few districts  in  the  provinces  of  Cao  Bang,  Bac

Can, and Lang Son  in the jungle of the North. As for the revolution-

ary  armed  forces  they  still  consisted  of  pcople's  units  of  self-defense

and  of  a  few  groups  and  platoons  completely  free  from  production

work.  Their  number  increased  quickly,  and  there  were  already  sev-

eral  thousands  of  guerrillas  at  the  beginning of  1945,  at  the  time  of

the coz¢p c7c /orcc by  the )apanesc  fascists over  the French  colonialists.

After   establishing   people's   power   in   the   rural   regions   of   the   six

provinces  in  Viet  Bac  that  were  established  as  a  I ree  zone,  the  exist,
ing  armed  organizations  merged  to  form  the  Vietnam  Liberation
Army.

During  the  August  insurrection,  side  by  side  with  the  people  and
the self-defense units, the Liberation Army  took part in the conquest

of power.  By  incorporating  the  paramilitary  forces  regrouped  in  the

course  of  the  glorious  days  of  August,  it  saw  its  strength  increase

rapidly. With heterogeneous mat6riel wrested from the Japanese and
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according to the principles  of guerrilla warfare, in small  packets, but
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the country and building socialism.  In  the  meantime,  the  struggle  is

going  on  to  achieve  the  democratic  national  revolution  throughout
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pendence and democracy.
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grew  up  in  the  flames  of  the  war  of  national  liberation.  Its  embryo
was  the  self-defense  units  created  by   the  Nghe  An  soviets,  which
managed  to  hold  power  for  a  few  months  in  the  period  of  revolu-
tionary upsurge in  the  years  1930-1931. But the creation of revolution-

ary   armed   forces   was   positively   considered   only   at   the   outset   o£

World War 11 when  the preparation  for an  armed  insurrection came

to  the  forefront  of our  attention.  Our  military  and  paramilitary  for-

mations  appeared  at  the  Bac  Son  uprising  and  in  the  revolutionary

bases  in Cao  Bang  region.  Following  the  setting-up  of  the  first  pla-

toon  of  National  Salvation,  on  December  22,  1944,  another  platoon-

strong  unit was created :  the Propaganda Unit of the Vietnam Liber-
ation  Army.  Our  war  bases  organized  during  our  illegality  were  at

the  time limited  to a few districts  in  the  provinces  of  Cao  Bang,  Bac

Can, and Lang Son  in the jungle of the North. As for the revolution-

ary  armed  forces  they  still  consisted  of  pcople's  units  of  self-defense

and  of  a  few  groups  and  platoons  completely  free  from  production
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eral  thousands  of  guerrillas  at  the  beginning of  1945,  at  the  time  of

the coz¢p c7c /orcc by  the )apanesc  fascists over  the French  colonialists.

After   establishing   people's   power   in   the   rural   regions   of   the   six

provinces  in  Viet  Bac  that  were  established  as  a  I ree  zone,  the  exist,
ing  armed  organizations  merged  to  form  the  Vietnam  Liberation
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During  the  August  insurrection,  side  by  side  with  the  people  and
the self-defense units, the Liberation Army  took part in the conquest

of power.  By  incorporating  the  paramilitary  forces  regrouped  in  the

course  of  the  glorious  days  of  August,  it  saw  its  strength  increase

rapidly. With heterogeneous mat6riel wrested from the Japanese and
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their Bao An troops*-rifles alone consisted of sixteen different types
including  old  French  patterns  and  even  rifles  of  the  tsarist  forces
taken  by  the  Japanese-this  young  and  poorly  equipped  army  soon
had to face the aggression of the French  Expeditionary  Corps  which
had  modern  armaments.  Such  antiquated  equipment  required  from
the  Vietnamese  Army  and  people  complete  self-sacrifice  and  super-
human heroism.

Should  the  enemy  attack  the  regions  where  our  troops  were  sta-
tioned,  the  latter  would  give  battle.  Should  he  ferret  about  in  the
large   zones   where   there   were   no   regular   formations,   the   people
would  stay  his  advance  with  rudimentary  weapons:   sticks,  spears,
scimitars,  bows,  flintlocks.  From  the  first  days,  there  appeared  three
types  of  armed  forces:  paramilitary  organizations  or  guerrilla  units,

regional  troops,  and  regular   units.  These  formations   were,   in   the
area  of  organization,  the  expression  of  the  general   mobilization  of

the  people  in  arms.  They  cooperated  closely  with  one  another  to
annihilate the enemy.

Peasants,  workers,  and  intellectuals  crowded  into  the  ranks  of  the
armed  forces  of  the  revolution.  Leading  cadres  of  the  Party  and  the
state  apparatus  became  officers  from  the  first  moment.  The  greatest
difficulty to be solved was the equipment problem. Throughout Viet-
nan  there  was  no  factory  manufacturing  war  mat€riel.  For  nearly
a  century, possession  and  use  of  arms  were  strictly  forbidden  by  the
colonial  administrations.  Importation  was  impossible,  the  neighbor-

ing  countries  being hostile  to  the  Democratic  Republic  of  Vietnam.
The source of supply could only be the battlefront:  take  the  mat6riel
from  the enemy  and  turn  it  against  him.  While  carrying  on  the  ag-

gression  against  Vietnam  the  French  Expeditionary  Corps  fulfilled
another  task:  it  became,  unwittingly,  the  supplier  of  the  Vietnam
People's  Army  with  French,  even  United  States  arms.  In  spite  of
their enormous efforts,  the  arms  factories  set up  later on  with make-

* Local  Vietnamese  militia  units  es[ablishcd  under  the  auspices  of  the  Japa-

nese puppet government.
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shift means  were far  from being  able  to  meet  all  our  needs. A  great

part  of  our  military  materials  came  from  war  booty.
As I have  stressed, the Vietnam People's  Army could  at  first bring

into  combat  only  small  units  such  as  platoons  or  companies.  The
regular  forces  were, at  a given  time,  compelled  to  split  up  into  com-

panies  operating  separately  to  promote  the  extension  of guerrilla  ac-
tivities  while  mobile battalions  were  maintained  for  more  important
actions.   After   each   victorious   combat,   the   people's   armed   forces
marked a new step forward.

Tempered in combat and  stimulated by  victories, the guerrilla  for-
mations created conditions for the growth of the regional troops. And
the  latter,  in  their  turn,  promoted  the  development  of  the  regular
forces.  For  nine  successive  years,  by  following  this  heroic  path  bris-

tling with difficulties, our People's  Army  grew  up  with a  determina-
tion to win at all costs. It became  an army  of hundreds  of  thousands
strong,  successively  amalgamating  into  regiments  and  divisions  and
directing  toward  a  progressive  standardization  in  organization  and
equipment.  This  force,  ever  more  politically  conscious,  and  better
trained  militarily,  succeeded  in  fighting  and  defeating  the  five  hun-
dred  thousand  men  of  the  French  Expeditiomry  Corps  who  were
equipped and supplied by the United States.

The Vietnamese army is indeed a national one. In fighting against
imperialism  and  the  traitors  in  its  service,  it  has  fought  for  national
independence  and   the  unity  of  the  country.  In  its  ranks   are   the
finest  sons  of  Vietnam,  the  most  sincere  patriots  from  all  revolu-
tionary  classes,  from  all  nationalities-majority  as  well  as  minority

people.  It  symbolizes   the   irresistible   rousing  of   the   national   con-
science, the union of the entire Vietnamese people in the fight against
imperialist aggression to save the country.

Our  army  is  a  c7c'"ocr4!j!.c  Crony  because  it  fights  for  the  people's

democratic   interests   and   for   the   defense   of   people's   democratic

power. Impregnated  with  the  principles  of  democracy  in  its  internal
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democratic   interests   and   for   the   defense   of   people's   democratic

power. Impregnated  with  the  principles  of  democracy  in  its  internal
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political  life,  it  submits  to  a  rigorous  discipline,  but  one  frccly  con-
sented to.

Our  army  is  a  pcop/c'f ar"y  because  it  defends  the  fundamental
interests  of  the  people,  in  the  first  place  those  of  the  toiling  people,
workers  and  peasants.  As  regards  social  composition,  it  comprises  a

great  majority  of picked  fighters  of  peasant  and  worker  origin,  and
intellectuals  faithful  to  the  cause  of  the  revolution.

It .[s  the  tr"e  army  of  ¢hc  i)coplc,  of  loiler§, llac  army  of  worRfrs
and  pcasanls, led  by  the Party  of  the  workyng  cla§§. Thaoughout the
war  of  national  liberation,  its  aims  of  struggle  were  the  very  ones
followed  by  the  Party  and  people:  independence  of  the  nation,  and
land  to  the  tillers.  Since  the  return  of  peace,  as  a  tool  of  proletarian
dictatorship   its   mission   is   to   defend   the   socialist   revolution   and

socialist  building  in  the  North,  to  support  the  political  struggle  for
the  peaceful  reunification  of  the  country,  and  to  contribute  to  the
strengthening of peace  in Indochina and  Southeast  Asia.

In  the  first  of  the  ten  points  of  his  Oath  of  Honor,  the  fighter  of
the Vietnam People's Army swears :

"To sacrifice himself  unreservedly  for  the  fatherland,  fight  for  the

cause of  national  independence,  democracy  and  socialism,  under  the
leadership of the  Vietnam  Workers  Party  and  of  the  government  of
the Democratic Republic, to build a .r)eaceful, reunified, independent,
democratic  and  prosperous  Vietnam  and  contribute  to  the  strength-
ening of peace in Southeflst Asia and tt`c world."

This  is  precisely  what  makes  the  Viet[  im  People's  Army  a  true
child of the people. The people, in return, give it unsparing  affection
and  support.  Therein  lies  the  inexhaustible  source  of  its  power.

The Vietnam Pcople's  Army has been created by  the Party,  which
ceasclcssly  trains  and  educates  it.  It  has  always  been  and  will  always

be  under the  /c¢cJcrfAz.p  o/ /Ac P&rjy  which,  alone,  has  made  it  into  a
revolutionary  army,  a  true  people's  army.  Since  its  creation  and  in

the  course  of  its  development,  this  leadership  by  the  Party  has  been
made  concrete  on  the  organizational  plane.  The  army  has  always
had  its  political  commissars.  In  the  units,  the  military  and  political
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chiefs  assume  their  responsibilities  under  the  leadership  of the  Party
committee at the corresponding echelon.

The  People's  Army  is   the  instrument  of  the  Party  and  of  the
revolutionary  state  for  the  accomplishment,  in  armed  form,  of  the
tasks of the revolution. Profound awareness of the aims of the Party,
boundless  loyalty  to  the  cause  of  the  nation  and  the  working  class,
and  a  spirit  of  unreserved  sacrifice  are  fundamental  questions  for
the  army,  and  questions  of  principle.  Therefore,  the  political  work
in  its  ranks  is  of  the  first  importance.  Jj  j'r  jAc  fo#/  a/  jAc  ¢rowy.  In
instilling  Marxist-Leninist  ideology  into  the  army,  it  aims  at  raising
the  army's  political  consciousness  and  ideological  level,  at  strength-
ening  the  class  position  of its  cadres  and  soldiers.  During  the  libera-

tion war, this work imbued the army  with the policy  of long-drawn-
out  resistance  and  the  imperative  necessity  for  the  people  and  army
to  rely  on  their  own   strength  to  overcome   difficulties.   It   instilled
into  the  army   the  profound   significance  of  mass  mobilization   in
order  to  achieve  rent  reduction  and  agrarian  reform,  which  had  a
decisive  effect on  the  morale of  the  troops.  In  the  new  stage  entered
upon  since  the  restoration  of  peace,  political  work  centers  on  the
line  of  socialist  revolution  in  the  North  and  of  struggle  for  the  re,
unification of the country.

But  that  is  not  all.  Political  work  still  bears  upon  the  correct  ful-

fillmen[  in  the  army  of the  programs  of  the  Party  and  government,
and the setting-up of good relations with the population and between
officers  and  men.  It  aims  at  maintaining  and  strengthening  com-
bativeness,  uniting true patriotism  with proletarian  internationalism,
developing   revolutionary   heroism   and   the  great   tradition   of   our
army  summed  up  in  its  slogan:  "Resolved  to  fight,  determined  to
win."  Political  work  is  the  work  of  propaganda  among  and  educa-
tion of the masses;  it is, furthermore,  the  organizational work  of the
Party  in  the army.  We  have always  given  particular  attention  to  the
strengthening  of organizations  of the  Party  in  the  units. From 35  to
40  percent  Of  officers  and  armymen  have  joined  it;  among  the  of-
ficers,  the  percentage  even  exceeds  90  percent.
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The Vietnam  Peoplc's  Army  is  always  concerned  to  establish  and
rna'iutalin good relations  between officcr5 and  men  a§  tu€ll as  bctwe€n
jAc  ojFccrJ  fAcovfc/OJCJ.  Originating  from  the  working  strata,  officers

and  men   also  serve  the   people's  interests   and   unstintingly   devote

themselves  to  the  cause  of  the  nation  and  the  working  class.  0£
course  every  one  of  them   has  particular   responsibilities  which  de-
volve   upon   him.   But   relations   of   comradeship   based   on   political

equality  and  fraternity  of  class  have  been  cstablished  between  them.

The officer likes his men; he must not only guide them in their work
and  studies but take  an interest  in  their  life and  take  into  considera-
tion  their  desires  and  initiatives.  As  for  the  soldier,  he  must  respect
his  superiors  and  correctly  fulfill  all  their  orders.  The  officer  of  the

People's  Army  must  set  a good  example  from  all  points  of view:  to
show  himself  to be  resolute,  brave,  to  ensure  discipline  and  internal
democracy,  to  know  how  to  achieve  perfect  unity  among  his  men.
He  must  behave   like  a  chief,  a   leader,  vis-a-vis  the  masses  in  his
unit.  The   basis  of   these   relations   between   armymen   and   officers,

like  those  between  officers  or  between  soldiers,  is  solidarity  in  the

fight, and  mutual  affection  of brother-in-arms,  love  at  the  same  time

pure  and  sublime,  t€sted  and  forged  in the battle,  in  the  struggle  for
the defense of the fatherland and the people.

The  Vietnam  People's  Army  practices  a  strict  discipline,  allied  to
a wide internal democracy. Point two of its  Oath of Honor requires :
"The  fighter  must  rigorously  carry  out  the  orders  of  his  superiors

and  throw  himself body  and  soul  into  the  immediate  and  strict  ful-
fillment  of  the  tasks  entrusted  to  him."  Can  we  say  that  guerrilla
warfare  does  not  require  severe  discipline?  Of  course  not.  It  is  true

that  it  asks  the  commander  and  leader  to  allow  each  unit  or  each
region   a  certain   margin  of  initiative   in  order   to   undertake  every

positive action  that it might think opportune.  But a  centralized  lead-
ership  and  a  unified  command  at  a  given  degree  always  proved  to
be  necessary.  He  who  speaks  of  the  army  speaks  of  strict  discipline.

Such  a  discipline  is  not  in  contradiction  with  the  internal  democ-

racy  of  our  troops.  In  cells,  in  executive  committees  of  the  Party  at
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various  levels,  as  well  as  in  plenary  meetings  of  fighting  units,  the
application  of  principles  of  democratic  centralism  is  the  rule.'The
facts  have  proved  that  the  more  democracy  is  respected  within  the
units,   the  more   unity   will  be   strengthened,   discipline  raised,   and
orders  carried  out.  The  combativeness  of  the  army  will  thereby  be
all the greater.

The  restoration  of  peace  has  created  in  Vietnam  a  new  situation.
The North  ls entirely liberated, but  the  South  is  still  under  the  yoke

of  American   imperialists   and   the   Ngo   Dinh  Diem  clique,   their
lackeys.  North  Vietnam  has  entered  the  stage  of  socialist  revolution
while  the  struggle  is  going  on  to  free  the  South  from  colonial  and
feudal  fetters.  To  safeguard  peace  and  socialist  construction,  to  help

in making the North a strong  rampart  for  the peaceful  reunification
of  the  country,  the  problem  of  forces of  national  defensc  should  not
be  neglected. The  People's  Army  must  face  the  bellicose  aims  of the
American  imperialists  and  their  lackeys  and  step  by  step  become  a
regular and modern army.

First  of all, it  is  important  to  stress  that,  in  the  process  of its  trans-

formation  into  a   regular  and  modern  army,  our  army  always  re-
mains  a   revolutiomry  army,  a  people's  army.  That  is  the  funda-
mental  characteristic  that  makes  the  pcople's  regular  and  modern
army  in  the  North  differ  radically  from  Ngo  Dinh  Diem's  army,  a
regular   and   modern  army  too,   but  antirevolutionary,  antipopular,
and  in  the  hands  of  the  people's  enemies.  The  Pcople's  Army  must
necessarily  see  to  the  strengthening  of  the  leadership  of  Party  and

political   work.   It  must   work   further   to   consolidate   the   solidarity
between  officers   and   men,   between   the   troops   and   the   people,  to
r[iise   the   spirit   of   self-conscious   discipline,   while   maintaining   in-

ternal  democracy.  Taking  steps  to  that  end,  the  Party  has,  during
the  last  years,  given  a  prominent  place  to  the  activities  of  its  organ-

izations as well as  to  the  political  work  in  the  army. Officers,  warrant

officers,  and  armymen,  all  of  them  have  taken  political  courses  to

improve  their  understanding  of  the  tasks  of  socialist  revolution  and

the struggle for  national reunification,  consolidating their  class  stand-
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point  and  strengthening  Marxist-Lcninist  ideology.  This  is  a  par-
ticuhrly  important  question,  more  especially  as  the  People's  Army
has -grown up in an agricultural country, and has in its ranks a great
majority  of toiling peasants  and  urban  petty  bourgeois. Our  fighters
have gone through a dogged political education and their morale has
been  forged  in  the  combat.  However,  the  struggle  against  the  in-
fluence of bourgeois  and  petty  bourgeois  ideology  remains  necessary.
Thanks  to  the  strengthening  of  ideological  work,  the  army  has  be-
come  an efficacious  instrument  in  the  service  of proletarian  dictator-
ship  and  has  been  entirely  faithful  to  the  cause  of  socialist  revolu-

tion  and  national  reunification.  The   new  advances  realized  by   it
in  the  political  plan  have  found  their  full  expression  in  the  move-
ment  "with  giant  strides,  let  us  overfulfill  the  norms  of  the  pro-

gram,"  a  broad  mass  movement  which  is  developing  among   the
working people in North Vietnam.

It  is  essential  actively  and  firmly  to  continue,  on  the  basis  of  a

constant   strengthening   of   political   consciousness,   the   progressive
transformation  of  the  People's  Army  into  a  regular  and  modern
army.  Thanks  to  the  development  realized  during  the  last  years  of
the  resistance  war,  our  army,  which  was  made  up  of  infantrymen
only, is  now an ¢rovy  c.oowpojccJ o/  c7j#c7c"j  4r¢#cAcj.  If  the  problem

of  improvement  of  equipment  and  technique  is  important,  that  of
cadres  and  soldiers  capable  of  using  them  is  more  important.  Our
army  has  always  been  concerned  with  the  training  of  officers  and
warrant  officers  of  worker  and  peasant  origin  or  revolutionary  in-
tellectuals tested under  fire. It helps  them  increase  their cultural  and

technical worth to become competent officers  and  warrant  officers  of
a regular and modern army.

To  raise  the  fighting  power  of  the  army,  to  bring  about  a  strong
centralization  of command  and  a  close  cooperation between  the  dif-
ferent  branches,  it  is  indispensable  to  enforce  rcgzf/¢jg.o#f  fjfc'cJ  jo  4

rcgz¢/¢r ¢r"y.  It is  not  that  nothing  has  been  done  in  this  field  dur-

ing  the  years  of  the  resistance  war;  it  is  a  matter  of  perfecting  the
existing regulations. The main  thing is  not to  lose  sight of the  prim-
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ciplc  that  any  new  regulation  must  draw  its  inspiration  from  the

popular  character  of  the  army  and  from  the  absolute  necessity  of
maintaining  the  leadership  of  the  Party.  Along  with   the  general
regulations,  the  status  of  officers  has  been  promulgated;   a  correct
system  of wages  has taken  the  place  of the  former  regime of allow-
ances   in   kind;   the  question  of  rewards   and  decorations   has  been
regularized.  All  these  measiires  have  resulted  in  the  strengthening
of  discipline  and  solidarity  within  the  army,  and  of  the  sense  of
respc)nsibility  among  officers  and  warrant  officers  as  well  as  among
soldiers.

Military training and political education are key tasks in the build-
ing of the  army  in  peacetime.  The  questions  of  fighting  regulations
and  of  tactical  concepts  and   appropriate  tactical   principles  gain  a

particular importance. The  question is  to  synthesize  past experiences
and  to  analyze  well  the  concrete  conditions  of  our  army  in  organ-
ization  and  equipment,  consider  our  economic  structure,  the  terrain
of the country-land of forests  and jungles, of plains  and  fields. The

question   is   to   assimilate   well   the   modern   military   science   of  the
armies  of  the  brother  countries.  Unceasing  efforts  are  indispensable
in the training  of  troops  and  the  development  of  cadres.

For  many  years,  the Vietnam  People's  Army  was based  on  volun-
tary  service:  all  officers  and  soldiers  voluntarily  enlisted  for  an  un-

determined  period.  Its  ranks  swelled  by  the  affluence  of  youth  al-
ways  ready  to  answer  the  appeal  of  the  fatherland.  Since  the  return
of  peace,  it   has   become   necessary   to   replace   voluntary   service  by
co7Hp#/tory  7"j./!.!czry  fcr"j.cc.  This  substitution  has  met  with  warm

response  from  the  population.  A  great  number  of  volunteers,  after
demobilization,  returned  to  fields  and  factories;  others  are  working

in  units  assigned  to  production  work,  thus  making  an  active  con-
tribution   to  the  building  of  socialism.   Conscription   is   enforced   on

the  basis  of  the  strengthening  and  development  of  the  self-defense
organizations in the communes, factories, and schools. The members
of  these  paramilitary  organizations  are  ready  not  only  to  rejoin  the

permanent  army,  of  which  they  constitute  a  particularly  important
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reserve, but also to  insure  the  security  and  defense of  their  localities.

The People's Army was closely linked with the  national  liberation
war,  in  the  fire  of  which  it  was  born  and  grew  up.  At  present,  its
development  should  neither  be  disassociated  from  the  building  of
socialism in the North, nor from the people's  struggle for a  reunified
independent   and   democratic   Vietnam.   Confident   of  the   people's
affectlon  and  support,  in  these  days  of  peace  as  during  the  war,  the
People's Army  will  achieve its  tasks :  to defend peace  and the  father-

land.

i=

Dien Bien Phu

I.  The  Military  Sile4ation  in  Summer  1953

The  winter  of  1950  marked  a  change  in  the  military  situation  in
vietnam.   After   their   great   victory   in   the   border   campaign,   our
forces  undertook  a series of  important campaigns :  the  midland cam-

paign,  the  Road  No.  18  campaign,  and  the  Ha  Nan-Nan  Dinh-
Ninh  Binh  campaign  in  1951;   the  Hoa  Binh  campaign  in  winter
1951  and  spring  1952;  the  northwest  campaign  in  winter  1952.

In  these  victorious  campaigns,  we  piit  hundreds  of  thousands  of
enemy  troops  out  of  action  and  liberated  vast  areas  in  the  moun-
tainous  regions  of  North  Vietnam.  The  important  provinces  on  the
vietnam-China  border-Cao  Bang,  Lang  Son,  Lao  Cai-the  prov-
ince  of  Hoa  Binh  on  the  road  joining  the  Viet  Bac  to  the  Fourth
Zone,  the  great  part  of  the  northwest  region  from  the  Red  River  to
the  Vietnam-Laos  border,  were  successively  liberated.  Our  rear  was

greatly   expanded.   In   the   mountainous   regions   of   the   north,   the
enemy  occupied  only  Hai  Ninh  prctvince  in  the  northeast,  and  the
town of Lai Chau and the fortified camp of Na Sam in the northwest.

While   our   main   force   scored   successive   victories   on   the   main

front,  guerrilla  warfare  strongly  developed  in  all  the  areas  behind
the enemy's lines in North Vietnam. Especially during the Hoa  Binh
campaign,  our  main  force  penetrated  deep  into  the  enemy  rear  on
both sides of the Red River, combined its action with the local armed
and  semiarmed  forces,  enlarged  the  guerrilla  bases  and  zones,  and

This  chapter  has  been  compiled  from  the  pamphlet  "Dicnbienphu"  published
ln   the   collection   PcoP/c'f   war,  PcoZ7/c''f   4rcoy   (Hanoi,   Foreign   Languages
Publishing  House,1961),  pp.153-217.  The  ordering  of  subchapter`s  has  been

rcarrangcd  in  integrating  material  from  the  appendix  of  the  original  edition
into  the  main  text.  The  text  as  a  whole  has  been  edited  and  condensed.
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freed millions of our compatriots. The temporarily  occupied  zones of
the  enemy  were  limited  to  only  one-third  of  the  land  and  villages
near  the communication  lines  and  important  cities.

On  thc`  other  fro`nts,  in  the  enemy  rear  at  Binh-Tri-Thien,*  in
the south of Central Vietnam, and in Nan Bo, guerrilla warfare  was

going  on  and  developing,  causing  heavy  losses  to  the  enemy.
In  summer  1953,  the  Pathet  Laot  forces,  combined  with  the  Viet-

nam  people's  volunteers,  launched  a  sudden  attack  on  the  town  of
Samncu.  The   bulk   of   the  garrison   was   annihilated;   the   town   of
Samneu  and  vast  zones  of  upper  Laos  were  hberated,  thus  creating

a new threat to the enemy.
Throughout  North  Vietnam,  we  observed  that  from  winter  195h

onward,  our  forces  constantly  held  the  initiative  in  operations,  drlv-
ing the enemy more and  more onto the  defensive. To  save  this situa-

tion, the enemy  made an  urgent appeal  to  the American  imperialists
whose   intervention   in   the  aggressive   war   in   Indochina  had   been
constantly  on  the  increase.  During  this  period,  the  French  govern-
ment had  several  times changed  the  commanders  of  the  French  Ex-

peditionary  Corps.  After  the  border  campaign,  it  sent  to  Indochina
the famous General de Lattre d€ Tassigny. As is known, De Tassigny
strove to  concentrate  his  troops,  fortify  his  defense  lines,  and  launch

an  attack  in  the  direction  o£  Hoa  Binh  in  order  to  recapture  the
Initiative in the operations, but he was finally defeated. His successor,
General  Salan,I  was,  in  his  turn,  an  impotent  witness  to  severe  de-
feats  of  the  Expeditionary  Corps  on  the  northwest  and  upper  Laos
fronts.

It   was   in   this   critical   situation   that   the   American   imperialists
availed  themselves  of  the  armistice  in  Korea  to  step  up  their  inter-
vention  in  Indochina.  And  the  "Navarre  plan"  expressed  the  new

* Provinces  in  Central  Victnam.  Their  full  names  are  Quang  Binh,  Quang

Tri,  Thua  Thien.
t Free Laotian movement.
I Commander   in   chief   in   Indochina   in   1952-1953.   Later   staged   abortive

putsch  against  the  French  government  in  Paris  in  April  1961.
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Franco-American  scheme  tc>  prolong  and  extend  the  aggressive  war
in our country.

11. The  Eriemy's  New  Schcmc:  The "Navarrc  Plan"

In  mid-1953,  with  the  consent  of  Washington,  the  French  gov-
ernment  appointed  General  Navarre*  commander  in  chief  of  the
French Expeditionary Corps in Indochina.

Navarre  and  the  French  and  American  generals  estimated  that
the  more  critical  situation  of  the  French  Expeditionary  Corps  was
due  to  the  extreme  dispersal  o£ French  forces  in  thousands  of  posts
and  garrisons  scattered  on  all  fronts  to  cope  with  our  guerrilla  war-
fare;  as  a result, they lacked a  strong mobile force to face  the  attacks
of  our  main  force.  During  that   time,  our   forces  were  constantly

growing,  our  mobile  forces  increased  day  by  day,  the  scale  of  our
campaigns became larger and larger.

Basing  their  plans  on  this  estimation,  Navarre  and  the  French
and  American  generals  mappcd  out  a  plan  to  save  the  day,  hoping
to  reverse  the  situation  and  to  win,  in  a  short  period  Of  time,  a  de-
cisive strategic success.

The  Navarre  plan  envisaged  the  organization  of  a  very  strong
strategic   mobile   force,   capable   of  breaking  all   our   offensives   and
annihilating  the  main  part  of  our  forces  later  on.  For  this  purpose,
Navarre ordered  the  regroupment of his  picked  European  and  Afri-
can units, which were to be withdrawn from a  number of  posts. At
the   same   time,   new   units   from  France,   West  Germany,   North
Africa, and  Korea  were  rushed  to  the  Indochina  front.

In  carrying  out  this  plan,  the  enemy  met  a  great  contradiction,  a
serious difficulty : if they kept their forces scattered in order to occupy

* General  Henri-Eugene  Na`Jarre  replaced  Satan  as  commander  in  chief  in

Indochina  in  spring  D53.  The  "Navarre plan"  called  for French  rcinforccments
and   for   augmenting   the   puppet   armies   in   order   to   destroy   the   communist
forces by  the cnd  of  1955.  On  the  basis  of  this  plan,  the  United  States  increased

its  aid.
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* Provinces  in  Central  Victnam.  Their  full  names  are  Quang  Binh,  Quang

Tri,  Thua  Thien.
t Free Laotian movement.
I Commander   in   chief   in   Indochina   in   1952-1953.   Later   staged   abortive

putsch  against  the  French  government  in  Paris  in  April  1961.
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Franco-American  scheme  tc>  prolong  and  extend  the  aggressive  war
in our country.

11. The  Eriemy's  New  Schcmc:  The "Navarrc  Plan"

In  mid-1953,  with  the  consent  of  Washington,  the  French  gov-
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French Expeditionary Corps in Indochina.

Navarre  and  the  French  and  American  generals  estimated  that
the  more  critical  situation  of  the  French  Expeditionary  Corps  was
due  to  the  extreme  dispersal  o£ French  forces  in  thousands  of  posts
and  garrisons  scattered  on  all  fronts  to  cope  with  our  guerrilla  war-
fare;  as  a result, they lacked a  strong mobile force to face  the  attacks
of  our  main  force.  During  that   time,  our   forces  were  constantly

growing,  our  mobile  forces  increased  day  by  day,  the  scale  of  our
campaigns became larger and larger.
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The  Navarre  plan  envisaged  the  organization  of  a  very  strong
strategic   mobile   force,   capable   of  breaking  all   our   offensives   and
annihilating  the  main  part  of  our  forces  later  on.  For  this  purpose,
Navarre ordered  the  regroupment of his  picked  European  and  Afri-
can units, which were to be withdrawn from a  number of  posts. At
the   same   time,   new   units   from  France,   West  Germany,   North
Africa, and  Korea  were  rushed  to  the  Indochina  front.

In  carrying  out  this  plan,  the  enemy  met  a  great  contradiction,  a
serious difficulty : if they kept their forces scattered in order to occupy

* General  Henri-Eugene  Na`Jarre  replaced  Satan  as  commander  in  chief  in

Indochina  in  spring  D53.  The  "Navarre plan"  called  for French  rcinforccments
and   for   augmenting   the   puppet   armies   in   order   to   destroy   the   communist
forces by  the cnd  of  1955.  On  the  basis  of  this  plan,  the  United  States  increased

its  aid.
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territory, it would b€ impossible for them to organize a strong mobile
force;  but  if  they  reduced  their  occupation  forces  to  regroup  them,
our  guerrillas  would  take  advantage  of  the  new  weakness  of  their

position  to  increase  their  activi[y,   their  posts  and  garrisons  would
be threatened or annihilated, the local puppet authorities overthrown,

and  the  occupied  zones  reduced.  Navarre  sought  to  get  round  the
difficulty  by  developing  the  puppet  forces  on  a  large  scale  to  replace

European   and   African   troops   transferred   toward   the   regrouping
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situation,  Navarre  and  the  French  and  American  generals  decided
to  organize  fifty-four  new  battalions  of  puppet  troops  immediately

and   to  double   this   number   in   the   following   year.   Later   on,   the
enemy  had  to acknowledge  that this  cxpedient  did  not  help, because
the  increase  in  the  puppet  forces  really  only  represented  a  quantita-

tive  increase  at  the  expense  of  the  quality  of  the  units.

With  their  great  mobile  forces,  the  Franco-American  imperialists
conceived  a  rather  audacious  plan  aimed  at  annihilating  our  main
force and ending the war within eighteen months.

On  the  one  hand,  they  decided  to  concentrate  their  forces  in  the
Red   River   delta   in   autumn   and   winter   1953   to   open   barbarous
mopping-up  operations  to  destroy  our  guerrilla  bases;  on  the  other
hand,  they  planned  to  launch  attacks  on  our  free  zone  in  order  to
attract  and  exhaust  our  main  forces.  Simultaneously,  they  intended

to   create   new   battalic)ns   of   puppet   soldiers   and   to   regroup   new
units.

After  winter,  that  is,  after  the  season  of  big  operations  in  North
Vietnam,  at  the  beginning  of  1954,  availing  themselves  of  the  fact
that  our  army  would  at  this  time  be  resting,  they  could  transfer  to

the  South the greater  part of  their  mobile  forces.  At  this  period,  the
climatic   conditions   in   the   South   were   favorable   to   their   activity.
Their  intention  was  to  open  big  operations  to  occupy  all  our  free
zones,  particularly  the  Fifth  and  Ninth  zones.  To  occupy  all  these
regions  would   be  for   them   tantamount  to   removing   the   gravest
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threats faced  by  them.  Owing  to  the  impetus  provided  by  these  vic-
tories,  they  would  recruit  new  puppet  units  while  continuing  the
regrouping  of  their  mobile  forces  to  prepare  a  decisive  offensive 'on
the front in the North.

If  the  plan  were  working  well,  in  autumn  and  winter  1954,  they
would  bring  back  to  North  Vietnam  their  greatly  increased  forces,
still  under  the  influence  of  the  enthusiasm  created  by  their  recent
victories.   In   launching   a   major   offensive   against   our   bases,   they

would  have  occupied  new  territories,  annihilated  the  bulk  of  our
main  forces  to end  the  aggressive  war,  and  would  have  permanently
transformed   the   whole  of  Vietnam  into   a  colony   and  a  Franco-
American military base.

According  to  (his  plan,  in  summer  1953  the  enemy  concentrated

their   forces.   At   the   beginning   of   autumn,   enemy   mc)bile   forces
reached  a  total  of  eighty-four  battalions  in  the  whole  of  Indochina.

To  carry  out  the  first  phase  of  the  Navarre  plan,  the  enemy  con-
centrated   in   the   Red   River   delta   more   than   50   percent   of   their
mobile   forces  and   declared   that   they   were  changing  over   to   the
offensive  in  order  to  rcgain  the  initiative  in  the  operations.  Scores

of battalions  launched  savage  mopping-up  operations  in  the  delta  in

order   to   consolidate   the   rear.   Units   of   paratroops   attacked   Lang
Son,  and  it  was  announced  that  wc  had  suffered  heavy  losses,  al-
though  in  fact  our  losses  were  insignificant.  They  launched  a  great
attack  on  Nho  Quan  and  on  the  region  bordering  Ninh  Binh  and
Thanh   Hoa   provinces   and   declared   that   the  occupation   of   these

provinces  was  imminent.  But  their  troops  had  to  withdraw   with
heavy losses.

In  the  northwest,  the  enemy  withdrew  from  Na  Sam  to  the  delta.
Formerly,   Na  San   had   been   considered  by   them  as   "the  second
Verdun,"   blocking   the   road   to   the   southward   advance   of   com-
munism,  but  when  they  had  to  evacuate  it  in  order  to  escape  de-
struction,  they  declared  that  Na  Sam  had  lost  all  military  interest.

Before   the  evacuation,   they   saw  that   their   myrmidons  organized

gangs of bandits in rather extensive areas to the north of this locality.
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On November 20,  1953, the enemy  dropped considerable paratroop
forces into the valley o£ Dien  Bien Phu.  Their  plan  was  to reinforce
Dien  Bien Phu,  then to go to Tuan Giao and Son La, reoccupy Na
Sam,  and  join  it to Lai  Chau. Thus,  Dien  Bien  Phu  would  become
a  stronghold  threatening  the  flank  of  our  northwest  base.  This  new
entrenched  position  would  force  us  to  scatter  our  troops  between
the delta and the mountains  and would protect upper Laos. It would
constitute  a  springboard   for  their  next  big  offensive,  one  column

Tuhs::,nB:::mB,[ehneB]ha:nL:::m°::e):ttftre°TyptLt:re,Bale:e;hpuostL:I::eL:e:thae.\
Navarre plan.

It was  clear  that in  this  autumn-winter  period  all enemy  activities
had  one  aim:  to  regroup  forces,  to  strengthen  the  rear,  to  exhaust
and  scatter  our  forces,  to  prepare  conditions  for  their  coming  great
attacks.  They  thought  that  the  first  phase  of  their  plan  had  been
successful when our  autumn-winter campaign began.

Ill.  Our  Plan  in  Winter  1953Spring  1954
and  the  Et/olution  Of  the  Mtlilary
Situation  on  the  Various  Fron¢]

After   the  cease-fire   in   Korea,   we  anticipated   the   new   Franco-
American  war  scheme  to  expand  their  forces  and  extend  the  ag-

gressive  war  in   Indochina.  Early   in   summer   1953,   their  military
situation  deteriorated.  Taking   advantage  of  the  serious   difficulties
met  by  the  French  Expeditionary  Corps  following  its  successive  de-
feats  from  1950 onward,  the  American  imperialists  intervened  more
openly  and  more  actively  in  the  war  in  Indochina.

On   our   side,   the   army   and   people   were   transported   with   the
impetus  of  the  victorious  big  campaign;  guerrilla  warfare  was  de-
veloping  in   all  regions  under  enemy  control.  Our  army   had   ac-
cumulated  more  fighting  experience,  and  its  tactical  and  technical
level  had  been  raised  through  the  summing-up  of  the  experience  of
the  military  campaign  and  the  training  courses.  Moreover,  a  new
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factor appeared : this was  the  policy of systematic rent reduction, and
the  carrying-out  of  land  reform  decided  by  the  Party  and  govern-
ment.  After  the  political  course  on  the  mobilization  of  the  peasant
masses, our cadres and armymen saw more clearly what the objective
of  our  struggle  was:  national  independence,  and  land  to  the  tillers.

Hence,  their  cc)mbativeness  increased  greatly.  More  than  ever,  our

army  was  transported  with  enthusiasm,  ready  to  go  to  the  front  to
annihilate the enemy.

We were determined  to break  the Navarre plaii  and  hold  the  new

plot  of  the  Franco-American  imperialists  in  check.  But  how  to  do
it.?  Faced  with  the  new  difficulties,  it  was  necessary  to  analyze  the

situation  to determine  a  correct line of action which ensured  success.

The  concrete  problem  was:  the  enemy  was  concentrating  forces
in  the  Red  River  delta  and   launching  attacks  on  our   free   zones.
Now,  had  we  to  concentrate  our  forces  to  face  the  enemy  or  to
mobilize  them  for  attacks  in  other  directions.?   The  problem  was
difficult.  In  concentrating  our  forces  to  fight  the  enemy  in  the  delta

we could  defend  our free  zone:  but  here  the  enemy  was  still  strong,
and  we  could  easily  be  decimated.  On  the  other  hand,  in  attacking
in  other  directions  with  our  main  forces,  we  could  exploit  the  vul-
nerable  points  of  the  enemy  to  annihilate  the  bulk  of  their  forces;
but  our  free  zone  would  thus  be  threatened.

After  a  careful  study  of  the  situation,  the  Party's  Central  Com-
mittee  issued  the  following  slogan  to  break  the  Navarre  plan:  "Dy-
namism,  initiative,  mobility,  and  rapidity  of  decision  in  face  of  new

situations."  Keeping  the  iliitiative,  we  should  concentrate  our  forces
to   attack   strategic  points   which   were   relatively   vulnerable.   If   we
succeeded  in  keeping  the  initiative,  we  could  achieve  successes  and

compel  the  enemy  to  scatter  their  forces,  and,  finally,  their  plan  to

threaten  our  free  zone  could  not  be  realized.  On  the  other  hand,  if
we were driven onto the defensive,  not only could  we  not  annihilate
tlie  many  enemy  forces, but our  own  force  could easily  suffer  losses,
and, finally, it would be difficult for  us to break the enemy threat.

On  all  fronts,  our  winter-spring  plan  was  the  expression  Of  this
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succeeded  in  keeping  the  initiative,  we  could  achieve  successes  and
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strategic conception.  In October  1953, hundreds  of thousands  of per-
sons  were  mobilized  to  hasten  the  preparations.  In  mid-November,
our  main  forces  went  to  the  front.  The  winter-spring  campaign
began.

Liberation  of  Lai  Chau

On  December   10,  1953,  we  opened  fire  on  the  Lai  Chau  front.
Formerly,  we  had  annihilated  or  forced  to  surrender  thousands  of
bandits in the regions o£ Muong La and Thuan  Chau. On that very \
night, we wiped out the outpost of Paham, about twenty miles from
Lai Chau. Aware  of the presence of our main forces,  the enemy  was
very  afraid  and  ordered  the  garrison  to  withdraw  from  Lai  Chau
and to rally at Dien Bien Phu by the mountain tracks.

Our troops  were  ordered  to march  on  to liberate  Lai  Chau,  while
one  column  attacked  westward,  cutting  off  the  enemy's  retreat  to
encircle and annihilate him.

On December 12, Lai Chau was liberated.
On  December  13,  we  annihilated  the  enemy  in  retreat  at  Muong

Pon. After ten days and  ten  nights of  fighting,  pursuit,  and  encircle-
ment  in  a  mountainous  region,  we  liberated  the  remaining  part  of
the  zone  occupied  by  the  enemy  in  Lai  Chau  province.  The  enemy
lost twenty-four compa nies.

It  was  the  first  great  success  of  our  winter-spring  campaign.   It
strengthened  the  faith of our  army  and  people.  Moreover,  it  obliged
the enemy to send reinforcements  to Dien  Bien Phu.  It was  the  first
miscarriage  of  Navarre's  regrouping  plan.  Our  troops  began  to  en-
circle  the  fortified  entrenched  camp of  Dien  Bien Phu.

The  hiberalion  of  Thak`hek`  arid  S€u€ral  Regions
in  Middle  Laos

Parallel  with  the  preparations  to  attack  Lai  Chau,  orders  were

given   to   the  Vietnam   people's   volunteers   to   cooperate   with   the
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Pathe[  Lao  troops  to  launch  an  offensive  on  the  middle  Laos  front,
where   the  enemy   was  relatively  vulnerable.   At  the  beginning  of
Deceinber,  the  enemy  became   aware  of  our  activity   and  quickly
rushed   reinforcements   to  this  sector.  On  December  22,  the  Viet-
namese  and  Laotian  units  carried  by  storm  the  post  of  Banaphao,
a  strong  entrenched  position  which  controlled  the  frontier.  Other
units  struck  deep  into  the  enemy's  rear.  After  a  series  of  victories,
the vietnamese  and  Laotian  units  made  very quick progress  toward
Thakhek,  at  the  same  time pursuing  the  enemy  in  his  flight  along
Road No. 9.

Bewildered,  the  enemy  withdrew  from  Thakhek  to  Seno,  a  mili-
tary  base  near  Savannakhet,  losing  on  the  way  three  battalions  of
infantry  and  one  artillery  unit.  On  December  27,  the  Pathet  Lao
units  and   the  vietnam  people's   volunteers  entered   Thakhek   and
reached the bank of the Mekong. The  liberated zones were extended
to Road No. 9.

This  was  the  second  important  victory  in  the  winter-spring  cam-

paign.  To  face  our  activity  in  time,  the  enemy  had  to  withdraw
mobile  forces from  the Red River  delta  and from the  South,  to  send
them  to  Seno.  To  impede  the  Vietnamese  and  Laotian  units  in  an
advance  into  lower  Laos,  they  strengthened  this  base.  Navarre  was
obliged  to  scatter  his  forces  over  several  points.

The  Liberation  of  the  Bolouens  Highland  and  lhc
Town  of  Attopctt

Simultaneously with the attack on the middle Laos front, one unit
of  the  Laotian  and  Vietnamese  forces  crossed  dangerous  mountain-
ous  regions and  advanced  into  lower  Laos,  where  it  effected  a junc-
tion with local armed forces.

On  December  30  and  31,  the  Laotian  and  Vietnamese  units  de-
feated  an  enemy  battalion  in  the  region  of  Attopeu  and  liberated
this  town.  Exploiting  their  victory,  they  advanced  toward  Saravane
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and liberated the whole Bolovens Highland to the south o£ Road No.
9. The enemy had to send reinforcements to Pakse.

The  liberation  of  Konlc4m  and  the  North  of  lhc
Western  Highlands  of  Central Vietriam

In  spite  of  defeats  at  various  points,  the  enemy  remained  subjec-

::een]nphmu:ktLhne8ee::):yatLtinosjg:twin::°erteheLnecaas:a:::uopfat::t:c°kfLn:lei:.\
According  to  them,  the  entrenched  camp  was  too  strong  for  our
trot)ps.  Moreover,  they  thought  that  the  distance  which  separated  it
from  our  rear  cr.eated  insuperable  obstacles  for  us  in  the  supply  of
food.  They  thought  we  had  passed  [o  the  attack  at  different  points
because  we  did  not  know  how  to  deal  with  Dien  Bien  Phu;  they
thought that  shortly  we  would  be  obliged  to  evacuate  the  northwest
because  of  supply  difficulties;   then  they  would  find  the   means  to

destroy  a  part  of  ctur  main  forces  and  would  continue  execution  of
their  plan:  the occupation of  Tuan  Giao  and Son  La  and  the  return
to Na Sam.

It  was  this  same  subjective  estimation  which  made  them  launch
the  Atlanta  operation  against  the  south  of  Phu  Yen  in  the  Fifth
Zone.  This  well-prepared  attack  was  the  first  step  in  the  occupation

of our  whc)le  free  zone  in  the  south  of  Central Vietnam,  as  foreseen
by the Navarre plan.

Our  strategic  principle  was:  "Dynamism,  initiative."  Our  troops
in the Fifth Zone received the order to leave behind only a  small part
of  their  forces  to  cope  with  the  enemy,  while  the  bulk  would  con-
tinue their regroupment and  pass to the offensive  in the  north  of the
Western  Highlands.  We  opened  the  campaign  on  January  26.  The
following   day,   we   took   the   Mandel   subsector,   the   strongest   sub-
sector of the enemy. The post of Dak To was taken, and we liberated
the whole  north of  Kontum province. On  February  17,  we  liberated
the  town  of  Kontum,  wiped  out  the  enemy  in  the  whole  north  of
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the Western Highlands, and advanced as far as Road No. 19. Mean-
while,  wc  attacked Pleiku. The  enemy was at a loss  and had  to stop
the  offensive  in  the  coastal  plains  c)f  the  Fifth  Zone  and  withdraw
many  units  from  middle  Laos  and  the  three  Vietnamese  provinces
of Quang Binh, Quang Tri, and Thua Thien to reinforce the West-
ern Highlands.

This  was another  victory  for  our  forces  in  the  winter-spring  cam-

paign.  It  proved  once  more  the  correctness  of  the  guiding  principle
of the Central Committee. The enemy was more and more obviously
driven onto the defensive. They had to mobilize forces from the Red
River  delta  to  reinforce  middle  Laos,  and  afterward  from  middle
Laos  to  reinforce  the  Western  Highlands.  They  had  concentrated
forces  to  make  a  lightning  offensive  against  our  Fifth  Zone  but  had
to stop their  action  in  order  to protect  themselves  against  our  blows.

Our  offensive  on  the  Western  Highlands  was  victoriously  carried
on  till  June  1954  and  scored  many  more  successes,  particularly  the
resounding  victory  at  An  Khe  where  we  cut  to  pieces  the  Mobile
Regiment  No.  100  which  had  just  returned  from  Korea,  thus  lib-
erating  An  Khe.  Our  troops  captured  in  this  battle  a  large  number
of vehicles and  a great  quantity  of ammunition.

The  Liberaliotl  of  Phong  Saly  and  the  Nam  Oat  River
Basin,  the  Pttsh  Forward  Toward  Lttang  Prabang

Dien  Bien  Phu  was  encircled  after  the  defeat  of  Lai  Chau.  The
French  High  Command  tried  to  effect  junction  between  the  Dien
Bien  Phu  entrenched  camp  and  upper  Laos  by  increasing  their  oc-
cupation  forces  along  the  Nan  Ou  River  basin  as  far  as  Muong
Khoua,  intending  to  establish  liaison  with  Dien  Bien  Phu.

To  put  them  on  the  wrong  track,  to  annihilate  more  of  their
forces,  to weaken  them more, and  oblige  them  to continue  to  scatter
their  troops  in  order  to  create  favorable  conditions  for  our  prepara-
tions  at Dien  Bien  Phu, orders  were given  to our  units  to  combine
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with  the  Pathet  Lao  forces  to  launch  an  offensive  in  the  Nan  Ou
River basin.

On   January   26,   the   Vietnamese   and   Laotian   forces   attacked
Muong  Khoua  where  they  destroyed  one  European  regiment;  then,
exploiting  this  success,  they  wiped  out  the  enemy  in  the  Nam  Ou
River  basin  and  came  within  striking  distance  of  Luang  Prabang,
while  one  column  pushed  northward  and  liberated  Phong  Saly.

un:tesf:::m°utrhesti°endgR°):::S::::at::seennedmtyheh:dt:°u;;:[diaa:s.mT°E:Ls:\
Navarre  was  obliged  to  Scatter  his  forces  still  further.

Our  Succcsscs  in  the  Enemy  Rear  in  the  Red  River  Delta,
the  Three  Prouince5  of  Quang  Binh,  Quang  Tri,

Thaa  Thien,  and  in  Nam  Bo

While  the  enemy  was  in  difficulties  on  all  fronts,  our  local  armed
forces,  people's  militia,  and  guerrillas  effectively  exploited  the  situa-

tion  in   the  enemy   rear   and   strongly  combined   activity   with   the
front.

In  the  Red  River  delta,  a  series  of  enemy   fortified  camps  were
destroyed,  and  Road  No.  5  was  seriously  threatened,  being  some-
times  cut  for  weeks  together.  In  two  great  attacks  on  the  Cat  Bi

(March  7,  1954)  and  Cia  Lam  airfields  (March  8,  1954)  our  army-
men destroyed seventy-eight enemy planes.

At Binh-Tri-Thien, and in  the  southernmost part of Central Viet-
nam,  our  armymen's  activity  was  intense;  they  expanded  the  guer-
rilla  bases,  increased  propaganda  work  directed  to  the  enemy  and
won many successes.

In Nan Bo, through the whole winter-spring period our  armymen

pushed  forward  their combined  action,  and  obtained  very  great  suc-
cesses:  more  than  one  hundred  enemy  posts  and  watchtowers  were
either  destroyed  or  evacuated,  many   localities  were   liberated,  and
the  number  of  soldiers  crossing  to  our   side  amounted  to   several
thousands.

Dien  Bien  Phut    I:29

The  development  of  hostilities  until  March  1954  showed  that,  to
a  great  extent,  the  Navarre  plan  had  collapsed.  The  enemy's  plan
to  concentrate  was  essentially  foiled.  At  this  moment,  enemy  mobile
forces were no longer concentrated in the Red River delta;  they were
scattered  over  several  points:  Luang  Prabang   and  Muong  Sai  in
upper  Laos,  Seno  in  middle  Laos,  the  south  of  the  Western  High-
lands  in  the Fifth  Zone, and  large  forces  were  pinned  down  at  Dien
Bien  Phu.  In  the  Red  River  delta,  what  was  left  of  their  mobile
forces  amounted  to only  twenty  regiments,  but  a  great  part of  these
forces  was   no  longer  mobile  and   had   to  be   scattered   in  cirder  to

protect  the  communication  lincs,  particularly  Road  No.  5.
The   situation   of   hostilities   developed   contrary   to   the   enemy's

will.

Navarre  intended  to  concentrate  his  forces  in  the  Red  River  delta

with a view to recovering the initiative, but we obliged him to scatter
his forces everywhere and  passively take measures to protect himself.

He  intended  to  annihilate  a  part  of  our  main  forces,  but  it  was
not our  main  forces  but  his  that  suffered  heavy  losses.  He  intended
to  attack  our  free  zone,  but  instead  his  rear  was  severely  attacked
by   us.   Thus   we   threatened   his   whole   system   of   disposition   of
forces.

However, the Franco-American generals did not want to recognize
this  disastrous  truth.  They  still  thought  our  activity  in  winter  1953-
spring  1954  had  reached  its  peak,  that  our  withdrawal  was  begin-
ning,  that  we  lacked  the  strength  to  continue  our  activity,  and  that
their favorable moment was approaching.

As  a  result,  in  order  to  get  back  the  initiative,  on  March  12,  the
enemy  resumed  the  Atlanta  plan  which  had  been  interrupted,  and
opened an attack by landing at Quy Nhon.

Not  for  a  moment  did  they  believe  that  on  the  following  day,
March  13,  1954,  we  would  launch  a  large-scale  attack  on  the  Dien
Bien  Phu  entrenched  camp.  Thus,  the  historic  Dien  Bien  Phu  cam-

paign began.
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paign began.
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IV. The  Historic  Dien  Bien  P12u  Campaign

Dien  Bien  Phu  is  a  large  plain  about eleven  miles  long  and  three
to  five  miles  wide  in  the  mountainous  zone  of  the  northwest.  It  is
the  biggest  and  richest  of  the  four  plains  in  this  hilly  region  close
to  the  Vietnam-Laos  frontier.  It  is  situated  at  the  junction  of  im-\

portant  roads,  running  to  the  northeast  toward  Lal  Chau;  to  the
east  and  southeast  toward  Tuan  Giao,  Son La,  Na  Sam;  to  the  west
toward  Luang  Prabang;  and  to  the  south  toward  Samncu.  In  the
theater  of operations of  Bac  Bo  and  upper  Laos,  Dien  Bien  Phu  is  a
strategic   position   of  first  importance,  capable  of  becoming   an   in-
fantry and air base of extreme efficiency.

At  the  beginning,  there  were  at  Dien  Bien  Phu  only  ten  enemy
battalions,   but   they   were   gradually   reinforced   to   cope   with   our
offensive.  When  we  launched  the  attack,  the  enemy  forces  totaled
seventeen   battalions   and   ten   companies,   comprising   chiefly   Euro-

peans  and  Africans  and  units  of  highly  trained  paratroops.  More-
over,   the   camp   had   three   battalions   of  artillery,   one   battalion   of
sappers,  one  armored  company,  a  transport  unit  of  two   hundred
trucks   and   a   permanent   `squadron   of   twelve   aircraft:   altogether,
16,200 men.

The   forces   were   distributed   in   three   subsectors   which   had   to
support   one  another   and   comprised   forty-nine   strongpoints.   Each
had  defensive  autonomy;  severa`1 were grouped  in "complex  defense

centers"   equipped  with  mobile   forces   and   artillery  and   were  sur-
rounded  by  trenches  and  barbed  wire  hundreds  of  feet  thick.  Each
subsector  comprised  several  strongly  fortified  defense  centers.

But  the  most  Important  was  the  central  subsector  situated  in  the

middle  of  the  Muong  Thanh  village,  the  chief  town  of  Dien  Bien
Phu.   Two-thirds   of   the   forces   of   the   garrison   were   concentrated
here.  It  had  several  connected  defense  centers  protecting  the  com-

mand  post,  the  artillery  and  commissariat  bases,  and  at  the  same
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time  the  airfield.  To  the  east,  well-situated  hills  formed  the  most
important  defense  system  of  the  subsector.  Dicn  Bien Phu  was  con-
sidered by the enemy to be an unassailable  and impregnable fortress.

In  fact,  the  central  subsector  did  have  rather  strong  forces,  and
the  heights  in  the  east  could  not  be  attacked  easily.  Besides,  the
artillery  and  armored  forces  could  break  every  attempt  at  interven-
tion  through  the  plain,  a  system of barbed  wire  and  trenches  would

permit the  enemy  to decimate  and  repel  any  assault,  and  the  mobile
forces   formed   by   the   battalions   of  paratroops,   whose   action   was
combined  with  that  of  the  defense  centers,  could  counterattack  and
break  any  offensive.  The  northern  subsector  comprised  the  defense
centers of Him Lam, Doc Lap,  and  Ban  Keo.  The  very  strong  posi-
tions  of  Him  Lam  and  Doc  Lap  were  required  to  check  all  attacks
of  our  troops  coming  from  Tuan  Giao  and  Lai  Chau.

As  for  the  southern  Subsector,  also  known  as  Hong  Gum   sub-
sector, its purpose was to break any  offensive coming from the  south
and  to  protect  the  communication  way  with  upper  Laos.

Their  artillery   was  divided   between   two  bases:  one  at  Muong
Thanh,  the  other  at  Hong  Gum,  arranged  in  such  a  way  as  to  sup-

port each  other  and  to  support  all  the  surrounding  strong  points.
Dien  Bien Phu had two airfields :  besides the  main field at Muong

Thanh,  there  was  a  rcscrve  field  at  Hong  Gum;  they  linked  with
Hanoi  and  Haiphong  in  an  airlift  which  insured  seventy  to  eighty
transports of supply daily.

The reconnaissance planes and fighters of the permanent squadron
c(instantly   flew   over   the   entire   region.   The   planes   from   the   Cia
Lam  and  Cat  Bi  airbases  had  the  task  of  strafing  and  bombing  our
:`rmy. Navarre asserted that with  such powerful forces and  so  strong

`i  (lefense  system  Dien  Bien  Phu  was  "an  impregnable  fortress .... "

The   American   General   O'Daniel#   who  paid  a   visit  to  the  base

•  Lt.  Gen.  )ohn  ("Iron  Mike")  O'Daniel  was only  one  of many high-ranking

^mcrican  and  French  military  officials  who  inspected  Dicn  Bien  Phu  during
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shared  this  opinion.  From  this  subjective  point  of  view,  the  enemy
came  to  the conclusion  that our  troops had  little  chance  in  an  attack
on Dien  Bien Phu. They even considered  that an  attack on  our  part
wctuld be a good opportunity for  them  to  inflict a  defeat on us.

On  our  side,  after  the  liberation  of  Lai  Chau,  the  attack  upon

:::ine:::cnncphhet:sa:t°;a:,h:]sao8ehnadda.v¥neerca°bn):Ldpeor;endtsth]ant::t:cE:ie;\
it,   we  faced   difficulties   in   strategy,   tactics,   and   supply;   but   these

difficulties  could  be  overcome.  After  having  analyzed  the  situation,

and weighed the pros and cons, we decided to attack Dien  Bien Phu
according  to  the  method:  to  take  no  risks.  Our  tactic  would  be  to
attack each enemy  defense center, each  part of the entrc'nched camp,
thus  creating  cc)nditions  for  the  launching  of  a  general  offensive  to
annihilate the whole camp.

Three  months  had  passed  from  the  occupation  of  Dien  Bien  Phu
by enemy  paratroops  to  the launching of our campaign. During that
time,  the enemy did their  utmost to consolidate  their  defense system,

gather  reinforcements,  dig  new  trenches,  and  strengthen  their  en-
trenchments.

On  our  side,  the  army  and  people  actively  prepared  the  offensive,

carrying  out  the  orders  of  the  Party's  Central  Committee  and  the

government;   the  army  and  people  mustered   all  their   strength  to
guarantee  the  success of the  winter-spring campaign,  to  which  Dien
Bien  Phu  was  the  key.  Our  troops  succeeded  in  liberating  the  sur-
rounding  regions,  isolating  Dien  Bien  Phu,  obliging  the  enemy  to
scatter  forces  and  thus  reduce  their  possibilities  of  sending  reinforce-

ments  to  the battlefield. We made  motor  roads, cleared  the  tracks  to
haul  up   artillery  pieces,  built  casemates  for  the  artillery,  prepared

the ground  for the offensive and  encirclement;  in  short,  transformed
the  relief  of  the  battlefield  terrain  with  a  view  to  solving  the  tactical

the  four  months  that  the  fortress  was  held  by  the  French  prior  to  the  main
Victminh  attacks.  They  unanimously judged  it  a  sound  position.  (See  Bcrnard
Fall, S/rccj  W/j.jAo#z /oy, p.  318.)
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problems.  We  overcame  very  great  difficulties.  We  called  upon  our
local  compatriots  to  supply  food,  to  set  up  supply  lines  hundreds  of
miles long from Thanh Hoa or Phu  Tho  to the  northwest, crossing
very  dangerous  areas  and  very  high  hills.  We  used  every  means  to
carry  food  and  ammunition  to  the  front.  Our  troops  and  voluntary
workers ceaselessly went to  the front  and actively participated in  the

preparations  under  the bombs  and bullets of enemy  aircraft.
In  the  first  week  of March,  the  preparations  were  completed:  the

artillery  had  solid  cascmates,  the  operational  bases  were  established,

food  and  ammunition  were  available  in  sufficient  quantity.  After
having  been  educated  in  the  aim  and  significance  of  the  campaign,
all officers  and  soldiers  were  filled  with  a  very  strong  determlnation
to  annihilate  the  enemy,  as  they  were  persuaded  that  only  the  de-
struction  of  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  entrenched  camp  would  bring  the
Navarre plan to complete failure.

On  March  13,  1954,  our  troops  received  the  order  to  launch  an
offensive against Dien Bien Phu.

The  campaign  proceeded  in  three  phases:  in  the  first  phase  wc
destroyed   the   northern   subsector;   in   the   second,   the   longest  and
I)ittcrcst one,  we  took  the heights  in  the  east  of the central  subsector
1nd  tightened  our  encirclement;  in  the  third,  we  launched  the  gen-
eral offensive and annihilated the enemy.

The  First  Phase:  Destruclion  of  the  Northern  Subscclor

This  phase  began  on  March  13  and  ended  on  March  17.  On  the
iiight of March  13,  we  annihilated  the  very  strong  defense  center  of
Him Lam which overlooked the road from Tuan Giao to Dien Bien
I'hu.  The  battle  was  very  sharp,  the  enemy  artillery  concentrated
its  fire  and  poured  scores  of  thousands  of  shells  on  our  assaulting

wi`ves. Our troops carried the position in  the  night. This  first victory
h;`d  very  deep  repercussions  on  the  development  of  the  whole  cam-

lmign.
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During the night of March 14, we concentrated our forces to attack
the  defense  center  of  Doc  Lap,  the  second  strong  defense  sector  of
the  northern  subsector  which  overlooked  the  road  from  Lai  Chau

::epyLe:e:Lesnt:hr:;eThoeurbaftot::e¥c£;e:nsct:]r]esdao¥ntLOTu::nednse:fy sE::]ds    \
and  sent their mobile forces  protected by  tanks  f ron  Muong  Thanh
[o   support  their  position.   Our   troops   fought  heroically,   took   the
strong  point,  and  repelled  the  enemy  reinforcements.

The  third  and  last  defense  center  of  the  northern  subsector,  the
Ban Kco post, became  isolated and was threatened by  us. This was a
less strong position, manned by a garrison chiefly made up of puppet
soldiers.  On  March  17,  the  whole  garrison  left  its  positions  and  sur-

rendered.  After  the  loss  of  the  northern  subsector,  the  central  sub-
sector,  now  exposed  on  its  eastern  and  northern  flanks,  was  threat-

ened.
In  the  fighting  in  the  first  phase,  the  correctness  of  our  tactical

decisions,  the  good  organization  of  our  defense  and  antiaircraft  ac-
tivity   reduced   the  efficiency   of   the  enemy   artillery   and   air   force.

Besides,  our  artillery  fire,  which  was  very  accurate,  inflicted  heavy
losses  on  the  enemy.  The  main  airfield  was  threatened.  Our  anti-
aircraft  batteries  went  into  action  for  the  first  time   and  brought
down   enemy   planes.   But   above   all,   it  was   by   their   heroic   spirit,

their  high  spirit  of  sacrifice,  and  their  will  to  win,  that  our  troops
distinguished  themselves  during  these  battles.

The  great  and  resounding  victory  which  cndcd  the  first  phase  of
operations stirred our army  and people and gave each and every  one
faith in final victory.

As  for  the  enemy,  despite  their  heavy  losses,  they  still  had  con-

fidence  in  the  power  of  resistance  of  the  central  subsector,  in  the
strength of  their artillery  and  air force.  They  even  expected  that  we
would   suffer   heavy   losses   and   would  be  obliged   to  give   up   the
offensive;   and  especially,  that  if  the  campaign  was  protected  our
supply  lines  would be  cut  and  that the great  logistic  difficulties  thus
created would force us to withdraw.
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The  Sccorld  Phase:  Occttpation  of  the  Hills  tn  the  East  and
Encirclclnetlt  of  the  Central  Sttbscclor

The  second  phase  was  the  most  important  of  the  campaign.  We     \
had  to  deal  with  the  central  subsector,  in  the  middle  of  the  Muong
Thanh  plain,  and  new  difficulties  arose  in  the  conduct  of  the  opera-
tions.  Our  troops  had  to  work  actively  to  complete  the  operations;
they  had  to  dig  a  vast  network  of  trenches,  from  the  neighboring
hills to the plain,  to encircle the central subsector and  cut it off from

the  southern  sector.  This  advance  of  our  lines  which  encircled  the
enemy  positions  was  made  at  the  cost  of  fierce  fighting.  By  every
means  the enemy  tried  to  upset  our  preparations  by  the  fire  of  their
air   force  and  artillery.  However,  our  troops   drew   closer  to   their

positions   with   Irresistible   power   in   the   course   of   uninterrupted
fighting.

During   the   night   of   March   30,   the   second   phase   began.   We   I
launched   a   large-scale   attack   of   long   duration   to   annihilate   the
heights  in  the  east  and  a  certain  number  of  strong  points  in  the
west  in  order  to  tighten  our  encirclement,  and  to  hamper  and  cut
off  the  supplies  to   the  garrison.  On   this  night  of  March  30,  we
concentrated important forces  to attack simultaneously  the  five forti-
fied  heights  in  the  east.  On  this  same  night,  we  succeeded  in  cap-
turing  Hills  E-1,  D-1,  and   C-1   but  could  not  take  Hill  A-1,  the
most  important  of  all.  The  defense  line  constituted  by  these  heights
was  the  key  to  the  defensive  system  of  the  central  subsector:  its  loss
would  lead  to  the  fall  of  Dien  Bien  Phu.  Consequently,  the  fight
here   was   at   its   fiercest.  Particularly   on   Hill   A-1,   the   last  height
which  protected  the  command  post,  the  battle  lasted  until  April  4.
Every  inch  of ground  was  hotly  disputed.  Finally,  we  occupied  half
(jf   the   position,   while   the   enemy,   entrenched   in   casemates   and
trenches,  continued  to  resist  in  the  other  half.  While  this  fighting
was  going  on,  the  garrison  received  paratroop  reinforcements.

On  April 9, the  enemy  launched  a  counterattack  to  reoccupy  Hill     \
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C-1.  The  battle  went  on  for  four  days  and  nights,  and  the  position
was occupied half by  the enemy  and  half by us.

While  the   situation   in  the  east  was   static,   in   the  north  and  in
the  west  our  encirclement  grew  tighter  and  tighter.  The  lines  of
both sides drew nearer and  nearer;  in  sc)mc  points  they  were  only  ten

to fifteen yards away from each other. From the occupied positions to
the battlefields northward  and westward, the fire of our artillery  and
mortars pounded  the enemy  without  letup. Day and  night  the  fight-
ing  went  on.  We  exhausted  the  enemy  by  harassing  them,  firing
constantly  at  their  lines,  and  at  the  same  time  tried  to  take  their
strong points one by one  with a  tactic of combined  nibbling advance
and full-scale attack.

In  mid-April,  after  the  destruction  of  several  enemy  positions  in
the  north  and  west,  our  lines  reached  the  airfield,  then  cut  it  from
west  to  east.  Our  encirclement  grew  still  tighter;  the  fighting  was
still  more  fierce.  The  enemy  launched  several  violent  counterattacks
supported by tanks and aircraft aimed at taking ground from us and
obliging us to loosen our encirclement. On April 24, the most violent
counterattack  was  launched  with  the  aim  of  driving  us  off  the  air-
field:  after  inflicting  heavy  losses  on  the  enemy,  we  remained  the
master,  and  the  airfield  stayed  in  our  control.

The  territory  occupied  by  the  enemy  shrank  in  size  day  by  day,
and  they  were  driven  into  a  one-mile  square.  It  was  threatened  by
our heavy  fire.  The encmy's  supply  problem became  more  and  more
critical.  The   airfield   had  been   out  of  action  for   a  long   time;   all
supplies  were  being  dropped  by  parachute.  But  as  the  enemy  zone
was so narrow, and  their  pilots feared  our  antiaircraft  fire and  dared
not fly low, only a part of the parachutes carrying food and ammuni-
tion  fell  into  the  enemy  positions,  and  the  bulk  of  them  fell  on  our

ground;   thus   we   poured   `shells   parachuted   by   the   enemy   on   the
entrenched camp.

Throughout  the  second  phase,  the  situation  was  extremely  tense.
The  American   interventionists   sent   more   bombers   and   transport

planes  to  support   the  Dien   Bien   Phu  base.  The  enemy   bombers
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were   very   active;   they   ceaselessly   bombed   our  positions,   dropped
napalm  bombs  to  burn  down  the  vegetation  on  the  heights  sur-
rounding Dien  Bien Phu, and bombed points that they took  for our
artillery bases.  Day  and  night  they  shelled  our supply  lines,  dropped
blockbusters  on  the  roads,  showered  the  roads  with  delayed-action
and "butterfly" bombs,* in an elideavor to cut our supply lines. These
desperate  efforts  did  not  achieve  the  desired  results.  They  could  not
check  the flow of hundreds  of thousands  of voluntary  workers,  pack
horses,  and   transport  cars  carrying   food   and   ammunition   to   the
front. They could not stop us from carrying out our plan  of encircle-
ment, the condition of their destruction.

The French  and  American  generals  clearly  saw  the  danger  of the
destruction  of  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  entrenched  camp.

At this moment, the High  Command of the French Expeditionary
Corps  thought  of  gathering  together  the  remaining  forces  for  an
attack  on  our  rear,  in  the  direction  of  the  Viet  Bac  base,  to  cut  our
supply lines and oblige us to withdraw for lack of food  and ammuni-
tion.  But  it  could  not carry  out  this  plan.  Moreover,  it  feared  that  a
still  more severe  defeat could be  the result of so foolhardy  an  action.

At  another  time  it  intended  to  regroup  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  garrison
in  several  columns  which  would  try  to  break  through  our  encircle-
ment and open  a  way  toward  upper  Laos  at  all  costs.  Finally,  it  had

to  give  up  this  plan  and  continue  to  defend  its  positions.

The  Third  Phase:  Annihilation  of  lhc  Enemy

On  May  1  the  third  phase  began.  From  May  1  to  May  6,  follow-
Hig  several  successive  attacks,  we  occupied  Hill  C-1,  Hill  A-1,  which

w.is  the  key  of the  last  defensive  system  of  the  central  subsector,  and

`everal  other  strong  points  from  the  foot  of  the  hills  in  the  east  to

lhe  Nan  Gion  River,  and,  finally  some  positions  in  the  west.

• Small  grcnadelike  explosives  which  dropped  from  the  air  but  whose  down-

w:ird  flight  was  retarded  by  a  set  of  wings.  They  would   touch  down  gently
antJ  detomte  only when  stepped on or  violently disturbed.
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The enemy  was driven into a square mile area and exposed  to our
fire.  There  was  no  fortified  height  to  protect  them.  The  problem
of  supply  became  very  grave.  Their  situation  was  critical:  the  last
hour of the entrenched camp had come.

In  the  afternoon  of  May  7,  from  the  east  and  west,  we  launched
a massive comblned  attack upon the headquarters at  Muong Thanh.
At  several  posts,  the  enemy  hoisted  the  white  flag  and  surrendered.
At  5:30  p.M.  we  seized  the  headquarters:  General  de  Castries*  and

his staff were captured.
The  remaining  forces  at  Dien  Bien  Phu  surrendered.  The  prison-

ers of war were well treated by our troops.
The  "Determined  to  fight  and  to  win"  banner  of  our  army  flut-

tered  high  in  the  valley  of  Dicn  Bien  Phu.  On  this  very  night,  we
attacked  the  south  subsector.  The  whole  garrison  of  more  than  two
thousand men was captured.

The historic Dicn  Bien  Phu  campaign  ended  in our  complete  vic-
tory.  Our  troops  had   fought  with  an  unprecedented  heroism  for
fifty-five days and fifty-five nights.

During  this  time,  our  troops  were  very  active  in  all  theaters  of
operation in coordination with the main front.

In the enemy rear in the Red River delta, they  destroyed, one after
another,  a  large  number  of  positions  and  seriously  threatened  Road
No. 5.

In  the Fifth Zone,  they  attacked Road No.  19, annihilated  the  mo-
bile  Regiment  No.  100,  liberated  An  Khe,  penetrated  deep  into  the
region of Cheo Reo, and threatened Pleiku and Ban Me Thuot.

Our troops were also very active in the region of Hue and in Nam
Bo.

In middle Laos,  the Vietnamese  and  Laotian  units  increased  their
activity on Road No. 9 and advanced southward.

Our troops won victories on all fronts.

* Fortress  commandant  at  Dien  Bicn  Phu.  He  was  perhaps  ill  suited  to  the

job  since  his  military  reputation  rcstcd  on  his  work  in  the  armored  cavalry  as
commander of a mobile group in  the Red River delta.
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Such are the broad outlines of the  military situation  in  winter  1953
and  spring  1954.

On  all  fronts,  we  put  out  of  action   112,000  enemy   troops   and
brought down or destroyed on the ground 177 planes.

At  Dien  Bien  Phu,  we  put  out  of  action  16,200  enemy  troops  in-
cluding the whole  staff of the entrenched camp,  1 general,  16 colonels,
1,749  officers  and   warrant  officers,  brought   down  or  destroyed  62

planes  of  all  types,  and  seized  all  the  enemy's  armaments,  ammuni-
tion, and equipment, as well as more than 30,000 parachutes.

These great victories of the Vietnam  Pcople's  Army and  people  as
a  whole  at  Dicn  Bien  Phu  and  on  the  other  fronts  had  smashed  to

pieces  the  Navarrc  plan,  and  impeded  the  attempts  of  the  Franco-
American  imperialists  to  prolong  and  extend  the  war.  These  great
victories  liberated  the  North  of Vietnam,  contributed  to  the  success

of the Geneva  Conference  and  the  restoration  of  peace  in  Indochina
on   the  basis  of  respect  of  the  sovereignty,  independence,   national

unity,  and  territorial  integrity  of  Vietnam  and  of  the  two  friendly
countries, Cambodia and Laos.

These  are glorious pages of our history,  of our People's Army  and
our  people.  They  illustrate  the  striking  success  of  our  Party  in  lead-
ing  the  movement  for  national  liberation  against  the  French  im-

pcrialists and the American interventionists.

Strategic  Dircclion

The strategic direction of the Dien  Bien Phu campaign and Of the
winter  1953-spring  1954  campaign  in  general  av¢j  a  jyp!.c¢/  f#cccJ5
a/  the  retioltttionary  military  line  of  Marxism-L€ninism  applied  to
lhc actual condiliorM of the revolutionary u/ar in V icinam.

T hc cncmy' i strategy ill lhc Navarrc plan wa,s a::Imcd a,t sotw.\r\g drc

great  difficulties  of  the  aggressive  war,  in  an  attempt  to  save  their
situation and win a decisive victory.

Our   strategy,  applied   in   tl.is   uiintcr-spring  campaign,  wa;s  che
slratcgy of a people's war and of a revolutionary army. Starting from
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The enemy  was driven into a square mile area and exposed  to our
fire.  There  was  no  fortified  height  to  protect  them.  The  problem
of  supply  became  very  grave.  Their  situation  was  critical:  the  last
hour of the entrenched camp had come.

In  the  afternoon  of  May  7,  from  the  east  and  west,  we  launched
a massive comblned  attack upon the headquarters at  Muong Thanh.
At  several  posts,  the  enemy  hoisted  the  white  flag  and  surrendered.
At  5:30  p.M.  we  seized  the  headquarters:  General  de  Castries*  and

his staff were captured.
The  remaining  forces  at  Dien  Bien  Phu  surrendered.  The  prison-

ers of war were well treated by our troops.
The  "Determined  to  fight  and  to  win"  banner  of  our  army  flut-

tered  high  in  the  valley  of  Dicn  Bien  Phu.  On  this  very  night,  we
attacked  the  south  subsector.  The  whole  garrison  of  more  than  two
thousand men was captured.

The historic Dicn  Bien  Phu  campaign  ended  in our  complete  vic-
tory.  Our  troops  had   fought  with  an  unprecedented  heroism  for
fifty-five days and fifty-five nights.

During  this  time,  our  troops  were  very  active  in  all  theaters  of
operation in coordination with the main front.

In the enemy rear in the Red River delta, they  destroyed, one after
another,  a  large  number  of  positions  and  seriously  threatened  Road
No. 5.

In  the Fifth Zone,  they  attacked Road No.  19, annihilated  the  mo-
bile  Regiment  No.  100,  liberated  An  Khe,  penetrated  deep  into  the
region of Cheo Reo, and threatened Pleiku and Ban Me Thuot.

Our troops were also very active in the region of Hue and in Nam
Bo.

In middle Laos,  the Vietnamese  and  Laotian  units  increased  their
activity on Road No. 9 and advanced southward.

Our troops won victories on all fronts.

* Fortress  commandant  at  Dien  Bicn  Phu.  He  was  perhaps  ill  suited  to  the

job  since  his  military  reputation  rcstcd  on  his  work  in  the  armored  cavalry  as
commander of a mobile group in  the Red River delta.
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Such are the broad outlines of the  military situation  in  winter  1953
and  spring  1954.

On  all  fronts,  we  put  out  of  action   112,000  enemy   troops   and
brought down or destroyed on the ground 177 planes.

At  Dien  Bien  Phu,  we  put  out  of  action  16,200  enemy  troops  in-
cluding the whole  staff of the entrenched camp,  1 general,  16 colonels,
1,749  officers  and   warrant  officers,  brought   down  or  destroyed  62

planes  of  all  types,  and  seized  all  the  enemy's  armaments,  ammuni-
tion, and equipment, as well as more than 30,000 parachutes.

These great victories of the Vietnam  Pcople's  Army and  people  as
a  whole  at  Dicn  Bien  Phu  and  on  the  other  fronts  had  smashed  to

pieces  the  Navarrc  plan,  and  impeded  the  attempts  of  the  Franco-
American  imperialists  to  prolong  and  extend  the  war.  These  great
victories  liberated  the  North  of Vietnam,  contributed  to  the  success

of the Geneva  Conference  and  the  restoration  of  peace  in  Indochina
on   the  basis  of  respect  of  the  sovereignty,  independence,   national

unity,  and  territorial  integrity  of  Vietnam  and  of  the  two  friendly
countries, Cambodia and Laos.

These  are glorious pages of our history,  of our People's Army  and
our  people.  They  illustrate  the  striking  success  of  our  Party  in  lead-
ing  the  movement  for  national  liberation  against  the  French  im-

pcrialists and the American interventionists.
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winter  1953-spring  1954  campaign  in  general  av¢j  a  jyp!.c¢/  f#cccJ5
a/  the  retioltttionary  military  line  of  Marxism-L€ninism  applied  to
lhc actual condiliorM of the revolutionary u/ar in V icinam.

T hc cncmy' i strategy ill lhc Navarrc plan wa,s a::Imcd a,t sotw.\r\g drc

great  difficulties  of  the  aggressive  war,  in  an  attempt  to  save  their
situation and win a decisive victory.

Our   strategy,  applied   in   tl.is   uiintcr-spring  campaign,  wa;s  che
slratcgy of a people's war and of a revolutionary army. Starting from
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a  thorough analysis of the encmy's contradictions, and  developing to
the  utmost  the  offensive  spirit of  an  army  still  weak  materially  but

particularly   heroic,   it   aimed   at   concentrating   our   forces   in   the
eriemy's  relatively  exposed  sectors,  at  annihilating  their  manpower
and liberating a part of the territory, compelling them to scatter their
forces, thus creating favorable conditions for a decisive victory.

The  war  unleashed  by  the  Franco-American  imperialists  was  an
unjust  war  of  aggression.  This  colonial  war  had  no  other  aim  than
to  occupy  and  dominate  our  country.  The  aggressive  nature  and
object c>f the war forced the enemy to scatter his  forces to occupy  the

invaded  localities.  The  carrying-out  of  the  war  was  for  the  French
Expeditionary  Corps a continuous process of dispersal of forces.  The
enemy divisions were  split into  regiments, then  into battalions, com-

panies, and platoons, to be stationed at thousands  of points and posts
on the various battlefronts of the Indochina theater of operations. The
enemy found  himself  face  to  face  with  a  co72jr¢c7!'c¢G.o7z ..  without  scat-

tering his forces, it was impossible for him to occupy the invaded ter-
ritory;  in  scattering his  forces,  he  put  himself  in  difficulties.  His  scat-

tered   units   would   fall  easy  prey   to  our   troops;   his  mobile   forces
would be more and more reduced;  and the shortage of troops would
be  all  the  more  acute.  On  the  other  hand,  if  he  concentrated  his
forces  to  move  from  the  defensive  position  and  cope  with  us  with
more  initiative,  the  occupation  forces  would  be  weakened  and  it
would  be  difficult  for  him  to hold  the  invaded  territory.  Now  if  the
enemy gives  up occupied territory,  the  very  aim of the war  of recon-

quest is defeated. I
Throughout  the   resistance  war,   while   the  enemy's   forces   were

more  a.nd  rr\ore  sez`tte[ed,  ottr  strategic  line  was  to  extend  guerrilla

ov¢r/arc cc;cryovAcrc. And  in each theater  of operations, we chose the

positions  where  the  enemy  was  relatively  weak  to  concentrate  our
forces  there  and  annihilate  his  manpower.  As  a  result,  the  more  we
fought,  the  stronger  we  became;  our  forces grew  with  every  passing
day. And  parallel  tuith the  process  of  the  enemy's  dispersal of  forces,

our  p€oplc's  rcuolt&tionary  armed  forces  t4nccasingly  intcnsificd  and
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cxtendcd   guerrilla  actiuitics,  while   withoent  ccasc  carrying  on  the
tuorR` of  concentration and  bz4ilding tap rcqular units. In the fighting,
in the cot4rJe of  the formation  of  our  forces, u)c  went  grad"ally frcrm
independcnl  compamcs   operating   Separately   to   mol)tie   battdions,
then from  battalions to regtmcnts and  divisions. The Flrst appeAI8:nco
of  our  divisions  in  the  battles  in  the  Vietnam-China  border  region
marked  our  first  major  victory,  which  drove  the  enemy  into  a  dis-
advantageous situation.

1[   was   after   the   frontier   campaign   that   General   de   Lattrc   de
Tassigny  was  dispatched  to  Vietnam  to  Save  the  situation.  De  Tas-
signy  had  seen  the problem.  He  was aware  of the  too great  dispersal
o£  French  forces  and  of  the  danger  arising  from  our  guerrilla  war-
fare. So he energetically regrouped his forces and launched extremely

fierce and barbarous  mopping-up operations  to "pacify"  the areas be-
hind the enemy's  lines  in  the Red  River delta.  But  he  found  himself
very soon face  to face  with the same  insoluble  contradiction.  By con-

centrating  his  forces  he  found  it  impossible  to  extend  occupied  ter-
ritory. De Tassigny had, in the end, to resign himself to scattering his
forces to launch the famous offensive on Hoa Binh. The  results  were
not  long  in   coming.  While   his  crack   troops   suffered   very  heavy
losses  at  Hoa  Binh,  oLir guerrilla  bases  in  the delta  were  restored  and

extended very considerably.
In  1953, when the Navarre plan was being worked out, the French

imperialists  also  found   themselves   faced  with  the   same   dilemma:
lack of forces to win back  the initiative,  to attack  and  annihilate our
main forces. They set themselves the task of building up their fighting
forces  again  at  all  costs,  and,  in  fact,  they  did  concentrate  big  forces

in the Red River delta. With these forces, they hoped to wear out our
main forces, compel  us to scatter our army between the delta and the
mountainous  regions,  with  a  view  to  carrying  out  their  plan  gradu-
ally and preparing for a big decisive offensive.

Faced  with  this  situation,  our  Party's  Central  Committee  made  a
thorough and clear-sighted analysis of the enemy's designs and of the
characteristics of the theater of operations.  TAG jAoro»gA  c/„cJcrfte#d-
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a  thorough analysis of the encmy's contradictions, and  developing to
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eriemy's  relatively  exposed  sectors,  at  annihilating  their  manpower
and liberating a part of the territory, compelling them to scatter their
forces, thus creating favorable conditions for a decisive victory.

The  war  unleashed  by  the  Franco-American  imperialists  was  an
unjust  war  of  aggression.  This  colonial  war  had  no  other  aim  than
to  occupy  and  dominate  our  country.  The  aggressive  nature  and
object c>f the war forced the enemy to scatter his  forces to occupy  the

invaded  localities.  The  carrying-out  of  the  war  was  for  the  French
Expeditionary  Corps a continuous process of dispersal of forces.  The
enemy divisions were  split into  regiments, then  into battalions, com-

panies, and platoons, to be stationed at thousands  of points and posts
on the various battlefronts of the Indochina theater of operations. The
enemy found  himself  face  to  face  with  a  co72jr¢c7!'c¢G.o7z ..  without  scat-

tering his forces, it was impossible for him to occupy the invaded ter-
ritory;  in  scattering his  forces,  he  put  himself  in  difficulties.  His  scat-

tered   units   would   fall  easy  prey   to  our   troops;   his  mobile   forces
would be more and more reduced;  and the shortage of troops would
be  all  the  more  acute.  On  the  other  hand,  if  he  concentrated  his
forces  to  move  from  the  defensive  position  and  cope  with  us  with
more  initiative,  the  occupation  forces  would  be  weakened  and  it
would  be  difficult  for  him  to hold  the  invaded  territory.  Now  if  the
enemy gives  up occupied territory,  the  very  aim of the war  of recon-

quest is defeated. I
Throughout  the   resistance  war,   while   the  enemy's   forces   were

more  a.nd  rr\ore  sez`tte[ed,  ottr  strategic  line  was  to  extend  guerrilla

ov¢r/arc cc;cryovAcrc. And  in each theater  of operations, we chose the

positions  where  the  enemy  was  relatively  weak  to  concentrate  our
forces  there  and  annihilate  his  manpower.  As  a  result,  the  more  we
fought,  the  stronger  we  became;  our  forces grew  with  every  passing
day. And  parallel  tuith the  process  of  the  enemy's  dispersal of  forces,

our  p€oplc's  rcuolt&tionary  armed  forces  t4nccasingly  intcnsificd  and
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cxtendcd   guerrilla  actiuitics,  while   withoent  ccasc  carrying  on  the
tuorR` of  concentration and  bz4ilding tap rcqular units. In the fighting,
in the cot4rJe of  the formation  of  our  forces, u)c  went  grad"ally frcrm
independcnl  compamcs   operating   Separately   to   mol)tie   battdions,
then from  battalions to regtmcnts and  divisions. The Flrst appeAI8:nco
of  our  divisions  in  the  battles  in  the  Vietnam-China  border  region
marked  our  first  major  victory,  which  drove  the  enemy  into  a  dis-
advantageous situation.

1[   was   after   the   frontier   campaign   that   General   de   Lattrc   de
Tassigny  was  dispatched  to  Vietnam  to  Save  the  situation.  De  Tas-
signy  had  seen  the problem.  He  was aware  of the  too great  dispersal
o£  French  forces  and  of  the  danger  arising  from  our  guerrilla  war-
fare. So he energetically regrouped his forces and launched extremely

fierce and barbarous  mopping-up operations  to "pacify"  the areas be-
hind the enemy's  lines  in  the Red  River delta.  But  he  found  himself
very soon face  to face  with the same  insoluble  contradiction.  By con-

centrating  his  forces  he  found  it  impossible  to  extend  occupied  ter-
ritory. De Tassigny had, in the end, to resign himself to scattering his
forces to launch the famous offensive on Hoa Binh. The  results  were
not  long  in   coming.  While   his  crack   troops   suffered   very  heavy
losses  at  Hoa  Binh,  oLir guerrilla  bases  in  the delta  were  restored  and

extended very considerably.
In  1953, when the Navarre plan was being worked out, the French

imperialists  also  found   themselves   faced  with  the   same   dilemma:
lack of forces to win back  the initiative,  to attack  and  annihilate our
main forces. They set themselves the task of building up their fighting
forces  again  at  all  costs,  and,  in  fact,  they  did  concentrate  big  forces

in the Red River delta. With these forces, they hoped to wear out our
main forces, compel  us to scatter our army between the delta and the
mountainous  regions,  with  a  view  to  carrying  out  their  plan  gradu-
ally and preparing for a big decisive offensive.

Faced  with  this  situation,  our  Party's  Central  Committee  made  a
thorough and clear-sighted analysis of the enemy's designs and of the
characteristics of the theater of operations.  TAG jAoro»gA  c/„cJcrfte#d-
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ing  of  tl.e  coritradictions  and  general  latu§  of  lhc  aggrcs§ivc  war  en-
abled  us  to  d€tcct the  cnemy's  great  wcakflcs§  arising from  the  con-
centration  Of  his  forces.  Always  conutnc.cd  that  lhc  cSS€ntial  thing   \
tuaS   lo   destroy   the   en€my's   manpou/cr,  the   Ceatral   Committ€c
tuorked  ot4l  its  plan  of  action  on  the  I)a§is  of  §cienlific  analysis:  lo

coticcntratc  ottr  forces   to  mot/c  lo  lh€  offcnsit/c  against  important
strat€grc  points   where  the  ericmy'S  forces   wcrc  rclatiucly   tucak.  irl
order to  wipe out a part  of  his manpower, at tl.c  §amc time  compcl-
li7ig  him  to  scalier  his  forces  to  cope  with  u§  at  Vital  points  which

hc   had  to   dcfcrid  at  all  costs.  Our   slratcgic   dir€ctiucs  tAVer€-.   dyna-

mism, initiative, mobility, arid  rapidity  of  dccisiori  irl  the  face  of  new

siluatiorLs.

The  Central  Committee's  strategic  direction  proved  itself  correct
and  clear-sighted:  while  the  enemy  was  concentrating  big  forces  in
the  delta  to  threaten  our  free  zone,   Instead   of  leaving  our  main
forces  in  the  delta or scattering our  forces  in  the  frce  zc>ne  to  defend

it  by  a  defensive  action,  we  regrouped  our  forces  and  boldly  at-
tacked   in   the   direction   of   the   northwest.   Indeed,   our   divisions
marched  c)n  the  northwest  with  an  irresistible  impetus,  swept  away
thousands of local bandits at Son La  and  Thuan Chau, liberated Lai
Chau, cutting to pieces the greater part of the enemy's column which
fled  from  Lai  Chau.  Simultaneously,  we  encircled  Dien  Bien  Phu,
thus  compelling  the  enemy  to  carry  out  in  haste  a  movement  of
forces  to  reinforce  Dien  Bien  Phu  in  order  to  save  it  from  being
wiped  out.  Besides  the  Red  River  delta,  Dien  Bien  Phu  became  a
second point of concentration of enemy forces.

Concurrently  with  our  offensive  in  the  northwest,  the  Laos-Viet-
nan  joint forces  launched  a  second  offensive  in  an  important  dircc-
tion where the enemy  was  relatively exposed,  the  middle  Laos  front.

Several  enemy  mobile  units  were  annihilated,  and  the  town  of
Thakhek  was  liberated.  The  joint  forces  pushed  on  in  the  direction
of  Seno,  an  important  enemy  air  base  in  Savannakhet.  The  enemy
had  to  rush  forces  in  haste  from  the  Red  River  delta  and  from  all
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other battlefields  to reinforce Sent), thus turning i[ into a  third point
of concentration of his forces.

Early in 1954, while the enemy was feverishly making preparations
for his offensive against our free territory in  the Fifth Zone, our plan
was to leave only a small part of our forces to protect our rear and to
concentrate  big  forces  to  attack  on  the  Western  Highlands,  which
was  an  important  strategic  position  where  the  enemy  was  relatively
exposed.  Our  advance  to  the  Western  Highlands  was  accompanied
by  resounding  victories:  important enemy  units  were  wiped out, the
town  and  whole  province  of  Kontum  were  liberated.  Our  troops
made  a   raid   on   Pleiku,   compelling  the  enemy   to   dispatch  more
troops  there  in  reinforcement,  turning  Pleiku  and  various  bases  on
the   Western   Highlands   into   a   fourth   point   of   concentration   o£
French forces.

During  the  same  period,  to  create  a  diversion  in  order  to  secure
conditions  for  our  troops  to  step  up  preparations  at  Dien  Bien  Phu,
the Labs-Vietnam joint forces had, from Dien Bien Phu, launched an
offensive  in  upper  Laos.  Several  enemy  units  were  wiped  out,  and
the vast Nan  Ou  basin  was  liberated.  The  enemy  was  compelled  to
rush  more  forces  to  Luang  Prabang,  which  became  the  fifth  point
of concentration of French forces.

In   the   first   phase   of   the   winter-spring   campaign,   after   three
months'  activity  by  our  army,  the  enemy  had  suffered  great  losses
on  all battlefields.  Many  vast areas  of  strategic  importance  had  been
liberated  and  the  Navarre  plan of regroupment  of forces  was  foiled.
The  enemy,  who  had  made  great  efforts  to  regroup  fairly  strong
mobile forces on a single battlefield-the Red River delta-was com-

pelled  to  change  his  plan  by  concentrating  his  forces  on  a  smaller
scale  at  many  different  points.  In  other  words,  the  Navarre  plan  of
active  rcgroupmen[  of  forces  had  in  fact  been  turned  into  a  forced
dispersal  of  these  same  forces.  The  much-vaunted  "Navarre  mobile
corps"  in  the  delta  had  been  reduced  from  forty-four  to  twenty  bat-
talions. It was the beginning of the end of the Navarre plan.
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mism, initiative, mobility, arid  rapidity  of  dccisiori  irl  the  face  of  new
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and  clear-sighted:  while  the  enemy  was  concentrating  big  forces  in
the  delta  to  threaten  our  free  zone,   Instead   of  leaving  our  main
forces  in  the  delta or scattering our  forces  in  the  frce  zc>ne  to  defend

it  by  a  defensive  action,  we  regrouped  our  forces  and  boldly  at-
tacked   in   the   direction   of   the   northwest.   Indeed,   our   divisions
marched  c)n  the  northwest  with  an  irresistible  impetus,  swept  away
thousands of local bandits at Son La  and  Thuan Chau, liberated Lai
Chau, cutting to pieces the greater part of the enemy's column which
fled  from  Lai  Chau.  Simultaneously,  we  encircled  Dien  Bien  Phu,
thus  compelling  the  enemy  to  carry  out  in  haste  a  movement  of
forces  to  reinforce  Dien  Bien  Phu  in  order  to  save  it  from  being
wiped  out.  Besides  the  Red  River  delta,  Dien  Bien  Phu  became  a
second point of concentration of enemy forces.

Concurrently  with  our  offensive  in  the  northwest,  the  Laos-Viet-
nan  joint forces  launched  a  second  offensive  in  an  important  dircc-
tion where the enemy  was  relatively exposed,  the  middle  Laos  front.

Several  enemy  mobile  units  were  annihilated,  and  the  town  of
Thakhek  was  liberated.  The  joint  forces  pushed  on  in  the  direction
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other battlefields  to reinforce Sent), thus turning i[ into a  third point
of concentration of his forces.

Early in 1954, while the enemy was feverishly making preparations
for his offensive against our free territory in  the Fifth Zone, our plan
was to leave only a small part of our forces to protect our rear and to
concentrate  big  forces  to  attack  on  the  Western  Highlands,  which
was  an  important  strategic  position  where  the  enemy  was  relatively
exposed.  Our  advance  to  the  Western  Highlands  was  accompanied
by  resounding  victories:  important enemy  units  were  wiped out, the
town  and  whole  province  of  Kontum  were  liberated.  Our  troops
made  a   raid   on   Pleiku,   compelling  the  enemy   to   dispatch  more
troops  there  in  reinforcement,  turning  Pleiku  and  various  bases  on
the   Western   Highlands   into   a   fourth   point   of   concentration   o£
French forces.

During  the  same  period,  to  create  a  diversion  in  order  to  secure
conditions  for  our  troops  to  step  up  preparations  at  Dien  Bien  Phu,
the Labs-Vietnam joint forces had, from Dien Bien Phu, launched an
offensive  in  upper  Laos.  Several  enemy  units  were  wiped  out,  and
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The  enemy,  who  had  made  great  efforts  to  regroup  fairly  strong
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pelled  to  change  his  plan  by  concentrating  his  forces  on  a  smaller
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For  us,  the  first  phase  of the  winter-spring  campaign  was  a  series
of  offensives  launched  simultaneously  on  various  important  sectors
where  the  enemy  was  relatively  exposed,  in  which  we  annihilated

part of the enemy's  forces  and  liberated  occupied  areas,  at  the  same
time  compelling  the  enemy  to  scatter  his  forces  in  many  directions.
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front,  we  pinned  down  the  enemy  at  Dien  Bien  Phu,  thus  creating
favorable  conditions  for  our  troops  on  other  battlefields.  In  the  na-

tional  theater  of  operations,   there  was   large-scale   coordination  be-
tween   the   main   battlefields   and   the   theaters  of  operation   in   the
enemy's  rear.  In  each  theater,  there  was  also  close  coordination  be-

tween  the  main  battlefield  and  the  fronts  in  the  enemy's  rear.  On
the  Indochinese  battlefront,  Dien   Bien   Phu  became  the  strongest
base  of  regroupment  of  the  enemy  forces  and  therefore  the  most
important  battlefield.  As  Dien  Bien  Phu  had  been  encircled  for  a
long time,  there  were new  favorable conditions  for  the great  intensi-
fication  of guerrilla  activities  and  the  winning  of  major  successes  in
the Red River  delta,  in  the  southern  part of Trung  Bo  as  well  as in
Nan Bo. The enemy  lacked the forces  to launch mopping-up opera-
tions on any considerable scale. During this time, our free zones were
no  longer  threatened.  Moreover,  our  compatriots  in  the  free  zones
could  go  to  work  even  in  the  daytime  without  being  molested  by
enemy aircraft.

It  was  also  in  the  course  of  the  first  phase  of  the  winter-spring
campaign  that  we  completed   our  preparations  for   the   assault  on
Dien  Bien  Phu.  During  this  period,  the  dispositions  of  the  fortified
entrenched  camp  had  also   undergone  great  changes.  On  the  one
hand,   the   enemy's   forces   had   been   increased   and   their   defense
strengthened;  on  the  other  hand,  after  the  successive  liberation  of
Lai  Chau,  Phong  Saly,  and  the  Nan  Ou  River  valley,  Dien  Bien
Phu was completely isolated, some hundreds of miles f rom its nearest
supply bases, Hanoi and the Plaine des Jarres.

Dicri  Bicn  Phut    \45

From March 13,1954, thcrc  began the Sccond  period  Of tl.e uiinler-

§pring  campaigri.  Wc  launched  lhc  big  oflcnsiuc  on  the  Dicn  Blcn
Phtt  forlificd  €nirenched  camp. This w8Ls a I+ow  step `in the progress
of  the  hostilities.  Sticking  firmly  to  our  strategic  principlesndyna-
mism, initiative, mobility, and rapidity of decision in face of new situa-
tions-and  having  the  conditions  for  victory  well  in  hand,  we  di-
rected  our  main  attack  on  the  most  powerful  entrenched  camp  of
the enemy. The task of our regular forces on the main battlefield was
no  longer  to  encircle  and  immobilize  the  enemy  in  their  barracks,
but  to  go  over  to  the  attack  and  to  concentrate  forces  to  annihilate
the Dien  Bien Phu fortified  entrenched camp.  The  task  of the  other
battle fronts  in  North,  Central,  and  South  Vietnam  was  to  intensify
activities  continuously in coordination with Dien  Bien Phu, in order
to  annihilate  more  enemy  manpower,  scatter  and  pin  down  enemy
forces,  hampering  the  enemy  in  his  efforts  to  reinforce  Dien  Bien
Phu. On  the  Dien  Bien Phu battlefield, our  combatants  fought  with
remarkable heroism  and stubbornness. On all the coordinated battle-
£ronts our  troops did  their utmost to  overcome very great difficulties.
They  reorganized  their  forces  while  fighting  and  carried  out  the
order  of  coordination  with  admirable  determination  and  heroism.

Such  was  the  essence  of  the  strategic  direction  of  the  Dicn  Bier}
Pht4  campaign  and  of  the  tumter-Spring  campaign  ac  a  whole. This
direction drew il5 inspiration from the principles of dyriami§m, initia-
tive, mobility, and  rapidity  Of  decision  in  face  of  new  situations. Its

rna;in  object  tuas  lhc  d€stn4ction  of  cncmy  manpower.  It  took full
aduantagc of the contradictions in which lhc cncmy tuas inuolucd and
dcuclopcd  to  the  utmost  tlec  spirit  of  actiu€  offensiuc  of  chc  rcuolt4-
/j.o#¢ry  ¢r"y.  This  correct,  clear-sighted,  and  bold  strategy  enabled
us  to  deprive the enemy  of any possibility of retrieving  the  initiative
and to create  favorable conditions for us  to fight a  decisive battle  on
a  battlefield  chosen  and  prepared  for  by  us.  TAj.J  Jjr¢;cgl.c.  JS.7c'cj!.o"

insured  the  success  of  the  tuholc  tuinter-Spring  camt)aign  which  was
arouncd by the great Victory of Dicn Bien Phu.
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The  Direction  of  Opcredons  at  Dicn  Bicn  Pln4

Wc  have  expounded  the  essence  of  the  strategic  direction  of  the
1953-1954 winter-spring  campaign. The  spirit and guiding principles

::r::t]LSoft::t:gLecra¢::encstLo°nnt::SEic:W8°Lepnr;bhJ:i:[ttL°efibeeLds:°)}ed£°"he
1. To attack or not to attach Dien Bien Phtt?
2.  If wc attack., how should wc go aboeet it?
The  parachuting  of  enemy  troops  into  Dien  Bien  Phu  was  not

necessarily  to  be  followed  by  an  attack  on  the  fortified  camp.  As
Dien Bien Phu  was  a  very strongly  fortified  entrenched  camp of the
cncmy,  wc  could  not  decide  to  attack  it  without  first  weighing  the

pros  and  cons  very  carefully.  The  fortified  entrenched  camp  was  a
new  form  of  defense  of  the  enemy  developed  in  face  of  the  growth
in  the  strength  and  size of our  army.  At  Hoa  Binh  and  at  Na  San,
the  enemy  had  already  entrenched  his  forces  in  fortified  camps.  In
the winter-spring campaign new fortificd entrenched camps appeared
not only  at Dien  Bien  Phu but  also  at  Seno,  Muong  Sai,  and Luang
Prabang  in  the  Laotian  theater  of  operations,  and  at Pleiku,  on  the
Western Highlands front.

With the enemy's  new form of defense, should  we  attack the forti-
fied  entrenched  camp or  should  we  not?  While  our  forces  were  still
obviously  weaker  than  the enemy's,  we  always  stuck  to  the principle

of  concentration  of  forces  to  attack  the  points  where  the  enemy  was
relatively  weak  to  annihilate  his  manpower.  OG# PJ¢#  ov¢J,  jj.owc  ¢7!d

again,  to  pin  down  tlic  encmy'S  main  forc€S  in  the  fortifrod  camps,
tuhil€  choosing  more  fauorablc  directions  for  our  attack`. In  sprir\g

1952,  when  the  enemy  erected  the  fortified  camps  at  Hoa  Binh,  we
struck hard and scored many victories along the Da River and in the
enemy's  rear  in  North  Vietnam.  In  spring  1953,  when  the  enemy
fortified  Na  Sam,  we  did  not  attack  his  position  but  intensified  our

activities  in  the  delta and  launched  an  offensive  in  the  west.  During
the   last  months  of  1953  and   at   the  beginning  of   1954,  when   the

Dien  Bicn  Phu   14J

enemy  set  up  fortified  camps  in  various  phces, our  troops  launched
many  successful offensives on sectors where the enemy was  relatively

weak, and  at the  same time  stepped  up guerrilla  warfare behind  the
enemy's lines.

These   tactics   of   attacking  positions   other   than   the   fortified  en-
trenched camps had recorded  many successes. But these were not the
only  ta:chos. We  c:ouid  aha  dtrcclly  atlack`  the  forttficd  entrenched
camp  lo  annihilate  the  cnemy'5  manpower  in  the  heart  of  his  new

/orow   a/  Jc/c~fc'.  Only  when  we  had   wiped  out  the  fortified  en-
trenched camp, could we open up a new situation, paving the way for
new victories for our army and people.

That  was  why,  on  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  battlefield,  the  problem  of
whether to attack or not had been posed, especially as Dien Bien Phu
was  the  enemy's  strongest  fortified  entrenched  camp  in  the  whole
Indochina  war  theater,  while  our  troops  had,  up  to  that  time,  at-
tacked   only  fortresses   defended   by   one  or  two  companies,  or  one
battalion at most.

Dien  Bien Phu was the keystone of the Navarrc plan, and we con-
sidered  that it shc>uld be  wiped out if the Franco-American imperial-
ist  plot  of  protracting  and  expanding  the  war  was  to  be  smashed.
However,  the  importance  of  Dien  Bien  Phu  could  not  be  regarded
as  a  decisive  factor  in  our  decision  to  attack  it.  In   the  relation  of

forces  at  that  time,  could  we  destroy  the  fortified  entrenched  camp
of  Dien  Bien  Phu'  Could  we  be  certain  of  victory  in  attacking  it?
Our decision had to depend on this consideration alone.

Dien Bien Phu was a very  strongly fortified entrenched camp.  But
on the other hand, it was  set  up in a  mountainous  region, on ground
which  was advantageous  to us, and decidedly  disadvantageous to the

enemy. Dien Bien Phu was, moreover, a completely isolated riosition,
far  away  from  all  the  enemy's  bases.  The  only  means  of  supplying

Dien  Bien  Phu  was  by  air.  These  circumstances  could  easily  deprive

the   enemy   of   all   initiative   and   force   him   onto   the   defensive   if
attacked.

On  our  side,  we  had  picked  units  of  the  regular  army  which  we
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could  concentrate  to  achieve  supremacy  in  power.  We  could  over-
come  all  difficulties  in  solving  the  necessary  tactical  problems;  wc

had,  in  addition,  an  immense  rear,  and  the  problem  of  supplying
the  front  with  food  and  ammunition,  though  very  difficult,  was  not
insoluble.  Thus  we  had  conditions  for  retaining  the  initiative  in  the
°P]etra;[a°sns:n  the  bas]s  of  th]s  analysis  of  the  enemy's  a/d  our  own

strong  and  weak  points  that  we  solved  the  question  as  to  whether
wc  should  attack  Dien  Bien  Phu  or  not.  TVc  dccjdecJ  !o  ov;.pc  oGfj  ¢j

all  costs  the  uihole  enemy  force  at  Dien  Bien  Phut, a:fter  haw.\r\g cre-

ated  favorable  conditions  for  this  battle  by  launching  numerous  of-
fensives  on  various  battlefields  and  by  intensifying  preparations  on

the  Dien  Bien  Phu  battlefield.  This  important  decision  was  a  new

proof  of  the  dynamism,  initiative`  mobility,  and  rapidity  of  decision
in  face  of  new  situations  displayed  in  the  conduct  of  the  war  by  the
Party's Central Committee. Our plan foresaw the launching of many
offensives  on  the  points  where  the  enemy  was  relatively  weak,  avail-
ing ourselves of every opportunity to wipe out the enemy's manpower

in mobile warfare.  But  whenever  it  was  possible  and  success  was  cer-

tain,  we  were resolved  not to  let slip an  opportunity  to  launch  power-

ful  attacks   on   strong   points   to   annihilate   the   more   concentrated
enemy forces. Our decision to make the assault on the Dien Bien Phu
fortified camp clearly marked a new step forward in the development
c)I  the  winter-spring  campaign,  in  the  annals  of  our  army's  battles

and in the history of our pcople's resistance war.

We had pledged  to wipe  out the  whole enemy  force  at Dien  Bien
Phu,  but  we  still  had  to  solve  this  problem:  how  should  we  do  it?
StriR{  Stutftly  and  win  5aviftly,  or  slriR{  Surcly  and  aduanc€  sur€ly!

This  was lhc problem  of tl.e  direction of operations in the campaign.
In  the  early  stage, when  we  began  the  encirclement  of  Dien  Bien

Phu,  and  the  enemy,  having  been  newly  parachuted  into  the  area,
had  not  yet  had  time  to  complete  his  fortifications  and  increase  his
forces,   the   question   of   striking   swiftly   and   winning   swiftly   had

been  posed.  By  concentrating  superior  forces,  we  could  push  simul-
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taneously  from  many  directions  deep  into  enemy  positions,  cut  the
fortified   entrenched  camp   into  many   separate  parts,   then   swiftly
annihilate  the  entire  enemy  manpower.  There  were  many  obvious
advantages  if we  could  strike  swiftly  to  win  swiftly:  by  launching a
big offensive with fresh troops, we could  shorten  the duration of the
campaign  and  avoid  the  wear  and  fatigue  of  a  long  operation.  As
the  campaign  would  not  last  long,  the  supplying  of  the  battlefront
could  be  ensured  without  difficulty.  However,  on  further  examin-
ing the  question,  we  saw  that  these  tactics  had  a  very  great,  a  basic,
disadvantage :  our  troops  lacked  experience  in  attacking  fortified en-

trenched  camps.  If  we  wanted  to  win  swiftly,  success  could  not  be
ensured.  For  that  reason,  in  the  process  of  making preparations,  we
continued to follow the encmy's situation and checked and rechccked
our  potentialities  again.  And  we  came  to  the  conclusion  that  we
could  not  secure  success  if  we  struck   swiftly.  In  consequence,   ovc
rcsolutcly  chose  the  other  taclac..  to  Stnky:  §urcly  and  aduancc  Surely.

In tckLng this col[ect decis.Ion, tuc  Strictly  follouied  this  fundamental

princi|]le  of  the  condttct of  a r€uolutionary  war:  stril(f  to  tuin, stribf
or}ly  tuhen  §ucccs5 i§ ccrtun, if it is not, the" don't strik!.

In  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  campaign,  the  adoption  of  these  tactics  de-
manded  of  us  firmness  and  a  spirit  of  resolution.  Since  we  wanted
to strike surely and advance surely, preparations would take a longer
time  and  the  campaign  would  drag  out.  And  the  longer  the  cam-

paign  went on,  the more new  and greater  difficulties  would  crop  up.
Difficulties   in   supply   would   increase  encirmously.   The   danger   in-
creased  of our  troops  being  worn  out  while  the  enemy  consolidated

defenses  and  lined  up  his forces.  Above all,  the longer  the  campaign
lasted,  the  nearer  came  the  rainy  season  with  all  its  disastrous  con-

sequences for operations carried out on the mountains and  in forests.

As a result, not everybody  was immediately convinced of the correct-
ness  of  these  tactics.  We  patiently  educated  our  men,  pointed  out
that  there  were  real  difficulties,  but  that  our  task  was  to  overcome
them to create good conditions for the great victory we sought.

It  was  from  these  guiding  principles  that  we  developed  our  plan
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could  concentrate  to  achieve  supremacy  in  power.  We  could  over-
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°P]etra;[a°sns:n  the  bas]s  of  th]s  analysis  of  the  enemy's  a/d  our  own

strong  and  weak  points  that  we  solved  the  question  as  to  whether
wc  should  attack  Dien  Bien  Phu  or  not.  TVc  dccjdecJ  !o  ov;.pc  oGfj  ¢j

all  costs  the  uihole  enemy  force  at  Dien  Bien  Phut, a:fter  haw.\r\g cre-

ated  favorable  conditions  for  this  battle  by  launching  numerous  of-
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the  Dien  Bien  Phu  battlefield.  This  important  decision  was  a  new

proof  of  the  dynamism,  initiative`  mobility,  and  rapidity  of  decision
in  face  of  new  situations  displayed  in  the  conduct  of  the  war  by  the
Party's Central Committee. Our plan foresaw the launching of many
offensives  on  the  points  where  the  enemy  was  relatively  weak,  avail-
ing ourselves of every opportunity to wipe out the enemy's manpower

in mobile warfare.  But  whenever  it  was  possible  and  success  was  cer-

tain,  we  were resolved  not to  let slip an  opportunity  to  launch  power-

ful  attacks   on   strong   points   to   annihilate   the   more   concentrated
enemy forces. Our decision to make the assault on the Dien Bien Phu
fortified camp clearly marked a new step forward in the development
c)I  the  winter-spring  campaign,  in  the  annals  of  our  army's  battles

and in the history of our pcople's resistance war.

We had pledged  to wipe  out the  whole enemy  force  at Dien  Bien
Phu,  but  we  still  had  to  solve  this  problem:  how  should  we  do  it?
StriR{  Stutftly  and  win  5aviftly,  or  slriR{  Surcly  and  aduanc€  sur€ly!

This  was lhc problem  of tl.e  direction of operations in the campaign.
In  the  early  stage, when  we  began  the  encirclement  of  Dien  Bien

Phu,  and  the  enemy,  having  been  newly  parachuted  into  the  area,
had  not  yet  had  time  to  complete  his  fortifications  and  increase  his
forces,   the   question   of   striking   swiftly   and   winning   swiftly   had

been  posed.  By  concentrating  superior  forces,  we  could  push  simul-
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taneously  from  many  directions  deep  into  enemy  positions,  cut  the
fortified   entrenched  camp   into  many   separate  parts,   then   swiftly
annihilate  the  entire  enemy  manpower.  There  were  many  obvious
advantages  if we  could  strike  swiftly  to  win  swiftly:  by  launching a
big offensive with fresh troops, we could  shorten  the duration of the
campaign  and  avoid  the  wear  and  fatigue  of  a  long  operation.  As
the  campaign  would  not  last  long,  the  supplying  of  the  battlefront
could  be  ensured  without  difficulty.  However,  on  further  examin-
ing the  question,  we  saw  that  these  tactics  had  a  very  great,  a  basic,
disadvantage :  our  troops  lacked  experience  in  attacking  fortified en-

trenched  camps.  If  we  wanted  to  win  swiftly,  success  could  not  be
ensured.  For  that  reason,  in  the  process  of  making preparations,  we
continued to follow the encmy's situation and checked and rechccked
our  potentialities  again.  And  we  came  to  the  conclusion  that  we
could  not  secure  success  if  we  struck   swiftly.  In  consequence,   ovc
rcsolutcly  chose  the  other  taclac..  to  Stnky:  §urcly  and  aduancc  Surely.

In tckLng this col[ect decis.Ion, tuc  Strictly  follouied  this  fundamental

princi|]le  of  the  condttct of  a r€uolutionary  war:  stril(f  to  tuin, stribf
or}ly  tuhen  §ucccs5 i§ ccrtun, if it is not, the" don't strik!.

In  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  campaign,  the  adoption  of  these  tactics  de-
manded  of  us  firmness  and  a  spirit  of  resolution.  Since  we  wanted
to strike surely and advance surely, preparations would take a longer
time  and  the  campaign  would  drag  out.  And  the  longer  the  cam-

paign  went on,  the more new  and greater  difficulties  would  crop  up.
Difficulties   in   supply   would   increase  encirmously.   The   danger   in-
creased  of our  troops  being  worn  out  while  the  enemy  consolidated

defenses  and  lined  up  his forces.  Above all,  the longer  the  campaign
lasted,  the  nearer  came  the  rainy  season  with  all  its  disastrous  con-

sequences for operations carried out on the mountains and  in forests.

As a result, not everybody  was immediately convinced of the correct-
ness  of  these  tactics.  We  patiently  educated  our  men,  pointed  out
that  there  were  real  difficulties,  but  that  our  task  was  to  overcome
them to create good conditions for the great victory we sought.

It  was  from  these  guiding  principles  that  we  developed  our  plan
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of  progressive  attack,  in  which  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  campaign  was
rc;garbed not as  a  large-§calc  attack` on  fortrcsscs  carried  ottt  oucr  a
!hort  period, but  as  a  large-scale  campaign  carried  out  over  a fairly
long  perlod,112rough  a  icries  of  successive  attack:  on  fortified  posi-
jj.o#r #»Zg/ jAc crec7»y  ov4f Jcjfroyc.c7.  In  the  campaign as  a whole, wc

already  had  numerical  superiority  over  the  enemy.  But  in  each  at-

::::s°urperaecfa:yavaen:fea::aucr::Jgwfehas:ctche:sP:;S::LCLLtyo::raact|:env)anngdacbos::
sequently   total  victory   in  the  campaign.   Such  a  plan  was   in   full
keeping  with  the  tactical  and  technical  level  of  our  troops,  creating
conditions  for  them  to  accumulate  experience  in  fighting  and  to  in-
sure the annihilation of the enemy at Dien Bien Phu.

We  strictly followed  these guiding  principles  throughout the  cam-

paign.  We  encircled  the  enemy  and  carried  out  our  preparations
thoroughly  over  a  period  of  three  months.  Then,  after  opening  the
offensive,   our   troops   fought   relentlessly   for   fifty-five   days   and
nights.  Careful preparation  and relentless fighting led our Dien Bien
Phu campaign to resounding victory.

Some  Questions  of  Tactics

Dien Bien Phu was a fortified entrenched camp defended by fairly
strong forces :  seventeen battalions  of  infantry,  thrcc battalions  of ar-
tillery, without counting tank{ngineer units, air and transport units,
and so on,  most  of  them  picked  elements  of the  French  Expedition-
ary  Corps  in  Indochina.  The  fortified  camp  was  made  up  of  forty-
nine   strongposts,   organized   into   fortified   resistance   centers   and

grouped  into  three  sectors  capable  of  supporting  each  other.  In  the
middle  of  the  central  sector,  which  was  effectively  guarded  by  the
resistance  centers  on  the  hilltops  in  the  east,  were  mobile  forces,  ar-
tillery  positions,  and  tank  units,  as  well  as  the  enemy  headquarters.
The  airfield  of  Dien  Bien  Phu  was  near  here.  This  whole  vast  de-
fense   system   lay   within   strong   underground   fortifications   and
trenches.

Dicn  Bien  Phut    r51

The  French  and  American  military  authorities  bcli€ucd  that  the

fortifrod  entrenched camp of Dien Btcn Phu  uns irnprcgnablc. T:hey
were  certain   that   an  oflensive  against  Dicn   Bien   Phu   would   be
suicidal,  that failure was inevitable. Therefore, during the first wccks
c)f  the  campaign,  the  French  High  Command  firmly  believed  that
there  was  little  possibility  of an  offensive  against  Dien  Bien  Phu  by
our  army.  Until  the  last minute,  the  offensivc  launched  by  our  men

was unexpected by the enemy.
General  Navarre  had  overestimated  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  defenses.

He  believed  that  we  would  be  unable  to  crush  even  one  center  of
resistance.  Because,  unlike  the  simple  strongposts at  Na  Sam  or  Hoa
Binh, these were centers of resistance forming a much more complex
and strongly fortified defense system.

The  destruction  of  the  fortified  entrenched  camp  as  a  whole  was,
to  Navarre's  mind,  still  less  feasible.  In  his  opinion,  his  artillery  and

air forces  were powerful enough  to  wipe out  all forces  coming from
outside  before  these  could  be  deployed  in  the  valley  and  approach
the fortifications. He was not in  the least worried about our  artillery,
which  he  thought  weak  and  not  transportable  to  the  approaches  of
Dien  Bien  Phu. Nor was  he anxious about his own supplies, because
both  airfields,  surrounded  by  the  defense  sectors,  could  not  be  in
danger.  Never  did  it  enter  his  head  that  the  whole  fortified  camp
could be annihilated by our troops.

The  enemy's  estimates  were  obviously  wishful  thinking,  but  they
were  not  totally  without  foundation.  In  fact,  the  Dien  Bien  Phu
fortified  entrenched  camp  had  many  strongpoints  which  had  given
our army new problems of tactics to solve before we could  annihilate
the enemy.

The  forlificd  entrenched  camp  tua§  a  dcfcnsc  system  marmed  by
4!g /orcc'j. The centers of resistance, which were closely  connected  to

one  another,  were  effectively  supported  by  artillery,  tank  units,  and
aircraft,  and could easily  be  reinforced  by  mobile  forces.  This  was  a
strong point for the enemy and for us, a difficulty.  JJ'c og/crc4"c fAj.j
diffici4lty by applying ihc toctic§ of  progrcssivc attack,ty  rcgrourfug
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of  progressive  attack,  in  which  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  campaign  was
rc;garbed not as  a  large-§calc  attack` on  fortrcsscs  carried  ottt  oucr  a
!hort  period, but  as  a  large-scale  campaign  carried  out  over  a fairly
long  perlod,112rough  a  icries  of  successive  attack:  on  fortified  posi-
jj.o#r #»Zg/ jAc crec7»y  ov4f Jcjfroyc.c7.  In  the  campaign as  a whole, wc

already  had  numerical  superiority  over  the  enemy.  But  in  each  at-
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sequently   total  victory   in  the  campaign.   Such  a  plan  was   in   full
keeping  with  the  tactical  and  technical  level  of  our  troops,  creating
conditions  for  them  to  accumulate  experience  in  fighting  and  to  in-
sure the annihilation of the enemy at Dien Bien Phu.

We  strictly followed  these guiding  principles  throughout the  cam-

paign.  We  encircled  the  enemy  and  carried  out  our  preparations
thoroughly  over  a  period  of  three  months.  Then,  after  opening  the
offensive,   our   troops   fought   relentlessly   for   fifty-five   days   and
nights.  Careful preparation  and relentless fighting led our Dien Bien
Phu campaign to resounding victory.

Some  Questions  of  Tactics

Dien Bien Phu was a fortified entrenched camp defended by fairly
strong forces :  seventeen battalions  of  infantry,  thrcc battalions  of ar-
tillery, without counting tank{ngineer units, air and transport units,
and so on,  most  of  them  picked  elements  of the  French  Expedition-
ary  Corps  in  Indochina.  The  fortified  camp  was  made  up  of  forty-
nine   strongposts,   organized   into   fortified   resistance   centers   and

grouped  into  three  sectors  capable  of  supporting  each  other.  In  the
middle  of  the  central  sector,  which  was  effectively  guarded  by  the
resistance  centers  on  the  hilltops  in  the  east,  were  mobile  forces,  ar-
tillery  positions,  and  tank  units,  as  well  as  the  enemy  headquarters.
The  airfield  of  Dien  Bien  Phu  was  near  here.  This  whole  vast  de-
fense   system   lay   within   strong   underground   fortifications   and
trenches.
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The  French  and  American  military  authorities  bcli€ucd  that  the

fortifrod  entrenched camp of Dien Btcn Phu  uns irnprcgnablc. T:hey
were  certain   that   an  oflensive  against  Dicn   Bien   Phu   would   be
suicidal,  that failure was inevitable. Therefore, during the first wccks
c)f  the  campaign,  the  French  High  Command  firmly  believed  that
there  was  little  possibility  of an  offensive  against  Dien  Bien  Phu  by
our  army.  Until  the  last minute,  the  offensivc  launched  by  our  men

was unexpected by the enemy.
General  Navarre  had  overestimated  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  defenses.

He  believed  that  we  would  be  unable  to  crush  even  one  center  of
resistance.  Because,  unlike  the  simple  strongposts at  Na  Sam  or  Hoa
Binh, these were centers of resistance forming a much more complex
and strongly fortified defense system.

The  destruction  of  the  fortified  entrenched  camp  as  a  whole  was,
to  Navarre's  mind,  still  less  feasible.  In  his  opinion,  his  artillery  and

air forces  were powerful enough  to  wipe out  all forces  coming from
outside  before  these  could  be  deployed  in  the  valley  and  approach
the fortifications. He was not in  the least worried about our  artillery,
which  he  thought  weak  and  not  transportable  to  the  approaches  of
Dien  Bien  Phu. Nor was  he anxious about his own supplies, because
both  airfields,  surrounded  by  the  defense  sectors,  could  not  be  in
danger.  Never  did  it  enter  his  head  that  the  whole  fortified  camp
could be annihilated by our troops.

The  enemy's  estimates  were  obviously  wishful  thinking,  but  they
were  not  totally  without  foundation.  In  fact,  the  Dien  Bien  Phu
fortified  entrenched  camp  had  many  strongpoints  which  had  given
our army new problems of tactics to solve before we could  annihilate
the enemy.

The  forlificd  entrenched  camp  tua§  a  dcfcnsc  system  marmed  by
4!g /orcc'j. The centers of resistance, which were closely  connected  to

one  another,  were  effectively  supported  by  artillery,  tank  units,  and
aircraft,  and could easily  be  reinforced  by  mobile  forces.  This  was  a
strong point for the enemy and for us, a difficulty.  JJ'c og/crc4"c fAj.j
diffici4lty by applying ihc toctic§ of  progrcssivc attack,ty  rcgrourfug
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our  forces  to  have  a  great  local  superiority,  by  striving  to  neutralize
as much as possible the enemy artillery  fire and  mobile forces, bring-
ing everything  into play  to  wipe out  the centers  of resistance  one by
one, or  a group  of centers  at one  time  in  a wave  of  attacks.  By  con-
centrating   forces   to   achieve   absolute   superiority   at  one   point,   we
were  certain  to  crush  the  enemy,  especially  in  the  first  days  of  the
Ca¥::I;:;,*ednc¥;,:t„t:#ft&h;;n;¢mdy;:zt,Pc°Spt:„„/#/j„„/eryfrc,

Z¢#4,  ¢72c7 4c.r /orfcj.  This  was  another  strong  point  of  the  enemy,  a

very great difficulty of ours, especially since we had only very limited
artillery fire and  no mechanized or air  forces.  W'c ogJcrc.4owc !4!.J d!.ff-

culty   by   digging  a  whole  netwclrk`  Of   treriches  that  encircled  and
fjr¢#gJCJ j4c c#jrc~cACJ c`czonp, thus creating conditions for  our men

to  deploy  and  move  under  enemy  fire.  Our  fighters  dug  hundreds
of  miles  of  trenches.  These  wonderful  trenches  enabled  our  forces

to   deploy   and   move   in   open   country   under   the   rain   of   enemy
napalm bombs and artillery shells.  But to  reduce  the efiec[ of enemy
Elre was  riot errough..  u/e  Still  had  to  slrcngthcn  our  oavri  fire|)owcr.
Our troops cut through mountains and hacked away jungles to build
roads  and  haul  our  artillery  pieces  to  the  approaches  of  Dien  Bien
Phu.  Where  roads  could  not  be  built,  artillery  pieces  were  moved
by  nothing  but  the  sweat  and  muscle  of  our  soldiers.  Our  artillery
was  set  up  in  strongly  fortified  firing  positions,  to  the  great  surprise
of the enemy. Our light artillery played a great part in the Dien Bien
Phu battle.

While neutralizing the enemy's strong points, we had to make the
most  of  his  weak  points.  His  greatest  weakness  lay  in  his  supply,

which  depended entirely on  his air forces. Our  tactics were from  the
very  beginning  to  use  our  artillery  fire  to  destroy  the  airstrips,  and
our  antiaircraft  guns  to  cope  with  the  activities  of  enemy  planes.
Later, with the  development of the waves  of attacks, everything  was
brought  into  play  to  hinder  enemy  supply  and  gradually  to  stop  it
altogether.

These  are  a  few  of  the  problems  of  tactics  we  solved  in  the  Dien

Dicae  Bicn  Phu    T53

Bien  Phu  campaign.  They  were  solved  on  the  basis  of  our  analysis
of  the  encmy's  strong  and  weak  points,  combining  technique  with
the heroism and hard working and fighting of a people's army.

To  sum  up,  our  plan  of  operations  based  upon  these  tactical  con-
siderations  consisted  in  setting  up  a  whole  system  of  lines  of  attack
and  encirclement,  permitting  our  forces  to  launch  successive  attacks
to annihilate the enemy. This  network  of innumerable trenches with
firing   positions   and   command   posts   encircled   and   strangled   the
enemy.  It  was  progressively  extended  with  our  victories.  From  the
surrounding  mountains  and  forests,  it  moved  down  into  the  valley.
Each  enemy  position,  once  wiped  out,  was  immediately  turned  into
our  own.  As  we  encircled  the  enemy-fortified  entrenched  camp,  a
real  fortified  camp  of  our  own,  very  mobile,  gradually  took  shape,
and kept closing in, while the enemy camp  was  constantly  narrowed
down.

J#  fAc ¢rff pA¢jc of the  campaign,  from  our  newly  built  network
of  attack  and  encirclement  positions,  we  annihilated  the  Him  Lam
and  Doc  Lap  centers  of  resistance,  and  the  whole  northern  sector.
The  enemy  made  desperate  efforts  to  destroy  our  firing  positions.
Their planes  poured  napalm bombs on the mountains  around Dien
Bi€n  Phu.  Their  artillery  concentrated  powerful  fire  on  our  firing

positions. But we held on.
J" jAc fcco#c7 pA¢fc, the "axis" communication trenches, with their

innumerable  ramifications,  starting  from  our  bases,  extended  down
into  the  valley  and  isolated  the  central  sector  from  the  southern  sec-
tor.  The  fierce  and  successful  assault  on  the  eastern  hilltops  enabled

our belt of artillery fire  to close  in. From  the  captured positions,  our

guns  of all  calibers  could  exert  pressure on  the enemy.  The  airstrips
were completely controlled by our fire.

The  enemy  became  increasingly  active,  bringing  reinforcements
for  his  mobile  forces,  launching  counterattacks  and  furiously  bomb-
ing  our  lines  in  an  attempt  to  save  the  situation.  It  was  a  desperate

positional battle.  Many  hilltops  were  captured and  recaptured  many
times. Some were occupied half by our troops and half by the enemy.
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our  forces  to  have  a  great  local  superiority,  by  striving  to  neutralize
as much as possible the enemy artillery  fire and  mobile forces, bring-
ing everything  into play  to  wipe out  the centers  of resistance  one by
one, or  a group  of centers  at one  time  in  a wave  of  attacks.  By  con-
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Z¢#4,  ¢72c7 4c.r /orfcj.  This  was  another  strong  point  of  the  enemy,  a
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positions. But we held on.
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guns  of all  calibers  could  exert  pressure on  the enemy.  The  airstrips
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positional battle.  Many  hilltops  were  captured and  recaptured  many
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Our tactics were to encroach, harass,  and wrest every  inch of ground
from  the enemy, destroy his  airstrips, and narrow  down  his  free  air-
Space.

TAG  jfag.rd  pAcoc  was  that  of  general  offensive.  The  enemy  had
been driven into an area of about one square mile. His forces suffered
heavy  losses.  Once  Hill  A-1  had  been  completely  occupied  by  our
troops,  all  hope  of  continued  resistance  vanished,  and  the  enemy's

Loepai
morale   sank   extremely   low.t'  On   May   7,   our   troop
offensive  from  all  directions,  occupied  the  enemy

launched  an

quarters,  and
captured the  whole enemy  staff . That night,  the  southern  sector  was
also wiped out.

The Dien Bien Phu campaign ended in a great victory.

Our  Army's  Dctcrmination  to  Fight  and  lo  Win

The  great  task  assigned  to  the  whole  army  and  pcople  by  the
Party's   Central  Committee   and   the  government  was:   jo  co#cc#-
tratc forces, to bc ihorougluly imbued tuith dctermination, " lo actiucly
dcuclop  tl.a   spirit  of   heroic  fightirig  and  enduraricc  to  bring  the
c.¢"p¢!.g„  jo coowp/c¢c oJz.czory." For the Dien  Bien Phu campaign, as
has  been  pointed  out  by  President  Ho  Chi  Minh  and  the  Political
Bureau of the Central  Committee of the Vietnam Lao  Dong Party,
was  a  historic  campaign  of  exceptional  importance  to  the  military
and  political  situation  in  our  country  and  to  the  full  growth  of  our
army, as well as to the struggle for  the  defense of peace  in  Southeast
Asia.

Our troops fought to carry out this great task with unshakable de-
termination.  Our  combatants'  will  to  fight  and  to  defeat  the  enemy
was  one  of  the  decisive  factors  which  brought  the  Dien  Bien  Phu
campaign  and  the  winter-spring  campaign  in  general  such brilliant
victories on all battlefronts.

Throughout the history of the armed struggle of our people, never
had  our  army been  entrusted  with  so great  and  heavy  a  task  as  in
winter  1953-spring  1954.  The  enemy  to  bc  annihilated  was  rather  a
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strong  one.  Our  forces  thrown  into  the  battle  were  very  large.  The
theater  of operations  was  extensive,  and  the  operations  lasted  half  a

year.  On  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  battlefield,  as  on  all  other  coordinated
battlefields, our  combatants, with  a spirit of heroism  and  endurance,
surmounted  countless  difficulties  and  overcame  many  great  obsta-
cles  to  annihilate  the  enemy  and  fulfill  their  task.  The  heroism  and
endurance  were  tempered  and  enhanced  by  the  long  years  of  re-
sistance.  Particularly  in  winter   1953rspring  1954,  the  revolutionary
enthusiasm  of our  combatants  increased  greatly  after  their  study  of
the policy  fo;  the  mobilization  of the masses  for  land  reform.  Here,
stress  should  be  laid  on  the  considerable  contribution  made  by  the
land-reform  policy  to  the  victories  of  the  winter-spring  campaign,

particularly on the Dien Bien Phu battlefield.
On  the  Dien  Bicn  Phu  battlefront,  in  the  period  of  preparation,

our  armymen  opened  up  the  supply  line  from  Tuan  Giao  to  Dien
Bien  Phu;  built  through  mountains  and  forests  roads  practicable  for
trucks  to  move  artillery  pieces  into  position;  built  artillery  emplace-

ments;  dug  trenches  from  the  mountains  to  the  valley;  changed  the
terrain;  overcame enormous obstacles ;  and in all ways created  favor-
able conditions for the annihilation of the enemy. Neither difficulties,
fatigue,  nor  enemy  bombing  and  artillery  fire  could  shake  the  iron
will of our men.

From  the  first  shot  touching  off  the  oflcnsive  against  Dien  Bien
Phu, and throughout the battle, our combatants  fought with extraor-
dinary  heroism.  Under  the  deluge  of  bombs  from  the  enemy  air
force, and under the enemy's cross fire, our fighters valiantly  stormed

and  captured  Him  Lam  and  Doc  Lap  hills,  put  the  enemy  troops
entrenched  on  the  eastern  hills  out  of  action,  expanded  our  bases,
cut off the airfields, repulsed counterattacks, and kept  tightening our
encirclement.   During   all   this   time,   the   enemy's   napalm   bombs
burned  down  the  undergrowth  on  the  hills  surrounding  Dien  Bicn
Phu,  and  enemy  bombs  and  shells  plowed  deep  into  the  fields  in
our  zones  of  operations.  But  our  combatants  kept  moving  forward
to  carry  out  their  tasks.  One  fell,  but  many  others  rushed  forward
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like  a  sweeping,  rising  tide  that  no  force  on  earth  could  hold  back.
Wc   tuitncs§cd   a   pheriom€non   of   collectiuc   heroism   in   tuhich   the
most admirable  deeds  lucre  pcrformcd  by To Vinh Dicn, avho threw
himself  itndcr  the  owhcel  of  ari  arlill€ry  piece  lo  prcucnl  it  from  slip-

piong  back.;  Phan  Dinh  G¢ot,  tuho  §ilenccd  an  cn€rr.y  gun  nest  with
his otun  I)ody;  the shock` lroop§  who planted the  i)anner  of " dctermi-
nation  to  fight and  to  tuin"  on  Him  lrdm  hell, and  the  shock. troops
who captured the enemy h€adqtmters.

The  spirit  of  heroism  and  endurance  of  our  fighters  on  coordi-
nated  battlefields  should  also  be  mentioned.  On  the  Western  High-
lands,  great  succe`sses  were  scored  at  Kontum  and  An  Khe.  In  the
Red River delta, our troops  destroyed  seventy-eight planes on  Cat  Bi
and  Cia  Lam  airfields,  wiped  out  several  enemy  fortified  positions
and  cut  off  Road  No.  5,  the  enemy's  main  supply  line.  In  South
Vietnam,  more  than  one  thousand  enemy  posts  were  annihilated  or
evacuated,  many  stocks  of bombs  destroyed,  and  ships  sunk.  On  the
battlefields of our  two neighboring cc)untries,  our  people's  volunteers,
together  with  the  army  and  the  people  of  these  friendly  countries,
wiped out the invaders and scored many great victories.

Never  had  our  army  fought  with  such  endurance  for  so  long  a
time as in winter  195ispring  1954. There were  units which marched
and pursued the enemy for more than eighteen hundred miles. There
were  others which  moved  secretly  for  more  than  five  hundred  miles
on  the  Truong  Son*  mountain  range  to  take  part  in  fighting  on  a
far-off  battlefield.  The   units  on  Dien   Bien  Phu  battlefield  moved
from the delta to the mountains and at once set passionately  to work,
at  the  same  time  fighting  to  protect  their  preparatory  labor.  Then
came  the battle,  and our  troops  lived  and  fought  for  two  months  in
trenches  after  having  spent  three  months  of  hardship  in  the  jungle.
While  the  battle  was  going on, cer[ain  units  rushed  to  places  one  or
two  hundred  miles  away  to  launch  surprise  attacks  on  the  enemy,

* Range  of  mountflins  running  from  the  north  to  the  south  of  Central  Viet-

nam, along  the Vietnam-Laos border.
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then came back to take part in the annihilation of the enemy at Dien
Bien  Phu.  The  spirit  of  cooperation  between  the  various  units  and
various  arms  was  enhanced  during  the  battle,  and  there  was  close
coordination between the various battlefields.

Our  corhoa:[ar[+s.   dct€rininaieon  to  fight  and  lo  win  as  described
abouc came from the revolutionary r}atur€ of  our army and the pains-
tak}ng edtlcation  of  the Party. It  had  been enhanced  in  battle  and  in
zAc  g.Jco/ogj.c¢/  rc"o/c7z.~g  c/curcr.   This   does   not   mean   that,   even

when  the  Dien  Bi€n  Phu  battle  was  at  its  height,  negative  factors
rievc[ appe8,red. To maintairi and  deuclop this  determunation to fight
and  to  wan  was  a  whole process  of  unrcmtltung and  patient  political
and  ideological  cdt4cation  and  Strttggle,  tiire\ess  and  peti\eITt  effc>[ts

in  political  work  on  the  front  line.  This  was  a great  achievement  of
the   Party's   organizations  and  branches   and  of  its   cadres.  After   a
series of resounding victories,  we found  in our  ranks  signs  of under-

estimation  of the enemy.  By  criticism,  we  rectified  this  state of mind
in good time. In the long period of preparation, particularly  after the
second phase of the campaign, when attack and defense were equally
fierce,  negative  rightist  thoughts  cropped  up  again  to  the  detriment
of  the  carrying-out  of  the  task.  In  accordance  with  the  instructions
of  the  Political  Bureau,  we  opened  in  the  heart of  the  battlefield  an
intensive  and  extensive  struggle against 7z.g4Zg.ff P¢fjz.".jy, and for  the

heightening  of  revolutionary  enthusiasm  and  the  spirit  of  strict  dis-
cipline,  with  a  view  to  ensuring  the  total  victory  of  the  campaign.
This  ideological  struggle  was  very  successful.  This  was  one  of  the

greatest  achievements  in  political  work  in  our  army's  history.  It  led
the Dien Bien Phu campaign to complete victory.

The  determination  to  fight  and  to  win  of  our  army  on  the  Dien
Bien Phu and other  coordinated battlefields  was  a  distinctly  marked
manifestation  of  the  boundless  loyalty  of  our  People's  Army  to  the
revolutionary  struggle  of  the  people  and  the  Party.  It  was  a  collec-
tive  manifestation  of  proletarian  ideology,  of  the  class-stand  Of  the

officers  and men  and Party  members  in  the  army.  It  maintained  the
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officers  and men  and Party  members  in  the  army.  It  maintained  the
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Vietnam People's Army tradition Of heroic fighting, endurance, and
determination  in  the  fulfillment  of  duty.  It  made  of  the  soldier  of
the People's Army  an  iron  fighter.  Dien  Bien  Phu will  forever  sym-
bolize the traditions of fighting and winning victory of our army and

people. Our military banner is the banner of ``Determination to win."

The  Pcoplc's  Dcuotion  lo  Serurmg  tl.c  Front

The Party's  Central  Committee  and the government decided  that
the  whole  people  and  Party  should  concentrate  all  their  forces  for
the  service  of  the  front  in  order  to  ensure  the  victory  of  the  Dien
Bien Phu campaign. During this  campaign,  and  generally  speaking,
during the whole winter-spring campaign, our whole people-work-
ers, peasants, youth, intellectuals*very Vietnamese patriot answered
the  appeal  for  national  liberation  and  did  his  utmost  to  achieve  the
slogan "All for the front, all for victory" with an ardent and unprece-
dented enthusiasm, at the cost of superhuman efforts.

Throughout the  long  years of the resistance  war,  our people  never
made  so great a contribution as  in  the  winter  1953-spring  1954  cam-

paign, in supplying the army for the fight against the enemy. On  the
main  Dien  Bien  Phu  front,  our  people  had  to  ensure  the  supply  of
food  and  munitions  to  a  big  army,  operating  three  to  four  hundred
miles from the rear, and  in  very  difficult  conditions. The  roads  were
bad,  the  means  of  transport  insufficient,  and  the  supply  lines  relent-
lessly attacked by  the  enemy. There  was,  in  addition,  the  menace  of
heavy rains that could create more obstacles than bombing.

On the Dien Bien Phu front, the supply of food and munitions was
a  factor  as  important  as  the  problem  of  tactics;  logistics  constantly

posed   problems   as   urgent   as   those   posed   by   the  armed   struggle.
These were precisely  the  difficulties  that the  enemy  thought insuper-
able  for  us.  The  imperialists  and  traitors  could  never  appreciate  the
strength  of  a  nation,  of  a  people.  This  strength  is  immense.  It  can
overcome any difficulty, defeat any enemy.

Dien  Bien  Phtt   T5D

The  Vietnamese  people,  under  the  direct  leadership  of  the  com-
mittees  of supply for  the  front,  gave  proof of great  heroism  and  en-
durance in serving the front.

Truck  convoys  valiantly  crossed  streams,  mountains,  and  forests;
drivers  spent  scores of sleepless  nights, in  defiance  of  difficulties  and

dangers,  to  bring  food  and  ammunition  to  the  front,  to  permit  the
army to annihilate the enemy.

Thousands of bicycles from  the towns also carried  food and  muni-
tions to the front.

Hundreds of sampans  of  all  sizes, hundreds  of thousands  of bam-
boo rafts crossed rapids and cascades to supply the front.

Convc)ys of pack  horses  from the Meo  Highlands  or  the provinces
headed for the front.

Day and night, hundreds of thousands of porters and young volun-
teers  crossed  passes  and  forded  rivers  in  spite  of  enemy  planes  and
delayed-action bombs.

Near  the firing line, supply  operations  had  to be carried  out unin-
terruptedly and in the shortest possible time. Cooking, medical work,
transport,  and  so  on,  was  carried  on  right  in  the  trenches,  under
enemy bombing and cross fire.

Such  was  the  situation  at  Dien  Bi€n  Phu,  but  on  the  coordinated
fronts,  big  armed  forces  were  also  active,  especially  on  the  Western
Highlands and in other remote theaters of operation. On these fronts,
as at Dien  Bien Phu, our people fulfilled their tasks. They admirably
solved   the  problems  of  supply   to  enable   the  army   to   defeat  the
enemy, always to win new victories.

Never  had  so  large  a  number  of  Vietnamese  gone  to  the  front.
Never  had  so  many  young  Vietnamese  traveled  so  far  and  become
acquainted  with  so  many  distant  regions  of their  country.  From  the

plains  to  the  mountains,  on  roads  and  paths,  on  rivers  and  streams,
everywhere, there was the same animation :  the rear sent its men and
wealth  to  the  front  in  order  to  annihilate  the  enemy  and,  together
with the army, to liberate the country.

The  rear  brought  to  the  fighter  at  the  front  its  will  to  ann.ihilate
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the  enemy,  its  strong  unity  in  the  resistance  and  the  revolutionary
enthusiasm  of  the  land  reform.  Each  day,  thousands  of  letters  and
telegrams  from  all  over  the  country  came  to  the  Dien  Bien  Phu
front. Never  had  Vietnam  been  so  anxious  about  her  fighting  sons,
never  had  the  relations  between  the  rear  and  the  front  been  so  inti-
mate as in this winter-spring campaign.

Indeed,  a  Slrorig  rear  i5  alouays  the  dccisivc  factor  for  Victory  in  a

rc"a/z/j!.o7z¢ry  ov¢7.  In  the  Dicn  Bien  Phu  campaign  and,  generally

speaking,   the   whole   winter-spring  campaign,   our   people  made   a
worthy contribution to the victory of the nation.

We cannot forget the sympathy  and  hearty  support of  the brother

peoples,  of  the  progressive  peoples  all  over  the  world,  including  the
French  people.  Every  day,  from  all  corners  of  the  earth,  from  the
Soviet  Union,  China,  North  Korea,  and  the  German  Democratic
Republic,   Algeria,   India,   Burma,   Indonesia,   and   other   countries,
news  reached  the  f ront  through  broadcasts,  bringing  the  expression
of the boundless support of progressive mankind for the just struggle
of the Vietnamese people and army. This was a very great encourage-
ment for the combatants of the Vietnam People's Army at Dien Bien
Phu, as on all other fronts.

The War
in the South
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The Political and Military Line
of Our Party

Armed  Strttggle  ls  the  Prolongatiori  Of  Political  Sln4gglc

The  military  line  of  our  Party  derives  from  and  always  follows  its

political  line;  it endeavors  to achieve the political aims of the revolu-
tion   through  armed   struggle  or   political   struggle  combined   with
armed  struggle.  Our  revolution  must  go  through  the  stage  of  na-
tional   people's   democratic  revolution   and   advance   toward   the  so-

cialist  revolution,  bypassing  the  stage  of  capitalist  development.  Our

military  line  is  based  on  the  line  of  a  thoroughly  national  people's

democratic revolution;  it is  the /!.~c o/ jAc PcoP/c'j rc"a/z4;go~¢ry  g4J¢r,

the  war  of a  people  made  up  mainly  of  peasants,  which  is  aimed  at
overthrowing   imperialism  and   feudalism,   reconquering  independ-
ence  for  the  nation  and  giving  land  back  to  the  tillers.  It  is  the  line

of thorough war of national liberation,  a just  war to  counter  the  un-

just war of aggression waged by the enemy.
The  two  revolutionary  tasks,  the  national  and  the  democratic,  are

closely   linked  with   each  other.  That  is  why,   in  order   to  give  a
strong  impulse  to  the  peoplc's  revolutionary  war  and  bring  it  to  a
victorious  conclusion,  it  is  indispensable   to  mobilize  and  organize

the  entire  people,  particularly   to   mobilize   and   organize  the   large

mass  of  peasants  under  the  leadership  of  the  working  class,  and  to

solve  a  whole  series  of  questions  relating  to  the  democratic  revolu-
tion, especially the agrarian question.

To  wage  a  revolutionary  war  thoroughly  victoriously,  it  is  indis-

This  is  a  slightly  edited  version  of  the  text  which  appeared  under   the  same
title  in   Vf.c}ce¢fflcrc  S£%d{cf,  n.  7   (Hanoi,  n.d.),  pp.   123-152.   It  was  originally

I)ublished   in   IVAo#   D¢#,   the   organ   Of   the   Central   Committee   of   the   Lao
I)ong,  on  Dcccmber  22,1964,  the  twentieth  anniversary  of  the  founding  Of
the Vicmam  People's Army.
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pensable  to  strengthen  the  leadership  of  the  vanguard  Party  of  the
working  class.  It  is  this  leadership  which  has  created  all  the  condi-
tions  and  provided  all  the  guarantees  to  insure  the  transition  from
the  national  people's  democratic  revolution  to  the   socialist  revolu-
tion  through  a  continuous  revolutionary  process.  On  this  road,  the

people's  armed forces, which are  in  fact those  of the  laboring  people
-workers and peasants-are constantly directed and educated by the

Party.  They  are  constantly  animated  with  a  highly  combative  and
conscqucntly  revolutionary  spirit  and  have  all  the  necessary  condi-
tions to go forwai.d and I ulfill their task in the new stage, which is to
becoiine  a.  Sure  instruncnl  in  the  service  Of  the  state  of  prolctorian
dictatorship.

On  the  other  hand,  our  country  was  a  colonial  and  semi feudal
country with a territory which was not very vast,  a population which
was  not  very  large,  and  an  economy  which  was  essentially  agrarian
and backward. Our enemies-Japanese fascists or French colonialists
-were much  stronger  than  we  materially,  having  a  developed  capi-

talist economy and powerful regular armies. At present in the South,
United  States  imperialism,  served  by  its  lackeys,  is  also  an  economi-

cally and militarily strong enemy.
In  these  conditions,  our  military  line  is  that  followed  4y  a  j"4//

nation  §tntggling against a much  stronger cncmy. This strategy has
been  successful  in  solving,  creatively  and  adequately,  a  f undamcntal

problem:  relying  on  our  absolute  political  superiority,  on  the  right-
cousness  of  our  cause,  and  on  our  people's  unity   in  struggle,  it  is

poschihe  lo  use  tuhat  is  tucaR. to  fight  what  is  Strong,  to  dcfcat  the
most  modern  weapons  with  a  rcuoltttionary  spirit. Cousequ€rwhry, a.
small  nation  is  quite  capable  of  defeating  the  professional  army  of
the imperialist aggressors.

The  success  of  our  Party's  military  line  is  jyp!.c4/  a/  jAc  crc4£j."c

application, in our  coricrcte  condilions , of  the  uniucrsal  principles  of
Marxism-Leninism   on   rcuoluttonary   war,  on   the   building  up   of
rcuoltttionary  armed  forc€S , and  Of  rcuolutionary  bases, and so forth.
Its  content  reflects  the  character  and  the  universal  laws  of  revolu-
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tionary  war  in  general  and  the  character  and  the  particular  laws  Of
revolutionary  war  in our country.  Its content is particularly rich and
crcativc  in  the  combination  of political  struggle  with  military  strug-

gle, the combination  of the entire people's  political  struggle  with  the
entire  people's  uprising,  with  the  people's  war,  in  order  to  win  the

greatest victories for the revolutionary cause.
This  rnLhta[y  line  regards  lhc  leading  role  of  our  Party  as  most

j.onpor£¢~/, as a sure guarantee of final victory. The reason  is  that our
Party  is  the  vanguard  Party  of  the  working  class,  the  most  intransi-

gent  representative  of  the  interests  of  the  class,  the  people,  and  the
nation.  Our  Party  is  not  only  determined  to  carry  out  a  most  thor-
ough  revolutionary  struggle,  it  is  also  imbued  with  the  principles  of
Marxism-Leninism  which  is  the  most  progressive  science.  Thus,  it
is  capable of determining  [hc  most correct strategy  and  tactics  to  en-
sure victory.

On the one hand, our people's revolutionary struggle in the present

period applies the precious experience of fraternal countries in revolu-
tionary  struggle;  on  the  other  hand,  it  continues  and  develops  to  a
hick  deg[ce  our  peaple.s  traditions  of  indomilablc  §lrttgglc  against

/orcg.g#  ¢ggrcrfjo~  and  the  spirit  of  resolute  and  heroic  struggle  of
our peasants' uprisings in the past. Marxism-Leninism  never disowns

the history  and the great constituent virtues of a  nation;  on  the con-
trary,  it raises  these virtues  to  new heights  in  the  new  historical con-
ditions. During the many thousand years of their Sistory, our people
repeatedly  rose  up  to  struggle  heroically  against  foreign  aggression

and  reconquer national  independence.  In  those  armed  struggles,  our

I)eople  made  creative  contributions  to  military  art;   they   relied  on
justice  and  humanity  to  defeat  a  powerful  enemy,  used  what  was
weak  to  fight  what  was  strong,  won  victories  with  forces  Of  small
`i/.c in large-scale wars;  sometimes  they  attracted the enemy  far  into
ttur  own  territory  to  annihilate  them;  sometimes  they  temporarily
withdrew  troops  from  the  capital,  seeking  favorable  occasions  and

Ill.ices  gradually  to drive  the  enemy  to  defeat  and  liberate  the  coun-
li.y;  sometimes  they  built  up  revolutionary  armed  forces  in  regions
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and backward. Our enemies-Japanese fascists or French colonialists
-were much  stronger  than  we  materially,  having  a  developed  capi-

talist economy and powerful regular armies. At present in the South,
United  States  imperialism,  served  by  its  lackeys,  is  also  an  economi-

cally and militarily strong enemy.
In  these  conditions,  our  military  line  is  that  followed  4y  a  j"4//

nation  §tntggling against a much  stronger cncmy. This strategy has
been  successful  in  solving,  creatively  and  adequately,  a  f undamcntal

problem:  relying  on  our  absolute  political  superiority,  on  the  right-
cousness  of  our  cause,  and  on  our  people's  unity   in  struggle,  it  is

poschihe  lo  use  tuhat  is  tucaR. to  fight  what  is  Strong,  to  dcfcat  the
most  modern  weapons  with  a  rcuoltttionary  spirit. Cousequ€rwhry, a.
small  nation  is  quite  capable  of  defeating  the  professional  army  of
the imperialist aggressors.

The  success  of  our  Party's  military  line  is  jyp!.c4/  a/  jAc  crc4£j."c

application, in our  coricrcte  condilions , of  the  uniucrsal  principles  of
Marxism-Leninism   on   rcuoluttonary   war,  on   the   building  up   of
rcuoltttionary  armed  forc€S , and  Of  rcuolutionary  bases, and so forth.
Its  content  reflects  the  character  and  the  universal  laws  of  revolu-
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tionary  war  in  general  and  the  character  and  the  particular  laws  Of
revolutionary  war  in our country.  Its content is particularly rich and
crcativc  in  the  combination  of political  struggle  with  military  strug-

gle, the combination  of the entire people's  political  struggle  with  the
entire  people's  uprising,  with  the  people's  war,  in  order  to  win  the

greatest victories for the revolutionary cause.
This  rnLhta[y  line  regards  lhc  leading  role  of  our  Party  as  most

j.onpor£¢~/, as a sure guarantee of final victory. The reason  is  that our
Party  is  the  vanguard  Party  of  the  working  class,  the  most  intransi-

gent  representative  of  the  interests  of  the  class,  the  people,  and  the
nation.  Our  Party  is  not  only  determined  to  carry  out  a  most  thor-
ough  revolutionary  struggle,  it  is  also  imbued  with  the  principles  of
Marxism-Leninism  which  is  the  most  progressive  science.  Thus,  it
is  capable of determining  [hc  most correct strategy  and  tactics  to  en-
sure victory.

On the one hand, our people's revolutionary struggle in the present

period applies the precious experience of fraternal countries in revolu-
tionary  struggle;  on  the  other  hand,  it  continues  and  develops  to  a
hick  deg[ce  our  peaple.s  traditions  of  indomilablc  §lrttgglc  against

/orcg.g#  ¢ggrcrfjo~  and  the  spirit  of  resolute  and  heroic  struggle  of
our peasants' uprisings in the past. Marxism-Leninism  never disowns

the history  and the great constituent virtues of a  nation;  on  the con-
trary,  it raises  these virtues  to  new heights  in  the  new  historical con-
ditions. During the many thousand years of their Sistory, our people
repeatedly  rose  up  to  struggle  heroically  against  foreign  aggression

and  reconquer national  independence.  In  those  armed  struggles,  our

I)eople  made  creative  contributions  to  military  art;   they   relied  on
justice  and  humanity  to  defeat  a  powerful  enemy,  used  what  was
weak  to  fight  what  was  strong,  won  victories  with  forces  Of  small
`i/.c in large-scale wars;  sometimes  they  attracted the enemy  far  into
ttur  own  territory  to  annihilate  them;  sometimes  they  temporarily
withdrew  troops  from  the  capital,  seeking  favorable  occasions  and

Ill.ices  gradually  to drive  the  enemy  to  defeat  and  liberate  the  coun-
li.y;  sometimes  they  built  up  revolutionary  armed  forces  in  regions
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of  mountains  and  forests,  creating  bases  for  a  protracted  struggle
until the enemy  was  completely  defeated;  sometimes  they  mobilized
the peasants' combative spirit, created  a  large and  mighty  army,  and
wiped  out  the  enemy's  main  forces  by   unexpected  and  bold  ma-
neuvers.  The  indomitable  spirit  of  our  people  and  the  military  ex-

perience  bequeathed  by  our  forefathers have  both contributed  to  the
elaboration  of  the  military  line  and  military  theory  of  our  Party  in
the present conditions.

From  Revolutionary  Violcnc€  to  the  Uprising

Of  the  Entire  People  and  the  People's  War

People's war  is  the basic conception  in our Party's  military  line;  it

constantly  affirms  the  revolutionary  character,  the  just  character,  of

people's  war,  the  decisive  role  of the  masses,  the  leading  role  of  our
Party. It is the expression of our Party's class viewpciint, of Its reliance

on the masses.

Our  Party's  conception  of  peoplc`s  war  is  a  new  JceJc/opmc#/  a/
lh€ conc€plion  of  rcuoltttionary  uiolencc ±n ine [evolur\or\a.ry  col\text

of our country.
The  Marxist-Leninist  doctrine  on  class  struggle  and  the  dictator-

ship   of   the   proletariat   affirms   the   role   of   violence   in   revolution,
makes  a  distinction  between  unjust,  counter-revolutionary   violence
and  just,  revolutionary  violence,  between  the  violence  of  the  exploit-
ing classes and that of the masses.

Loyal  to  the  Marxist-Leninist  doctrine  on  class  struggle  and  on
the dictatorship of the proletariat, our Party has always been  imbued
with  this  c`o#cap/!.o„   o/  rcc;o/z¢/!.o#¢ry   c/zo/c#cc,.  it  has  correctly   ap-

praised, on the one  hand,  the extremely  reactionary  and  cruel  nature
of the enemy  and, on the other hand, the force of unity  and  struggle
of  our  people-in  the  first  place,  the  laboring  people,  the  masses  of
workers  and  peasants-and  consequently  it  has  clearly  shown  that
rcuoltttionary uiolencc t5 lhc orily correct way to overcome Che er\erny
and  win  political  power  for  the  people,  win  victory  for  the  revolu-
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tion.  Our  Party  holds  that  the  contradictions  between  imperialism
and  our  people,  as  well  as  the  contradictions  between  our  people,
between  the  peasantry and  the  feudal  landowners'  class,  are  antago-
nistic  ones,  which  can  be  radically  solved  only  by  revolutionary  vio-
lence.  In  particular,  the  present  revolution  for  national  liberation,
the  people's  national  democratic  revolution  in  our  country,  is  under
the  leadership  of  the  working  class;   it  belongs  to  the  category  o£

proletarian  revolutions,  and  so  its  character  of  class  struggle  is  all
the  more  acute  and  violent.  Violence  is  the  universal  objective  law
of  all   thorough   national   liberation   revolutions,  of  all   revolutions
which  are  truly  popular  in  character.  As  to  the  forms  of  violence,
they may bc political or military  or political combined with  military
struggle,  but  whatever  form  it  may  take,  it  must  depend  on  the
strength  of  the  politically  conscious  pc>pular  masses.  As  Engels  said,
"All  revolution,  whatever  form  it  may  take,  is  a  form  of  violence."

Since  its  foundation,  in  the  circumstances  of  a  stubborn  struggle
against  the  terror  of  the  imperialists  and  their  agents  who  tried  to
drown  the  revolutionary  movement in  blood,  our  Party,  on  the  one
hand,  mobilized  the  strength  of the  masses  for  the  political  struggle
and,  on  the  other  hand,  made  preparations  for  an  armed  uprising.
It  organized  self-defense  groups  for  the  protection  of  the  masses.
After World War 11 broke out, national liberation became an  urgent
task;  during  this  period,  on  the  basis  of  a  powerful  upsurge  of  the
internal  and  external  conditions  which  were  coming  to  maturity,
our  Party  gave  a  further  impulse  to  the  preparations  for  an  armed
insurrection,   and   launched   a   guerrilla   war   against   the   Japanese
imperialists.

The  general  insurrection  o£  August  1945  was  an  uprising  of  the
entire  people.  Our  entire  pcople,  united  in  a  broad  national  front,
with their armed and semiarmed  forces,  unanimously  rose  up  every-
where,  in  the  countryside  and  in  the  cities,  and  conquered  political

power  at  a  favorable  political  conjuncture,  when  ;he  Japanese  im-
perialists had  lost the war, their army was  in  a  process of  disintegra-
tion,  and  their  lackeys  were  demoralized  and  powerless.  This  vic-
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ship   of   the   proletariat   affirms   the   role   of   violence   in   revolution,
makes  a  distinction  between  unjust,  counter-revolutionary   violence
and  just,  revolutionary  violence,  between  the  violence  of  the  exploit-
ing classes and that of the masses.

Loyal  to  the  Marxist-Leninist  doctrine  on  class  struggle  and  on
the dictatorship of the proletariat, our Party has always been  imbued
with  this  c`o#cap/!.o„   o/  rcc;o/z¢/!.o#¢ry   c/zo/c#cc,.  it  has  correctly   ap-

praised, on the one  hand,  the extremely  reactionary  and  cruel  nature
of the enemy  and, on the other hand, the force of unity  and  struggle
of  our  people-in  the  first  place,  the  laboring  people,  the  masses  of
workers  and  peasants-and  consequently  it  has  clearly  shown  that
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tion.  Our  Party  holds  that  the  contradictions  between  imperialism
and  our  people,  as  well  as  the  contradictions  between  our  people,
between  the  peasantry and  the  feudal  landowners'  class,  are  antago-
nistic  ones,  which  can  be  radically  solved  only  by  revolutionary  vio-
lence.  In  particular,  the  present  revolution  for  national  liberation,
the  people's  national  democratic  revolution  in  our  country,  is  under
the  leadership  of  the  working  class;   it  belongs  to  the  category  o£

proletarian  revolutions,  and  so  its  character  of  class  struggle  is  all
the  more  acute  and  violent.  Violence  is  the  universal  objective  law
of  all   thorough   national   liberation   revolutions,  of  all   revolutions
which  are  truly  popular  in  character.  As  to  the  forms  of  violence,
they may bc political or military  or political combined with  military
struggle,  but  whatever  form  it  may  take,  it  must  depend  on  the
strength  of  the  politically  conscious  pc>pular  masses.  As  Engels  said,
"All  revolution,  whatever  form  it  may  take,  is  a  form  of  violence."

Since  its  foundation,  in  the  circumstances  of  a  stubborn  struggle
against  the  terror  of  the  imperialists  and  their  agents  who  tried  to
drown  the  revolutionary  movement in  blood,  our  Party,  on  the  one
hand,  mobilized  the  strength  of the  masses  for  the  political  struggle
and,  on  the  other  hand,  made  preparations  for  an  armed  uprising.
It  organized  self-defense  groups  for  the  protection  of  the  masses.
After World War 11 broke out, national liberation became an  urgent
task;  during  this  period,  on  the  basis  of  a  powerful  upsurge  of  the
internal  and  external  conditions  which  were  coming  to  maturity,
our  Party  gave  a  further  impulse  to  the  preparations  for  an  armed
insurrection,   and   launched   a   guerrilla   war   against   the   Japanese
imperialists.

The  general  insurrection  o£  August  1945  was  an  uprising  of  the
entire  people.  Our  entire  pcople,  united  in  a  broad  national  front,
with their armed and semiarmed  forces,  unanimously  rose  up  every-
where,  in  the  countryside  and  in  the  cities,  and  conquered  political

power  at  a  favorable  political  conjuncture,  when  ;he  Japanese  im-
perialists had  lost the war, their army was  in  a  process of  disintegra-
tion,  and  their  lackeys  were  demoralized  and  powerless.  This  vic-
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torious  uprising chiefly  relied  on the  political  violence  of  the  masses
supported by  a:Imcd  v.iohence.  Tl.c  ttprising  of  the  cntirc  people  in
our  country  was  a netu  dct/elopment of rcuolwionary  strttggle:  com-
bining  political  and  armed  Violence, arld  carried  oi4t  stmulterieously
in  tlic countryside  and  the cincs, tl.c  primpal means  being the  tio-
litical  strength  of  the  masses;  tl.is  strength,  organized  into  a  broad
united  froril  based   on  the  alliance  of   the   tMorR!ing  class   tMilh  the

pc'4f¢~jry,  was  mobilized,  organized  and  led  by  the  party  of  the
working  class.  Thus,  we  can  clearly   see  that  the  practice  of  the
August 1945 general insurrection  had  a  highly  creative  content.  In  a
former  colonial  and  semifeudal  country  like  ours,  the  revolution  Of
national liberation does  not  necessarily  take the form of a protracted
struggle,  or  that  of  an  armed  uprising  in  the  cities,  but  it  is  quite

possible  for  it  to  combine,  in  a  creative manner,  these  two  forms  of
struggle.

Our  nationwide  resistance  war,  which  was  a  people's  war,  was  a
new  development;  it  was  a  frz#  rcoJo/"}£.o#4ry  ov¢r,  ¢  giv¢r  by  !Ac' c#-

;j.rc pcoP/c,  a  jo!4/  ov4r.  A  revolutionary  war, because  it  was  carried
out on  the basis of the mobilization  and  organization  of  the  masses,
with  the  aim  of  achieving  a  national  democratic  revolution.  A  war
by  the  entire  people,  because  it  was  a  war  in  which  a  whole  nation
struggled  in  unity,  each  citizen  becoming  a  combatant,  a  war  in
which  our  Party's  correct  revolutionary  line  succeeded  in  grouping
all  patriotic  strata  of  the  population  in  a  broad  front  based  on  a
strong  worker-peasant  alliance,  and  mobilizing  them  for  the  strug-

gle.  A  total  war,  because  armed  struggle  was  I requently  combined
with  political  struggle,  because  at  the  same  time  as  we  engaged  in
a  military  struggle,  we  carried  out  reduction  of  land  rent,  land  re-
form,  political  struggle  in  urban  centers  and  enemy-occupied  areas,
and struggle in the economic and cultural fields.

It  should  be  stressed  that  during  the  resistance,  we  used  ¢rovcc7
Strttgglc  as  an  csscnlial  form  of  stn4gglc, with  the  countrys:ide  zis  a,
base.  The  enemy  we  faced  was  the  expeditionary  corps  of  French
colonialism,   an   old-type  colonialism.  It  was   only   through   armed
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struggle  that  it  was  possible,  in  such circumstances,  to  decimate  and
annihilate the cncmy, and win victory for the resis[ancc.

In  the  South  Of our  country,  in  the  conditions  Of  struggle  against
neocolonialism  and  the  "special  war"  of United  States  imperialism,
historical conditions  present some  aspects  which are  similar  to  those
of  the  resistance  against  French  colonialism,  but  others  which  are

peculiar  to  the  liberation  war  in  South  Vietnam.  Our  people  in  the
South  enjoy  a  clear  political  superiority  over  the  enemy;  they  also
have  traditions  of  and  experience  in  political  struggle  and  armed
struggle  and  are  animated  with  ardent  patriotism  and  high  revolu-
tionary  spirit;  the  enemy  are  strong  materially  and  technically,  but
the social  bases of the  reactionary  forces  in  the  service of  the United
States  imperialists  being extremely  weak,  they  are  in  a  state of com-

plete  political  isolation,  and  their  political  weakness  is  irremediable.
Because  of  our  country's  temporary  partition,  a  phase  has  appeared
of acute  political  struggle  against  the  war  unilaterally  started  by  the
enemy,  developing  afterward  into  political  struggle  combined  with
armed  struggle.  The  war  of  liberation  now  being  waged  by  our
countrymen  in  the  South  is  ¢  rcoJo/"fj.o#¢ry  g4/¢r,  a  ov¢r  dy  jAc c#£S.rc.

pcop/c, a  joj¢/  ov¢r  using  simultaneously  the  two  forms of  struggle,
rcgardirig  I)oth  as  fundancntal  and   dccisiu€.  ALlrrred  st"ggle Llas
developed on the basis of political struggle brought to  a higher level;
these  two  forms  of  struggle  develop  simultaneously   in  a  vigorous
manner  and  stimulate  each  other.  Armed  struggle  which  becomes
more  and  more  vigorous  does  not  make  political  struggle  decrease
in intensity but, on the contrary, gives it a stronger impulse;  together
they  pursue  the  aim  of  annihilating  and  dislocating  enemy  armed
forces, striking vigorously  where  the enemy is basically  weak, on the

political  ground.  The  people's  war  in  the  South  applies  at  the  same
time  the  laws  governing  revolutionary  armed  struggle  during  our
i`ationwide  resistance  and  the  laws  governing  this  struggle  during
the August  1945 general uprising, which  makes its content infinitely
rich and creative.

The   practice   of   revolutionary   struggle   in  our  country   in   new
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historical  conditions  has  made  an  original  contribution  to  Marxist-
Leninist theory on revolutionary  armed struggle, according to which
revolutionary  struggle  is a  dialectic  combination of political  struggle
and armed  struggle,  sometimes  taking  the  form of political struggle,
sometimes the form of a long revolutionary  war, sometimes the form
of  an  entire  people's   uprising,  and   sometimes  combining   all   the
above  forms.  This  is  what  we  mean  when  we  say  that  the  people's
uprising and  the  people's  war  in our  country  are  new  developments
in the conception of revolutionary violence.

From  the  Rcuolttrionary  People  to  the
Rcuolutionary  Armed  Forcc§

The  Marxist-Leninist  doctrine  holds  that  revolutionary  struggle
in general and  armed struggle in particular must be the work  of the
masses  who,  once  they  are  conscious  of  the  political  aims  of  the
revolution,  are  ready  to  be  organized  and  resolute  in  rising  up  to
fight,  so  that  they  become  capable  of  defeating  the  most  wicked
enemy.  As  Lenin  said,  "The  masses  who  shed  their  blood  on  the
battlefield  are  the factor which brings victory  in  a war."

In  order  to  carry  out  a  people's  war,  the  entire  people  must  be
mobilized   and   armed.   Our   Party's   fundamental   concept   in   this
matter is that of the pcap/c'f ¢r"cJ /orccf .  This ccincept is indicative
of the revolutionary character,  the  popular  and  class character of the
armed  forces;   it  is  indicative  of  the  Party's  absolute  leadership  of
the armed forces.

Because  armed  struggle  is  the  continuation  of  political  struggle,
no powerful armed forces could be built without the people's mighty

political  strength.  Looking  back  at  our  people's  long  and  arduous
revolutionary  struggle,  we  can  clearly  see  that  the  years  of  bitter

political  struggle   after   our  Party   was   founded,   to  enlighten   and
organize  the  masses,  to  build  the  worker-peasant  alliance,  to  create
a  People's  United  Front,  to  affirm  the  leading  role  of  the  Party,
were  the  years  of  preparation  of  forces  for  the  subsequent  armed
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struggle.  After  our  Party  had  decided  to  prepare  for  an  armed  up-
rising and  later, to wage a long resistance war, it continued  [o attach
much  importance  to  propaganda,  to  mobilization  work  among  the
masses,  to  stimulating  the  patriotism  of  various  strata  of  the  people
and  their hatred of the  enemy,  organizing  the  people,  especially  the
workers  and  peasants,  into  a  strong  basis  for  the  great  union  of  the
entire  people  for  the  resistance.  The  political  force  of the  masses,  of
the  people,  is  the  strongest  possible  base  on  which  to  develop  the
armed  forces.  Furthermore,  even  in  the  circumstances  of  revolution-
ary  war,  this  political  force  continues  Its  direct  support  for  the  front

and  participates  in  the  struggle  against  the  enemy,  assuming  a  most
important role in the war.

In  the  first  days,  when  our  Party  decided  to  make  preparations
for  an  armed  uprising,  it  relied  only  on  the  force  of  the  politically

conscious  masses,  having then  not  even  the  smallest  armed  force. In
the  first  days,  when  our  Party  called  on  the  entire  people  to  rise  up
and  take  part  in  the  resistance  war  for  national  salvation,  the  prin-
cipal  force opposing the aggressors was the  united force of the entire

people,  while  the  people's  armed  forces  were  still  weak  in  numbers,
equipment,  and  experience.  In  recent  years,  our  countrymen  in  the
South  at  first  also  relied  basically  on  their  political  force  when  they

heroically  rose up to fight against a  wicked  enemy.  Their innumera-
ble  heroic  deeds  are  further  proof  that  the  source  of  strength  of  the
armed  forces  in  a  revolutionary  war  is  the  strength  of  the  united
struggle  of  the  entire  people;  that  once  patriotism  and  revolutionary

ideas   have   penetrated   deep   into   the   people,   they   become   an   in-

vincible  force.

The  Pcople'S  armed  forces  arc  born  of  the  rcuolutionary  people.
The  worker-pea`sant  self-defense  units  in  the  days  of  the  Nghetinh
soviets,*  the  small  semiarmed  and  armed  forces  in  the  period  pre-
ceding the general uprising, the National Salvation units,t the Propa-

* Peasant Sovicts of  19301931.
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ganda  Groups  for  the  Liberation  of  Vietnam,  the  Ba  To  guerril-
las,*  the  thousands  of  self-defense  and  self-defense  fighting  groups
throughout  the  country,  were  built  up  on  the  basis  of  consolidating
and developing  the  political organizations of the  masses. During  the
rcsistancc,  the  recruiting  of  cadres  and  combatants  for  main-force
units  and  local  units,  militia  and  guerrilla  groups  relied  chiefly  on
that  inexhaustible  source   of   supply:   the   revolutionary  people,  the
best  elements  in  the  mass  organizations  led  and  educated  by  the
Party.   Today,   when   in   the   completely   liberated  North,   we   have

powerful  armed  forces,  we  still  keep  very  close  relations  with  the
organizations  of  the  masses  led  by  the  Party.  Born  of  the  people,
the  people's  armed  forces  can  grow  in  strength  only  thanks  to  their
unreserved  support  and  by  continuously  learning  from  their  revolu-
tionary  spirit and  rich  experience  in  revolutionary  struggle.  To  con-
solidate  and  continuously  develop  blood  relations  with  the  people,
our  armed  forces  have  not  only  to  fight,  but  also  to  work  and  pro-
duce,   remaining   always   clctse   to   the   political   movement   of   the
masses.

The  pcople'S  armed  forces  are  the  reuohationary  armed  forces  of

lhc laboring people, of the workers and  peasants ; they fight to defend
the  interesl5  Of  the  people,  the  class,  and  the  nation. These  arrr+!€d

forces  must  bc  placed  under  the  leadership  of  the  vanguard  party
if  they  are  to  have   a   revolutionary   character   and   an   increasingly
high  combative  spirit.  That  the  armed  forces  should  have  a  revolu-
tionary character, a class character, is the essential point in our Party's

theory  on  the  building  of  the  armed  forces.  That  is  the  reason  why
our  Party  attaches  great  importance  to  the  role  of  political  work,
regarding  it  as  vital  to  the  armed  forces.  To  make  unceasing  efforts
to enhance the class consciousness and patriotism of cadres and com-

batants,  to  ensure  the  absolute  loyalty  of  cadres  and  combatants  to
the  Party,  the  people,  the  fatherland,  and  their  readiness  to  sacrifice

* Giap  is referring  to the southern  insurrection  at Ba To in  1945.
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everything for the  revolutionary cause-these  tasks  must  be  fulfilled
to  make  the  armed  forces  a  reliable  instrument  of  the  Party  and
the  people  in  the  national  democratic  revolution  and  in  the  socialist
revolution.  Our  Peoplc's  Army  is  a  heroic  army,  firstly  because  it  is
an army born of the people, fighting to defend the people's  interests;
because  it  is  determined  to  carry  out  a  thorough  revolution,  deter-
mined  to  fight  and  to  win,  and  has  a  tradition  of  heroic  fighting,
hard   work,   endurance,   determination   to   overcome   difficulties,   to
fulfill  all  duties.  To  firmly  maintain  and  consolidate  the  absolute
leadership   of   the   Party   in   the   armed   forces,   to   intensify   the
education  of  cadres  and  combatants  in  proletarian  ideology  and  in
the  Party's  line  and  revolutionary  tasks,  to  realize  unity  within  the
army,  unity  between  the  army  and  the  people,  international  unity,
to provoke the  disintcgration  of enemy forces, to  realize broad  inner
democracy and  at the same time  strict  self-imposed  discipline-these
are the fundamental  Principlc5  to  follow  in  the  building of  the  Pco-

plc'S  armed  forces  in  the  political  aspect, and the factors which w`ill
preserve  their  class  character  and  ensure  their  constant  growth  and
victory.

In  order  to  carry  out  a  people's  war,  the  armed  forces  must  have
adequate   forms   of  organization  comprising   on¢j.~,/orc`c  jroopf,  rc-

gional  troops, militia, a.nd  Self-dcfcnsc  units. The  rna:\n-force  troops
are  mobile  units  which  may  be  used  in  fighting  in  any  part  of  the
country.  Regional  troops  are  the  mainstay  of  armed  struggle  in  a
region. Militia and self-defense groups are extensive semiarmed forces
(jf the laboring people who, while continuing their production work,
.1rc  the  main  instrument  of  the  people's  power  at  the  base.

The  practice  of  revolutiomry  armed  struggle  by  our  people  has

I)roved  that   the   three  above-mentioned   forms   of  organization   of
the  armed  forces  are  wholly  adequate  for  the  tasks  of  promoting  a

iti`ople's  war,  for  mobilizing  and  arming  the  entire  people  for  the
`var.  We  have  to  look  back  at  our  people's  struggle  through  succcs-
I,ive  periods  to  grasp  fully  the  importance  and  strategic  role  of  those
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(jf the laboring people who, while continuing their production work,
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three  categories  of  armed  forces.  If  we  had  not  organized  secret
self-defense   units   during  the  preinsurrection   period,  the   powerful
armed  forces  such  as  we  had  later  on  would  never  have  come  into
being;  if  during  the  resistance  we  had  not  organized  an  extensive
network  of  self-defense  groups  and  strong  regional  units,  guerrilla
warfare  could  not  have  developed  to  a  high  degree,  and  still  less
could  we  have  built  a  powerful  main  force.  On  the  other  hand,  if
we had  not had  a large  mobile  main  force when the  armed  struggle
was  at  a  victorious  stage,  there  would  have  been  no  great  battles  to
annihilate  enemy  forces,  no  victorious  campaigns,  and  the  glorious
Dien  Bien  Phu  battle  would  not  have  taken   place.  Today  in  the
South  of  our  country,  in  the  main  the  armed  forces  are  developing
according  to  the  same  laws  as  those  discussed  above.  The  extensive
semiarmed  organizations  efficaciously  supported  the  movement  of
the  masses  in  the  countryside,  when  the  people  were  rising  up  to
free  themselves  from  the  enemy's  grip,  undertake  partial  uprisings
at  the  base,  and  promote  guerrilla  warfare.  It  was  while  these  po-
litical  and  armed  struggles  were  raging  that  the  three  categories  of
armed  forces  were  formed  and  developed.  The  South Vietnam  Lib-
eration  Army  has  been  growing  rapidly  and  unceasingly.  We  can
say  that the  above  three  forms  of organization  have  extremely  close,

organic  relations,  which  ensure  an  Inexhaustible  source  of  strength
from  the  masses  of  the  people  for  the  people's  armed  forces,  and
make  it  possible  for  them  not  only  to  carry  out  their  task  of  anni-
hilating  enemy  forces  but  also  to  protect  our  political and  economic
bases  and  preserve  the  potential  of  the  liberation  war.

Our  country  has  no  vast  territory,  no  large  population;   numer-
ically,  our  armed  forces  cannot  compare  with  those  of  large  coun-
tries.  For   this   very   reason,  to  defend   our  country   efficaciously,  to

defeat an enemy who  is stronger than wc materially  and  technically,
we  have  to  apply  those  three  forms  of  armed  forces  strictly.  Exten-

sively  and strongly  organized  militia  and  self-defense  groups,  strong
regional  troops, powerful  and  highly  mobile  main-force  troops :  that
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is  a  sine  qua  non  condition  for  developing  our  fighting  power  and
raising  our  national  defense  capacity  to  a  high  degree,  even  in  the

present  conditions,  when  our  People's  Army  is  being  built  Into  a
modern regular army.

From  Corrccl  Revolutionary  Strategy  a7id  Tactics
lo  Military  Art  in  a  Pcoplc's  War

To insure the success of a revolutionary war, it is necessary  to have
both correct strategy and correct tactics, which constitute the on!.J¢.!4ry
art  of  pcopleJs  u,ar.

This  military  art  must  originate  from  the  Party's  revolutionary
strategy   and  tactics.  From   the   strategic  objective,   the  objective  of

operations,  to  the  principles  guiding  military  strategy,  and  the  like,
all  these fundamental  questions  are  determined by  the general  strat-
egy  and  tactics  of  the  revolution.  Military  art  must  originate  from
the  revolutionary  character,  the  just  character  of  the  people's  war,
and  also  from  the  particular  conditions  of  the  enemy,  our  own  and
those  of  the  theater  of  operations,  if  it  is  to  solve  in  a  correct  and
creative  manner  the  problems  relating  to  the  direction  of  strategy,
operations,  and  tactics,  with  a view  to  winning victory.

Our  Party's  military  art  is  imbued  with  the  popular  character  of
revolutionary  armed  struggle;   it  regards  the  masses',  the  workers'
and  the   laboring  people's   determination  to  carry  out  a   thorough
revolution,  and  the  determination  of  the  armed  forces  to  fight  and
to  win  as  the  most  basic  and  decisive  factor  in  bringing  about  vic-
tory. That is also  the rc„o/&fjo"Cry cA¢r¢cjcr, the c/¢jj c4¢r¢cjcr, and
the Pc#£y cA¢r4cjc'r of our military art.

Our  military  art  is  that  of  a  small  nation,  whose  armed  force  is
`lill  weak  in  equipment  and  technique  but  which  rises  up  to  fight
`L'ainst an enemy who is materially much stronger. This is a military
\i ` , whclse cha[acterisha .rs to  defeat  material force  tuith  moral force,
tlt'|cal what gs strong tuith what t5  oucak, d€fcat tuhal is modern with
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litical  and  armed  struggles  were  raging  that  the  three  categories  of
armed  forces  were  formed  and  developed.  The  South Vietnam  Lib-
eration  Army  has  been  growing  rapidly  and  unceasingly.  We  can
say  that the  above  three  forms  of organization  have  extremely  close,

organic  relations,  which  ensure  an  Inexhaustible  source  of  strength
from  the  masses  of  the  people  for  the  people's  armed  forces,  and
make  it  possible  for  them  not  only  to  carry  out  their  task  of  anni-
hilating  enemy  forces  but  also  to  protect  our  political and  economic
bases  and  preserve  the  potential  of  the  liberation  war.

Our  country  has  no  vast  territory,  no  large  population;   numer-
ically,  our  armed  forces  cannot  compare  with  those  of  large  coun-
tries.  For   this   very   reason,  to  defend   our  country   efficaciously,  to

defeat an enemy who  is stronger than wc materially  and  technically,
we  have  to  apply  those  three  forms  of  armed  forces  strictly.  Exten-

sively  and strongly  organized  militia  and  self-defense  groups,  strong
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revolution,  and  the  determination  of  the  armed  forces  to  fight  and
to  win  as  the  most  basic  and  decisive  factor  in  bringing  about  vic-
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what  i§  primitiuc,  defeat  chc  modern  armies  of  lhc  a,ggressivc  im-

pcriali§l§   with   the  pcopl!§  patrtoti5m  and   determination  to  carry
ot4t  a  thorough  revoltttion.

Our  military  art  has  successfully  solved  a  number  Of  questions
relating to strategy,  operations, and  tactics, with  a  view  to defeating
a  strong  enemy;  it  has  correctly  determined  SAc  rcJ4jj.o~f  bcjovcc#

or4~   ¢#J  ovc4po#j,  po/!.j;.cj  ¢#J  fccA#jq#c,   regarding   the   human
factor,  the  political  factor,  as  the  decisive  factor,  while  considering
weapons and technique also important. Now  that the people's armed
forces  have   the   possibility   of   having  better   equipment,   of   being
strengthened materially and technically, our military art is still firmly
maintaining  the  above  guiding  principles,  combining  politics   and
technique on the basis that politics and fighting spirit are the essential
factor,  which  enhances  to  the  highest  degree  the  fighting  power  of
the armed forces.

Our  military  art  thoroughly  grasps  the  dialectical process  of  revo-
lutionary  violence  evolving  into  an  entire  people's  uprising  or  de-
veloping  into  a  people's  war;  that  is  why  it  not  only  stresses  that
armed  struggle  is  the  continuation of  political  struggle,  but  attaches

great  importance  to  the  political  force  of  the  masses  while  building
the  armed  forces,  as  it considers  the coon6!.re¢¢G.ore  oJ  poJcjj.c¢j j!r#ggJc

4#J  ¢r"cJ  fgiv#gg/c  as  a  problem  of  strategic  direction,  and  a  most
important factor to ensure victory.

The  people's  war  generally  takes  place  in  conditions  when  our
side  enjoys  absolute  political  superiority  over  an  enemy  materially
stronger than we are. Considering the revolutionary  character  of the
war  and  the  balance  of  concrete  forces,  our  military  art  has  deter-
mined  the  following  strategic  orientation:  ;o  proowojc  a  ov4r  by  £Ac

entire  tlcotile, a  total  and  protracted  war. We t\ave to wage a lorl8
war   in   which   our   political   superiority   will   prevail,   and   we  can

gradually  increase our  strength,  pass  from  a  position  of  weakness to
a  position  of  strength,  change  the  balance  of  forces  between  us  and
the  enemy,  and  ensure  victory  for  our  side.  Looking  back  at  our
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people's revolutiomry  struggle  over  past periods, wc  can see that we
have,  as  a  rule,  rest)rted  to  the  strategy  of  long  struggle,  and  this
strategy  led  the  previous  sacred  resistance  war  to  a  glorious  victory.

But this  does  not mean that in  certain  concrete historical  conditions,
when  on  account  of  the  political   superiority   we  always   have,  or
some  other  reason,  the  balance  of  forces  changes  rapidly  to  our  ad-
vantage, we do not avail ourselves of the opportunity to give a strong
impulse  to  the  people's  revolutionary  struggle  and  promptly  win  a
decisive  victory.  This  is  what  happened  in  the  glorious  days  o£  Au-

gust 1945. Our entire people, responding to the Party's  appeal, moved
from   a  political   struggle  and   local  guerrilla  warfare   directly  to   a

general uprising and won a glorious victory.
According  to  our  military  theory,  in  order  to  ensure  victory  for

the  people's  war  when  we  are  stronger  than  the  enemy  politically
and   the  enemy   is   stronger   than  we  materially,  it  is  necessary  to

promote  an  extensive  gz#r".//¢  ovar  which  will  develop  gradually
into a rcg&/¢r over combined  with  a  guerrilla  war. Regular  war  and

guerrilla war are closely combined, stimulate each other,  deplete and
annihilate  enemy  forces,  and  bring  final  victory.  Looking  back  at
our people's  armed struggle  through successive  periods, we  can fully
realize the strategic role of guerrilla war combined with regular war.
Without  the  guerrilla  war  in  the  early  days,  there  would  have  been
no  August  general  uprising,  no  victorious  regular  war  during  the
resistance.  Today  on  the  South  Vietnam  battlefields,  guerrilla  war
in  the  form  of  partial  uprisings  in  the  countryside  has  attained  an
extremely  important  strategic  role  and  is  developing  to  an  increas-
ingly  high  degree.  On  the other  hand,  if guerrilla  war had  not been
combined  with  regular  war,  our  people  could  not  have  won  a  de-
cisive  victory  in   the  previous   sacred  resistance  war.  Guerrilla  war

and  regular  war  are  indispensable  forms  of  war  in  a  people's  war,
but this does  not mean  that in all circumstances  a  people's war  must
necessarily  begin  as  a  guerrilla  war,  and  develop  afterward  into  a
regular   war.   Should   the   enemy   now   launch   an   aggressive   war
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our people's  armed struggle  through successive  periods, we  can fully
realize the strategic role of guerrilla war combined with regular war.
Without  the  guerrilla  war  in  the  early  days,  there  would  have  been
no  August  general  uprising,  no  victorious  regular  war  during  the
resistance.  Today  on  the  South  Vietnam  battlefields,  guerrilla  war
in  the  form  of  partial  uprisings  in  the  countryside  has  attained  an
extremely  important  strategic  role  and  is  developing  to  an  increas-
ingly  high  degree.  On  the other  hand,  if guerrilla  war had  not been
combined  with  regular  war,  our  people  could  not  have  won  a  de-
cisive  victory  in   the  previous   sacred  resistance  war.  Guerrilla  war

and  regular  war  are  indispensable  forms  of  war  in  a  people's  war,
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against  the  North  of  our  country,  on  account  of  the  concrete  con-
ditions cin  our  side and  theirs,  regular  war  and  guerrilla  war  would
be waged simultaneously.

In  all  wars,  the  activities  of  the  armed  forces  arc  either  offensive
or  defensive.  A  revolutionary  war  also  uses  both  these  forms  but
regards  offensive  activities  as  the  most essential.  As  a  result  of  con-
crete  practice  Of  revolutionary  armed  struggle,  our  military  art  has
created original forms of struggle : g"crrg//a  w4r/¢rc, "ob!./c ov¢rf4rc,
and  pofg.j!.o#¢/  av¢r/arc.  All  these  forms,  in  offensive  and  defensive

operations,  can  raise  to  the  highest  degree  the  determination  of  the

people's   armed   forces   to  wipe  out  the  enemy,   to   defeat  what  is
strong  with  what  is  weak,  that  is,  their  determination  to  carry  out
a thorough revolution.

Our  military  art  has  also  established  correct  principles  of  opera-
tional direction to guide all war activities by our armed forces. These

principles  have  gradually  taken  shape  in  the  course  of  our  people's
armed  struggle,  they  have  also  been  developed  and  brought  to  a
higher  level.  These  principles  are  indicative  of our  determination  to
carry out a thorough revolution;  they  attach  the  greatest  importance
to  the  determination   to  wipe  out  enemy  manpower  and  preserve
and  strengthen  our  forces;   they  are,  at  the  same  time,  penetrated
with  the  thought  that  everything  should  be  done  to  gain  initiative
in  offensive  operations,  achieve  great  mobility,  develop  political  su-

periority   and   heroism   in   fighting,   in   order   to   defeat   an   enemy
stronger  than   we  in  equipment  and   technique,  keeping   in   mind
that victory must be won for each battle, that our  armed forces  must

grow  in  strength  with  each battle,  and  win  victory  in  the  war.
Our  military  art  must  develop  continuously  if  it  is  to  meet  the

requirements  of  revolutionary  tasks  and  £Ac  rcgwg.rc7#c#fj  o/  a  Pco-

plc's  tuar  in  the  pr€§cnt  cond8tions.  A  war  may  ta.ke  place  `in  cir-
cumstanccs  when  the  enemy  has  modern  equipment  and  weapons,
while our side has  inferior equipment  and  weapons, as  on the South
Vietnam  battlefield  at  present.  Our  countrymen  in  the  South  have
enhanced  their  fighting  tradition  and  applied  in  a  creative  manner
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the  experience  gained  during  the  resistance  in  order  to  defeat  the
enemy. A war may also take place in circumstances where the enemy
has   modern   equipment  and   weapons   while  our  equipment  and
weapons,  though  still  inferior  to  those  of  the  enemy,  are  becoming
relatively   modem.   In  these   circumstances,  our  military   art  is   still
based  on  the  popular  character  of  the  war,  on  politics  and  heroic
fighting  spirit,  and  on  this  basis,  the  efficaciousness  of  equipment
and  weapons  will  be  increased,  the  organization  and  direction  of
operations  will  be  brought  to  a  higher  level,  and  our  armed  forces
will have an  increasingly greater  fighting power.

From  Political  Bases  Among  ike  Masses
to  a  Popular  Natior.al  Defense

A  strongly  organized  rear  is  always  a  factor  of  success  because  it
is  a  source  of  political  and  moral  stimulation  and  mobilization  to
the  front,  a  source  of  supply  of  manpower,  materials,  and  money
for  the  war.  As  the  war grows  in  scale,  the  role of  the  rear becomes
increasingly important.

We  attach  the  greatest  importance  to  the  role  of  the  rear  in  a
war.  As  soon  as  the  question  of  armed  struggle  was  posed,  another

question  was  also  posed-that  of  having  places  where  our  people's
armed  forces  could  be  hidden,  trained,  supplied,  strengthened,  and
could  rest.  While  revolutionary  struggle  was  developing,  we  created
:`   rear  where  there  had  been  none,  developed  it,  beginning  with

political  bases  among  the  masses,  and  now  have  a  relatively  com-
|)lete  system  of  popular  national  defense.  We  can  say  that  in  the
a,irly days when our Party made the decision to prepare for an armed
Struggle, we did  not have a single inch of free territory;  at that time,
tl`c only rear we had was our  secret political bases, and the  complete

loyalty  of  the  people  who  had  become conscious  of  their  revolution-
.try  cause.  It  was  from  these  secret  political  bases  that  our  Party-
ttiir  first  guerrilla  units  were  then  concentrating  on  armed  propa-

+i,.`nda,  political  activities  being  regarded  as  more  important  than
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against  the  North  of  our  country,  on  account  of  the  concrete  con-
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people's   armed   forces   to  wipe  out  the  enemy,   to   defeat  what  is
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requirements  of  revolutionary  tasks  and  £Ac  rcgwg.rc7#c#fj  o/  a  Pco-

plc's  tuar  in  the  pr€§cnt  cond8tions.  A  war  may  ta.ke  place  `in  cir-
cumstanccs  when  the  enemy  has  modern  equipment  and  weapons,
while our side has  inferior equipment  and  weapons, as  on the South
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the  experience  gained  during  the  resistance  in  order  to  defeat  the
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:`   rear  where  there  had  been  none,  developed  it,  beginning  with

political  bases  among  the  masses,  and  now  have  a  relatively  com-
|)lete  system  of  popular  national  defense.  We  can  say  that  in  the
a,irly days when our Party made the decision to prepare for an armed
Struggle, we did  not have a single inch of free territory;  at that time,
tl`c only rear we had was our  secret political bases, and the  complete

loyalty  of  the  people  who  had  become conscious  of  their  revolution-
.try  cause.  It  was  from  these  secret  political  bases  that  our  Party-
ttiir  first  guerrilla  units  were  then  concentrating  on  armed  propa-

+i,.`nda,  political  activities  being  regarded  as  more  important  than
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military  activities-endeavored to build up secret bases for the armed
struggle,  and  gradually  came  to  wage  partial  guerrilla  war  and  to
create  a  free  zone.  Afterward,  during  the  precious  long  resistance
war,  we  had  vast  free  zones  as  a  strongly  organized  rear  for  the
armed  struggle,  besides  the  guerrilla  bases  and  guerrilla  zones  in
the  enemy's   rcaf.  Our  rear,  which  was  increasingly   strengthened
in  every  aspect,  was  the  starting  point  from  which  our  concentrated
main-force  units  launched  offensive  operations  on  battlegrounds  fa-
vorable  to  us;  this  rear  made  it  possible  to  prepare  and  supply  ef-
ficaciously  the  armed  forces,  in  increasingly  great  counteroffensive
campaigns.  In  the  enemy-occupied  areas,  the  rear  was  at  first  places
where  the politically  conscious  people  hid cadres  and  guerrilla  fight-
ers  in underground  caches,  sometimes  for  several  months  at a  time;
these  places  developed  into  guerrilla  bases  and  guerrilla  zones.  In
the  liberation  war  now  waged  by  our  countrymen  in  the  South,  as
a  result of  the  political  struggle  of  the  masses  combined  with  vigor-
ous  and  extensive  guerrilla  warfare,  liberated  zones  have  come  into
being  and  are  expanding,  playing  an  increasingly  important  role  in
bringing about victory.

Looking  back  at  our  people's  armed  struggle  through  successive

periods,  we  can  fully  grasp  the  strategic  significance  of  the  rear  in
relation  to  the  war  and  draw  this  conclusion:  from  the  viewpoint
of  the  pcople`s  wa.I,  the  buglding-tlp  and  consolidation  of  tl.c  rear.
ou"#  bc  c¢rrG.cJ  a"j  !.#   c"cry   ¢fpc'c},.   the   political,   economic,   and

military  aspects  are  equally  important,  but  most  important  is  the

political factor, the "people" factor. That is why in the last war, with
the  support  of  the  people,  we  succeeded  in  building  up  relatively
safe  bases,  not  only  in  inaccessible  mountainous  regions,  but  also  in
the  midst of the  vast,  open  delta  region,  crisscrossed  with  rivers  and
studded with enemy posts.

At  present,   the   liberated  North,   engaged   in   successful   socialist
construction,  is  our  vast and  strong rear;  it  is  the base  for  the  entire
Vietnamese  people's  struggle  for  their  revolutionary  cause.  In  order
to  consohda;tc  national  dcfcnse  in  cuery  aspect,  grezrty  .irlcrease tlx€
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defense  capabilities  of the  country,  we  have  not  only  to  endeavor  to
build  up powerful  people's  armed  forces but  also  make  great  efforts
to consolidate our  rear in every  aspect. The  most fundamental ques-
tion  is  to  enhance  the  people's  patriotism,  socialist  consciousness,
awareness  of  being masters  of  their own  country,  and  revolutionary
v.ig;hence, a.nd on thiis bas:is, to inol7iliz€ the cntir€  people  for increas-
ing  prodt4ction  and  building  socialism. tuhilc  being  always r.cady  to

fight  for  the  dcfensc  of  the  North. It is  rlccessa:ry  c:ou!i"o;uskvy  to
consolidate   the   state   of   dictatorship   of   the   proletariat,   broaden
democracy  for  the  laboring  people,  resolutely  repress  the  counter-
revolutionaries.  When  interml  order  and  security  are  ensured,  no
foreign aggressors are  to be feared.  A  powerful people's  national de-
fense   must   have   its   material   and   technical   bases;   therefore,   the
building of socialist  industry  and  agriculture,  development of  means
of  communication  and  transportation,  and  so  forth,  have  a  great
importance  for  the  consolidation  of  national  defense  in  the  North.
While  building  up  the  economy,  it  is  necessary  jo  coordj.„4;c  4cjjcr
the  economic  con5truclm   tuitl.  national  defcnsc,  pcac€timc  needs
ow!.fA  ov¢7.jg."c  ~ccJf .  Only  in  this  way  can  we  fulfill  our  revolution-
.iry  tasks  in  the  present  situation,  increase  the  national  defense  po-
tential  of  our  country  and  ensure  successful  completion  of  all  tasks
by  our  armed  forces,  foil  all  enemy  maneuvers  of  provocation  and
(iggression.

The  Prcs€nt  Tasty

ln  this  new  phase  of  the  revolution,  the  people's  armed  forces,
which  were  the  instrument  of  the  state  of  worker-peasant  dictator,
Mluit,  have  become  the  instrument  of  the  state  of  dictatorship  of  the

iiiulctariat;  such  a  development  requires  a  deeper  ideological  trans-
`ui imtion,  as  the  socialist  revolution  is  the  deepest  and  most  thor-
u`i)?h   revolution  in  history.  Consequently,  the  task  of  heightening
ll.t`  i`ndres'  and  combatants'  class  consciousness,  educating  them  in

MHi xist-Leninist  ideology,  becomes  all  the  more  urgent.  At  present,
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where  the politically  conscious  people  hid cadres  and  guerrilla  fight-
ers  in underground  caches,  sometimes  for  several  months  at a  time;
these  places  developed  into  guerrilla  bases  and  guerrilla  zones.  In
the  liberation  war  now  waged  by  our  countrymen  in  the  South,  as
a  result of  the  political  struggle  of  the  masses  combined  with  vigor-
ous  and  extensive  guerrilla  warfare,  liberated  zones  have  come  into
being  and  are  expanding,  playing  an  increasingly  important  role  in
bringing about victory.

Looking  back  at  our  people's  armed  struggle  through  successive

periods,  we  can  fully  grasp  the  strategic  significance  of  the  rear  in
relation  to  the  war  and  draw  this  conclusion:  from  the  viewpoint
of  the  pcople`s  wa.I,  the  buglding-tlp  and  consolidation  of  tl.c  rear.
ou"#  bc  c¢rrG.cJ  a"j  !.#   c"cry   ¢fpc'c},.   the   political,   economic,   and

military  aspects  are  equally  important,  but  most  important  is  the

political factor, the "people" factor. That is why in the last war, with
the  support  of  the  people,  we  succeeded  in  building  up  relatively
safe  bases,  not  only  in  inaccessible  mountainous  regions,  but  also  in
the  midst of the  vast,  open  delta  region,  crisscrossed  with  rivers  and
studded with enemy posts.

At  present,   the   liberated  North,   engaged   in   successful   socialist
construction,  is  our  vast and  strong rear;  it  is  the base  for  the  entire
Vietnamese  people's  struggle  for  their  revolutionary  cause.  In  order
to  consohda;tc  national  dcfcnse  in  cuery  aspect,  grezrty  .irlcrease tlx€
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defense  capabilities  of the  country,  we  have  not  only  to  endeavor  to
build  up powerful  people's  armed  forces but  also  make  great  efforts
to consolidate our  rear in every  aspect. The  most fundamental ques-
tion  is  to  enhance  the  people's  patriotism,  socialist  consciousness,
awareness  of  being masters  of  their own  country,  and  revolutionary
v.ig;hence, a.nd on thiis bas:is, to inol7iliz€ the cntir€  people  for increas-
ing  prodt4ction  and  building  socialism. tuhilc  being  always r.cady  to
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consolidate   the   state   of   dictatorship   of   the   proletariat,   broaden
democracy  for  the  laboring  people,  resolutely  repress  the  counter-
revolutionaries.  When  interml  order  and  security  are  ensured,  no
foreign aggressors are  to be feared.  A  powerful people's  national de-
fense   must   have   its   material   and   technical   bases;   therefore,   the
building of socialist  industry  and  agriculture,  development of  means
of  communication  and  transportation,  and  so  forth,  have  a  great
importance  for  the  consolidation  of  national  defense  in  the  North.
While  building  up  the  economy,  it  is  necessary  jo  coordj.„4;c  4cjjcr
the  economic  con5truclm   tuitl.  national  defcnsc,  pcac€timc  needs
ow!.fA  ov¢7.jg."c  ~ccJf .  Only  in  this  way  can  we  fulfill  our  revolution-
.iry  tasks  in  the  present  situation,  increase  the  national  defense  po-
tential  of  our  country  and  ensure  successful  completion  of  all  tasks
by  our  armed  forces,  foil  all  enemy  maneuvers  of  provocation  and
(iggression.
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ln  this  new  phase  of  the  revolution,  the  people's  armed  forces,
which  were  the  instrument  of  the  state  of  worker-peasant  dictator,
Mluit,  have  become  the  instrument  of  the  state  of  dictatorship  of  the

iiiulctariat;  such  a  development  requires  a  deeper  ideological  trans-
`ui imtion,  as  the  socialist  revolution  is  the  deepest  and  most  thor-
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MHi xist-Leninist  ideology,  becomes  all  the  more  urgent.  At  present,
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when the economy in the North is developing gradually and surely,
we  have  new  capabilities  to  improve  our  military  equipment  and
strengthen the material and technical bases of the armed forces. And
thus,   thorough   studies   to   grasp   modern   military   technique   and
science,  with  a  view  to  raising  the  level  Of  organization  and  com-
mand,  are  becoming  an   important   political   task;   but  the  Party
leadership  must  continue  to  give  the  foremost  place  to  the  preserva-
lion and strengthening of the revolutionary  character,  the class  char-
acter, of the pcople's armed forces.

In  order  to  grasp  fully  the  military  line  of  our  Party,  we  should
also  be  imbued  with  our  viewpoint  on  practice,  because  this  mill-
tary  line  results from an  ingenious  application of the universal  prin-
ciples  o£  Marxism-Leninism  on  war  and  the  armed  forces  to  the
concrete conditions of our country. War is  a  social  phenomenon  and
develops  according  to  definite  laws.  The  revolutionary  war  in  Viet-
nan  i§  subject  to  the  general  laws  of  revolutionary  war, but,  at  the
same  time,  it  has  its  specific  laws.  Our  Party  has  successfully  led
the  war  because  it  has  grasped  the  above  general  and  specific  laws
and has based itself on the concrete conditions of our country in order
to solve  all  the  fundamental  military  questions.  Thus,  to  be  imbued
with  the  military  line  of  the  Party  also  means  to  endeavor  to  study
and  gain  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  enemy  we  must  defeat,  Of
the  situation  and  characteristics  of  the  people's  armed  forces,  the
situation  and  capabilities  of  our  national  economy,  the  question  of
coordination  between  economic  activities  and  national  defense,  the
characteristics of the battleground, and so forth, in order  correctly to
solve  the  questions  of  building  up  the  armed  forces  and  directing
operations.  We  should  fight  against  thoughts  and  acts  which  are
mechanical,  stereotyped, divorced  I rom  realities, in organization and
equipment  as  well  as  in  tactical  training  and  ideological  education.

To grasp fully the military line of the Party, wc should also clearly
sit;;  r:lc  Of` the  fightini  trad8tion  and  experience  ?1 the  peophi`€
and the people's armed forces. Through the practice Of  an extremely
heroic,  rich,  and  creative  revolutionary  struggle, our  pcoplc  and  our
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people's armed forces have  built up a glorious fighting tradition  and
gained most precious and rich experience.  In the  conditions  of mod-
ern  warfare  in  the  future,  this  tradition  and  this  experience  will
still have a high value and a great role. Therefore, we must endeavor
to preserve and develop the great traditions of our people and army;
we must highly value their fighting experience, endeavor to make a
synthesis  of  it,  develop  and  use  it  in  the  new  conditions.

We  showhd  also  emt4late  the  spirit  of  resolute   slreeggle,  lhc  dc-
terminalion lo carry ottl a thorough rctiolution of our Southern com-

patriots  and  the  I.eroic Sot4th Victnam  Libcralion  Army. The ScNIth
Vietnam people and Liberation Army, with  their ardent patriotism
and  deep  hatred  of the enemy, have  gained  extremely  rich  fighting
experience,  defeated  all  modern  tactics  and  weapons  of  the  United
States  imperialists  and  their  agents,  and  driven  them  to  severe,  hu-
miliating defeats in their "special war."

Magnificent  heroism,  military   struggle   combined   with  political
struggle,  annihilation  of  enemy  troops  by  hundreds  of  thousands,
including  over  three  thousand  United  States  aggressors,  persuasion
of  over  one  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  enemy  troops  to  return  to
the  side  of  the  fatherland,  defeats  inflicted  on  the  "heliborne"  and
".1rmor-borne"  tactics,  basic  destruction  of  the  system  of  "strategic

hamlets"  set  up  by  the  enemy  and  the  building  of  thousands  of our
(iwn  fighting  villages  and  hamlets,  over  a  hundred  million  individ-
`mls participating in direct political struggle against the enemy, liber-

{`tion  of  three-fourths  of  the  territory  with  over  eight  million  in-
l`:ibitants-all  these  glorious  deeds  make  up  the  experience  that our
ittilntrymen  in  the  "Bronze  Citadel  of  the  Fatherland"*  and  the

licr()ic  Liberation  Army  have  gained  at  the  price  of great  sacrifices,
in  their  liberation  war  which  is  extremely  arduous  and  fierce,  but
i it.h  in  brilliant  victories.  This  has  raised  our  people's  experience  of
iiii`cd  struggle  to  a  new  level,  both  in  revolutionary  content  and

• ,`tj`ith  Vietnam  has  been  called  the  "Bronze  Citadel  of  the  Fatherland"  by

I  I('  (:l'i  Minh.
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acter, of the pcople's armed forces.
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also  be  imbued  with  our  viewpoint  on  practice,  because  this  mill-
tary  line  results from an  ingenious  application of the universal  prin-
ciples  o£  Marxism-Leninism  on  war  and  the  armed  forces  to  the
concrete conditions of our country. War is  a  social  phenomenon  and
develops  according  to  definite  laws.  The  revolutionary  war  in  Viet-
nan  i§  subject  to  the  general  laws  of  revolutionary  war, but,  at  the
same  time,  it  has  its  specific  laws.  Our  Party  has  successfully  led
the  war  because  it  has  grasped  the  above  general  and  specific  laws
and has based itself on the concrete conditions of our country in order
to solve  all  the  fundamental  military  questions.  Thus,  to  be  imbued
with  the  military  line  of  the  Party  also  means  to  endeavor  to  study
and  gain  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  enemy  we  must  defeat,  Of
the  situation  and  characteristics  of  the  people's  armed  forces,  the
situation  and  capabilities  of  our  national  economy,  the  question  of
coordination  between  economic  activities  and  national  defense,  the
characteristics of the battleground, and so forth, in order  correctly to
solve  the  questions  of  building  up  the  armed  forces  and  directing
operations.  We  should  fight  against  thoughts  and  acts  which  are
mechanical,  stereotyped, divorced  I rom  realities, in organization and
equipment  as  well  as  in  tactical  training  and  ideological  education.
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people's armed forces have  built up a glorious fighting tradition  and
gained most precious and rich experience.  In the  conditions  of mod-
ern  warfare  in  the  future,  this  tradition  and  this  experience  will
still have a high value and a great role. Therefore, we must endeavor
to preserve and develop the great traditions of our people and army;
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I  I('  (:l'i  Minh.
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method  of  struggl`e;   this  is  a  very  important  contribution  to  our

people's  theory  of  revolutionary  struggle  and  revolutionary  military
art.

We   must   also   carefully   study   !rfec   ¢d"¢#ccd   "pcr!.c„cc   a/   £Ac
¢r"z.cj  o/  /r¢jc"¢/  cog/#jrj.cj,  which  has  made  a  great  contribution
to   our  people's  armed  struggle.  But  in  this   study,  we   should  be
careful  to  make  a  correct  choice  and  analysis,  keep  in  mind   the
realities  of our  country  and our  army,  our  tradition  of  armed  strug-

gle  and  our  fighting  experience,  and  apply  what  we  have  learned
in a  creative  manner, guarding  ourselves  from  mechanical  imitation
and dogmatism.

i.n  the  leadership  of  our  people's  struggle  for  their  revolutionary
cause,  our  Party  has  thoroughly  grasped  the  question  of  revolution-
ary   armed   struggle.   Applying   Marxist-Lcninist   principles,   it   has
creatively elaborated  a correct military line and  led our people's revo-

lutionary armed struggle to glorious victories.
By its  character  and  its  peculiarities,  the  military  line  of our  Party

has  achieved  an  increasingly  great  international  significance;  it  is  a

great  contribution  to  the  national  liberation  movement  now  rising
indomitably  in  all  the countries  o£  Asia,  Africa,  and  Latin  America.

At  present,  our  countrymen  in  South  Vietnam  are  winning  in-
creasingly  important  victories   in   their   liberation  war,   the  United
States  imperialists  and  their  lackeys  are  in  an  extremely  severe  po-
1itical  and  military  crisis.  In  an  attempt  to  save  the  situation,  they

are  now  endeavoring  to  intensify  their  "special  war"  in  the  South,
at the  same  time  increasing  their  activities  of  sabotage  and  provoca-
tion against the North, and seeking to expand the war to the North.
Now more than ever, our entire people in the North, while exerting
the  greatest  efforts  to  construct  a  socialist  economy,  must  endeavor
to  consolidate  national  defense,  build  up  powerful  pcople's  armed
forces,  stand  ready  to  take  part  in  the  struggle  to  safeguard  peace,
defend  the  socialist  North,  and  actively  support  the  heroic  struggle
of our countrymen in the South.

The South Vietnamese
People Will Win

Ten  years  ago,  on  July  20,  1954,  following  the  great  victory  Of  our
army  and  people  on  the  Dien  Bien  Phu  battlefield,  the  Geneva
agreements  were  signed,  restoring  peace  in  Indochina,  on  the  basis
of  respect  for  the  sovereignty,  independence,  unity,  and  territorial
integrity  of  our  country,  Vietnam,  and  of  two  friendly  countries,
Cambodia and Laos.

As  laid  down  in  the  agreements,  free  general  elections  woulil  be
held throughout Vietnam two years after the armistice for the peace-
ful  reunification of our  country.  To create  every  favorable condition
for  this  work,  the  belligerent  armies  were  provisionally  regrouped
respectively  north  and  south  of  the  seventeenth  parallel,  and   the
;idministration   of   each   zone   undertook   to   insure   all   democratic
liberties  for  the  people,  and  at  the  same  time  determined  not  to
(lccept weapons and  military personnel from any country  nor to join
iiliy military alliance.

Ten  years  have elapsed  since the  Geneva  agreements  were  signed.
I)uring   these   ten   years   our   people   have   successfully   carried   out

Niiciiilist   revolution   and   construction   in   the   completely   liberated

Nitrth.  However,  throughout  these  ten  years,  the  United  States  im-

i it.I inlists and their henchmen have done their utmost to sabotage the
( ;t`i`cva  agreements  and  have  unleashed  a  war  to  invade  and  sell

nlll  the  South  of  our  country.  Thus,  after  fighting  valiantly  for  ten

yi.,ilt;,  making  a  great  contribution  to  the  victory  of  the  first  sacred

I  lil.i  iS  {`n  edited  condensa(ion  of  General  Giap's  ar(icle  entitled  `The  Libcra-

liu\i   W;`r   of   the   South   Vietnam   People   Against   the   U.S.   Imperialists   and

I  I.I.ill   llcnchmcn   Will   Certainly   Win,"   published   originally   in   IVAa78   Dzz~

i.)I  |uly   I(),1964   (the  tenth  anniversary  of  the  signing  of  the  Geneva  accords).

1`  \`w  I)ul)lishcd  as  a  pamphlet  by  the  Foreign  Languages  Publishing  House,
11   ''I„i.   ill    1965.
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resistance,  our  fourteen  million  southern  compatriots  had  again  to
rise up and wage a second sacred resistance against the United States
imperialists  and  their  stooges,  for  independence,  democracy,  peace,
neutrality,  for  the  implementation  of  the  Geneva  agreements,  and
then for the reunification of the fatherland.

I

The  Geneva  agreements  were  a  great  victory  for  our  people,  the
fruit of ten years of long and hard  resistance, of  nearly one hundred

years  of  national  liberation  struggle.  This  victory  has  safeguarded
the  gains  of  the  August  revolution  in  the  North  of  our  country.  It
has  helped  the  Vietnamese  revolution  in  the  North  to  attain  the
socialist  stage  and  the  Democratic  Republic  o£  Vietnam  to  become
the first socialist country in Southeast Asia.

For  French  and  American  imperialism,  the  Geneva  agreements
were a most pitiful setback. They have put an end to the domination
of the French colonia.lists in Indochina. They have foiled the scheme
of the United  States imperialists to prolong  and  extend  the  war  and
turn  the  lndochinese  countries  into  new  United  States  colonies  and
military  bases.  They  were  the  bitterest  defeat  of  the  United  States
imperialists   in  Southeast  Asia  after   their   disaster   in  the  Chinese
mainland and in Korea.

While  the  Indochinese  countries  scored  a  great  victory  in  their
valiant  and  hard  resistance  and   the  French  Expeditionary   Corps
faced  grave  danger,  United  States  imperialism  made  strenuous  e£-
forts to  salvage  the  situation, but  in  the end  it, together  with  its  del
feated  ally,  was  forced  to  sit  for  negotiation  to  end  the  war.  This
came as no surprise to us, and historical facts have given added proof
that  even  when  negotiating  to  reach  an  agreement,  United  States
imperialism already  schemed to sabotage it with a view to impairing
the victories  of  the  lndochinese  peoples  and  restricting  its  defeats  to

the utmost.
No sooner had the ink of the signatures on the Geneva agreements

The  South  Victname§c  Pcoplc  Will  Witi    Tsit

dried than the United States imperialists set up the aggressive South-
east Asia military blor=* and brazenly put South Vietnam, Cambodia,
and  Laos  under  its  protection.  They  schemed  to  consolidate  further
their   strategic   position   in   Southeast   Asia   while   using   this   new
aggressive  bloc  as  a  tool  to  carry  on  their  war  policy  and  curb  the
development  of the  national  liberation  movement. ,4¢  "jter  cJ¢ri.¢~cc
with  the  protiisieac  of  the  Gcrlcua  a,grcements, they  plotted  lo  con-
tinue their aggressiuc policy  t4nder  the form  of  nco-colonialism  tuitl.
a  i/ictu  to  turning  South  Vietnam,  Cambodia!, and  Ijaos  into  their
#cov-jypc   co/o®j.cf   ¢„d   "!./i.j4ry   b4fc.€.   This   dark   and   perfidious
scheme  came  out clearly  in  the  statements  of  the  United  States gov-
ernment  that  the  security  of  the  United  States  was  decided  along
the  seventeenth  parallel  and  the  Vietnam-Laos  border.

In  the  new  strategic  plan  of  the  United  States  imperialists,  South
Vietnam  holds  a  position  of  utmost  importance.  This  is  precisely
why  soon  after  the  armistice  the  United  States  stopped  all  military
aid  to  the  French  in  Indochina,  ousted  the  latter  from  the  South,
.ind rigged up the Ngo Dinh  Diem administration so that it would
ljc  entirely  at  its beck  and  call,  hoping to  use this  subservient  clique
lo  Suppress  our  compalriols'  Patriotic  stn4gglc  ill  lhc  Sot4th, rapidly
IIIrn  the  Sottlh  into  a  netu-type  United  States  colony  and  military
liilsc, and  Pcrmancntly  Partitiori  our country.

The  United  States  imperialists  have  trampled  upon  all  the  provi-
Hiiil`s  of  the  Geneva  agreements,  overtly  introduced  weapons,  muni-

litii``s,  and  war  mat€riel  into  the  South  at  an  accelerated  tempo,  and

iiii.rcased  their  military  personnel  from  two  hundred  at  the  end  of
1 lit`  w.1r  to  thirty-five hundred  in  1961.  They  have  frenziedly  stepped

iii)  `l`eir  intervention  in  every  field,  feverishly  built  up  a  regular  and

ii`Iiili`ri`  army  for  the  puppet  administration,  and  strengthened  such
ntli`.I  "`tirevolutionary  armed  forces  as  the  civil  guard,  People's  Mi-

1111.I.  I)()lice,  and  public  security.  They  have  frantically  built  up  and

•  ( ;iiii)  refers  to  the  Southeast  Asia  Treaty  Organization   (SEATO),  estab-

ll   Ii   {1  ill  the  autumn  of  1954.
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extended military bases in the South and have constructed a complete
system  of  strategic  roads  so  big  and  perfect  that  they  can  be  used
not only  to  carry  out the  aggressive  war  in  South Vietnam but  also
to  meet  the  greater  requirements  of  the  U.S.  Army   in  Southeast
Asia.

With the help of the United States  imperialists  and in  f urtherancc
of  their  nco-colonialist  policy,  the  supporters  o£  Ngo  Dinh  Diem
dethroned   Bao  Dai,  a  puppet  of  the  French  colonialists,   illegally
founded in the South the so-called Republic o£ Vietnam, and rcsortcd
to  oppression  and  flattery  to  carry  out  separatist  gcncral  elections.
Meanwhile, they  sealed off the provisional military  demarcation  line
and turned down every proposal to re,establish  normal  relations and
convene a consultative conference with the North.

Despite  its  signboard  o£  "independence"  and  "democracy"  and  its
other  deceptive  I)olicies  such  as  "land  rcform"  and  "rehabilitation
of  the  national  economy,"  since  its  very  inception  the  Ngo  Dinh
Diem  administration  revealed  itself  as  a  traitorous  clique  and  came
up   against   powerful   opposition   from   all   our   compatriots   in   the
South.  It  carried  out  a  fascist  dictatorial  policy  of  utmost  barbarity,
launched hundreds of mopping-up campaigns with its regular  army,

perpetrated  countless  crimes,  and  set  up  prisons  everywhere  to  jail
and torture patriots. It implemcnted  a  state  policy  o£  "indictment Of
communists"   and   "extermination   of   communists"   to   repress   the
former  resistance  members,  the  parents  of  those  regrouped  in  the
North,  those  who  stood   for  independence,  £recdom,  peaceful   na-
tional  reunification,  and  the  implcmentation  of  the  Geneva  agree-
ments. It exterminated  Buddhist,  Cao Dai,  and Hoa Hao believers,*

is  a  synthesis  of  many  faiths,  both  traditional  and

modern,  while   the  Hoa   Hao  is  a   reformed  Buddhist   sect.  Each  has   had  as
many  as  a  million  adherents  in  South  Vietnam.  For  decades  they  have  had
their  own  military  forces  and  strong  political  hold  over  large  regions.  Diem's
attack  on  the  sects  in  the  early  years  Of  his  rule  touched  off  the  first  armed

* The  Cao  Dai  religion

resistance to his regime.
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and  even  terrorized  those  who  had  closely  cooperated  with  it  once
they did not submit unconditionally.

This  unilateral  war  started  in  1954  and  became  most  atrocious  in
1957-1959   after   the   United   States-Diem   clique   had  provisionally
consolidated   their  administrative  and  military  machine.  The  Phu
Loi   massacre*   and   the   law   10/1959t   were   typical   of   this   most
savage  policy  of  terror.  With  their  special  military  courts,  prisons,

guillotines,  and  wartime  repressive  measures,  they  hoped  to  drown
in  blood  the  patriotic  movement  of  our  southern  compatriots  in  a
short  period,  consolidate  their  selfish  privileges  and  interests,  and
realize  their  dream  of  "pacifying  the  South,  filling  up  the  Ben  Hai
River and marching to the North."

However, far from yielding the expected results, the United States-
Diem  policy  of war  and  terrorism  roused  high  indignation  among
all  strata  of  our  compatriots  in  the  South.  O&r  /c//ozy  co"~jry"c#
held  aloft  ll.c  banner  of  pcacc, indcpcridcncc, reunifica;lion,  democ-
racy,  and  tuaged  a  pcrsistenl  and  I/aliant  polincal  strttgglc  against
the  enemy,  relying  on  lhc  jttst  cause  and  legality  Of  the  Geneva
agrccmcnts.

When  the  United  States-Diem  clique  treacherously  sabotaged  the
Geneva  agreements, everywhere meetings  and demonstrations broke
out,  slogans  appeared  demanding  an  end  to  terror  and  reprisals,  the
re{stablishment  of  North-South  relations,  a  consultative  conference
for  general  elections,  and  the  peaceful  reunification  of  the  country.

* In  his  letter  of  January  26,  196],  to  H.  E.  Ambassador  M.  Gopala  Menon,

Cl`airman  of  the  International   Control   Commission   set  up  at  Geneva,  Giap
rcportcd   the  food  poisoning  of  over   six  thousand   detainees  in   the  Phu   IJ)i
i.i`mp  in  carly  1959.  Philippe  Devil[ers  (in  Honey,  ed.,  IVorf4   Vz.cf"arm  Today,

I).  37)  records  the  death  of  some  twenty  detainees  there  in  December  1959.
I  l'romulgated   on  May   6,   1959,   this   statute   reshaped   the   entire   judiciary

iiy`tem  of  South  Vietnam,  establishing  special  military  courts  under  the  direct
Mitl`ority  of  the  Defense  Ministry  throughout  the  country.  Rights  Of  defense
t iiiinscl  and  appeal  were  removed.  The  tribunals  could  only  pass  sentencc8  Of
tlc,'ith  (carried out on  the spot)  or hard  labor for life.
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The political struggle grew all the more powerful when the United
States-Diem clique resorted to such machinations to sabotage further
indcpendcnce and national reunification as referendum and separatist

general elections.  It became fierce and bloody  in  the waves  of  strug-
gle  against  the  policy  o£ "indictment  of  communists,"  the  mopping-
up operations, and the massacres of the population. This unyielding

political  struggle,  often  waged  in  front  of  the  muzzles  Of  enemy
guns,  succeeded  in checking  and  foiling  part  Of  their  Machiavellian
schemes;   it   highlighted   our   compatriots'   indomitable   spirit,   and
frustrated  the  encmy's  policy  of  "indictment  and  extermination  Of
communists"  which  it  has  raised  to  the  level  of  "state  policy"  in
order  to  divide  the  southern  people,  liquidate  patriots,  and  quench
the revolutiomry movement. With various forms of struggle, relying
on arguments,  the legality  of the  Geneva  agreements, and  the prcs-
sure  Of  the  masses,  our  compatriots   showed  their  patriotism  and
solidarity   in  struggle,  exposed  the   dictatorial   and  traitorous  Ngo
Dinh Diem administration, drove it into ever growing isolation, and

pilloried it.
Throughout   five   years   of  arduous  and   fierce   political  struggle

with  their  bare  hands  against  the  violence  of  the enemy,  our  south-
em compatriots  experienced  countless  sufferings  and  losses, but they
carried the day.

Thousands  of  villages  were  burned by  the  enemy,  and  hundreds
of  thousands  of  people  were  jailed,  tortured,  and  killed  in  prisons
and concentration camps. But sufferings and losses could not dampen
our people's combativeness and patriotism. On the contrary, through
their  fierce  political  struggle,  our  compatriots  were  tempered  and
became  aware  of  the  ferocity  of  the  United  States-Diem  clique-
and of  its  irremediable  fundamental  weakness-for  it  is  the  enemy
of  the  people  and  of  the  fatherland,  for  it  represents  violence  and
injustice.

Through   their   fierce   political   struggle,   our   compatriots   clearly
lcay:Lndvcho to oucrthro; the enemy, attain the fundancnwl aspira-
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tiom of  the broad  ma$5cS  of the  pcoplc, thcrc  uias  r}o other  way than
jo  ov4gc  a  rc„o/¢j!.o„¢ry  jfrz!gg/c.  Far  from  quenching  our  com-

patriots'  revolutionary  spirit,  United  States-Diem guns, bullets,  pris-
ons, re-education centers, and fascist laws exacerbated it all the more.
For  five  yeal.s  on  end,  the  United  States-Diem  clique  waged  a  real
war  against  the  people,  but  the  latter's  revolutionary  spirit  held  out
and in many vast areas the revolutionary forces were still kept intact.

The  end  o£  1959  and  beginning  of  1960  marked  a  new  develop-
ment  in  the  southern  revolutionary  movement.   TAG  Pcrf;.€jc#f  Po-

litical  slrttggle in the past years  now  bol§tercd  by  an  armed  Struggle

for   self-dcfcnsc,   grew   all  the   more   powerful   and   Stuccping.  The
revolutionary  mettle  of  the  masses  in  the  Mekong  Delta  as  well  as
in  the  immense  Western  Highlands   rose  as  an  overflowing  tide.
The  enemy's  grip  was  broken  over  vast  areas.  In  some  places  the
enemy grass-roots administration was broken up  and the cruel devils
isolated  or  punished;  in  some,  the  prosperity  zones  were  destroyed
and  nearly  80  percent  of  their  inhabitants  were  liberated.  TAG  po-
litical §ilttation of the United  Stat€S-Dicm adininistration t4ridcrwcrlt
a fcrj'oz" ¢#c7 c#c7/co crg+j.f.  In  face  of  the  people's  new  revolutionary
high   tide,   they   realized   that   their   scheme   to  "pacify"   the   South
rapidly  and  use  it  as  a  base  to  attack  the  North  was  obviously  a
fiasco;  they  had  to  devote  all  their  efforts  to  deal  with  the  new  de-
velopments of the movement.

The  United  States  imperialists  openly  stepped  up  their  armed  in-
tcrventictn  in  the  South  of  our  country.  In  May  1961   the  4j./4;c.r¢/
J»i./J.f¢ry  4grc'c7#c®j  between  United  States  Vice  President  Johnson

.ii`d  Ngo  Dinh  Diem  was  signed;  then  came  into  being  the  Staley-
'l':iylor  plan*  and  the  setting-up  of  the  U.S.  Military  Command  in

•  Economist  Eugene  Staley  and  General  Maxwell  Taylor  were  influential  in

l`nlublishing   the   broad   contours  of  policy   in   the  beginning  Of   the  Kcnncdy
iilll`inistration.   Strategy  then  called  for  regroupment  of  the  population  into
•'wr:`tegic  hamlets,"  pacification,  ancl  economic  development.
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Saigon  under  Gen.  Paul  Harkins.*   TAG  U#£./cd  Stefcf  G.nepcr!.4J!.J¢J

and  tl.cir  henchmen  dccidcd  lo  launch  an ``undcclarcd  war"  in  the
South, lo  t4sc  this  area a5  a  teiting  ground  for  thaw  so-called ``sPccial

"ar"  airncd  at repressing the national liberation  moucmcnt.
In  brief,  the  plan  of  this  "special  war,"  the  Staley-Taylor  plan,

envisaged  three  stages:  first  to  "pacify"  the  South  and  establish  a
network  of spy-commando centers  in  the North ;  then  to  rehabilitate
the  economy  and  increase  the  puppet  military  forces  in  the  South
while stepping up sabotage  work  in  the North;  lastly  to  develop  the
southern economy and to attack the North.

To  carry  out  the  first  stage  (regarded  as  most  important),  they
worked  out  a  series  of  new  measures,  including  the  increase  of  the
army's effectiveness, the  improvement of equipment, and  the raising
of  the  fighting  capacities  of  the  puppet  armed  forces  as  well  as  the
enforcement  of  the  "state  policy"   o£  "strategic  hamlets"   aimed  at

gradually  concentrating  and  controlling  the  bulk  of  the  population.
The  United  States  imperialists  stepped  up  their  multiform  aid  to
the  Ngo  Dinh  Dicm  administration;  first  of  all,  the  military  aid.
They  reckoned  that  within  eighteen  months,  namely,  by  the  end
of  1962,  the  superincreased  reactiomry  military  forces  would  cer-
tainly  smash  the  people's  political  and  military  revolutionary  forces :

meanwhile,  most  of  the  fourteen  million  of  our  compatriots  in  the
South  would  be  herded  into  "strategic  hamlets,"  kept  under  close
watch,  and  severed  from  all  connections  with  the  guerrilla  groups;
the  whole  of  South  Vietnam  would  then  be  "pacified";  their  first
stage would be brought to completion.

At  the  outset,  the  enemy's  perfidious  scheme  did  cause  new  dif-
ficulties for our compatriots in the South. However, inspired with an
unshakable   determination  to  struggle  and  with  a  dogged  will  to
overthrow the  enemy  of the  nation,  our compatriots have carried on

* Head  of  the  U.S.  Military  Mission  to  South  Vietnam  during  the  Kennedy

administration.
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their  valiant  struggle  in  order  to  frustrate  the  United   States  im-

perialists'  new  plan  of  armed  intervention.  To  appojc  /Ac  U#!./cd
States-Diem  "special   tuar,"   the   southern   pcoplc   hauc   launcl.cd   a
swccping and  potuerful  guerrilla  war , an  all-ottt  and  protracted  pro-

p/c'j  rcff'jf¢~cc.  At   the  beginning,  our   compatriots   in   the   South
had only their bare hands, while the enemy had a marked superiority
in  material  forces.  Our  people  in  the  South  had  to  put  up  an  ex-
tremely   hard   and   fierce   struggle,  opposing   justice   to   aggression,
weakness to strength, heroism to modern weapons. Capturing enemy
weapons  to  equip  themselves,  our  army  and  people  in  the  South
have  overcome  all  difficulties  and  trials,  developed  their  forces  rap-

idly,  scored  success  after  success,  and  will  win  ever  greater  victories.

The  United   States-Diem   clique   regarded   military   measures   as
most efficient to crush our armed forces and political bases. Through-
out  1962  and  1963  our  army  and  people  inflicted  upon  them  many
military   setbacks.   Unable   to   bring   out   the   expected   results,   the
"helicopter tactics," modem weapons, chemical poisons, and the like,

could   not  even   save   their   initiators   from   bitter   failures.   Most   of
the raids upon the villages, big and  small, were  repelled or  smashed.
The   southern   army   and   people   annihilated   many   enemy   posts,
stormed   many   enemy   garrisons,   and   attacked   reinforcements   or
convoys on road and on water.  Early in  1963 the  resounding Ap  Bac
victory  of  the  Liberation  Army  and  My  Tho  guerrillas  highlighted
()ur   fighters'   boundless   heroism   and   inspired   the   patriotic   armed
ri)rces  in  the South  to win battles and  destroy  the enemy.  According
lu the figures released by the Liberation News Agency, in three years
iif  guerrilla  warfare  (1961-1963)  our  southern  army  and  people  de-

Hl rttyed and put out of action more than 250,000 enemy troops, among
lh..in  nearly  1,500  Americans,  shot  down  and  damaged  hundreds  of
t`iit.my  planes,  captured  over  30,000  weapons  of  all  kinds.

'I'he   stated   policy   of   strategic   hamlets   is   the   backbone   of   the

"`i)ccial  war";  the United  States-Diem clique pinned  all  their  hopes

un  this  policy  and  mustered  manpower  and  wealth  to  enforce  it  at
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of  the  fighting  capacities  of  the  puppet  armed  forces  as  well  as  the
enforcement  of  the  "state  policy"   o£  "strategic  hamlets"   aimed  at

gradually  concentrating  and  controlling  the  bulk  of  the  population.
The  United  States  imperialists  stepped  up  their  multiform  aid  to
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meanwhile,  most  of  the  fourteen  million  of  our  compatriots  in  the
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the  whole  of  South  Vietnam  would  then  be  "pacified";  their  first
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At  the  outset,  the  enemy's  perfidious  scheme  did  cause  new  dif-
ficulties for our compatriots in the South. However, inspired with an
unshakable   determination  to  struggle  and  with  a  dogged  will  to
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* Head  of  the  U.S.  Military  Mission  to  South  Vietnam  during  the  Kennedy

administration.
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their  valiant  struggle  in  order  to  frustrate  the  United   States  im-

perialists'  new  plan  of  armed  intervention.  To  appojc  /Ac  U#!./cd
States-Diem  "special   tuar,"   the   southern   pcoplc   hauc   launcl.cd   a
swccping and  potuerful  guerrilla  war , an  all-ottt  and  protracted  pro-

p/c'j  rcff'jf¢~cc.  At   the  beginning,  our   compatriots   in   the   South
had only their bare hands, while the enemy had a marked superiority
in  material  forces.  Our  people  in  the  South  had  to  put  up  an  ex-
tremely   hard   and   fierce   struggle,  opposing   justice   to   aggression,
weakness to strength, heroism to modern weapons. Capturing enemy
weapons  to  equip  themselves,  our  army  and  people  in  the  South
have  overcome  all  difficulties  and  trials,  developed  their  forces  rap-

idly,  scored  success  after  success,  and  will  win  ever  greater  victories.

The  United   States-Diem   clique   regarded   military   measures   as
most efficient to crush our armed forces and political bases. Through-
out  1962  and  1963  our  army  and  people  inflicted  upon  them  many
military   setbacks.   Unable   to   bring   out   the   expected   results,   the
"helicopter tactics," modem weapons, chemical poisons, and the like,

could   not  even   save   their   initiators   from   bitter   failures.   Most   of
the raids upon the villages, big and  small, were  repelled or  smashed.
The   southern   army   and   people   annihilated   many   enemy   posts,
stormed   many   enemy   garrisons,   and   attacked   reinforcements   or
convoys on road and on water.  Early in  1963 the  resounding Ap  Bac
victory  of  the  Liberation  Army  and  My  Tho  guerrillas  highlighted
()ur   fighters'   boundless   heroism   and   inspired   the   patriotic   armed
ri)rces  in  the South  to win battles and  destroy  the enemy.  According
lu the figures released by the Liberation News Agency, in three years
iif  guerrilla  warfare  (1961-1963)  our  southern  army  and  people  de-

Hl rttyed and put out of action more than 250,000 enemy troops, among
lh..in  nearly  1,500  Americans,  shot  down  and  damaged  hundreds  of
t`iit.my  planes,  captured  over  30,000  weapons  of  all  kinds.

'I'he   stated   policy   of   strategic   hamlets   is   the   backbone   of   the

"`i)ccial  war";  the United  States-Diem clique pinned  all  their  hopes

un  this  policy  and  mustered  manpower  and  wealth  to  enforce  it  at
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any   cost.  They   reckoned   that  in   a   short   time   they   could  build
seventeen  thousand  "strategic  hamlets,"  turning  the  South  into  a
huge  system  of  prisons.  However,  at  the  very  start,  their  plan  met
with  our  compatriots'  fierce  opposition.  The  herding  of  people  was
not as  easy  as  they  expected;  the  tempo  of  building  "strategic  ham-
lets"  was slowed  down as  time passed. A  number  o£  "strategic ham-
lets.' were destroyed either immediately after their establishment or so
many times that the enemy could not consolidate  them. Others, once
destroyed,  were  turned  into  fighting  villages,  solid  strongholds  for

guerrilla warfare. No more  than six or seven thousand hamlets  were
set  up,  according  to  the  statistics  of  the  Ngo  Dinh  Diem  adminis-
tration.

Together  and  in  coordination  with  the  military  struggle  and  de-
struction  o£  "strategic  hamlets,"   there   developed   a  sweeping  and

powerful  political  struggle  involving  all  strata  of  the  people.  Many
a  time  the  political  force of  the  masses  crushed  enemy  mopping-up
operations and successfully protected our compatriots'  lives and prop-
erty.  It  is  this  same  force  that  destroyed  the  rural  administration
block  by  block,  liberated  many  vast  areas  in  the  countryside,  and
called  upon  tens  of  thousands  of  enemy  troops  and  officials  to  cross
over to the people's  side. In  1962-1963  alone,  more  than  fifty  million
individual  participations  in  political  struggles  under  various  forms
and  sizes  were  recorded.  The  seething  Struggle  during  the  second
half of  1963  put up  by  Buddhist believers,  youths,  students,  intellec-
tuals,  and  laboring  people  in  the  towns, big  and  small,  especially  in
Hue  and  Saigon-Cholon,  plunged  the  United  States-Diem  clique
into an ever deepening crisis.

After  two  years  o£  large-scale  "special war,"  the  United  States  im-

perialists  and  their  henchmen  faced  many  difficulties  and  setbacks
both  in  the  military  and  political  fields.  The  time  limit  of  eighteen
moH[hs ho\vin8  e+;psed, i-heir  strategy  of  rapid_ "pa:ifical8on". of  the
South  clncc  again  froundercd. Tl.e  Steley-Taylor  plan  turned  out  to.
4c  4  ¢¢jco  in  the  face  of  the  boundless  heroism  of  our  army  and

people in the South.

Tl.a  South  Vieinancsc  Pcoplc  Will  Win    T95

Owing  to  the  repeated  defeats  of  the  "special  war,"  the  internal
contradictions   between   the   United   States   imperialists   and   their
henchmen  grew  so  sharp  that  late  in  1963  and  early  in  1964,  the
United  States  imperialists  had  to  stage  two  coups  d'€tat  aimed  at
swapping  horses  midstream  and  salvaging  the  situation.  Ngo  Dinh
Diem  and Ngo Dinh Nhu  were overthrown  and  assassinated;  soon
after  that,  the  Duong  Van  Minh  clique  was  also  replaced  by  new
henchmen.

Throughout  nine  years,  the  Diem-Nhu  brothers  efficiently  served
the  United States  imperialists,  sold  out their country  and  their  com-

patriots,  and  were  praised  by   the  Americans  as  the  "number  one
anti-communist fighters" in Southeast Asia and as "great men" of the
"free world." Now, forced to overthrow Diem-Nhu and ready to kill

their  faithful  servants,  the  United  States  imperialists  admitted  the
shameful failure of their new-type colony, the fiasco of their so-called
"special war." The pitif ul collapse of Diem-Nhu led  to consternation

in  the  ranks  of  the  puppet  administration  and  army,  rousing  be-
wilderment  and  weariness  among  them.  It  could  not  solve  the  ever
sharper  contradictions  between  the  United  States  imperialists   and
their  henchmen  and  instead  rendered  them  more  acute  and  com-

plicated. It could  not bolster the  sagging morale of the puppet  troops
and officials, shattering it instead.

Late in  1963 and particularly early in  1964, our people in  the South
made the best use of the enemy's weak points and difficulties, stepped
lip their activities  in every  field, and  scored great victories.  According

(()  the  preliminary  statistics  of  the  Liberation  News  Agency,  in  the
r]rst  six  months  of  this  year  the  southern  army  and  people  fought
iicarly  14,000 battles;  razed  to  the  ground  400  enemy  posts;  smashed

`i`d  forced  the enemy  to withdraw  from over  550 other  posts;  anni-
liikited  and  captured  42,000  enemy  troops,  among  them  more  than
r"  Americans;  put out of action  nearly 30,000 of them;  seized  5,000

wc.:ipons  of  all  kinds,  as  well  as  millions  of  bullets  and  hand  gre-
ii,`tlcs;  and  shot  down  170  planes  of  various  types,  damaging  over
42()  others.  Our  people  from  the  Nan  Bo  Delta  and  the  Western
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over to the people's  side. In  1962-1963  alone,  more  than  fifty  million
individual  participations  in  political  struggles  under  various  forms
and  sizes  were  recorded.  The  seething  Struggle  during  the  second
half of  1963  put up  by  Buddhist believers,  youths,  students,  intellec-
tuals,  and  laboring  people  in  the  towns, big  and  small,  especially  in
Hue  and  Saigon-Cholon,  plunged  the  United  States-Diem  clique
into an ever deepening crisis.

After  two  years  o£  large-scale  "special war,"  the  United  States  im-

perialists  and  their  henchmen  faced  many  difficulties  and  setbacks
both  in  the  military  and  political  fields.  The  time  limit  of  eighteen
moH[hs ho\vin8  e+;psed, i-heir  strategy  of  rapid_ "pa:ifical8on". of  the
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Diem  and Ngo Dinh Nhu  were overthrown  and  assassinated;  soon
after  that,  the  Duong  Van  Minh  clique  was  also  replaced  by  new
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the  United States  imperialists,  sold  out their country  and  their  com-
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anti-communist fighters" in Southeast Asia and as "great men" of the
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their  faithful  servants,  the  United  States  imperialists  admitted  the
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plicated. It could  not bolster the  sagging morale of the puppet  troops
and officials, shattering it instead.

Late in  1963 and particularly early in  1964, our people in  the South
made the best use of the enemy's weak points and difficulties, stepped
lip their activities  in every  field, and  scored great victories.  According
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Highlands  to  the  Fifth  Zone  coastal  areas  rose  up  and  demolished
nearly   2,000   "strategic   hamlets,"   extending   the   liberated   zone   in
many  regions. The  above figures prove jAc jo#}Acr~  rcfj'j;a"cc j.j  c7B-
tering a new  Stagc, and  lhc  balance  of  forcc5 is  contim4ottsly  tipplng
in ottr favor.

Of course, in face of this situation, with their extremely reactionary
and cruel  nature,  the United  States  imperialists  did  not  admit  them-
selves  beaten  but  frenziedly  stepped  up  their  aggressive  war.  Now
they  have  to  envisage  a  protracted  war  in  the  South.  They  have
worked   out   a   new   strategic   plan,   the   Johnson-MCNamara   plan,
aimed  at  "pacifying"  the  South  during  1964-1965.  This  new  plan
does not basically differ from the bankrupt Staley-Taylor plan. What
is  new  is  that  the  United  States  imperialists  make  greater  efforts  to
increase  their  war  means  in  the  hope  of  securing  better  results  for
their  special  war.  The  puppet  armed  forces  are  increased  to  350,000
regular troops, apart from  200,000 civil guards and reactionary  fight-
ing  youths;  the  number  o£  United  States  advisers  and  servicemen
now reaches 25,000;  aircraft of all types amounts to over 700;  all other

weapons  are  also  increased.  The  military  aid  for  1964  goes  up  from

$500  to  $625  million.  This  is  a  fairly  great  war  effort by  the  United
States  imperialists  aimed  at  salvaging  the  desperate  situation  of  the

puppet army, mustering forces to "pacify" the areas controlled by the
guerrillas according to plan,  first of all again to tighten  their grip on
the eight provinces in the Mekong Delta  and a  number of regions in
south Central Vietnam.

To  carry  out  this  new  plan,  the  United  States  imperialists  sent
General Taylor, chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs o£ Staff, as ambas-

sador   to  the   South.   This  appointment  o£  Taylor   shows   that   the
United  States  imperialists  are  most obdurate  and  cling  to their "big-
stick  foreign  policy"  which has  met with  failure  these  past ten  years
in  the  South.  Taylor  is  the  very  man  who  advocated  the  theory  o£
"special  war"  which  has  been  tested  for  the  first  time  in  the  South

and which has obviously gone bankrupt. Taylor is  also  the exponent
of  the  theory  of  pacification  of  the  South  within  eighteen  months;

The  Sot4ih  Vietriamesc  People  Will  Win    Tgrf

however,  twice  eighteen months  have  elapsed,  and  this plan  has  not

yet  been  initially  carried  out  and  has  been  replaced  by  a  new  one.
The appointment of Taylor to South Vietnam reminds us of that of
such top French generals as Dc Tassigny and Navarre to Indochina
every  time  the French  Expeditionary Corps was  in  serious difficulty.
Our  compatriots  in  the  South  and  the  heroic  southern  liberation
troops,  though  having  to  fight  a  protracted  and  hard  war,  will  cer-
tainly reserve for Taylor or any  United States  aggressive general the
fate our people reserved  for the former defeated French generals.

11

Throughout  the  French  rule,  South  Vietnamese  society,  like  the
rest of our courut[y, was a, ccilonial and  5cmifcudal one. AEtcr the suc-
cessful   August   revolution,   the   Democratic   Republic   of   Vietnam
made its appearance. With the reconquest by  the French colonialists'
t[oope, pa,[t of our courltly  bore the charac.ler of  a pcoplc's democracy
while part of il remained a coloriial a7id scmifcedal cot4ntry. Our e:I+
tire  people's great  resistance  war  ended  with  the  historic  Dicn  Bicn
Phu  victory.  On  the  basis  of  the  Geneva  agreements,  and  owing  to
the  United  States  imperialists'  intervention  in  South  Vietnam,  our
country  has been  temporarily  divided  into  two  zones  with  differing

politico-social   systems.   The   North,   completely   liberated,   has   been
successfully   building   socialism;   the   South,   becoming   a   new-type
United  States colony, has borne  the character of a  colonial and  semi-
feudal society. After ten years of revolutionary struggle, new changes
in  line  with  the  upward  trend  of  history  have  taken  place.  Today,

part o£ South V-ietna`rr\ remains  colonial  and  s€mifcendal,  while  Part
of  it,  namely,  tl.e  ctlcr  enlarged  frc€  zone,  bears  a  nctu  character:
I here, our compatriots enjoy independence, democracy, and  freedom.

The  very  nature  of  such  a  society  has  shown  that  at  present  in
``t>uth  Vietnam  there  exist  jovo  /Gf#J¢"c#/a/  co#/r¢Jg.c}!.o~j..  a"c  be-
t ween our southern people and the aggressive imperialists, first of all

ll`c  United  States  imperialists  and  their  henchmen;  /Ac  o£4cr  is  the
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guerrillas according to plan,  first of all again to tighten  their grip on
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To  carry  out  this  new  plan,  the  United  States  imperialists  sent
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sador   to  the   South.   This  appointment  o£  Taylor   shows   that   the
United  States  imperialists  are  most obdurate  and  cling  to their "big-
stick  foreign  policy"  which has  met with  failure  these  past ten  years
in  the  South.  Taylor  is  the  very  man  who  advocated  the  theory  o£
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United  States colony, has borne  the character of a  colonial and  semi-
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part o£ South V-ietna`rr\ remains  colonial  and  s€mifcendal,  while  Part
of  it,  namely,  tl.e  ctlcr  enlarged  frc€  zone,  bears  a  nctu  character:
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``t>uth  Vietnam  there  exist  jovo  /Gf#J¢"c#/a/  co#/r¢Jg.c}!.o~j..  a"c  be-
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contradiction  between  the  southern  people,  first  of  all  the  peasants,
and  feudal  landlordism.  These  contradictions  have  defined :  (1)  the
character  of  the  revolution  in  the  South  which  is  a  #4ft.o#¢/  Jcono-
cr¢jz.c rc"a/"#.o#,.  (2)  its strategic task which is  the overthrow of im-

perialism,  the  completion  of  national  independence  in  combination
with  the  overthrow  of  feudal  landlordism,  and  the  completion  of

people's democracy.
Owing to the collusion between United States imperialism and the

local  reactionary  forces,  South  Vietnamese  society  contains  a  basic

contradiction, between our southern people on the one hand  and  ag-

grcssive  imperialism  and  Its  lackeys  representative  of  the  most  rcac-
tionary  pro-American  feudal  landlords  and comprador bourgeois on
the  other.  This  main  contradiction  defines  the  corecrcJc'  ozijc'cj  ¢ced

!."owcJ!.¢jc  S¢r4  a/  ;Ac  rcyo/g¢j!'o~  in  South  Vietnam,  as  well  as  the
organization  of  forces  for  the  completion  of  this  revolutionary  task.

Soon  after  the  restoration  of peace  in  Indochina,  the  object  of  the
revolution  in  South  Vietnam  began  to  change.  American  imperial-
ism  had  kicked out  defeated  French  colonialism,  seized  South  Viet-
ham, and established the pro,American Ngo Dinh Diem administra-
tion.  United  States  imperialism  has  neither  established  a  ruling  rna-
chinery  nor  utilized  occupation  troops  in  the  South  as  French  old
colonialism  did;  but  through   interventionist  policies   and  military
and economic aid, it has  controlled  the  South  in  all fields.

Neocolonialism,  which  is  being  practiced  by  American  imperial-
ism in  South Vietnam,  is a product of imperialism  in modern  times.
Owing to the growing influence of  the world  socialist system  and to
the  national  liberation  movement  which  is  storming  in  many  coun-
tries  o£  Asia,  Africa,  and  Latin  America,  the  imperialists  can  no
longer  rule  over  their  colonies  with  old  methods;  the  native  reac-
tionary  forces  also  are  I rightcned  and  anxious  for  their  privileges.
N co4olonialism  is  prccis€ly  the  collusion  and  compromise  bctwcen

foreign   imperialists   and   a  section   of   riatiuc   comprador_   bo.urgco.is
and -rcacti;nary fctrdal landlords to maintain the colonial nde under
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ncu/  forms  and  methods,  whtlc  check}ng  and  opposirig  the  mat/c-
mcnl of  the  broad  massc§.

Nco-colonialism is by nature a concentrated expression of the basic
tendency  of capitalism :  the enslavement of weak  and  small  nations,
the search for and struggle over markets and raw materials, and the
utter  oppression  and  exploitation  of  the  people  of  these  nations.  Its
main  practice  is  reliance  on  violence.  It  differs  from old  colonialism
•in tine tact th:at it  carrtc5  ottl its  policy  of  cnslavcmcnt  and  tt§cs  uio-

/c#cc  ~oj  J;.rcc}dy,  4"j  ;.#c7z.rccj/y  through  the  medium  of  a  puppet
administration  and  an  army  vested  with  sham  independence  and
democracy,  and  in  the  form  of  "aid"  or  "alliance"  in  all  respects.
Nco-colonialism  masks  its  aggressive  and exploiting  nature  in  many
cloaks;  therefore,  it  is  all  the  more  cunning  and  wicked  and  easily
induces  the  people  to  relax  their  vigilance.  In  the  South,  after  the
defeat   o£   French   imperialism,   old    colonialism    was   completely
doomed  and  was  buried  together  with  the  images  of  its  cruel  or
crafty  governors  general  and  high  commissioners   and  its  ruthless
expeditionary  corps  against  the  will  of  United  States  imperialism
which,  unable  to  revive  that  decaying  corpse,  is  compelled  to  act
under the cloak of nco-colonialism.

Neo<olonialism  relics  on  its  qttislings  as  a  tool  to  carry  out  its

po/g.c.y. Its  strength is drawn partly from the vast economic and mili-
tary possibilities-which are many-£ the metropolis, but which, on
the other hand, are directly  determined by  whether or not  the  native
reactionary  forces  are  strong  economically  and  politically.  In  South
Vietnam, the United  States-sponsored  puppet administration  was  set
up at a time when our people were gaining successes and imperialism
meeting  with  failure.  Therefore,  right  from  its  inception,  it  lacked
vitality   and   was  fraught   with   the  inherent   causes  of   inner   con-
tradictions,  crises,  and  wars.  Its  social  basis  is  next  to  nil:  feudalism,
landlordism,  and  comprador  bourgeoisie,  which  had  not  been  very
strong under the French rule, were weakened and differentiated dur-
ing  the  years  of  resistance  war.  After  the  restoration  of  peace,  they
were  again   divided  due   to  the  opposing  viewpoints  between  the
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United States and France. On the other  hand, the revolutionary  peo-

ple have reached a very high degree of political consciousness and are
strongly  united.

In  these  conditions,  the  United  States-backed  puppet  administra-
tion  cannot  stand  firm  on  its  feet  without  closely  clinging  to  its
bosses  and  making  themselves  docile  lackeys  at  the  beck  and  call  o£
United  States  imperialism  in  all  affairs,  big  or  small.  In  face  of  the

people's revolutionary high tide, it is compelled to embark rapidly on
dictatorship  and  fascism,  feverishly  carrying  out  the  United  States

policy  of  military  intensification  and  war  preparation.  For  its  own
existence,  it  is  forced  to  declare bluntly  its  opposition  to  the  Geneva
agreements  and  the  cherished  aspirations  of our  people:  peace,  inde-

pendence,   democracy,   and   national   reunification.   That   is   why,
despite  the  United  States-Diem  slogans  o£  "overthrowing  colonial,
ism,"  "boycotting  feudalism,"  and  "extermination  of  communists,"
and despite their boastful claim o£  liquidating  social evils  or  carrying
out a  number of demagogic reforms, the  large  masses  of people have
immediately  made  out  behind  the  mended  cloak  the  real  facc  Of
the  international  gcndarmc,  which  is  the  face  o£  United  States  im

perialism  and  that  of  the  Ngo  family,  which  for  many  generations
have served as running dogs, and the people are all the more resolute
in  their  struggle  against  them.  For  many  years,  the  United  States-
backed puppet administration has had to resort to a policy of violence
in  order  to  repress  the  movement,  using  privileges  and  interests  as
lures  to  create  a  new  generation  of  traitors;  it  has  had  to  strive  to

put  under  its  close  control  the  army,  the  police,  and  the  administra-
tion at various levels in an attempt to enlarge its  social bases. But the

rising tide of the ever sweeping and powerful  struggle of our people,
coupled with the coup  d'6tat overthrowing the  rule of the Ngo fain-
ily,  has  inflicted  heavy  loss€s  upon  United  States  imperialism;   the

ranks Of  its  quislings  cannot be consolidated,  let alone  enlarged.
The  policy  o£ United  States  imperialism  and  its  henchmen  is  one

of invasion and betrayal o£ South Vietnam. In consequence, both the
unilateral  war  they  started  in  1954  and  the  "special  war"  they  have
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kindled  recently  are  only  aimed  at  repressing  the  people's  revolu-
tionary  movement,  dominating  and  enslaving  South  Vietnam,  and
transforming  it  into  a  United  States  neo{olony  and  military  base.
This  is  clearly 4#  "~/"f!  z4J¢r,  ¢„  4ggrc'rj!.„  over.  Thereforc,  in  con-
sideration  of  its  political  goal  and  nature,  the  war  carried  out  by
United  States  imperialism  and  its  henchmen  is  by  no  means  differ-
ent   from   the   aggrcssiv€   war   kindled   by   French   colonialism   in
former times to enslave our people.

In  the  United  States  imperialists'  strategy  of  "flexible  response,"
"special   war"   ranks   third,   coming   after   world   nuclear   war   and

limited  war.  Considering  that  the  balance  of  world  forces  is  tipping
unfavorably   for   them,   and   the   immediate   difficulties   met   in   the
kindling  of a  large-scale  war,  the  United  States  imperialists  hope  to
win successes in "limited  war" with conventional weapons, especially
in the "special wars" aimed at repressing the liberation  movement of
the  weak  and  small  nations.  The  United  States  brass  have  made  a
thoroughgoing  study  of  the  characteristics  of  this  kind  of  war,  the
aim of which, in their opinion, is  to oppose guerrilla  war, that is, the

people's war. Therefore, special warfare takes place within the limits
of  a  country  with  no  fixed  frontlinc  and  rare  mobilization  of  large
units;  on the other hand, there must be an all-around combination of
military,  political,  psychological,  and  economic  activities.  The  fore-

going features regarding the limit, scale, or real characteristics of Spe-
cial war by no means change its nature : fpcc7¢/ ov¢r !.j 4ggrcog.„c over.

United  States  imperialism,  the  sworn  enemy  of  the  southern  peo-

ple  and  of our  entire  nation,  possessed  of  a  capitalist  economy  with
most  developed  modern  industry,  is  the  most  barbarous  imperialist
chieftain,  the  main  force  of  war  and  aggression,  the  bulwark  of the
world  counter-revolutionary  forces. Economically  and  militarily  it  is
a strong enemy.

Compared with French imperialism in former times, it has greater

possibilities in all respects-in money and in modern weapons  which
are  stockpiled  in  great  quantities.  But  the  assessment  we  make  of
the  enemy  forces  must be  factual.  We  must  view  them  not  only  on
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the basis of the balance of world forces in general but also within the
limit of a given area, within the real limit of the southern part of our
country.  Today  in  the  world,  the  United  States  military  and  ecor
nomic  forces  are  still  strong,  but,  compared  with  the  revolutionary
forces  which  are  developing  throughout  the  world,  they  are  in  a
weaker position than before.  Moreover, United  States  imperialism is
being  attacked  on  all  sides  and  has  to  scatter  its  forces  in  many

places.
It  suffered  heavy  defeats  in   China,  Korea,   and   Cuba,  is  being

beaten  in  Laos  and  South  Vietnam,  and  is  meeting  with  difficulties
in many other places.

Today  in  South  Vietnam  the  United  States  imperialists  and  their
lackeys  are  ever  more  isolated  politically.  Militarily  speaking,  their
army  is  superior  to  ours  in  effectiveness,  modern  weapons,  and  mo-
bility.  All  their  temporarily  strong  points  must be  studied  carefully,
especially   when   solving   questions   regarding   operations   and  cam-

paigns.  However,  it  is  certain  that  all  these  strong  points  cannot
make  up  for  their  most  basic  weak  points  in  morale  and  politics,
which  are  inherent  in  an  enemy  of  the  people,  in  a  counter-revolu-
tionary  army. But in the South of our country, these weak points are
all the more serious owing to the  weakness of the  southern  reaction-
any  forces  and  to  the  peculiar  form  of  the  aggressive  war  which  is
taking place there.

1.  Whether in the unilateral war in former times or in the "special
war" at present, the United  States  imperialists and  their lackeys have
been conducting an  unjust war,  that of aggressors  and  traitors  tram-

pling  under  foot  the  most  elementary  rights  of  our  people  and  the
dearest  aspirations  of  our  nation.  Thercfore,  they  are  meeting  with
the  fierce  resistance  of  our  fourteen  million  southern  compatriots.
They are fighting a whole nation.

2.  In  this  "special  war,"  their  military  forces  are  mainly  the  pup-

pet army.  But  the  absolute  majority  of  their  men, being  sons  of  the
toiling people, cannot  find  it in  their  hearts  to go  on  serving  as can-
non  fodder  to  defend  the  interests  of  the  enemy.  In  the  face  of  the
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fierce  struggle  and  successes  of  the  people  and  Liberation  Army,  a
hatred  for  war  will  certainly  develop  among  the  reactionary  troops.
An  ever growing number of soldiers,  stirred  by  patriotism,  will  ccr-
tainly  turn  their  guns  against  the  cncmy  and  side  with  the  people.
Moreover, owing to the weakening of the social basis  Of the reaction-
ary forces as a rcsul[ of their inner contradictions,  which have grown
acute  and  intricate,  the  enemy  has  less  and  less  basis  for  consolidat-
ing  his  army  and  administration;  the  morale  of  the  officials  in  the

puppet  administration  and  of  the  men  among  the  puppet  army  is
flagging markedly with every passing day.

3.  To consolidate the reactionary army, the United States imperial-
ists bring in more advisers,  military personnel, and even  several  task
forces. The introduction of greater United States  military  forces into
South Vietnam is immediately effective in controlling the reactionary
military forces of  their henchmen  more  closely.  But we  must  clearly
realize  that,  for the United  States,  the  introduction  of  more  military
forces  into  South  Vietnam  is  politically  a  most  passive  action.  The
increase of American military forces will diminish the "special" char-
acter of the war. The  new face of colonialism has become more inef-
fective.  Our  people's  hatred  will  increase  and  the  contradiction  be-
tween  the  United  States  advisers  and  the  puppet  officers  and  men
will be sharpened,  not to  mention  the weakness of  the GI's  in a  war
against the guerrillas  in  a  tropical battlefield such as  South Vietnam.
Even the United States brass has to recognize  that these weak  points
have greatly curtailed the effectiveness of their activities.

The South, like the rest of Vietnam, was a colonial and semi feudal
country with an extremely backward economy which was,  moreover,
ruined  by  war  for many  years.  After  the  restoration  of  peace,  it had
not yet had  time to bring its production  to normal when it again fell
victim  to  another  aggressive  war.  Our  southern  people  have  had  to
endure   privations   and   misery   caused  by   a   war   dragging  on   for
decades.  With  the  successful  August  revolution,  the  people's  power
was   established.   This  power   was   afterward  maintained   and   con-
solidated   in   the   free   zones,   guerrilla   zones,   and   guerrilla   bases
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the basis of the balance of world forces in general but also within the
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throughout the  years of  nationwide  resistance ;  however,  implement-
ing  the  Geneva  agreements,  our  power  gradually  gave  place  to  that
of the reactionaries, henchmen of the United States Imperialists.

For  the same reason  our  pcople's  armed  forces  in  South Vietnam,
which  had  matured  in  the  Fifth  Zone*  and  Mekong  Delta  battle-
fields during the  years of resistance against  the French,  regrouped  to
the  North,  provisionally  leaving  behind  their  beloved  native  land
which  they  had  protected  at  the  cost of  their  blciod,  while,  for  their

part,  tens  of  thousands  of  enemy  troops  withdrew  from  the  Bac  Bo
Delta.  Not only  did  our  guerrilla  bases  and  guerrilla  zones  cease  to
exist,  but even  our  immense  free  zones  were  temporarily  put  under
the  control  of  the  opponents.  Availing  themselves  of  these  condi-
tions, the United States imperialists and the Ngo Dinh Diem admin-
istration  started  a  unilateral  war  to  extinguish  the  patriotic  move-
ment with a view to transforming South Vietnam  into an  American
new-type  colony  and  military  base.  They  pinned  their  hope  on  our
ruined  economy  and  on  the  very  difficult  conditions  created  by  the
absence  of  a  people's  power  and  army  to  protect  them.  And  they
thought  that  our  southern  peo|]1e  had  no  other  way  than  letting
themselves be subjugated by their bayonets and guillotines.

But our  southern  compatriots  are  really  a  heroic  people.  TAcy  arc

pofr"jcJ  a/  ¢#  g.»yj.#c2.b/c  pojc#jg'¢/  poovcr  and  a  political  strength
which the United States imperialists and their quislings are incapable
of  understanding.  They  have  coped  with  a  people  having  a  very
high  revolutionary  spirit  and  very  great  political  superiority.  Rcvor

lutionary  theory   is   translated   into   invincible   strength   once   it  has

gripped   the  masses.   In   a   revolutionary   war,   the   people's   political
superiority will be translated into a material force  capable  of turning

the  tables on  the enemy,  overcoming  all  difficulties  and  hardships  to
defeat  in  the  end  an  enemy  who  at  first  was  several  times  stronger.

The southern  people  are  indeed  outstanding  sons of  the Vietnamese

people,  a  people  having  the  tradition  of  struggling  to  the  bitter  end

* The  northernmost region Of South Vietnam.
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against  foreign  invasion,  "rather  to  sacrifice  their  lives  than  be  en-
slaved."  Our  southern  people  made  the  Nam  Ky  and  Ba  To  insur-
rections;*  in  the  historic  days  of  August  they  rose  up  to  take  the
revolution  to  victory  and  establish  the  people's  power;  they  enjoyed

the political and economic rights brought  to them by  the  revolution;
and they fought heroically, making an important contribution to the
victory of the great resistance  war of the  nation. After  a  long revolu-
tionary  struggle,  the  southern  people  reached  a  high  political  and
organizational  level,  gaining  many  experiences  from  their  political
and their armed struggles. For  this reason,  in  the face of a most bar-
barous  enemy,  the  revolutionary  movement  in  the  South  has  been
maintained and developed every day.

The  southern  people,  armed  with  a  revolutionary  spirit  and  the
experiences gained in  their revolutionary struggle, are, moreover, en-
couraged  by  the  strength  of  a  just  cause  and  closely  sealed  into  a
very strong and firm bloc by /o/£y rc„o/z//c.o#¢ry go¢/j..  national  inde-

pendence,  land  to  the  tillers,  basic  freedoms,  peace,  and  national  re-
unification.    After    a    national    democratic    revolutionary    struggle
fraught  with  sacrifice  and  hardships,  and  a  great patriotic  resistance
war, the lofty  national democratic ideals broadly disseminated by the
Party since  1930 have taken  deep root into the heart and mind of the
masses of people. We cannot give up fighting  so long as we have  not
wrested  back  independence,  land,  and  the  basic  rights  to  life.  The
national  resistance  war  ended  successfully,  the  Geneva  agreements

recognized  Vietnam's   sovereignty,  independence,   unity,  and  terri-
torial  integrity;  the  battle  cannot  come  to  an  end  so  long  as  these

clauses of the  agreements are  not implcmented. The southern  people
iire determined to hold firm the national and democratic banner and
raise it aloft till victory.

In the former resistance years, President Ho Chi Minh used to say :
"Unity,  unity,  and  broad  unity;  victory,  victory,  and  great  victory."
'rhe  southern  people  clearly  realize  that  unity  is  strength,  unity  is

#  1940  and  1945.
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the main factor of victory. Though the enemy is materially strong, he
is   constaiilly  divided  by   inner  contradictions,  while   the   southern

people  on  the  contrary  enjoy  a  jr¢d!.j!.o~  a/  bro¢d  ##I.}y  established
throughout the first sacred resistance war. In the first years following
the  restoration  of  peace,  the  struggle  was  fraught  with  difficulties
and  hardships,  and  the  southern  patriots,  though  at  times  severed
from  one  another  organizationa,lly,  were  closely  bound  to  one  an-
other  morally.  The  love  for  one's  own  fellow  countrymen,  the  na-
tional pride and  solidarity, and the  pursuit of common  revolutionary

goals  are  sources  of  strength  encouraging  our  compatriots  firmly  to
maintain  and  actively  to  broaden  unity.  If  the  South  Vietnam  Na-
tional Liberation Front  has grown  rapidly  and  enjoyed  such  a  great

prestige among the people, it is mainly due to the experiences gained
in the past, to the traditions of national unity, and to the development
and application  of these experiences  to the  new  historical conditions.

Moreover,  the  southern  people  are  encouraged  to  organize  them-
seines along a correct polincal line and in adequate forms of sir.tt5glc..
For  this  reason,  however  atrocious  the  enemy,  and  however  difficult
and  dangerous  the  conditions  of  struggle  may  be,  the  political  and
armed  forces  of  the  people  are  growing  stronger  and  stronger.  The

process of revolutionary struggle of the southern people  is a develop-
ment  from  political  struggle  to  armed  struggle,  with  both  of  them
then being combined with each other and enhancing each other. The
southern  people  have  developed  their  political  superiority  to  a  high
degree,  having  worked  out  a  correct  principle  and  a  great  many
forms  of   struggle.  Politically   and   militarily   speaking,   the   revolu-

tionary  struggle  in  the  South  has  been  developing  to  a  fairly  high
degree  thanks  to  the  creative  spirit  of  the  masses;  it  has,  therefore,
been  able  to  thwart  many  dangerous  policies  and  maneuvers  of  the
enemy, frustrate his modern strategy, and achieve greater and greater
successes.

The revolutionary war waged by our compatriots in the South has
been carried on when half of our country  is  liberated and  advancing
to  soci8hilsm.  The  North  is  a  hope  and  an  encouragcmenl  for  the

Tlie  South  Victnancsc  Pcoplc  Will  Win   2JfJfl

fo#jAcy#  pcoP/c,  especially  in  the  years  when  the  enemy  carries  out
most  atrocious  terrorization  and  repression.  The  liberated  North  is
the pride  of the entire  Vietnamese people, a  firm  and  strong base  of
the struggle for national reunification. Our  southern compatriots fcel
that   their  northern   fellow   countrymen   arc  always   close   by  their
side  in  the struggle against  a  common enemy,  which  enhances  their
confidence  and  strengthens  their  determination  to  overcome  all  di£-
ficulties on their advance to victory.

Over  the  past  years,  our  southern  people  have  been  struggling
against a most barbarous enemy. The most reactionary  and inhuman
nature of the United States imperialists and their puppet administra-
tion  have  wrought  havoc  with  our  southern  people  who  become  all
the  more  aware of the  real face of the  enemy of the nation  and  nur-
ture  an  ever  deeper  hatred  for  him.  In  war  the  fighting  spirit  and
hatred are a huge force. This explains why the United  States jet heli-
copters, amphibious cars, ultrarapid submachine guns, flamethrowers,
automatic  mines,  noxious  chemicals,  unsinkable  landing  craft,  and
other  modern  weapons  cannot save  the puppet army  from  repeated
failures.

On  the  contrary,  the  southern   liberation  forces  are  armed  only
with  rudimentary  weapons,  but  their  very  high  fighting  spirit  have
helped them score success after success.

At present,  the  revolutionary war  in  the South is still facing many
difficulties and hardships.  However,  with their heroic fighting  spirit,
our  southern  compatriots  and  Liberation  Army  have  scored  great
successes   and   created   stable   factors   of   strategic   significance.   The

people's  political  forces  and  revolutionary  armed  forces  have  grown
stronger and  stronger, the liberated area  wider. Our  southern people
are  turning  the  table  on  the enemy,  and  the  successful  development
of the  liberation  war in  South  Vietnam has  eloquently  testified  that
in  a  revolutionary  struggle  and  in  war,  the  decisive  factor  is,  in  the
last analysis, man and political lines, and that the decisive  strength is
that of the masses of people.
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As  has  been  said  above,  during  the  last  ten  years  in  South  Viet-
nam,  the  revolutionary  struggle  of  our  people  has  shifted  f ron  the

political  form  to  the  form  Of  political  and  armed  struggle  and  has
now  beccime  a  national  liberation  war  waged  by  the  entire  people
against  the  "special  war"  unleased  by  the  United  States  imperialists
and their lackeys.

Basing ourselves on the characteristics  stated  in  Section 11, we  can
draw tire conchosror\ that.. the  war for hberation  waged  by  the  Sottll3
Vi€tnamcse  pcoplc  at  prcscnt  ts  a  nationtuidc, all-Sided , self-sc4P?or:-

ing, long-te;in,-and  ardttotts  tuar  which in tfic  end  twill  c?tamly `bc
erg.cjo#.o#j.  Besides  this  fundamental  political  content,  similar  to  that

of the former patriotic war against the French colonialists and Amer-
ican  intervcntionists,  the  present war  for  liberation  of our  people  in
the  South has  its  own  peculiarities  in  that  our  enemy  is  not  the  old
colonialism of the French  imperialists  but the  nco-colonialism of the
United States imperialists;  our southern compatriots have now made

great  progress  in  ideology  and  organization ;  the  international  situa-
tion  is  more  favorable;  and  also  the  form  of  warfare  used  by  the
enemy is the aggressive war of a special type, not a classical one.

It  is  clear  that  this  is  a  ov¢r  ov¢gcd  4y  !4c  c~jj.rc  pcop/c.  For  the

sake  of  safeguarding  the  vital  interests  of  the  nation,  in  face  of  the
danger  that their country  will be  subjugated,  their  homes  destroyed,
their  lives  threatened,  and  their  property  trampled  under  foot,  four-
teen  million  of our  compatriots  in  the  South,  regardless  of  age,  sex,
nationality,  creed,  and  political  affiliation,  are  resolved  not  to  be  en-

slaved  and  have  risen  together  against  the United States  imperialists
and their henchmen.

The war has been waged by  the entire people because jAc po/!.!!.c4/

god/j  a/  jAc  AV¢r  /or  /g.bcr4j!.o~   are  just  and  very   lofty,  the  South
Vietnam National Liberation Front has a correct political line which

The  Soz4th  Victnam€Se  People  Wall  Will    Tog

can  mobilize  and  organize  the  entire  people.  The  platform  of  the
Front-"To struggle for peace, neutrality, independence, and  democ-
racy  and  for  the  future  reunification  of  the  country"-has  reflected
the primary and  urgent  requirements  and the most profound  aspira-
tions  of the  South Vietnamese  people.  It  has  satisfied  the  immediate

revolutionary  task  created  by  the  social  condition  of  South Vietnam.
The United States imperialists have done their best to practice nco-

colonialism,  to  set  up  the  "Republic  of  Vietnam"  having  its  "inde-

pendcnce"  and  "sovereignty,"  because  they  want  to  overshadow  the
fundamental  contradictions  between  our  people  and  the  aggressive
imperialists and  to create conditions  for the maintenance of  the pup-

pet  administration,  which  hides  behind  the  false  images  of  nation
and  sovereignty  to  deceive  the  masses  and  win  them  over. However,
the Ngo  Dinh  Diem  administration,  owing  to  the  conditions  which
originated  it  and  to  the  policies  it  was  compelled  to  follow  from  its
inception,   did   not   succeed   in   its   deceit   and   laid   bare   its   face  of

traitor to the country.

In face of the perfidious scheme of nco-colonialism and the puppet
administration,  we  must  raise  all  the  higher  the  banner  of  #¢;z.o#¢J
!.#dcpc#dc#cc.  That  is  why  the  slogan  "National  independence  and
the  urgent  clauses  for  national  salvation"  put  forth  by  the  South
Vietnam  National  Liberation  Front  has  been  able  to  rally  broadly
all  patriotic  and  democratic  forces  in  a  united  front  against  the  im-

perialists   and  their  stooges  on   the  basis   of  the  worker-peasant  al-
liancc. Not only the grass-roots worker-peasant masses but all the sec-
tions  of  petty  bourgeois  intelligentsia,  the  national  bourgeoisie,  and

patriotic  personalities  have  risen  as  one  man  against  the  common
enemy  under  the  banner  of  national  independence.  The  minority

people in the South have set a shining example of indomitable spirit.
Most of the religious sects also approve of the Front's platform;  even
the pro-French clemcnts  and  the  large  majority of  Catholic  refugees
from  the  North  have  today  sympathized  with  the Front  and  taken

part, to a certam degree, in the struggle for national salvation.
In  a  revolution  to  liberate  a  colonial  or  semicolonial  and  semi-
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feudal  country  the  anti-inperialist  question  cannot  be  taken  apart
from  the  antifeudal  question,   nor  can  the   national  revolution  be
separatedfromthedemocraticrcvolution,becausethesubstanceand
contcntofthenationalquestionisthepeasantquestion;withoutput-
tingforththedemocraticquestion,withoutrousingthegreatpcasant
masses,  it  is  quite  impossible  to  consolidate  and  strengthen  the  Na-
tional  United  Front  and  to  set  up  a  solid  worker-peasant  alliance
whichcanserveasabasistopowerfullydevelopotherpatrioticforccs.

In  the  specific  condition  o£  South  Vietnamese  societw  the  demo-
cratic  problem  plays  a  particularly  important  role  because,  with  its
falseagrarianreformpolicwtheUnitedStatesimperialists-sponsored

puppetadministrationhasdoneitsutmosttograbthelandallotted
tothepeasantsduringthewarofresistanceagainsttheFrench:what
this  administration called  agrarian  reform  was  actually  the  distribu-
tion  of  a  small  acreage  of  land  to  its  faithful  lackeys.  It  is  precisely
for  this  reason  that  the  South  Vietnam  National  Liberation  Front
hasraisedtheslogan:"Tocarryoutlandrentrcductionandthento
solve  the  land  problem  for  the  peasants  so  that  the  tillers  will  have
land  to  till."  During  the  last  ten  years,  the  peasants  in  the  South
have  received  in  distribution  rnorc  than  35  million  acres  o£  land,
or  nearly  three  times  over  the  acreage  o£  land  allotted  during  the
formerresistancewar.Mostoftheselandsbelongedtotheimperial-
istsandreactionarybiglandlordswhohadfollowedtheenemy.This
distribution  Of  land  to  the  peasants  bears  a  paramount  significance
because the  people's war is  a revolutionary  war waged by the  masses
of  which  the  peasants  make  up  over  90  percent.  As  the  peasants  in
the  South  have  by  tradition  an  indomitable  fighting  spirit,  the  fact
thattheyhavenowreceivedvitalinterestsfromtherevolutionisfor
them  a  stimulus  and  they  can  organize  themselves  into  a  mighty
force to wage a long resistance war.

InSouthVictnam,notonlyhasthepuppetadministrationgrabbed
the land of the  peasants, but  it has  daily  violated the  lives  and  prop-
ertyofthepeople,ithassprayedtoxicchemicalstodcstroythecrop§,
and  it  has  coerced  the  inhabitants  into  leaving  their  homes  and  vil-

The  Sot4th  V.ctnamc§c  Pcoplc  Will  Win    21\

lages to be herded into "strategic hamlets." In the town, the economic

policy  which  depends  on  the  United  States  imperialists  has  caused
the bankruptcy of the native manufacturers and traders and a serious
unemployment among the toiling people. That is why the democratic
slogan  has  also  another  mea-ning,  which  is  jo  g.7#prog/c  fAc  pcoP/c'J

livelihood  a.nd  to  dc"nd  the  implcinentarion  of  an  independent
economic Pchcy .

Democracy has, furthermore, a political meaning of paramount im-

portance, which is to demand the carrying-out of democratic  liberties
in opposition to the  fascist dictatorial regime.  The United States im-

perialists usually boast that the administrations under their sway have
pursued  a  policy  of  "freedom,"  that  they  have  also  written  down
"democratic  liberties"  in  their  constitutions.  However,  in  practice,

from  the  very  beginning  these  administrations  have  become  fascist
dictatorial powers. That is why  the slogans "To institute a broad and

progressive  democratic  regime,  to  guarantee  democratic  liberties  de-
manding  the  implementation  of  Article  14-C  of  the  Geneva  agree-
ments,* to oppose discrimination against former resistance members,"
and  so  on,  have  responded  to  the  urgent  requirements  of  all  strata
of the population and have effectively urged the broad masses of peo-

plc to rise against the enemy.
At  present  our  country  is  temporarily  partitioned  into  two  zones,

each having  a  different  social  regime.  The  revolutionary  task  ahead
ttf  the  South  Vietnamese  people  is  to  overthrow  the  United  States
imperialists  and  their  henchmen  and  to  win  independence  and  de-
mt]cracy. The  great majority  of grass-roots  masses  have  realized  not
mily  the necessity  of carrying out this  task,  they  have  also aspired  to

I:`ke   the   revolution   to   a   new   height.   Meanwhile,   the   national
lwuirgeoisie  and  a  section  of  the  middle  classes  on  the  one  hand  op-

iitt`e United States imperialism out of nationalism and, on  the other,

• ^rticlc   14  of  the  Agreement  on   the  Cessation  Of  Hostilities  in  Vietnam

i`l,i`c*  "Each  Party  undertakes  to  refrain  from  any  reprisals  or  discrimination

w(`inst   persons   or   organizations   on   account   of   their   activities   during   the
liti`lilities  and  to  guarantee  their  democratic  libcrties."
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want to defend the interests of their own classes. In order to rally the
largest majority of people, the Front has laid down appropriate home
and  foreign   policies;   internally   it  advocates  the  P7o7no!!.o#   a/  #4-
tional iniust;y  arid lradc and  dcuclopmcnt of the nationa_I cconoT.y ;
externally  it  advocates  a  diplomatic  policy  of  pc¢c.c  4#J  "c#jr¢/j.!y.

The  word,  "neutrality"  has  a  great  echo  among  the  upper  classes
in South Vietnam and a widespread  repercussion among the  officers,
soldiers,  and  civil  servants  of  the  enemy's  administration;  it  has  re-

ceived the greatest approval and support  from  abroad.  It  is  necessary
to skless [rie rcqttirc-irent for  peace  and che step  laden  to reunrf y  i?c
co%ceJ/y  because  genuine  peace  is  the  aspiration  of  everyone  in  the

South, the more so since  it has experienced twenty years of continual
warfare,   and   because   reunification   is   the   profound   aspiration   of
every Vietnamese. Vietnam has ever been one and indivisible.

Because  the goal of its  struggle  is  just and  conforms to  the  funda-
mental aspirations of the people, and is  mentioned in its  platform,  it
can  be  said  that  at  present  jAc  So%jA   V!.c!ce¢on  Na¢;o#4J  L!.Gcy¢!;o#

Front is able to raliry  the ouerwhclmlng majority  of  foi4rteen  milli:n

Pcoplc of  the  South , to  mobilize , orgamzc , a?d  l`€ad.our :co?p:tr:ots•th;c  in  the  war  for  national  libcratton  and  Saluation. Lt is  ohv.ypus

that this war, which bears a national character as well as a class char-
acter, is mainly a war for national salvation against the United States
aggressive  imperialists  and  their  myrmidons.  This  is  a  pcopJc'J  ~4r
I.# 4 ~cov Az.j;or!.c co#Jj.¢!.o# in South Vietnam.

The  liberation  war  waged  by  the  South  Vietnamese  people  is  ace
all-out uiar.

In this "special war" the enemy fights us mainly by military means,
but he  also  lays  stress  on  political  activities,  the  "co#g  „¢%  d#  activi-

ties," #  in order to  win over the people  and  eagerly  to  penetrate  into
South Vietnam  through  economic  and  cultural  media,  and  the  like.

* Espionage and  intelligence activity carried out by local  agents.

The  South  Vieinamcsc  Pcoplc  Will  Win   TIS

The  liberation  war  waged  by  our  people  over  there  covers  many
fields : military, political, economic, and cultural.

1.  Our  people cherish  peace  by  tradition.  In  the  carly  days  of  the
successful   August   revolution,   when   the   Democratic   Republic   of
Vietnam had just been  set  up, we  did our best to win  peace  by sign-
ing  the  preliminary  agreement  with  the  French  government.  But
historical facts have shown that while we loved peace, the imperialists
and   colonialists   did   their   utmost   to   kindle   war.   In   the   end,   to
defend the vital interests of our country, all our people have risen up,
using armed violence and revolutionary  struggle against counter-rev-
olutionary violence, against the aggressive war of the French colonial-
ists  propped  up by  the  United  States  imperialists.  And  we  have  car-
Tied the day.

In  1954, after the signing of the Gcncva agreements, from North to
South,  all  our  people  longed  for  peace;  they  made  every  effort  to
maintain  and  consolidate  it  and  fought  against  all  acts  sabotaging
the  Geneva  agreements  in  the  South.  While  the  United  States  im-

perialists  and  the  puppet  administration  used  counter-revolutionary
violence  to  terrorize  and  massacre  them,  our  people  have  put  up  a
most  valiant political  struggle  against  the  enemy  for  many  years.  In
fact,  this struggle has  testified  once  again  that  jo  jAc co"#jcr-rc„o/#-
tiona:y  .uiolcncc.  ?I  the  enany,  our  people  mttst  defroit€ly  oppose
rcuolutionary uiolcricc.

At the price Of their  hard+won  experiences, our compatriots  in  the
South  realized  that  the  fundamental  trend  of  imperialism  and  its
lackeys is  violence  and  war;  that is  why  fAc  "ojj co„ccj p4jA  jo  4c

i a.Ilotucd  b!  the  _pcoplcs  to  liberate  thcms€lt/cs  i§  rcuol;tionary  ui-
oJc#cc  ¢#d  „GJo/%j!.o#¢ry  ~¢r.  This  path  conforms  strictly   to   the
ethics and  the fundamentals of Marxism-I.eninism  on  class  struggle,
on  the  state,  and  on  the  revolution.  Only  by  revolutionary  violence
can   the  masses   defeat  aggressive   imperialism  and   its   lackeys  and
overthrow  the  reactionary  administration  to  take  power.  When  the
United   States   imperialists   stepped   up   armed   intervention   in   the
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want to defend the interests of their own classes. In order to rally the
largest majority of people, the Front has laid down appropriate home
and  foreign   policies;   internally   it  advocates  the  P7o7no!!.o#   a/  #4-
tional iniust;y  arid lradc and  dcuclopmcnt of the nationa_I cconoT.y ;
externally  it  advocates  a  diplomatic  policy  of  pc¢c.c  4#J  "c#jr¢/j.!y.
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ceived the greatest approval and support  from  abroad.  It  is  necessary
to skless [rie rcqttirc-irent for  peace  and che step  laden  to reunrf y  i?c
co%ceJ/y  because  genuine  peace  is  the  aspiration  of  everyone  in  the
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can  be  said  that  at  present  jAc  So%jA   V!.c!ce¢on  Na¢;o#4J  L!.Gcy¢!;o#

Front is able to raliry  the ouerwhclmlng majority  of  foi4rteen  milli:n

Pcoplc of  the  South , to  mobilize , orgamzc , a?d  l`€ad.our :co?p:tr:ots•th;c  in  the  war  for  national  libcratton  and  Saluation. Lt is  ohv.ypus

that this war, which bears a national character as well as a class char-
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aggressive  imperialists  and  their  myrmidons.  This  is  a  pcopJc'J  ~4r
I.# 4 ~cov Az.j;or!.c co#Jj.¢!.o# in South Vietnam.

The  liberation  war  waged  by  the  South  Vietnamese  people  is  ace
all-out uiar.
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ties," #  in order to  win over the people  and  eagerly  to  penetrate  into
South Vietnam  through  economic  and  cultural  media,  and  the  like.

* Espionage and  intelligence activity carried out by local  agents.

The  South  Vieinamcsc  Pcoplc  Will  Win   TIS

The  liberation  war  waged  by  our  people  over  there  covers  many
fields : military, political, economic, and cultural.

1.  Our  people cherish  peace  by  tradition.  In  the  carly  days  of  the
successful   August   revolution,   when   the   Democratic   Republic   of
Vietnam had just been  set  up, we  did our best to win  peace  by sign-
ing  the  preliminary  agreement  with  the  French  government.  But
historical facts have shown that while we loved peace, the imperialists
and   colonialists   did   their   utmost   to   kindle   war.   In   the   end,   to
defend the vital interests of our country, all our people have risen up,
using armed violence and revolutionary  struggle against counter-rev-
olutionary violence, against the aggressive war of the French colonial-
ists  propped  up by  the  United  States  imperialists.  And  we  have  car-
Tied the day.

In  1954, after the signing of the Gcncva agreements, from North to
South,  all  our  people  longed  for  peace;  they  made  every  effort  to
maintain  and  consolidate  it  and  fought  against  all  acts  sabotaging
the  Geneva  agreements  in  the  South.  While  the  United  States  im-

perialists  and  the  puppet  administration  used  counter-revolutionary
violence  to  terrorize  and  massacre  them,  our  people  have  put  up  a
most  valiant political  struggle  against  the  enemy  for  many  years.  In
fact,  this struggle has  testified  once  again  that  jo  jAc co"#jcr-rc„o/#-
tiona:y  .uiolcncc.  ?I  the  enany,  our  people  mttst  defroit€ly  oppose
rcuolutionary uiolcricc.

At the price Of their  hard+won  experiences, our compatriots  in  the
South  realized  that  the  fundamental  trend  of  imperialism  and  its
lackeys is  violence  and  war;  that is  why  fAc  "ojj co„ccj p4jA  jo  4c

i a.Ilotucd  b!  the  _pcoplcs  to  liberate  thcms€lt/cs  i§  rcuol;tionary  ui-
oJc#cc  ¢#d  „GJo/%j!.o#¢ry  ~¢r.  This  path  conforms  strictly   to   the
ethics and  the fundamentals of Marxism-I.eninism  on  class  struggle,
on  the  state,  and  on  the  revolution.  Only  by  revolutionary  violence
can   the  masses   defeat  aggressive   imperialism  and   its   lackeys  and
overthrow  the  reactionary  administration  to  take  power.  When  the
United   States   imperialists   stepped   up   armed   intervention   in   the
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South,  the  revolutionary  struggle  waged  by  our  people  turned  into
a  widespread  people's  war,  which  has  won  greater  and  greater  suc-
cesses with every passing day.

The experiences gained in the revolutionary  struggle put up by  all
our people  during  the  last  decades  and  by  our  southern  compatriots
over  the  past  ten  years  have  proved  that  revolutionary  violence  and
revolutionary  war  is  the  correct  path  followed  by  the  peoples  who
want  to  rise  up  and  smash  the  domination  of  the  colonialist  im

perialists  and  their  lackeys;  in  specific  conditions  they  arc  the  real

possibilities for these peoples to liberate themselves.
2.  Revolutionary   violence   takes   many   forms:   political   violence,

armed violence, and armed violence combined with political violence.
Basing ourselves on our absolute superiority in the political field, and

on  the  policy  of  the  enemy  who  uses  military  as  well  as  political
means  to  quell  the  revolution,  our  southern  compatriots  arc  now
using  political  violence  combined  with  armed  violence  against  the
enemy. They  have known  how  to  take  advantage  of  and  to  develop
the valuable experiences gained by all our people in the revolutionary
struggles  they  have  waged  up  to  the  present  time.  These  various
forms of  violence  have  led  our  people  to brilliant victories. Wc  have
also  known  how  to  apply   creatively   the  experiences   gained   in  the

recent  revolutionary  struggles  in  the  world  such  as  in  Cuba  and
Algeria,  where  great  successes  have  been  achieved  as  the  result  of  a
skillful  coordination  between  armed  struggle  and  political  struggle.

It can be said  that  one of  the  striking  particularities  of the  revolu-

tionary war in  the South, of the comprehensive character of this war,
•.s Ch;I .n .ls developing  simultaneously  in  two torm5-Pol.tical  strug-

gle and armed Struggle-tn a long peri.od.
Poli¢ical  struggl:-plays  a  uery-tundamcntal  ro!c bec.ause.o:r`Pa:"

strength and the enemy's basic weakness  lie  in  the  political field, be-
cause  the  enemy  schemes  to  deceive  the  people  by  political  means,
because the South Vietnamese people are by  tradition  indomitable in

political  struggle  and  have  a  very  high  political  and  organizational
spirit.  Once  the   people  have  a  high   revolutionary   spirit,   they   are
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always  a  huge  force,  play  a  decisive  role,  and  are  a  deciding  factor
of  the  revo]utiomry  struggle.  However,  particularly  in  the  present
era,  the  toiling worker-peasant  masses  and  progressive  people of the
world  have  made  big  strides  on  the  road  of  revolutionary  struggle;

particularly in  the South our people have been tempered  for  decades
in political and armed struggles;  while  the administration  and  army
serving  the  United  States  imperialists  are  very  weak  in  the  political
field,  our  people  have  ample  possibilities  Of  developing  extensively
their political strength and of exploiting the great shortcomings of the
enemy in order to secure victory for us.

.4rowcJ  Jfr&gg/c  is  a  high  form  of  revolutionary   struggle;  j.;  „

Playing a tlerT  fundamental  and  in2porlant role. On+y  w.[jl tl\c ap
port  of armed  struggle can  the  masses bring  into  play  their  political
authority.  As  the  enemy  is  using  counter-revolutionary  war  against
the  people,  to  overthrow  his  domination  it  is  absolutely  necessary
for  the  people  to  annihilate  and  destroy  the  puppet  army.  In  the
specific  situation  of  South  Vietnam,  armed  struggle  should  closely
combine with political struggle;  at the same  time, it should abide by
the laws on warfare and play its role of annihilating as  many enemy
forces as possible.                                                                                                  .

3.  In  the  South,  from  the  two  major  currents  of  struggle  men-
tioned  above,  the  masses  have  formed  and  built  up  a  very  mighty

political force and an ever powerful revolutiomry armed force.
The  Po/j.j!.c¢/ Crony  a/  fAc  on4ffcj  includes  all  ages  and  sexes  and

has established  bases  everywhere-in  the lowlands  and  highlands,  in
town  and  country.  This  army  has  risen  up  and  smashed  to  pieces
the  enemy's  rural  administration,  destroyed  a  great  number  of  stra-
tegic hamlets, carried out agitation work  among  the  puppet  soldiers,
{ind  urged  tens  of  thousands  of  them  to  go  over  to  the  side  of  the

I)eople;  it  has  fought  against  conscription  and  car"€c,  against  the
spraying  of  toxic  chemicals,  repression  of  religions,  arson,  and  evic-

tion from houses;  it has demanded the protection of human lives and

itroperty,  the improvement of the people's livelihood,  the apphication
tjf democracy, the punishment of Ngo Dinh Diem's henchmen, and
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South,  the  revolutionary  struggle  waged  by  our  people  turned  into
a  widespread  people's  war,  which  has  won  greater  and  greater  suc-
cesses with every passing day.

The experiences gained in the revolutionary  struggle put up by  all
our people  during  the  last  decades  and  by  our  southern  compatriots
over  the  past  ten  years  have  proved  that  revolutionary  violence  and
revolutionary  war  is  the  correct  path  followed  by  the  peoples  who
want  to  rise  up  and  smash  the  domination  of  the  colonialist  im

perialists  and  their  lackeys;  in  specific  conditions  they  arc  the  real

possibilities for these peoples to liberate themselves.
2.  Revolutionary   violence   takes   many   forms:   political   violence,

armed violence, and armed violence combined with political violence.
Basing ourselves on our absolute superiority in the political field, and

on  the  policy  of  the  enemy  who  uses  military  as  well  as  political
means  to  quell  the  revolution,  our  southern  compatriots  arc  now
using  political  violence  combined  with  armed  violence  against  the
enemy. They  have known  how  to  take  advantage  of  and  to  develop
the valuable experiences gained by all our people in the revolutionary
struggles  they  have  waged  up  to  the  present  time.  These  various
forms of  violence  have  led  our  people  to brilliant victories. Wc  have
also  known  how  to  apply   creatively   the  experiences   gained   in  the

recent  revolutionary  struggles  in  the  world  such  as  in  Cuba  and
Algeria,  where  great  successes  have  been  achieved  as  the  result  of  a
skillful  coordination  between  armed  struggle  and  political  struggle.

It can be said  that  one of  the  striking  particularities  of the  revolu-

tionary war in  the South, of the comprehensive character of this war,
•.s Ch;I .n .ls developing  simultaneously  in  two torm5-Pol.tical  strug-

gle and armed Struggle-tn a long peri.od.
Poli¢ical  struggl:-plays  a  uery-tundamcntal  ro!c bec.ause.o:r`Pa:"

strength and the enemy's basic weakness  lie  in  the  political field, be-
cause  the  enemy  schemes  to  deceive  the  people  by  political  means,
because the South Vietnamese people are by  tradition  indomitable in

political  struggle  and  have  a  very  high  political  and  organizational
spirit.  Once  the   people  have  a  high   revolutionary   spirit,   they   are
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always  a  huge  force,  play  a  decisive  role,  and  are  a  deciding  factor
of  the  revo]utiomry  struggle.  However,  particularly  in  the  present
era,  the  toiling worker-peasant  masses  and  progressive  people of the
world  have  made  big  strides  on  the  road  of  revolutionary  struggle;

particularly in  the South our people have been tempered  for  decades
in political and armed struggles;  while  the administration  and  army
serving  the  United  States  imperialists  are  very  weak  in  the  political
field,  our  people  have  ample  possibilities  Of  developing  extensively
their political strength and of exploiting the great shortcomings of the
enemy in order to secure victory for us.

.4rowcJ  Jfr&gg/c  is  a  high  form  of  revolutionary   struggle;  j.;  „

Playing a tlerT  fundamental  and  in2porlant role. On+y  w.[jl tl\c ap
port  of armed  struggle can  the  masses bring  into  play  their  political
authority.  As  the  enemy  is  using  counter-revolutionary  war  against
the  people,  to  overthrow  his  domination  it  is  absolutely  necessary
for  the  people  to  annihilate  and  destroy  the  puppet  army.  In  the
specific  situation  of  South  Vietnam,  armed  struggle  should  closely
combine with political struggle;  at the same  time, it should abide by
the laws on warfare and play its role of annihilating as  many enemy
forces as possible.                                                                                                  .

3.  In  the  South,  from  the  two  major  currents  of  struggle  men-
tioned  above,  the  masses  have  formed  and  built  up  a  very  mighty

political force and an ever powerful revolutiomry armed force.
The  Po/j.j!.c¢/ Crony  a/  fAc  on4ffcj  includes  all  ages  and  sexes  and

has established  bases  everywhere-in  the lowlands  and  highlands,  in
town  and  country.  This  army  has  risen  up  and  smashed  to  pieces
the  enemy's  rural  administration,  destroyed  a  great  number  of  stra-
tegic hamlets, carried out agitation work  among  the  puppet  soldiers,
{ind  urged  tens  of  thousands  of  them  to  go  over  to  the  side  of  the

I)eople;  it  has  fought  against  conscription  and  car"€c,  against  the
spraying  of  toxic  chemicals,  repression  of  religions,  arson,  and  evic-

tion from houses;  it has demanded the protection of human lives and

itroperty,  the improvement of the people's livelihood,  the apphication
tjf democracy, the punishment of Ngo Dinh Diem's henchmen, and
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the expulsion of the United  States imperialists  from  South Vietnam.
This political army has now used a legal form for its struggle, turned
what is illegal into legal; it has never threatened by  terror and blood-
shed;  it has  advanced  bare-handed  and  used  a  patriotic  language  to
convince  the  enemy  troops.  Nobody  can  forget  the  scene  in  which
tens of thousands  of peasants broke through the  cordon of bayonets,
rushed  into  town,  and  stirred  the  streets  with  shouts  of  hatred  and
indignation. Nobody  can  forget  the  picture  of  a  mountain  girl  who
threw  herself  in  front of  an  enemy  bulldozer  which  was  destroying
her village to build a strategic road; the image of a South Vietnamese

girl who, with her body,  prevented an enemy cannon  from  shelling
her village.

While workers, pupils, and students have played a worthwhile role
in the political struggle  in the  towns,  the women peasants were con-
stantly  on  the  front  rank  of  the  struggle  in  the  countryside.  When
this  political  army  temporarily  stops  direct  struggle,  it  will  engage
in  the  production  of  foods  and weapons,  do  afforestation  work,  dig
trenches,  make  spikes,  fence  their  fighting  villages,  or  perform  their
duty  as  transporters,  scouts,  or  messengers  to  help  the  armymen.

At  B[st,  the  rcuolulionary  armed  forcc§  o£  South  Vietnam  were
the  self-defense  units  and  armed  propaganda  units  which  saw  the
light of  day  in  the  fire of  the  movement  of  politica.I  struggles  of the

people.  Then bigger  units  appeared  with  the  extensive  development
of the militia and guerrilla units in the course of the war. At present,
the  armed  forces  of  the  South  Vietnamese  people  have  grown  very
swiftly  in  strength under  three  forms  which  coordinate closely  with
one  another  in  military  operations:  jAc  "!./j.;g.4  ¢#J  g"c~j.//¢J,  SAc
Jof¢J jroopj, ¢ff d ;Ac rcg%J¢r ¢rovy. Though still  young  and  fighting
in  very  hard  and  difficult  conditions,  the  So#¢A  V!.c£#¢co  L!Gcr¢!!.oso

4r"y has successively defeated the enemy and has now raised the de-

gree  of  its  political  consciousness  and  has  increased  its  cquipmcnt,
mobility,  and  fighting  strength.  In  equipment,  it  mainly  relics  on
the  arms  and  ammunition  taken  from  the  enemy  and  increases  its
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strength in the course  of fighting;  it  is closely  linked  with the popu-
1ation. Like the Vietnam People's  Army,  the brother South Vietnam
Liberation Army  is  not only  an  army  which fights  heroically  but an
army  which  is  remarkable  in  production  and  excellent   in   all   its
work;  it can annihilate great  numbers of enemy  troops at the  front
and  actively  make  propaganda  among  the  population;  it  can  suc-
cessfully  carry  out  agitation  work  among  enemy  troops;  and  it  can
work painstakingly to fend for itself when supply from outside meets
with difficulties.

In  the  face of an  enemy  equipped  with modern  arms,  one  which
has  great  mobility  and  equipment  for  its  intelligence  service,  but  a
very  low  morale,  the  South  Vietnam  Liberation  Army  has  known
how  to  analyze  the  strong  and  weak  points  of  the  enemy;  it  has
fought unremittingly  and got the upper hand of the enemy ;  together
with  the  inhabitants,  it  has  destroyed  strategic  hamlets,  victoriously
resisted small raids and large+scale raids as  well ;  it has  laid ambushes,

carried  out  sudden  attacks  and  annihilated  whole  companies,  even
whole  regiments,  stormed  small  posts,  then  bigger  posts,  and  even  a
whole  subsector.  Tbe  Liberation  troops  have  attacked  communica-
tion  lines   (roads  and  waterways)  of  the  enemy,  burned  oil  depots
and ammunition dumps, attacked airfields, sulik warships, and killed
American  advisers  in  the  very  center  of  Saigon.  In  the  recent  past,
the  armed  struggle  of  our  people  in  the  South  has  developed  into
a.qttitc  cxtensiu€  gttcrrilla  war  of  a  fairly  high  lcuel. [\ caibe said
that at present,  guerrilla  warfare  in  the  South  develops  at  a  quicker
tempo  than  during the  resistance against the  French  and  faces  more
tlifficult fighting conditions. The Liberation troops have performed a

tlreat  number  of lieroic  deeds.  During  the  arduous  and  fierce  strug-
t7le  they  have  waged,  there  appeared  "¢#y  cr¢owP/cJ  o/  j.or"orf¢/
.`.#c%.fcc ¢#J g% Acrog.fm,  which  continue  the  glorious  tradition  of
ll`e  nation,  the revolution, and  the  former  resistance  war-Tru Van
Tho plugged a  loophole  with his body;  Mai Van The cut one  of his
.irms  to continue  the fighting;  Nguyen Viet Khai had three helicop-
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the expulsion of the United  States imperialists  from  South Vietnam.
This political army has now used a legal form for its struggle, turned
what is illegal into legal; it has never threatened by  terror and blood-
shed;  it has  advanced  bare-handed  and  used  a  patriotic  language  to
convince  the  enemy  troops.  Nobody  can  forget  the  scene  in  which
tens of thousands  of peasants broke through the  cordon of bayonets,
rushed  into  town,  and  stirred  the  streets  with  shouts  of  hatred  and
indignation. Nobody  can  forget  the  picture  of  a  mountain  girl  who
threw  herself  in  front of  an  enemy  bulldozer  which  was  destroying
her village to build a strategic road; the image of a South Vietnamese

girl who, with her body,  prevented an enemy cannon  from  shelling
her village.

While workers, pupils, and students have played a worthwhile role
in the political struggle  in the  towns,  the women peasants were con-
stantly  on  the  front  rank  of  the  struggle  in  the  countryside.  When
this  political  army  temporarily  stops  direct  struggle,  it  will  engage
in  the  production  of  foods  and weapons,  do  afforestation  work,  dig
trenches,  make  spikes,  fence  their  fighting  villages,  or  perform  their
duty  as  transporters,  scouts,  or  messengers  to  help  the  armymen.

At  B[st,  the  rcuolulionary  armed  forcc§  o£  South  Vietnam  were
the  self-defense  units  and  armed  propaganda  units  which  saw  the
light of  day  in  the  fire of  the  movement  of  politica.I  struggles  of the

people.  Then bigger  units  appeared  with  the  extensive  development
of the militia and guerrilla units in the course of the war. At present,
the  armed  forces  of  the  South  Vietnamese  people  have  grown  very
swiftly  in  strength under  three  forms  which  coordinate closely  with
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.irms  to continue  the fighting;  Nguyen Viet Khai had three helicop-
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tcrs shot down to his credit; Ly Van So damaged  three  amphibious
cars; a group at Ap Bac got its fame; the Long Trung guerrillas per-
sistently  resisted  a  twenty-nine-day  raid,  and  so  forth.

The  Liberation  Army  is  now  heroically  annihilating  the  United
States-sponsored  puppet army  commanded  by  American  advisers. It
made  its  appearance  only  a  £€w  years  ago,  yet  it  is  the  terror  of  the
enemy  who  has  gradually  realized  that  it  is  not  he  who  in  the  fu-
ture  will  annihilate  us,  it  is  the  Liberation  Army  which  will  defeat
him.  The  heroic  South  Vi€tnam Liberation  Army  deserves  the  con-
fidcnce of our southern compatriots and of the fatherland.

4.  After  the  victories  of  the  political  struggle  and  armed  struggle,

the  liberated  areas  have  been  broadened,  running  i ron  the  high

plateaus  o£  Central  Vietnam  to  the  Mekong  Delta.  The  building  of
these areas in the  political, economic,  and  cultural  fields has  become
an  important  task  and  is  all  the  more  important  for  the  liberation
war in  the  South.  At  present,  the  liberated  areas  are  separated  from
one  another,  some  are  entangled  with  the  enemy-controlled  areas,
others  reach  into  out-of-the-way  places;  they  cover  the  provinces  of
the  densely  peopled  delta  and  even  draw  near  big  and  small  towns.
The liberated areas are not only firm guerrilla bases but are also built
to become  shining  models of  a  new  life, of a  new  regime  in  opposi-
tion   to   the   gloomy   state   and   stifling   atmosphere   of   the   enemy-
controlled areas.

Under  the  direction of the Front,  the  people  of  the  liberated  areas
are obviously masters of the  land and are  doing their best to manage
and  build   their   life   along   progressive   lines.   Democratic   libertics,
freedom of belief, freedom of business, and equality among nationali-
ties are respected and widely  implemented. Cultural, social, and cdu-
cational  activities  as  well  as  the  health  services  are  progressing.  A
healthy ,patriotic  art and  literature of a mass  character  contributes  to
the mobilization of the people for the struggle.

Here our compatriots  are freed  from  the  plunder  and  exploitation
by the enemy ;  they  arc enthusiastically  tackling  production, improv-
ing  their  method  of  work,  raising  their  livelihood  and  at  the  same
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time actively pooling their efforts to wage t=he war of resistance. Here
the  economic,  agrarian,  and  religious  policies  of  the  Front,  and  the

policy  dealing  with  the  bourgeois  and  foreign  residents,  the  policy
regarding  the  puppet  soldiers  and  officers  who  go  over  to  the  side
of the people are clearly defined and readjusted.

At  present,  the  liberated  areas  have  played  their  strategic  role  in
the  liberation  war  and  have  brought  great  influence  to  bear  on  the
inhabitants  of  the  enemy-controlled areas,  including  the  towns.  The
liberated areas are precisely tbe first pictures o£ £rec and independent
South  vietnam  in  the  future;  they  will  certainly  be  expanded  and
consolidated  and  win  become  the  regions  in  which  the  future  re-

gime  of  the  South  will  be  applied  after  the  victory  of  the  liberation
War.

IV

Before  the  danger  of  a  greater  failure,  the  ruling  circles  in  the
United  States are striving to  retri€vc  their present  situation  in  South
Vietnam.

Political  circles  and  influential  personalities  in  the  United  States
have  brought forward  many  opinions  and  have  devised  varied  mili-
tary  measures  not  excluding  the  political  ones.  This  clearly  reflects
the  American  embarrassment  and  deadlock  after  ten  years  of inter-
vention  and  aggression  in the South of our country.

After  the  signing  of  the  Geneva  agreements,  with  the  fame  and
force  that  the  United  States  had  at  that  time,  all  American  political
;md  military  figures  were  optimistic,  thinking  that  South  Vietnam
was an easy prey. At the birth of the Staley-Taylor plan, though they
were  no more optimistic than  they  had  been  five or six  years  before,
.`  great many  people  from the  aggressive  circles  in  the  United  States
were   still   confident   of   the   "special   war"   as   a   means   to   pacify

South  Vietnam within eighteen  months.  But now,  after  ten  years o£
`uccessive failures, especially the bitter ones over the past three years,

I heir optimism and confidence have vanished ;  they begin to squabble
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with  one  another-and  the  squabble  is  growing  hotter-about  the
cause of their defeat  and about  the  measures  to  restore  the  situation.
During the  discussion,  they  come  to  agree  on  one  point:  their  hope
of winning swiftly in South Vietnam is lost, but they are still at vari-
ance on how to get out of the preserit tunnel with no end in view.

Owing  to  its  extremely  warlike  and  reactionary  nature,  the  John-
son government is striving to continue the war and  is  clinging to its
aggressive colonial policy in the South. This  is easy  to understand,  if
we examine  the  strategic  position  of  South  Vietnam  with  regard  to
the whole of the American warlike  scheme in Indochina  and  South-
cast  Asia,  and  the  important  significance  of  the  first  experiment  of
their  "special  warfare"  in  the  South  aimed  at  rcprcssing  the  move-
mcnt for independence of various peoples. Johnson  has  many  a  time
spoken  of  the  determination  of  the  United  States  to  stay  in  South
Vietnam  at  all  costs.  Therefore,  it  is  quite  certain  that  the  United
States  government  will  co#jg.#"c  jo  j#jc'„fj./y  jAc ``jpcci.a/  ov¢r"  it  has

kindled and will further speed up every military activity, with a view
to boosting the morale and bridging the gap between its lackeys who
are  wavering  and  who  are  at  variance  with  one  another,  and  en-
dcavoring to win some victory before finding another solution.

Simultaneously  with the pushing forward of the aggressive war in
South  Vietnam,  the  United  States  imperialists  will  further  S.»jc"f;./y
lhc  provocation  and  sabotage  in  North  Vietnam, hoping  to  cre:_ate
more difficulties for our entire people's struggle for national reunifica-
tion.  The  fact  that  the  Americans  are  obliged  to  increase  these  acts
at  present,  at  this  time  when  they  are  deeply  bogged  down  in  the
South,  shows  that  they  are  in  a  bitterly  passive  situation.  It  is  pre-
cisely  because  they  are  defcated  by  the  southern  people  that  they
must  take  such adventurous  measures. It  is certain  that  in  intensify-
ing these acts the United States imperialists can  threaten  no one, but
bring  upon  themselves  further  shameful  failures  and  hatred  of  the
entire  people  from North  to  South.  How can  these  acts  prevent  the
northern people from giving their unshakable support to their south-
ern  compatriots'  patriotic  struggle.?  How  can  they  lessen  the  lattcr's
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ironlike confidence in and sincere sympathy with the socialist North,
therevolutionarybaseofthewholecountry?

Owing to their acute crisis in South Vietnam, the United States im-

perialists  have  schemed  to  intensify  their  armed  intervention  in  the
Kingdom  o£  Laos  and  threaten  the  neutrality  of  the  Kingdom  o£
Cambodia,  with a  view  to  creating  tension  in  Indochina  and  South-
east Asia. They want to rely  upon these provocative acts and this dis-

play  of force  to  screen  their  defeats  in  South  Vietnam,  and  mislead
the wol.1d opinion which is severely condemning tlieir aggressive war
in the South.

To  serve  these  dark  warlike  schemes,  thousands  of  United  States
military  personnel,  United  States  weapons,  ammunition,  and  war
means  have  recently  been  introduced  into  South  Vietnam.  At  the
same  time,  the  United  States has  carried out  the  transfer  of its  army
and warships to Southeast Asia.

In  the  face  of  the  United  States  policy  of  adding  fuel  to  the  fire,
and  of  intensifying  the  sabotage  of  peace  in  Indochina  and  South-
cast  Asia,  our  people  in  North  Vietnam  set  themselves  extremely
heavy  responsibilities  and  tasks :  jo j:j7c#gjAcce  !Ac  dc/c#fc o/ focz.4/!.fj

Nor.th yi€tnaun, to  prolecl  our  peo|)le's  pcacoful  and  crca;iuc  labor;
to  bc de:er?ined  i.a  5?pilor¢ our  5outhcrn  peotlle' 5  patriotic  struggle ;
w.I   pus.h   f`orulard   the   struggle   for   pcaccful   re;nificatron   i-She

I:lher.land;  t`o  s_trcn_gthcn  tl.c  solidarity  with  and  the  support .to  the
Iliotian  and  .Cambodian  peoples  in  lhc  dcfensc  Of  il.;i;  indcpend-
t.nco.,   sou.crc_i?nly,_end   lerrilorial   inlcgrity,   arld   in   lJ.eir   st;uggle
I:K:in5t. the Uni!tcd  Slates interuent.on  and  aggression. This  rcsi=-Hsti-
lulity  is  very  heavy,  and  this  task  very  high.  However,  with  our
lllorough  revolutionary  spirit,  profound  patriotism,  and  just  inter-

n:llional  spirit,  we  will  certainly  discharge  our  responsibility  bcforc

I lit`  nation and the world's people.

The resolution of the Third Party National Congress* has stressed :
•'Vic`tnam  is  one,  the  Vietnamese  people  is  one,  our  entire  people's

• ``c`ptcmbcr 5,  1960.
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will  for  national  reunification  i§  unshakable,  the  final  victory  will
certainly  be  ours."  In  the  light  Of  the  resolution,  we  have  clearly
realized  that North  Vietnam  is  building  socialism,  that  South  Viet-
nan is carrying on the liberation war, and  that  these  two tasks have
a close  relation  with each  other and  help  each  other. While  carrying
on the  second sacred resistance war to liberate  themselves, our south-
ern   compatriots   also   aim   at  checking   and   smashing   the   United
States  imperialists'  scheme  of  aggression  against  our  whole country.
Inversely,  to  build  socialism  in  North  Vietnam  peacefully,  and  to
strengthen  the  force  of  the  North  in  every  respect-political,  eco-
nomic, and national defense-is precisely  the most decisive  task with
regard to the  development of the  whole  Vietnamese  revolution,  and
the  struggle  for  national  rcunification.  Over  the  past  ten  years,  this
ideological trend has unceasingly  mobilized  sixteen  million northern

people  eagerly   to   work  and   record  brilliant   achievements   in   the
building-up  of  their  country;  without  halting  before  any  sacrifice,
fourteen  million  southern people  are  heroically  fighting  to  win back
and firmly  defend every  inch of  land  of Vietnam. IVorjA  ¢~J  So#fA
Victnan  arc  urider  the  same  roof ;  the  South  is  the  front  line;  the
North  is  the  political  and  moral  Sttpport  of  the  fall.crland. INo_[th
Vietnam  has  the  task  of  building  socialism  and  making  it  a  firm
basis  for  the  southern  pcople's  patriotic  struggle,  and  the  struggle
for  national  reunification.  Today  in  the  North  the  "o„conc»j  /or
Sworn  brotherhood  bctwccn  the  northon  at.d   southern  pcoplc.  a.
lively  expression  o£  North  and  South  Vietnam  kinship,  has  gained
town and country., che Sttcccssiuc emulation  driucs  for  our  southern

4!.!A  ¢#J  4g.#  ¢~J  "¢j;.o#¢/ rc»ce!.¢c4jl.o~,  have  brought  in  the  highest
labor productivity. "Everyone  redoubles  his efforts  to  show his grati-
tude to his southern kith and kin";  this warm  appeal from President
Ho  Chi  Minh,  the  beloved  leader  of  the  entire  people,  is  urging
every one of us to work.

Facing the United  States impcrialists'  and  their  lackeys'  scheme of
intensifying  provocative  and  sabotage  acts  in  the  North,  our  people
in North Vietnam must jjrj.c/c jo fzrc~gjAc"  ¢~cJ co#fo/j.J4jc #¢jj.oce¢/
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?efcnsc,  d.cf:n!  s.ccuri!y:  ant  furtl.cr  raise  their  reuolulionary  tiigi-lan:e .:?d. ih:i_r  h:trod _for _¢hc  cncmy. We rrrust che8Lrty  real:;zc iri
to build the North and defend it are twin tasks. Each of us in North
Vietnam  must  be  aware  that  the  economic  building  and  develop-
meat  of  production  is  the  central  task;  at  the  same  time,  he  must
always pay attention to combining economic building with strength-
ening  national  defense,  strive  to  increase  the  defcnsc  work  in  all
respects,  be  ready  to  cope  with  all  provocations  and  sabotages  of
the  enemy,  and  smash  every  one  of  his  adventurous  acts.  All  the
commandos of the United  States imperialists' lackeys  in South Vict-
nam as well as those o£ Chiang Kai-shck commanded by  the  United
States  recently  introduced  secretly  into  North  Vietnam,  were  sur-
rounded  and  completely  annihilated  by  our  armymen  and  people.
This  shows  the  high  vigilance  and  sharp  readiness  for  fighting  of
North Vietnam's armymen and people. We must develop  this good

point  to  continue  dealing  heavier  blows  at  the  United  States  im-
perialists  and  their  flunkeys  if  they  pursue  their  aggression  against
socialist North Vietnam.

The  armed  forces-the  People's  Army,  the  People's  Armed  Se-
curity  Forces,   the   People's   Militia,   and   the   People's   Self-Dcfensc
Units-must  clearly  realize  their  heavy  responsibility  in  the  present
situation of tlie country.  North Vietnam is  building  in peace;  South
Vietnam  is  carrying  on  the  liberation  war.  Over  the  past  ten  years,
though  being  heavily  defcated  by  the  southern  people,  the  United
States  imperialists  do  not  want  to  draw  useful  lessons  and  are  pur-
suing the aggressive war on half of our country.  Before the complete
victory  of  our  pcople  the  extremely  hard  and  complex  struggle  be-
tween  our  people  and  the  United  States  imperialists  still  goes  on.
T:.LL5refore, we  rrnrst  further  ralsc  the  traditi6n  Of  dctermi;alron  to

l`lFht a?? to  ?in,`bc always  uigilant and  ready  for  fighting, heigl.ten
the  fp`iri.i_!o inplement tl.c  orders, bc united  and  ciosel;act i; uni-
s:n,,,!.oldly  wip:`.out  the _enemy, and  be  dctermincd  s;cccsrfully  ¢o

I.I:I.fill  cucry.  mjlitery  task. cntrustcd  by  the  Party  and  goo;mr;ant.
We  must  further  develop  the  spirit  of  readiness  for  fighting  of  a
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revolutionary  army,  firmly  hold  every  weapon  and  instrument  of
war,   and   defend   the   territorial   integrity,   airspace,   and   territorial
waters  of  the  Democratic  Republic  of  Vietnam.  We  arc  certain  to
defeat  every  wicked  scheme  of  the  United  States  imperialists.

Recently,   simultaneously   with  the   intensification   of   provocative
and sabotage acts in North Vietmm, the strafing and  shelling of  the
Laotian people's  liberated  zone, and  the  violation of the  Cambodian
border,  the  bellicose  Americans  have  still  clamored  that  they  will
strafe and  shell  the territory  of the Democratic Republic  of Vietmm
and  extend  the  war  to  the  North.  We  warn  the  United  States  im-

perialists:  "Should  the  United  States  militarists  be  rash  enough  to
attack  the  North,  the  entire  people  of  the  country  would  stand  up
as one man to  smash to  smithereens  their  aggression  and  completely
defeat  them  all  over  the  country."  To  attack  the  North  is  to  attack
a  socialist  country;  it  is  certain  that  the  peoples  of  the  brother  so-
cialist  countries,  o£  Southeast  Asia,  and  the  progressive  people  the

world over will wholeheartedly support us.
The July  15, 1964, statement of our government has said that there

is  only  one  issue  for  the  United  States  imperialists  in  South  Viet-
nam:

I.  The  United  States  government  must  respect  the  sovereignty,
independence, unity, and territorial integrity of Vietnam and  refrain
from interfering in her internal affairs.

2. The United States government must put an end to its aggressive
war  in  South  Vietnam,  withdraw  all  its  troops  and  weapons  from
there,  and  leave the  South Vietnamese  people  to  settle  their  own  in-
ternal  affairs  by  themselves  in  accordance  with  the  program  of  the
South Vietnam National Liberation Front.

3.  The  peaceful  reunification  of  Vietnam  is  an  internal  affair  of
the  Vietnamese  people;   it  will  be  solved  in   accordance  with  the
spirit of the political  program of the Vietnam Fatherland Front and
the program of the  South Vietnam National Liberation Front.

Except  for  this,  there  is  no  other  way  out.  If  the  United  States
imperialists continue their war of aggression against South Vietnam,

Tl.c  South  Vietnamc§c  Pcoplc  Will  Win    2:25

they  will   ccrtaiilly   be   defeated   by   the   southern  people   and   will
finally  be doomed  to complete  failure.  If they rashly  extend  the  war
to the North, this would be suicide for them.

The  successes  recorded  during  ten  years  of  peaceful  cons[ructlon
in North Vietnam are filling each of us with enthusiasm.  rAc rocz.a/-
ist  bttilding in Vietnam  will  certainly  succeed.

The   successes   of   the   revolution   in   South  Vietnam  during  the

past   ten   years   arc   powerfully   mobilizing   every   one   of   us.   TAc'
rcuo!ttri?nary _ tuork.  to  liberate  Sottlh  Vietnam   and  peacefully  rc-
t4nify  lhc  fatherland  tutll  certainly  suecccd  brilliantly.

Today no reactionary force in the world can prevent thirty million

people  of  our  whole  country  from  carrying  out  their  sacred  aspira-
tron-io .bttild  a  peaccft41, unifrod, indcpcndcnl, denoaratic, pro§pcr-
ou§, and pouicrful Victnan.
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The Liberation War ifl South Vietnam:
Its Essential Characteristics

Strength  and  WcaRfoc§s  of  the  Enemy

The present war of national liberation  in South Vietnam is directed
against  the   nco-colonialism  of  the  United   States   imperialists   and
their  lackeys,  an  extremely  reactionary  and  wicked  enemy  who  is
materially  and  technically  strong  but  morally  and  politically  very
weak.

In the previous resistance war of national salvation,  the revolution
in South Vietnam as  in  the  rest of our  country  was  directed  against
the French colonialists and their  lackeys assisted by the United States
interventionists. After  peace had  been  restored  in Indochina, United
States  imperialism  kicked  out  defeated  French  colonialism  and  set
up in South Vietnam the pro-United States Ngo Dinh Diem regime.
Unlike  old-type  French  colonialism,  United  States  imperialism  did
not  build  up  an  administrative  machine  and  bring  in  an  expedi-
tionary  corps,  but  nevertheless  its  control  over  the  South  Vietnam
regime was complete.

Nco-colonialism is  a  product of imperialism  in  the  present  period.
Faced  with  the  powerful  influence  of  the  socialist  system  and  the
upsurge  of  the  national  liberation  movements  in  Asia,  Africa,  and
Latin  America,  the  imperialists  can  no  longer  use  old  methods  to
impose  their  rule  on  their  colonies;  the  local  reactionary  forces,  cs-

pecially  the  comprador  bourgeoisie  and  the  feudal  landlord  class,
feel  great  fears  for  their  interests  and  privileges.  Nco-colonialism  is
the  result of  the  collusion  and  compromise  between  the  foreign  im-

perialists  on  the  one  hand  and  the  local  comprador  bourgeoisie  and

This  is   an   edited   version   of   the   text   which   appeared   under   the   title   "The
Liberation   War   in   South   Vietnam:    Its   Essential   Characteristics,"   in    Vj.c4-
~¢necjc  S;#dj.cf,  n.  8  (Hanoi,  January  1966),  pp.  5-36.
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feudal  landlord  class on  the other,  with a  view  to  maintaining  colo-
nial  rule  under  new  forms  and  with  new  methods,  and  repressing
the revolutionary  movement  of the mass  of  the  people.

The  aims  of  imperialism  remain  fundamentally  the  same;  en-
slavement of the  weaker mtions, grasping of markets and raw rna-
terials, ruthless oppression and exploitation of the subjugated peoples.
Its principal method  rcmains violence  under various forms. It differs
from  old-type  colonialism  in  only  one  aspect:  while  old-type  colo-
nialism  directly  takes  in  hand  the  enslavement  of  the  peoples  and
uses  violence through  an  administration  under its  direct control  and
an  army  Of  aggression  under  its  direct  command,  nco-colonialism
carries  out  enslavement  and  uses  violence  in  an  indirect  and  more
sopriisticated manner through a  puppet administration  and  a puppet
army camouflaged with the labels of "independence and democracy,"
and  a  policy  o£  "aid"  or  "alliance"  in  every  field.  Nco-colonialism,
more wily and more dangerous,  uses every possible means  to conceal
its aggressive nature,  to blur  the contradictions between  the enslaved
nations  and  the  foreign  rulers,  thereby  paralyzing  the  people's  vigi-
lance and will to wage a revolutionary struggle.

United  States  nco-colonialism  has  its  own  specific  characteristics.
When United States capitalism reached the stage of imperialism, the

great Western powers had already  divided among themselves almost
all  the  important  markets  in  the  world.  At  the  end  of  World  War
11, when the other imperialist powers had been weakened, the United
States  became  the  most  powerful  and  the  richest  imperialist  power.
Meanwhile, the world situation was  no longer  the same:  the balance
of forces  between  imperialism and  the  camp  of peace,  national  inde-

pendence,   democracy,  and   socialism   had   fundamentally  changed;
imperialism  no  longer  rules  over  the  world,  nor  does  it  play  a  de-
cisive  role  in  the  development  of  the  world  situation.  In  the  new
historical  conditions,  United  States  imperialism,  which  has  a  long
tradition  of  expansion  through   tradendifferent  from  the  classical

policy  of  aggression  through  missionaries  and  gunboats-is  all  the
more compelled to follow the path of neocolonialism.  The countries
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its aggressive nature,  to blur  the contradictions between  the enslaved
nations  and  the  foreign  rulers,  thereby  paralyzing  the  people's  vigi-
lance and will to wage a revolutionary struggle.

United  States  nco-colonialism  has  its  own  specific  characteristics.
When United States capitalism reached the stage of imperialism, the

great Western powers had already  divided among themselves almost
all  the  important  markets  in  the  world.  At  the  end  of  World  War
11, when the other imperialist powers had been weakened, the United
States  became  the  most  powerful  and  the  richest  imperialist  power.
Meanwhile, the world situation was  no longer  the same:  the balance
of forces  between  imperialism and  the  camp  of peace,  national  inde-

pendence,   democracy,  and   socialism   had   fundamentally  changed;
imperialism  no  longer  rules  over  the  world,  nor  does  it  play  a  de-
cisive  role  in  the  development  of  the  world  situation.  In  the  new
historical  conditions,  United  States  imperialism,  which  has  a  long
tradition  of  expansion  through   tradendifferent  from  the  classical

policy  of  aggression  through  missionaries  and  gunboats-is  all  the
more compelled to follow the path of neocolonialism.  The countries
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under  its  domination  enjoy  nominal  political  independence,  but  in
fact  are  dependent  on  the  United  States  in  the  fields  of  economics,
finance, national defense, and foreign relations.

At  the  end  of  World  War  11,  United  States  imperialism  already
cast  covetous  eyes  on Vietnam  and  the  other  lndochinese  countries.
In  the  early  1950's,  as  the  situation  of  the  French  colonialists  was
becoming  more  and  more  desperate,  the  United  States  imperialists

gradually  increased  their  "aid"  and  intervention  in  the  dirty  lndo-
china  war.  When  the  war  ended  with  the  defeat  of  the  French
Expeditionary  Corps,  they  thought  that  the  opportunity  had  come
for  them  to  take the  place of the  French colonialists. The  images  of
former  colonial  rule-perfidious   and  cruel  governors  general  and
high  commissioners,   the  ferocious   Expeditionary   Corps~now   bc-
longed  to  the  past.  The  United  States  imperialists  could  not,  even
if they wanted to, bring to life the decaying corpse of old colonialism.
In  1954,  when  the  defeat  of  the  French  colonialists  was  imminent,
the United  States imperialists envisaged the  use o£ "national forces,"
made  up  of  reactionary  forces  in  the  country,  in  an  attempt  to  give
more  "dynamism"  to   the  war.  And  they   began  to   prepare  their
"special war" against the South Vietnamese people.

United  States  nco-colonialism  uses  its  lackeys  in  South  Vietnam
as  its main tool to carry  out its  policy  of aggression. Nco-colonialism
derives its strength on the one hand from the economic and  military

potential of the metropolitan country, and, on  the other hand, from
the  social,  economic,  and  political  bases  of  the  native  reactionary
forces.  h  the  South  of  our  country,  the  puppet  regime  was  set  up
by  the United  States  imperialists  at a  moment when  our  people  had

just won  a  brilliant  victory  against  imperialism.  That  is  why,  since
coming  into  being,  it  has  never  shown  any  vitality  and  has  borne
the  seeds  of  internal  contradictions,  crisis,  and  war.  Its  social  bases
are  extremely  weak.  The  feudal  landlord  class  and  the  comprador
bourgeoisie,  which  had  never  been  very  strong  under  French  rule,
had  become  even  weaker  and  more  divided  in  the  course  of  the
revolution  and  the  resistance.  After  peace  was  restored,  they became
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still more divided, as a result of United States-French contradictions.
These  reactionary  classes  have  long  since  shown  themselves  to  be
traitors  to  their fatherland  and arc hated and opposed  by  the people.
The defeat of the French Expeditionary Corps was a severe blow  to
their morale.

Under  those  circumstances,  United  States  imperialism  used  every

possible  means  to  set  up  a  rela[ivcly  stable  administration,  camou-
flaged  with  the  labels  of  "independence"  and  "democracy,"  in  an
attempt  to  rally  the  reactionary  forces  and  at  the  same  time  to  win
over  and  deceive  other  strata  of  the  population.  With  this  aim  in
view,  they staged  the  farce of founding the "Republic of Vietnam"
in  order  to  perpetuate  the  partition  of  our  country.  Their  puppets,
claiming to have regained "independence" from the French colonial-
ists,  proclaimed  a  "constitution"  with  provisions  on  "freedom"  and
"democracy"  and  put  forth  slogans  of  anticommunism,  ordered  an
"agrarian reform," and noisily publicized a program for the "climim-

tion  of  vices"  and  the  "protection  of  good  traditions,"  and  the  like.

However,  the  puppet  rcgimc  could  not  remain  in  power  if  they
did not cling to their masters and obey the latter's orders. Outwardly,
the  "Republic  of Vietnam"  has  all  the  usual  government  organs  of
internal  and  external  affairs,  defense,  economy,  and  culture,  but  all
these  organs,  from  the  central  to  the  local  level,  are  controlled  by
United States "advisers." The latter, who enjoy diplomatic privileges,
are  not  under  the  jurisdiction  of  the  puppet  administration,  whose
civil  and  penal  codes  cannot  be  applied  to  them.  They  are  directly
under  the  United  States  ambassador's  control.  It  is  United  States
imperialism  which  determines  the  fundamental  line  and  policies  of
the  South  Vietnam  regime.  Ngo  Dinh  Dicm,  fostered  by  United
States  imperialism,  was  "pulled  out  o£  Dulles'  sleeve"  after  Dien
Bien Phu. The Diem regime, far from springing, as it claimed, from
a  movement  of  "national  revolution,"  was  only   the  result  of  the
replacement  of  French  masters  by  United  States  masters.

Faced  with  a  popular  revolutionary  upsurge,  the  puppet  regime
soon  took  the  road  of  fascism  and  frantically  pursued  a  policy  of
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militarization  and  war  preparation.  To  gain  a  reason  for  existence,
it  had  bluntly  to  oppose  the  Gcncva  agreements   and  the  deepest
aspirations  of  our  people;   namely   those  for   peace,   independence,
democracy,  and  national  reunification.  It  trampled  on  the  people's
most  elementary  rights  and  resorted  to  a  most  barbarous  policy  of
terror  and  repression.  For  these  reasons,  despite  the  labels  of  "inde-

pendence and democracy"  and certain  reforms  of a  demagogic char-
acter, the popular masses  immediately saw behind the puppet regime
the  hideous  face  o£ United  States  imperialism,  that  self-styled  inter,
national  gendarme,  and   that  of  the   inveterate   traitor  Ngo  Dinh
Diem. And  resolutely the masses  rose  up  against them.

The United  States  imperialists  also  hurriedly built up  and  trained
an army of mercenaries  to be used as a  tool for  the  repression  of  the
revolutionary  movement,  carrying  out  their  perfidious  policy  of  pit-
ting  Asians  against  Asians,  Vietnamese  against  Vietnamese.

With  this  army  of  native  mercenaries,  dubbed  "national  army,"
the imperialists hope  to camouflage  their  aggression  and  save Amer-
ican  lives.  United  States  experts  have   calculated  that  expenses  for
an  Asian  mercenary  soldier  are  twenty-four  times  less  than  those
required for an American soldier.

The  South  Vietnam  "national  army"  is  staffed  by  puppet  officers
from  the  rank  of general  downward,  but  this  is  coupled  with  a  sys-
tcm  of  military  "advisers"  controlling  the  puppet  national  defense
ministry  and  extending  down  to  battalion  and  company  level,  in
the  militia  as  well  as  in  the  regular  forces.  United  States  advisers

in the puppet army supervise organization, equipment, training, and
operations.  The  United  States  imperialists  try  to  camouflage  under
the  labels  of "mutual  assistance"  and  "self-defense"  the  participation
of  their  troops  in  fighting.  With  a  view  to  tuning  South Vietnam
into  a  United  States  military  base,  they  have  put  under  their  eflcc-
tive  control a  large  number  of  strategic  points, all  the  main  airfields
and military ports.

Economic  "aid"  is  used  by  the  imperialists  as  a  principal  means
to control South Vietnam's economy.  This  "aid"  is essentially  a  way
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of  exporting  surplus  goods  and  capital  to  serve  their  policy  of  ex-

pansion and war preparation. Three-fourths of the amount of yearly
"aid"  derives  from  the  sale  of  imported  goods.  The  United  States

aid organs completely ignore both  the requests of the puppet regime
and the needs of the country and dump into South Vietnam market-
surplus  farm products,  luxury  goods, and also consumer gcods  that
could  have  been  produced  locally.  Furthermore,  this  aid  clearly  has
a  military  character.  It  turns  South  Vietnam's  economy  into  a  war
economy,  80 percent of the money  being  used  to  cover  the  rilitary
expenses of the puppet regime.  This  "aid" makes  this  regime  totally
dependent on the United States imperialists.

At  first,  the  United  States  imperialists,  thinking  that  they  could
rapidly  consolidate  the puppet regime  and  stabilize  the  political  and
economic situation  in  South Vietnam, had  prepared  the ground for
the   signing  of  unequal   treaties   to  open   the  way   to  a  large-scale

penetration of United States finance capital. But the situation did not
develop  as  they  had  expected,  and  so  the  money  they  invested  in
South  Vietnam  was  insignificant,  representing  hardly  2  percent  of
the total investments in various branches of the economy. In general,
United  States  money  was  invested   in  joint  enterprises,  in  a  very
wily   economic   penetration.   Although   present   conditions   are   not
favorable to the development of the United States sector in the South
Victnamcse  economy,  United  States  "aid" and  the  creation  of  coun-
terpart funds  have ensured  USOM  (United  States  Operations  Mis-
sion)  complete  control  over  the  budget,  finances,  and  foreign  trade
-in  fact,  over  the  whole  economic  structure o£  South  Vietnam.

For  many  years  now,  the  puppet  administration  and  army  have
been maintained  in existence only thanks  to United  States aid. They
relentlessly  pursue  a  policy  of  violence  and  war  in  order  to  repress
the patriotic movement, while granting many privileges to a handful
of  traitors.  The  social  basis  of  this  regime  is  made  up  of  the  most
reactionary  elements  in  the  comprador  bourgeoisie  and  the  feudal
landlord class.
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The   cctmprador  bourgeoisie   in   South  Vietnam   is   economically
entirely  dependent  on  the  imperialists-the  French  imperialists  in
former  days  and  the  United  States  imperialists  in  the  present  time.
The  comprador  bourgeoisie  and  the  feudal  landlord  class,  bound
together  by  many  tics,  are  two  reactionary  social  forces  colluding
with  the  imperialists  whom  they  efficiently  serve.  The  comprador
bourgeoisie   lives   on   United   States   aid,   on   trade   with   imperialist
countries,  and   secks   joint  investments  with   foreign  capital.   It   in-

cludes  elements  f ron  other  social  classes,  such  as  the  big  landlords
who seek refuge in the larger cities  and become bourgeois.  Speaking
of  the  comprador  bourgeoisie,  we  should  first  of  all  mention  the
Zi"rc¢%c.r4!j.c  co"P"c7or  ZJo#rgco"j.c, essentially  made  up,  in  former

days, of the Ngo Dinh Diem family, and at present, of high-ranking

puppet  officials  and  officers  who  use  their  power  to  get  rich  quick
through  pillage, extortion, graft, embezzlement,  hoarding,  and spec-
ulation,  and  to  lay  hold  of  key  positions  in  the  economy  and  seize
control over all the important branches.

The  feudal  landlord  class,  which  owned  the  larger  part  of  cul-
tivable land, had a great economic influence;  t)ut after  the  revolution

of August 1945 and in the course of the resistance against the French
colonialists,   it  became   much   weaker   economically   and   politically.
The  United  States-Diem  regime  sought  by  every  possible  means  to
restore  the position  of landlords  whom  they  regarded  as  their  main-
stay  in  the  countryside.  The  most  reactionary  elements  in  the  land-
lord  class,  brazenly  offering  their  service  to  the  enemy,  have  taken

part in  repressing  the  peasant movement and  sabotaging  the  revolu-
tion. They  include  former big  landlords  and  the  new  "bureaucratic"
landlords   who   have   seized   control   of   village   administration,   and
also  bandits,  hired  thugs,  criminals,  traitors,  and  landlords  coming
from the North, who use their power to seize land from the peasants.
A   number  of  other   landlords  want  to  keep   their   privileges   and
oppose   national   reunification   but   dare   not   collaborate   with   the
enemy.  There  are  also  landlords  who  participated  in  the  resistance
against   the   French   colonialists   or   have   children   or   relations   re-
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grouped  in  the  North:  they  more  or  less  oppose  the  United  States
imperialists  and  their  lackeys  or  approve  of  a  policy  of  peace  and
neutrality.

The   comprador   bourgeoisie   and   the   feudal   landlord   class   are
divided  into  different  groups  with  different  economic  and  political
interests,  connected  with  either  United  States  imperialists  or  French
imperialists.

In   the  new  historical  conditions,  on  account  of  their  class  char-
acter  and  their  desperate  situation  in  face  of  the  victorious  revolu-
tionary  movement,  the  pro-United  States  forces  in  South  Vietnam
are  extremely   reactionary;   they   are   traitors   to   their  country   and
their  people  and  thirst  for  class  revenge.  They  are  also  social  para-
sites,  divorced  from  national  production  and  entirely  dependent  on
United  States  dollars.  This  causes  their  ranks  to  shrink  further  and
further  and  to  become  more  and  more  heterogeneous  and  divided
by  conflicts  of  interest  into  rival  groups  and  cliques  tied  up  with

different  tendencies  in  United  States  political,  military,  and  intelli-

gence  circles.  Their  position,  already  not  very  strong  in  face  of  the
powerful   revolutionary   upsurge,   has   been   furthcr  weakened   and
their   ranks  have  become   still   more  divided;   consequently,  coups
d'6tat  have  succeeded  one  another  and  will  continue  to  do  so  until
their final collapse.

Despite  its  material  power,  United  States  imperialism  has  funda-
mental weaknesses.

I.  Economically  and  militarily,  the  United  States  o£  America  is
now  the  most powerful  country  in  the  imperialist  camp.  But,  faced
with  the  socialist  countries,  the  independent  nationalist  countries,
.ind  the  revolutionary  peoples  of  the  world,  its  strength  is  declining
further  and  further.  Everywhere  now,  United  States  imperialism  is
ri'duced  to the defensive;  its  forces  scattered  all  over  the  world have

I)roved  incapable  of  saving  it  from  disastrous  defeats  in  continental
(;hina,  Korea,  and  Cuba.  The  United  States  imperialists  have  suf-
rcred  many  defeats  and  are  meeting  with  many  difficulties  in  Laos
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and  other  places.  In  South  Vietnam,  their  situation  is  becoming
more and more critical.

2.  In   its   aggression   against   South   Vietnam,   United   States   im-

perialism  has  rcvealcd  a  fundamental  weakness:  it  has  been  forced
to  resort  to  a  nco-colonialist  policy  when  important  factors  for  the
success Of this policy arc lacking.

Firstly,  it  has  to  try  to  deceive  our  people,  posing  as  a  "knight,"
as  defender  of  the  independence,  sovereignty,  and  freedom  of  the

peoples. But the present conjuncture in the world as well as in South
Vietnam is not favorable to such a maneuver. Our people, with their
high   revolutionary   consciousness,   have   long   since   recognized   in
United States imperialism the number one enemy of the world's peo-

ples.  United  States  imperialism  unmasked  itself  by  supporting  the
French  colonialists  during  the  Indochina  war,  a  war  waged  with
French blood and United  States dollars and  weapons.  It conceived a
criminal  plan  in  a  vain  attempt  to  save  the  French  Expeditionary
Corps from the Dien Bien Phu disaster. Our people did not wait un-
til  1954  to  see  in  United  States  imperialism  an  aggressor,  and  since
that date,  they  have realized even  more clearly  that it  is  the  number
one  enemy  of  the Vietnamese  revolution  and  people.

Secondly,   United   States   imperialism   cannot   carry   out   its   nco-
colonialist  policy  without  a  strong  support  from  local  reactionary
forces,  without  an  outwardly  "independent  and  democratic"  native
administration  and  a  "national"  army.  But  we  can  affirm  that  this
extremely  important,  this  crucial  condition,  which  decides  the  fate
of nco-colonialism, docs not exist in South Vietnam. The reactionary
forces,  in  the  first  place  the  most  reactionary  and  pro-United  States
elements of the comprador bourgeoisie and the feudal landlord class,
have  become  extremely  weak  socially  and  economically,  and  com-

pletely isolated in the political  field. Billions of dollars  and hundreds
of  thousands  of  tons  of  arms   will   not  fill  this  political  vacuum.
United  States  imperialism will  never  be  capable  of  creating  a  stable

political   regime   with   even   an   appearance   of   independence   and
democracy.  Each  puppet  administration  has  proved  more  impotent
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than  its  predecessor.  U.S.  imperialism  is  also  incapable  of  building
up an army with any fighting spirit; however modern its equipment,
the  South  Vietnam  puppet  army  will  never  be  able  to  consolidate
its sagging morale.

Thirdly,  imperialism  cannot  carry   out   its   nco-colonialist  policy
without revealing its aggressive nature. Repression of the revolution-
ary  movement  must  be  essentially  the  work  of  native  reactionary
forces, and the  war of aggression  must bc  waged  mostly with  native
reactionary armed forces. This is the essence of what is called "special
war"  by  the  Pentagon  strategists.  But  a  problem  arises:  what  if  the

puppet  forces  prove  incapable  of  serving  the  aims  of  their  masters.?
The only possible solution is to increase the number of United States
"advisers,"  military  personnel,  and  combat  troops  and  to  take  part

more and  more directly  in  the war of aggression. The  United  States
has  been  going  further  and  further  on  this  road,  which  is  full  of
insoluble  contradictions.  The  introduction  Of  United  States  troops
into South Vietnam may have the  immediate effect of strengthening
the  puppet  army  to  some  extent  and  creating  some  difficulties  for
the  South  Vietmmese  people,  but  on  the  United  States  side,  mili-
tarily  it  constitutes  an  obviously  defensive  measure  and  politically,
a  severe  defeat.  The  more  United  States  troops  are  brought  in,  the
more  the  "special"  character  of  the  war  diminishes.  United  States
nco-colonialism  loses  the fa€ade which  distinguishes  it  from  classical

colonialism,  not to speak of the  many  trials  that await  United  States
troops  in  a  counterguerrilla  war  on  a  tropical  battlefield.  United
States  strategists  have  admitted  that  the  political,  geographic,  and
climatic conditions in  South  Vietnam  constitute  insurmountable dif-
ficulties for them.

Thus,  it  is  in  the  political  and  moral  field  that  the  United  States
imperialists and their lackeys have proved to be fundjmentally weak.

The  political  aim  they  pursue  remains  the  same,  whether  in  the

years  of  more  or  less  camouflaged  intervention  or   in   the  present
"special war": to conquer South Vietnam, to trample on our people's

right  to  live  and  their  deepest  aspirations.  They  are  the  enemy  o£
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Corps from the Dien Bien Phu disaster. Our people did not wait un-
til  1954  to  see  in  United  States  imperialism  an  aggressor,  and  since
that date,  they  have realized even  more clearly  that it  is  the  number
one  enemy  of  the Vietnamese  revolution  and  people.

Secondly,   United   States   imperialism   cannot   carry   out   its   nco-
colonialist  policy  without  a  strong  support  from  local  reactionary
forces,  without  an  outwardly  "independent  and  democratic"  native
administration  and  a  "national"  army.  But  we  can  affirm  that  this
extremely  important,  this  crucial  condition,  which  decides  the  fate
of nco-colonialism, docs not exist in South Vietnam. The reactionary
forces,  in  the  first  place  the  most  reactionary  and  pro-United  States
elements of the comprador bourgeoisie and the feudal landlord class,
have  become  extremely  weak  socially  and  economically,  and  com-

pletely isolated in the political  field. Billions of dollars  and hundreds
of  thousands  of  tons  of  arms   will   not  fill  this  political  vacuum.
United  States  imperialism will  never  be  capable  of  creating  a  stable

political   regime   with   even   an   appearance   of   independence   and
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forces, and the  war of aggression  must bc  waged  mostly with  native
reactionary armed forces. This is the essence of what is called "special
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puppet  forces  prove  incapable  of  serving  the  aims  of  their  masters.?
The only possible solution is to increase the number of United States
"advisers,"  military  personnel,  and  combat  troops  and  to  take  part

more and  more directly  in  the war of aggression. The  United  States
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climatic conditions in  South  Vietnam  constitute  insurmountable dif-
ficulties for them.
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our  people  and  are  being  resolutely  opposed  by  them.  Their  funda-
mental  weakness  is  still  aggravated  by  the  shaky  position  of  the
local  reactionary  forces,  the  special  form  taken  by  the  war  of  ag-

gression  in  South  Vietnam,  and  our  pcople's  indomitable  spirit  and
chose  urjrty.  This   fundamental   weakpess   will   certainly   lead   ihc
United  States  impcrialist§  to  complete  defeat.

On  the  Side  of  tl.c  Vtctnan€Se  Pcoplc

To  the  new-type  war  of  aggression  waged  by  the  United  States
imperialists   our   southern  countrymen   oppose   a   patriotic   war   Of
liberation with  a view  to achieving  independence,  democracy,  peace,
and  neutrality  and  advancing  toward  national  rcunification.  Tem-

porarily  much  tucakyer  than  the  enemy  materially  and  technically,_
the  Popt4lar  forcc§,  on  the  other  hand, enjoy  absolute  political  and
moral  superiority.

South  Vietnam,  like  the  rest  of  our  country,  was  a  colonial  and
semi feudal  country  with  a  backward  agriculture,  which,  after  long

years of war, has not yet bccn restored to its  normal production level.
The   successive   wars   of   aggression  during   the   past  decades   have
caused  untold  sufferings  to  the  population.  The  people's  power,  set
up after the revolution of August  1945, maintained and  consolidated
during  the  resistance  in  the  free  zones  with  a  population  of  several
million,  was  replaced,  in  implementation  of  the  1954  Geneva  agree-
ments,  by  a  reactionary  regime  in  the  service  of  the  United  States
imperialists.

The  South  Vietnam  people's  armed  forces,  which  had  matured
considerably  in  the  course  of  the  heroic  and  victorious  fight  against
the  French  colonialists,  were  made  up,  at  the  end  of  the  war,  Of
regular  troops,  regional  troops,  and  people's  militia  operating  on  all
battlefronts. In implementation of the Geneva agreements, hundreds
of  thousands  of  enemy  troops  evacuated  the  North  to  be  conccn-
trated  in  the  South,  while  our  troops  left the  South  to bc  rcgroupcd
in  the  North,  evacuating  not  only  the  guerrilla  zones  and  bases but
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also  extensive  free  zones  which  were  temporarily  transferred  to  the
control  of enemy  troops  and of  the  puppet administration. It  was  in
these  conditions  that  United  States  imperialism  and  tie  Ngo  Dinh
Diem administration carried out their ferocious policy of terror, then
started  a  bloody  undeclared  war  with  a  view  to  repressing  the  pa-
triotic  movement  and  turning  South  Vietnam  Into  a  United  States
colony  and  military  base.  They  pinned  their  hopes  on  the  bad  eco-
nomic situation, on the people's aspirations  for peace after  long  years
of war, on the extremely difficult situation  in which the people found
themselves,  deprived  as   they  were  of  protection  from  the  people's

power  and  army.  The  United  States  imperialists  and  their  lackeys
felt certain  that  the South  Vietnamese  people,  faced  witri  their  hun-
dreds of thousands of soldiers armed  with  up-to-date  weapons, could
not but submit.

But our countrymen  in  the South,  worthy  sons  of a  heroic  people,
L\`ave  an inu.ncible  poten_tial  force,  an  im;ensc  pol.tical  potu`cr  :i:i
the  enemy   can   never  fathom.   United   States   imperialism   and   its
lackeys  have  to  deal  with  a  people  with  an  extremely  high  revolu-
tionary  spirit  and  absolute  political  superiority.  Our  countrymen  in
the South belong  to  an  indomitable people  with  long-standing  tradi-
tions  of  struggle  against  foreign   aggressors,  a  people  who  would
rather  die  as  free  men  than  live  as  slaves;  they  had  raised  high  the
banner of resistance  right  in  the  first days  o£ French  aggression  and
heroically  risen  up  in  the  Nam  Ky  and  Ba  To  insurrections.*  Dur-
ing  the  glorious  days  of  August  1945,  they  joined  hands  with  the
rest  of  the  people  to  bring about  the  triumph  of  the  revolution  and
set  up  the  people's  power.  During  the  nine  years  of resistance,  they
heroically   fought  against   the   French   colonialists   and   the  United
States  interventionists,  contributing  an  important  part  to  the  com-
mon victory. Through a  long revolutionary struggle, the South Viet-
liamese  people  have  attained  a  high  level  of  political  consciousness
;`nd  organization  and  have  gained  rich  experience  in  political  and

•  1940 and  1945.
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considerably  in  the  course  of  the  heroic  and  victorious  fight  against
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armed struggle. That is why in the face of an extremely ferocious en-
emy  the  revolutionary  movement  has  been  expanding  unceasingly,
and  the war of  liberation has been winning ever  greater victories.  In
South  Vietnam,  the  comprador  bourgeoisie  and  the  landlords,  lack-
eys  of  the  United  States  imperialists,  constitute  an  insignificant  mi-

nority,  while  the overwhelming majority of the  people belong to the
revolutionary  and  patriotic classes,  united  in  a  common  struggle.

TAG  So"jA   Vg.cj#¢orcfc  zvor4g.#g  c/¢jj,  nearly  one  million  strong,

and   concentrated   in   cities   and   plantations,   constitutes   the   main

production  force  in  important  economic  enterprises.  Having  to  bear
the  triple  yoke  of  imperialism,  the  bourgeois  class,  and  the  feudal
class,  it  is  the  most  resolute,  the  most  radically  revolutionary  of  all
social  classes.  Under  the  leadership  of  our  Party,  in  South  Vietnam
as  in  the  entire  country,  the  workmg  class  has  been  the  vanguard
of  the  nation  in  the  national  democratic  revolution  and   recorded
many  achievements  in  production  and  fighting  in  the  years  of  re-
sistance.  In  the  past  years  the  United  States  imperialists  and  their

lackeys,  using  terror  and  corruption,  and  through  the  setting-up  of
reactionary   trade-union   organizations,   have   been   endeavoring   to
control  and  divide  the  ranks  of  the  workers  and  to  weaken  their
class  consciousness  and  national  consciousness.  However,  the  work-

ing-class  movement has  been  developing  gradually  and  surely,  with
rich and varied forms of struggle and slogans and increasingly better
organization  and  great  solidarity.  Fierce  struggles   regularly  broke

out  in  state  enterprises  under  the  South  Vietnam  puppet  admin-
istration,   and   in   enterprises   under   United   States   or   joint   United
States-local  comprador-bourgeois  management.  The  worker  move-
ment  has  been  growing  in  intensity,  going  from  small-scale  actions
to  partial  and  general  strikes,  from  economic  claims  in  the  interests

of  the  workers  to  demands  in  favor  of  other  sections  of  the  popula-
tion  (such  as  distribution  of  land  to  the  peasants  and  pay  increases

for  the  soldiers)   and  to  political  slogaiis  condemning  the  policy  of
terror  and  repression,  denouncing  the  puppet  administration  and
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demanding the withdrawal of United States imperialism from South
Vietnam.

In  recent  years,  the  growing  strength  of  the  worker  movement
has  resulted  in  the  weakening  of  the  cnemy's  most  vital  positions.
It has given  a strong impulse  to  the  struggle of  the  laboring  masses,

particularly  to  the  poorer  sections  of  the  urban  population  and  to
the  students  in  the  cities.   Born   (for  the  majority)   of  families  of
ruined  peasants,  the  workers,  as  a  class,  have  many  ties  with  the
mass  of peasants,  and  this  has greatly  facilitated  the  forming  of  the
worker-peasant  alliance-basis  of  the  National  Democratic  Front-
and  political  work  among  those  of  the  puppet  troops  who  evince
some  degree  of  patriotism,  most  of  them  being  sprung  from  the
laboring  peasantry.  In  short,  the  working  class,  by  its  traditions  of
struggle  and  its  combative  spirit,  has  always  been  the  symbol  Of
our  southern  countrymen's  revolutionary  determination.

T!c  5outh  Vietnamese  peasantry,  more  than  ten  million  strorig,
is  the  lar5€§l  rcuolutionary  force,  and  with  the  tuorRjng  cla"  cc;n-
f;!.f#jcf  /Ac  "¢z.#  /o7cc'+  a/  ;Ac  rcyo/z¢/g.o~.  Mostly  made  up  of  land-

less peasants  working in  hard conditions and  living  in misery,  it has
long since evinced  a  high revolutionary  spirit,  especially  since it  was

placed  under  the  leadership  of  the  vanguard  Party  of  the  working
class.  Together  with  the  latter,  it  rose  up  to  attain  power,  and  in
the  ensuing  years  it  has  fought  against  the  enemy  to  dcf€nd  the

I)cople's power and the tillers' right to land ownership brought about
lty  the  revolution.  The  peasantry  has  gained  rich  experience  in  po-
litical  and  armed  struggle,  guerrilla  warfare,  organization  of  armed
rtirces, and the building of resistance villages.

When peace was restored, the United States-Diem clique, through
ii  so-called agrarian reform, heavy taxation, and "agricultural credit,"

I(il)bed  the  South  Vietnamese  peasantry  of  two-thirds  of  the  land  it
l`.id  been  given  during  the  resistance.  The  policies  of  "agricultural
tt(.olements,"   "prosperity   zones,"  and   "strategic   hamlets,"   and   the

I tt`rmanent terror directly and seriously  threatened  the peasants'  lives
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and property.  As a  result,  until  1959  in  the  South  Vietnam  country-
side  the  peasantry  was  rapidly  undergoing  a  process  of  differentia-

tion  which  continues  up  to  the  present  time  in  the  zones  still  oc-
cupied  by  the  enemy.  For  the  majority  of  peasants,  life  has  been
seriously   disrupted;   working   and   living   conditions   have   bccomc
unbearable,  not only for land-poor and landless peasants, but  also for

middle  peasants,  and  even  for  the  majority  of  rich  peasants.  The
number of totally or partially unemployed persons in the countryside
has been  rising rapidly. A  large number of peasants have been press-

ganged   into  the  puppet  army  or  herded   into  "agricultural  settle-
ments"  for  forced  labor;  others  have  had  to  leave  for  the  towns  to
look for work.

Faced  with  the  grave  danger  threatening  his  fatherland  and  his
own family, the  peasant has  resolutely  taken part  in  political  actions
against the enemy and, in recent years, has  risen up in a fierce, large-

scale  revolutionary  struggle  which has  shaken  to  its  foundation  and
broken  up  the  puppet  administration  in  the  countryside.  TAj.j  rcolo-

lutionary  t4psurg€  is  in  csscrice  an  insurrecrionary  moucment  Of  chc
rnass   of   i)€asants,  in   which   they   carry   out   Success8ue   ttpri5irlgs,  to

take  power  at  the  base  and  regain  the  right  to  land  ownership.  A

guerrilla war has been started in the rural areas, which has gradually
spread  to  every  part  of  the  country,  in  opposition  to  the  counter-
revolutionary war waged by the enemy.

The  petty  bourgeoisie comprises  the  mass  of  small  merchants  and
manufac.Lurers,  handicraftsmen,  members  of  the  liberal  professions,
civil   servants,    intellectuals,   college    students,    and    schoolchildren.

All  these  strata of the  small  bourgeoisie  are oppressed  and  exploited
by   imperialism,   the   bureaucratic   comprador   bourgeoisie   and   the
feudal  forces.   Their   living  conditions   have  been   worsening.   Ani-

mated  with  fairly  strong  patriotism,  they  sympathize  with  the  revo-
lution.   They   constitute   the   majority   of   the   population   of   South
Vietnam's  towns  and  cities,  totaling  nearly  four  million.

The   small   bourgeoisie's   patriotism   and   political   consciousness

were heightened by  the  revolution o£ August  1945  and  the  resistance
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against  the  French  colonialists.  With  the  northern  half of  the  coun-
try  completely  liberated,  the  yoke  imposed  on  the  South  by  United
States  imperialism  and  its  lackeys  only  stimulates   their  patriotism
and  exacerbates   their  hatred   of  the  invader.  For   this  reason,  the
small  bourgeoisie  constitutes  one  of  the  motive  forces  of  the  revolu-
tion  and  a  J#rc  ¢#y  a/  zAc  %or4g.#g  c/¢jj.,  which  is  the  only  leading
force  capable  of  helping  them  advance  steadily  on  the  road  of  the
revolution.

In  the  atmosphere  of  terror  and  demagogy  created  by  the  United
States   imperialists   and   their   lackeys   in   South   Vietnam,   a   num-
ber   of   persons   belonging   to   the   small   bourgeoisie,   especially   its
upper  strata,  have  fallen  under  the  influence  of  reactionary  forces
and  played  into  the  hands  of reactionary  parties.  Others  arc  passive,
indifferent, or vacillating.

However,  in  the  face  of the  aggressive  policy  of the  United  States
imperialists  and  the  traitorous  behavior  of  their  lackeys,  in  face  Of

the enemy's repeated  defeats  and  the  people's  revolutionary  upsurge,
an  increasingly  large  section  of  the  small  bourgeoisie  in  the  cities

has  shown  a  growing  revolutionary  militancy.  In  many  urban  ccn-
ters,  the struggle  movement of college  students  and school pupils, in
coordination  with  that  of  the  workers  and  the  other  poorer  sections
of  the  population,  is  growing  in  intensity  and,  on  several  occasions,
had  a  direct  aggravating  effect  on  the  crisis  suffered  by  the  puppet
regime  in  the  cities.  This  movement  will  certainly play  a  more  and
more important role.

The   intellectuals,   college   students,   and   schoolchildren,   though
belonging  to  different  social  strata,  arc  in  general  animated  with
:irdent  patriotism;  only  a  handful  has  become  lackeys  of  the  enemy
tir fallen under their influence. They hate the United States imperial,

i`ts,  hate  and  despise  the  traitors.  During  the  patriotic  war  against
lhc  French  colonialists,  they  sympathized  with  the  resistance,  sup-

iwirted  it,  or  joined  it.  At  present,  they  approve  of  the  political  pro-
Hri`m  of the  National  Liberation  Front,  and  large  numbers  of  them
;irc  actively  taking  part  in  the  struggle  of  the  masses  in  the  cities.
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TAG  #¢jj.o~¢/  4o¢rgcoj.jj.c,  in  the  South  as  in  the  rest  of  the  coun-
try,  is  economically  weak,  although  economic  enterprises  in  South
Vietnam  are  generally  more  important  than  in  other  parts  of  the
country.  According to  figures  which  have  yet to be  verified,  in  1956,
the  national  bourgeoisie  comprised  about  fifteen  thousand  persons.
Many have gone bankrupt since, and  in  1963, only  half of the  above
number were still in business, running a number of precarious enter-

prises.  Oppressed  by  the  imperialists  and  the  feudal  class,  the  na-
tional  bourgeoisie  to   some  degree  evinces  an   anti-imperialist  and
antifeudal spirit.

Following   the   return  of  peace,   the   South  Vietnamese   national
bourgeoisie  had  expected  it  would  get  something  from  the  policy
of   "national   economic   rehabilitation"   announced   by   the   United
States-Diem  clique.  But  United  States  economic  and  military  "aid"
has only aggravated the situation of the South Vietnamese economy,
and  the  national  bourgeoisie  has  found  it  more  and  more  difficult
to  engage  in  industry  and  commerce.  A  number  of  national  bour-

geois  joined  the  ranks  of  the  compradors.  As  the  United  States  im-
perialists  expand  their  war  of  aggression  in  an  attempt  to  enslave
our  country  and  impose  their  control  over  all  branches  of  the  econ-
omy,  the  contradictions   between  the  national  bourgeoisie,  on  the
one  hand,  and  the  United  States  imperialists  and  their  lackeys,  on
the  other,  have  become  more  acute.  The  national  bourgeoisie  is  in-
creasingly opposed to United States  imperialism  and its puppets  and
more  and  more  favorable  to  a  policy  of  independence,  peace,  and
neutrality. A number of national bourgeois even approve of a gradual
advance  toward  national  reunification  according  to  the  program  of
the  NLF.  However,  on  account  of  its  economic  and  political  weak-
ness  and  the  fact  that  it has  not  completely  severed  its  ties  with the
imperialists  and  their  lackeys,  the  national  bourgeoisie  is  not  deter-
mined to take the road of the revolution.

T4c  #¢jj.o#¢/  ffl!.#orj./i.cj  in  South  Vietnam  are  more  than  twenty
in  number  and  total  over  a  million  persons   living  in  strategically
important  mountainous  regions  which  constitute  two-thirds  of  the
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land. In these regions, imperialism pursues a "divide-and-rule" policy,

pitting  the  national  minorities  against  one  another  and  against  the
Kinh.*  But  the  national  minorities  in  South  Vietnam  as  in  the  rest
of  the  country  have  long  since  become  conscious  of  their  interests
and  have  foiled  the  perfidious  maneuvers  of  the  imperialists.  Heirs
to the national traditions of heroic struggle  against  foreign invaders,
the  minority  people  in  South  Vietnam  contributed  greatly  to  the
triumph  of  the  revolution  of August  1945  and  actively  tcok  part  in
the  resistance   against  the  French   colonialists.  At   present,  only   a
handful  in  the  upper  strata  has  been  bought  over  by  the  enemy;
the  majority  of  the  people  believe  in  the  victory  of  the  revolution
and are resolutely fighting against the  United States imperialists and
their lackeys.

rAc rc/j.gj.o#j in South Vietnam comprise  Buddhism, Christianity,
Cao  Dai,   Hoa   Hao,  and  others.   Buddhism,   practiced   for   many
centuries,  has  no  dccp  influence  but  has  a  relatively  large  number
of  believers.  Christianity  is  practiced  by  about  a  million  persons.
The Cao Dai religion, a synthesized religion based on Buddhism, has
over  a  milhion  believers,  mostly  poor  peasants.  Hoa  Hao,  which  is
related  to  Buddhism,  once  had  nearly  a  million  believers.  The  re-
ligious  sects  were  born  and  developed  at  a  time  when  the  people's
revolutionary  struggle  was  growing  in   intensity  and  scope.  They
have  been  used  to  some  extent  by  the  French  colonialists,  then  by
the   United   States   imperialists   to   further   their  political  aims.  But
these  sects   have  also   suffered   from   division,   restrictions,  coercioD,
:ind  repression,  and  they  are  more  or  less  opposed  to  imperialism
:`nd  its  lackeys  in  matters  of  national,  religious,  and  class  interests.

Under  Ngo  Dinh  Diem's   rule,   even   among  the   Catholics,   there
were,  besides  those  who  supported  the  puppet  administration,  those
who were against it. The religious sects are in general heterogeneous
11`   their  political   tendencies,   but,   as   the   majority   of  believers   are

I,iboring  people,  as  the  United  States  imperialist  aggressors  and  the

• The majority population.
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traitors  have  shown  their  true  colors,  and  as  the  revolutionary  tide
has  been  surging  irresistibly,  new  tendencies  have  appeared  in  their
ranks.  The  progressive  tendency  has  been  gaining  ground,  which
more  or  less  approves  of  a  policy  of  peace,  neutrality,  and  struggle
against imperialism.

T4c p"ppcf ¢r"y  now  constitutes  the enemy's  main  tool  to carry
out their  policy  of terror and repression. For over  ten years  now  the
United  States  imperialists and  their  lackeys  have  made great  efforts,
spent  much  money,  and  resorted  to  most  perfidious  means  to  cor-
rupt  the  puppet  soldiers  and  turn  them  into  criminals.  They  use
terror  and  harsh  discipline  to  coerce,  and  especially   "psychowar"
techniques  to  deceive  the  troops,  inculcate  in  them  an  "anticommu-
mist  ideal,"  a  hostility  against North Vietnam,  and a  servile  admira-
tion   for   the   United   States   imperialists.   But   the   majority   of  the
soldiers   and   noncommissioned   officers   of   the   puppet   army   are
sprung  from  the  laboring  masses,  chiefly  the  laboring  peasantry;  so
their  basic  interests   are   in  contradiction  with   the  policies  of  the
United  States  imperialist  aggressors  and  their  lackeys.  They  more
and  more  clearly  realize  that  to  fight  against  the  United  States  im-

pcrialists  to  save  the  fatherland  is  the  only  way  to  fulfill  their  deep-
est  aspirations:  land  and  peace.  The  internal  contradictions  of  the

puppet  army  merely  reflect  the  class  and  national  contradictions  in
South Vietnamese society.

To build and enlarge the puppet army, the Saigon administration
has  had  to  institute  compulsory  military  service  and  resort  to  press-

ganging.  Owing  to  the  development  of  the  revolutionary  war  and
the  repeated  victories  of  the  liberation  forces,  opposition  to  war  is

growing  in  the  puppet  army.  United  States  imperialism  is  meeting
with growing  difficulties  in  the  use  of  this  puppet  army  against  the

people.  Political  work  among  the  soldiers  of  this  army  enjoys  more
and more favorable conditions  for  the eventual building of  a  united
front  of  workers,  peasants  and  soldiers  to  fight  against  the  United
States imperialists and save the country.

TAG  "rc'/"gcc¥"  /roar  jAc IVorj4  are  mostly  Catholics  deceived  by
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the  mendacious  propaganda  Of  reactionary  priests,  or  working  peo-

plc  trying  to make  a  living  in  the  South. Forced  to  move  South  for
some reason or other, they more and more see through the demagogic
tricks  of  the  United  States  imperialists  and  their  lackeys.  Herded
into   "agricultural   settlements"   or   victims   of   the   plan   for   "slum
clearance in  the capital," many  of them  are  jobless,live  in  miserable
conditions,  and  are  even  subjected  to  repression.  For  this   reason,
more  and more of them  long  for peace and  neutrality.  Many  dream
of returning to the North to start a new life.

The  patriotic  classes  and  strata  o£ South  Vietnamese  society,  with
long  traditions  of  and  rich  experience  in  revolutionary  struggle,  are
united  in  a  solid  front on  a just  cause.  In  its  long  liberation struggle
against  the  colonialist  aggressors  to   rcconquer  national  indcpend-
cnce, give  land  to  the  tillers,  defend  the  fundamental  rights  of  man,
realize  peace  and  national  reunification,  our  entire  people,  in  the
South as in  the North, have risen  up and  fought with great  heroism
and  persevcl.ance.  The  noble  ideals  of  serving  the  interests  of  the
nation  and  of  the  oppressed  classes  have  been  propagated  by  our
Party  since  1930.  Through  many  years of revolutionary  struggle  full
ofhardshipsandsacrificesandthegloriousresistancewaragainstthe
French   colonialists,   these   ideals   have   been   anchored   fast   in   the
minds   and   hearts   Of   the   masses.   Our   pcople   are   determined   to
carry on their struggle, as long as they have not reconquered national
independence,  the  right  to  live,  and  land  for  the  tillers.  They  will
never give  up  their struggle  as long as  they  have  not achieved  sover,
eignty,  independence,  unity,  and  territorial  integrity  for  the  father-
land,  which  were  recognized  by  the  1954  Geneva  agreements.

During  the  years  Of  revolution  and  of  rcsis[ance,  our  people  in
the South and the North were bound into a broad and strong union
represented  by   the  National  United   Front  based  on  the  worker+

peasant  alliance.  It  is  this  union  which  has  led  our  people  to  great
victories.  The  enemy  remains  temporarily  strong,  materially  speak-
ing,  but  has  always  been  politically  isolated,  and  torn  by  internal
contradictions. On the other hand, the higher the South Victnamesc
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people  raise  the  banner  of  their  just  cause,  the  more  they  develop
their  traditic>ns  of broad  and  strong  union.  In  the  first  years  follow-
ing  the  restoration  of  peace,  when  the  situation  was  very  difficult,
the patriots of South Vietnam could  not yet organize themselves but
had  remained  closely  bound to  one  another,  politically  and  morally.
Patriotism, national pride, class solidarity among the laboring masses,
reciprocal  love  and  mutual  aid,  the  will  to  fight  to  the  end  for  the
triumph  of  the  noble  Ideals  of  the  revolution-all  this  constitutes
the  force  which  had  helped  our  southern  compatriots  overcome  all
difficulties and stand firm in face of the enemy until their ranks could
be   consolidated   and   broadened.  The   National  Liberation   Front's
strength  and  prestige  are  due  to  the  fact  that  it  has  brought  into

play  our  people's  traditions  of  national  union  in  the  new  historical
conditions.

During  the  past  years,  the  South  Vietnamese  people  have  been
struggling   against   an   crJ7concJy   b¢rzJ¢yo%J   ¢#d   /croc!.0%f   enemy.

They   have   met   with   difficulties   and   suffered   losscs,  but,  on  the
other  hand,  they  have  seen  even  more  clearly  the  cruel  nature  Of
the  enemy,  felt  ever  deeper  hatred  for  him,  and,  with  an  iron  will,
they will fight to the end, until final victory.

The  patriotic  forces  in  South  Vietnam,  with  a  highly  combative
spirit  and  long  traditions  of  revolutionary   struggle,  have  further-
more  been  mobilized  and  organized  4ccorJ;#g  jo  4  corrccj  Po/!.j!.c4/
line  and   adopl€d   appropriatc  forms   of   struggle.  For  lhis  :ca;son,
faced  with  a  wicked  enemy  and  in  difficult  circumstances,  the  peo-

ple's  political  and  military  forces  have  been  growing  steadily.
The  revolutionary   movement  has  passed  I rom  the  stage  of  po-

litical  struggle  to  the  stage  of  armed  struggle;  it  closely  coordinates
the  two  forms  of  struggle,  which  stimulate  each  other.  The  South
Vietnamese  people  have  developed  to  a  high  degree  their  political
superiority,   charted   a   correct   orientation,   and   devised   extremely
varied  forms  of organization and  struggle.  The  inventiveness  of  the
masses  has  foiled  many  enemy  policies  and  maneuvers  and  their
most  modcm  tactics.  Revolutionary  thinking,  a  revolutionary  po-
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litical  and  military  line,  once  it  has  penetrated  into  the  masses,  be-
comes   an   invincible   force.   Our   people's   political   superiority   has
become  a  material  force  which  helps  them  create  means  they  did
not have, pass  from  a  position  of weakness  to  a position of strength,
overcome  all  difficulties,  and  win  final  victory  over  an  enemy  who
was at first much stronger than they were.

The  liberation  war  in  the  South  takes  place  at  a  time  when  one
half of our country, liberated from colonialism, is building socialism.
T_!e]Norlh  has  been for  our:oufhern  countrymen  a  so;rcc  Of  hope
¢#c7  c#co#ragcaec#j,  especially  during  the  dark  years  of  terror  and
repression.  The  liberated  North  is  the  pride  of  the  Vietnamese  na-
tion;   it  constitutes  a  strong  base  for  the  struggle  for  national  re-
unification,  and  the  bastion  of  the  nationwide  revolution.  Facing
the  enemy,  our  southern  countrymen  certainly  feel  the  pl.esence  by
their  side  Of  their  brothers  in  the  North;  this  will  give  them  more
confidence   to  overcome   all   difficulties   and   strengthen   their   deter-
mination  to  advance  on  the  road  of  struggle  and  victory.  Since  the
United  States  imperialists  started  their  war  of  destruction  against
the  North,  the  entire  country  has  risen  up  to  take  part  directly  in
the  figliting,  and  the  effect  of  the  North  on  the  liberation  war  in
the South has become ever more important.

The  liberation  war  of  our  countrymen  in  the  South  will  have
to  face  still  many  difficulties  and  hardships,  but  our  southern  coun-
trymen  and  the  Liberation  Army,   with  unequaled  heroism,  have
won brilliam successes and created factors of strategic  significance to
br.ing  alcou: fi.Hal vi.cto.ry. W.|ih tl.c  grouith  of  thcu peo°p|e'-;-;;ii;i;;I

power  and   thai   of  the  reuolutionary  armed   for;es, -the  iiherated
zones  are  continually  expanding.  The  development  of  the  situation
in South Vietnam eloquently proves that in a revolutionary struggle,
in  a  revolutionary  war,  the  decisive  factor  remains  the  human  fac-
tor,   the   political   factor,   and   the   decisive   force,   the   force   of  the

p.:pwh[   masses.  Final   uictory   owill   inctiilably   come   lo  the   South
Viclnunese  .palriotic  forces, tl2e  South V ielniincsc  people. the  Vict-
namcsc  natiori.
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The  Trend  of  the  World  Situation

The  South Vietnamese  revolution  is  an  integral  part of  the world
revolution.  Each great event  in  the world has  a bearing  on  our  pear

ple's  struggle;  on  the  other  hand,  the  influence  of  this  struggle  on
the  revolutionary  movement  in  other  countries  is  by  no  means  in-
significant.  Especially   at  the  present  time,  the  South  Vietnamese
revolution  in  particular  and  the  Vietnamese  revolution  in  general
are  more  than  ever  closely  bound  to  the  world  situation.  All  the
fundamental  contradictions  in  our  time  have  appeared  in  Vietnam.

The   "special   war"   of   the   United   States   imperialists   and   their
lackeys  and  the  liberation  `IJar  of  our  people  take  place  in  c!.rc#"-
stancc§  which  arc  fauorablc  to  ll.e Vietnamcsc  side  and  unfavorable
to the  cncmy  side.

Since  the  cnd  c]E  World War  T1,  lhc  balance  of  forces  bettucen
rcuolution  and  counter-reucilution  in  the  world  has  q{pdcrgoric  great
ch¢®gc'f. The revolutionary  upsurge  in  the  world  has been battering
the  bastions  of  imperialism   and  winning   repeated  victories.  The
founding  of  the  People's  Republic  of  China  was  a  historic  event  Of

great  importance.  For  more  than  ten  years  after  the  severe  defeat
of  the  United  States  imperialists  and  their  satellites  in  Korea  and
that  of the  French  colonialists  and  United  States  interventionists  in
Indochina,  great  revolutionary  changes  have  occurred  in  the  world,
to  the  advantage  of  the  struggle  for  peace,  national  independence,
democracy, and socialism.

A  world  socialist  System  has  come  into  being  and  i§  deu€loping,
comprising  thirteen  countries  with  a  population  of  over  a  billion,
covering a quarter of the world's  area.  The  socialist  system  accounts
for 38 percent of the world's  industrial output, has  powerful  defense
forces,  and  occupies  first  place  in  many  essential  branches  of  tech-
nology.  Despite   internal   difficulties   resulting  from  rapid  growth,
the   socialist   system,   on   account   of   the   excellence   of   the   socialist
regime,  the  great  vitality  of  Marxism-Leninism,  has  been  growing
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in  strength,  continuously  and  in  every  aspect;  it  is  the  bastion  of
world  revolution,  the  mainstay  of the  national  libcration  movement
and  of  the  movement  for  the  defense  of  world  peace.  Its  birth  and
development have changed  the balance of forces  in  the  world,  and  i[
has become the decisive factor  in the development of human history.
The  socialist  countries  are  unanimous  in  supporting  our  people  in
the  two  zones.  The  considerable  aid  they  have  given  us  constitutes
an  extremely  important factor  for  the  triumph  of  our  people's  revo-
lutionary struggle.

The  ri?tional liberation  moucmenl is  Sccthing on [ha Asrari,  AJfri+
can,  and  Latin  American  continents,  dealing  heavy  blows  to  im-

pcrialism   headed   by   United   States   imperialism,   causing   the   old
colonial  system  to  collapse  in  big  chunks.  During  the  past  twenty

years, over fifty countries with a population of a billion have attained
political  independence  in  different  degrees.  Many  countries  are  in
full  revolution.  National,  regional,  and  international  anti-imperialist
fronts  have  come  into  being  and  arc  being  consolidated,  with  ex-
tremely rich and varied forms of struggle.

Africa, only yesterday "the dark continent," has become the hotbed
of   anti-imperialist   revolution,   where   many   countries   are   actively
struggling  against  colonialism  and   nco-colonialism,  some  of  them
carrying out an armed struggle.

In  the  twenty  countries  Of  Latin  America,  this  "back  yard"  o£
United  States  imperialism,  tlie  national  liberation  movement  is  de-
veloping  powerfully.  The  scope  of  the  peasant  movement  in  many
Latin  American  countries  has  led  a  United  States  journal  to  the
c:rrchinn the the chance  of  an explosion in  tl.at part  Of  tl.c  tuon'ld
;I not a Possil7ility  but a reality .

In Asia, the national liberation movement is mounting in a power-
ful upsurge, especially in Southeast Asia.

The  revolutionary   struggle   for   national  liberation  is   directly  al-
tering  the  balance of forces  between  the  socialist  and  the  imperialist
c:`mps. It is shaking the rear of imperialism;  it is a great support for
the  construction  of socialism  in  the  socialist  countries  and  an  active
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contribution   to   world   peace.   It   forces   imperialism    (headed   by
United  States  imperialism)  to  scatter  its  forces,  thus  creating  weak
links  in  the  imperialist  chain  where  revolutionary  situations  appear
which  may  lead  the  liberation  struggle  toward  victory.  This  is  an
important  aid  and  encouragement  to  the  revolution  in  the  South of
our  country.  To  cope  with  an  uprising  of  the  Dominican  people
alone,  the  United  States  imperialists  had  to  send  tens  of  thousands
of  troops.  What  would  they  do  when  faced  with  other  Santo  Do-
mingos?

lri  this  third  Slagc  of  the  gcrlcral cri§ir  of imtierialism, the  contra-
dictions  among  the  imperialist  countries   are  becoming  eucr  more.
4c"/c, as a  result of their  struggle  for  markets,  which  is  conditioned
by  the  law  of  unequal  development of  the  imperialist  countries  and
the narrowing down of territories under their control. The powerful
economic  growth  of  the  capitalist  countries  of  western  Europe  and

Japan  in  the  past  years  more  and  more  restricts  the  role  of  United
States  capitalism  in  the  world's  industrial  produFtio+  and  exports.
The western  European  countries  now  have  more  Important  gold  re-
serves  than  the  United  States.  A  number  of  countries  show  a  tend-
ency  to  become  independent,  to  free  themselves  from  United  States
influence.  In  the  face  of  the  increasing  development  of  the  world
revolutionary movement, the imperialist countries are forced to form
alliances,  but  these  alliances  by  no  means  exclude  competition  and
contradictions.  NATO   is  deeply  divided.  SEATO  is  dangerously
cracked, due to the opposition of France and Pakistan. CENTO now
has only a  symbolic character.  With  regard  to a  solution to  the Viet-
nan  question,  conflicts  of  interest  have  caused  the  imperialist  coun-
tries  to  hold  different  views,  and  the  most  visible  contradiction  is

that opposing France to the United States.
In  the  capitalist  countries,  while  monopoly  capitalism  is  heading

toward  militarization  and  fascism,  the  working-class  movement has
been given  a new impetus. The working class  in many countries has
succeeded  in  rallying  the  large  masses  and  giving  a  strong  impulse
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to  the  struggle  for  democracy,  peace,  and  a  policy  of  independence
vis-a-vis the United States. In the Western European countries and in

Japan,  the  great  working  masses  resolutely  support  the  Vietnamese
peoplc's  just  struggle  and  severely  condemn  the  United  States  im-
perialists' war of aggression. These great historical changes have cre-
ated objective conditions which  arc extremely  favorable  [o the world
revolution and to the South  Vietnamese  revolution.  TAG ~or/d rc„o-
I?tion I.ollo¥S a comtllex process of  deuclopmcnt, a Zigzag course, but
j.z co#/z.#"a//y /org" ¢Ac¢J. Recently, in the ranks of the international
communist movement, which  is the  vanguard  force in our time, dif-
ferences  have  appeared,  but  they  have  only  a  temporary  character,
and  revolutionary  practice  will  certainly  iron  them  out.  In  the  face
of  imperialism,  the  common  enemy,  which  more  and  more  clearly
reveals its aggressive and bellicose nature, the true communists in the
world  will  close  their  ranks.  The  communist  parties  will  come  out
of   this   struggle   stronger   than   ever   for   the   defense   of  Marxism,
Leninism  against  modern  revisionism,  the  principal  threat  to  the
international  communist  movement.  The  imperialists  are  seeking  to
exploit  the   differences  in  the   socialist  camp  and   the  international

communist  movement. On  the  Vietnam  question,  the  United  States
imperialists are also endeavoring to make full use of these differences.

But  the  objective  laws  of  history  will  necessarily  lead  toward  unity
based  on  true  proletarian  internationalism  and  Marxism-Leninism,
which are invincible. A front of the world's peoples against imperial-
ism headed by United States imperialism has come into being, which
comprises the socialist countries as  the main force, and  the oppressed

peoples,  the  working  class  in  capitalist  countries,  and  the  forces  of
peace  and  democracy.  This  frcint  is  developing  and  being  consoli-
dated  continuously;  it cannot be  weakened by  any  reactionary  force.

A  survey  of  the  relation  of  forces  in  the  world  today  shows  that
l!e rcuolut:o?ary.  forces _arc  stronger  than  ti.c  counter-revolutionary

/orc€s, and  lhc  forces  of  p€acc  stronger  than  chc  forces  Of  war.`J;e
nre   going   upward,   and   the   enemy,   downward.   The   world   has
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which are invincible. A front of the world's peoples against imperial-
ism headed by United States imperialism has come into being, which
comprises the socialist countries as  the main force, and  the oppressed

peoples,  the  working  class  in  capitalist  countries,  and  the  forces  of
peace  and  democracy.  This  frcint  is  developing  and  being  consoli-
dated  continuously;  it cannot be  weakened by  any  reactionary  force.

A  survey  of  the  relation  of  forces  in  the  world  today  shows  that
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/orc€s, and  lhc  forces  of  p€acc  stronger  than  chc  forces  Of  war.`J;e
nre   going   upward,   and   the   enemy,   downward.   The   world   has
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changed  so  much  since  Lenin  forty  years  ago set  forth  14c  o4jccjl.yc
conditions  for  the  irinmpl.  of  riational  liberation  wars  oucr  the  im-

pcnelisl powers , na:rely ..
1.  Joint eHorts Of large Sections of the populations of th!c opplcssed

countries.
2.  A  p¢rj;.c"/¢r/y  favorable  international  situation  (resulting  from

antagonistic contradictions among the imperialist powers) .
3.  A  simultancotts  t4pri§irlg  of  the  proletariat  ago;irist  the  bour-

gcoj'jj.c in one of the imperialist powers.
In our time it is not merely a few peoples who have risen  up  sepa-

rately  to  conquer  independence;  billions  of  persons  have  joined  in
multiform  struggle  against  colonialism  and  nco-colonialism,  form-
ing an extensive front against imperialism.

In  our  time,  the  proletariat has  risen  up,  not  in  one,  but  in  many
countries,  and has  successfully  carried  out  the  proletariGh  revolution
there.  A  mighty  world  socialist  system  now  serves  as  a  nucleus  for
the international  working{lass movement  and  provides  support for
the  national  liberation  movement.  The  workingrlass  movement  in
many capitalist countries has become a  political force with a marked
mass character.

The  position  of  United  States  imperialism  in  the  world  today  is
no  longer  what it  was  at the  end o£  World  War  11.  Not  only  has  it
not succeeded in achieving world hegemony, but cc;c'~  I.lf j#Prcow4ay
in the capiulist world  has  been badly  ShaRcn.Tt "o lor[ger twhds an
atomic  monopoly  and  can  no  longer  blackmail  the  peoples  of  the
world.  Today,  the  Soviet  Union  has  built  up  a  powerful  system  of
defense  and  holds a  leading position in  space  research.  The  People's
Republic of China  now has its atomic bomb. United States  imperial-
ism  has  been  forced  to  change  its  military  strategy,  passing  from
"massive retaliation"  aimed  at  attacking the  socialist camp,  to  "flexi-

ble  response"  with  the  immediate  aim  of  suppressing  the  national
liberation  movement,  while  frantically  preparing  for  a  new  world
war.  Everywhere,  it  has  been  unmasked  as  an  international  gen-
darme,   and   this   has   greatly   impaired   its   political   prestige   and
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aroused  opposition  by  all  the  nations  in  whose  affairs  it  intervenes.
Ncuer  has  Ut}itcd  Slates  imperialism  found  itself  so  i5olatcd  itz  the
ovor/d. Lately, it has  been  forced  to  ask  its allies  to help  it get out of
the  South  Vietnam  quagmire.  But,  besides  some  important  satellites
such  as  South  Korea,  Thailand,  Taiwan,  Australia,  and  New  Zea-
land, most of its friends give only  verbal support or stand aloof.  The
French government has publicly disapproved of United States armed
aggression  in  Indochina  and  advocates  the  neutralization  of  all  the
countries  of  Southeast  Asia.  It  has  withdrawn  its  delegation  from
SEATO. French imperialism is  the  most important buyer of South
Vietnamese  goods,  and  French  invcstmcnts  at  times  represent  50

percent of the  total investments  in  South Vietnam;  French  property
is  valued  at  2  billion  francs;  90  percent  of  the  rubber  areas  and  a
large  number  of  light  industrial  enterprises  belong  to  French  capi-
talists.  No  wonder  that  such  a  situation  has  led  to  acute  contradic-
tions  between  France  and  the  United  States.  The  governments  of
Great  Britain  and  Japan,  though  lately  taken  in  tow  by  the  United
States  in  political  matters,  have  expressed  anxiety  about  the  United
States  policy  of  war  expansion,  which  they  fear  may  bring  severe
defeats to imperialism. Until 1965, the contributions by United States
satellites  in  the  war  of  aggression  in  South  Vietnam  represented
hardly  3  percent  of  the  total  expenses.  The  contributions  in  man-

power  and  equipment  have  somewhat  increased  but  are  still  very
small. Formerly,  when  the French  Expeditionary  Corps  found  itself
in   difficulties,   it   could   expect   assistance   from   the   United   States.
Today,  the  United  States  imperialists,  bogged  down  in  South  Viet-
i`am, can expect aid from  nobody.  If in  the  Korean  war,  the  United
States imperialists managed to get the support of the majority of UN
member   countries,   today   they   cannot   even   use   the   flag   of   this
tirganization.  United  States  allies  do  not  want  a  second  Korea,  for
they  had  suffered  severe  defeats  during  the  Koreari  war.

Since the United States imperialists extended  the war to the North
l>f ou.I  courtly, they  hauc  bccomc  5itll  more  i§olatcd. Not on+y haye
lhey been denounced by progressive humanity, but even among their
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friends  and  satellites,  voices  of  dissent  have  been  heard.  Not  only
are they opposed by the United States people, but even in the United
States  Congress,  disagreement  is  becoming  acute  over  the  Vietnam

question.  The  people  of  the  United  States  have  held  meetings  and
demonstrations  in many  large cities  to protest  against the war  of ag-

gression  in  Vietnam.  Heated  and  lengthy  debates  and  controversies
about  Johnson's  Vietnam  policy  have  taken  place  in  United  States
universities  and  in  the  United  States  Congress.  Lately,  the  United
States  peoplc's  struggle  has  reached  a  new  high  when  mass  actions
were undertaken to stop trains with troops bound for Vietnam.

On the  o.hal  ha,nd, our  pcoplc'5  lust  war  of  lib€ratiQn  enjoys  cx-
tcnsive  and  increasingly powerf ttl Support in ihc inl€rnational arcr)a.
We have not only the unreserved support of the peoples of the Soviet
Union, China, and the other fraternal countries  in  the socialist camp
but also  the  sympathy  of  progressive  people  in  all  countries,  includ-

Lng the Uinticd States` Thg§ pohlical, inoral, and material support has
been   expressed   through   extremely   varied   forms:   demonstrations,
fund-collecting  drives,  letters,  messages,  resolutions,  and  statements
of  solidarity   and   support,   violent   demonstrations   against  United
States embassies  and  propaganda organs,  refusal  to transport United
States  arms,  preparations  with  a  view  to  sending,  if  necessary,  arms
and   volunteers   to   help   the   South  Vietnamese   people.   Days   and
Weeks  of  Solidarity  with  the  South  Vietnamese  people  have  been
organized  in  nearly  all countries.  A  Conference  of  the  World's Pear

ples  and  two  International  Trade  Union  Conferences  for  Solidarity
with  the  Vietnamese  People  against  the  United  States  Imperialist
Aggressors  were  held  in  Hanoi.  At  many  other  important  national
conferences,  the  Vietnamese  problem  has  been  a  major  subject  of
discussion.  The  prestige  and  role  of  the  National  Liberation  Front,
which  is  regarded  as  the  only  authentic  representative  of  the  South
Vietnamese  people,  are  growing  continuously.  The  NLF  maintains
official  relations  with  popular  organizations,  and  with  governments
in  forty-four  countries,  has permanent  delegations  in  eight countries

(namely,  Cuba,  Algeria,  China,  the  Soviet  Union,  Czechoslovakia,
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the G€rman  Democratic  Republic, Indonesia, and Poland), and has
a delcga[ion  to the Asian and African Peoples'  Solidarity  Committee
in  Cairo.  The  Front's  member  organizations  are  members  of  ten
international  organizations  and  members  of  the  bureaus  of  nine  of
these organizations.

We  can  say  that  never  in  the  history  of  their  revolutionary  strug-

gle  have  our  people  enjoyed  such  extensive  and  powerful  intcrna-
tional  support.  Since  the  United  States  imperialists  introduced  com-
bat  troops  into  South  Vietnam  and  carried  out  air  and  naval  raids
against North Vietnam, the movement of the world's peoples in sup-

port  of Vietnam  has  been  given  a  strong  impetus.  All  the  brotherly
countries in the socialist camp are unanimous in supporting the stand
and the line of struggle of the government of the Democratic Repub-
1ic o£ Vietnam  and of the  NLF.  Providing  aid  in  all  fields,  they  arc

greatly  contributing  to  our  revolutionary  struggle.  TAG  cycJ  a/  /Ac
avhol.c  ui`orld  are  lur?cd_to T/iclnam;  lhc  uih;ie  oworld  a;tiucl;  and
rcsolutcly  supports  the I/ ielnamcsc  people  againu  the U nited-States
imperialists.

During the first years of the resistance  against the French colonial-
ists, our country was surrounded by hostile neighbors. But the libera-
tion  war  now  being  waged  by  the  South  Vietnamese  people  enjoys
much more favorable conditions. The South  is carrying out its strug-

gle  at  a  time  when  the  other  half of  the  country  has  been  liberated,
and  the  neighboring countries  are  friendly:  Laos  is  heroically  fight-
ing against United  States imperialism  and  its  lackeys,  and  the King-
dom  o£  Cambodia  is  resolutely  defending  its  active  neutrality.  Fur-
thermore,  Vietnam  as  a  whole  is  geographically  linked   with   the
mighty  socialist  camp;  she  is  a  close  neighbor  of  China  and  lies  in

the  heart  of  the  zone  of  revolutionary  tempest  in  Southeast  Asia
where  large  masses  are  rising  up  in  revolutionary  struggle  and  the
Marxist-Leninist parties have gained rich experience in revolutionary
lc:hers+p:So.uihT/ietnam,r€gardedbyun;tedstatesimperialism;i
lh: Tarn link in tis  Southeast  A!ia  Strategy , is  notu  on tie front line
t)I  the  national  libcratiori  moucment  in  this  part  of  the  ;orld.  Arid
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our country  as a whole is regarded  as  the  center  Of  the  pcoplcs'  rcuo-

h4tionary    5lrttggle    against   United    States    imperiahsm.   Direcnd
against  a  common  enemy,  and  with  a  common  banner  of  national
independence  and  democracy,  the  revolutionary  movement  now  de-
veloping  in  Southeast  Asia  and  other  parts  of  the  world  constitutes
an  effective  support  and  a  great  encouragement  for  the Vietnamese

people.                                                                                                            ,
We  attach  very  great  importance  to  the  sympathy  and  support  of

the forces of peace, national  independence,  democracy,  and  socialism
in  the world,  and  consider  it  an  crjrc"c/y  j.ovpo7'j¢~Z  /¢cfor  for  our

people's  final  victory.  While  the  peoples  of  the  world  deem  it  their
international  duty  to  support  us,  our  people's  g/orj.o#j  j'#jcr~¢jj.o#4/
d"£y  is  to  fight  resolutely  against  United  States  imperialism  until

final victory so as to achieve national  independence and  rcunification
and  contribute  actively  to  the  defense  of peace  in  Indochina,  South-
east Asia, and the world.

Once Again We Will Win

Un:led S:a`t.cs  itt:pcrialism t5  ihc  internatiorial  gendarme, the lead-
j.#g  !.copc77.a/j.fco,  having  the  most  powerful  economic  and  military

potential in  the  imperialist  camp.  In  taking  a  direct  part  in  the  ag-
gressive war it hopes it can rely on its material  strength  to overcome
all  difficulties  in  manpower  and  in  political  matters,  thereby  salvag-
ing  the  situation  in  the  South.  With  a  sizable  expeditionary  force
which  is  to  be eventually  increased,  it hopes  to gain  some  advantage
in  the  theater of operations:  first,  to  strengthen  its  military  force  in

general  and  its  strategic  mobile  force  in  particular,  thus  to  tilt  the
balance  of  forces  in  its  favor;  second,  to  control  important  strategic
areas  and  set  up  firm  bases  as  springboards  to  launch  mopping-up
operations or attacks  against the  liberated areas;  third,  to strengthen
its air force, to develop  its ability  to  thin out our  forces  and  to  strike
deep  into the liberated  areas.

The American impcrialists' scheme is to prevent the collapse of the

puppet army and  administration,  to launch offensives  aimed  at  wip-
ing  out  the  revolutionary  forces  in  the  South,  especially  the  Libera-
tion Armed Forces,  to strive  to  consolidate  the areas  still under  their
control  and gradually  to  carry  out pacification  by  priority  sectors,  to
attack  the  liberated  zones  and  to  wrest  back  some  of  the  lost  areas,
fy? sck eve:Iy  rneAas to cneircle  and isolate the  southern chcater. ii
the  same  time,  they intend  jo  I.#;c#f!./y  f4Go¢¢gc  ~¢r/arc  against  the

This essay was first published
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in  English  in  the  January  27,   1966,  issue  Of  V!.c+£#¢m   Co&~„   (n.  44).  A  full
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No[tL\  and  carry  on  dcccptiuc  "pcacc  offcnsiucs."  Ba,cling  upon  a,
force  of  over  seven  hundred  thousand  men,  to  be  increased  eventu-
ally,  they  hope  to  realize  the  above-mentioned  scheme  by  means  of
more  radical  and  efficacious  measures.  They  reckon  that  they  can

gradually  win  military  and  political  successes,  secur€\-)a  position  of
strength to end the war with a solution favorable to them, or if need
be,  to prolong  or  expand  the  aggressive  war.

The  United  States   imperialists'   design   is   very   ambitious,   their
scheme  most  perfidious,  and  their  military  and  political  maneuvers
extremely  cruel  and  Machiavellian.  However,  besides  their  limited
strong points of a material nature they have onoJ; /"#J4"c#£¢/ ovc44

poj.„CJ, both political and military, in both strategy and tactics.
First of  all,  the  United  States  imperialists  are  !4c  c"cony  #oj  o~Jy

of  the Viclnamcse  pcoplc  bttt  also  Of  progrcssiue  people  lhrot4ghout
ZAc  ovor/a.  In  the   present   situation,  whereas   the   socialist   camp  is

growing,  the   national  liberation  movement  surging,  the  workers'
movement  in  the  capitalist  countries  and  the  movement  for  peace
and democracy  developing,  the forces  of  imperialism  are  continually
declining.  In  the  over-all  relation  Of  forces  in  the  world,  the  Ameri-
can  imperialists  are not in a  strong but  in  a  weak  position  and have
to  scatter  their  forces  to  cope  with  the  situation  everywhere.  That is

precisely why  they cannot send  to  South Vietnam  whatever  number
Of  troops  without  reckoning  with  their  difficulties  in  every  field  in
the world, right in the United States, and in the Vietnam theater.

The  dispatch  of  an  expeditionary  force  for  the  invasion  of  our
country  is  itself  fraught  with  most  fundamental  dangers  that  they
cannot overcome.

Fj.rJf,  the  sending  of  American  troops  to  invade  our  country  c#-

poses  the  United  States  unperialists  Still  more  clearly  as  aggressors
and  their lackfys  as  tr   tors;  thereby  the  contradictions  bcttuceae  the

United  Stalcs  imperialists  and  our  people  become  all  the  sl.orper.
Stirred  by  more  hatred  for  the  aggressors,  our  entire  people  more
broadly and more firmly  unite in the National United Front against
the  United  States  imperialists  and  their   stooges.  All  the  patriotic
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forces become more determined to fight for national salvation. More-
over,  many  Vietnamese  in  the  areas  temporarily  controlled  by  the
enemy,  even  in  the puppet  army  and  administration,  in  the  parties
and  organizations   under   the  United  States  pup|)ets'  sway,  so  far
unaware of the real nature and intention of the American imperialists
and  their  minions,  now  begin  to  see  their  true  faces  and  more  and
more definitely side with the people to oppose them.

Scco#J,  the  United States  imperialists  introduce their  troops  to  in-
v,abe ,our .ountry:t at a i:I:ne Then lhcir "special  warfare".slratcgy
has   I?ndamcnta.Ily_  go_n€   bankyttpt,  whcrc;i  our   pcoplc's  patri;#ic
~¢r  A¢f  Po~cr/%//y  dcGic/opcJ,  the  Liberation  Armed  Forces  have
matured,  and  the  liberated  areas  have  included  the  majority  Of  the
southern  population  and  territory.  Precisely  this  makes  it impossible
for  the  aggressors,  though  they  may  bring  in  several  hundred  thou-
sand men, strategically to avoid losing command of the situation and
compels them to scatter their forces defensively as well as offensively.
It  is  not easy  for  them  to  wrest  back  the  initiative  as  they  wish.  In-
stead, they will face the eventuality of increasing failures and  deeper
entanglement.

TAj.7J,  owing  to  the  loss  of  political  and  military  initiative  men-
{iorled ahovc, no  matter  hotu  modern  its  cqttipmc;i, the  American
cxp`cd,itiopary .fo:c.c  c.ann?I  bring  into  full  play  its  poavcr and escape
a  defeat  inevitable  for  all  aggressive  armies  facing  a  whole  nation
resolutely  resisting  them.  Owing  to  the  unjust character  of  the  war,
the  morale  of  the  United  States  expeditionary  force,  which  has  no
ideal  to fight for,  is  low.  Moreover, in  the South Vietnam  theater,  it
has to cope with a people's war against which the United States strat-
egy and tactics based on bourgeois military conceptions proves power-

less.  The organization  as well  as the composition and training of the

American  army,  generally  speaking,  is  more  or  less  unfit  to  help
deal  efficiently   with  our  entire   people's  revolutionary   war,  not  to
mention  great  difficulties  due  to  unaccustomed  terrain  and  climate
and to the considerable needs in supply and logistics.

Fo%rJA,  the  introduction  of  American  troops  into  the  South  aims
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at  preventing  the  collapse  of  the  puppet  army  and  administration
and at creating favorable conditions to consolidate and strengthen the

puppet  forces.  But  the  United  States  imperialists  openly  invade  the
South  of our country  at a  moment when  the  puppet army  and  ad-
ministration are seriously  weakening. At this  point, j4c  coorc oPc#  I.f
the United States aggression , the more i§olatcd  and  diflcrcntiat_cd the

puppet army  arid  ddmtnistration, and  the  sh:rp_cr  thc` contradtc±.on§•b;tircen  tire  United  States  tmperiali§i§  and  their  placcmen. Those

people  in  the  puppet  army  and  administration  who  still  have  some
national  feeling  will  become  more  conscious  of  the  real  situation,
and the number of those who cross over  to  the  people's  side  will  in-
crease. Consequently, the  introduction of  more United  States  tror)ps,
far from  retrieving the  predicament of  the  puppet army  and admin-
istration,  aggravates  the  mercenary  army's  destruction  and  disinte-

gration,  and  the  puppet  administration's  collapse  in  the  face  of  our
pcople's  resistance.  When  the  American  imperialists'  crack  troops
are  defeated  by  our  people,  the  disintegration  and  collapse  of  the

puppet army and administration will be all the more inevitable.
Fj./£A,  by  starting  the  war  in  South  Vietnam  the  U"!.jcc7  Sj¢jcf

impcriali§ts  are  more and  more  sternly  condenricd  by .the  pcacc-lo.u-
g.~g pcop/c j.#  jAc ovor/J. Now that they  openly  send  their  troops  for
a direct aggression against the South and use their air force to  strike
at  the  North,  an  independent  and  sovereign  socialist  state,  they  arc
meeting  with  increasingly  energetic  opposition  from  the  peoples  of
the  socialist  countries  and  the  world's  progressive  people,  including
the American people.

The  strong  points  of  the  United  States  imperialists  are  limited,
whereas their weak points are basic ones. As the aggressive war goes
on,  the  latter  will  become  more  visible  and  more  serious  and  will
surely lead the American imperialists to ignominious failure.

Above   are   the   American   imperialists'   strong   and   weak   points
after  some  hundred  thousand  enemy  troops  have  been  introduced
into  South  Vietnam.  On  our  side,  we  do  not enjoy  the  advantages
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attached  to  a country  with  a wide  territory  and  a  large population,
but  our  people  are  resolved  to  carry  on  their  just  patriotic  war  to
defend  our  life  and  wrest  back  our  independence  and  freedom.  In
this  fierce  and  protracted  revolutionary  war  against  such  a  cruel
enemy  as  American  imperialism,  our  force  has  developed  unrcmit-
tingly and has many a time put him into confusion. Weak in equip-
ment  and  technique  and  in  economic  potential,  we  have  absolute

political  and  moral  superiority,  a  correct  leadership,  the  strength  Of
an  entirely  united  people,  the  invincible  people's  war,  and  the  sym-

pathy   and  strong  support  of  people  throughout  the  world.   It  is
certain  that,  as  we  fight,  we  will  score  ever  greater  victories  and
become  stronger.  These arc  the  fundamental  factors  accounting  for
our  people's  final  victory  in  the  sacred  liberation  war  for  national
salvation  against United  States  aggression.  Whatever  the  number of
expeditionary  troops  that  the  aggressors  may  bring  in,  they  can  in
no way escape the inevitable:  they  will be dcfeated;  the  ultimate vic-
tory will be ours.

Fi:si,  o¥r  Party  has  a  corrcci  rceyolulionary  line. Th;rs hile .is  tlue
condensed expression of the clever and creative combination Of Marx-
ist-Leninist general principles with the correct practice of our revolu-
lion.  This  is  the  line  Of  the  people's  national  democratic  revolution

progressing to socialism in a former colonial and semi feudal country.
Our Party's line has been tested in our pcople's long and heroic rcvcL
lutionary  struggle  and  has  led  our  revolution  from  one  victory  to
another:  In  the  light  of  this  line,  Vietnam  has  bccn  the  first  colony
to  rise  up  and  defeat  the  mighty  army  of  an  imperialist  power-
France-to  liberate  itself ;  the  North  of our country  is  also  the  first
state to take  the path of socialism in Southeast Asia. Today our pet+

plc  have  the  honor  to  be  in  the  forefront  of  the  fight  against  the
chieftain  Of  imperialism-United  States  imperialism.  This  correct
line is  also that of the  revolutionary  armed  struggle of a small  coun-
try which rises up to fight and defeat an enemy many times stronger,
the  line  of people's  war  developed  to  a  high  degree  with  a  creative
and  substantial  content.  A  correct  revolutionary  line  is  the  surest
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plc  have  the  honor  to  be  in  the  forefront  of  the  fight  against  the
chieftain  Of  imperialism-United  States  imperialism.  This  correct
line is  also that of the  revolutionary  armed  struggle of a small  coun-
try which rises up to fight and defeat an enemy many times stronger,
the  line  of people's  war  developed  to  a  high  degree  with  a  creative
and  substantial  content.  A  correct  revolutionary  line  is  the  surest
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guarantee  of  our  people's  final  victory  in  their  just  struggle  against
the American imperialists.

Second, our  cnt¢re  ticaplc is  t4nited  iri the  fight against lhc aggrcs-
jorJ  jo  j¢oic  og"  /¢jAcr/¢#J.  North  and  South  are  single-mindedly
determined to defeat the American invaders  and their  lackeys, ready
to  make  every  sacrifice  rather  than  lose  their  independence  and  be
enslaved. This iron will reflects our people's tradition of indomitable
resistance  against  foreign  aggression.  It  has  brought  our  people  to

gether;  millions, like one,  are resolute to fight to  defend our country
and win back independence, democracy, unity, and peace.

Our compatriots in the South have closed their ranks in the fire of
the  revolutionary  struggle,  fighting  for  twenty  years,  now  overcom-
ing  countless  difficulties  and  braving  a  cruel  enemy  with  a  firm  re-
solve  to  march  forward,  to  fight,  and  to  win.  Today  our  people  in
the South have the National Liberation Front, a broad organization
with  a  correct  line  and  a  program  which  enjoys  great  prestige  at
home and abroad. Starting the fight with spikeboards and mantislike

guns,  they have buik big  and  heroic  Liberation  Armed  Forces  com-
prising  three  categories  of  troops,  having  high  combativeness,  skill-
ful  strategy  and  tactics,  versed  both  in  guerrilla  warfare  and  large-
unit operations and credited with wiping out big units of the puppet
and American  forces. The  heroic Liberation  Armed Forces  have  de-
veloped  everywhere  and  have  been  conducting  ever  more  powerful
operations throughout the South Vietnam theater, from the Ben Hai
River to Ca Mau Cape, from the Western Plateaus to the delta coun-
tryside and even in the vicinity of big towns. At present the liberated
zone accounts for the majority of the population  and  territory of the
South;  the  Front's  policies  are  being  gradually  applied  there,  a  new
life under an independent and democratic regime is being built, and,
in  fact,  the  liberated  zone  has  become  the  image  of  tomorrow's  en-
tirely liberated South Vietnam.

Meanwhile,  the  people  in  the  North  are  steadily  progressing  to
socialism  with  an  ardent  love  for  the  fatherland  and  for  sociahim
and  with  an  unprecedented  political  and  moral  unity.  The  North,
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thanks  to  its  excellent  political  system  and  its  strong  economic  and
national defense potential, is not only a source of inspiration but also
a  solid  rear  for  our  entire  people's  struggle  for  national  salvation
against  the  United  States  imperialists.  This  is  a  favorable  condition
which  did  not  exist  in  our  former  resistance  against  the  French
colonialists.

Since  the  extension  of the war  to  the  North,  the  Democratic  Re-

public  of  Vietnam's  army  and  people  have  been  resolutely  fighting
and  have  initially  foiled  the  cnemy's  sabotage  air  warfare.  In  rc-
sponse  to  the  call  Of the  Party  Central  Committee,  the  govcl.nmcnt,
and President Ho Chi Minh, our people in the North have launched
a  strong  movement  for  national  salvation,  carrying  out  production
and fighting at the same time to defend the North, give wholehearted
and  all-out  support  to  the  liberation  revolution  in  the  South,  and
make a  substantial contribution  to the  common  victory  of the  whole
nation.

The  Vietnamese  people  have  a  tradition  of  unity  and  unbending
resistance  against  foreign  invasion,  but  if  we  look  back  to  its  nil-
lenary  history  as  well  as  to  the  revolutionary  struggle  of  the  past
many  years,  we  shall  realize  that  never  have  they  united  so  firmly
and  so  broadly  as  today,  and  never  has  their  will  to  fight  off  the
aggressors  and  defend  the  country  been  promoted  to  such  a  degree.

Thir.d,  our  uieapon  is  the  inuinciblc  i>coplc's  uiar,  and  vieuhae

gained experience in conducting it. If it can be said that nowadays in
military affairs there is a greater invention than atomic weal)ons, that
is,  people's  war,  then  the  Vietnamese  people  have  effectually  con-
tributed  to the perfecting of this  new  arm  and  are  keeping it  firmly
in their hands. It has developed in Vietnam's historical, political, and
social conditions and has attained a very high degree with an original
and extremely substantial content.

In  our  country,  people's  war  has  developed  according  to  the  gen-
eral  laws  of  all  revolutionary  wars  and  also  to  the  specific  laws  Of
the  Vietnamese   society  and   theater  of  operations.  Hence,   it  is   a
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life under an independent and democratic regime is being built, and,
in  fact,  the  liberated  zone  has  become  the  image  of  tomorrow's  en-
tirely liberated South Vietnam.
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a  solid  rear  for  our  entire  people's  struggle  for  national  salvation
against  the  United  States  imperialists.  This  is  a  favorable  condition
which  did  not  exist  in  our  former  resistance  against  the  French
colonialists.
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is,  people's  war,  then  the  Vietnamese  people  have  effectually  con-
tributed  to the perfecting of this  new  arm  and  are  keeping it  firmly
in their hands. It has developed in Vietnam's historical, political, and
social conditions and has attained a very high degree with an original
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In  our  country,  people's  war  has  developed  according  to  the  gen-
eral  laws  of  all  revolutionary  wars  and  also  to  the  specific  laws  Of
the  Vietnamese   society  and   theater  of  operations.  Hence,   it  is   a
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revolutionary  war  waged  by  a  whole  people  on  all  planes,  a  revolu-
tionary  war  fought  by  a  small  nation  in a  narrow  and  thinly  popu-
lated  country,  having  an  underdeveloped  economy,  relying  on  the
strength of an entire people united in the struggle. With it the people
will finally beat an enemy originally many times stronger.

Generally   speaking,   pcople's   war   in   Vietnam   is   revolutionary
armed struggle developing on the basis of the political struggle of the
masses   brought   to   a   high   level.   The   boundless   strength   of   the
revolutionary  masses  has  pervaded  the  revolutionary  armed  forces
and  has  given  them  an  cxtraordinary  capacity  to  fight  and  to  win.
Moreover, the outstanding characteristic of people's war in our coun-
try  at  the  present  stage  is  that,  in  its  very  process,  armed  struggle
and  political  struggle  are  very  closely  coordinated,  supporting  and
stimulating  each  other.  Therefore,  the  slogan  "Mobilize  the  entire

people,  arm  the  entire  people  and  fight  on  all  fronts"  has  become  a
most  lively  and  heroic  reality.  Armed  struggle  in  South  Vietnam
has  budded  forth  from  political  struggle  carried  to  its  peak,  and  in

guerrilla  warfare or in  limited  regular  warfare,  the operations of the
armed  forces  have  always  been  carried  out  in  accordance  with  the

principle  of  closest  coordination  with  political  struggle.  This  princi-
plc  was  observed  in  the  scattered  insurrections  in  the  countryside  as
later  on  in  the  movement  to  destroy  "strategic  hamlets,"  in  the  up-
rising  of  millions  of  peasants  in  Nam  Bo,  as  more  recently  in  that
of  millions  of  peasants  in  south  Trung  Bo.  Armed  struggle  in  the
South  has  another  characteristic:  whether  in  guerrilla  warfare  or  in
limited  regular  warfare,  waged  artfully  it  is  fully  capable  of  solving
the  problem  of  getting  the  better  of  a  modern  army  like  the  U.S.
Army. In the  South,  not  only the regular  army  but also the  regional
army   and   the   people's   militia   and   guerrilla   force   can   wipe  out
American and puppet troops and foil their most modern tactics. This
is  a  new  development  of  the  revolutionary  military  art,  the  main
content  of  which  is  to  rely  chiefly  on  man,  on  his  patriotism  and
revolutionary  spirit,  to  bring  into  full  play  all  weapons  and  tech-
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riques  available  to  defeat  an  enemy  with  up-to-date  weapons  and
equipment.

In  the  North,  people's  war  is  also  developing  in  the  heroic  fight
against the  United States  sabotage warfare,  in  the movement  among
the  army  and  people  to  down  American  planes  and  to   turn  our
North  into  a  vast  battleground  to  counter  and  foil  the  enemy  air
strikesandinflictheavylossesuponthemodernU.S.AirForce.They
may attack more fiercely, but they can by no means cut off our main
lines  of communication  or stop our people's  productive  activities,  let
alone  shake  their  determination  to  oppose  the  American  aggressors,
defend the North, and give unqualified assistance to the Soutb.

People's war in Vietnam is the product of our people.s resolute and
indomitablerevolutionarystruggle,andalsothatoftherevolutionary
struggle of the  world's people  in  our  times.  People's  war has  led  our
nation   to   splendid   victories   in   the   revolutionary   struggle  against

Japanese  fascism,  in  the  resistance  war  against  French  colonialism,
and  has  brought  our  people  great  successes  in  the  past  few  years
both in  the  South  and  in  the  North.  The great people's  war of the
Vietnamese  nation  will  certainly  outdo  the  aggressive  war  of  the
American   imperialists   in   the   eventuality   of   their   increasing   the
United  States  expeditionary  force  up  to  several  hundred  thousand
men.

F:,urlh,  uJ,c  cr:|o!  tfic  avarT  sympatl3y  atid  uiholehcaricd  suptlorl

Of  lhe,  Pe.oplc  of` :hc  fratcrn_al _socich5t  countries , and  the  prog;c.55S;e

P:o_3le :h: avorl¢ ou:r, i.ncludmg the  American tlcoplc. du| -pcophe.s
struggle for national salvation  against  United  States  aggression aims
not only at liberating half of our country still  under  domination  but
also  at  defending  socialist  North  Vietnam.  This  grand  struggle  is
the spearhead of all progressive mankind against American imperial-
ism, a great contribution to  the world people's revolutionary struggle
for  peace,  national  independence,  democracy,  and  socialism.  That  is
why   the   fratemal   socialist  countries   have  given   their   unreserved
support  to the stand and  line of struggle of our government and  the
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South  Vietnam  National  Liberation  Front,  and  provide  all®ut  as-
sistance  to our  people  to defeat  the United  States  imperialist  aggres-
sors.   The   working  class   and   the   toiling   people   of   the   capitalist
countries,  the  people  of  the  newly  independent  countries,  also  side
with  us,  expressing  their  sympathy  and  giving  their  support.  All

great  international  conferences and quite recently  the  Tri-Continen-
tal  Conference  held  in  Havana  addressed  warm  feelings  and  very
encouraging  words  to  the  fighting  Vietnamese  people  and  sternly
conclemned   the   American   imperialists'   aggression.   Even   in   the
United States, the struggle of the American people against  the  John-
son  administration's  aggressive  policy  is involving  ever  larger  strata,
taking  on  bold  forms  such  as  self-immolation,  the  burning  of  draft
cards, and the holding-up of the transport of troops to Vietnam. This
movement  is  gaining  momentum  everywhere  on  a  scale  unprece-
dented  in  the  history  of  the  United  States.  Never  in  the  history  of
their revolutionary struggle have our people enjoyed such widespread
and strong world sympathy and support as today.

What is the development of the war on the Vietnamese theater of
operations since the United States imperialists  introduced  their expe-
ditiomry force on a  large scale  into South Vietnam and, at the  same
time, began to intensify their air attacks on North Vietnam?

Our  entire  peciple,  like  all  progressive  mankind,  have  seen  that
the United States imperialists' open invasion of our country unmasks
their  true  face  as  invaders,  and  the  aggressive  and  unjust  character
of the war they have kindled is laid bare before world public opinion.
The  justice  of  our  patriotic  struggle  and  the  absolute  political  su-

premacy of our people become all the more evident. Our enemy him-
self  has  realized  that  in  invading  our  country  with  his  own  troops
he has  suffered  a  political  failure. Nevertheless,  he  thinks  that,  with
the increase of his armed forces and the  superiority of his  equipment
and  technique,  he  can  defy  the  protest  of  the  world's  people  and
trample  underfoot  all  the  elementary  principles of international  law
which demand  that  the sovereignty  and  independence  of  all  nations
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be  respected;  he  thinks  that  he  can  overcome  all  political  difficulties
to  reach  his  final  goal,  which  is  to  seize  the  southern  part  of  our
Country.

The  question  is:  who  will  win  in  the  fight  between  the  United
States  imperialist  aggressors,  who  pursue  an  unjust  cause,  and  our

people,  who  pursue  a  just  one?  Throughout  the  past  eleven  years,
every  time  the  United  States  imperialists  launched  a new aggressive
scheme, the same question  was raised.  The  liberation  struggle  Of the
heroic  South  Vietnamese  people  has  supplied  an  cloqucnt  answer:
whatever  trick  the  American  imperialists  may  resort  to,  they  will
inevitably  fail  in  the  cnd.  And  the  fundamental  law  of  the  great

patriotic struggle of our fellow countrymen  in  the South throughout
the  various  stages  is:  the  further  the  United  States  imperialists  and
their  flunkeys  engage  in  their  scheme  to  enslave  the  South  of  our
country,  the  deeper  they  win be  boggcd  down  and  the  greater  their
defeats, whereas the more determined the Vietnamese people in their
struggle, the greater their victories will be.

Today  the question  as to  who  will win in South Vietnam  is  more

pressing  than  ever,  for  in  the  present  julicture  there  has  emcrgcd  a
new  factor:  the  introduction  by  the  American  imperialists  of  some
hundred  thousand  troops.  Can  these  massive  reiiiforcements  reverse
the situation?  Can  the Vietnamese people,  who have  recorded  many

great  successes  in  their  just  struggle,  win  new  victories  in  the  face
of direct aggression by such a modern army as  the United States im-

perialists .?  Can  they defeat the American expeditionary force .?
We have analyzed  above the strong and weak points of the enemy

and  ourselves,   asscssed   his  and   our   strength  and   capabilities,   and
have  drawn  the  conclusion  that  the  enemy  will  be  defeated  in  the
end  and  that  we  will  certainly  win.  This  is  the  theoretical  side  of
the  problem.  On  the  other  hand,  since  the  introduction  of  a  big
United  States  expeditionary  force,  the  realities  of our people's  strug-

gle  on  the  South  Vietnamese  theater  have  further  illuminated  the
question and are demonstrating that our foregoing theoretical conclu-
sion is entirely correct.
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be  respected;  he  thinks  that  he  can  overcome  all  political  difficulties
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gle  on  the  South  Vietnamese  theater  have  further  illuminated  the
question and are demonstrating that our foregoing theoretical conclu-
sion is entirely correct.
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If in the past when the American  imperialists  brought Ngo Dinh
Diem  to  power  and  began  to  tackle  the  Collins  plan*  or,  later  on,
when   they   put   forth   the   Stalcy-Taylor   plan   and   the   Johnson-
MCNamara  plan,  they  were  extremely  optimistic  and  reckoned  that
their  dark  design  would  certainly  be  achieved,  recently,  when  they
started  sending  a  large  expeditionary  force  to  South  Vietnam,  they
believed  that  they  could  turn  the  tide.  They  were  confident  that
within a short time the face of the aggressive war would change, that
with  their  best  divisions  and  brigades  and  strategic  and  tactical  air
force  they  would  be  perfectly  capable  of  changing  the  relation  of
forces,  set   up  solid  defense  positions,  launch  bold  offensives,  and

push  ahead  their  pacification  by  priority  sectors,  thereby  not  only
preventing  the  collapse  of  the  puppet  army  and  administration  but
also  consolidating  and  strengthening  the  puppet  forces.  The  Pcnta-

gon  generals  hastily  declared  that  at  the  very  moment  when  the
big  United  States  combat  units  were  introduced  into  the  South  and
the  war  was  intensified,  there  were  wide  prospects  for  a  quick  vie-
tory.  When  their  initial  military  operations  did  not  meet  with  ap-

preciable  counterblows,  they  proved  still  more  optimistic  and  de-
clarcd   that   they   had   shifted   to   the   offensive   and   compelled   the
South  Vietnam  liberation  troops  to  switch  from  large-scale  actions
to  small-unit  operations.  They  also  made  feverish  preparations  for
attacks  on all fronts in  the dry season  in order  to  wrest back the ini-
tiative and hold it more and more firmly, and to drive the South Viet-
namese people into an ever more serious defensive position.

However,  reality  has fallen  short of the  United States  imperialists'
expectations  and  purposes.  From  the  point  of  view  of  an  over-all

* Gen.  J.  Lawton  Collins  arrived  in  South  Vietnam  as  special  erivoy  with

the  rank  of  ambassador  (replacing Ambassador  Donald  Heath)  in  November
1954.  I]c  stated  on  November  18,  "I  have  come  to  Viet  Nam  to  bring  every

possible aid  to  the govcmment  of Diem  and  to  his  govcrrment  only.  It  is the
legal  government  in  Viet Nan, and  the aid  which  the  United  States  will  lend
it ought  to  permit  the government  to  save  the  country."  (See  Ellen  Hammer,
T he Struggle for Indochina, pp` 3;S]-358.)
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Jjr¢jcgy  in  the southern theater of operations, is  the enemy's strategy
offensive  or  defensive?  Is  he  following  the  strategy  of  lightning  atl
tack  and  lightning  victory  or  that  Of  protracted  war?   As  iegards
operations  on  various  battlefields,  is  he  bending  his  cncrgies  in  the
coastal  theater  where  he  can  bring  into  full  play  the  power  of  his
technical weapons, or in the hinterland theater where he most dreads
facing defeat?  Is  he  concentrating  on  the  Nan  Bo  battlefield  where
lie great  political  and  economic centers  or  on  the  high  plateaus  that
he  considers  an  important  strategic  position.i  As  regards  coordina-
lion  with  the  puppet  troops,  is  he  concentrating  on  independent  or

joint  operations?  These  are  strategic  questions  to  which  the  enemy
himself cannot  give  clear-cut  answers,  for  the  American  expedition-
ary force is  strategically engaged  in  a "blind  tunnel."  The  most out-
standing feature of the military situation over the past several months
is  that  the  South  Vietnam  Libcration  Armed  Forces  have  not  only
kept  on  stepping  up  guerrilla  warfare  but  they  have  also  developed
large-unit actions. If for the whole year 1965 they wiped out over two
hundred   thousand   enemy   troops,   including   some   fifty   battalions
completely  annihilated,  in  the  last  five  months,  since  large  United
States  contingents  landed  in  South  Vietnam  and especially  since  the
beginning   of   October,   enemy   casualties   ran   to   more   than   one
hundred  thousand  men,  among  them  about  twenty-five  battalions
entirely put out of action, including five American infantry battalions
and  a  number  o£  American  armored  units.  This  hard  fact  shows
that despite  the introduction  of several  hundred  thousand  troops the
United States imperialists cannot reverse  the situation. It  shows that,
confronted  with  the  widespread  and  powerful  development  of  the

people's  war,  they  have  no  other  alternative  than  to  scatter  their
forces  over  all  theaters  of  operations  and  thus  cannot  avoid  being
driven onto the  defensive,  and  they  cannot easily  wrest back  the ini-
tiative and bring into full play the combativeness of their troops. The
outstanding  feature  of  the  military  situation  in  the  South  Vietnam
theater is that the Liberation troops have not only successfully turned
to  account  their  offensive  position  since  the  Binh  Cia  victory  but,
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right  after  the  introduction  of  a  big  United  States  cxpeditionary
force, they  still hold  the initiative  and promote their vantage ground
on an ever  larger scale. No wonder  that in the face  of the heavy  set-
backs suffered by the expeditionary force MCNamara and the Ameri-
can brass have shown dismay and toned down, declaring that the war
in Vietnam would b€ long or that  the United  States  troops' present
attacks  are only  defensive. We did not  yet mention the morale  crisis
of  the  American  troops,  who  fear  hand-to-hand  fighting;  leave  be-
hind  their  casualties  on  the  field  when  hard  pressed;   throw  away
their  weapons  and  munitions when  withdrawing;  are  afraid  of  the

jungle  sun,  wind,  malaria,  and  especially  of  the  Liberation  troops
and  even  of  the  ordinary  Vietnamese-including  old  women  and
children-so  much  so  that  an  American  general,  speaking  of  the
United  States  expeditionary  force,  said  that  "its  upkeep  was  expen-
sive, and its fighting skill poor." We  did not yet mention  either their

great  difficulties  in  logistics  and  supply,  as  admitted  by  the  Ameri-
can press :  "Once again the United States is fighting a big war on the

ground  and  finding  itself  far  from  ready  to  fight  that  war;  the  big
bottleneck  holding  up  combat  operations  in  this  war  is  logistical."
This  growing  confusion  certainly  aggravates  the  United  States'  eco-
nomic  and  financial  difficulties  and  "gold  hemorrhage"  and  reduces
its competitive capacity on the world market.

At  present,  it  is  evident  that,  from  the  point  of  view  of  military
strategy,  the  American  imperialists  are at sea. And  what  about  their
?¢c#.c4/  position?  Though  the  trial  of  strength  between  the  United
States  expeditionary  corps  and  the  Liberation  Armed  Forces  has be-

gun  recently, the  latter have proved perfectly capable of checking all
of their enemy's tactics.

The  Van  Tuong  battle  can  be  considered  to  be  another  Ap  Bac
for the American  expeditionary  force.  The United  States  deployed a
far   superior   force,   including   crack   troops   supported  by   armored
units, air force, and navy, to attack a unit of the South Vietnam Lib-
eration  Army.  The  result  was  that,  far  from  being  wiped  out,  the
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Liberation  troops  fought most valiantly  and  put out  Of action  many
enemy troops. The Van Tuong battle, which the American generals
think  can  be  likened  to  the  fiercest  hand-tcrhand  engagements  o£
World  War  11,  was  a great  victory  of  the  South  Vietnamese  army
and  people,  foreshadowing  the  tactical  failure  of  the  United  States
expeditionary force.

After Van Tuong came Cliu Lai, Da Nang, Dat Cuoc, Bau Bang,
Pleime,   Dong   Duong,   and   many   other   battles   in   which   many
American and puppet troops were wiped out.

Those  resounding  and  repeated  victories  prove  that:

1.  The   most  solid   United   States   bases   are   not  immune   from
attacks.

2.  The crack American infantry  units, such as  those belonging  to
S  the  First  Infantry  Division,  can  be  wiped  out  (and  wiped  out

at  the  rate  of one  or  several  battalions  in  a  single  battle).
3.  Crack  United  States air  cavalry  units,  such as  those of the First

Airmobile  Cavalry Division  (so much boasted Of by the United
States defense secretary), can be put out of action.

4.  Puppet  units,  though  supported  by  the  United  States  expedi-
tionary  force,  continue  to  be  cut  to  pieces,  not  by  the  battalion
but  by  the  combat  group  at  Pleime,  by  whole  battalions  in  a
single battle (for example, at Dong Duong), or by the regiment,
as at Dautieng.

5.  United  States  troops,  whether  on  the  defensive  or on  the often-
sive,  can  be  wiped  out  not  only  by  the  Liberation  Army,  but
also by regional  troops,  militiamen,  and  guerrillas.

Those  splendid  exploits  are  accomplished  at  a  time  when  the
enemy  is actively  trying to  make  the  best  use  of  his  technical  weap-
ons,  including  8-52  strategic  planes  which  have  already  made  more
than one hundred sorties, while spraying chemicals to destroy vegeta-
tion and crops and  savagely resorting to poison gases  in  a number of
operations.  They  arc  achieved  at  the  same  time  as  great  feats  per-
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formed  by  the  army  and  people  in  North  Vietnam  deal  deadly
blows  to  the  modern  U.S.  Air  Force's  prestige  in  their  continued
efforts to defeat the enemy's sabotage warfarc.

The  significance  Of  those  achievements  scored  in  the  annihilation
of  the  American  and  puppet  forces  lies  in  the  Liberation  Armed
Forces  and  people  of  heroic  South  Vietnam  being  perfectly  capable
of  putting  out  of  action  crack  units  of  the  United  States  expcdi-
tionary  corps,  gaining  more  initiative,  stepping  up  their  attacks  on
all  theaters,  and  winning  ever  greater  victories.  In  other  words,  the
strategy  and  tactics  of  people's  war  can   and  will  certainly  prevail

over  strategy  and  tactics  based  on  the  outmoded  bourgeois  military
conceptions of  the  American  army;  in  theory  as  in practice,  peoplc's
war  will  certainly  prevail  over  the  United  States  imperialists'  neo-
colonialist war of aggression.

The  great  victories  of  the  army  and  people  in  both  zones  since
the   American   imperialists   started   a   direct   aggression   against   the
South  of our  country  greatly  encourage  our  entire  people  and  cause
our  friends  on  all  continents  to  rejoice.  We  definitely  guard  against
subjectivism  and  never  underestimate  our  opponent,  for  American
imperialism is a cruel and perfidious enemy  who, moreover, has con-
siderable  military  potential,  an  enemy  not  only  obdurate  but  also

quick  in  drawing  lessons  from  experience  to  contrive  fiercer  and
more  ruthless  fighting  methods.  However,  the  lively  reality  of  our
struggle for national salvation over the past eleven years has  strongly
convinced  our  people  and  the  people's  armed  forces  in  both  zones
that  we  will certainly  defeat  the  United  States  aggressors  under  any
circumstances.

The  heavy   defeats  of   the   expeditionary   corps   right   in   its  first
operations  in  the  Vietnam  theater  have  caused  the  United  States
imperialists and  their  puppets  many  more  difficulties,  not  only  mili-
tary  but  also  political  and  economic.  Far  from  being  strengthened,
the  puppet  army  and  administration  are  deteriorating  as  they  have
lost faith  in  their  patron's  modern  army.  The  antiwar  movement  in
the United States is developing with every  passing day,  while the in-

il,

Once  Again  Wc  Will  Win   Z13

ternal contradictions in  tbe Washington  ruling circles  are  mounting.
In  view  of  this  situation,  tlie  American  imperialists  arc  planning

to  send  more  combat  units  to  South  vietnam,  increase  the  Uni[cd
States   expeditiomry  force  by  50,   100,  or  more  percent.  They  are

plotting  to  intensify  their  sabotage  air  warfare  against  the  North
while threatening to expand the war to Laos  and neutral Cambodia.
President Johnson  has  talked  about taking "liard  steps" in Vietnam.
Secretary  o£  State  Dean  Rusk  has  also  stressed,  "We  will  not  with-
draw  from  Vietnam," for  true United  States  must "keep  its  commit,
ments."  The  American  imperialists'  familiar  trick  is  to  couple  the
intensification  of  their  aggressive  war  with  a  ballyhoo  about  their
"will  for  peace."  This  time,  along  with  preparations  for  new  ad-

venturist  military  moves,  the  United  States  administration  opens  a
fraudulent  "peace  campaign"  on  a  large  scale.  The  Johnson  admin-
istration's  "peace  efforts"  are  only  aimed  at placating  public  opinion
at home  and  abroad  which  has  been  energetically  protesting  against
their aggressive policy in Vietnam.

But,  whatever honeyed  words  the  American  imperialists  may  use,
they  cannot  deceive  the  Vietnamese  people  and  peace-loving  people
throughout  the  world.  There  has  not  been  the  slightest  change  in
their  basic  design.  They  cling  to  South  Vietnam  to  keep  Vietnam

permanently partitioned. They do not want to withdraw their troops
from  the  South  and  to recognize  the  Soutli Vietnam National  Lib-
eration Front as  the  sole authentic  representative  of  the  South  Viet-
namese  people;  they  cynically  arrogate  to  themselves  the  right  to
bomb  and  strafe  the  territory  of  the  Democratic  Republic  of  Viet-
nam,  an  independent  and  sovereign  socialist  state,  and  go  to  the
length  of  demanding  from  the  Vietnamese  people  a  compensation
for  tile  interruption  of  their  bombing  o£  North  Vietnam.  The  es-
sence  of  the  "unconditional  discussions"  hoax  is  to  compel  our  peo-

ple to accept their terms.
We  must  hcigh[en  our  vigilance  in  tbe  face  of  the  enemy's  per-

fidious  scheme.  We  must  step  up  our  entire  people's  patriotic  war,
resolutely fight until victory, no matter how many hundred thousand
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troops the United States imperialists may dispatch to South Vietnam
and how far they may escalate their sabotage warfare against North
Vietnam.  Our  people  are  determined  not  [o  shrink  from  any  sac-
rifice to bring our great struggle against the American aggressors for
national salvation to final victory.

The War
of Escalation
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The War of Escalation:
An Interview

QUESTloN : From a military point of view, what is your  assessment of
the  effects  of fifteen  months  o£  American  air  attacks  and  bombing
against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam .?
ANswER:  As you know, in carrying out  attacks  and  bombing  against
the  Democratic  Republic  of  Vietnam  parallel  to  the  intensification
of  aggression  in   South  Vietnam,   the  Americari   imperialists   seek
to  shake  the  morale  Of  our  people,  to  destroy  our  military  and  eco-
nomic potential, and  thereby  to  turn  the  situation  in South Vietnam
in their favor.

Since  their  defeat in  Korea,  and  after  the  first failures  of  the GI's
in  South Vietnam,  the  American  imperialists  foresaw  the possibility
of  a war  waged  by  the  American  infantry  on  the  Asian  mainland.

(They see this, yet they go on;  they will pay the price.)  Accordingly,
a  war  with  their  air  force  against  the  Democratic  Republic  of  Viet-
nam  seemed  to  them  a  fortunate  discovery  at  the  beginning.  In
order  to  wage  it,  they  mobilized  the  planes  of  the  Seventh  Fleet
and  simultaneously  their  squadrons based  in  South  Vietnam  and  in
Thailand.  They  attacked  indiscriminately  channels  of  communica-
tion, industrial centers, populous regions  in North Vietnam, sparing
not  even  day  nurseries,  schools,  hospitals,  pagodas,  and  churches.

The   American   imperialists   have   not,  for   all   that,   attained   the
objectives  envisaged.  Their  overt  and  cynical  aggression  against  the
Democratic   Republic   of  Vietnam,   an   independent   and   sovereign
country,  a  country  of  the  socialist  camp,  only  served  to  sharpen  the
hatred  and  strengthen  the  will  to  struggle  on  the  part  of  the  Viet-
namese people  and  to provoke a  vast protest movement throughout

This  interview  was  granted  by  General  Giap  to  Wilfred  Burchctt  and  Roger
Pic  on  April  21,1966.  They  furnished  us  with  the  French  text  and  authorized
its publication.
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the world and in the United States of America itself . Even the Penta-

gon  had  to  recogniz€  that  it  was  dealing  with  an  adversary  which
showed no signs of weakening.

Our army and our people have inflicted severe losscs on the enemy :
as of today, 967 enemy  planes  shot  down.  And  socialist  construction
continues.  This  year  we  have  had  an  excellent  harvest.  As  you  can
verify,  the  trains  still  run,  prices  do  not  rise.  Our  economic  and
military  potential increases instead  of diminishing.

And  in  South  Vietnam,  how  have  things gonep  Our compatriots
in  the South have wiped out the best American  units in Zone D  to
the  north  of  Saigon,  at  Pleime,  at  la  Drang,  in  the  plains  of  Cen-
tral  Vietnam;  they  have  successfully  attacked  bases  which  are  still
solidly  defended:  Da  Nang,  Chu  Lai,  and  most  recently  Tan  Son
Nhut.  The  South  Vietnamese  mercenary  army  has  suffered  a  series
of  defeats.  As  for  the  Saigon  puppet  government  which  President

Johnson  tried  to  salvage  at  Honolulu,  what  does  it  govern?   The
I.ecent political  events which  now  unfold  at  Hue, Da Nang,  Saigon,
and  in  other  South  Vietnamese  cities  show  that  it  docs  not  even
control  the  urban  centers.  On  the  contrary,  the  South  Vietnamese
Liberation Army has proved that it is capable of defeating the Amer-
ican   (and  other)   troops,  however  well  armed  they  may  be.  The
National  Liberation  Front  of  South  Vietnam  is  increasingly  con-
firmed  as  the  sole  authentic  representative  of  the  people.

Things are clear : the fifteen months of aerial bombardment against
the  Democratic  Republic  o£  Vietnam  have  cost  the  American  ag-

gressors new and heavy defeats, in  the North as well as in the South,
and  an  extremely  grave  political  isolation.  More  than  ever,  they  are
at an impasse.

QUESTloN:   These   last   days,   the   Americans   have   employed   B-52's
against  the  North.  They  have  also  bombed  Nan  Dinh  and  the
suburbs   of  Hanoi  and   Haiphong,   the   three   biggest  cities   in  the
North. What is your reaction ?
ANswER:   The   savage   bombardment   should   not   be   a   surprise   to

The  War  of  E§calation:  An  lnteruicur    2]9

you.  It  reflects  the  hysterical  reaction  of  the  American  imperialists
in  the  face  of  new  military  setbacks  in  South  Vietnam.  Far  from
being  able  to  stop  the  deterioration  of  their  situation  in  South Viet-
nan  and  restore  the  morale  of  a  handful  of  agents  despised  by
the people, once again  they have only exposed the impudent trickery
of  the  Johnson  administration's  proposals  of  so{alled  unconditional
negotiations.

The  American  government  will  have  to  bear  all  the  grave  con-
sequences   of  each   new   military   venture   against   the   Democratic
Republic of Vietnam.

QUEST]oN:  What  is  your  opinion  about  the  American  theses  accord-
ing to which they can win the war in South Vietnam by paralyzing
the port of Haiphong and destroying the economic potential of your
country?
ANswER:  It  is  not  "theses"  which  are  lacking  in  American  strategy.
There  are  the  theses  of  which  you  speak,  but  there  are  also  other
theses,  more  reasonable  oncs,  which  admit  that  it  is  in  South  Viet-
nan that the outcome of the war will be decided. And the outcome
of the war, naturally, does not depend on what the enemy could do
to  certain of our ports  or channels of  communication.

The  sole  correct  thesis  is  this:  the  war  which  the  United  States

government now wages in  South Vietnam is a  war of aggression, a
war  of  nco-colonialist  aggression.  As  for  our  people  in  South  Viet-
nan, they pursue a fight of legitimate defense in order to safeguard
their  national  rights  and  to  contribute  to  the  maintenance  of  peace
in  Asia  and  throughout  the  world.  Courageous  for  good  reason,
united as a single man, knowing how to wield this invincible weapon
which  is  people's  war,  supported  by  the  socialist  countries  and  by
those throughout the world who cherish peace and justice,  they  have

gone from one success to another, even after the unlcashing of the air
attacks  against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

Whatever the  means  which  the  Americans  put  to  work  or  could

put to work, they do not know how to modify this irreversible truth
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in the epoch in which we live, the epoch of the  triumph of socialism
and  Of  the  peoples'  liberation  movements.  Our  war  of  liberation  is
a just war. We shall win.

QUESTloN:  What  are,  in  your  opinion,  the  repercussions  which  the
Americans  could  provoke  by  attacking  North  and  South  Vietnam
at once ?
ANswER:  Vietnam  is  one;  it  is  indivisible.  The  Geneva  agreements

of  1954  have  expressly  looked  forward  to  its  reunification  by  peace-
ful  means.  The  intervention,  followed  by  armed  aggression,  of  the
American  imperialists  in  the  South  already  constitutes  a  most grave
assault  on  the  sovereignty  of  our  country.  By  the  air  raids  against
the  Democratic  Republic  of Vietnam,  they  have  carried  the  war  in
Vietnam  all  the  way.  In  such  circumstances,  to  resist  the  American
aggression,  arms  in  hand,  for  the  sake  of  national  salvation,  is  the
most  sacred  duty  of  every  Vietnamese  patriot,  of  the  entire  Viet-
namese  people.  Our  people  are  resolved  to  fight  in  order  to  defend
the North, liberate the South, and accomplish the peaceful  reunifica-
tion of the fatherland.

QUESTloN:  How  do  you  see  the  evolution  of  the  war  in  the  South
and in North Vietnam ?
ANswER :  The  war  Of nco-colonialist  aggression  of the  American  im-

pcrialists will  evolve  as  it has  evolved  up  to this  day:  it will go from
setback  to  setback  and  end  in  total  defeat.  Meanwhile,  the  war  of
liberation  of  our  people  will  go  from  success  to  success  until  final
victory.

As  everyone  knows,  the  United  States  experimented  with  their
nco-colonialist  policy  with  the  installation  of  the  bloody  regime  o£
Ngo  Dinh  Dicm,  with  the  use  of  one  hundred  and  fifty  thousand
Diemist troops equipped and supported by Washington. They failed

pitiably.
Afterward, there was the famous "special warfare" which Kennedy

unleashed,  which  Johnson  pursued  with  a  half-million  South  Vict-
namese  mercenaries  and  some  thirty  thousand  American  advisers.

The  War  of  Escalation:  An  Interview   28:I

In  its  turn,  "special  warfare"  failed,  while  the  heroic  Sciuth  Viet-
namese  people  accomplished  still  greater  successes.

And  now, there is  a new stage. Washington now sends a massive
American  expeditionary  corps  composed  of  elite  troops  and  wages
an  "escalation"  war  against  North  Vietnam.  Since  then,  has  the
military and political situation of the United States in South Vietnam
improved?  Absolutely not!  On the contrary, it has worsened rapidly.
The  American  imperialists  have  failed  in  what  they  call  the  "dry-
season  offensive";   they  will  fail  again.  They  have  failed  in  their
desperate attempt to Instill courage in the government of marionettes
in  Saigon.  Meanwhile,  the  armed  forces  of  liberation  and  the  peo-

ple  of  South  Vietnam  accomplish  ever  more  brilliant  victories,  and
the  Democratic Republic  of Vietnam still holds firm,  stronger  than
ever.

The American imperialists  could still reinforce  their expeditionary
corps in South Vietnam, intensify the aerial bombardment of North
Vietnam,  and  indeed  undertake  other  adventurous  measures.  But
the  more  they  engage  in  the  extension  of  the  war,  the  more  they
expose thcmselvcs to heavier defeats.

Our  country  has  known  war  for  more  than  twenty  years.  Our
country  profoundly  aspires  to  peace.  But,  as  our  President  Ho  Chi
Minh  has  said,  no  true  peace  without  true  independence.  Wc  shall
fight  until  the final victory  against the American  aggressors,  to safe-

guard  the  independence  of  our  country,  to  realize  the  profound  as-
pirations  of  our  people  to  liberty  and  reunification,  to  contribute
to the maintenance of peace in  Asia and  throughout the world. Wc
shall win.
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American Defeats:
An Interview

The  year  1966  essentially  bore  the  stamp of  defeat  .  .  .  a  severe  de-
feat for  the American expeditionary  corps in South Vietnam.  In this
local war  which they  are obliged  to wage in  order to save their  neo-
colonialist  venture  from  debacle,  the  United  States  has  lost  the  first
round. For the Americans, this has been a real surprise of a strategic
order.  None of  their  objectives  has  been  attained.

The  Americans  intended  to  break  the  back  of  the  popular forces;
that  is  to  say,  to  exterminate  the  bulk  of  the  forces  of  the  National
Liberation  Front,  to  reconquer  important  territory  which  had  es-
caped  their  control,  to  consolidate,  to  invigorate  the  sullen  Saigon
regime  and  its  army.  Indeed,  none  of  these  objcctivcs,  absolutely
none,  has  been  attained.  On  the  contrary,  the  regular  forces  of  the
National  Liberation  Front  have  been  strengthened,  the  liberated
zones   have   been   enlarged,   and   the   crisis   of   the   Saigon   regime
worsens  without  respite.

QUESTloN:   What  are   the   effects  of  the  bombardment  against  the
North ?
ANswER:  There,  too,  complete  fiasco.  Nothing  can  shake  our  deter-
mination  to  combat  the  aggression  and  to  aid  our  brothers  of  the
South  as  effectively  as  possible.  The  more  the  American  Air  Force
increases its raids, the more grave are its losscs. At this time  [January
13,   1967],   more   than   sixteen   hundred   Yankee   planes   have   been
shot  down-and  at  the  same  time,  our  channels  of communication

This  intcrvicw  was  granted  on  )anuary  13,  1967,  by  General  Giap  to  Wilfrcd
Burchett  and  Roger  Pic,  who  have  furnished  us  with  the  French  text  and
authorized  its  publication.  The  text  of  the  interview  has  already  appeared  in
Raison Pr6scnte , n. 3.
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are  not  cut  off,  our  defense  capacity  has  not  been  diminished;  quite
the contrary.

QUESTloN:  Do  you  think  that  the  action  of  the  American  troops  in
the  zone  around  the  seventeenth  parallel  can  be  a  prelude  to  the
invasion of North Vietnam ?
ANswER:  This  action  demonstrates  the  extent  to  which  American
strategy is caught in a position of passivity. American troops went to
the rescue of the first puppet division, stationed in the provinces near
the seventeenth parallel, and have suffered severe losses. Adventurous

plans  are  conceived  by  certain  American  military  men  to  make  this
operation into a  prelude  to  an  invasion  of  the  North  and  to enlarge
the  war.  I  think  that  they  ought  to  reflect  on  this.  For  our  part,  we
are  prepared  to  give  them  the  welcome  they  deserve.  The  invader
will bc annihilated.

QUESTloN:  The  U.S.  command  wishes  to  reserve  the  Saigon  soldiers
for  tasks  of  pacification,  leaving  all  combat  actions  to  the  American
troops. What do you think about this .?
ANswER : This  will result in the aggravation of American losses with-

out, for all that, saving the puppet troops from certain defeats. What
they   call   pacification   is   not   an   easy   task.   The   Saigon   army   has
sought  to  pacify  South  Vietnam  for  the  last  twelve  years  without
accomplishing  this  task.  Today,  demoralized  as  it  is   (as  you  well
know), having  to  confront a  population  which  is  completely  inured
to war, it can only encounter disaster.

QUESTloN:  What  can  you  say  about  the  American  operations  in  the
Mekong Delta ?
ANswER : This exposed one of the most acute contradictions on which
American  strategy  flounders.  Is  it  necessary  to  disperse  their  troops
in  search  of  an  enemy  which  is  everywhere-without  finding  any

part  to  strike?   Is  it  necessary  to  regroup  their  forces,  to  abandon
vast  territory  to  the  adversary.i  When  people's  war  develops,  as  in

present-day   South   Vietnam,   the   aggressor's   strategy   can   oscillate
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from  one  point  to  another  without  finding  a  correct  path.  The

population  of  the  Mekong  Delta  has  a  long  experience  of  armed
political  struggle.  It  will  certainly  deal  severe  blows  to  the  enemy.
Without  wishing  to  play  on  words,  one  can  forcsec  that  the  Amer-
icans  will be  swallowed  up  in  the  morass  of  the  Mekong  Delta.

QUESTloN:  What  can  the  military  perspectives  be  for  1967?
ANswER:   Washington   will   persist   in   intensifying,   enlarging,   the
war,  while at the  same  rime, naturally,  speaking  of  peace.  Johnson's
recent  message  proves  this.  The  American  generals  always  think
that  some  supplementary  divisions,  some  supplementary  shipmcnts
of  bombs,  of  napalm,  of  toxic  gases,  can  induce  the  Vietnamese

people  to   capitulate.  The  bombings,   the   atrocities,   the   American
crimes multiply. But the defeat of the United States will be  so much
the more grave as the involvement deepens.

Never  have  the  Vietnamese  people,  from  North  to  South,  been
so  united,  so  determined  to  fight  until  victory.  Never  has  our  de-
fense  capacity  been  so  high.  Never  has  the  prestige  of  the  National
Liberation  Front  been  so  great,  both  within  the  country  and  in  the
international  arena.  The  socialist  countries  and  all  of  progressive
humanity  aid  us  usefully  and  effectively.  American  imperialism  is
more  isolated  than  ever  today.  We  fight  for  the  liberty  and  inde-

pendencc  of  our  country,  for  the  people's  liberation,  for  socialism
and peace. Our cause is just; we shall win.

Great Victory, Great Task

The  Dcfcal  of  Special  Warfare

Between  February  and  June  1965-after  the  victory  at  Binh  Cia-
the  southern  army  and  people  accelerated  the  guerrilla  war  (which
was  based  on  a  combination  of  armed  struggle  and  political  strug-

gle) . At the  same time  they began making large-scale  attacks, bring-
ing  the  puppet  troops  to  a  state  of  complete  collapse  as  they  found
themselves unable to resist the Liberation Armed Forces.

During  this  period,  the  newly  arrived  American  troops  suffered
heavy  blows  at  An  Tan,  Nui  Thanh,  Pleiku,  Da  Nang,  and  espe,
cially  at Van  Tuong. Their bases  were  tightly  encircled  by  guerrilla
belts.  Neither  the  United  States  forces  nor  the  puppet  forces  could
halt  the  huge,  persistent,  and  victorious  attacks  made  by  the  south-
ern   army   and   people.   The   United   States   imperialists   and   their
lackeys were increasingly confused.

When  the  United  States  imperialists  had  first  used  their  air  force
to attack  the  North  (beginning  on  February  7,1965), our  army  and

people  began  to  deal  resounding  blows  to  the  U.S.  air  force;  the
imperialists  suffered  heavy  losses  and  were  increasingly  on  the  de-
fensive.  Faced  with  defeat  and  danger,  and  confronted,  toward  the
end  of  1965,   with  the  fact  that  the  puppet  troops  were  being  re-

peatedly  assaulted  and  demolished,  President  Johnson  forced  Gen-
eral Taylor to resign and then decided to send massive United States
expeditionary  forces  to  fight  in  South  Vietnam;  he  thus  moved  the
aggressive  war  into  a  new  strategic  phase,  that  of  "limited  war."

By October  1965 there were  180,000 American expeditionary forces
in  South  Vietnam   (bringing  the  total  o£  American   and  puppet

This  is  an  editcd  and  abridged  version  Of  a  long  essay  which  was  scrializcd
in  IVAa»  I)¢#,  September  14-16,  1967.
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troops  to  700,000  men)  and  the  United  States  imperialists  launched
their  first  strategic  counteroffensive  in  the  fantastic  hope  of  rapidly
destroying  the  regular  units  of  the  southern  liberation  forces,  and
thus  ending  the  war  in  1966.  This  strategic  counteroffensive  con-
sisted  of  two  major,  consecutive,  operations  during  the   1965-1966
dry season.

The first operation, begun  during  the  winter  of  1965,  used  a  large
force   of  many   of   the   most   experienced   American   armed   forces
units   (the  First  Airmobile  Division,   the   First   Infantry   Division,

paratroop  units,  etc.).  The  attacks  were  launched  in  two  areas-
north  of  Saigon,  and  ill  the  high  plateaux  where  the  United  States
imperialists thought the Liberation troops were  mainly concentrated.
In  spite  of  the  wishes  of  the  United  States  imperialists,  both  these
attacks failed.

Following  their  heavy  losses  at  Van  Tuong,  the  Americans  and
their  puppets  lost  many  battalions  at  Ban  Bang,  Dau  Tieng,  north
of Saigon, Pleime, the high plateaux, and  in other  areas. The United
States  troops  were  thus  defeated  from  the  beginning.  MCNamara
was  taken  aback,  and   Washington  was  amazed.  The   number  o£
American  fighting  troops  was  quickly  increased  and  a  second  wave
of  attacks  began  in  the  spring  of  1966.

The  number  of United  States  troops  had  by  then  reached  250,000.
The  entire  mobile  force  was  sent  into  a  five-pronged  attack,  aimed
at  three  areas:  eastern  Nam  Bo,  the  Trung  Bo  delta,  and  the  high

plateaux.   The   purpose   was   to   annihilate   the   Liberation   Armed
Forces,  and  simultaneously  to  pacify  these  areas.  Again,  these  plans
failed.  The  enemy  used  as  many  as  twenty-seven  of  their  battalions

on  some  occasions  in  this  series  of  attacks   (for   instance,   at  Bong

Son  and  Binh  Dinh),  but  they  were  unable  to  destroy  any  Libera-
tion  Army  detachment.  On  the  contrary,  United  States  and  puppet
troops  suffered  heavy  looses-at  Cu  Chi,  Nha  Do,  Bong  Trang,  in
eastern  Nan  Bo,  at  Phu  Yen,  Quang  Ngai,  Binh  Dinh,  in   the
Trung   Bo   delta,  and   in   the   high   plateaux.   The   first   dry-season
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strategic  counteroffensive  carried  out  by  the  American  imperialists
ended in tragedy-more than thirty battalions were wiped out (four-
tcen  of  these  were  United  States  and  satellite  infan[ry  battalions)
and  more  than  110,000  men  were  killed  or  wounded  (more  than
40,000  of  these  were  United  States  and  satellite  troops).

In  the  1965-1966  winter-spring  period,  United  States  troops  were
heavily  defeated  during  the  initial  fighting,  and  the  puppet  troops
were  perpetually  on  the  defensive;  the  southern  army  and  people
maintained   and   strengthened   their   forces   on   the   battlefield   and
stepped  up  both  guerrilla  and   large-scale  attacks.  They   took   the
initiative   in   counterattacking   and   destroying   the   enemy   during
their  operations,  while  at  the  same  time  attacking  and  destroying
the  enemy  deep  in  their  rear-attacking  their  lairs  in  Saigon,  their
barracks  and  logistic  bases  across  the  country,  and  so  on.

The  southern  army  and  people  defeated  the  American,  puppet,
and satellite forces in the very first round of the imperialists' "limited
war."  Because  of  the  1965-1966  winter-spring  victories,  the  southern
army  and  people  were  able  to  step  up  both  military  struggle  and

political  struggle:  they  attacked  the  enemy  directly,  creating  an  un-
stable  situation  in  which  the  puppet  authorities  and  the  army  faced
crises  in  every  area  and  forcing  the  United  States  imperialists .into
an  embarrassing  and  defensive  position.  In  thirty  cities  and  munici-

palities  throughout  the  south,  urban  people  rebelled  and  struggled
against  the  introduction  of  American  aggressor  troops  and  against
the Thieu-Ky clique.  The  political movement  which  developed  dur-
ing this period was  largest and most vigorous  in  Da Nang and  Hue.

Clearly,  the  conflicts  between   the  United  States   imperialists  and
the  quislings,  and  the  southern  people,  were  becoming  increasingly
fierce.  Intensive  attacks  by  the  southern  army  and  people  brought
severe  military  defeat  upon  the  Americans  and  their  puppets,  who
then  faced  serious  political  crises.  The  result  was  argument,  antag-
onism,  and disharmony  among  the  puppet  authorities  and  the  army
in the  I  Corps area.  This  period  of crisis lasted  for over  two months
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north  of  Saigon,  and  ill  the  high  plateaux  where  the  United  States
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In  spite  of  the  wishes  of  the  United  States  imperialists,  both  these
attacks failed.

Following  their  heavy  losses  at  Van  Tuong,  the  Americans  and
their  puppets  lost  many  battalions  at  Ban  Bang,  Dau  Tieng,  north
of Saigon, Pleime, the high plateaux, and  in other  areas. The United
States  troops  were  thus  defeated  from  the  beginning.  MCNamara
was  taken  aback,  and   Washington  was  amazed.  The   number  o£
American  fighting  troops  was  quickly  increased  and  a  second  wave
of  attacks  began  in  the  spring  of  1966.

The  number  of United  States  troops  had  by  then  reached  250,000.
The  entire  mobile  force  was  sent  into  a  five-pronged  attack,  aimed
at  three  areas:  eastern  Nam  Bo,  the  Trung  Bo  delta,  and  the  high

plateaux.   The   purpose   was   to   annihilate   the   Liberation   Armed
Forces,  and  simultaneously  to  pacify  these  areas.  Again,  these  plans
failed.  The  enemy  used  as  many  as  twenty-seven  of  their  battalions

on  some  occasions  in  this  series  of  attacks   (for   instance,   at  Bong

Son  and  Binh  Dinh),  but  they  were  unable  to  destroy  any  Libera-
tion  Army  detachment.  On  the  contrary,  United  States  and  puppet
troops  suffered  heavy  looses-at  Cu  Chi,  Nha  Do,  Bong  Trang,  in
eastern  Nan  Bo,  at  Phu  Yen,  Quang  Ngai,  Binh  Dinh,  in   the
Trung   Bo   delta,  and   in   the   high   plateaux.   The   first   dry-season
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strategic  counteroffensive  carried  out  by  the  American  imperialists
ended in tragedy-more than thirty battalions were wiped out (four-
tcen  of  these  were  United  States  and  satellite  infan[ry  battalions)
and  more  than  110,000  men  were  killed  or  wounded  (more  than
40,000  of  these  were  United  States  and  satellite  troops).

In  the  1965-1966  winter-spring  period,  United  States  troops  were
heavily  defeated  during  the  initial  fighting,  and  the  puppet  troops
were  perpetually  on  the  defensive;  the  southern  army  and  people
maintained   and   strengthened   their   forces   on   the   battlefield   and
stepped  up  both  guerrilla  and   large-scale  attacks.  They   took   the
initiative   in   counterattacking   and   destroying   the   enemy   during
their  operations,  while  at  the  same  time  attacking  and  destroying
the  enemy  deep  in  their  rear-attacking  their  lairs  in  Saigon,  their
barracks  and  logistic  bases  across  the  country,  and  so  on.

The  southern  army  and  people  defeated  the  American,  puppet,
and satellite forces in the very first round of the imperialists' "limited
war."  Because  of  the  1965-1966  winter-spring  victories,  the  southern
army  and  people  were  able  to  step  up  both  military  struggle  and

political  struggle:  they  attacked  the  enemy  directly,  creating  an  un-
stable  situation  in  which  the  puppet  authorities  and  the  army  faced
crises  in  every  area  and  forcing  the  United  States  imperialists .into
an  embarrassing  and  defensive  position.  In  thirty  cities  and  munici-

palities  throughout  the  south,  urban  people  rebelled  and  struggled
against  the  introduction  of  American  aggressor  troops  and  against
the Thieu-Ky clique.  The  political movement  which  developed  dur-
ing this period was  largest and most vigorous  in  Da Nang and  Hue.

Clearly,  the  conflicts  between   the  United  States   imperialists  and
the  quislings,  and  the  southern  people,  were  becoming  increasingly
fierce.  Intensive  attacks  by  the  southern  army  and  people  brought
severe  military  defeat  upon  the  Americans  and  their  puppets,  who
then  faced  serious  political  crises.  The  result  was  argument,  antag-
onism,  and disharmony  among  the  puppet  authorities  and  the  army
in the  I  Corps area.  This  period  of crisis lasted  for over  two months
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and  led  to five changes  in  command.  Six  enemy  battalions  were  dis-

persed  because  they  were  shooting  at  one  another.
These   setbacks-especially   the   defeats   sustained   by   the   United

States  troops-accelerated  the  decline  of  the  puppet  troops.  In  some
months  there  were as  many  as 20,000 deserters.  In  addition,  military

revolts  broke  out,  Such  as  that  in  the  First  Regiment  at  Thu  Dau
Mot  and  in  other  puppet  units.

During  the  summer  of  1966-after  the  defeat  of  their  first  dry-
season    strategic    counteroffensive-the    American    imperialists    re-
turned  to  the  defensive  in  order  to  avoid  the  attacks  of  the  Libera-

tion  troops,  and  in  order  to  work  at  supporting  and  increasing  the
number  of  American  expeditionary   troops  and  to  prepare  a   new
strategic  counteroffensive  for  the  1966-1967  dry  season.  During  the
summer,  the  American  and puppet  troops  were  repeatedly  assaulted
by  the  southern  army  and  people  on  all  the  important  battlefields,
from Tri Thien, the high plateaux, and central Trung Bo, to eastern,
central, and western Nan Bo.

Once  they  had  strengthened  and  increased  the  number  of  Ameri-
can  expeditionary   troops   to  400,000   men   (raising  the   number  of
American   and   puppet   troops   to   more   than   one   million),   the
American  imperialists  embarked  upon  their  second  strategic  coun-
teroffensive.  The  basic  purposes  of  this  major  counteroffensive  were
supposed  to  be:   1)   to  carry  out  a  two-pronged  strategy  of  search-

and-destroy  missions   and  pacification   raids;   2)   to   learn   from  the
experiences  of  the  defeat  in  the  first  counteroffensive  and  this  time
to concentrate on  accomplishing  the  main  work  of the  new counter-
offensive;  3)   to  bring  about  a  new  division  of  labor  between  the

two  forces,  with  the  United  States  troops  responsible  for  the  search-
and-destroy missions and the puppet regulars responsible for pacifica-

tion.

The   United   States   imperialists   launched   their   countcroffeusive
with a  large military  force. The  purpose  was  to  destroy  areas  where
they  thought  resistance  organizations  were  concentrated,  in  an  at-
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tempt  to  destroy  the  Liberation  regulars.  They  accelerated  the  paci-
fication  campaign  in  order  to  win  a  quick  strategic  victory  and  to
end  the  "Vietnamese  problem"  in  a  short  time.  But  they  again  suf-
fered  heavy  defeats  and  found  themselves  in  an  even  more  serious
defensive  position.

On   October   17,   1966,   the   South   Vietnam   National   Liberation
Front's  Central  Committee  issued  a  call  to  fight  resolutdy  and  to
defeat   the   United   States   aggressors   in   the   winter-spring   period;
early  in  the  winter  of  1966,  the  southern  army  and  people  prepared
to  counterattack  and  at  the  same  time  began  new  attacks  on  every
battlefield. At the end of the  summer, the southern  army  and people
opened a new front at Tri Thien. They attacked the  American and

puppet  troops  forcefully  and  repeatedly,  and  made  them  bring  in
United   States   reinforcements   from   other   areas   and   spread   them
out  to  cope  with  all  the  different  battles  on  this  front.

The  United  States  imperialists  were  taken  by  surprise,  and  were
temporarily  passive  before  they  began  to  pour  in  men  for  the  scc-
ond  dry-season  counteroffensive.  The  Liberation  Armed  Forces  in
the  high  plateaux  area  lured  the  United  States  troops  into  going  to
Plei  Djereng  and  then  destroyed  them  in  the  bloody  battles  ori  the
banks of the  Sa  Thay River.  The  southern  army  and people  crcatcd
a  new  offensive  situation  on  the  Nan  Bo  front,  particularly  in  the
delta.  Liberation  Armed  Forces  victories  began  with  the  attack  on
the  bomb  depot  at  Long  Binh  on  October  28  and  the  shelling  of
the  United  States-puppet  military  parade  in  the  heart  o£  Saigon  on
November  I.  These  were  serious  defeats  for  the  enemy.

Eastern  Nam  Bo  was  the  main  target  for  United  States  attacks
throughout  the  1966-1967  winter-spring  period,  and  they  launched
many  operations  tbere.  The  most  significant  were  Operation  Attle-
boro,  Operation  Cedar  Falls,  and  Operation  Junction  City,  all  de-
fensive  operations  designed  to deal  with  the  attacks  of  the  southern
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and  led  to five changes  in  command.  Six  enemy  battalions  were  dis-

persed  because  they  were  shooting  at  one  another.
These   setbacks-especially   the   defeats   sustained   by   the   United

States  troops-accelerated  the  decline  of  the  puppet  troops.  In  some
months  there  were as  many  as 20,000 deserters.  In  addition,  military

revolts  broke  out,  Such  as  that  in  the  First  Regiment  at  Thu  Dau
Mot  and  in  other  puppet  units.

During  the  summer  of  1966-after  the  defeat  of  their  first  dry-
season    strategic    counteroffensive-the    American    imperialists    re-
turned  to  the  defensive  in  order  to  avoid  the  attacks  of  the  Libera-

tion  troops,  and  in  order  to  work  at  supporting  and  increasing  the
number  of  American  expeditionary   troops  and  to  prepare  a   new
strategic  counteroffensive  for  the  1966-1967  dry  season.  During  the
summer,  the  American  and puppet  troops  were  repeatedly  assaulted
by  the  southern  army  and  people  on  all  the  important  battlefields,
from Tri Thien, the high plateaux, and central Trung Bo, to eastern,
central, and western Nan Bo.

Once  they  had  strengthened  and  increased  the  number  of  Ameri-
can  expeditionary   troops   to  400,000   men   (raising  the   number  of
American   and   puppet   troops   to   more   than   one   million),   the
American  imperialists  embarked  upon  their  second  strategic  coun-
teroffensive.  The  basic  purposes  of  this  major  counteroffensive  were
supposed  to  be:   1)   to  carry  out  a  two-pronged  strategy  of  search-

and-destroy  missions   and  pacification   raids;   2)   to   learn   from  the
experiences  of  the  defeat  in  the  first  counteroffensive  and  this  time
to concentrate on  accomplishing  the  main  work  of the  new counter-
offensive;  3)   to  bring  about  a  new  division  of  labor  between  the

two  forces,  with  the  United  States  troops  responsible  for  the  search-
and-destroy missions and the puppet regulars responsible for pacifica-

tion.

The   United   States   imperialists   launched   their   countcroffeusive
with a  large military  force. The  purpose  was  to  destroy  areas  where
they  thought  resistance  organizations  were  concentrated,  in  an  at-
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tempt  to  destroy  the  Liberation  regulars.  They  accelerated  the  paci-
fication  campaign  in  order  to  win  a  quick  strategic  victory  and  to
end  the  "Vietnamese  problem"  in  a  short  time.  But  they  again  suf-
fered  heavy  defeats  and  found  themselves  in  an  even  more  serious
defensive  position.

On   October   17,   1966,   the   South   Vietnam   National   Liberation
Front's  Central  Committee  issued  a  call  to  fight  resolutdy  and  to
defeat   the   United   States   aggressors   in   the   winter-spring   period;
early  in  the  winter  of  1966,  the  southern  army  and  people  prepared
to  counterattack  and  at  the  same  time  began  new  attacks  on  every
battlefield. At the end of the  summer, the southern  army  and people
opened a new front at Tri Thien. They attacked the  American and

puppet  troops  forcefully  and  repeatedly,  and  made  them  bring  in
United   States   reinforcements   from   other   areas   and   spread   them
out  to  cope  with  all  the  different  battles  on  this  front.

The  United  States  imperialists  were  taken  by  surprise,  and  were
temporarily  passive  before  they  began  to  pour  in  men  for  the  scc-
ond  dry-season  counteroffensive.  The  Liberation  Armed  Forces  in
the  high  plateaux  area  lured  the  United  States  troops  into  going  to
Plei  Djereng  and  then  destroyed  them  in  the  bloody  battles  ori  the
banks of the  Sa  Thay River.  The  southern  army  and people  crcatcd
a  new  offensive  situation  on  the  Nan  Bo  front,  particularly  in  the
delta.  Liberation  Armed  Forces  victories  began  with  the  attack  on
the  bomb  depot  at  Long  Binh  on  October  28  and  the  shelling  of
the  United  States-puppet  military  parade  in  the  heart  o£  Saigon  on
November  I.  These  were  serious  defeats  for  the  enemy.

Eastern  Nam  Bo  was  the  main  target  for  United  States  attacks
throughout  the  1966-1967  winter-spring  period,  and  they  launched
many  operations  tbere.  The  most  significant  were  Operation  Attle-
boro,  Operation  Cedar  Falls,  and  Operation  Junction  City,  all  de-
fensive  operations  designed  to deal  with  the  attacks  of  the  southern
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Brigade, in  units of the Twenty-fifth Division, in the Tropic Light-
ning,  the  First  Division,  the  Big  Red  One,  the  173rd  Brigade,  and
in other units.

The  Americans  poured  the  largest  number  of  troops  into  Opera-
tion  Junction  City,  which  began  in  February  1967.  A  large  forcc-
45,000 men  and  a  large  number  of  airplanes,  artillery,  and  armored
vehicles-was  sent  onto  a  battlefield  less  than  150  miles  square  in
the  hope  of  winning  a  decisive  victory.  But  the  largest  operation
brought   the   greatest   defeat,   and   the   second   dry-season   strategic
counteroffensive  ended  in  humiliation.  The  search-and-destroy  op-
erations  had  failed;  as  one  would  expect,  pacification  had  brought
no results.

The  southern  army  and  people  continued  to  fight  fiercely,  but  at
the  same  time  increased  the  coordination  of  the  military  and  po-
litical  struggles.  The  political  work  of  the  city  people  in  the  south
continued  to  progress,  and  its  anti-American  character  grew.  The
liberated  areas  in  the  south  were  enlarged.  The  failure  of  pacifica-
tion  brought  about  the  recall   of  Lodge  and  Lansdale.  Thus,  the
American   imperialists'    second    strategic   counteroffensive    was   a

greater  failure  than  the  first.  About  175,000  troops  were  destroyed,
and more than 70,000 of these were American. Ninety-nine battalion
and  battalion-size  units,  including  twenty-eight  United  States  bat-
talions,  were  taken  out  of  action.  Approximately  3,000  aircraft,  as
well  as  hundreds  of  artillery   pieces  and   other   mat6ricl  were  de-
stroyed.

Increasingly,  the  United  States  imperialists  and  their  lackeys  be-

came  bogged  down  and  passive:  they  could  not  even  destroy  one
small  unit  from  the  Liberation  Armed  Forces  main  force,  and  lost
men   and   mat€riel   in   quantity.   They   were   unable   to   take   the
offensive  and  were  forced  to  fight  defensively  on  every  front.  Their

greatest  defeats  occurred  where  the  bulk  of  their  forces  were  con-
centrated.  While  they  had  planned  to  send  troops  into  the  Mekong
River  delta,  they  were  forced  to  postpone  doing  this  because  of  the
situation  on  every  other  front.  They  were  determined  to  save  the
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puppet  troops,  but  these  troops  dwindled  and  lost  their  ability  to
fightutr even  to carry out pacification  work.

This  sllmmer,  after  the  failure  of  the  second  dry-season  strategic
counteroffensive,  an  aura  of  pessimism  has  enveloped  the  United
States  ruling  clique  and  the  Vietnamese  quislings  in  Saigon.  The
United  States  aggressors  and  their  lackeys  are  upset  by  their  grow-
ing  and  insoluble  political  and  military  problems,  and  by  the  in-
evitable   deadlock   that   is   resulting.   They   are   equally   embarrassed

by  the  growing  strength  of  the  southern  army  and  people,  and  by
the   determination   of   the   Vietnamese   people   to   achieve   national
salvation. They are faced  with  the growing opposition of progressive

people the world over, even in the United States.
In   the   White   House   and   the   Pentagon,   the   ruling   clique  has

quarreled  fiercely among  themselves about the  situation  in  Vietnam.
Westmoreland  was  brought  back  to  the  United  States  to  make  a
speech  in  which  he  deceitfully  claimed  that  there  was  no  stalemate,
even  while  at  the  same  time  asking  Johnson  to  send  more  men  into
the  South.  Secretary  of  Defense   MCNamara-who  for  the   ninth
time had rushed  to Saigon  to study  the war at close handHriticized
Westmoreland  for   wasting  manpower  and   instructed  him  to  use
the  troops  now  in  Vietnam  more  efficiently.  Then  Maxwell  Taylor
and    Clark   C]ifford    toured    the   United   States'   Southeast   Asian
satellites   in   order   to   recruit   more   mercenary   troops;   in   this   they

failed.

It   is   obvious   that   the   United   States   imperialists   are   stalemated
after  the  second  strategic  counteroffensive.  Their  "limited  war"  has
been  defeated  disastrously.  On  the  other  hand,  following  the  1966-
1967  winter-spring   victories,   the   southern   army   and   people   have
moved  ahead  and  won  ever  greater  victories,  helped  by  the  atmos-

phere of  confidence  and  action  which  has  reigned  over  every  battle-
field.

The Liberation Armed Forces have rapidly  matured, gained fight-
ing  experience,  and  shown  that  they  are  in  fine  condition.  Inspired
by  their  victories,  the   southern  army  and   pdojie  have  continued
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Brigade, in  units of the Twenty-fifth Division, in the Tropic Light-
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developing their initiative this summer, and have intensified military
and   political   offensives   everywhere,    dealing   the   United   States,

puppet,  and  satellite  troops  decisive  blows  at  Gioc  Mieu,  Con  Tien,
Gio  An,   Nong   Son,   Mo   Duc,   Tan  Uyen,   Can,   My   Tho,   and

Quoi Son, as well as at such airbases as Da Nang and Chu Lai. This
has  been  the  history  of  the  war  in  the  south  during  the  past  two

years.
At  the  same  time,  in  the  north  of  the  country  the  United  States

imperialists  have  been  sending  a  major  portion  of  their  air  force,

based  in  the  Seventh  Fleet  in  the  South  and  in  Thailand,  to  attack
the  North.  This  attempt  to extricate  themselves  from  their  dilemma
in  the  South,  to  destroy  the  morale  of  the  people  in  both  parts  of
the  country,  and  to  hold  in  check  the  northern  people's  support  of
the  liberation  struggle  in  the  South  represents  an  important  part
of   the   limited-war   strategy   and   is,   at   the   same   time,   an   act  of
desperation.

They  began  by  attacking  the  southern  areas  of  the  Fourth  Zone;

gradually  they  escalated  the  war  into  the  northern  part  of  North
Vietnam.  They  have  temporarily  halted  the  attacks  on  the  North
on different occasions in order to deceive their people with their peace

tricks   and   to   reorganize   their   forces;   they   then   continued   the
escalation  of  the  war  above  the  17th  parallel.

On  June  21,  22,  and  28,  1966,  they  began  a  foolish  attack  on  the
capital  Of  the  North,  Hanoi,  which  was  the  most  serious  escalation
of their  war  of  destruction  so  far.  They  have  also  used  the  ships  of
the Seventh Fleet and  the artillery  units stationed south of the DMZ
to  supplement  their  air-force  attacks  against  the  coastal  areas  of  the

DMZ and  the southern part of Vinh Linh.  Their  targets  have been
communications  centers,  industrial  sites,  dams  and  dikes,  cities  and
other  populated  areas,  schools,  hospitals,  markets,  and  so  on.

Despite  this,  the  United  States  war  of  destruction  in  the  North
has  been  defeated.  The  imperialists  have  been  faced  both  with  in-
creasing  anti-American  feeling  and  with  the  positive  spirit  of  na-
tional  salvation   of   the   northern   army   and   people.   Almost  2,300
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fighter  aircraft  have  been  shot  down,  and  thousands  of  American

pilots  have been  killed  or  captured  in  the  North.  (These  figures  arc
as  o£  September  14,  1967.)  The  prestige  of  the  U.S.  Air  Force  has
fallen tremendously.

In  the  course  of  the  war,  the  socialist  regime  in  the  North  has

grown  stronger,  the  North  has  fought  well  and  has  also  produced
well.   Good   communications   and   transportation   have   been   main-
tained,  and  the  economy  and  culture  have  been  developed  steadily.
Despite many obstacles created by the enemy, the living conditions of
the  people  are  stable.  The  determination  to  oppose  the  Americans
and  to  struggle  for  national  salvation  has  grown  in  strength.

In  the South, in  the spirit of "the  North calls, the  South answers,"
the  southern  army  and  people  have  continued  to  attack  the  United
Statc€,  puppet,  and  satellite  troops  everywhere,  and  have   tried   to
attack   their  air  bases   and   logistical   depots,   to   inflict   heavy   losscs

and  to  force  the  enemy  increasingly  on  the  defensive.

Tl.c Limited-War P€riod : IIeavy Defeats for tl.e lmpenalists

Following  World  War  II-and  especially  after  their  defeats  in
China,  Korea,  Indochim,  and  Cuba-the  United  States  imperialists
have  begun   to  sense  their  inferiority,  and   that  of  the  imperialist
camp,  in  the global balance of power.  The  imperialist  camp-led  by
the  Americans-has  been  forced  into  a  passive  and  defensive  posi-
tion   when   confronted   with   the  growth  of   the   socialist  camp,  of
the  national  liberation  movements,  and  of  the  continuing  offensive

posture  of  the  worldwide  revolutionary  movement.
The  United  States  imperialists  have  been  forced  to  abandon  their

strategy of massive  retaliation  in  favor  of a  "flexible" response. They
maintain  that   the  strategy  Of  flexible  response-which  consists  of
three  types  of  warfare:  special,  limited,  and  total-is  the  strategy
most  suitable  for  finding  solution  to  their  current  defensive  situa-
tion   at   a   time   when  they   arc   not   in   a   position   to   undertake  a
nuclear  war.  In  addition,  they  feel  it  is  the  best  strategy  for  imple-
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on different occasions in order to deceive their people with their peace
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Despite  this,  the  United  States  war  of  destruction  in  the  North
has  been  defeated.  The  imperialists  have  been  faced  both  with  in-
creasing  anti-American  feeling  and  with  the  positive  spirit  of  na-
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menting  their  aggressive  policies  and  for  helping  them  perform  the
role  of  an  international  police  force  which  copes  with  the  national
liberation  movements  arising  the  world  over,  and  for  preparing  for
aggression  against  the  socialist  countries.  They  believe  these  special
war  and  local  war  tactics  are  sharp  swords  which  will  cut  into  the
national  liberation  movements  and  create  favorable  conditions  for
a world war.

The  United  States  imperialists  attempted  the  special  war  strategy
in  the  south  of our  country  and  failed.  They  had  to  move  quickly,
while on  the defensive,  to  a  strategy of limited  war  in  order  to  deal
with  their  dangerous  military  position.  This  shift  not  only  reflected
their   failure,   but   also   rcvealcd   their   unyielding,   aggressive,   and
belligerent  nature.

What  is  the  United  States  imperialists'  limited-war  strategy?   In
their own  view,  limited  war  in  one  of  the  three  forms  of  aggressive
war. It is  war actually fought by  Americans, but  limited  in  size  and

scope.  While  special   war  is  fought  mainly  by  local  lackey   troops,
limited  war  is  waged  by  United  States  troops  themselves.

In  general,  the  aggressive  policies  of  the  United  States  imperialists
seek  to  achieve  nco-colonialism.  When  they  fight  a  limited  war  to

repress  a  national  liberation  movement,  they  must  use  local  troops
and  puppet  authorities  openly,  as  well  as  American  troops.  They
see  the  puppet  troops  and  authorities  as  an  important  bulwark.  In
these   limited   wars,   aimed   at   implementing   nco-colonialism,   the
final  goal  is  the  consolidation  of  the  puppet  army  and  government
and  their  transformation  into  effective  tools  for  the  achievement  of
nco-colonialism.   The   primarily   military   aim   of   the   limited-war

strategy  is  to  destroy  the  encmy's  military  forces;  the  idea  is  to  at-
tack  and  attack  quickly,  in  order  to  end  the  war  quickly.

The  restriction of the  number  of United  States  troops  imposed by

a  limited war means  using only  a part of the United  States  infantry,
air force,  and  navy. The  use of their  forces  must be  limited, or  their

global strategy  will run  into difficulty  and  their  world  influence will
be affected. They  must limit their forces because  otherwise  they will
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upset  the  political,  economic,  and  social  life  of  their  own  country:
a  limited  war  means  they  can  continue  economic  and  social  pro-

grams   at  home  because   their   forces   will   not  bc   fully   mobilized.
They  arc  willing  to  limit  their  war  because  they  are  convinced  that
they  can win  using only  a  limited  number  of troops  who  participate
in  a  local  war  aimed  at  repressing  a  national  liberation  movement
in  any  country,  in Asia, Africa, or  Latin  America.

Since  they  must  limit  the  number  of  their  troops,  the  American
imperialists   are  particularly   careful   to   use   the   forces   of  the  local
lackeys  well.  They  believe  that  by  using  a  small  number  of  United
States troops as a core for local lackey units-quipped with modern
weapc/ns.--they  can  repress  their  opponents  in  a  country  where  the
economy  is  backward  or  newly  developing  because  of  their  stronger
firepower  and  military  force,  and  that  they  will  therefore be  victori-
ous  within  a  short  time.  Limiting  their  strategic  goals  also  means
limiting   their   political   goals,   and,   in   the   military   arena,   concen-

trating  on  destroying  the  cnemy's  military  forces,  particularly  the
regulars,  quickly.  This  must  be  done  in  order  to  avoid  dispersing
their  troops  over  different  fronts.

They  believe  that  their  adversary's  backbone  is  his  fighting  force,
and  that  if this  can  be  defeated,  the  war  can  be  ended;  they  believe
that  if  they  fail  in  this,  the  war  will  continue  and  they  will  eventu-
ally   face   defeat.   They   must   win   in   order   to   create   conditions
favorable enough  for the  lackey forces  to carry  out the political tasks
that  follow   victory,   thus   allowing   the   imperialists   to   bring   their
troops  home  while  at  the  same  time  guaranteeing  the  political  con-
ditions  necessary  for  nco-colonialism  will  be  maintained.

Limiting  the  scope  of  the   war  means   fighting  only   in   certain
areas,  thus  preventing  the  war  from  spreading  to  other  nations  or
regions.  If  the  scope of the  war  is  not  limited,  they  believe  they  will
be forced  further  on  the  defensive  and  will  face  still  greater  defeats,

as larger countries are forced  to join in. And  as of this moment, they
are not ready for a new world war.

Keeping  these  points  about  limited  war  in  mind,  wc  see  that  the
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limited  war  that  the  United  States  imperialists  are  now  waging  in
South  Vietnam  has  gone  beyond  its  original  limitations.  The  num-
ber  of  troops  has  far  exceeded  the  restrictions  of  a  limited  war,  in
which  only  between   three  and  six   divisions   should  be   mobilized:
the   United   States   and   its   satellites   now   have   eleven   divisions   in

South  Vietnam,  of  which  nine  are  American  and.  two  are  South
Korean.

Further,  the  objectives  of  the  American  troops  in  the  South  arc
not  restricted  to  the  destruction  of  the  LAF,  but  include  the  job  of

pacification.   The   United   States   imperialists   have   not   limited   the
war  to  the  South,  but  have  used  their  air  force  and  navy  to  wage  a
war  of  destruction  against  the  North.  They  continue  to  intervene
with  increasing  force  in  the  Laotian   kingdom,   and   they  continue
to  provoke  the  Cambodians;  indeed,  they  have  plans  to  expand  the
war   over   the   entire   Indochinesc   peninsula   in   order   to   extricate

themselves  from  their  situation  in  South  Vietnam.
When   the   United   States   imperialists   shifted   to   the   strategy   of

limited  war  in  the  south  of  our  country,  they  obviously  wanted  to
establish   nco-colonialism.   Therefore,   even   though   they   have   hun-

dreds  of  thousands  of  American  troops  in  the  South,  they  have  also
had  to  work  to  keep  the  puppet  army  and  administration  in  power
as  a  necessary  political  and  military  support  for  their  nco-colonialist

war of aggression. They  still use  the  name of the puppet administra-
tion and try to hold its army together.

They   have   frantically   carried   on   the   political   games   of   neo-

colonialism along with the military games of aggressive war. As a re-
sult,   the   present   limited   war   continues   to   be   an   aggressive   war

aimed  at  achieving  the  political  objectives  of  nco-colonialism.  The

particular  strategy  of limited  war-as  well  as  the general  strategy  of
flexible  response-is  a  product  of  the  bourgeois  military  thinking  of
the   United   States   imperialists,   thinking   which   has   developed   as
imperialism   has   become   increasingly   depressed,   defeated,   and   on
the defensive when confronted  with a  situation  in  which  the balance
of world power is unfavorable.

Great Victory,  Groat  Task.   291

While  the  United  States  imperialists  have  carried  on  a  policy  of
neo{olonialist   aggression,   they   have   also   had   to   send   American
troops  to  carry  out  direct  aggression  in  South  Vietnam.  This  has
heightened  the  contradictions  between  their  political  goal  of  impos-
ing  nco-colonialism  and  the  military  game  of  using  United  States
troops  to  carry  on  the  war.  By  sending  United  States  troops  in  to
commit direct aggression in the South, the United States imperialists
have   revealed   plainly    their   brazen,   aggressive   face,   which   they

cannot  conceal.  These  contradictions  have  aggravated  many  of  the
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South  was  intended  to  prevent  the  fall  of  the  puppet  army  and  ad-
ministration   and   to   crcate   new   conditions   for   consolidating   and
strengthening the puppet  forces.  But the more  the war  of aggression
is  Americanized,  the  more  the  puppet  army  and  administration  in
Saigon  disintegrates.  The  treacherous  and  unpatriotic  nature  of  the
leaders  of  the puppet army  administration  have  been  exposed.  They
have  been  cursed  by  all  of  our  people.

In  addition,   the  contradictions  inside  the  puppet  army  and  ad-
ministration,  and  the  discord  between  the  United  States  imperialists
and  the  puppet  army  and  administration,  have  increased.  Those  in
the  puppet  army  and  administration  who  still  retain  some  national
spirit have  gradually  begun  to  see  the  light  and  increasing  numbers

of  them  have  returned   to  the   people.   Confronted  with  the  over-
whelming  crimes  of  the  United  States  aggressors  and  the  quislings,
the  southern   people   are   more   filled   with   hatred,   have   reinforced
their  solidarity,  and  have  fought  bravely  and  detcrminedly  for  final
victory  under  the  anti-American  banner  of  national  salvation  of  the
National Liberation Front.

The  more  they  increase  the  number  of  troops  in  the  South,  and
the  further  they  extend  the  fighting,  the  deeper  the  United  States
imperialists   make    the   contradictions    between    their    limited-war
strategy  and  their  global  strategy.  The  more  the  limited  war  in  the
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South is  accelcra[ed,  the  more  it  will adversely  affect  other  positions
the  United  States   imperialists  hold  around   the   world*specially
since  they  have had  to mobilize  fc>rces  which  far exceeded  their esti-
mates for a limited war. As a result, the contradictions between  their
limited-war  strategy   and   their  global   strategy  have   become  even
more acute.

Revolutionaries   throughout   the   world   can   make   use   of   this
situation   to   intensify   their  attacks   against   the   United   States   im-

perialists,   to   turn   them   back   step   by   step   and   eliminate   their
presence  bit  by  bit.  The  allies  of  the  United  States  imperialists  can
also use this situation  to press  for  their own  interests  and  thus create
difficulties  for  the  American  imperialists.

The  American  imperialists  intended  to  launch  an  offensive,  but
instead  they  have  fallen  back  into  a  defensive  position.  It  is  very
dangerous  for  an  aggressive  army  to  have  its  forces  scattered,  and
it  is  even  more  dangerous  to  have  to  remain  on  the  defensive.  At
the  moment,  approximately  70  percent  of  the  United  States  troops

perform defensive duties in  South Vietnam. According to  the Penta-
gon's  calculations,  a  minimum  of  200,000  troops  are  necessary   to
defend  the  United  States  bases  of  various  sizes  in  the  South.  The
United  States  imperialists  mobilized  one  division  and  deployed  it
over  a  fifteen-mile perimeter  to defend  Da  Nang airbase  alone. The
American  imperialists  recently  estimated  that  only  one  U.S.  soldier
out of eight is  engaged in  actual combat.  MCNamara  himself admit-
ted  that  the  combat  efficiency  o£  United  States  troops  is  very  low,

and he found that only 70,000 of the 500,000 troops  in South Vietnam
are directly engaged in combat.

All   forms   of   imperialist   tactics   have   proved   to   be   inefficient:
search-and-destroy   operations,   mopping-up   operations,   pacification
measures, and  rescue operations, police  and  security  work, firepower
attacks,   spraying   poisonous   chemicals,   and   so   on.   The   battles   o£
Van  Tuong,  Cu  Chi,  and  Plcime,  as  well  as  the  search-and-destroy
operations  carried  out  during  the  major  campaigns   (Five  Arrows,

Great Victory,  Gran  Task`   2:99

Cedar  Falls,   Attleboro,   Highway   9,  Junction   City,   and   others),
have shown both the  ineffectiveness and the outright failure of these
tactics.  Modern  military  bases   (such  as  Da  Nang  and  Chu  Lai)
and  logistic bases  (such  as  Long  Binh,  Bien  Hoa,  and others), have
been   permanently   threatened,   repeatedly   attacked,   and   have   su£-
fered heavy losses.

In  addition,  the  tactics  particular  to  each  branch  of  the  United
States  armed  forces  have  been  defeated.  The  motorized  infantry  of
the  First  Division,   dependent  on  support  from   armored  vehicles,
artillery,  and  aviation,  has  been  shown  to  be  inefficient.  It  is  weak
when  opposed  by  the  clevemess  of  the  Liberation  troops:  it  is  not
free  to  achieve  its  plan,  but  must  comply  with  the  conditions  and
tactics  of  the  enemy.   The  First   Division   was   defeated   bitterly   at
Bau  Bang,  Nha  Do,  Cam  Xe,  Bong  Trang,  and  in  other  battles.
The  massive  heliborne-troop  tactics  of  the  Air  Cavalry  Division,  in-
tended  to  stage  surprise  raids  and  destroy  the  enemy  quickly,  have
never  been  able  either  to  surprise  or  to  destroy  any  section  of  the
Liberation  Armed  Forces.  The  troops  of  the  Air  Cavalry  Division
are  even  weaker  than  most of  the  rest  of  the  United  States  infantry
troops,  for  they  have neither  mechanized  nor  artillery  support  units.
Their  units  have   been   battered  by   the  Liberation   Armed   Forces
at Pleime, Binh Dinh, and in other places.

The  blocking-defense  tactic  of  the  Marines,  combined  with  mop-

ping-up of operations designed to pacify the areas around the military
bases,  has  been  shown  to  be  very  weak.  The  Marine  bases  at  Da
Nang  and  Chu  Lai  stand  as  isolated  islands  in  the  open  sea  of  a

people's  war.  The  Marines-the  branch  of  the  armed  forces  which
the  United  States  imperialists  regard  as  most  seasoned-have  fre-

quently  and  seriously  been  defeated  and  are  being  stretched  taught
as  a  bowstring  over  hundreds  of  miles  in  the  Tri  Thien  region  and
along Highway 9.

Bombing  and   strafing   tactics,   aimed   at  destroying   LAP   units,
resistance bases,  and  the  people, have also proven  ineffective because
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of  poor   intelligence   and   the  failure   to   identify   targets   accurately.

United  States  Air  Force  bombings  and  strafings  to  date,  including
those  of  the  8-52  strategic  bombers,  have  not  wiped  out  one  single
LAP   unit,   and   have   only   shattered   trees   and   destroyed   empty
tunnels, as the imperialists themselves have admitted.

Why   have   all   these   tactics   been   ineffective?    Tactics   arc   not
separable   from   strategy,   as   everyone   knows.   If   strategy   becomes
defensive and  deadlocked,  it  will  affect  tactics  sharply  and  adversely.

In   addition,   the   failure   and   deadlock   of   the   various   tactics   used
by  the  United  States  lies  in  erroneous  tactical  thinking.  The  Ameri-
cans   have   believed   that   they   could   base   their   operations   on   the

power  of  weapons,  and  have  assumed  that  firepower  is  their  soul.
When  the  use  of  these  bases,  weapons,  and  firepower  is  limited,  or
fails  to  become  increasingly  effective,  the  tactics  become  ineffective

and  themselves fail.

The People Have Won Great Victories

The  puppet  armed  forces  depend  on  the  United  States  forccs  for
their  survival  and  for  helping  them  to  consolidate  and  strengthen
their  ranks.   But   they   nevertheless   play   a   very   important   part   in
aiding   the   Americans   in   their   nco-colonialist   war   of   aggression.
They  are  useful  both  as  occupation  troops  and  as  mobile  troops  on
the  battlefield.  They  are  responsible  primarily  for  controlling  and
oppressing  the  people,  and  for  simultaneously  carrying  on  pacifica-
tion  work.  The  fact  that  they  are  collapsing  and  disintegrating  win
deprive  the United  States  forces  of one  support  for  the  continuation
of their war of nco-colonialist aggression.

The  puppet  administration   is   a  political  framework,  an  instru-
ment  the  American  imperialists  need  to  effect  nco-colonialism.  Our

people  know  this  and  have  combined  armed  struggle  with  political
struggle  in  order  to  overthrow  the  puppet  administration,  not  only
at  its  base-as  they  have  already-but  at  other  levels  as  well.  By
seeing their own aims clearly, our people in the South have accurately

Great  Victory,  Great  Task   Sou

and  successfully  defined  the  tactical  and  strategic  aims  Of  a  people's
war.  They  have  fought  a  comprehensive  and  prolonged  resistance
war, using all the people, and have always  seized the offensive, relied
on  their  own  forces   (which  they  considered  the  principal  forces),
and have fully appreciated  the support of fraternal socialist countries
and  the  progressive  people  all  over  the  world.  Our  people's  resist-
ance war will be victorious, in  spite of sacrifices and hardships.

The primary objectives of the political struggle are to mobilize and
organize   the   people,   to   guide   them   in   the   struggle   against   the
enemy,  to  maintam  close  coordimtion  with  the  military  struggle,
and  to  help  win  the  greatest  victories  for  the  resistance.  The  more
violent the  war becomes, the  stronger and more effective the political
struggle  will be,  particularly  in  the  urban centers  of South Vietnam,
where  there  are  many  contradictions  between  our  people  and  the
United  States   imperialists   and   their   henchmen,   and   where   there
are  even  conflicts  among  the  United  States  imperialists  themselves.
As  the  anti-American  resistance  struggle  for  mtional  salvation  con-
tinues,  the  political  struggle  of  our  urban  compatriots  in  the  South
will   play   an   increasingly   important   role   and   will   hit   the  enemy
directly  in his deepest lairs.

The  military  struggle  is  becoming  increasingly  important  and  is

playing  a   decisive   role   in  defeating   the  enemy  on  the  battlefield.
The   United   States   imperialists   are   concentrating   their   forces   and

persevering in a policy of using arms and  troops to invade the South
and  enslave  our  people.  Our  people  in  the  South  must  therefore
resort   to   revolutionary   violence   in   order   to   oppose   this   counter-
revolutionary  violence  and  they  must  use  the   military  struggle  to
oppose  the  armed  aggression  of  the  enemy.  The  American  imperi-
alists  have  a  huge  military  force  to  use  to  carry  out  their  aggression
in  the  South.  Our  people's  military  struggle  has  therefore  become
increasingly important.

Guerrilla  activities  and  large-scale  combat  are  coordinated,  help
each  other,  and  encourage  each  othercto  grow.  They  are  also  co-
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of  poor   intelligence   and   the  failure   to   identify   targets   accurately.
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ordinat€d closely with the political  struggle  in order  to win  victories
in  both  `ihe  military  and  political  fields,  and  thus  lead  the  resistance

to  final  victory.  Prolonged  resistance  is  the  essential  strategy  for  a

people which  lives in a  country  which  is  neither  large  nor  populous,
one  which  has  a  limited  economic  and  military  potential  but  which
is  determined  to  defeat  an  aggressive  enemy  which  has  large  num-
bers of well-armed troops.

Our   people   truly   appreciate   the   struggle   being   carried   on   by
the  American  people  against  the  )ohnson  administration's   aggres-
sive  war  in  Vietnam,  and  we  consider  it  a  real  sign  of  sympathy
and   support   for  our   people's  just   resistance.   Our   people   arc   well

aware  that  the  decisive  factor  in  the  success  of  the  anti-American
resistance  struggle  for  national  salvation  is  their  attempt  to  change

the balance of power in our  favor on  the Vietnam  battlefield, where
there  is  a  struggle  between  the aggressors  and  the  victims  of aggres-

sion,  and  where  the  military  situation  increasingly  turns  in  favor of

the heroic people of South Vietnam.
Our  people  believe  that  after  the  upcoming  Presidential  election

in  the  United  States*ven  if  there  is  a  change  in  President-the
nature  of  the  United  States  imperialis[s'  aggressive  policy  ivill  not

change.  The  Prcsidcntial  elections  in  the  United  States  only  deter-
mine   the   distribution   of   positions   in   the   hierarchy   among   the
leading  personalities  of the parties  of  the  ruling  capitalist  class.  The

forthcoming  elections  will  lead  the  American  people  to  realize  the
errors   and   defeats   the   Johnson   administration   has   made   in   the
aggressive  war  in  Vietnam;   the  struggle  of  the  American  people

against this aggressive war will thus be strengthened.
The   economic   and   military   pcitential   of   the   United   States,   al-

though  large,  is  not  limitless.  The  realities  of  the  war  in  Vietnam
have  shown  that  even   with  large   numbers  of  troops,  good  guns,
and   a   lot   of   money,   the   Americans   cannot   extricate   themselves
from  failure  and  stalemate  and  they  will  therefore  be  defeated.

Great  Victory,  Great  Task.   SOB

Usirig  our  own  forces,  while  seeking  assistance  from  the  socialist
bloc  and  from the  progressive  peoples Of  the  world,  is  an  important

part  of  our  strategy.   It  is  the  concrete  expression  of  the  strongly
held  point  of  view  of  the  masses,  one of  absolute  confidence  in  our
nation and in our people who are permeated with an unconquerable
tradition  and  who  have  sufficient  opportunity  and  ability  to  defeat
an aggressive enemy, even the United States imperialists.

The Liberation Armed Forces'  method  of attacking cities  is being
used  on  the  southern  battlefields.  Small  LAF  units,  supported  by
the   people's  bolitical   forces,   have   won   huge   victories   and   have
destroyed  a  substantial  portion  of  the  enemy's  mobility.  Specifically,
attacks launched by the LAP  in  the heart o£ Saigon, Hue,  and other
cities  have  aided  the  struggle  of  the  urban  compatriots,  frightened
the  enemy,  and  filled  the  hearts  of  our  compatriots  with  joy.  The
attacks  on  the  cities  have  all  shown  the  tremendous  courage,  skill,
and flexibility of the LAF.

On   the   southcm   battlefield,   LAP   tactics   in   attacking   military
communications*specially  important  centers  of  communication-
have proved  very effective. The LAF  has disrupted  and crippled  the
enemy's  logistical  supply  movement  and  has  enfeebled  his  mobility
on  the  battlefield.  In  order  to  protect  and  clear  their  communica-
tions,  the United States  and puppet troops have  been forced  to move
a large part of their troops. But even  now, the encmy's  military com-
munications  are  far  from  being  free  of  difficulties  and  their  main
strategic routes are attacked and threatened constantly and forcefully.

T hc U pcoming Plots of the lmpcriali5ts

From  Johnson  and  MCNamara  to  Westmoreland,  the  imperialists
have  all  realized  that  their  situation  in  Vietnam  is  at  an  impasse.
But they have  not been  able  to come  up  with  a  solution.  They  have
finally  resorted  to  troop  reinforcements,  but  they  are  running  into

great  problems.  If  they  send  in  small  reinforcements,  they  cannot
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improve  their  situation  because  their  [rcops  are  threatened  on  every
battlefield.  If   they   send   in   large   numbers   of   reinforcements,   this
will greatly  affect  both  the political  and economic life  of  the  Ameri-

can  people  and  the  global  strategy  of  the  United  States,  and  will
still not save the United States imperialists from defeat.

On   the   political   front,   the   pacification   efforts   have   met   with
increasing   failure   and   have   had   no   positive   results.   The   puppet
troops  are   weaker  and   weaker  and  have  lost  more  and   more  of
their   effectiveness.   After   their   fraudulent   elections,*   the   puppet

administration  is  still  incapable  of  overcoming  its  conflicts,  its  dis-

order,  and  its  hopeless  situation.  The  conflicts  among  the  American
lackeys,   the   puppet   generals,   and   between   the   military   and   the
civilian  cliques,  have  become  increasingly  severe.  The  United  States

imperialists   attempted   to   use   the   fraudulent  farce   of   an  election
to  apply   a  fresh   layer   of  paint   to   the  Thieu-Ky   clique,  but  the
Thieu-Ky clique  was  only  exposed  more clearly  than  ever  as  traitors
to  Vietnam  and  lackeys  of  the  United  States.  Public  opinion  in  the
United   States   also   reflects   the   increasing   isolation   of   the   Saigon
administration   as   it   is   faced   with   the   widespread   and   vigorous
development of the struggle of the heroic southern army  and people.

The  American  imperialists  are  also  faced  with  new  problems  in
the   international   arena.   Since   they   have   been   committed   to   an
aggressive war in Vietnam and yet have  failed  repeatedly,  they  have
exposed  their  flaws  and  wcaknesses  over  and  over   again.  Revolu-
tionary  people  the  world  over  have  learned  that  the  United  States
imperialists  are  rich  but  weak  and  that  their  economic  and  military

potential,  although  great,  has  its  limits.  The  American  imperialists
are  being  beaten  by  a  small  but  heroic   people.  The   longer  they
continue their aggressive war  in Vietnam,  the more  they are  isolated
in international politics.

The  United  States  imperialists  must  deal  with  a  new  front  in the

* Elections were held  on  September  3,  ]967;  they  resulted  in  the  questionable

victory of the Thicu-Ky ticket.

Great Victory,  Great  Task.   3ff5

Middle   and   Near   East.   The   temporary   military   victories   of  the
American   lackeys-the   Israeli   mercenaries-have   not   ended   the
seething   national   liberation   movements   in   the   Arab   countries;
rather they have simply  been a signal for a new stage in  these move-
ments.   The   people   in   the   Arab   countries   are   carrying   on   their
struggle   and   will   continue   until   they   win   their   liberation.   The
temporary   victories   won   by   the   American   imperialists   and   the
Israeli   mercenaries   have   turned   into   strategic   mistakes   and   are
causing them greater and greater difficulties in every area.

In   Latin   America-which   the   United   States   imperialists   have
always  regarded  as  their  own  backyard-revolutionary  movements
have  been  growing  rapidly,  and  the  Latin  American  people  have
defended  themselves  against  the  aggressive  interventionist  policy  of
the  United   States   imperialists   and   the  lackey   reactionary   govern-
ments in the area.

In  the  United   States   itself,   the   Johnson  administration   is   faced
with  a  conflict  between  the  ruling  clique  and  the  growing  protests
of the  American  people.  The  widespread  rebellion  of  the  American
Negro  is  a  fierce  aggressive  blow  at  the  Johnson  clique's  domestic
and   foreign   policies.  Never   before   has   Johnson   been   at  such   an
impasse  as  hc  is  now.  US.  IVcavJ  C>p  W'or/J  Rcpo~  of  August  14,
1967,   admitted   that   the  Vietnam   war,   racial   conflict,   a   growing
budget  deficit,  and  trouble  with  Congress,  the  allies,  and  the  dollar
are  all  bad  news,  and  are  putting  pressure  on  the  administration
from  all  sides.  The  White  House  is  suddenly  like  a  building  whose
roof is about to fall in.

What plans do the American imperialists have ?
I.  They  will  continue  to  expand  the  limited  war  by  increasing

the  number  of  troops  in  the  South  and  by  fiercely  attacking  the
North.  After  making  involved  calculations,  Johnson  has  decided  to
send   another   50,000   men   to   South   Vietnam,   bringing   the   total
United States forces to over 500,000 by July 1968.

2.  The  United  States  imperialists  may  expand  their  limited  war
over   all  our  country.   Wc   are  prepared   for   this  possibility.   If  the
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impasse  as  hc  is  now.  US.  IVcavJ  C>p  W'or/J  Rcpo~  of  August  14,
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budget  deficit,  and  trouble  with  Congress,  the  allies,  and  the  dollar
are  all  bad  news,  and  are  putting  pressure  on  the  administration
from  all  sides.  The  White  House  is  suddenly  like  a  building  whose
roof is about to fall in.

What plans do the American imperialists have ?
I.  They  will  continue  to  expand  the  limited  war  by  increasing

the  number  of  troops  in  the  South  and  by  fiercely  attacking  the
North.  After  making  involved  calculations,  Johnson  has  decided  to
send   another   50,000   men   to   South   Vietnam,   bringing   the   total
United States forces to over 500,000 by July 1968.

2.  The  United  States  imperialists  may  expand  their  limited  war
over   all  our  country.   Wc   are  prepared   for   this  possibility.   If  the
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American  imperialists  expand  the  limited  war  into  the  North,  it  is
certain   that  they   will  be  rapidly   and  totally   defeated.   Even   with
over  one   million   men   at   their   disposal,   they   have   failed   in  the
South.  If they  send  infantry  troops  into  the North, how  many  more
would  be  needed.?  Attacking  the  North  would  mean  opening  an-
other   front.   Their   forces   would   be   even   further   dispersed   and
would be more easily destroyed.

Our armed forces and people must deal out fitting  punishment for
each  new  step   in  the  escalation  of  the  war.  We  must  vigorously
increase   the   moral,   material,   political,   and   military   strength   of
the   socialist   North,   and   at   the   same   time   effectively   use   the   aid
from   the   socialist   countries   to   defeat   American   aggression.   We
must   be   increasingly   watchful   and   firmly   face   the   continuous,

prolonged,  and  determined  nature  of  our  task  of  fighting  against
the destructive  war of the United  States  imperialists. We  have  ncvcr

had  any  illusions  about  the  American  imperialists'  desire  for  peace.

Strong  and  continued  attacks  on  their  air  force,  navy,  and  artillery
are  the  most  realistic  and  effective  means  to  guarantee  coordination

with   the   heroic   southern   armed   forces   and   people   and   are   also
encouraging  for  the  armed  forces  and  people  throughout  the  entire
Country.

We  must work  to increase  the  fighting power of our armed forces
and  the  different  branches  of  the  people's  army  and  to  make  our
fire  nets  more  effective  against  U.S.  aircraft,  warships,  and  artillery

units,  to  destroy  as  much  American  force  as  possible  and  to  protect
the socialist North more effectively.

Now  that  we  are  confronted  with  new  plots  and  acts  of  sabotage
by  the  American  imperialists,  it  is  all  the  more  necessary  for  us  to

invent more courageous and resourceful tactics to surprise the enemy
constantly   and   to   inflict   heavy   defeats   on   him.   We   must   also
concentrate  on  perfecting  and   inventing  fighting  methods  to   use
against   the   U.S.   naval   forces   and   artillery   units.   With   stalwart,
militant,  determination,  with  heroism,  courage,  and  intelligence,  we
can  work  to  make  those  weapons  we  have  superior  and  to  invent
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highly   effective   tactics   in   order   to   punish   American   naval   and
artillery units as they deserve.

Under  President  Ho's  banner,  which  calls  for  "Determination  to
dcfcat  the  United  States  aggressors,"  let  our  entire  army  and people
take  advantage  of  victories  to  move  ahead.  The  Vietnamese  people
are determined to defeat the over one million United States, puppet,
and  satellite  troops.  The  American  imperialists'  neacolonialist  war
of  aggression  will  certainly  be  defeated.  The  people's  war  of  the
heroic Vietnamese people will certainly win total victory.
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highly   effective   tactics   in   order   to   punish   American   naval   and
artillery units as they deserve.

Under  President  Ho's  banner,  which  calls  for  "Determination  to
dcfcat  the  United  States  aggressors,"  let  our  entire  army  and people
take  advantage  of  victories  to  move  ahead.  The  Vietnamese  people
are determined to defeat the over one million United States, puppet,
and  satellite  troops.  The  American  imperialists'  neacolonialist  war
of  aggression  will  certainly  be  defeated.  The  people's  war  of  the
heroic Vietnamese people will certainly win total victory.
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The  Vietnamcsc  people  are  waging  the  greatest  war  of  resistance
in the nation's history and arc writing new, extremely glorious pages
of  history.  We  are  defeating  the  United  States  imperialists  in  their
biggest  local  war  of  aggression  since  World  War  11,  which  is  also
their  biggest  nco-colonialist  war  of  aggression  against  the  natlonal
liberation  movement  which  is  surging  forward  like  a  tldal  wave.
We have  defeated  the  United  States  imperialists'  war  of  destruction
carried  out  by  air  and  naval  forces  against  North  Vietnam,  an  im-

portant  strategic  policy  in  their   scheme  to  intensify  their  war  of
aggression  against  our  country.  Blinded  by  their  aggressive  nature,
the United States imperialists have recklessly attacked an indomitable
and  heroic  people  with  a  centuries-old  record  of  glorious  struggle
to build and defend their country.

As a result of their foolish calculation, the United States aggressors
have  run  into  the  indomitable  strength  of  our  thirty-one  million
compatriots f rom the South to the North united to  fight a great peo-

ple's  war  and  have  invited  upon  themselves  ignominious  setbacks.
Directly  confronting  the  United   States   aggressors  on  the  great

front of their country, the heroic South Vietnamese people and armed
forces, under  the banner of the South Vietnam National Liberation
Front,  have  bravcd  all  hardships  and  sacrifices  and  fought  valiantly
and  persistently  against  the  foreign  aggressors.  Though  the  United
States  imperialists  have  taken  their  local  war to  a  high  level,  raising
the  strength  of  the  United   States   puppet   and   satellite   armies   to
1,200,000  men,  our compatriots  and  Liberation Armed  Forces,  main-
taining  and  developing  their  offensive  position,  have  smashed  one

This is an abridged  text of a  speech delivered  at an  Army Day Rally in  Hanoi
on  Deecmber  21,   1968.  It  is  an  official  translation  made  available  to  us  by  the
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after  another all  the  counteroflcnsives  of the enemy. Especially  since

\`')         early  spring  this  year,  compatriots  and  fighters  in  the  south,  stirred
by  a  vigorous  offensive  mettle  and  a  burning  revolutionary  spirit,
have  launched  repeated  general  offensives  and  widespread uprisings
and   have   recorded   unprecedentedly   big   and   all-around   victories.
Within  a  short  period  of time,  the  revolution in  the  South  made  a
leaping  bound,  ushering  in  a  new  situation  to  our  great  advantage
and  to  the  great  disadvantage  of  the  enemy.  Our  strength,  military
and political,  has grown  unceasingly  while  that of the  United States

puppets  has  suffered  heavy  losses,  in  live  forces  as  well  as  in  war
means.  We  have  vigorously  developed  our  position  of  attack  and
encirclement  toward  the  enemy.  On  the  contrary,  the  enemy  battle
order  has  been  upset,  and  they  are  sinking  ever  deeper  into  passive
defense  and  into  a  strategic position of  being  attacked  and  encircled
on  all battlefields.  Our  ardor and  determination  are  rising  while  the
United States aggressive will has shaken visibly.

After  four  years of  conducting  a  local  war  with more  than  half a
million  United  States  troops  as  the hard  core,  the  United  States  im-

perialists  have  had  to  think  of  "de-Americanizing"  the  war.  Thus,
they  have  admitted  the  error  and  failure  of  their  decision  to  bring
United  States  troops  into  South  Vietnam  to  save  the  puppet  army
and administration from collapse.

That is  a vicious circle, an  impasse  for  the United  States  imperial-
ists.  They  have  been  compelled  to  fall back  onto  the  path  of  failure
which  they  had  trodden  and  which  had  led  the  Ngo  Dinh  Diem
clique [o downfall and their "special war" strategy  to complete bank-
ruptcy.

We  are  confident that the  armed forces  and people o£ South Viet-
nam,  by  developing  the big victories  already  recorded,  will certainly
march  forward  and  defeat  completely  every  new  scheme  and  rna-
neuver  of  the  United   States   aggressors  and  their  henchmen  and
score still bigger victories  in  their advance  to final  victory.

In  the North,  under  the  clear-sighted  leadership  Of our  Party,  our
armed forces and people have won a very big victory over the United
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States  aggressors, smashing  their war of destruction,  foiling  all their
foolish  ambitions  and all their  strategic objectives.

The Uriited States aggressors have attempted to shake our people's
fighting will through the massive use of bombs and shells. However,
our people's determination to defeat them is now  higher and firmer
than  ever  before.  They  have  attempted  to  sever   the  blood-sealed
relations  between  North  and  South  Vietnam  by  means  of  destruc-
tion  and  massacre,  but  our  thirty-one  million  compatriots  are  now
united  more  closely  and  are  standing  shoulder  to  shoulder  to  carry
on the fight.

By attacking North Vietnam, the United States imperialists hoped
to weaken our economic and national defense potential. But through
the test of war our  national defense strength has grown by  leaps and
bounds,  and  our  socialist  economy  has  fully  demonstrated  its  su-

periority  and  has  ceaselessly  grown  in  wartime.  Communications
and  transport have  remained  open  in all circumstances;  our  pcople's
life  has  been  stabilized;  culture,  education,  and  public  health  have
continued  to  develop.  After  four  years  of extremely  valiant  fighting
against  the  enemy's  war  of  destruction,  socialist  North  Vietnam  to-
day  has  become  stronger  than  ever  before  in  all  fields  and  has  con-
stantly  served  as  the  solid  revolutionary  base  for  the  whole  country.

The  army  and  people  in  North  Vietnam  have  shot  down  more
than thirty-two hundred of the most up-to-date aircraft of the United
States, killing or capturing a sizable  number of top  American pilots,
and have sunk or set fire to hundreds of enemy vessels. The so-called
air   superiority  of  the  United   States   imperialists-the   chieftain  Of
imperialism  which  used  to  boast  of  its  wealth  and  weapons  and
which  is  notorious  for  its  cruelty-has  received  a  staggering  blow
at  the  hands  of the Vietnamese  people.  They  had  to  stop  uncondi-
tionally  the  bombardment of the Democratic  Republic of Vietnam.
They have been forced not only to admit openly the error and failurc
Of  their  policy  of  bombing  North  Vietnam  but  also  to  re{xamine
their  over-all  policy  of  aggression  against  our  country.  This  con-
stitutes  a  very  big  victory  on  our  part  and  a  very  bitter  defeat  for
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the  United  States  imperialists.  This  almost  unbelievable  thing  for
many persons  has  now become  an  evident  reality of  our  times.  Our

people  and  army  can  be  proud  of  the  fact  that  under  the  talented
leadership   of   our   Party   headed   by   esteemed   President   Ho   Chi
Minh,  undaunted  socialist North Vietnam  has  really  become  a  steel
rampart and our heroic Vietnamese  land,  a  real fortress. Any  enemy
of  the  Vietnamese  people  who  ref uses  [o  realize  this  truth  and  still
nurtures  the  illusion  of invading  our  country  will  surely  meet  with
ignominious failure.

The  reality  of our  victory  and  of  the  United  States  failure  on  the
Vietmm battlefield proves  that in the present era a nation  which has
resolutely stood up in arms to wage a war of resistance for independ-
ence  and  freedom  along  a  correct  line,  which  is  determined  to  fight
and  knows  how  to  fight,  can  certainly  defeat  any  aggressor,  even
United States imperialism.

The  fiasco  of  the  United  States  is  an  extremely  grave  one  in  all
fields-military,   political,   strategic,   and   tactical;   a   fiasco   of   nco-
colonialism  in  all  its  forms;  a  fiasco  of  the  "local  war"  which  has
reached  a  high  level;   and  a  common  fiasco  of  the  capitalist  mo-
nopolies  that  have  replaced  one  another  at  the  helm  of  the  United
States.   It   is   the   biggcs[   fiasco   of   the   United   States   imperialists
throughout  the  history  of  their  aggressive wars.

That   failure  has   thrown  the  United   States  intci  enormous   dif-
ficulties in the political, military, economic, financial, and social fields
and  has  had  a grave  impact  on  the  global  strategy  of United  States
imperialism.

The  victory  of our  people  is  a  very  big  and  all-around  revolution-
ary  line,  a  victory  of justice,  a  victory  of  a  heroic  people  resisting  a
brutal  and  unjust  war  imposed  on  them  by  the  chieftain  of  the  im-

perialist camp, a victory of the blood-sealed solidarity between North
and  South  Vietnam,  a  victory  of  the  strategy  and  tactic  of  people's
war  developed   to  a  high  level  against  the  nco-colonialist  schemes
and maneuvers  and the obsolete  military  outlook  of  the bourgeoisie.
Our pcople's victory is also one of the socialist camp, of the brotherly
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Of  their  policy  of  bombing  North  Vietnam  but  also  to  re{xamine
their  over-all  policy  of  aggression  against  our  country.  This  con-
stitutes  a  very  big  victory  on  our  part  and  a  very  bitter  defeat  for
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the  United  States  imperialists.  This  almost  unbelievable  thing  for
many persons  has  now become  an  evident  reality of  our  times.  Our

people  and  army  can  be  proud  of  the  fact  that  under  the  talented
leadership   of   our   Party   headed   by   esteemed   President   Ho   Chi
Minh,  undaunted  socialist North Vietnam  has  really  become  a  steel
rampart and our heroic Vietnamese  land,  a  real fortress. Any  enemy
of  the  Vietnamese  people  who  ref uses  [o  realize  this  truth  and  still
nurtures  the  illusion  of invading  our  country  will  surely  meet  with
ignominious failure.

The  reality  of our  victory  and  of  the  United  States  failure  on  the
Vietmm battlefield proves  that in the present era a nation  which has
resolutely stood up in arms to wage a war of resistance for independ-
ence  and  freedom  along  a  correct  line,  which  is  determined  to  fight
and  knows  how  to  fight,  can  certainly  defeat  any  aggressor,  even
United States imperialism.

The  fiasco  of  the  United  States  is  an  extremely  grave  one  in  all
fields-military,   political,   strategic,   and   tactical;   a   fiasco   of   nco-
colonialism  in  all  its  forms;  a  fiasco  of  the  "local  war"  which  has
reached  a  high  level;   and  a  common  fiasco  of  the  capitalist  mo-
nopolies  that  have  replaced  one  another  at  the  helm  of  the  United
States.   It   is   the   biggcs[   fiasco   of   the   United   States   imperialists
throughout  the  history  of  their  aggressive wars.

That   failure  has   thrown  the  United   States  intci  enormous   dif-
ficulties in the political, military, economic, financial, and social fields
and  has  had  a grave  impact  on  the  global  strategy  of United  States
imperialism.

The  victory  of our  people  is  a  very  big  and  all-around  revolution-
ary  line,  a  victory  of justice,  a  victory  of  a  heroic  people  resisting  a
brutal  and  unjust  war  imposed  on  them  by  the  chieftain  of  the  im-

perialist camp, a victory of the blood-sealed solidarity between North
and  South  Vietnam,  a  victory  of  the  strategy  and  tactic  of  people's
war  developed   to  a  high  level  against  the  nco-colonialist  schemes
and maneuvers  and the obsolete  military  outlook  of  the bourgeoisie.
Our pcople's victory is also one of the socialist camp, of the brotherly
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lndochincse  peoples,  of  the  national  liberation  movements,  and  of
the   revolutionary   peoples   throughout   the   world.   This   victory   is

greatly  inspiring  our  brothcrs  and  friends  in  the  five  continents,
frightening   the   enemy   and   strengthening  the   confidence  of  the
armed  forces  and  people  throughout  our  country  and  their  deter-
mination to fight till final victory.

On  this  occasion,  we  sincerely  thank  the  fraternal  socialist  coun-
tries  for  their  very  valuable  and  great  support  and  assistance;  we
sincerely  thank  the  peoples  of  Laos  and  Cambodia,  the  progressive

people  all  over  the  world  including  the  progressive  people  in  the
United  States,  for  their  sympathy  with,  and  vigorous  support  of,
the   Vietnamese   people';   sacred  war   of   resistance   against  United
States  aggression,  for  national  salvation.

The  history   of  our   nation   is   one  of  resistance   against  foreign
aggression  to  build  our  country  into  an  independent  country,  an
independent  nation.  The  struggle  to  overcome  the  danger  of  an-
nihilation has given birth to extremely  powerful  national  sentiments
-to a strong spirit of independence and self-reliance and to an eager

will for national unity.
For   independence   and   freedom   our   forefathers   have   fearlessly

risen up, those in the rear taking the place of those in the front who
have fallen, the whole country united as one man, and have defeated
many  aggressor  armies  many  times  bigger  than  themselves.

Today,  under  the  leadership  of  the  Party,  and  also  for  independ-
ence  and  freedom,  our  thirty®ne  million  compatriots  have  closed
their  ranks  and  risen  up  in  two  wars  of resistance,  fighting  with  all
their  moral  and  physical  strength,  with  their  lives  and  property,  in
the   spirit  of  sacrificing  everything   rather   than  reconciling  them-
selves  to  losing  their  country  and  accepting  slavery,  determined  to
srmsh all aggressive designs of imperialism to save their country and
their families.

Our strength is  the strength of a heroic  nation, the  strength of the
tradition of determination to fight and to win, the invincible strength
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of  thousands  of  years  of  history,  the  strength  of  today  and  also  of
tomorrow.

The  great  victory  of  our  people  also  stems  from  the  f ully  correct
and  very  creative  revolutionary  and  military  line  of our  Party.  This
line  is  actually  the  Marxist-Leninist  theory  ingeniously  applied  to
the  realities  o£ Vietnam.  It  reflects  the  thoroughgoing  revolutionary
spirit  o£  the Vietnamese  working  class,  the  Vietnamese  peaple's  tra-
dition  of  resistance  to  foreign  aggression,  the  valor  and  wisdom  of
the  patriotic  Vietnamese.  At  the  same  time,  it crystallizes  the  finest
revolutiomry   spirit   of   progressive   mankind.   Our   Party   has   ap-

plied  Marxism-Leninism  to  the  specific  conditions  of  Vietnam  and
the  realities  of  our  times.   It  has   made  clear   the  character  Of  our

people's  war  of  resistance  against  United  States  aggression,  for  na-
tional  salvation,  as  a  revolutiomry  war,  a  national  liberation  war
against   the   nco-colonialist   war   of   aggression   waged   by   United
States  imperialism.  That  war  is  a  fight  for  the  independence,  free-
don,  and  unity  of the  Vietnamese  fatherland  and  at  the  same  time
a  fight  to  defeat  part  of  the  counter-revolutionary  global  strategy  of
United  States imperialism contributing  to  the defense of the socialist
camp  and  the  safeguarding  of  peace  in  Asia  and  the  world.  It  is  a

people's  war  led  by  the  working  class,  which  has  been  taken  to  a
high level, a protracted war conducted by the entire people and in all
respects  relying  mainly  on  the  people's  own  forces;  it  will  surely  be
crowned with victory.

Our  Party  has  deeply  analyzed  the  character  of our  era and  made
an  important  contribution  to  working  out  the  offensive  strategy  of
the  world  revolution  aimed  a[  repelling  imperialism  and  old  and
new  colonialism,  step  by  step,  and  overthrowing  i[  part  by  part  and
ultimately wiping it out wholly and completely.

Proceeding  from  this  strategy,  in  the  conditions  of  a  country  not
very  large and with a population  not very large,  our  Party has  made
it  clear  that  the  strategy  of  our  people's   revolutionary  war  is  an
offensive  strategy,  using  revolutionary   violence,  combining  armed
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lndochincse  peoples,  of  the  national  liberation  movements,  and  of
the   revolutionary   peoples   throughout   the   world.   This   victory   is

greatly  inspiring  our  brothcrs  and  friends  in  the  five  continents,
frightening   the   enemy   and   strengthening  the   confidence  of  the
armed  forces  and  people  throughout  our  country  and  their  deter-
mination to fight till final victory.

On  this  occasion,  we  sincerely  thank  the  fraternal  socialist  coun-
tries  for  their  very  valuable  and  great  support  and  assistance;  we
sincerely  thank  the  peoples  of  Laos  and  Cambodia,  the  progressive

people  all  over  the  world  including  the  progressive  people  in  the
United  States,  for  their  sympathy  with,  and  vigorous  support  of,
the   Vietnamese   people';   sacred  war   of   resistance   against  United
States  aggression,  for  national  salvation.

The  history   of  our   nation   is   one  of  resistance   against  foreign
aggression  to  build  our  country  into  an  independent  country,  an
independent  nation.  The  struggle  to  overcome  the  danger  of  an-
nihilation has given birth to extremely  powerful  national  sentiments
-to a strong spirit of independence and self-reliance and to an eager

will for national unity.
For   independence   and   freedom   our   forefathers   have   fearlessly

risen up, those in the rear taking the place of those in the front who
have fallen, the whole country united as one man, and have defeated
many  aggressor  armies  many  times  bigger  than  themselves.

Today,  under  the  leadership  of  the  Party,  and  also  for  independ-
ence  and  freedom,  our  thirty®ne  million  compatriots  have  closed
their  ranks  and  risen  up  in  two  wars  of resistance,  fighting  with  all
their  moral  and  physical  strength,  with  their  lives  and  property,  in
the   spirit  of  sacrificing  everything   rather   than  reconciling  them-
selves  to  losing  their  country  and  accepting  slavery,  determined  to
srmsh all aggressive designs of imperialism to save their country and
their families.

Our strength is  the strength of a heroic  nation, the  strength of the
tradition of determination to fight and to win, the invincible strength
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of  thousands  of  years  of  history,  the  strength  of  today  and  also  of
tomorrow.

The  great  victory  of  our  people  also  stems  from  the  f ully  correct
and  very  creative  revolutionary  and  military  line  of our  Party.  This
line  is  actually  the  Marxist-Leninist  theory  ingeniously  applied  to
the  realities  o£ Vietnam.  It  reflects  the  thoroughgoing  revolutionary
spirit  o£  the Vietnamese  working  class,  the  Vietnamese  peaple's  tra-
dition  of  resistance  to  foreign  aggression,  the  valor  and  wisdom  of
the  patriotic  Vietnamese.  At  the  same  time,  it crystallizes  the  finest
revolutiomry   spirit   of   progressive   mankind.   Our   Party   has   ap-

plied  Marxism-Leninism  to  the  specific  conditions  of  Vietnam  and
the  realities  of  our  times.   It  has   made  clear   the  character  Of  our

people's  war  of  resistance  against  United  States  aggression,  for  na-
tional  salvation,  as  a  revolutiomry  war,  a  national  liberation  war
against   the   nco-colonialist   war   of   aggression   waged   by   United
States  imperialism.  That  war  is  a  fight  for  the  independence,  free-
don,  and  unity  of the  Vietnamese  fatherland  and  at  the  same  time
a  fight  to  defeat  part  of  the  counter-revolutionary  global  strategy  of
United  States imperialism contributing  to  the defense of the socialist
camp  and  the  safeguarding  of  peace  in  Asia  and  the  world.  It  is  a

people's  war  led  by  the  working  class,  which  has  been  taken  to  a
high level, a protracted war conducted by the entire people and in all
respects  relying  mainly  on  the  people's  own  forces;  it  will  surely  be
crowned with victory.

Our  Party  has  deeply  analyzed  the  character  of our  era and  made
an  important  contribution  to  working  out  the  offensive  strategy  of
the  world  revolution  aimed  a[  repelling  imperialism  and  old  and
new  colonialism,  step  by  step,  and  overthrowing  i[  part  by  part  and
ultimately wiping it out wholly and completely.

Proceeding  from  this  strategy,  in  the  conditions  of  a  country  not
very  large and with a population  not very large,  our  Party has  made
it  clear  that  the  strategy  of  our  people's   revolutionary  war  is  an
offensive  strategy,  using  revolutionary   violence,  combining  armed
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struggle  with  political  struggle  to  launch  active,  resolute,  continual,
and  all-around  offensives  in  all  forms,  turning  to  account  our  ab-
solute   moral   and   political   superiority   in   order   to   defeat  a   cruel
enemy  with  a  very  big  economic  and  military  potential.

Upholding  the  heroic  tradition  and  the  powerful  national  senti-
ments  of  the  Vietnamese  people,  our  Party  has  enriched  the  gen-
uinely  patriotic and  nationalist sentiments  of our people with  Marx-
ism-Leninism  and  proletarian  internationalism,  raised  it  to  a  high
level,  and  made  it  into  Vietnamese  revolutionary  heroism,  the  great
source  of  strength  of  the  present  fight  for  national  and  class  libera-
tion.

On that political and  ideological basis, our  people have created  the
Vietnamese  military  science  and  art and have  worked  out  the  direc-
tive to fight the  enemy  and  the guideline for  leading  the  fight,  have

promoted  the  collective  wisdom  of  the  revolutionary  masses,  and
have  realized  the  watchword  that the  entire  people  fight against  the
aggressors.  All  thirty-one  million  of  our  people  are  valiant  fighters,

using  a  small  force  to  fight  a  bigger  one,  defeating  a  stronger  force
with a smaller one, combining  big,  medium-sized,  and  small battles,
stepping  up  big-unit  fighting  and  at  the   same  time  carrying  out
widespread  guerrilla  warfare,  constantly  striking  the  enemy  from
a  strong  position  and  achieving  very  high  combat  efficiency, becom-

ing  ever  stronger  and  winning  ever  bigger  victories  as  they  fight.
Since the United States imperialists started their war of destruction

against  the  North,  our  Party  has  creatively  applied  people's  war  to
cope  with  a  very  new  kind  of  war  of  aggression.  It  has  organized
the  entire  people  to  take  part  in  the  fight  with  the  armed  forces  as
the  hard  core,  fighting  the  enemy  in  all  fields,  combining  the  fight
against  the  enemy  with  strengthening  civilian  air  defense,  carrying
out   the   war   of   resistance   while   building   socialism,   fighting   the

enemy   while   boosting   production,   ensuring   communications   and
transport,  maintaining  public  order  and  security,  fostering  and  de-
veloping  our  forces,  firmly  defending  the  socialist  North,  fulfilling
our  duty  toward  the  big  front.  This  has  led  to  glorious  victories.

The  Final  Phacc  of  Battle   3;rs

Our  Party  has  organized  the  heroic  armed  forces  of  the  Viet-
namese  people  composed  of  the  regular  army,  the  regional  armed
forces,  and  the  militia  and  guerrillas.  These  are  a  wonderful  army
of our  nation  which,  within  only  a  score  of years,  has grown  from
small  guerrilla  bands  into  a  mighty  army  and  thus,  together  with
the entire people, defeated Japanese fascism and French imperialism
and is today defeating United States imperialism.

What a  glory  and  pride  for  the Vietnamese people's  armed  forces
to be  the sons of the working people of Vietnam,  of the heroic Viet-
namesc people!

What  a  glory  and  pride  for  our  entire  people  and  army  fighting
under  the ever  victorious  banner of the  glorious  Vietnam Workers
Party and esteemed President Ho Chi Minh!

Born of the people, led by the Party of the working class, carrying
in them the blood of heroic  people, and  built  along Marxist-I.eninist
lines, the Vietnamese people's armed forces pledge  to fulfill meritori-
ously  the glorious  task  assigned  by  history  and  the  people,  which  is
to unite with the entire people completely to defeat the United States
aggressors, liberate the South, defend the North, and advance toward
the peaceful reunification of the country.

With  the brilliant  successes  recorded  in  both  zones  of the  country
since  early  this  spring,  the  war  of  resistance  of  our  entire  people
against  United  States  aggression,  for  national  salvation,  has  entered
a  new  stage.  The  United  States  failure  has  become  apparent,  and  it
is  certain  that  it  will  sustain  ever  heavier  setbacks.  Our  people  have
won  big victories and  are  advancing toward complete  victory.  How-
ever,  the  United  States  imperialists  remain  very  stubborn  and  have
not  yet  given  up  their  aggressive  designs  against  our  country.

Though  they  have  lost  all  hope  of  defeating  us  mili[arily,  they
still  cling  to  the  illusion  of  maintaining  their  nco-colonialist  rule  in
South  Vietnam.  Like  a  mortally  wounded  beast,  the  United  States
aggressors  are  striking  wildly.  They  have  stopped  at  no  barbarous
maneuvers,  using  8-52  bombers,  bombs,  shells,  and  noxious  chem-
icals  to  ravage  towns  and  countryside,  launched  the  so{alled  accel-
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struggle  with  political  struggle  to  launch  active,  resolute,  continual,
and  all-around  offensives  in  all  forms,  turning  to  account  our  ab-
solute   moral   and   political   superiority   in   order   to   defeat  a   cruel
enemy  with  a  very  big  economic  and  military  potential.

Upholding  the  heroic  tradition  and  the  powerful  national  senti-
ments  of  the  Vietnamese  people,  our  Party  has  enriched  the  gen-
uinely  patriotic and  nationalist sentiments  of our people with  Marx-
ism-Leninism  and  proletarian  internationalism,  raised  it  to  a  high
level,  and  made  it  into  Vietnamese  revolutionary  heroism,  the  great
source  of  strength  of  the  present  fight  for  national  and  class  libera-
tion.

On that political and  ideological basis, our  people have created  the
Vietnamese  military  science  and  art and have  worked  out  the  direc-
tive to fight the  enemy  and  the guideline for  leading  the  fight,  have

promoted  the  collective  wisdom  of  the  revolutionary  masses,  and
have  realized  the  watchword  that the  entire  people  fight against  the
aggressors.  All  thirty-one  million  of  our  people  are  valiant  fighters,

using  a  small  force  to  fight  a  bigger  one,  defeating  a  stronger  force
with a smaller one, combining  big,  medium-sized,  and  small battles,
stepping  up  big-unit  fighting  and  at  the   same  time  carrying  out
widespread  guerrilla  warfare,  constantly  striking  the  enemy  from
a  strong  position  and  achieving  very  high  combat  efficiency, becom-

ing  ever  stronger  and  winning  ever  bigger  victories  as  they  fight.
Since the United States imperialists started their war of destruction

against  the  North,  our  Party  has  creatively  applied  people's  war  to
cope  with  a  very  new  kind  of  war  of  aggression.  It  has  organized
the  entire  people  to  take  part  in  the  fight  with  the  armed  forces  as
the  hard  core,  fighting  the  enemy  in  all  fields,  combining  the  fight
against  the  enemy  with  strengthening  civilian  air  defense,  carrying
out   the   war   of   resistance   while   building   socialism,   fighting   the

enemy   while   boosting   production,   ensuring   communications   and
transport,  maintaining  public  order  and  security,  fostering  and  de-
veloping  our  forces,  firmly  defending  the  socialist  North,  fulfilling
our  duty  toward  the  big  front.  This  has  led  to  glorious  victories.

The  Final  Phacc  of  Battle   3;rs

Our  Party  has  organized  the  heroic  armed  forces  of  the  Viet-
namese  people  composed  of  the  regular  army,  the  regional  armed
forces,  and  the  militia  and  guerrillas.  These  are  a  wonderful  army
of our  nation  which,  within  only  a  score  of years,  has grown  from
small  guerrilla  bands  into  a  mighty  army  and  thus,  together  with
the entire people, defeated Japanese fascism and French imperialism
and is today defeating United States imperialism.

What a  glory  and  pride  for  the Vietnamese people's  armed  forces
to be  the sons of the working people of Vietnam,  of the heroic Viet-
namesc people!

What  a  glory  and  pride  for  our  entire  people  and  army  fighting
under  the ever  victorious  banner of the  glorious  Vietnam Workers
Party and esteemed President Ho Chi Minh!

Born of the people, led by the Party of the working class, carrying
in them the blood of heroic  people, and  built  along Marxist-I.eninist
lines, the Vietnamese people's armed forces pledge  to fulfill meritori-
ously  the glorious  task  assigned  by  history  and  the  people,  which  is
to unite with the entire people completely to defeat the United States
aggressors, liberate the South, defend the North, and advance toward
the peaceful reunification of the country.

With  the brilliant  successes  recorded  in  both  zones  of the  country
since  early  this  spring,  the  war  of  resistance  of  our  entire  people
against  United  States  aggression,  for  national  salvation,  has  entered
a  new  stage.  The  United  States  failure  has  become  apparent,  and  it
is  certain  that  it  will  sustain  ever  heavier  setbacks.  Our  people  have
won  big victories and  are  advancing toward complete  victory.  How-
ever,  the  United  States  imperialists  remain  very  stubborn  and  have
not  yet  given  up  their  aggressive  designs  against  our  country.

Though  they  have  lost  all  hope  of  defeating  us  mili[arily,  they
still  cling  to  the  illusion  of  maintaining  their  nco-colonialist  rule  in
South  Vietnam.  Like  a  mortally  wounded  beast,  the  United  States
aggressors  are  striking  wildly.  They  have  stopped  at  no  barbarous
maneuvers,  using  8-52  bombers,  bombs,  shells,  and  noxious  chem-
icals  to  ravage  towns  and  countryside,  launched  the  so{alled  accel-
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Crated-pacification  program,  and  stepped  up  repression  and  terror
against  all  those in  the areas  under  their  control who  yearn for  na-
tional independence and peace.

With  regard  to  North  Vietnam,  they  obstinately  carry  on  their
spying  and  provocative  activities,  committing  more  crimes  and  en-
croaching  upon the sovereignty  and  security of  the Democratic Re-

public of Vietnam.
The  military  and political  schemes  and  mancuvcrs  of the  United

States  imperialists  are  clear  indicators  of  their  present  dark  scheme
of  continuing to  exert pressure  on  the  battlefield,  seeking  a  solution
to the war favorable to them. On the other hand, these schemes and
maneuvers, which are full of contradictions, spell the weakening and
losing  position  of  the  aggressors  as  well  as  their  confusion  in  their
blind  alley.  Certainly,  the more  the  United  States  and  its henchmen

prolong the  war,  the  heavier  will  be  their  defeats.
At  present,  our  compatriots  and  fighters  throughout  the  country

are  facing  a  military  and  political  situation  more  favorable  than
ever.  New,  great  possibilities  are  being  opened  for  them.  The  great
successes  in  both  zones  of  our  fatherland  are  enhancing  the  mettle
of revolutionary offensive of our people, giving us marvelous strength
and  speeding  up  the  process  of  decline  and  disintcgration  of  the
United States and its puppets.

In  their  high  tide  of  resistance  to  United  States  aggression,  for
national   salvation,   the   thirty-one   million   Vietnamese   people   are
valiantly  marching  forward,  resolved  to  win  complete  victory  while
standing ready at  all  times  to  defeat  the enemy  should  they  prolong
or  widen the  war.  Millions  as  one,  the  people  throughout our  coun-
try  are  endeavoring  to  put  into effect  the  sacred  appeal  of President
Ho  Chi  Minh  on  November  3,1968:  "At  present,  it  is  the  most
sacred  duty  of  our  entire  people  to  heighten  their  determination  to
fight  and  to  win,  liberate  the  South,  defend  the  North,  in  order  to
advance  toward  the  peaceful  reunification  of  the  fatherland."

So  long as an  aggressor remains in  our  land,  we  must continue  to
fight to sweep him away.

The  Final  Pl.asc  of  Battle    3T]

Under the glorious  baniier of the Party, let our armed forces  and

people  in  the North give  full  scope  to  their  revolutionary  ardor  and
their deep feelings for  the blood-sealed  South, enthusiastically  march
forward,  heighten  their  vigilance,  work  and  fight  with  self-deter-
mination,  redouble  their  efforts  on  all  fronts-production,  fighting,
communications,  and  transport-actively  build  socialist  North  Viet-
nam and remain determined to smash every act of war of the United
States aggressors  and  to  materialize  the  slogan  "All  for  victory  over
the  United  States  aggressors,  all  for  the  blood-sealed  South.''

Let  our  compatriots  and  fighters  in  the  South  realize  the  tremen-
dous  significance  of  the  fight  in  the  current  stage.  Bring  into  full

play  the  spirit  of  revolutionary  offensive  and  strive  to  carry  out  the
immediate  tasks  laid  down  by  the  conference  of  the  Presidium  Of
the  Central  Committee  of  the  South  Vietnam  National  Liberation
Front  on  December  4,1968,  namely:  "To  make  all-out  efforts  and
dash  forward  to  win  yet  bigger  successes  on  the  road  to  complete
victory,  thus  attaining  the  goal  of  building  an  independent,  demo-
cratic,   peaceful,   neutral,   and   prosperous   South   Vietnam,   and   of
achieving  the  ultimate  reunification  of  the  fatherland."

As  the  shock  force  of  the  entire  people  in  the  war  of  resistance
to  the  United  States  aggression  and  for  national  salvation,  our  peo-

ple's   armed   forces  pledge  to   fulfill   thoroughly   their  glorious   re-
sponsibility to continually sharpen  their  vigilance and  heighten  their
combat  capacity  and  be  determined  to  join  the  rest  of  the  people  in
defeating  the  United  States  aggressors  completely  and   seize  final
victory.

With  all  the  moral  and  material  strength  of a  nation  on  the  road
to   victory,   our   people   and   armed   forces   throughout   the   country
serve   the   United   States   imperialists   the   following   warning:   the
beautiful  land  of  Vietnam  belongs  to  the  Vietnamese  people;  jAc„
i§  dccidcdly  rio  place for the United  States  aggressors  here.By  [ecir
lessly  sending  troops  to  invade  Vietnam,  the  United  States  has  in-
curred  bitter  defeats.  Now,  if  it  persists  in  its  recklessness  and  ob-
stinacy,  it  will  certainly  meet  with  yet  heavier  defeats.
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So  long  as  South Vietnam is  not  liberated  and  our  country  is  not
reunified  in  real  independence  and  freedom,  our  people  and  armed
forces  will  continue  to  uphold  the  steel-like  will:  so  long  as  an  ag-

gressor remains in our country, we must carry  on the fight  to sweep
him away.

No  matter  how  stubborn  and  perfidious  the  United   States   ag-

gressors  may  be  and  whatever  maneuver  and  trick  they  may  resort
to,  they  cannot  reverse  the  law  of  history:  the  United  States  im-

perialists will  certainly be  defeated;  the  Vietnamese  people  will  cer-
tainly win.

Our generation  is having the  honor to  wage the greatest patriotic
war in the history of our  nation's  resistance  to foreign  invasion.

Our  nation  is  having  the  honor  to  stand  at  the  forefront  Of  the
revolutionary  struggle  of  the  world's  people  against  United  States
imperialism,  the  number  one  enemy  of  progressive  mankind.

In  our  advance  to  complete  victory,  we  still  have  to  overcome
many  hardships  and  endure  many  sacrifices.  For  the  independence
and freedom of our fatherland  in view of their noble internationalist
duty,  our  people  are  resolved  to  strengthen  solidarity,  uphold  the
determination  to  fight  and  to  win,  fight  and  smash  the  aggressive
will of the United States  imperialists, and  attain  complete  victory.

The  sacred  war  of  resistance  against  the  United  States  aggressors
and for national salvation of our Vietnamese  nation is bound  to win
complete victory !

I.ong  live  a  peaceful,  unified,  independent,  democratic,  and  pros-

perous Vietnam!
Long live the Vietnam Workers Party!
Long live President Ho Chi Minh!

The United States Has Lost the War:
An Interview

QUESTloN:  While  visiting  Vietnam  for  more  than  a  month  I  have
often  heard  quoted,  not  just  on  Radio  Hanoi,  but  in  my  conversa-
tions  with  people  in  the  street,  this  phrase  from  President  Ho  Chi
Minh's December  25,1967,  message:  "It  is  now clear that the Amer-
icans have lost the  war.  .  .   "
ANswER:   In  fact,   our   president   correctly   stated   in   his   message   to

the  nation:  "1[ is  now clear  that  the  United  States has  lost  the war."
These  words  now  take  on  their  full  meaning  not  only  for  us  Viet-
namese  but  also  for  world  opinion.  They  reflect  the  great  reality  o£
our struggle against American aggression.

From the first days of this aggression, our people, under the leader-
ship  of our  Party,  with  Ho  Chi  Minh  at  its  head,  rose  up  to  fight
resolutely.  And  from  that  day  forward  wc  had  an  unshakable  con-
viction  that  the  victory  would  be  ours-that  in  spite  of  all  its  ma-
terial,  economic,  and  military  power,  the  United  States  o£  America
would  lose  the  war  in  the  end.  We  never  doubted  this.

You  yourself  have  traveled  a  great  deal  in  the  rear,  at  the  front,
in  the  North  and  South  of  our  country.  You  have  seen  what  un-
alterable  faith  there  is  in  victory  and  what  resolution  to  fight  for
the  country's  independence.  You   have  seen,   too,  how   unshakable
is  the  determination  to  fight for the cause  of socialism  and peace.

When  wc  rose  up  against  United  States  aggression,  this  unalt€r-
able faith of our entire people was shared by our brother peoples and
countries,  the  socialist  countries.  They  also  believed  in  our  victory.
But  some  in  the  progressive  world  were  worried.  They  supported

This   interview  was  granted   by  General   Giap   to  Madelcinc  Riffaud   in  May
1968   and  was   published   in  /'H#ow&„j.jc'  on   June   4,   1968.   Mine   Riffaud   has
authorized its publication here.
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our  just  cause;  they  admired  our  resolute  and  heroic  people.  But
they  were  unnerved  by  the  terriblc  material  power,  the  enormous
war machine of the United  States, that  was  thrown  against  us.  This
sector  of progressive  public  opinion,  however,  has  come  a  long  way
over the months and years. In the face of reality, it no longer doubts:
the  United  States  is  losing  the  war;  the  final  victory  will  go  to  the
Vietnamese people.

In  America  itself  an  ever  larger  part  of  the  people  thinks  that
America  has  lost  the   war,  and  this  is  recognized  by   the   leading
circles  themselves.  At  the  outset  of  the  aggression,  they  thought  in
the White House and the Pentagon that the United States' formida-
blc military power  could  turn the  situation around overnight.  Those
were  the  bright  days  of official  optimism.  It  was  premature.

Around  1967,  after  two  years  of  large-scale  aggression  against  the
South  of  our  country  and  against  the  North,   the  United  States
leaders  began  to  doubt  their  ability  to  solve  the  Vietnamese  prob-
lem  by  force.  They  began  to  see  that  they  could  not  win  militarily.
But they  still believed  that,  in  any  case,  they  could  not  lose  the war.
The  view  of  these  circles  also  had  to  be  brought  along  by  the  force
of events. The problem has now become how to get out of this war,
how  to lose  the  war. That  is  what  they  call  "without  loss  of  honor"
-the  honor  of  the  imperialists,  of  course,  which  means  preserving

the interests Of the aggressor.
Our  people  are  fighting  for our  national  cause  but  also  for  sacial-

ism  and  for  the  other  peoples   in   the   world   struggling  for  their
liberation.  The  myth  of  the  invincibility  of  the  United  States,  this
colossus  supporting  itself  impotently  on  the  H-bomb,  is  collapsing
irretrievably.  No  matter  how  enormous  its  military  and  economic

potential,  it  will   never   succeed   in  crushing   the   will  of  axpeople
fighting  for  its  independence.  This  is  a  reality  which  is  now  rccog-
nized throughout the entire world.

Why  did  the  United  States  think  that  it  would  be  victorious?  It
deployed  an enormous war machine  in our country. Westmoreland

TIIe  United  Stoics  Has  li>§i  the  War..  An  lntcruicw   3;in

is  a  general  who  found  a  way  to  boost  the  United  States  expedi-
tionary force from twenty thousand men to more  than five hundred
thousand  without  offering  Washington  anything  in  return  but  a
light  at  the  end  of a  tunnel.  The  Americans  based  their  confidence
that  they  would  win  the  war  on  their  superior  numbers,  their  over-
whclming  armament,  their  riches   in  dollars,  and   in  the  tons  of
bombs they are dropping.

Finding  themselves  in  a  more  and  more  difficult`situation,  they
are   now   accusing   their  generals   of  trying   to   settle   things   arith-
metically-for  example,  in  the  matter  of  the  balance  of  forces-
while  the  Vietnamese  have  a  "trigonometric"  strategy.  That  is  not
correct.  Our  strategy  is  neither  arithmetic  nor  trigonometric.  It  is

quite simply  the  strategy  of a  just  war, of a  people's war.  They  will
never be able to understand that.

Even  before  the  Tet  offensive,  the  United  States  had  increased
its   forces   to   a   level   higher   than   that   foreseen   for   a   local   war.
Moreover,  they  had  already  had   to  raise  this   level  several  times.
For  America,  the  battleground  in  the  South  is  a  sinkhole  for  its
soldiers.  Ifl  spite  of that,  none  of  the  five  goals  the  Pentagon  set  in
the  South  has  been  attained.  Quite  the  contrary.  These  objectives
were  to  exterminate  the  Liberation  Army  units  (it  is  the  American
units  which  have  been  exterminated),  to  pacify  the  countryside,  to
blockade the South, to destroy the economic and military potential of
the North,  and to consolidate  the puppet government.

It was  a vital task for American imperialism,  which  is  conducting
a  nco-colonialist  war  of  aggression  in  our  country,  to  reinforce  the

puppet  army  and  prop  up  the  puppet  government.
Since  the  Saigon  "government"  is  drowning,  the  United  States

intervention  is  a  rescue operation.  The  more  the  Pentagon  increases
its  forces  in  South  Vietnam,  the  more  the  drowning  government
founders  and  sinks,  dragging  its  rescuers  with  it  into  the  disaster.

This  is  the  most  tragic  defeat for  the  Americans.  The  Tet  offen-
sive  marked  a  turning  point  in  this  war,  as  our  president  said.  It
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the  South  has  been  attained.  Quite  the  contrary.  These  objectives
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units  which  have  been  exterminated),  to  pacify  the  countryside,  to
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burst  like  a   soap   bubble  the  artificial  optimism   built  up   by   the
Pentagon.  The  United  States  leaders  wanted  to  make  1968,  an  elec-
tion  year,  a  year  of  successes  in  Vietnam-which  Lyndon  Johnson
thought  could  serve  his  domestic  political  ambitions.

However,   the   spring   1968   offensive   revealed   abruptly   to   the
Americans  that  the  Vietnamese  people  do  not  give  up  easily  and
that  their  military  strength  has  not  been  in  any  way  impaired  by
United  States  aggrecsion,  no  matter  what  its  forms  and  its  cruelty.
Gone,  and gone for good, is  the  hope of annihilating  the Liberation
forces.  Gone  are  the  "pacification"  projects.  They  would  have   to
start  all  over  again  from  scratch.  The  United  States  troops  had  to
entrench themselves on the defensive, blocked in their positions. The
"MCNamara  line"  proved  its  total  ineffectiveness.

Gone also  is  the hope of  refloating  the  drowned  government.  The
Saigon government showed itself more and more to be a puppet gov-
ernment  without  any  social  base  whatever.  The  purported  United
States  commitment  to  support  this  "ally"  has  been  unmasked  more
clearly  than  ever  as  a  fraud,  intended  only  as  a  cover-up  for  ag-

gression.
In  three  years  of  escalating  the  air  war  in  North  Vietnam  the

United States has not been able to achieve a single one of its military,
economic,  or  political  aims.  In  these  three  years,  America  has  lost
an important part of its modern air force and  the cream of its  pilots.
You  see,  no  matter  how  modern  it  may  be,  you  can  take  it  for

granted  that  air power  will never  decide  the outcome of a  war.  Our
people are more  determined  than ever to  fight against  the aggressor.
And  during  this  time  we  have  continued  to  build  socialism.  The
cars  and  trains  are  moving,  as  you  have  seen.  The  communication
routes  remain  open,  as  the  American  press  has  recognized.

After  these   American   experiences  and   these  hard-to-make-good
losses,  it  was  inevitable  that  the  United  States  would  contemplate
dropping  the extension  of  the air  war  to North Vietnam.  Several of
its  leaders  understood  that  it  was  time  to  stop  the  bombing,  which
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was  a  military  and  political  error  and  brought  them  no  advantage.
It  was  in  these  circumstances  that  President  Johnson  made  his

March  31  speech.  This  speech  exploited  for  political  purposes  the
military  need  to  concentrate  the  bombing  on  the  southern  part  Of
our country, of North Vietnam. We never believed in the good will
of the American imperialists.

After the Tet offensive the Pentagon  circles  realized  that they  no
longer  had  a  chance  of  winning  the  war  militarily.  Furthermore,
they saw that they were losing militarily.

It  was  in  this  situation  that  the  problem  of  "peace  with  honor"
was  posed  for  them.  This  expression  was  used  previously  by  the
French colonialists before Dien  Bien Phu. That the  world's grcatcst
imperialist  power  has  been  driven  to  seek  such  an  outcome  to  a
war  of  aggression  is  a  very  bitter  thing  for  the  imperialists  and  a
very  heartening  one  for  us,  for  progressive  humanity.  This  said,
however,  we  know  that  our  enemies  have  not  yet,  in  spite  of  their
failures, given up their aggressive aims.

'`)            If  our  people  have  succeeded  in  inflicting  these  defeats  on  them,

it  is  because  our  struggle  is just.  We  are  fighting  for  our  independ-
ence,  for  frccdom,  for  the  reunification  of  our  country,  which  is  a
sacred task for the Vie[namcsc-the  sacred duty of all our people.

QUESTloN:  "Of all  our  pcoplc,"  you  said-let  mc  interrupt  you.  The
name General Giap is bound  up with the idea of peoplc's war. This

fonccpt seems like something  new  to a  large part of European opin-
lon.
ANswER:  In  fact,  it  is  all  our  people  who  are  waging  this  war.  But
the  idea  of  people's  war  is  not  entirely  new.  It  has  existed  since

peoples  have  emerged   and   taken  form,  since   they  have  become
aware of  their fundamental  rights  and  risen  up  against  the  invadcl..

Already   in   our   most   remote   history   our   ancestors   said,   "Our
whole   country   is   rising   up   against   the   invader."  In   our   literary
tradition, the poet Nguyen  Dinh Chieu, for example, the blind poet
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and  singer  o£  South  Vietnam,  celebrated   the  struggle  of  "simple
villagers  who volunteered for  the  army out of love of  their  country"
and  the  delicate,  fragile  women  who  because  the  enemy  was  upon
us  "mounted  horses,  brandished  banners,  rowed  boats,  loaded  guns,
demolished citadels, and scaled ramparts."

Since  the  October  revolution  a  new  era  has  opened  up  and,  with
the  higher  consciousness  of  the  peoples  under  the  aegis  of  the  pro-
letariat,  people's  wars  have  developed,  have  acquired  new  content
and  thereby  a  new  power,  an  invincible  power.

The people's war in Vietnam is mobilizing all the patriotic classes:

the  peasants,  tile  workers,  the  intellectuals,  the  national  bourgeoisie
-all  classes  in  every  region-into  a  very  broad  f ront.  In  the  South

recently  the  creation  of  the  Alliance  of  National  and  Democratic
Forces  under  the  aegis  of  the  NLF  proved  once  again  that  all  the

people  of  Vietnam,  including  the   intellectuals   and  the  well-to-do
strata  in  the  cities,  are  against  the  Americans.  The  United  States  is
warring  not  only  against  the Liberation Army  in  the  South and  the
forces  of the People's  Army  in  the North. They  are  warring  against
an entire heroic  people  which  is  fighting  under  a  firm  and  seasoned
leadership in the  South  under  the  leadership of the National Libera-
tion Front. And  this  is  the reason  for  the American defeats.

Our generation has  had  the mission, and  for  us it is a conspicuous
honor,   of   struggling   for   some   decades   against   Japanese   fascism,
French  colonialism,  and  now  against  United  States  imperialism.  It
has  always  been  a  just  war  that  we  have  waged,  a  war  of  a  whole

people, a war of liberation.
But  this  war  is  a  war  of  our  entire  people  against  United  States

nco-colonialism   and   against   the   aggression   of   the   most   powerful
imperialist   state   in   the   capitalist   world.   This   is   why   the   present

people's  war  has  acquired  all  its  power,  exalting  the  heroism  of  all
the patriotic classes to its highest peak. Never in our history have we
had such a heroic national war.

Recently,  this  war  has  brought  into  play  new  forms  of  struggle:
combined  political and  armed  struggle,  struggle  in  the  mountainous
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regions, in the countryside,  in  the  cities. These forms of struggle  are
mobilizing ever  more broadly  the  masses of  our  people  against  the
aggressor.

In the South, our compatriots  and  the Liberation Army  arc fight-
ing  under  new  conditions  nationally  and  internationally.  Our  peo-

plc  is  the  people  that  made  the  August  revolution.  It  has  known
people's power and has waged a  long, hard war against imperialism.
South  Vietnam   is  half  Of  a  liberated   country.   The  independent,
socialist  North  is  an  always{xisting  source  of  encouragement  and
support for  our  compatriots  in  the  South. In  the North, we  all feel
that we  are  the  rear  of  a great  front.  And  the  North  intends  to  ful-
fill to  the  utmost its  duty  as  the  backup  of  the  front.

If in  the  North  we  have  succeeded  in  defeating  the  United  States
air  attacks  of  the  most  modern,  the  most  powerful  air  force  in  the
world,  it  is  also  because   after  ten   years  of  socialism  our  people's
determination  to  be  independent  is  firmer  than  ever.  We  are  strug-

gling  to  safeguard  the  conquests  of  socialism.  Despite  all  his  tech-
nical  means  and  all  his  barbarism,  the  enemy  has  not  been  able  to
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economic,  and  naturally  from  the  political  point  of  view.
From  the  international  standpoint,  we  are  struggling  in  a  world

where  the  socialist  system  and  the  national  liberation  movements
are  stronger  than  ever.  We  have  the  firm  support  of  our  brother
socialist countries and that of progressive opinion, even in the United
States.

Does the American government waDt to get out of this war?  Well,
it  has  five  hundred  thousand  troops  in  our  country,  which  are  in-
vading our  country,  sowing  death  and  ruin  everywhere.  If  America
wants  peace,  let  it  end  its  aggression,  withdraw  its  troops.  Nothing
could  be  simpler.  In Vietnam  we  also  love  peace,  after  twenty  years
of war.  Our  people  is,  I  think, one  of the  world's  most  peace-loving

peoples.  But  let  it  be  understood,  we  are  talking  about  real  peace,
not  peace  the  American  way,  under  the  boot  of the  aggressor.
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QUESTloN:  I  have  returned  from  the  Fourth  Zone,*  from  regions
bombed  day  and  night.  It  seemed  to  mc  in  fact  that  the  bombing
there was more concentrated than  at the time of my last trip. Am I
right?
ANswER : Exactly. The Americans are continuing the restricted bomb-
ing  to  which  they  were  reduced by  their  defeats  over  a  very  impor-
tant  part  of  the  Democratic  Republic  of  Vietnam.  They  have  con-
centrated this bombing on the Fourth Zone and have stepped  it up.
South of the twentieth parallel,  they  have  redoubled  their barbarism
since Johnson's last speech, as if to prove what must be understood in
the United States by "peaceful intentions."

Moreover, the Americans have publicly acknowledged-with what
cynicisml-that  they  were  intensifying  their  attacks  over  this  large
area  of  our  territory.  Every  day  they  commit  more  crimes  against
the civilian population of those regions. Every day, furthermore, they
are  bringing  new  troops  into  the  South.  They  are  launching  new
military  operations.  They  are  bombing  the  population  of  Saigon-
Cholon  (Saigon,  their  last  refuge  .  .  .)  with  B-52's. They  are  trying
to improve the armaments of the puppet troops. They  are pressuring
the  governments  of  Thailand  and  South  Korea  to  get  new  con-
tingents  of  mercenaries.  Is  all  this  new  evidence  of  the  peaceful  in-
tentions of the United States ?

Prospective  defeats  for  them  are  looming  up  dramatically.  They
are  still trying  to  turn South Vietnam  into  a  nco-colony.  Well!  The

people  of  the  South  want  none  of  it.  That  is  why  they  continue  to
struggle,  and  that  is  why  the  NLF  is  calling  on  the  people  in  re-

pcated  declarations  to  continue  the  fight  until  victory.
As  President  Ho  wrote  in  his  recent  letter  to  Nguyen  Huu  Tho

and  to  the  members  of  the  NLF  Central  Committee:  "While  it
talks  about  peace  negotiations,  the  United  States  is  intensifying  the
war, and that is why our compatriots, our fighters,  must firmly join

* That  part  of  North  Vietnam  nearest  the  Demilitarized  Zone  (including

Thanh Hoa and Nghe An provinces) .
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hands,  redouble  their  vigilance,  and  strengthen  their  resolve  to  fight
and win.„

We  want  peace  and  independence-without  the  Americans.  If
they think  they can  make  South  Vietnam  into  a  nco-colony  by  talk-
ing about peace  while they pursue  their  aggression,  it will  cost them
dearly. They have already experienced  defeat after  defeat.  They  will
suffer  still  more  bitter  ones.  The  Vietnamese people  are  determined
more   than   ever   to   struggle   on   until   the   day   the   United   States
abandons  its  imperialist  designs  on  our  country.  No  peace  can  be
achieved except on  the  basis  of respect  for  our  people's  fundamental
rights.  For  us,  only  one  kind  of  peace  is  possible,  real  peace  with
independence  and  freedom,  a  peace  which  will  recognize  Vietnam's
right to determine its own destiny.

Our  people  are  going  from  victory  to  victory.  We  firmly  believe
that   after   the   Japanese   fascists   and   the   French   imperialists,   our

people  will  also  get  the  better  o£  United  States  aggression.  Already
in  both  the  near  and  distant  past  Vietnam  has  withered  the  laurels
of  many  foreign  generals  hungry  for  conquest  and  buried  many
hopes  of  the  invaders'  military  strategy.  This  was  the  case  with  the

Japanese  and   the   French  imperialists.   And  today   it  is  American
imperialism's turn.

We  intend  to  carry  on  the  struggle  until  victory,  for  the  inde-

pendence  and  unity  of  our  country  and  for  future  generations.  We
are  proud  in  so  doing  to  make  a  contribution  to  the  cause  of  social-
ism,  of  the  national  f reedom  of  the  peoples,  and  to  the  cause  o£

peace in the world.
The  final  victory  will  be  ours.  And  it  will  also  be  the  victory  of

our  brother  socialist  countries,  the  victory  of  all  peoples  throughout

the world who cherish peace and freedom, the victory of all progres-
sive humanity.
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We  intend  to  carry  on  the  struggle  until  victory,  for  the  inde-

pendence  and  unity  of  our  country  and  for  future  generations.  We
are  proud  in  so  doing  to  make  a  contribution  to  the  cause  of  social-
ism,  of  the  national  f reedom  of  the  peoples,  and  to  the  cause  o£
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our  brother  socialist  countries,  the  victory  of  all  peoples  throughout

the world who cherish peace and freedom, the victory of all progres-
sive humanity.



Their Dien Bien Phu Will Come:
An Interview

LIBERATloN  NEws  sERvlcE:  General  Giap,  in  many  of  your  writings,

you  ask  this  question:  who  will be  the  definitive  winner  of  the  war
in  Vietnam?   I'd  like  to  ask  you,  right  now,  in  this  early  part  of
1969,  can  you  say  that  the  Americans  have  lost  the  war,  that  they've
suffered a military defeat ?

GIAp:  They've  recognized  that  themselves.  To  prove  their  military
defeat,  1'11 go  back  to their  political  defeat,  which  is  the  basis  of the

whole thing.
The  Americans  made  a  big  mistake  in  choosing  South  Vietnam

for  a battlefield.  The  Saigon  reactionaries  are  too  weak.  Taylor  and
MCNamara   and   Westmoreland   all   knew   that.   What   they   didri't
know  was  that,  in  their  weakness,  the  Saigon  leaders  wouldn't  be
able  to  take  advantage  of  American  aid.  Because  what  was  the  pur-

pose  of  the  American  aggression  in  Vietnam?  To build  up  a  new-
style  colony  with  a  puppet government.  But  to build  up  such  a  col-
ony you need a government tha['s stable, and the Saigon government
is  unstable  in  the  extreme.  It  has  no  influence  on  the  population;

people don't believe in it.
So  look what sort of jam  the Americans  have got  themselves  into.

They  can't  withdraw  from  Vietnam  even  if  they  want  to,  because
in  order  to  withdraw they'd  have  to  leave  a  stable  political  situation
behind  them.  That  is,  a  bunch  of  lackeys  to  take  their  place.  But
lackeys  that  are  solid  and  strong.  And  the  puppet  government  of
Saigon  isn't  strong  and  it  isn't  solid.  It's  not  even  a  good  lackey.  It
can't be  kept  going  even  with  tanks  to  hold  it  up.  So  how  can  the

This  interview  was  granted  by  General  Giap  to  the  Liberation  News  Service
in  the spring of  1969.
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Americans  withdraw?   And  yet  they  have  to  get  out.  They  can't
keep  six  hundred  thousand  men  in  Vietnam  for  another  ten  or
fifteen  years.  That's  their  political  defeat:  they  can't  win  politically
in spite of all their military apparatus.

In  Washington,  Westmoreland  was  greeted  like  a  hero,  but  he
couldn't help knowing that the war was getting to be too expensive,
something  that  Taylor  had  known  all  along.  Korea  cost  the  Amer-
icans  $20 billion, and  Vietnam  has  cost  them  Sloo billion.  Fifty-four
thousand  Americans  died  in  Korea, and  there  are even  more  deaths
in Vietnam.  .  .

LNs:  Thirty-four  thousand,  the  Americans  say,  General.
GIAp:  I'd  say  twice  that  many.  The  Americans  always  say  less  than

the  truth.  At  their  most  honest  they  say  three  for  five.  They  can't
have just thirty-four thousand dead. We've brought down over 3,200

plancs!  They admit one plane out of every five. In these five years of
war,  I'd  say they lost at  least 60,000 men, maybe more.

We  haven't  yet  won,  and  the  Americans  can't  be  called  defeated.
They're  still  numerically  strong;  nobody  can deny  that.  It  will  take
a  lot of effort on our part  to  give  them  a  definitive  military beating.
The  military  problem-now  I'm  speaking  as  a  soldier-they  have

plenty  of arms,  but  arms  don't do  them  any good, because  the  Viet-
nam  war  isn't just  a  military  matter.  Military  strength  and  military
strategy  can't  help  to  win,  or  even  to  understand  it.

The  United  States  has  a  strategy  based  on  arithmetic.  They  ques-
tion the computers,  add and subtract, extract square roots, and  then

go  into  actioli.   But  arithmetical  strategy  doesn't  work  here.  If  it
did,   they'd  already   have  exterminated   us.   With   their  planes,  for
example.  Of  course  they  thought  they  could  bring  us  to  heel  by
dumping  billions   [of  tons]   of  explosives  on  us.  Because,  as  I  told

you, they figure everything in billions, billions of dollars. They  don't
reckon on the spirit of a people fighting for what they know is right,
to save their country from invaders.

They can't get it into their heads  that the Vietnam war has  to be
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Americans  withdraw?   And  yet  they  have  to  get  out.  They  can't
keep  six  hundred  thousand  men  in  Vietnam  for  another  ten  or
fifteen  years.  That's  their  political  defeat:  they  can't  win  politically
in spite of all their military apparatus.

In  Washington,  Westmoreland  was  greeted  like  a  hero,  but  he
couldn't help knowing that the war was getting to be too expensive,
something  that  Taylor  had  known  all  along.  Korea  cost  the  Amer-
icans  $20 billion, and  Vietnam  has  cost  them  Sloo billion.  Fifty-four
thousand  Americans  died  in  Korea, and  there  are even  more  deaths
in Vietnam.  .  .

LNs:  Thirty-four  thousand,  the  Americans  say,  General.
GIAp:  I'd  say  twice  that  many.  The  Americans  always  say  less  than

the  truth.  At  their  most  honest  they  say  three  for  five.  They  can't
have just thirty-four thousand dead. We've brought down over 3,200

plancs!  They admit one plane out of every five. In these five years of
war,  I'd  say they lost at  least 60,000 men, maybe more.

We  haven't  yet  won,  and  the  Americans  can't  be  called  defeated.
They're  still  numerically  strong;  nobody  can deny  that.  It  will  take
a  lot of effort on our part  to  give  them  a  definitive  military beating.
The  military  problem-now  I'm  speaking  as  a  soldier-they  have

plenty  of arms,  but  arms  don't do  them  any good, because  the  Viet-
nam  war  isn't just  a  military  matter.  Military  strength  and  military
strategy  can't  help  to  win,  or  even  to  understand  it.

The  United  States  has  a  strategy  based  on  arithmetic.  They  ques-
tion the computers,  add and subtract, extract square roots, and  then

go  into  actioli.   But  arithmetical  strategy  doesn't  work  here.  If  it
did,   they'd  already   have  exterminated   us.   With   their  planes,  for
example.  Of  course  they  thought  they  could  bring  us  to  heel  by
dumping  billions   [of  tons]   of  explosives  on  us.  Because,  as  I  told

you, they figure everything in billions, billions of dollars. They  don't
reckon on the spirit of a people fighting for what they know is right,
to save their country from invaders.

They can't get it into their heads  that the Vietnam war has  to be
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understood in  terms  of the  strategy  of  a people's  war,  that  it's  not  a

question of men  and mat€riel,  that  these  things  are  irrelevant  to  the
problem.

Victory  calls  for   something  more,  and  that's  the  spirit  of  the

people.
When  a  whole  people rises  up,  nothing  can  be  done.  No  money

can beat them.
That's  the basis of our strategy and  our tactics, that the Americans

fail to understand.

LNs : If you'rc so sure, General, that they'll be definitively beaten, can

you give us any idea of when ?
GIAp:  Oh,  this  isn't  a  war  that  can  be  won  in  a  few  years.  War
against  the  United  States  takes  time.  They'll  be  beaten  with  time,
worn out. And to wear them out we have to go on, to endure. That's
what we've  always  done.  We're  a  small  country,  only  thirty  million

people.  We  were  only  a  million  at  the  beginning  of  the  Christian
era,  when  the  Mongols  descended  upon  us.  But  the  million  Of  us
beat  them.  Three  times  they  came,  and  three  times  we  beat  them.
We didn't have weapons  like theirs.  But we held fast and  lasted out
The whole  people, we said even  then,  has  to get  into  the  fight.  And
what was true in the year  1200 is still true today. The problem is the
same. We're good  soldiers because we're Vietnamese.

I.Ns :  But, General, the South Vietnamese who  are fighting  alongside
the Americans  are  Vietnamese,  too. What do  you  think of them as
soldiers ?

GIAp : They can't be good soldiers, and they aren't good soldiers. They
don't  believe  in  what  they're  doing,  and  so  they  have  no  fighting
spirit.  The  Americans  know  this  (and,  incidentally,  they're  better
fighters) . If they hadn't known that these puppets couldn't fight, they
wouldn't have brought over  many  of their  own  troops.

I,Ns:  General,  let's  talk  about  the  Paris  Conference.  Do  you  think
that  peace  will  come  from  Paris,  or  from  a  military  victory  such  as

you won at Dien Bien Phu ?
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GIAp:  Dien  Bien  Phu  .  .  .  Dicn  Bien  Phu  .  .  .  the  fact  that  we've

gone to Paris shows that we have good  intentions. And  nobody can
say  that  Paris  isn't  useful,  since  the  Liberation  Front  is  there,  too.
In  Paris  thcy've  got  to  transfer  what's  happening here  in  Vietnam
to a diplomatic level. Paris, madame, is for the diplomats.

LNs: You mean, then, that the war won't be settled in Paris, General,
is  that it?  That it calls for a military, rather than  a diplomatic,  solu-
tion?  That  the  American  Dien  Bien  Phu  is  yet  to  come  and  will
come some day ?
GIAp:   Dien   Bien   Phu,   madame  .  .  .  Dien   Bien   Phu  .  .  .  history
dcesn't always repeat itself.  But  this time it will. We won a  military
victory  over  the  French,  and  we'll  win  it  over  the  Americans,  too.
Yes, madame, their Dien B;en Phu is still to come. And it will come.

\\ )     The  Americans  will  lose  the  war  on  the  day  when  their  military
might is at its maximum and the great machine  they've put  together
can't move any more. That is, wc'll beat them at the moment when
they  have  the  most  men,  the  most  arms,  and  the  greatest  hope  o£
winning. Because all that money and strength will be a stone around
their neck. It's inevitable.

If they  didn't feel beaten, the White House wouldn't talk of peace
with  honor.  But let's  go  back  to  the  days  of  Geneva  and  the  Eisen-
howcr government.  How  did  the  Americans start out  in Vietnam?
In  their  usual  way-with  economic  and  military  aid  to  a  puppet

government.  In  short,  with  dollars.  Because  they  think  that  with
dollars  they  can  settle  anything.  They  thought  they  could  set  up  a
free  and   independent  government  with  dollars   and  an  army  Of

puppets  paid   in   dollars,  with  thirty   thousand   "military   advisers"
paid in the same, and dollar-built "strategic hamlets."  But the people
stepped  into  the  picture,  and  the  Americans'  plan  collapsed.  The
"strategic  hamlets,"  the "military  advisers,"  and  the  puppet  army  all

fell  to  pieces,  and  the  Americans  were  forced  into  the  military  in-
tervention  which  Ambassador  Taylor  had  already  recommended.

Then  came  the  second  phase  of  the  aggression,  the  "special  war."
With a hundred and fifty thousand men and $18 billion they thought
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GIAp : They can't be good soldiers, and they aren't good soldiers. They
don't  believe  in  what  they're  doing,  and  so  they  have  no  fighting
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GIAp:  Dien  Bien  Phu  .  .  .  Dicn  Bien  Phu  .  .  .  the  fact  that  we've

gone to Paris shows that we have good  intentions. And  nobody can
say  that  Paris  isn't  useful,  since  the  Liberation  Front  is  there,  too.
In  Paris  thcy've  got  to  transfer  what's  happening here  in  Vietnam
to a diplomatic level. Paris, madame, is for the diplomats.

LNs: You mean, then, that the war won't be settled in Paris, General,
is  that it?  That it calls for a military, rather than  a diplomatic,  solu-
tion?  That  the  American  Dien  Bien  Phu  is  yet  to  come  and  will
come some day ?
GIAp:   Dien   Bien   Phu,   madame  .  .  .  Dien   Bien   Phu  .  .  .  history
dcesn't always repeat itself.  But  this time it will. We won a  military
victory  over  the  French,  and  we'll  win  it  over  the  Americans,  too.
Yes, madame, their Dien B;en Phu is still to come. And it will come.

\\ )     The  Americans  will  lose  the  war  on  the  day  when  their  military
might is at its maximum and the great machine  they've put  together
can't move any more. That is, wc'll beat them at the moment when
they  have  the  most  men,  the  most  arms,  and  the  greatest  hope  o£
winning. Because all that money and strength will be a stone around
their neck. It's inevitable.

If they  didn't feel beaten, the White House wouldn't talk of peace
with  honor.  But let's  go  back  to  the  days  of  Geneva  and  the  Eisen-
howcr government.  How  did  the  Americans start out  in Vietnam?
In  their  usual  way-with  economic  and  military  aid  to  a  puppet

government.  In  short,  with  dollars.  Because  they  think  that  with
dollars  they  can  settle  anything.  They  thought  they  could  set  up  a
free  and   independent  government  with  dollars   and  an  army  Of

puppets  paid   in   dollars,  with  thirty   thousand   "military   advisers"
paid in the same, and dollar-built "strategic hamlets."  But the people
stepped  into  the  picture,  and  the  Americans'  plan  collapsed.  The
"strategic  hamlets,"  the "military  advisers,"  and  the  puppet  army  all

fell  to  pieces,  and  the  Americans  were  forced  into  the  military  in-
tervention  which  Ambassador  Taylor  had  already  recommended.

Then  came  the  second  phase  of  the  aggression,  the  "special  war."
With a hundred and fifty thousand men and $18 billion they thought
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they  could  finish  it  by  the  end  of  1965,  or  1966  at  the  latest.  But  in
1966 the war  wasn't  finished at  all :  they had  sent over  two  hundred
thousand  more  mcn`  and  were  talking  of  a  third  phase,  that  of
"limited  war,"  Westmorcland's  pincer  program:  winning  over  the

people  on  the  one  hand  and  wiping  out  the  liberation  movement
on  the other. But the pincers didn't hold  their grip,  and  Westmore-
land  lost  his  war.  He  lost  it  as  a  general  in  1967 when  he  asked  for
more  men  and  Washington  gave  out  a  rosy  report  that  1968  would
be a good year for the war in Vietnam, so good that Johnson would
be rc{lected.
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(continued  from  fron`t flap)

and    Lenin   as   well.   Yet   it   would   be   vulgar
sociological   reduction   to  see  them  as  nothing
more  than  the thought of  a  nation  at war or a
revolutionary    leadership   engaged    in   struggle.
Such  an  abstraction  would  do  injustice  to  the
rich   diversity   of   Vietnam's   political   culture.
General   Giap   is  a  distinctive  personality  in  the

movement   in   which   a   number  of  currents  of
opinion  are  evidently  in  play.  If  Giap's view of
events  appears  harsh   to   some  eyes,  we   must
think   back   also   to   his  own   experience  as  a
negotiator,    to    the    treason    he   suffered    at
Western   hands.   He   is,   moreover,   a   complex
figure.  It  is absurd to play the multiple,guessing

game    of    the    bourgeois    analysts    to    decide
whether   Giap   is  dove  or  hawk,  pro-Peking  or

pro-Moscow,   hard-liner   or   moderate.   His   life
and    published   works   make   clear   that   these
catagories are s/.mp//'sle and  inappropriate."
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Vo   Nguyen   Giap  was  born  in   1912  in  a  village  in  northern  Annam,
one  of the  country's  poorest  regions,  in  the days of  French rule.  His
family were peasants,  but  his  father  was well  educated  and  strongly
nationalist.  Giap  was  educated  in  the  same school that had educated
Ho  Chi  Minh,  the  Lyce'e  National  at  Hue`.  At fourteen, he joined the
Tan  Viet  (Revolutionary Party for a Greater Vietnam).  He continued
his  education  at  the  Lyc6e  Albert  Sarraut  in  Hanoi  and  then  at  the
university,   where   he   completed   his   law  degree   in   1937   and   his
doctorate  in  1938.  During  this  same  period  he  emerged  as  a  leading
Communist  Party  intellectual  (he  had joined during the mid-1930?s).
When  the  Party  was  banned  in   1939,  Giap  fled  to  China.  His  first

guerrilla  organizing was done  in  the  border  regions,  and;  partly  as  a
result  of  his  successes,  the  Party  launched  a  general  insilrrection  at
the  end  of  1944.  By  mid-1945  Giap  had an army of ten thousand  in
the  field,  and  the  rank  of  general.  Hismilitary fame reached  a  high

point with the successtul siege at Dienbienphu.
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